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CLEAR AS A BELL

Distinctive Designs
Build Sonora Sales
Next to Sonora's matchless tone, its popularity has ever been especially associated with
its distinctive upright designs, notably the "bulge"
models.

This unique and graceful construction, exclusive to Sonora, laid the very foundations of
Sonora success.

The bulge models reflect that quality which is
inherent in the Sonora-for it is an expensive construction, requiring carefully selected woods and
expert workmanship. It also instantly identifies

Baby Grand

$200

"The Highest Class
Talking Machine in
the World"
Such facts bring sales and customer confidence to the dealer. There is never any question

about the life-long service and beautiful tone
which the instrument in a Sonora cabinet will
deliver. Sonora bulge models are their own best
advertisement.

Are you interested in a franchise
to sell this remarkable instrument?
Imperial

$150

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, -Inc.
GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON, President

New York : 279 Broadway
Canadian Distributors:

1

I. MONTAGNES, Toronto

The Talking Machine World
Vol. 18.
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New York, June 15, 1922

Price Twenty-five Cents

SCHOOL LECTURES INCREASE SALES

CO-OPERATIVE SALES HELP TRADE

NEW FIRM GETS VICTOR AGENCY

S. L. Schott, Inc., Victor Dealer, of Mt. Vernon,

Merchants in Various Cities and Towns of Wisconsin Unite in Putting Over Sales

North Country Music Co. Opens First Store in

N. Y., Makes Many Sales of Machines Through
Lectures to Teachers and Pupils

Merchants of Wisconsin, in an effort to put

The opportunities for making talking machine sales to schools. which are so often over-

retail sales of 1922 above those of preceding
years, are holding co-operative sales days. Four-

looked by dealers, have proved worthy of consid-

teen cities of the State have held from one to

able effort on the part of S. L. Schott, head of

five co-operative sales since January 1. Music
merchants, in common with other retail dealers,
are reaping the profits of these events.
It is generally agreed by secretaries of business organizations that a wave of co-operative
merchandising is sweeping Wisconsin as it has
swept other parts of the country. Not only arc
merchants in one line of business co-operating
for increased sales, but the new development
shows that an entire city can put over a tremendous sales event in a co-operative way. Neighborhoods in the larger cities have found that this

the firm of S. L Schott, Inc., which recently
secured the business of Brodbeck & Co., at 64
South Fourth avenue, Mt. Vernon.
The Victor line is handled exclusively at this
establishment and through Mr. Schott, who is a
brother-in-law of the Landay brothers, who conduct a chain of retail talking machine stores in
New York and New Jersey, is giving a series of
lectures to the heads of the music departments of

various schools in the territory covered by him,

in which the booklets prepared by the Victor
Talking Machine Co.. entitled "The Victrola in
Rural Schools," "The Victrola in Correlation
With English and American Literature" and
"The Victrola in Music Memory Contests" play
an important part. These lectures have already
resulted in a number of sales and the prospects
of several more in the near future. Mr. Schott
has been most successful in this campaign.

DELAWARE CONCERN INCORPORATES
The Globe Wholesale & Distributing Co., of
Wilmington. Del.. has been granted a charter of
incorporation under the laws of that State to
in

deal

talking machines.

with

a

capital

of

tuareci

I

a recent address before the convention
of the Texas Music Merchants' Association in Ft. Worth, William L. Bush, head of

the Bush & Gerts Piano Co.. one of the
largest piano manufacturers and retailers in
the country, whose stores also feature talking machines, took occasion to review conditions and make suggestions regarding
what should be done to stimulate sales. In
his address Mr. Bush paid a tribute to The

Talking Machine World that is not only
gratifying as showing an appreciation of
what this publication is accomplishing for
the industry, but is important to those who
have not yet learned the real place held by
trade publications in their own businesses.
In his address Mr. Bush said in part:
"I say to every salesman,'Read your trade
journals,' and secure the benefit of the best
advice, experience, intelligence and creative
genius of sales people that arc all represented
in the columns of several of your most reputable publications. In one issue of The Talk-

ing Machine World I have read articles of
which I will just give you the captions.
These were published on 'April 15 and are
only a sample or suggestion of what every
salesman and saleslady in the talking machine field may have access to, week after
week and month after month, to add to his intelligent and proper conception of the dignity

and opportunity represented in the phonograph business. These articles I will enumer-

ate as follows: (1) 'One Dealer Learns His
Lesson'! The only comment that I have on
this article is that the dealer had advertised
'Buy $10 worth of records and secure a talking machine for $1 down.' A woman who

read this ad visited the store to find out
whether this was a bona fide and dependable advertisement and the proprietor told
her it was exactly as advertised, whereupon
the woman left the store and returned with
$10 worth of records that she had bought

BERLIN, N. H., June 5.-The first of a chain of
music stores to be operated by the North Country Music Co. has been opened here with a com-

plete line of Victor talking machines and reccrds, which were supplied by Cressey & Allen,

Portland, Me.. Victor distributors in that

f

t,

method of attracting trade has been very effective.

The sales reported that are bringing unusually

good results include not only style week programs and dollar day sales, but many novelty
stunts such as Sport Day, Made -in -La Crosse
Day, Made -in -Fond du Lac Day. In fact, as
several secretaries reported, merchants of Wisconsin are ever looking for a good "excuse" for
co-operative advertising and co-operative sales
weeks.

The game of business takes grit of the first
It is a real red-blooded, mall -size game,
and, like most worth -while things in life, it takes
courage to succeed.
water.
sum

mansurauss

Timely Suggestions on the Value of Selling
.1

Berlin, N. H., With Complete Victor LinePlans Three Other Stores in Near Future

elsewhere and advised him to send the ma-

chine out for $1 down. Ile should have
advertised 'You must buy $10 worth of records front us.' Other articles, educational,
essential and valuable in character are as
follows: (2) 'Some Essential Points in Rec-

surd

North Country Music Co.'s New Store
The company is planning to open add.tional establishments in Colebrook and Lancastory.

ter, N. IL, and Island Pond. Vt. The Victor

line will be handled exclusively in all of these
stores, and in addition a complete line of pianos
and musical instruments will be handled. The officers of the company. which was recently organized, are C. B. Snow, president; George F.
Cressey, treasurer and Clinton W. Graffam, secretary.

The Berlin establishment has teen handsome
ly fitted up with the most modern equipment and
great care was exercised to create an oinrior

ord Salesmanship,' by Mark W. Duncan.
(3) 'A Fair Knowledge of Music Is a Big
Factor in the Success of the Retail Record
Salesman.' (4) 'Selfishness,' by E. Fraser
Carson. (5) 'Creating Sales From the Broadcasting of Records.' (6) 'The Inside History
of Increased Record Sales.' (7) 'Little Ideas
That Will Make Big Sales,' by Robert Gordon. (8) 'The Value of the Postal Card as a
Means of Stimulating Record Sales.' These
articles and numerous others appeared in
one issue of one paper, and I wonder how
many salesmen or salesladies have read ally
or all of them; that publication I recommend
as a source of valuable, useful and dependable

information and suggestions. I also believe
that where an establishment has a department of Tales consisting of two or more

members, that it pays to get together to cooperate and to co-ordinate to evolve new
sales plans. original ideas, special equipment, attractive displays and one hundred
other things that enter into the consideration
of an ambitious and successful owner, manager or salesman in the phonograph field."
Mr. Bush's views regarding the value of
The Talking Machine World are in line with
those of many other prominent executives
in the industry who have realized for years

the importance of the great fund of trade
information and of practical business building ideas and suggestions that arc offered
each month in the columns of this paper. It
is to this practical help that has been so consistently rendered to the industry that The
%Vorld owes its dont' nating position in the
field in which it exerted a helpful influence
for seventeen years.

Prom Kuw, Left to Right: Cleo. F. Cressey, Treas.:
W, Ruth Dahl. Clerk, Clinton W. Gratiatn, See'y;
R. Snow, Pres., and Earl Young, Local Mgr.
hack Row, Left to Right: Karl P. Young, Salesman;
C.

G. R. Magoon, Gen'l Mgr.

which offers the best opportunities for the display of instruments handled by the concern. The
service counters and record demonstration booths

have been so arranged that the center of the
floor is free. On the right is a largo record department. containing a complete line of Victor
records. Beyond this on the same side are several glass -enclosed record demonstration booths.

The other side of the store is given over to the
display of pianos and small musical instruments.
Earl Young is manager of the local establishment. and G. K. Magoon is general manager of
the company's stores. Karl P. Young will act
in the capacity of salesman and Miss Ruth Dahl,
clerk. The store, which was formally opened
recently, is located on Main street, opposite the

City Hall, an exceptionally fine center.
The man who allows himself to be swerved is

not likely to get very far.
tr rrarirrairriMangeigni art iiiiaRnOMMENNIPPOOMMRIPPWr /*VW
PT,
See second last page for Index of Articles of Interest in Mir issue of The World
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An Almost Untouched Record Selling Field

With Millions of Prospective Customers
The secret on increasing [insult's., he's nut alone

redoubling efforts in accepted and familiar
fields, but in discovering and operating in new
fields where it is possible to create a fresh demand for a product. It is possible to cite numerous instances where businesses have been stimulated to a tremendous degree through the discovery of new channels of distribution. and it is
quite possible that such new fields are awaiting
the efforts of the talking machine retailer.
As a matter of fact, the growth of the talking
machine business has been due to the discovery of new uses for machines and records. At
the outset the talking machine was regarded primarily as a commercial proposition designed to
in

take dictation from business men to be transcribed by typists. Then came the realization that
the talking machine was really all entertainment

factor and this proved for many years its big
field. Later the value of the talking machine for
making permanent records of the voices of great
artists of the day, and making it possible to

bring those voices into the home, for the edification and education of the masses, was largely
appreciated. Finally came the development of the
use of the talking machine in educational work
generally, with the result that machines and record libraries are found in thousands of schools
throughout the country.
There is one field, however, that has apparent-

ly been neglected or ignored by a majority of
talking machine retailers, and that is the field of
selling records in foreign music and tongues.
It offers possibilities that are quickly realized
when the facts are presented properly. Various

building up
companies
libraries of foreign language records embracing the native music of a score of nations,
and with words in the
foreign tongues.
These foreign record libraries, however, have
not received the attention that has been tin it
due probably because the handling of the demand for domestic records provided sufficient
occupation and profits for the average retailer.
Those who have gone into the foreign record
field earnestly and

intensively, however, !mei:
been rewarded with excellent results. The possibilities that exist in that field are to be appreciated when it is realized that in a great
many cities, and for that matter, a great man),

ch.trict, of the ("unity. from too to 7. per c,
THE TALKING MACHINI'S HELPMATE

01 the enure
population are toreign-butn, or
children of foreign -born parents. In both the
cases there remains, or has been instilled, a

genuine liking and longing for the music of the
countr.es from which the emigrants originally
Caine. This is a condition that exists, and will
exist, regardless of any plans of Americanization,
for it is simply an exhibition of human nature.
There are many good citizens-men who have
been successful in business and private life and

who stand high in their communities-who still
have some sentiment for the land of their nativity or the homeland of their parents, and in
these men the native folk songs and native music

have a sufficient appeal to represent a worthwhile asset to the energetic dealer.

Greater New York, perhaps, has the largest
foreign -born population of any city in the 1_ tilted
States, and yet in this city how few retailers show
an appreciation of the possibilities of the foreign

record catalog by featuring these records half
as prominently as they do the dance records in
the new monthly supplements? The population
of New York State in 1921 was estimated at 10,525,000, and of that total 2,786,000 were foreign born whites. In other, words, over 25 per cent
of the entire population of the Empire State
are foreign -born, and it is safe to say that they,
with their children, make up between 65 and 75
per cent of the entire population. In any field
of selling the ability to offer a product that should
appeal logically to such a percentage of people
in any one territory would seem to insure success.
There are many in. g, manufacturing and
farming sections where English is rarely heard
among the inhabitants, who have clung to their

Old World methods and their Ohr World lanIn the Northwest there are great colones
of Scandinavians and Teutons who, so far as the
United States goes, arc in them but not of them.
In the mining and steel districts there are great
colonies of Italians, Slays and Hungarians. New
York has a larger Jewish population to -day than
Jerusalem itself had at any time in its history, and
the Italian colony in New York City, nearly
375,000, is larger than the total population of a
number of the leading Italian cities, including
Genoa, Florence and Bologna. In New York
City alone also there are nearly 215,01.10 Irish,
guage.

over half of the population of the entire city of
girth, r I hiblin or 1:eliast,

When some of these figures are studied, and we
comprehend that they apply in proportion to
Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit and

dozens of other cities of the country, particularly east of the Rockies, we begin to realize
that it is worth while from a cold commercial
standpoint to offer these people something in
their native tongue that has already been produced and needs only the selling.
Several of the larger companies have gone into
this foreign language record field in a substantial

way,

advertising and getting out special

hangers, supplements and catalogs in foreign
languages. and advertising regularly in foreign
language newspapers. In several of the cities of
the country individual dealers for some years
past have been carrying on this work in a more
or less limited way, using foreign language newspapers with surprising success.
It is to be understood that the foreign -born
elements of the United States have the same purchasing power as the natives, and do their share
in purchasing records from the regular monthly
supplements. To offer them records in their
native tongues, or in the native tongues of their
parents, means simply to create an additional demand. There is no more logical field right now
for the talking machine dealer, especially in the
larger industrial centers and in districts where
there are thousands of foreign -horn, than to concentrate somewhat on the foreign record catalogs suitable for his particular location. A number of dealers have proven that a mighty fine
business can be built up by concentrating on the
sale of records of Italian, Jewish or Irish music.
and other retailers

and follow a similar course are certainly not
likely to lose out.
A survey of the selections offered in foreign
record catologs will surprise many a music -lover
among our native Americans, for numerous selections that are accepted as classics and found in
concert and recital programs are considered a
part of this foreign record list and so classified.
There is a real field open for the individual who
is tired of cultivating the same ground year after
year. He does not of necessity have to be a
linguist, for the hangers, catalogs and the records do the talking for him, and as payment is
in United States money there is no complication in that direction utiles, it is in thn

STRENGTH
NYACCO ALBUMS are exception-

ally strong because they consist of
fewer parts than any other album on
the market. The back of the
NYACCO ALBUM is a solid piece of

wood and two pockets are made of
one sheet of paper. This makes the
NYACCO ALBUM the strongest
made.
NYACCO trade mark guarantees strength.

The Only Loose -Leaf Record

Album on the Market

Quotations and Prices on Request.
EQUIPPED WITH
ALBUMS

New York Album & Card Co.,
NEW YORK

A. W. CHAMBERLAIN

23-25 Lispenard St.

Now Earlaarl Factory Reprotratativ
174 Tremont St.. Bootee, Mao..

Inc.

CHICAGO

415-417 S. Jefferson St.
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supremacy

is the supremacy ,,,,.
of performance
No other instrument compares with the
Victrola in any way - musically or com-

Victrola IX, 575
Mahogany or oak

mercially.

It stands supreme among musical
instruments and is the big reason for the
success of dealers in Victor products
everywhere.
Victor Wholesalers
Menlo. Ga
Baltimore. Mil

Birmingham, Al
ltoton. Mass

Elyea Talking Machine Co
Phillips & Crew Piano Co.
Cohen & Hughes
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
11. R. Eisenbrandt Suns. Inc.
Talking Machine Co.

Milwaukee. WIsi

Oliver [bison Co.

New Orleans..

The Eastern Talking Machine
Co.

Buffalo. N. I'

Inc.
American Phonograph Co.
Orton Bros.

Burlington, 'it
B utte.

Mont

Chicago. Ill

Lyon & Healy
I he Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Chicago Talking Machine Co.

Cincinnati,

Ohio Talking Machine Co.
he Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
The Cleveland Talking Ma.

Cleseland. U

the Perry B. Whitsit Co.

Della.. Tex

"langer Bros.
The Knight -Campbell

Denser. Cole

Detroit, Mich
E lmira. N. Y
El Paso, Tex

lionoledu. T. H
liouiston, Tex

Mickel Bros. Co.
Grinnell Bros.
Elmira Arms Co.
W. G. Walt Co.
Bergstrom Music Co.. Ltd.
The Tasking Machine Co. of
Texas

l'in-The French Nestor Co.
J. W. Jenkins Sons Music

City. Ilo

Co.

The Schrsclzer Co.

IA. Angeles. Cal

memo". Teas

lherman, Clay & Co.
II. K. Houck Piano Co.

Werlein, Ltd.

New York. N. V.-Blackman Talking Mach. Co.

Oklahoma City.

°kin

knianuel Bloat.
C. Bruno & Son. Inc.
Charles H. Unison & Co.
knickerbocker Talking Machine Co.. Inc.
Musical Instrument Sales Co.
New York Talking Mach. Co
Urines. Inc.
Silas E. Pearsall Co.
Oklahoma

Talking

Victrola No. 110
$225

walnut

Machine

Co.

Omaha. Nebr
Peoria.

Ill

Philadelphia. Pa

Pittsburgh. Pa

Music

Cu.

Des Moines. la

The liorti n Gallo Creamer
Co.

chine Co.
The Eclipse Musical Co.

Columbus, U

J oel...n*111e,

New Clasen. Conn

The M. Steinert & Sons Co.
merican Talking Mach. Co.
G. T. Williams Co.. Inc.
Curtis N. Andrews
Buffalo Talking Machine Co.,

Brooklyn, N.

Badger Talking Machine Co

Minneapolis. Minn-Beckwith, O'Neill Co.
Mobile, Ala
Wm. H. Reynalds
Nework, N. J
Collings & Co.

Rosa P. Curtice Co.
Mickel Bros. Co.
Putnam Page Co.. Inc.
Loms Buehn Co.. Inc.

c. J. Ileppe & Son.

Penn Phonograph Co.. Inc.
The Talking Machine Co.
II. A. %Veyniann & Son. Inc.

W. F. Frederick Piano Co.
C. Mellor Co.. Ltd.
Standard Talking Mach. Co.
Cressey & Allen. Inc.
Sherman, Clay & Co.
The Corley Co.. Inc.

Portland, Me
Portland, Ore
Richmond, Vs
Itoelsesler. N. V
E. J. Chapman Co.
Salt Lake City.
be John Elliott Clark Co.
son Francisco, Cal-Sberman. Clay & Co.
Seattle. fiVusb
N....Lane, Wash..
St.

Paul, Minn
syracuse. N. V
Toledo. 0

Sherman, Clay & Co.
Sherman, Clay & Co.
Koerber-Brenner Music Co.
W. J Dyer & Btu.
W. D. Andrews Co.
The Toledo Talking Machine

Washington. D. C

Cohen & Hughes

at. Louis. Mo

Co.

E. F. Droop & Sons Co.
Rogers & Fischer

Victrola No. 120
5275
Victrola No. 120. electric. $337.80

'

9.

I&

Gaily

or oak

0.

111S MASTER'S VOICE -7

REG U S PAT. OFF

Important : Look for these trade -marks. Under the lid. On the label.

Victor Talkin0
Machine
Company
Camden, New Jersey
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Dealers With an Eye to Profits Will Take

Advantage
of
Summer
Sales
Possibilities
(I11W

1
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The business to be done by the talking machine dealers this Summer will be proportionate
to their efforts. To the man who makes little
effort at any time of the year the Summer has
no special appeal, but to the dealer who is keenly
alive to every possible advantage in promoting

sales, and augmenting his bank account, the
Summer months make a direct appeal with resulting sales of machines and, in a larger measure, the sales of records.

There is not a hotel or boarding house in the
country which should be without a talking machine. And if they are fortunate enough to possess talking machines there is no reason- why
each boarding house and hotel should not have
a brand-new assortment of records, and in va-

riety to suit the requirements of every person.
The latest dance numbers, the popular hits, and,
better than all, the standard classical instrumental
and vocal records, should be sold to them. There
is nothing to -day that appeals so strongly to the
residents of the Summer hotel or boarding house
as the talking machine, and there is no excuse
for any dealer being asleep to the tremendous
opportunities for increased business in this special field of operations.
Then there is the portable machine for the
lake, the seashore, the mountain or motor tour
iu the Summer time. This wonderful little musical instrument should be more greatly in vogue,

and will be if dealers only do their share in the
development of
paign.

sales

by an intelligent

cam-

or the salesman has the ability to make salt
Everything depends upon the will-the desire to
sell-the desire to win.
In the small towns and villages where it is
impossible to get together a band the local dealer
can supply the deficiency by giving concerts once

a week in the public square or the much discussed "main street." One cannot conceive of
a better means of advertising a store than giving

The Opening of Summer Resorts and Outdoor Sports Provides

Meanwhile every sale of a portable means the

m:king machine and keep after the secretary
or manager to the end that it is used and that
new records are frequently purchased.

Last year the Staylor Music Co. made a tremendous hit when the farmers of Huntington
County, Pa.. staged their annual picnic. It arranged an exhibit and concert right in the heart
of the woods and added not only to the enjoyment of the picnic, but closed some very good
sales. This is the kind of effort that pays.
In these days the dealer must be up and doing.
He cannot stay in his store and expect trade to
come his way. He must seek it and he must
seek it on the basis of the quid pro quo-he
must co-operate with others, win their good
will, and in this way sell his product, his per-

sonality and his establishment.
Meanwhile it does not matter where the dealer

is located, whether in the city or country town,
he can find plenty of opportunities of speeding
up business in the Summertime if he only has
the desire to take advantage of them. It means,
of course. some thought, and, what is still more

Valuable Source

a

of Increased Revenue

necessary, action, to accomplish
1111111114111

onck rt

on a moonlight night to which the

citizens are invited, and if it is in a section where
there are many Summer residents and boarders
it is an excellent means of advertising the product of the store and the enterprise of the dealer.

During the Summer the farmers must not be
overlooked.

sale of one or two dozen records if the dealer

.I1itrraproanEnommi;."iiramme1 suat4;

iiWi..LILliill.:..ilii

Watch

for

the

picnics

of

the

Grange-the farmers' association. Be sure that
every Grange clubhouse or headquarters has a

results.

The Concerto Lamp & Radio Corp., of New
York, has been chartered under New York State
laws to engage in the talking machine business.
The concern has a capital of $2.50.000.

Ern] maul
KNOWN the country over for
its excellent quality of tone
au I natural, life -like reproduction

of all musical tones, and its great
volume.

(IIIIIIIIIllIlilulllllll
a

FEATURES
ARGE diaphragm

a

and long stylus bar
vibrations,
;engthens
producing a deeper and

more natural quality of

This tone arm on your

machine spells success, because of
its high standing in the Phonograph
World.
Made only in 81/2 -inch length. Can
be furnished with or
without Mute Tone Mod-

4_TAAYS
ALL

ifier, with Mica or

NOM -Y-KA
diaphragm.

-101ZDS

THE JEWEL MUTE
CONTROLS volume just like the
human throat. Built in the reproducer and functions in such a way
that the length of vibrations is minutely
regulated and the tone reproduced to a
softness and clearness that are remarkable.

Operates by means of a thumbscrew
Tone has

and is instantly adjustable.

free and unimpaired passage throughout
tone arm and chamber- Not "Muffled" or
"Choked" as with ordinary type of tone
modifier.

Perfect regulation without in any way
changing character of tone.

llimffIlLaimuuilouutlimart

tone.

Perfectly balanced in
accordance with carefully
worked ratios and with re-

te

gard to co-ordinate parts,
this tone arm and reproduc-

er permits a freedom and
sweetness of tone heretofore thought impossible.
Surface sounds almost entirely removed.

No 2 Round Arm Tone Arm
and Reproducer

Throw -back design perniit
of easy access. to needle
socket. Saves records front
unnecessary scratching.
110

1111111111

Gill lllll

II

111111
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JEWEL PHONOPARTS COMPANY
154 Whiting Street

The

dealer must realize that the prize goes only to
the man who wins the race-to the one who is
best fitted to stand the strain. It is not the time
for the theorist, but for the man of action. The
latter is the type that will be able to increase
trade in the Summertime-in fact, any time.

Chicago, Ill.
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Victor supremacy is the

supremacy of performance
Right here and now

Victrola IV, $25

Victrola VIII, $50
Oak

you have the advantage

(J.1

of the experience and

knowledge gained

through a quarter -century devoted solely to
the sound - reproducing
art.

This is a considera-

tion of vital importance
to every dealer in Victor

products.
Victrola No. 90
$125
01

Victrola No

an

130

$350
Vectrol No. 130. electric. SP
:NWIt-,

Victrola No. 330

Victrola No. 300

$350

$250
Victrola No. 300. electric. $313
Mahogany. oak or walnii

HIS MASTERS VOICE"

1`!'

Victrola No 330. electric $415
Mahogany

Victrola
REG U 5 PAT OFF.

Important : Look for these trade -marks. Under the lid. On the Libel.

Victor Talkin0
Machine
Company
Camden. New Jersey
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claims for popular appreciation. But this renewal of recognition
from the public will not come voluntarily. It must be forced. It
must be won by a great, vigorous campaign of advertising and persistent sales promotion.
makers

.141451
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works" of intelligent trade building that will bring results.
Members of the talking machine trade should stop wearing
"blue" glasses so as to enable them to see the bright, clear light of a
greater industry and a greater business ahead. It is not a time to be
fearful of calamity because there exists keen competition, actual or
imaginary. Strong men court competition. If they have faith in their
own product and its possibilities in the musical and educational fields
they teal win out, and when they enter the real battle for trade they
are hound to come out of it the victors. It is time for the talking
machine men to go into the highways and byways and proclaim the
faith that is in them.

SEEKING NEW FIELDS FOR RECORD SALES

it, orretl
i

,r

I

'TALKING machine retailers in various sections of the country
1 during the past few months have had the unusual experience of
finding numerous records, even from the current lists, piling up on
the shelves and have been under the necessity of devising ways and
means of moving those records instead of waiting for customers to

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS-Advertising copy should reach
this office before the first of each month. By following this rule
clients will greatly facilitate work at the publication headquarters.
Long Distance Telephones-Numbers 5982.5983 Madison Sq.

Cable Address:

Ways and means are a matter for the individual manufacturer.
jobber, or dealer. But one thing is sure-some definite, stimulative
action must be inaugurated to win for talking machines and records
a larger national recognition.
In order to arouse the public there must be faith, courage and
confidence among those making, distributing and selling these products. As Saint Paul said "Faith without good works is dead," so it
is that mere faith will not be sufficient. There must be the "good

come in and make their selection.
Many' dealers, realizing the situation, immediately set about put-

New York

NEW YORK, JUNE 15, 1922
LIVE TRADE PROMOTION CAMPAIGN NEEDED
CONFIDENCE and courage were never so necessary in the talking machine industry as to -day. Although we have long sine,'
passed the reconstruction period following the war and arc marching
onward to new and greater business achievements, there is a broadcasting of pessimism among a great many jobbers and retailers regarding the present and future of the industry that is incomprehensible and inexcusable.

Those who have been courting this mental viewpoint excuse
themselves on the ground of expediency and conservative action.
But isn't it a misnomer to describe it as conservative? Shouldn't it
rather be termed evasive? The min who cannot fight when hard

ting forth real selling effort, with the result that they have maintained
their record business on a basis that compares favorably with that
of last year. Others hate not been so energetic and have suffered
accordingly.
An interesting development of the situation has been the tendency
on the part of live retailers to seek new fields for record sales, and
to adopt new methods for moving stock that ordinarily is rather inactive. One of these fields that has been given a larger measure of
recognition lately by both manufacturers and dealers is that devoted
to the sale of foreign records, or at least records of the native musk
of foreign countries and in languages other than English.
The success that has been met with by dealers in this field has,
in a number of cases, been most impressive, particularly where foreign record posters have been properly displayed, catalogs distributed

widely and advertising campaigns carried on in foreign language

in life itself, financial ups and downs inns! be met in an intelligent

newspapers. When it is realized that in many sections of the country
25 per cent of the population is foreign -born, and that 75 per cent of
the total population of a number of industrial centers is foreign -born

and masterful way.

or children of foreign -born parents, the number of possible cus-

pressed should not be a soldier; the same applies to the business man.
In tl:e commercial field things cannot always move smoothly, and, as

In the talking machine field. for the past twelve months especially. trade has been uneven. For a while complaints were made regarding machine sales which have now changed for the better. More
recently we hear complaints regarding the slowing tip in the demand
for records.
Those who have given the business situation careful consideration

will observe that the concerns that have formulated a definite policy
in going after trade-in making unusual efforts to win public notice
for their products and in forcing the sales issue. so to speak-are not

tomers for foreign records is realized.
Business authorities agree that a return to normal conditions
depends largely upon the discovery and utilization of new fields of
distribution as a means of stimulating production. So far as the
talking machine dealer is concerned, the foreign record field represents one of these opportunities. But there are others!

HOW MUSIC MEMORY CONTESTS HELP TRADE

I

advance their business-they have put them into practice and they

L. -SWAT. ta-te in America has made tremendous strides during
the past few years, and ill this connection the Music Memory
Contest has been a factor of great moment. particularly in interesting
school children in music and making them familiar with the standard
compositions and the great composers. It has advanced to a point

have been getting results.
In normal times trade, after all, is just as Stye make it.
For a while in this country we had an abnormal retail demand.
It was not necessary to go after trade. It came unsolicited. Things

where all interested in the development and a wider knowledge of
music recognize that it is an ideal method for getting talking'machine
records into the home and an effective means of moving stocks of
standard records that might otherwise prove shelf -warmers for a

arc now back to "befo' the war". and the old ways of getting on the

considerable period.
It has been proved conclusively in numerous instances that both
talking machine records and perforated music rolls arc indispensable
to the successful conduct of a Music Memory Contest, and in cases.

They arc devoting all of their time and efforts to

complaining.
getting more business. The executives, and every man in the employ of these concerns, have been not only thinking out plans that will

job and commandeering business must be observed. Knocking one's
head against a stone wall, or emulating a famous bird by putting one's
head in the sand, gets us nowhere. There must he constructive ac-

tion-the public must be educated to the importance and essentiality
of the talking machine in the home.

No other instrument in the musical world has behind it

such

M

particularly in the larger cities, where many thousands of children
have been enlisted in such a move, the actual sales have run into
considerable figures without in any way curtailing the cumulative
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effect of the advertising that is realized for the talking machine business through the contest itself.
The talking machine companies have given full and generous recognition to the possibilities of the Music Memory Contest and have
encouraged clatters to aid it in every way possible. They have issued booklets containing suggestions regarding the conduct of the
contests, together with lists of records most suitable for use in connection therewith, and those dealers who have taken full advantage
of the opportunities presented through the Music Memory Contest
have naturally profited from their co-operation and enterprise.
Everybody interested in this campaign for the development of
musical knowledge has recognized the great service contributed by
C. M. Tremaine, Director of the National Bureau for the Advancement of Music, who originated this plan. It is hard to conceive of
a more effective means of bringing the works of the great composers
to the attention of the general public, or acquainting them with the
value and beauty of the records of these great artists, than can be
accomplished through the Music Memory Contests. It stimulates a
desire among the young people to get acquainted with the great masters of music, resulting in a wider appreciation of the best in music.
It serves to wean the public away from the idea that music by noted
composers is of necessity heavy and uninteresting or difficult to understand and appreciate.

THE approach of the Summer season has been made evident b'
the forehanded efforts of a number of retailers to line up opportunities for the sale of portable machines and small table models to
those who spend their vacations, or perhaps the full Summer season,
in camps or bungalows. Already we begin to see in a number of
1

=
=
=
=
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=
=
=
':-=-'

=-=

tion season, and the publicity started thus early and carried on
consistently is bound to get results.
The real value of the special Summer business lies not alone in the
business realized on the sale of small machines and portable models,
but in the possibility for selling larger and more expensive machines

to the same people in the Fall or \Vinter for use in their permanent
homes. The real reason for the small machine, in fact, is to acquaint
the customer with the possibilities of the talking machine and to encourage him to secure a larger model in order to get the best results
from a steadily growing library of records. And the idea is not based
on theory. but has worked out successfully in practice.

THE VALUE OF ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES
WITHIN the past few weeks there have been held a number of
trade conventions, national or local in scope, which have warranted the attention and attendance of members of the talking machine
industry, and it is quite likely that there will come as a result of these
meetings a new stimulus to machine and record selling.

There is no question regarding the definite value of association
activities in helping business. There are those, it is true, who fail to

selves the fact that retailers in the same line of business have a chance
to get together and talk over their problems reverts to the advantage
of all.
There has been a noticeable improvement in convention programs during the past year or two, due probably to changing conditions. The addresses and discussions have been carefully selected
with a view to giving to the convention delegate something practical
and usable rather than simply theoretical. This new tendency adds
weight to association work, whether the body be local or national.
At the present time there arc enough associations of wholesale
and retail talking machine men actually functioning and holding meet-

DEVELOPING TRADE IN THE SUMMER MONTHS I

t

newspapers special announcements regarding the recognized value of
the talking machine in adding to the pleasures of the Summer vaca-

see any real benefit to the individual from much of the association
work, but if little of practical value came out of the sessions them-

Through the Music Memory Contest there can be no question
but that the children now growing up will, as men and women, have
a wider knowledge of music, thanks to the wonderful possibilities of
the talking machine record, than those of the present generation. The
talking machine has brought joy and pleasure into thousands of
homes, and the contest idea is a systematic educational plan that
makes them acquainted with the composers and the character of the
music on the record. This is certainly progress of the right kind.
I

ings at regular intervals to give to a fair proportion of the dealers
of the country the benefit of business intercourse. but more such
bodies are needed.

Mr'
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WARNING
HALL FIBRE NEEDLES
Are Patented-U. S. Letters Patent -873723
and are therefore the ONLY fibre needles
licensed for sale in the
UNITED STATES
In order to protect our jobbers and dealers
we will prosecute any infringement of our
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The Records Used in the Demonstration of
a Machine Should Be Carefully Selected
;...11,I.Jar l'ict!C Lrgf,:c4MMILUELCJr nrr -a resrstrirmaitra

The talking machine is essentially a musical
instrument. and as such, one of the fundamen-

congenial frame of mind, and, obviously, one

tal necessities in this class of merchandising is
to impress on the mind of the prospective purchaser the value of the instrument handled as a

way to accomplish this desirable result is to
play a record which will appeal to that particular prospect. Thus the necessity of anal).-

source of musical entertainment.

Mechanical de-

tails and perfection of finish, while of imporshould be merely an appendage to the
sales talk instead of the feature of it. People
tance,

buy a talking machine for one purpose, and one
purpose only, and that is to furnish musical entertainment. When the prospect has been convinced that the line shown is the one best suited
for the purpose of supplying the musical enter-

tainment he likes best the task of closing the
sale has been much simplified. As a matter of
fact, the prospect will be so anxious to secure
that particular type of machine that he will practically sell himself.

Granted that the talking machine should be
sold as a musical instrument, it naturally follows then that the records, whi,:h actually furnish the music reproduced by the instrument.
play an important part in the making of a sale.
Therefore, in addition to a thorough demonstration of the reproducing qualities of the instrument, the salesman should stress the fact that
the records handled by him and played on the
machines are of wide variety, by the best and
most famous artists and can be secured in all
classes of music, the classics, popular, etc.
The foregoing paragraph naturally leads to the
analyzation of the customer's desires in music.

In most communities there are two or more
talking machine establishments. and the merchant

must be exceedingly careful to hold a customer
once he enters the store. The easiest way to

ta.li

t1)

1.

zation.
A
couched in

few

IV

questions

the

by

4.

tit01111 I

the

111

salesman

diplomatic language will in most
cases accomplish this.

There are some readers who will undoubtedly
declare that this suggestion is based on theory
M119111111

The Prospect Can Be

Put in a Receptive
Mood by Playing the
Kind of Music Which
Appeals to Him Most
i Imam

;I;

and not on fact. Therefore, the following statement from an extremely successful dealer who
sells many machines on this basis may carry
some weight. The enterprising merchant referred to is S. L. Schott. head of S. L. Schott,
Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. When Mr. Schott was
asked recently what methods he found most productive of results in selling talking machines he
answered as follows:

"My methods arc simple enough, and thee

at Mete the dutrcd results. In the not place.
selling talking machines does not, in my mind
at least, present any greater difficulties than
many other lines of merchandise. One thing
which I have found of paramount importance in
securing the best results in handling a prospect is the ability to immediately size up a person as soon as he or she enters the store.
When a prospective customer enters my establishment I first try to determine his or her nationality. This is very important, due to the fact
that from experience I find that the majority
of foreign -born people, and many born of foreign parents in this country, have a leaning
toward the musk of their homeland. and when
I place a record from the foreign catalog on the
machine for demonstration purposes they are
delighted to think that they can get most of
their favorite old -country airs on the talking
machine. This tends to place them in a happy
frame of mind, creates confidence in the line of
machines and records which I handle, and last,
but not least, arouses the desire in their minds
for ownership.

These people are also good record prospects if properly followed up.
"For example, if an Italian comes into the store
it is a pretty safe bet that music which savors
of Italy will please him far more than any other
kind. Of course, I make sure of this before I
place a record on the machine. If I am in doubt
a few casual questions settle the point. There
are some people with a decided preference for
certain kinds of music. Any other kind irritates them. Other customers are more easily
pleased.
They buy all kinds of music, from
the operas to the jazziest of jazz. If I make

an error and play the wrong kind of music

I

have found that it requires much harder work
to make the sale and sometimes the customer

A REAL

Talking
Machine
in

Portable Form

is

lost.

"When

I have definitely found out what the
prospect likes most in the way of music I select
records of that nature and proceed to demon.strate the qualities of my line. I have explicit
confidence in the machines I handle and I make

it

a point to give a complete demonstration,
using various kinds of needles so that the prospect can see how the machine reproduces under
arious conditions."

NEW AGENCIES IN LOS ANGELES
Fitzgerald Music Co. Secures Brunswick LineBroadway Department Store Takes on Victor

Los A SGF-LE 5,

CAL..

June 6.-The Fitzgerald

$35.00

Music Co. announces that it has obtained a
Brunswick phonograph agency, which it will
represent in addition to the Edison. The Fitzgerald Music Co. has for several years been an
exclusive Edison representative, and it was considered one of the largest Edison dealers in the
entire country. The Brunswick Co. is to be congratulated upon obtaining this famous house as
its representative.
The Broadway Department Store has also announced that it is now the agent for Victrolas and
Victor records.

Leatherette
Covered Ca,e

C. J. KEIL ADDS EDISON LINE

Retail Price
Wax Finish
Case

$40."

MODERNOLA CO.,

Johnstown, Pa.

The Modernola Sales Co., Inc.
No. 929 Broadway

New York City

CLINTON, Mo., June 5.-C. J. Kcil, who was the
Edison dealer here for five years, has again taken
the agency, and has stocked up with a complete
line of Edison machines and records. Mr. Keil,
due to his many years of experience in handling
the Edison, thoroughly understands the merchandising of this product.

The man who is defeated even after he has
exerted his best efforts need not be ashamed.

Better try and fail than not try at all.
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Potential Record Sales
Now Is the Time to Re -awaken Customer Interest

A Novel
Window

A

Record Library in the home, if once
started, will prove a constant
reminder that new selections
should be added regularly.

At this season of the
year, when folks are going on vacations, it is pertinent to point out the advantages of the talking
machine outfit at shore
and

--And there is nothing
which will prove a greater

and - the

country

value of albums for record protection.

Peerless albums arc covered

One clever dealer last

year put in a novel window trim which proved
highly effective in sales

returns - he

showed a
broken rec-

number of
ords in contrast to records

safely stored in albums.

A large sign, by a local
sign painter, illustrated an
empty stall in a barn and
the

farmer

investigating

the barn door. It read:
"Why lock the stable
after the horse is gone?"
And then in large type at
the
bottom:
"Albums
will protect your expensive records on this year's
vacation. -

Such a sign does not
cost

a

great

deal

and

and bound with Interlaken

library incentive than

cloth

PEERLESS
the Album

-If you will distribute 500
albums, each with 12 leaves, this
week

-Next week there will be a
place in your neighborhood
homes for 6,000 records.

-In the column to the left we
tell you of one way to sell 500

albums in a week.

conveys a timely sugges-

tion which will not only
be productive of album
sales, but you know that
every purchaser of an album is a potential record

The Peerless Album is posi-

customer.

money can buy. Our prices
are absolutely right, and be-

tively the best in quality

and workmanship that

Try this idea in your
window-this month.

hind this album you have an

organization and a service
dedicated to the phonograph
Display This Sign-It Will &II Peerless
Albums for You-Send for Yours at
Once.

industry, and to the dealer

particularly.

Note: Three years ago, when Peerless began to serve the trade in a big way. ire said,
"An empty album is an invitation to the purchaser to fill it with records." Will our
friends ;saw be kind enough to write us their opiniim of our new slogan, "Albums sell
records"."

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

WALTER S. GRAY

636-638 BROADWAY

L. W. HOUGH

San Francisco

942 Market St.

NEW YORK

26 Sudbury St.

Boston

.1.
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Desire to Serve Plus Ability
Desire to Serve

Yes
We want your Business

Ability to Serve
Order Clerks who make it
a pleasure to telephone an

order-'rhe Voices with
a Smile"

Stock Department-Quick
and Accurate
Delivery Service-Always
courteous a n d efficient
Representatives of long
experience and

proven

ability to advise with you
in your sales plans as well
as your buying

A cordial co-operation of c\ cry official of our company in the promotion of better business for Voll.

That's Pearsall Service
Ask any Pearsall Dealer-He'll Tell You
"Desire to Serve Plus Ability"
NEW YORK CITY

10 EAST 39th ST.

7-

S1 LAS E. PEARSALL COMPANY
ts-TOTOuT00
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Talking Machines Should Be Sold as InstruBy W. Braid White
ments for Providing Music
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The selling of talking machines at retail is, in
records. The statement
sounds as if it were intended to be clever rather
than accurate: yet accurate it is.
Perhaps the gentlemen who are less distinguished for cleverness than for painstaking will
appreciate a little elucidation. So here goes.
A- talking machine business could not live if
it were not for the sale of records. A store
which existed merely to sell machines would
neither be successful nor of lengthy existence.
On the other hand, a store can exist, and exist
very well, on the sale of records only.
To put it another way: The talking machine
IA primarily a medium through which the records may become audible. Once the customer
has been convinced by means of hearing music
that a certain machine, or type of machine within
a given range of possible price, will produce
the music he or she wants, then that customer
is "sold."
It is the music that has done the
selling, however, not the machine.
Truly, of course, a machine of high price, with
the very best of everything, is better than a
effect, the selling of

machine of low price with none of the

best.

But if the salesman is selling a machine whose
name is known, or if the reputation of the house
i; sufficiently high, then there is nothing further
to be said. The customer will listen to the talk,
and the intelligent salesman will key that talk
so as to fit in with whatever style of machine
nr the given make seems best adapted to the
purchaser's need. Yet all the time that purchaser is primarily thinking of the music lie or
she is to enjoy, and not at all, save incidentally,
of the fittings, mechanism or style of the machine itself, considered as a machine.

This statement is not meant to depreciate the
value of fine talking machines, of fine architecture or design. It is intended simply to show
that the sale of talking machines is the sale of
the music they render audible. That is simply
another way of saying that the sale of talking
machines, considered as a business, rests upon
the sale of records.
For that reason, if for no other, it follows
that the art of salesmanship as applied to the

talking machine business is also the art of selling music, and that means that the test of good
Liking machine retail salesmanship is the ability to sell good music, and plenty of it,
records and plenty of them.
This brings up the old, the ever persistent
"flow much ought a salesman to know

.411.a

Casals

hni l

i

111,111111IL

perience plainly

shows.

On the other hand, of course, no one wants a
salesman who knows not when to stop or who
strives to impress upon the purchaser the idea
that he is a very clever person. The greatest

Convince a Customer

That a Certain Make
of Machine Will Pro-

duce the Best Music
and the Sale Is Made
III 111 HIFINIMIII
art is that art which conceals art, which works

its purpose without allowing the machinery to
The salesman who knows
his or her business is the salesman who can advise, guide, help, and who all the time is striving
to bring to the customer's favorable attention
be seen, as it were.

the sort of thing in music which that customer
really needs in order to obtain the utmost from
the talking machine which he is buying or already possesses.

If not actually prevented from
doing so, the average customer will buy one of
these just out of curiosity. It is only a step from
this to persuading such a customer to try a
Caruso record.

Everything else may be lacking, but

salesman will

never find lacking musical
questions or musical needs.
It is the sale of fine records which measures
the prosperity of a talking machine business. A
retail merchant who is selling large numbers of
the

line records each month is a merchant who can
scarcely help being prosperous, if he is not making some incalculable error in another branch of
his business. For when fine records are being

freely sold, that in itself is proof that the mer
chant's clientele is intelligent and cultivated. This
type of music -lovers buy records steadily month

by month, because they want to acquire a permanent library of fine music which will not be
thrown away or left unused after a few weeks
or months. That is the sort of game to go after.
and it's game much more plentiful than is generally supposed.

Catch Them Young
There are merchants in many communities, and

some of them we know personally, who make it
their business to obtain salesmen from among
music students and bright young persons who
combine some talent for making themselves
agreeable, with a love for, and willingness to become familiar with, a lot of fine music. Not in the
least disparaging the masses, but trained to give
the people what they want, these boys and girls
are constantly striving to lead their customers
gently in the direction of better records, and are
rs markably successful in starting "low -brow"
purchasers up the road to "high -brow" musical

thoroughly familiar with the contents of the record catalog, really knows by ear a large number
oi pieces of every sort, and has taken enough

business.

The talking machine business is a music -selling
The salesman it a music salesman. He
eannot know lint much about music, and he cannot
obtrude his knowledge too little.

We arc prepared as never before to give
prompt delivery.

c4Vattoo-i.Wt.

acquaint him or her intelligently with as many
records as possible, from the total collection of

ter of knowing the content of the various rec-

lacking.

taste.

The answer is simple. The salesman ought to
know about music just as much as is needed to

ords, of being familiar with the titles, composers
and music, of as many of them as possible, the
salesman cannot know too much about music.
Prosperity Rests on Fine Records
The statement applies to every kind of music.
Granted that a great number of people like popular dances, songs and all that. Granted that the
popular taste is not distinguished for artistic
quality. Nevertheless, the prosperity of the talking machine business is built, not on the popular records but on the operatic numbers, on the
great voices and on the great instrumental
pieces. Everybody wants one Galli-Curti or one

It I4)
.1 or topical about every well-known composer and every
famous composition, especially in the field of
opera, then that salesman, if a wise salesman,
will take care never to obtrude this knowledge.
But it will always be on hand, always ready to
be used, always at the disposal of questioner,
prospect, buyer or fellow -salesman.
No one
need fear that opportunities for its use will be

Such finesse is, of course, not acquired without
When the salesman really is
careful study.

about music?"

the manufacturer whose line is represented.
That again is simply another way of saying that
the salesman cannot know too much about music, as musical knowledge may be looked at from
that point of view. That is to say, as a mat-

Alld

4,r IL

Once the good work is started with that
customer, there is no end to its possibilities; provided the salesman is capable of guiding the
gradually awakening love of the purchaser for
fine music. For it can be safely wagered that no
normal man or woman is without a latent love for
something good in music. "Popular music is simply familiar music." said Theodore Thomas long
ago: and he was pre-eminently right, as all ex-

so on.

Turntable Felt
The name of a special product made by the American Felt Company for
the Talking Machine Trade.
It possesses features which distinguish it from Felts made by this cotnpany for other purposes.
Only our special Turntable Felt is good enough for leading Talking Machine Manufacturer,. who Itm it exclusively.

American Felt

Com any
TRADE

BOSTON

100 Summer St.

ce

MARK

NEW YORK

114 East 13th St.

CHICAGO
325 So. Market St.
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I The Need of Vitalizing and Humanizing
Advertising and Window Displays ::

By H. S. Jewett
Th

Act,Fan Co.
i

"WANTED.-A stage manager to inspire the
purchasing public; a veritable Belasco in the advertising field; a man who would stage the sales
of pianos and phonographs before various markets with as sure a sales punch as the inspired
and experienced stage director promotes and
presents a star.
"This genius person need not have a knowledge
of markets and media, but must have the intelligence to adapt the knowledge of others and with
an illuminative idea make the advertising of interest to large purchasing audiences."
The music field is not lacking in keen merchandising experts, able advertising men, keen
copywriters and artists, but some day a light will

ft was an innovation with its eye-catching cuts
and has held its interest for many years.
Many incidents are recorded of sales windows
which stopped traffic by a genius stroke of lighting or display of merchandise.

Two seasons ago R. H. Macy & Co. had a
straw hat sale. They used a wax figure in the
act of choosing between two styles. The display

manager twisted the neck, bent the arms forward and back to get a truly human position
and was rewarded in the morning when he returned to work by seeing the police regulating
the crowds. "He is alive, I saw his hand move."

shine, an impresario will grasp the ideas and
experiences of many and the art of advertising

....,.r.ii,.

1,

Ins windows to prevent glass from flying and
Other shops followed and
beautiful designs from ornate silver and gold

cutting passers-by.

paper soon were seen on the main boulevards.
After the Armistice. the French windows were
so crowded with merchandise that in endeavoring to show everything they displayed nothing.
One jeweler reacted front this and got a crowd
comprising the many nationalities filling Paris at
that time by displaying just one article in a beautiful setting. The article was a garter buckle.
and instead of showing the accepted idea of an
amputated leg in brilliant hosiery or a dancer
kicking the hat of an inebriate rounder, the window was set in a rich purple velour and in the
center was a medium -size marble of the Winged
Victory. A steel -blue light concealed at the

musical instruments will suddenly become pos-

front top of the window brought out the white

sessed of seven -league boots.

of the statue and illuminated a small purple pad
where the gold buckle gleamed and glittered. It
was called "The Victory Garter."
A pair of moving hands recently stopped the

Think of the planning, the promoting and cx
pense which have preceded many a merchandise

debut and when the curtain was raised on the
stage set to feature the product a cold public

crowds before the Vocalion Store in Boston.
The hands demonstrated the Graduola feature
of the Vocalicm and if they had been stationary
would have excited no interest, but the human
movement was irresistible to the crowd.
A mob -collecting feature of many windows
this Spring has been the phonograph record repeater, which would hold people three and onehalf minutes for the final round, which woul I
start the record again.
Simple elements like these barely suggest the
possibilities in featuring musical merchandise in

has failed to respond.
The manufacturer claimed the commodity was
perfect. The merchandise man stated the plans

were right, distribution arranged.

The adver-

tising manager said every detail was ready.
Copy staff and artists contributed inspired ideas.
The magazines and newspapers were more than

considerate, and yet the big merchandise show
opened, flickered expensively, flivvered and died.
No department in the promotion seemed responsible, every item was consistent, but that was
not enough; in the assembled campaign there

must have been a spark lacking-the sales performance was dull. The purchasing audience
failed to applaud. There was no hand of approval, much less an encore sale.
What was needed was an expert in human
appeal to bridge over the distance from the
staged merchandise right into the purchasers'
mind and heart-a merchandise Belasco with the
psychology of purchasing audiences.
Music, with its rich tradition and tremendous
emotional appeal, has so many human interest
angles

that

it seems doubly tragic that any

music sales plan should be dull.
Pianos and phonographs can be merchandised
in so many ways to so many types of prospects

The Human Element in an Attractive Display
"His left eye moved." "No, it didn't. Yes, there
goes his hand."
These remarks were often followed by "a pretty
good hat for $2.49." So the message had reached
the buyers. The genius stroke was in placing

newspapers, magazines, windows and outdoor advertising. They are proof that the inspired

thought is present, that the stage is set for the
appearance of a merchandise maestro. Maybe
ette will develop, but he is more likely just to
happen.

Geniuses usually do.

that figure so the shadows of the window glass
produced the effect of movement in a very lifelike figure.
During the bombardment of French cities

The McKinley Phonograph Co.. 1505 East
Fifty-lifth street. Chicago. Ill.. has been incorporated in that State, to manufacture and deal in
and accessories, with a capmusical instr

many shop windows were broken and soon some
inspired storekeeper put cross strips of paper on

ital of $20,000.

Incorporators are William N.
Duffield, W. F. Duffield and P. D. Armstrong.

that it seems merely a matter of putting your

message before the right market at the opportune time; but this is not so, as has been demonstrated by the failure of many campaigns.
As in the theatrical world a popular star and
good play miss fire because the producer does
not have the genius quality to satisfy the human
interest demand, so ill the commercial field the
star product may give but one flash and die for
lack of the inspiration of the wizard on piano

0

and phonograph turnovers.

Through the field of advertising there arc always examples of a human way of vitalizing an
account. For instance, the internationally known
"Phoebe Snow" was much more than an attractive companion on a trip to Buffalo. She took
the cinders from travelers' eyes, the soot from
clothing and in war -time conservation made re
duced portions on a diner seem a patriotic privilege instead of a discomfort. The genius stroke
to Phoebe was the humanizing of travel and by
cleanliness and comfort banishing all negative
thoughts regarding railways. Phoebe as the institutional copy of the Lackawanna is now serving as a charming courier through halls of railway traditions.
There have been many examples where merely

cutting a thought on the bias has given human
appeal to merchandise. A notable instance of
this is the Rogers l'cet & Co. publicity which was
instituted at a time when men's apparel copy
was only a type set-uo of styles, sizes and orices.

ij
it

Oreater TitriPbonoprapb Cra, INC
311 SIXTH AVE. Tel: Chelsea9237 NEWYORK

SONORA DISTRIBUTORS EXCLUSIVELY
for NevYork, Staten Island 6r the lower Hudson Valley

The superiority of the Sonora is as marked
as the ease with which it Sells
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Eight Columbia
to Retail at $200, and Less
KNOWING that a big market exists for Console
Grafonolas at around $200, we are offering Columbia
Dealers a complete line of highest -grade Consoles priced

to meet that market.
As always, our policy is to supply dealers with a product

designed for the actual market that exists, and priced at
a figure that will tap that market quickly.

A Complete Line of
High -Grade Consoles
Look at the Consoles pictured on these two pages. Each

is a masterpiece of beauty, workmanship, and utility.
Authentic, artistic designs, the finest kind of cabinetwork,
spring and electric motors, up-to-date Columbia features,
excellent material and workmanship throughout.
People who appreciate fine furniture, who appreciate
appropriate and beautiful accessories to the home, people
who love good music, who want to keep abreast of the new
ideas-such are the people who will buy these instruments.

William and Mary
Simplified
With spring motor, $200
With electric motor, $225

With this line of 8 Consoles you can offer the exact
model to harmonize with the furniture and general decorative scheme of any home, and to suit the taste of each
prospective buyer.

Equipped With Electric Motor
In addition to the fine cabinetwork, the numerous
Columbia reproducing features, and general design,
these Console Grafonolas are also equipped with electric
motors. That feature alone gives you a big talking point.
Think of being able to offer your customers a brandnew, highest -grade Console with the many Columbia
features, authentic design, fine cabinetwork and equipped
with an electric motor-all for only $200!
We are ready to supply this complete line of quality
Consoles that you can sell at a price that people will gladly
pay. All that is necessary on your part is a little selling
effort. Just a little effort will tap this Console market that
is at your door.
Make that effort. Capitalize on this moderately priced
line of high -quality Consoles.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE COMPANY
New York City

Jacobean
With electric motor, $175

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
.Ne7.111011CO.M.
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MIMS'

Console Grafonolas
1P
Queen Anne
With spring
motor, $185
With electric
motor, $200

Ileppelwhite
Mahogany
With
electric motor
$200

Adam Mahogany
With electric motor
$200

Louis XV
With spring motor, $200
With electric motor, $225

Heppelwhitc
With electric motor, 5175

Simplified Adam
With spring motor, $200
With electric motor, $225

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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The ALBUM' method EXCELS all other RECORD FILING systems EVER TRIED

To the Trade:

1.7.11170117".._

r.71F),

Our Record Album factory-all or any part of
it-is at your command. Hundreds of customers
can and will gladly testify as to the good quality of
,,ur production.

9

I

S

6

7

I

Our large and growing business is due to satisfied customers and repeat orders.

Imprint (firm name or trade mark) stamped on
rovers if desired when orders are sufficiently large

iu,tify it.
I

'

OUR ALBUMS ARE MADE TO CONTAIN VICTOR,
COLUMBIA, EDISON, PATHE. VOCALION AND
ALL OTHER DISC RECORDS

SELECTING THEIR FAVORITES

NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 239 S. American St., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
THE PERFECT PLAN

New York Office, 54 Franklin Street, Ttlephone, Franklin 1227, James E. Maguire, Represeniatise

SCHWABACHER ADDS OKEH RECORDS

GRINNELL BROS. EMPLOYES SCORE

Prominent Talking Machine Dealer, of Lynch,
Takes on Complete Line of Paramount Machines-A Record Sales Record

"Steinway Four" and Male Chorus of Grinnell
Bros. Make Big Hit at Recent ' Sing" of De-

MILWAUKEE, June 3.-Thou.ands of reJidents were

Ben \V. Schwabacher, talking machine dealer. of

treated to an insight into the method of manu-

Lynch. Ky., has recently taken on the local representation for the Okeh records. A complete
line of Paramount machines has also been in-

Drum;
June 5.-One of the big hits of
the recent "sings" of the Detroit Stores Music

DElioNsTRATEs RECORD MAKING
Gimbel

Store

in

Milwaukee.

Wis.,

Attracts

Crowds to the Talking Machine Department
and Greatly Stimulates the Sales of Records

facturing talking machine records through a spe-

cial demonstration put on at the Gimbel store.
A huge press was obtained from a talking machine record manufacturing concern and placed
in operation in the Gimbel phonograph depart-

stalled in addition to the Granby line and the

firm is stocking a full line of music rolls and
small musical instruments.

ment. While the people watched they saw record
after record stamped from the master record in

The value of knowing how to follow up record sales with more sales is evident front the

the machine.

concluding

The demonstration was the first of its kind in
the country. according to J. H. Hoffheitner. and
a number of department store managers and
talking machine distributors from the East were
attracted to the local store to watch the show
and its effect upon the public.
A notable stimulation was felt in the sale of

Schwabacher to The Talking Machine \Vorld,
which states that: "\Ve have a record of having

records during the demonstration.

HEALTH BUILDERS' RECORDS SCORE
NEW HAVEN, CONN., June 3.-The recent demon-

stration of the Health Builders' record course of
Walter Camp's Daily Dozen, made by Health
Builders. Inc., New York, which was produced
in the windows of the Loomis Temple of Music.
drew large crowds. A demonstrator went through
the entire set to the accompaniment of the music
and commands on the recor,!s.

paragraph

in

a

letter

from

troit Stores Music Association

Association held at Arcadia Auditorium were the
four young ladies of Grinnell Bros., 1rictor distributors. and the male chorus of the same concern, numberin:. twenty-four voices. These four

Mr.

sold 221 records to one customer since we sold
a machine. Do you know any dealer who
is able to beat that?"

JOHNSON JOINS METROPOLRAN CO.
The many friends of Edward Johnson, the distinguished tenor and Victor artist. arc delighted
that he has joined the forces of the Metropolitan Opera Company next season. when he will
sing leading tenor roles. Mr. Johnson has sung
with some of the famous opera companies of

Europe, and more recently with the Chicago
Opera Company. His name ranks with those
superlatively great artists who have so notably
contributed in bringing the world's admiration

TOY PLANT MAKING CABINETS

And when we
to American musical genius.
say America, we include Canada, because it was
in the city of Guelph that Mr. Johnson was born.

oswr.co, X. Y.. June 3.-Operations at the Diamond Toy plant, which had been suspended for
several months, have been resumed. The plant
has been diverted from the manufacture of toys
to radio boxes and talking machine c-ininets.

Don't belittle the opinions of your associates.
They are human, have brains, and the chances
are that they know how to use them.

Thus the honor achieved by Mr. Johnson is reflected on the continent as a whole.

Grinnell Bros.' "Steinway Four"
young ladies, popularly known as the "Steinway
Four," scored a tremendous success, and the
same may be said of the male chorus, which is a
well -trained body of singers. Both of these musical groups entertained thousands of radio fans
recently when the Detroit News broadcasted the
playing of the "Steinway Four" and the voices
of the male chorus.

The Detroit Stores Music Association is the
outgrowth of Michigan's first Music Week held
last October. There are over eight thousand
employes of the stores represented in the Association. Morning "sings" arc held once or twice
a week by each of the organizations, and all join
in the big general musical events. Grinnell Bros.'
"Steinwa
,nr," and Grinnell Bros.' male chorus
appeared

second of these events.

YOU OWE IT TO YOUR CUSTOMERS
The successful merchant always appreciates the fact

Patented

Patented

1914

1914

that his customers place in him their utmost confiTherefore, he makes it a point to supply
them with goods of a kind that he would appreciate
were he a prospective customer. He knows that
in doing this he does not have to worry and think
up all kinds of schemes in order to increase his
dence.

business.

...,

His

business

increases

automatically.

BOSTON ALBUMS-with their wooden backs and
interchangeable leaves-are goods of this character,
and basiness builders. Have you sent for a sample
of the latest Bostonian?

BOSTON BOOK COMPANY
501-509 Plymouth Court

CHICAGO, ILL
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the multitude of trade helps-helps Which bring

the people ever closer to the stone'. and' make
them steady customers. Catalogs, monthly record

supplements, foreign language supplements,
`se

hangers, window trims, boo`klets, folders, special
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advertisements, lantern slides, carkards, all have
their part in connection with the Victor national
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advertising campaign. Every piece of this
advertising matter is of value to every dealer in
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Victor products. Every piece impresses the public
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with the superiority of Victor products, by
furnishing ample evidence that Victor supremacy
is the supremacy of performance.

Once you have the prospects inside your
store-
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Victrola No. SO
$50
Mahogany

Victrola IV, $25

Victrola VI, $35

Oak

Mahogany or oak

Victrola No. 80
$100
Mahogany. oak or ndnut

Victrola VIII, $50
Oak

Victrola No. 90
$125

Victrola No. 100
$150

Mahogany. oak or walnuy

Mahogany. oak or Walnut

Victrola IX, $75
Mahogany or oak

Victrola No. 110
5225
Mahoganyymak or walnut

a sale is simply a matter of supply-

ing the particular style Victrola
which suits their needs. That is
easy to do with Victrolas in such

complete variety-every instrument representing the highest
quality and the utmost value. Besides the profit on every sale, there
is satisfaction and good -will and

prestige in being a dealer in
Victrola No. 120

Victor products.

$275
Victrola No.120, electric. $337.50
\lahogaro

Victrola No. 130
$350
Victrola No. 130, electric. $415
Mahogan. or oak

r oak

Victrola No. 240
$115
Mahogany or walnut

Victrola No. 260
$160

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE'

Victrola No. 300
$250
Victrola No. 3CO3 electric, $315
Mahogany. oak or walnut

Mahogany or walnut

Victrola No. 330

viccroi, No. :s,"celectric. $415
Mahogany

Victor Talking Machine Company, Carnden,N.J.
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Seeing Ourselves as Others See Us, and a
Few Hints on Business Practice By F. C. Parsons
The deplorable lack oi business .11)111t)

d

gressiveness on the part of many talking machinc
dealers is one of the outstanding reasons for many
of the reports concerning poor business in circulation among the trade. The writer, in an investi-

gation covering approximately twelve stores in
widely separated localities, including the large
city and the so-called small town, found only one
dealer who measured up to the standard of a
real live merchant. In any business, and especially the talking machine business, an attitude
of far-sightedness and clear thinking for the future must be adopted ii any degree of success is
to be attained.
Some who read this article may feel offended,
but frankness never hurt anyone and there is no
time like the present to correct faults which arc
detrimental to good business practice. As you
read about the faults of the several merchants
analyze your own method of conducting your
establishment, and if you find that you are making similar mistakes take measures to correct
them at once.
The first establishment visited proved to be a
fine, large store in a good-sized city. This merchant handled talking machines, records, pianos
and musical instruments. When questioned as
to his methods of obtaining customers and making sales he replied as follows:
"\Ve do not concentrate very much on the
sale of talking machines and records because they
arc more of a side line with us than anything else.

A, a toatt,r 111 c1ct, this n1,tn did 114)i 1,110%.%
whether or not he was addressing a prospective
customer. The writer asked if he could speak to
the manager and in reply he received an ungracious "No." This firm has an attractive store,
but the personality of this one man pervaded the
atmosphere. lie made no inquiry as to whether
he could be of service, but stared steadily out of
the window without saying a word more. lie
did not know or attempt to find out whether the
writer was a customer who desired to see a machine, make a complaint or was merely a friend
of the manager. If the writer had been a friend
of the manager do you suppose for one instant

that he would ever come to that store to buy
a machine or records if he happened to be in the
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This article is written intentionally to bring
forcibly to the minds of dealers just what mistakes arc hieing made by some dealers and how
they strike an impartial observer. flow much
more unpleasantly they must affect a man or
woman who enters with the idea of making a
purchase, has money to spend, and expects consideration and service. For, after all, it is well

to remember that there are other stores and a
customer is conveying a favor, strictly speaking,
in doing business at any one of them. If these
few paragraphs make only one merchant sit up
and take notice, so to speak, they will have accomplished sonic good and the time and trouble of investigation will have been repaid.

adiode Duxe

We devote most of our attention to our line of
pianos. We make no special effort to increase
our sales of talking machine accessories. If a
customer asks for them we have them in stock
and can make a sale, but we do not push them.
.\s for increasing our list of prospects, the only
method we use -is to get the names of people
who enter the store. To these we send the
monthly supplement."
What a confession of poor business policy for
a firm which has spent several thousands of dol-

lars in the construction of talking machine display rooms and sound -proof record demonstration booths! Despite the fact that he considers
the talking machine as a side line his sales in this
direction, from all indications, are very nearly the
equal of his sales of pianos or other instruments.

This merchant could materially increase his
business if he systematized his conduct of the talk-

ing machine department, adopted some method
of increasing his prospect list, hired a couple of
outside canvassers and salesmen and made a
more personal contact with his customers, in addition to the sending out of record supplements.
Another merchant in the same city, who handles three lines of machines of well-known make,
complained bitterly of poor business. .s glance
around the store was sufficient to find the reason for this. First. the window, instead of attracting passers-by, tended to repel. The display itself was fairly good, but the point was that
it had not been changed for so long that a heavy
dust had settled on every object therein. The
window glass itself was covered with a film of
dust which partly obscured the display. The interior was in keeping with the window. A fine
large showcase was in a deplorable state of disorder and a pile of record supplements and talking machine descriptive matter on a small table
was bunched together in a conglomerate mass
which precluded the finding of any particular
piece of literature descriptive of the machine
asked for without a search, unless one happened
to be in luck. Of course, this is an extreme case,
but within a radius of five miles two more cases
of a similar nature were discovered.
The writer entered another store in a mediumsized city

a few miles distant and one of the

members of the firm gave him such a cold greet-

ing that he was glad to get out of the place

Console Cabinets Equipped with Radio
Receiving Sets
We are now manufacturing four beautiful Console Cabinets, fully equipped with high
grade Radio Receiving Sets having a range of several hundred miles and with the tonal
chamber fitted with a loud speaker.
Or,-these Radio Console Cabinets may be purchased without the Radio accessories,
ready for special Radio Assembly.
Phonograph Dealers, Jobbers and Assembling Manufacturers know what an unprecedented demand there is for Radio Sets-a demand that is growing greater every month
with a marked tendency toward models that may have a permanent place in the living room alongside the piano and reading table-sets that arc not only efficient and easy
to adjust, but ornamental as well.

Big Profits Await You in This Field.

Prices and Particulars Upon Request

THE HARPONOLA COMPANY
Mkera of the Phonograph with the Golden Voice

CELINA, OHIO
Edmund Brandt,, President
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SUPERIOR STEEL

bRIWAArcs.cimION

Sell Your Trade
American -Made Needles

BRiLl
NE
AECIST

Avoid handling the cheap and unsatisfactory foreign needles. They're troublemakers. Sell your customers

BRILLIANTONE NEEDLES
and you'll eliminate forthwith all com-

plaints and "come -backs" from your needle
business.

Every Purchaser of Needles

130

Holds You Personally
Responsible
if his records are scratched and damaged by

cheap foreign needles he buys from you.
Don't take such long chances.

Stock

Brilliantone Needles and keep your customers in that satisfied frame of mind which

helps your business to grow.
Send for samples and prices

BF

BRILLIANTONE

NEEDLE CO.

OF
AMERICA, Inc.
STEEL

Selling Agent for.W. H. liagshaw & Co.
Factory: Lowell. Mass.
NEW YORE
347 FIFTH AVENUE

SUPERIOR STEEL

ILLIANTON
TRADEMARK
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The Cleverly Designed Window Display
I Card Is a Powerful Sales Factor
taktdcnctilt fait
that advertising is helpful to dealer or manufac1,,1011

Yet there are those who complain that
they cannot afford an appropriation for the kind
of publicity they would like to use. NVe beturer.

lieve, however, that there is no merchant so poor
that he cannot afford to advertise in sonic form.
and the most inexpensive form of advertising, and
in a great degree the most effective ined.um, is
the display window.
But how many dealers realize this fact? When

I

and avenues in

streets

lit window.

the leading companies are supplying sonic very
striking display cards which, if the window is
properly "dressed." should invite consideration
that should be helpful as a sales promoter. If
the dealer desires to have his own cards made
up along individual lines the expense is not considerable, for there are many companies making

stop and look at the window who would pass it
by if there were no cards to excite also- in-

a

ness. The dirty window with its dusty stock
It
does not invite customers to the store.

merely advertises the dealer as a slovenly, unprogressive personage. A clean window is helpful; a cleverly conceived display is more helpful and, better still, the cleverly designed display
card is a most effective means of interesting the
public in the window, in the line handled and
in the store as a whole.
To -day the big merchants and the owners of
the most prosperous stores find neatly lettered
and tastily arranged window cards carrying
timely messages about records and talking machines, or about music generally, to be a very
effective means of attracting customers. Still.
a great many small merchants apparently overlook this means of interesting the public. The

latter type of dealer is more apt to use handbills or a similar form of cheap publicity.
Many dealers avoid the window card, because

Improve Your Service
AN

Increase Your Sales

1,11

specialty of printing or designing window
II

the average

business sections of the city, there are plenty of
stores handling talking machines the windows
of which need attention, not merely in the matter of display, but, to put it bluntly, in cleanli-

!!!

;

kit tilt!, Cotiiiita In: a drIclrriil .1,
as the talking machine man is concerned, for
tu. t,

once you get off the main avenues, and strike
the side

By Aug. G. Baker

I

The Value of the Win-

dow Display Can Be
Greatly Enhanced by
the

Use of Attrac-

lively Printed Cards
cards and the cost is small compared with the
value to be derived.
Every store window has a definite value in
dollars and cents, and no dealer who is in the
business to succeed should overlook its potentiality. Hence the merchant should not fail to
appreciate the value of window cards as a means
of advertising. All successful institutions use
them because every one will read the signs in

It keeps them in mind ,,i

play twice as long as ordinarily. It makes people
quisitiveness.

In fixing a value on your window just consider
how many people pass your store every day
and every night, and then figure out how you

may attract the attention of this vast number
of people to your individual display. Once you
arrest the attention of these people, and their
interest is focused on your window by striking
display cards or other attractive features, you
have then got in contact with a large number
of prospects who are not only interested in
what you say to them by means of the cards.
but also in your product, and when they desire
to make a purchase your store is kept in mind
As has been remarked before, the store window
is a reflex of the character of the owner. You
cannot disassociate the clever display window
from the enterprising merchant, and people like
to deal with such a type of merchant because he
keeps the latest and the best in his line.
In these days when one is apt to hear complaints about the slowness of business is it not
the time to concentrate more earnestly than
ever before on ways and means of getting out
oh the rut, and of interesting the public in the
talking machine and record trade? Those who
d.. this systematically are bound to be rewarded.
There is no question but that the cheapest way a
merchant can advertise to -day is through his
window, and when he gives this subject serious
consideration he is bound to st'
late interest in
his product and necessarily increases his business.

ORDER PORTABLE VICTROLAS NOW
and be

ready to "Tie Up" with National Advertising and "Cash In" this
opportunity for an extra profit by Selling

OGDEN STAND YOU -NITS

By Equipping With

The OGDEN "UNIT"

For the Portable Victrola No. 50, Also No. IV and No.

or Sectional System

Don't wait but be ready and go after the Summer
Business with a VICTROLA-STAND OUTFIT for

which has been used by thousands of dealers
for the past six years and "Sold- to all on our

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE OF

SATISFACTION, QUALITY AND
PRICE.

4t% trues

Rides

I

Positively Rigid and Strong

belies**

Matches the Victrola in Material, Finish and Design. If your Jobber does not have Stock order
direct and we will deliver them FREE.
Improved Model No. 50a is a dandy.
Delivered $7.00 each
Write for New Catalogue and Cut( free

300 10Incli
Recant Seale,
rr

-10mcb
V:coedSectioo

_
1.'0 -Windt
w. coed Serum,

el

4o-13412 one

Sea Shore or Camp.-Town and Country, with Music
for every Occasion.
Order a Stand for every Portable Victrola (to
Match) and we will Guarantee the Sale if only
Displayed and Advertised.

ti

,o115ecloo

OGDEN SECTIONAL CABINET CO., Inc.
LYNCHBURG, VA.

1

100 13orl2ins
Y, cord

Weight, each, 10 lbs.
in a Pon able Cart,

I 'a, t.

1

ing Cass

glory [meet

ussen0
MAN. ocdrealica
onounti-aen
MCOMOCApr
v

Model No. I and No. 31 Sectiooal Cabinet

FILES YOUR RECORDS so you can find
them for QUICK SALE and SERVICE.
Fits any space and Stock.

Visible Tab Indexes locate every Record
Instantly.

514.00 per 1.000.

Sia Pieces
Assembled sr

Der n'

as a Record

Carrier In
Five

Minute*

l
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Prevents Any Station From Receiving Messages

past fourteen years. A demonstration was given
recently before officials and experts of one of the
leading radio companies, and Mr. Hammond says

Except Those for Whom Intended-Tested

the United States Navy and \Var Departments

Ind., Will Inaugurate Several Service Plans

by Navy and War Departments

have given his latest discoveries exhaustive tests.
The system, it is declared, embodies a direct
and simple means of insuring privacy, and it will
be practically impossible under ordinary conditions for any other than the proper receiving station to hear anything but a jumble.

Which Prove Good Business Builders

INVENTION ALLOWS RADIO SECRECY

GLOUCESTER, N/ASS.,

June 8.-An apparatus for

preventing any station from taking messages except those for which they are intended has been
perfected by John Hays Hammond, Jr.
The same wave can be made to carry several
messages at the same time, and, further, it is
stated, both voice and code may be transmitted.
The new apparatus will allow a far greater
number of stations to communicate over a limited number of wave lengths. Accidental interference from other stations is greatly reduced.
Efficiency is increased. Atmospheric electricity,
or static, is diminished in its effect upon the new

system to such extent that the system may be
operated under conditions when the standard radio apparatus cannot successfully receive.
Mr. Hammond's statement declares that he

has been at work upon these problems for the

PAYS TRIBUTE TO AUGUSTA DEALER

The \V. P. Manning Music Co., 311 Jackson
street, Augusta. Ga., which features the Columbia Grafonolas and Columbia records most successfully in that territory, was recently the subject of

a

two -column article in the Augusta

Herald, which credited \V. P. Manning with being the oldest music dealer in Georgia, and told
of the success that had been achieved by hint.

The line of least rei-tance often ha. an unhappy ending.

GRANBY Personal MESSAGE
Number Two

FINE SERVICE HELPS BUSINESS
Wolf & Dessaucr, Victor Dealers, of Ft. Wayne,

Fr. WAvxe, IND., June 4.-The Wolf & Dessauer

store, of this city, has inaugurated several plans
in its Victrola department which have proved
effective in building good -will for the concern and
have also been instrumental in greatly increasing
sales of machines and records.
The company has secured the good -will of
various organizations and societies by catering to
their desires. For example, card tables and

chairs have been provided for card parties, and
whenever an organization plans to entertain in
any manner the company offers the services of a
\'ictrola and a selected list of records. Another
service which is proving a sales maker is the
demonstration of records over the telephone to
customers who are unable to visit the store.
Where machines and records arc loaned to organizations of various kinds the company attends
to the delivery up to a distance of seventy miles
from the store.
"Courtesy Days" are frequently held. No merchandise is sold on these days, but the members
of the sales staff show visitors through the store
and explain the merits of the various things
which interest them.

dent by Granby Phono.jrapb Corporation, Newport News, Va.,

VANDEVEER BUYS FORBURGER STORE

Will Push the Sales of Edison and Brunswick
Machines Exclusively

You, Mr. Dealer, want the one best Phonograph in the country
for YOU, to sell. Whatever standard you set, you want your
line to be the Best for your purpose.
By the One Best Phonograph we mean the one that is Best Suited
to your trade, that sells easiest and STAYS SOLD. The one that
calls for the LEAST SERVICE. And last, but by no means least,
the one that shows you the best margin of PROFIT.
That meets with YOUR ideas, doesn't it?
Well, if that IS so, then you should handle tile Granby.
In Design, Finish, Construction, Equipment and Tone the Granby
is the peer of any phonograph at anything like its price.
Granby period models are perfect copies that appeal to the artistic
eye of the discriminating buyer.
The finish we believe is superior to that of any competitive line.
The Construction is sturdy. Granby is built to last a lifetime.

The Motor is specially built for us by one of the largest motor

manufacturers in the country. It embodies many unique features.
The Granby Dual Tonearm is distinctive and, with the
highly polished horn, develops the unusual tone
quality that has put Granby in a class by itself.

Granby prices are fair. Discounts arc generousshowing you DOUBLE THE NET PROFIT you

can make on any of the so-called standard lines.
Moreover, the Granby sells easiest in competition. It is live merchandise. It MOVES. And you have the benefit of a generous
policy of CO-OPERATION.

If these are facts, as we claim, you will admit that the Granby
proposition is at least north investigating.

Rosixsox, ILL, June 3.-J. Vandeveer, of the
Vandeveer Music Store. North Cross street, has

purchased the Forburger Music Store, on the
north side of the square.
At present it is Mr. Vandeveer's intention to

confine his efforts to the retail sales field, and
push his present line of talking machines and
records, consisting of the Brunswick and Edison. These, with his large stock of pianos and
other musical instruments, will he moved to the
new location. In the meanwhile both places will
be conducted under his management.

WILL CARRY OUT N. C. R. IDEALS
F. B. Patterson. President of National Cash Reg-

ister Co.. to Carry Out Plans Established by
the Late John H. Patterson
DAYTON, 0., June 3.-When F. B. Patterson, president of the National Cash Register Co., and son
of the late John H. Patterson, was asked as to his

future plans, he firmly stated that he fully expects to devote his life to advancing and carrying out the ideals which were established by his
father.

He said: "The policies which have developed
our business from a one -room factory to an organization employing more than 10,000 people in
all parts of the world will be continued. I also
will devote a portion of my time to promoting all
uplifting activities in this community.

"I am especially interested in the progress of
Dayton, and will do all within my power to further community betterment, welfare work and
anything that will help improve the conditions
under which we live."

SIMON SALTER OPENS NEW STORE
PERTH

Then why not ask us to SHOW you?

Amsov, N. J., June 3.-Simon Salter, who

has been in the music business here for a numer of years, recently opened attractive new quarters at 168 Smith street.

GRANBY Phonograph CORPORATION
Offices and Factory

Newport News,

Virginia

The new store has

been equipped with the most modern fixtures obtainable for a talking machine and musical instrument business. The Sonora and Columbia lines
will be featured in a spacious department and a
complete line of records has been installed.

The dealer who blames all reverses on hard
luck had better retire to a quiet corner and
analyze the situation again to see if perhaps he
was not partly to blame.
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HERE IT IS!

the

FLETCHER UNIVERSAL

11'

TONE ARM and REPRODUCER
Gives Proper Playing Weights for All Records.

SAMPLES SS.00

No

Adjustment Screws or Springs

Specify 814° or %i" arm

FLETCHER-WICKES Co., 6 East Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois
THE McLAGAN PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION. LIMITED. STRATFORD. ONTARIO. EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN AGENTS

TONE ARMS
c6roimmillio"

REG.TRADE MARK

REPRODUCERS

Reproducer
and Connection
for

DealerA, Send for
Prices and Terms

NEW EDISON

_

j

Plays all Records

6 East Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

FLETCHER-WICKES CO.

THE McLAGAN PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION. LIMITED, STRATFORD. ONTARIO. EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN AGENTS

SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW IN TONE ARMS

THE FLETCHER "STRAIGHT ,,
STRAIGHT INSIDE-Taper Outside
BALL BEARINGS THROUGHOUT

is

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Yes, it is universal and equipped with the Regular Fletcher
NEW DESIGN

Reproducer, giving the same natural tone quality as heretofore
Made in two !testis. 8'

and 9

SEND FOR PRICES AND TERMS

FLETCHER-WICKES COMPANY

6 EAST LAKE ST.

CHICAGO

rm. mcc A GAN PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION. LIMITED, STRATFORD. ON TARio, EXCLUSIVE CANADIAN AGENTS
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Organizations and Clubs Offer the Dealer
the Opportunity of a Live Prospect List
,t4

One of the most important assets that a live
talking machine dealer can have is a live prosFrom such a list, in a large measpect list.
ure. does the development of the business spring.

provided the proper measures are taken to follow up the prospects with the idea of making
There are a number of methods by which
a fairly good prospect list can he obtained with
comparatively little effort. Securing the names
from the directory or telephone hook is not
tl.e most resultful, for the simple reason that
sales.

many of the people listed therein must be weeded
out. This is done for several reasons, the most

important of which is that a great number of
people are poor risks and the merchant cannot
afford to sell an expensive machine or a number of records to a person who is pretty sure to
fall down on his or her contract.
From the preceding paragraph it may safely
be deduced that the first essential of a good
prospect list is that the names thereon be of a
In other words, the names of
selected class.
people who not only offer an opportunity for the
sale of a machine or records but people who are
in a financial position to meet their obligations.
The question, then, which naturally arises in
the mind of the merchant is: "Where can I
obtain a list of the people in my community
who fall in the selected category?"
The answer is simple enough: Clubs, societies.
churches, schools. country clubs and all other
organizations where the membership is made up

of good substantial citizens of the communities.
The names of all other merchants in your com-

munity may be added to this list.

In other

words, the middle class and the well-to-do people

of the city. town or country offer the best opportunities to the merchant of making a sale
with a reasonable certainty of receiving payment for his merchandise. In every community there is a shiftless class of people which
it is safer to steer clear of. Then there is the
extremely poor class of people who cannot afford to invest in a musical instrument of any
In the first -named instance the sale may
be consummated and the name affixed to the
dotted line, but the purchaser, who is possessed
of little or no sense of responsibility or what is
right, is reasonably certain to try to "get away"
with anything possible. In the second case the
contract will probably be entered into with good
kind.

faith and the determination to meet the payments. but the condition of the finances of an
extremely poor family makes the possibility of
promptness very remote, and the dealer takes a
greater chance than is justified.
In order that the talking machine dealer may
insure the possibility of securing the names of
the proper people, he must engage in civic activities of various sorts and actively enter into
the interests of the community in order that he
make himself known to as large a circle of
people as possible. In this manner his chances
of gaining access to the rosters of clubs and organizations will he greatly increased, and, besides. the fact that he is known to a large num-

Securing
-74

Prospects

Financially Able to
MeetObligationsElim-

inates Loss of Profits

and Wasted Time
itilliLliiliiiiiiiiiiiiiih41111111111111141111

her of people will react directly to his benefit
by increasing the number of customers who will
voluntarily come to his establishment to make
their purchases.

There may be some "doubtful Thomases"
among the readers of this article who declare
that it cannot be done, but it most emphatically can and has been done. This article itself is the result of a conversation with a certain live dealer who has successfully accomplished that very thing and is now reaping the
profits of his labor by an ever-increasing number of sales. This dealer declared that from the
Y. M. H. A. and several country clubs in his
community he had secured the names of 1.200
vorth-while people in one month. He is now
engaged in making a special effort to secure
the names of the members of several women's
clubs with good results. The Y. M. C, A. and

the Y. W. C. A., as well as several churches in
his city, have also contributed live prospects.
The securing of the names is but the first
step in obtaining a prospect list which will deliver returns in sales and consequently greater
profits. The second, and equally important, step
is to eliminate the names of persons who already possess a machine and those who are not
in the market.
There is little use of wasting
a great deal of time and effort in trying to make
a sale to people who already own a machine or
to those who for some reason or other are not
in a position to have one, when there are a
large number of prospects who can be induced
tc. buy with a great deal less effort.
The dealer referred to accomplishes this result as follows:
After the names have been
secured they are indexed alphabetically and
placed on file.
Then for three consecutive

months personal letters, circulars, monthly supplements and other direct -by -mail efforts are
made to secure the prospects' attention and interest in the line handled. The letters are so
worded as to encourage in every possible manlier that the prospective customer communicate

with the merchant as to whether he or she is
interested.

If. after the expiration of the allotted
three months, no reply is received the dealer
makes one more effort to gain the desired information by making a personal call. Having finally assured himself which are the people who
cannot be induced to buy, he drops them from
the list and concentrates on the others.

Of course, there are some who will point to
this method as involving a great deal of time
and expense and to them the only answer is
that every merchant pays rent and most of them
pay for advertising, some of it non-productive.
and for what?
Why, to secure business, of
course. In proportion to these expenses, when

the sales possibilities to prospects secured in the
manner described are analyzed it will be found

that the cost of making sales is very small.

TO EXPAND BOBOLINK SALES
NEW HAVEN, Cox N., June 5.-Steady demands

for the Bobolink record boobs and talking machines are reported by the LaVelle \lig. Co., of
this city. Plans for further distribution during
the Summer montba are being made.

MUTUAL
TONE ARMS & SOUND BOXES
There are three things that go to make up
satisfaction:
1.

2.
3.

QUALITY
SERVICE
PRICE

And we can satisfy you in each particular.
A test will convince you that Mutual Tone
Arms and Sound Boxes are the Best on the
market. We give prompt and efficient servPrices from $2.15 up.
ice.

Na

3 TONE ARM

Na S REPRODUCER

1111111111=a-

Mutual Phono Parts Manufacturing`. Corp

149-151 Lafayette Street
New York City

The Russell Gear & Machine Co., Ltd., 1209 Kiog St., West, TORONTO, CAN., Exclusive Distributors for Canada and All Other British Possessions
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ANNOUNCING
The .Jewett
Radio enthusiasm is here to stay.
It will not put the
phonograph out of the "picture" as a few people have predicted, but the combination of these two inventions will
simply help to make your phonograph business better than
it has ever been.

-

The trade is already familiar with the remarkable qualities
of The JEWETT, as a phonograph
and now we have

added "quality" to "quality" and arc offering you The

JEWETT Radio -Phonograph.

The JEWETT, equipped with a two -stage, regenerative
set, is ready to "pep" up your business.
Write or wire for detailed information.
Territories Are Now Being Assigned to Jobbers and Dealers

THE JEWETT PHONOGRAPH

CO.

General Sales Offices: 9th Floor Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Branch Offices 1624 North American Bldg.. Chicago, Ill.

JEWETT
P -HON 0 &RAP -HS

ueen Anne Console
Style No. 11-W

Adam Console Style
No. 10-W
Jewett
Radio -Phonograph

_

Style No. 6-W
Jewett
Radio -Phonograph
LICENSED UNDER nnsrc PATENTS

Jewett
Radio -Phonograph
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Anyone who likes dancing will like this
July record. Two fox-trots. "In Blue Bird
Land," by Paul Biese's Orchestra, and "I
Want You" from Marjolaine, by Ray Miller
and his Orchestra. A-3610.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

CONSTRUCTIVE PLAN FOR USING RECORDS IN SCHOOLS

The collections include some of the hnest and
most valuable records made. They are shipped

Henry D. Tovey. Director of Fine Arts in University of Kansas. Offers State-wide Musical Education Plan That Will Help Stimulate Use of Talking Machines and Records

it:

Ltrrt.e Rock, ARK., June 8.-The credit for the
development of the State of Arkansas from a
music desert into a music oasis is frankly given
to the talking machine and to the foresight of

Henry D. Tovey, Director of Fine Arts in the
University of Arkansas. in urging the use of
talking machines in schools and preparing and
laying out definite record programs.

Mr. Tovey found that not enough attention
was being given to music in the schools. and
conceived the idea of sending a bulletin to schools
and women's clubs throughout the State offering

seven programs of records with pictures and
written talks. The records were to be retained
two days and then sent on to a designated school

or club. There was no charge for the loan of
the record. The only expense was for the express charge one way on the records. A postcard
was sent to every person receiving the records
telling when they would arrive and from whom

and when they were to be forwarded and to
whom. Later the loan time of two days was extended and the circuits shortened.
Almost immediately Mr. Tovey received twenty-four applications for the records from women's
clubs.
Not a request came from the schools
of the State. The clubs played the records on

liem to the

schools.

As a result there were many applicants

for records from the schools the second year
and the number has increased yearly since.

The fame of Mr. Tovey's state-wide musical
education plan has spread the world over. Requests for information in regard to it have
reached the originator from every State in the
Union but four and from seven foreign countries.
In the majority of the schools of Arkansas the
talking machine is as much a part of the equipment as the blackboard. There is a growing interest in the better class of music, and several

State high schools now give credit for music.
This year the university has in circulation during ten months fifty programs, including music
history, the art songs, the different voices, orchestra and instruments, operas, oratorio, etc.

new and easily handled boxes, with special

packing which insures them against breaking.

Following are the rules governing the use
of the records:
I. The collections are loaned free except for
transportation charges. The borrower must pay
charges from the person preceding him on the
circuit, or, if he receives individual service, to
and from this office.
2.
No admission fee may be charged for the
programs, except by public institutions, when the
funds raised thereby go toward the purchase of
material for musical education.
3.
4.

Only half tone needles must be used.
The turntable of the "machine must be kept

revolving at 78 times a minute.
5. The records must be carefully packed and
shipped on the day specified by this office to the
next borrower.
6.

A report must be mailed immediately to

entire expense, except the purchase of part
of the records and the express charges, is borne

this office on the blank supplied for that purpose.

by the university.
Each set of records is accompanied by notes.
explaining the music about to be heard and giving interesting facts regarding the origin, the instruments. the singers. etc. In the case of the

age to the material which occurs while it is in his

records on musical history, and the world history of music, advance sheets are sent, so that
the historic background for the music can be
studied before the records arrive.

7.

The borrower must make good any dam-

possession.
8.
The borrower must give at least two weeks'
notice to be included or removed from a circuit.
Requests for individual service will he handled
in the order in which they are received.
9.
In applying for material, the borrower
should state for what purpose he desires it, and
that he will conform to the regulations given

above.

AUTOMATIC MUSIC SHOP HAS VICTOR
New HAVEN, CONN.. June 3.-The Yale Talking

"BRUNS MADERITE"
Cover, Straps Attached

DELIVERY COVERS
You can't go wrong on BRUNS MADE RITE Phonograph Delivery Covers for

Upright. Console or Period type machines-Our covers arc also made for
the radio cabinets.

PORTABLE TALKING MACHINE
COVERS
We are making a line of covers for

TO LEARN SPANISH FROM RECORDS
Learning a language by listening to records
played on the talking machine is the latest innovation in New York University, New York
City. Maximo Iturralde, a native of Spain. and

a graduate and assistant professor at the Uni-

MADERITE DUST COVERS
Made of durable fleece lined rubber-

OPENS COLUMBIA DEPARTMENT

Spring season.

BROOKLYN
yK.LYN

The warerooms have been newly deco-

rated and modernly equipped, and will be conducted on an exclusively Victor basis.

portable cabinets in various shapes and

ized material-just the thing for the

50 RALPH AVE.

Fasano.

versity, proposes to teach Spanish in this manner.
Ten double -disc ten -inch records have been made
especially to give this method of teaching a trial.

sizes-this type machine really needs
a serviceable carrying cover.

A. BRUNS & SONs

Machine Co., trading as the Automatic Music
Shop, has purchased the Victor retailing business in this city formerly conducted by A.

A. BRUNS & SONS
50 Ralph Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Everything Made of Canvas

VAvNtssoko, PA, June 3.-\V. F. Day, jeweler
and optometrist here. recently opened an attractive new establishment in which a Columbia department is the feature. On the opening day a

clever stunt was used to secure the names of
prospects. A gift of a record was made to each
person who signed his or her name in a book
provided for that purpose.
M. Philips has opened an attractive music store
at 1128 Seventh street, X. \V., Washington, D. C.
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ILSLEY'S

GRAPHITE PHONO

SPRING

1:5Iey's Lubricant makes the Motor make good

la prepared In lb. proper consistency. tent not nut out.
Remains In Its
dry up. or brrom sticky or rancid.
onnnal form indegnitele.

Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and SO p,nind cans fee dealers
This lubricant is also put up In 4 -ounce cans to retail at
25 Matt each under We trade name of

EUREKA NOISELESS TALKING

MACHINE LUBRICANT

14'6,, for spe ial proposition to jobtrrs
ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY & CO., 229.231 Front St.. New York

A NEW TURN TO AN OLD TRICK
Plays Talking Machine in Manhole on Sidewalk
and Places Dummy Machine in WindowStunt Attracts Considerable Attention
Concealint: the talkint; ntarhinc beneath the
grilled cover of a coal manhole on the sidewalk.
while the horn of another instrument was pressed
tightly against the show window of the shop, an
Indianapolis talking machine merchant attracted
much attention from the people passing by and
also succeeded in drawing many curious folks
into the shop.
The usual stunt of letting the public hear the

instrument in action by means of a horn protruding through the window or door of the shop
was too anent a plan for the merchant, who
wished to do something different.
So the manhole scheme was finally hit upon
as one that would make the passers-by pause and
guess.

The people naturally looked at the in-

strument the horn of which was pressed against

the window and the majority wondered. Few
discovered the real source of the music and
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PRODUCING BET [ER CABINETS

FINE ADS FEATURE MUSIC WEEK

Consensus of Opinion Among Veneer Men Is
That Cabinet Makers Are Turning Their Attention to Making Better Products

Johnstown, Pa., Paper Devotes Entire Section to
Pennsylvania Music Week

An interview with the heads of several prominent veneer houses brought out the fact that
since the war manufacturers arc steadily striving to produce the best cabinet work possible.
The head of one of these firms stated: "Before
the war many concerns were in the market for
the cheapest quality of veneer which they could
possibly use. This condition has been entirely
rt versed during the past year. Many of these
firms have gone out of business and the balance
have turned their attention to turning out a quality product. They cheerfully pay the price for
the best quality woods and their cabinet work
shows the results. This was brought about by
the fact that the average purchaser is more discriminating than formerly and will not buy the
cheap -appearing product, realizing that it pays
in the end to but something worth while.''

jOIINSTOWN, PA" June 3.-In connection with the
recent Pennsylvania Music Week, the Johnstown
Sunday Ledger devoted an entire section of the
paper to a music section. In addition to articles

relating to the history of local concerns promivent in the music business a number of fine advertisements appeared. Among the ads, which
were especially attractive, were those of the
Modernola Co., manufacturer of the Modernola
phonograph; Nathan's, featuring the Edison;
Swank's, the Victrola, and Rotheres, the Vocation and the Columbia Grafonola.

A charter of incorporation has been granted to
the firm of Osland, of New York City, to handle
talking machines. electric parts, etc. The concern. which has a capital of $25,000, was incorporated by R. W. Osland, G. E. Cook and T. K.
Jones.

Make the test
then the decision!

many prospective customers and sales resulted.

BANNER 50c RECORDS have
come to the fore in the popular priced record field
deservedly!

NEW YORK CONCERN CHARTERED

-

The Seymour-Forsman Music System, of New

York City, has secured a charter of incorporation under the laws of New York State. for the
manufacture of talking machines. etc. The concern has been authorized to issue 150 shares of
preferred stock at $100 per share and 100 shares
of common stock at no par value. Incorporators

The BANNER organization offers
a product that gives to your public
full 75c worth of record value for

are M. M. Bartholomew, L. W. Scudder and R.
Forsman.

50c-in every respect!

SELLING VICTROLAS TO SCHOOLS
The Cline -Vick Drug Co., which conducts a

It backs this unusual quality with

chain of stores in Illinois and handles a complete
line of Victor talking machines and records, has
been paying considerable attention to the schools

dependable, efficient dealer service

as Victor prospects, with the result that recent
sales include a Victrola to the Logan school and
the Marion Township High School. Fay Luyster
is the wide-awake manager of the Cline -Vick

first and in delivering these hits to

-both in releasing the big hits
you.

Victor department.

On top of that it furnishes thor-

EDISON'S PLAN TO HANDLE CROPS

ough, consistent
co-operation.

At an agricultural inquiry recently held in
Washington. D. C., members of the joint Congressional Commission considered

a

plan for

marketing farm crops placed before them by
Thomas A. Edison. Among other suggestions
he urged the marketing of crops through a system of warehouse receipts and the establishment
of a chain of great warehouses for storage pur-

advertising

Complete

July List

Write for the complete facts!
Make the test !-then your decision!

Ready

Now!

Mr. Edison believes that more orderly
marketing with benefits to the producers and
poses.

consumers would result from the adoption of the
suggestion.

G. S. HARDS' STRIKING FLOAT
Geo. S. Hards, Victor dealer, of Dormont. Pa..
was recently represented in a business men's
parade in Dormont by a very fine float, which attracted a great deal of attention. Mr. Hards reproduced the Victor trade -mark, using a Victrola

with a horn and the well-known white papiermache dog.

The man who congratulates himself on the
easy job he holds down is usually incapable of
holding down a more responsible position. Also.
any job can be made easy by shirking responsibilities.
.

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY
New York

18 West 20th Street
Pin to your business card.
gamil,=11111

Mail today!
MM

PLAZA MUSIC CO. (BANNER RECORD DIV.)
18 West 20th Street, New York.
Send sample record and details on the BANNER RECORD proposition.
Name.

Address
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CHENEY
THE MASTER INSTRUMENT

Testing the Heart of
The Cheney with a
Stethoscope
The Assembly of the Cheney Governor

Freedom from noise, throbs and pulses is one of
the outstanding characteristics of the Cheney motor.
The utmost simplicity of design and the most ex-

This delicate part is the balance shed shich keeps

the .peed of the motor and the turnt

c -nstant.

Special care is used to make n accurate.

acting standards of manufacture have made the
Cheney motor as nearly perfect as it is possible to

achieve. As one of the men in our factory said,
"We pride ourselves on the fact that our motors are
held to closer standards than any other phonograph
motor thn is made."
Above is illustrated the first test of a Cheney

motor after it is assembled-the stethoscope test.
While every part of the motor is in motion the
stethoscope is applied. The slightest noise is so

7he Cheney Motor Assembled

magnified by this device that a loose bearing or the
least eccentricity is easily discovered.

it must pass f-ur of the most es.actmc tests U.111Ch can

No Cheney motor is allowed to pass to further

be oven to any piece of mechanism. The lint of these
is th stethoscope test for noise, as descnbed.

Before it may take H. place an the finished Cheney.

tests until it has satisfactorily demonstrated its

ability to run smoothly and silently.
THE CHENEY TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
CHICAGO

"Genius is but the infinite
capacity for taking pains"
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VICTOR SALES SCHOOL IN BUFFALO

SOME INTERESTING STATISTICS

Over Threescore Dealers and Salesmen Attended
Sessions Held in That City Last Month

Figures Compiled by New York Merchants' Association Show That 138,897,981 People Visited

New York Last Year-Some People to Sell
BUFFALO, N. Y., June 3.-The Victor Talking MaCo. recently decided after considerable
c!

thought to carry the School for Salesmanship to
the dealers in the various localities rather than require the retailers and members of their staffs

to go to Camden for instruction, and the idea
which is now being carried out has proven mo4t
successful.

The first point visited by the Victor School ,i

(NO. \.1)
Dear Bill:
Reading between the lines of your most welcome letter. I have conic to the conclusion that
you are quick-tempered and that you are harming yourself and will continue to do so unless
you mend your ways, and that without delay.
The fact that you let your temper get away from
you because of Brown's seeming unreasonableness and gave him a piece of your mind certainly
has not done you any good. On the contrary.
it undoubtedly has done you considerable barn.
One thing is sure. Brown will do no more business with you. Even if his complaint se.nned
unreasonable and childish, you would have accomplished much better results by resorting to
diplomacy and making an effort to reason with
him. The chances arc that if you had tactfully
pointed out to him that the trouble with the ma-

chine he purchased from you was the fault of
the lack of attention it received at his hands
and courteously offered to send some one up
to look into the matter for him he would probably have cooled down and he would also have
left your establishment with good feeling toward
you instead of the ill will he now bears. In this
manner you would have made a good customer
of him.
Many years ago when I first entered the selling game I lost an important customer through
a display of temper and the chastisement 1 received at the hands of the boss was sufficient
to stick in my memory all these years. In short.
I learned a lesson which I have never forgotten.
Concluding his "bawling out." my boss said to
me: "And never forget that no matter how unreasonable a customer seems to be he is always
right. Be sure that you place yourself in his
position and attack the matter from that angle."
Many times after that when I have had occasion

Salesmanship was Buffalo, wlu re the sessions
opened

last

Every day of last year the railroads brought
to New York City 97,001.1 visitors, and in addition the same roads carried 307,700 persons into
the city each day from surrounding communities
who have regular occupations here. During the
year a total of 138,897,981 persons came to Ncw
York. according to statistics just made public by
the Traffic Bureau of the Merchants' Association.
Read, and think this over you merchant who sit

month

with an attendance of
sixty-six and continuing for four days. The

majority of those attending

were

from

Buffalo, but there was
a good representation
fr
west of New
York generally and
several from Pennsylvania.

The

sessions

were held in the Buffalo Consistory.
Delaware avenue,

164
a

central and most con venient location.
Dealers and Salesmen Who Attended Victor School for Salesmanship
The school was in charge of P. A. :Maim, who in your stores with gloomy mien waiting for

has had charge of the Red Seal schools at the
\ ictor factory. and he found time following the
closing of the schlol to visit and study the Victrola departments of a number of local dealers.
The Buffalo jobbers, the Buffalo Talking Machine Co. and Curtis N. Andrews acted as host
to the visiting dealers on Wednesday evening and

entertained them at a dinner and theatre party.

and arranged to have a group picture of the
class taken. a print of which was given to each
member upon leaving Buffalo.

business

to conic to you, and remember that

most of these people read the Metropolitan papers.
The answer is: Advertise and get th..: business.

MAKING RADIO HEAD SETS
The Triangle Phono Parts Co, 722 Atlantic
avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.. well-known manufacturer of motors and tone arms. recently entered.
the radio field as the manufacturer of head sets
for radio receiving apparatus.

Wall -Kane Needles

Protect the Record

to deal with an irate customer I have remembered that advice, and I certainly have had no
reason to regret using it. It pays to have full
control of one's temper.

You must remember. Bill, old chap that no
man or woman will take the trouble to come to
your store with a complaint unless there is a
reason for it. Perhaps the customer may be
wrong in assuming that the fault tics in the Machine which you have sold. A complaint should
be welcomed as an opportunity to make a fast
friend instead of a chance to show the customer
what you think of him or her. A little diplomacy
will do the trick.
Amiability is one of the most important
a business man can have, and this applies equally
to every line of business. If you feel your temper
rising make every effort to control it. Cheer-

fulness can be cultivated as easily as a frown
and the reward is certainly worth the trouble.
Remember that if you act in a nasty manner to
one customer you may lose more than merely

WALL-KANE NEEDLES
Used by 80r,; of the population, sold by the
leading jobbers throughout the world.
A nationally advertised article that has been in everincreasing demand since it was established in 1913

WALL-KANE needles are packed in metal
display stands holding 60 packages, 24 loud,
24 extra loud and 12 medium.

I

They are also packed in cartons of 100 packages of a single tone, either loud, extra loud or

I
I

medium.

thing is sure, courtesy always pays.

With best wishes,
JIM.

I
I

JOBBERS ONLY-APPLY FOR
SPECIAL PROPOSITION

the patronage of that one person. The average
person has a habit of passing along news of
this character to friends and neighbors and
you can readily see what chance you will have
of doing business with any of these.
On the other hand, if you can convert this
person into a firm friend of the house through
courtesy, tact and cheerfulness the word will be
passed along just as surely as in the case mentioned above and your circle of friends is immediately widened and your chances of enlarging
your patronage is considerably increased. One

I
I
I

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MANUFACTURING CO.
Successors to
The Greater New York Novelty Co.
Sole Manufacturers of

WALL-KANE NEEDLES

3922 Fourteenth Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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The New EDISON
William and Mary
Console
IS(( Ng( faring thin]
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On the opposite page is illustrated the
new William and Mary Console Model of
the New EDISON Phonograph
ANOTHER new and popularly priced Console

takes its place in the New EDISON line-a
William and Mary design at $325.

Authentic in design, exquisite in finish, and rich
with the characteristic craft of this delightful period
in furniture design, it is one of the handsomest and
easiest -to -sell Models that Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
has ever offered at any price, and at this price of
$325 it is one of the best values that has ever been
produced by any manufacturer.

It is made in Mahogany (Brown only).

New Prices on Three of the New
EDISON Period Designs
In line with the long-established EDISON policy of readjusting prices whenever changes in manufacturing costs
permit, new prices have been made effective on the follow-

ing Period Models:

The New EDISON XVIII Century English
(Adam) lowered from

$500

to

$375

The New EDISON Italian (Umbrian) lowered
from

$500 to $350

The New EDISON Louis XIV lowered from
$350 to $295

THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc.
Orange, New Jersey
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E. L. GRATIGNY JOINS FORCE

Becomes Vice -President of the Oklahoma Talk-

ing Machine Co.-Valuable Addition to Official Force of This Live Organization

tains and store fixtures and in modernizing
stores-an experience which will be of value to
him in his work with the Oklahoma Talking Machine Co. He will bring to this organization a
wide experience in store management and specialty selling as Nvell as sales promotion work.

( )KLA., June 8.-The executive
personnel of th- 4 ik:alioina Talking Machine Co.,
Victor distributor. with headquarters in this

and his efforts will be given largely toward dealer

city, was completed last week when E. L. Gratigny joined the staff to tat, tive part in the

be disturbed by Mr. Gratigny's addition-it

OKLAHOMA

service and dealer development.

The existing personnel of the company will not
is

in the nature of an expansion and addition to the
Victor distributing organization.

JUNE 15. 1922

RAISA AND RIMINI IN ITALY

-- -

Opera Stars and Vocalion Artists to Tour That
Country During the Summer
Rosa Raisa and Giacomo Rimini, prominent
members of the Chicago Grand Opera Company
and exclusive Vocalion record artists, sailed on
May 18 on the S. S. "Christopher Col bus" for
Italy. and plan to spend the Summer touring that

A LITTLE STORY WffH A MORAL
A Few Pointed Facts Which Are the Reason for
Dull Business and Lead to Disaster

A music merchant who had been in business
for a number of years and did not seem to be
making much progress one day complained
that his business was extremely dull. The writer
asked him if he did anything to get new customers outside of a few inches of space which
he used in the daily papers: whether he used
outside salesmen and canvassers: whether he
kept track of old customars in any way and made
any effort to bring them back into the store.

To all of these he answered: "No, what's the
The writer also suggested that the fact
that his windows were (lusty, dirty, disarranged
and the displays changed once in a "blue moon"
might have something to do with the condition

user

of his business. This man will not be in business very long. The h:vnlv. riting on the wall is

E. L. Gratigny

plain for all to see.

company

and ha- been elected to tluc office of vice-president in the organization.

OPENS "TALKER" DEPARTMENT

L. Gratigny, who is a brother of II. W.
Gratigny. president of the company, has been
E.

connected with the C. D. Smith Drug Co., of St.
Joseph, Mo., for twenty-five years-in the later
years as secretary and director. The latter is one
if the largest wholesale drug houses in the \Vest
and Mr. Gratigny's recent sales promotion activi- thari hayt 1,vcn largo l
in Ow !int. .1i imin-

HARTFORD, CoNN., June 3.-Sage-Allen & Co., Inc.,

of this city, has opened an attractive talking machine and radio department. A complete line of
Brunswick phonographs and records has been
installed. Radio outfits and accessories of all
kinds occupy a considerable portion of the new

/// / / / / / /

7/..WZZI

artnn

Giacomo Rimini and Rosa Raisa
country in their new Pierce -Arrow car, which

they purchased before leaving. Before leaving
for Italy Mme. Raisa and Sig. Rimini made several new recordings for the Vocalion, which will
be released shortly.

Making money by questionable methods is a
losing game. Read the records of gamblers

and crooks and you will find

the cases rare

where any of them secure wealth and hold it.
Stubbornness is a fine quality when you are
At.olotaly snr, that coal an right.
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YES THE BEST
De Luxe Needles may cost more but they are

made to deliver a Result and not fit a price

Always Insist on Getting

DE LUXENEEDLES
and you won't be disappointed.
DUO-ZONE COMPANY, INCORPORATED
Manufacturers of De Luxe Needles

ANSONIA, (:ONN.
DON'T FORGET THESE FACTS
Perfect Reproduction of Tone

No Scratchy Surface Noise

PLAYS 100-200 RECORDS

Full Tone

Medium Tone

Three for 30 cents (40 cents in Canada)
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CHEERFULNESS
By EDWARD FRASER CARSON
do not know just how many cardinal virtues there are, but this I do know-I am sure
of it-that one of said virtues is Cheerfulness.
The chap who alI

ways

looks

on

the

bright side of life is
good to have around.

You know "the man
worth

while

is

man who can

the
Smile

when everything goes
dead wrong."
On the other hand.
if there is one kind of
person

that

every

the past, kicking at the present or fearing the
future.

They say it's love that makes the world go
round. Maybe it is. But if so it is Cheerfulness
that lubricates the works.
I know how hard it is to feel Cheerful when
things are not breaking right. But it is surprising how much easier it is to feel Cheerful if you
only look so. You can easily look Cheerful if
you only make up your mind to do so.
If you will just smile you simply can't help seeing the sun shining. You simply can't hold hard
feelings against any man. Try it and see. All
your troubles disappear as if by magic the instant a smile chases away the clouds from your
face.

One of the most successful merchants in Philadelphia-a self-made man-born in poverty and
forced to support himself before he was ten

years old, told me the other clay that he was
often asked what was the secret of his success.
"There is no secret about it," he said. "I simply
'smile my way.' I used to sell newspapers and
I found that I always sold more papers when I

was feeling good. Business was always poor
when I had a grouch. I figured it out that smiling had something to do with it and I got the
habit. It has never left me. for I find that it has
paid me well in cash."
That man is not a Rockefeller or a Vanderbilt
or a Morgan, but he has passed the point where

he has to worry about where his next meal is
coming from. You may not believe it, but this
man's "secret" will just as surely work for you
it is working for him-for he is still prospering. Just try it out. Prove it to yourself.
Make up your mind to be Cheerful and smile.
If the boss or customer or friend asks you to

MARK

Recorded in Italy
by the best
known Italian Singers

which to vent his spleen.
So I say to you, "Young man, be Cheerful --be Cheerful and smile-be Cheerful ii only 11,
cause it will put motley in your pocket and it
surely will.

But-be Cheerful-smile.

EDISON'S EARLY RADIO DISCOVERY
Phenomenon Bared in Studying Incandescent
Lamp of Importance in the Field of Wireless

Although the name of Thomas A. Edison
rarely, if ever, connected with radio in the
of the enthusiasts, he was, nevertheless, one of
the early experimenters who discovered a phenomenon which later proved to be of vast importance in the field of wireless.
Mr. Edison was busy working on other phase -

LATEST RELEASES
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No one wants to be waited on by a
grouch. So in every retail store it is the Cheerful smiling face whose sales show the biggest
increase. It is sales that count when the time
comes for the boss to pass out the raise in pay
oi to pick the man to fill the job on the next
step up the ladder in his organization.
cream on the
sir. C'
grudgingly.

'

Achill...

Set.D3 C01111en.

Polka.

1.1i

Iticordi Del % Maggio.
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Orchestra.

Orchestra.

ti1010.11.

Polka.
('arieirti , Soleetlull).

Nor,r
1 0 13%

14115%

Nlarch.

%lost-dour (Salome).
Claratnella-Rondin*I.
NInnolo ...Car. UR. 0. Godono. Tenon.

Mou,rnti Feliel.

VI..11no Solo.

Tinto I.'S 00000 re.

VI..Illio Solo.

11.11

\

iiiii re .5%3101.

Iti. °roll

%111.111e0.1.
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thou. Ridrntr. Waltz.

Ilona.

Mazurka.

A complete line of Brunswick

of Brunswick records has been installed. Talking machine supplies and music rolls are al-.
handled.

Sr... Also Manufacturer & IM..trlioltor.

--

of

Italian Popular Music Rolls
1.511. of Each Month

MANUFACTURING FIRM CHARTERED
The Union of Irish Industries, of New York
City, has been granted a charter of incorporation

under the laws of the State of New York. to
manufacture talking machine-. with a capital

JUST OUT
Nol-Tr l'hiansme Maria. Vers1 dl I..
Itovlo. Musk:, dl 1:. latest. Iword

C. Henry, P. D. Benson and A. E.
Claffey arc the incorporators.
of 51,000.000.

%11114%ecill.

rsis 1.

A. E. Landon, manager of the Toronto. Can..
branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co.. was a
recent visitor to the executive offices of the comYort.
pany in

RADIO CASES
Reinforced 3 -ply Veneer
The Standard Case for Talking
Machines and Radio Sets
Let u`

See= roatIca.

1 5%.1111imerlile.

phonographs is being displayed and a large stock

PHONOGRAPH CASES

MADE BY

Donnarutuunt
Clarawella

I ill'

Ii
11

11111%

Walden, N. Y.

111ella

(Duel!.,),

Valiant.... Americium
Done.,

H. V. STEER OPENS FINE STORE
,Mox.roomEttv, N. Y., June 3.-An attractive mini,

Clara m.
Ing.11

loonnartnutaaClaram..1

Mr. Edison, in studying the action of the in-

store has been opened here by II. V. Steer. of

tItioullarrIla

I .1.111131111/11111-Cla

sible.

candescent lamp, observed that a current could
be passed from the filament across the vacuum
in the bulb to a wire or plate inserted in the tube.
He found that this current flowed as soon as the
filament became incandescent and flowed only
in one direction, toward the extra wire of plate.
W'hat was happening was that a great number
of electrons of negative electricity were leaping
the gap from the negatively charged filament to
the plate, which was positively charged in relation
to the filament. This phenomenon later became
known as "the Edison effect."

ff. 0.

igni.r.. Ilia 111,1010,

of electricity at the time that he made his observations, so that nothing then came of them.
Later, however, Lee de Forest and many other
investigators went further along the same line
and the result was the vacuum tube, the marvelous bulb which has made the modern radio po

G. took.: ..
t

1'

Nirn
1001

a.....1%.
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do something do it Cheerfully. Do it with a
smile.
Better not do it at all than do it

tc,

arms your enemy and leaves him nothing on

other kind of person
hates it is the crapeEdward Fraser Carson hanger-the black face
artist-the sorehead who i always bemoaning

TRADE

strawberries ut Ine. The face with the smile
does win. It wins happiness-it wins friendsit wins business-it wins prosperity.
It dis-

figure on your requirements

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,

Goldsboro, N. C.

Mills in V.., N. C. and S. C.

II tl.a. a

Versl dl R. Chia.

Alusit-a 411 R. Falco. ,Word

Addio!
.11 II.

Ver.0 01 It. eacaer.
1011.

1%%.01%1

Roll. 1.13

Marina. waltz by A. A. Eq1.11

elonri

Mazurka by II.

.90

ITALIAN BOOK CO.
Music Dep't
145-47 Mulberry St.
New York City
DISCOUNT TO PE \LEES-ASK FOR
CATALOGUES
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Here's Frank Crumit with two new ones
hot off the griddle. "Down on Avenue A"
and "Mamma Loves Papa-Does Papa Love
Mamma?" both on one record. Both surefire hits. A-3613.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

WORK FOR TRUTHFUL ADVERTISING
Music
Merchants Participating
Actively in Local Campaign

Birmingham

June 3.-Birmingham piano
and talking machine dealers, together with other
merchants of the city, arc co-operating with The
ALA.,

Bi
gham Age Herald in a new movement of
"truthful advertising:. The Age Herald guaran-

tees to its readers the reliability, the honesty and
truthfulness of all Birmingham firms advertising
in that publication.
This method of advertising is something new
in the South, but it is proving most popular with

the merchants of the city iu general. The reliable merchants say this method of advertising will drive from the city snide stores, selling
inferior goods with an effort to deceive and defraud the public.
"That day has passed when an unscrupulous

music dealer can sell an inferior piano, talking
machine or other musical instrument to the people, claiming it is a first-class instrument," said
a well-known piano dealer of Bir
gham. "The
public is too wise nowadays to be humbugged
as a general rule. However, there arc times when

au untruthful advertisement will sell an inferior
piano or talking machine, thus knocking the
honest merchant out of a sale, and at the same
time making a dissatisfied customer of the purchaser later on, when that person has learned
vhat he has really bought. This kind of advcrising always injured the business, and it always
will. This is an age when busi.nes, nrn.t hi eon

ducted along business lines and the merchant
must advertise and tell the truth, ii he expects to
remain in business and prosper," said this merchant.

Some of the piano dealers, as well as merchants
engaged in other lines of trade, say that the
"truthful advertising" plan is increasing their

This method of advertising is especially bringing more and more out-of-town business to the city, a number of merchants say.
business.

"People outside of Birmingham have learned that
they can depend on the advertising they read in
the Birmingham newspapers-knowing that when
they visit the city they will find the goods as advertised-and, I tell you, it is helping trade, too,"
said one big talking machine dealer.

RADIO ON TRAINS A SUCCESS
Experiments of Two Railroads With Radio Installation May Result in Other Lines Equipping Trains With Receiving Sets
The successful installation of radio equipment
on trains of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul
and the Lackawanna railroads is attracting considerable attention and the near future is likely
to sec equipment of a similar character on other
lines. The buffet cars on trains of both these
companies have been equipped in this manner
and the monotony of a long, tedious rail journey has been broken by music. etc. The next
step will probably be the installation of transmitting apparatus on trains, so that travelers
may send message, while

en route.

VELVET COVERED TURNTABLES
ADD TO THE QUALITY OF MACHINES

WOODBRIDGE ELECTED PRESIDENT
Sales Manager of Dictaphone Division of the
Columbia Graphophone Co. Elected Head of
the Advertising Club of New York
C. K. Woodbridge, sales manager of the Dictaphone division of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,

New York, was recently given a signal honor in
being elected president of the well-known Advertising Club of New York City. In his new
post of distinction he carries with him the good
wishes of his many friends in the talking machine trade for a thoroughly successful administration of the Club's affairs during the coming
year. Mr. Woodbridge is well known in advertising talking machine circles in New York City
and his election to the presidency of this live
organization is a flattering reflection of his popularity among advertising men in this city.

THE

DEFINED

The Essential Points So Necessary to Success in
the Sales Field Interestingly Presented

The art of selling includes: The ability to lead
the customer by diplomatic suggestion and the
exercise of tact. Otherwise the salesman descends to the status of a mere order -taker.
The treatment of various types of personalities
in order to get the best results. No two people will react in the same way to the same kind
of treatment. What is sauce for the goose in
many instances is vinegar for the gander.
A knowledge of human nature sufficient to permit the salesman to study quickly and accurately the character of the customer with whom lie
is doing business in order that he may select
the type of merchandise which will most please
the prospect.

Knowing the line handled thoroughly so that
there is absolutely no hesitation in the presentation of the sales argument.
Lack of this
knowledge is detrimental to the best results in
trying to make a satisfactory sale.

DEALERS TIE UP WITH HAPPY SIX
Miller & Kades, of Harrisburg, Pa., Profit by
Local Appearance of Columbia Artists

THE BEST TALKING MACHINES ARE EQUIPPED WITH

A. W. B. BOULEVARD VELVETS
GRAND PRIZE -GOLD MEDAL, ST. LOUIS EXHIBITION
WRITE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES

A. WIMPFHEIMER & BRO., Inc.
450-460 Fourth Avenue, New York
ESTABLISHED DIAS

HARRISBURG, PA., Mai
& Kades,
Columbia dealers of this city, received some excellent publicity through the recent appearance at
the Willow Garden, here, of the Happy Six, exclusive Columbia artists. Previous to the appearance of the artists Miller & Kades ran a number
of "hook-up" advertisements in newspapers and
also placarded the various dance halls, telling

the dancers where records by the Happy Six
could be obtained. On the night of the concert
the dealers had a Grafonola placed in the main
entrance of the hall and a boy to keep it in continuous operation. The stock of happy Six records was checked up by John F. Trace, sales representative of the Philadelphia Columbia branch,
so that it was complete and ready for the rush
hich followed.
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What Okeh Dealers Think of

Records
Okeh Records bring bigger business to
Dealers Everywhere. Read what they say
I sell more Okeli Records than others because of their
wonderfully smooth surface. Customers always come

back for more -- 1.

1.

Phil.tdelphi.?. P.!

We are well satisfied with Okeh Records. Customers

who buy them return for more. We think they arc
the best and sweetest toned record on the market.G. 1. Holland, Arlington. Mass.

Since I have begun to handle Okeh Records my trade

will have nothing else. Am dropping other lines:
Okeh exclusively hereafter!-J. A. Schillinger, Syracuse. N. V.

We handle three lines of records, and Okeh are two
to one the best sellers. Our business in Okeh Record,
i double that of last year. Most of our customers
will not buy any other kind.-T. II. Perkins. Furniture

I am agreeably surprised at the way people compliIt surely is a line no live
dealer can be without. I personally think they are
the peppiest records on the market, and the line of
foreign language records is marvelous.-Ifillmon's,
C. Buell. Record Department. Chicago. Ill.

We take pleasure in saying that we have found the

ment us on Okeh Records.

Okeh Records entirely satisfactory and one of the best
sellers of three leading lines. Our customers espe-

cially appreciate the wide range of up-to-date music
obtainable on these records, and the fact that there is
always a good selection on both sides of the Okeh
Record.-/lark:r Brothers, Greensboro. X. C.

We are having splendid success with Okeh Records

since taking on the line and the records are giving
universal satisfaction. The people are coming in
every day and asking for Okeh. This is the best in-

dex we know of as to what they think of them.flurry
Chesebrough, Oakland. Calif.

Okeh Records are good, snappy and clean. The
manufacturers have done well in keeping them so.
They are fast sellers.-Sorith es Nixon Piano Co..
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Okeh Records sell fast, and make friends.

Three

hours' record was 25 sales consisting of three okl
friends and 22 new ones. -Moore Music. Royal Oak.

1

like to handle Okeh Records because they are easy

to sell, they stay sold and every record sold means
future sales.-C. Gether. Gether Piano Co.. Milminkee. Wis.

We wish to go on record as saying that we consider
Okeh Records the best lateral cut record on the
market, without exception. The Okeh policy of being
first with the hits makes them a most valuable asset
to

any dealer.-Colding Music Shop, Wyandotte.

tfich.

We find that Okeh Records are first with the latest
hits, and last to be discarded on account of their
clear, natural tone. and wonderful durability.-.4del
Drug Co.. Adel, Ga.

Now is the time for you to establish an Okeh Agency

Write us for your nearest Distributor

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINE%IAN. PRESIDENT

25 West 45th Street, New York City
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OPENING OF PACKARD MUSIC HOUSE
Elaborate

Musical

Program

and

Eight -page

Newspaper Supplement Mark Opening of
New Retail Quarters in Ft. Wayne-Two Anniversaries Fittingly Celebrated
Fr. WAYNE, 1 NB., June 5.-The formal of

g of

the attractive new quarter, of the Packard Music House. which was held in this city recently and marked the twenty-fifth anniversary of
the establishment of the retail store, and the
fiftieth anniversary of the Packard Piano Co was
made the occasion for compiling a special eight page newspaper supplement which appeared in
the Ft. Wayne Journal -Gazette on Sunday, May
14.
The supplement gave a complete history
of the music house with details of the interior
arrangement and views of the various departments. Those decorators and supply houses
who played a part in the decoration and equipment of the new store filled much of the space
in the supplement with their congratulatory

advertisements.

The new home of the Packard Music House
is at the corner of Harrison and \Vayne streets
in the heart of the business section and comprises over 14,000 feet of floor space. The main

floor, which has five large show windows facing
the street, is given over to the Victrola department, band instrument and musical merchandise
department, the sheet music library and the main
office. The Victrola department is well equipped
with sound -proof booths and includes a large
record library. In the band instrument section
are carried the C. G. Conn, Pensler, Mueller &
Co., Ludwig & Ludwig, Deagan, Schuster and
Vega lines of instruments.
The second floor of the building is given over

to piano showrooms, where the Packard and
Bond pianos and players arc handled exclusively.
The showrooms are handsomely decorated and
hung with a number of valuable paintings. The

third floor has been laid out as an auditorium
with a seating capacity of 400.

An elaborate musical program was arranged
for the opening with concerts by Johnny Watt's
Orchestra. The Packard reproducing piano was
featured in the concert with a number of local
artists appearing.
In the newspaper supplement two full pages
were devoted to the history of the Packard
Piano Co., embellished with pictures of Albert
S. Bond, president of the company, with various
officials and department heads.

WIRELESS RECORDS ON PAPER
Wireless Station in France to Receive Highspeed Messages on Paper Disc

Two systems of receiving high-speed messages

which will be installed in a new wireless station
in Lyons, France, are described in a recent issue
of Popular Mechanics. One is the method of
making a photographic record on a strip of sensitized paper, and in the other method the message is taken on a special high-speed phonograph.

After the message has been recorded on the extra -heavy disc, the latter is placed in a machine

riming at much slower speed, and can then be
transcribed by an operator. The reverse of this
system can also be used in transmitting messages
at speeds up to 150 words per minute.

FIRE DAMAGES MELODY PHONO. SHOP
PATLBMJN,

N. J., June 1-The store of the Melody

Phonograph Shop, 364 Main street, this city,
was seriously damaged by fire recently. Following the fire thieves entered the store and made off

with a number of talking machines and musical
Mst ruments.
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EXCELLENT PROGRESS WITH CENSUS
Figures for 1921 Will Be Published About Oc-

tober of This Year
WssiiiNcroN, D. C., May 12.-Very good progress
on the 1921 census of manufactures is reported
by

E. F. Hartley, chief statistician for manu-

factures, of the Census Bureau, who states that
approximately 80 per cent of all the reports have
already been received in less than four months'
actual working time. Mr. Ilartley's division is
making every effort to cut down the time which
must elapse between the taking of the census
and the publication of the figures, and expects
to be able to issue the first preliminary statements by October, cutting down by more than a
year the time required for the publication of the
1919 census.

A new method of handling the work is to be
adopted whereby the reports of production in
various industries will be issued before reports
showing production by areas, it being Mr. Hartley's belief that the desires of the business men
can be best met by furnishing them as soon as
possible with a report showing the total production in their industry and following it with
reports giving details of manufacturing in the
various sections.

OPENS MUSIC ROLL EXCHANGE
M. Hull Heads Company Supplying
Music Roll Service to Motion Picture Houses

Horace

Horace M. Hull, formerly connected with the
Aeolian Co., has organized a New York Music
Roll Exchange with headquarters at Columbus
Circle, and is engaged in supplying music rolls on

NEW QUARTERS IN COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS. 0, May 23.-The Robbins Piano Co.
has secured a ten-year lease on the storeroom

at 80 South Third street and will move from
it; present quarters at 172 South High street.

a regular rental service basis to motion picture
houses. Mr. Hull tried the plan out on the Pacific Coast very successfully, and is meeting with
much encouragement in New York. Mr. Hull is
president of the new company, and his brother,
Charles Hull, is secretary and treasurer.

Collings Record Delivery Service meets all
emergencies.
Special messengers carry our Dealers' requirements all over Northern Jersey as
needed.

p

,=11.111.

L

And over -night deliveries are maintained
to all towns in Southern Jersey and Northeastern Pennsylvania.

When minutes mean money"Buy Where You Sell."
"Collings Covers Your Wants."

COLLINGS & COMPANY
Victor Distributors for Northern New Jersey and Northeastern
Pennsylvania
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Service for VictorDealers is of paramount importance to us. Therefore,we operarea completely equipped REPAIR DEPARTMENT manned by skilled mechanics
and cabinet makers who have specialized in Victor Repairs for yeari. g_Here
Here,you
you have every Vidor-pot-1 o6ealna6/e -ready for your °hurry
are assured of reasonable Repair Prices.(11 Our Repair Department was est-

-

ablished to aid you! \,./hy not look to us for Service your customers may
require? Service to your trade has much to do with business i no -ea ses.sQ
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Distinction Conferred on the Home by the
Selection and Use of Good Record Music
Too many people are prone to overlook the
distinction conferred on the home by the selection and use of good music.

Before the advent

on the library table, it is just another indication
in support of my deductions.

"You might answer me by saying that surroundings count for very little. 'Was not the

cumstances of birth and fate, they were not

the stuff they were creating, you would have
said, 'Not for the lack of these things but in
spite of the lack of them genius prevails.' But
then, again, that is the way of genius, and my
friend of the books and records, after all, is not
a genius and therefore has a greater need of
these things."

CHANGES IN COLLINGS PERSONNEL

interruption as possible and secure the co-opera-

of the talking machine millions of people
America were unable to enjoy good music in

Keats you speak of born in a stable, the son of a

their homes because a great majority of them
did not play any musical instrument. If they
played at all it was indifferently. They had to

a garret? Was not Lincoln born in a log cabin
where he had none of these things?'

in

go to the concert halls to hear the great pianists,
violinists or famous orchestras. But what a
change! To -day rich and poor alike can in their

homes hear and enjoy the greatest artists and
organizations in the world supplying music that
reflects their tastes and inclinations. The great

artists, as well as the great soloists of world
fame, are at their conunand, and with a good
book and a happy spirit no millionaire or kingly
personage can enjoy a greater treat or one that
exalts the spirituality of the humblest citizen. The
selection of records in the home invariably mirrors personality, and in this connection there
were some very timely words in a recent article

the record department of the New York
American which fit in very aptly with the line
of thought just expressed. It read:
"When a man has, in heat of battle, done a
in

fine and fearless act of heroism he is rewarded
by a mark of distinction. With regiment drawn
up in panoply, he is called from the ranks and
recognition is conferred. A medal, as a mark of
valor, is pinned over the stout heart that beats
rapidly in his breast, for it is the emblem of his
fellow mall's respect that lies above it.

"This mark, this medal, is but an inanimate
lump of metal dangling from the bosom of his
uniform that, but for the difference of a die,
might as well have been a button on his coat,
yet it lies there and marks him apart among
men-the mark of distinction, of character.
"We, all of us, have our marks of distinction
Some are conferred, like the friendship of

matters of choice. If you could have gone into
their literary workshops, if you could have
peeped over Keats' shoulder or t'oe's and read

stableman?

Did not Poe write his "Raven" in

"True, but these conditions were but the cir-

Promotions for H. A. Lamor, A. J. Wilckens and
R. P. Vause Announced by L. W. Collings

tion of a set of men to promote the interests of
its customers who are already acquainted with
their particular needs.
The new appointments are as follows: Ilarold

Collings & Co., Victor distributors of Newark,
N. J., who confine their activities to New Jer-

A. Lamor, manager sales and order departments;
Alexander J. Wilckens, special sales representa-

sey and northeastern Pennsylvania, recently announced changes in personnel which were made
necessary by the untimely death of John L. Spillane, secretary of the company.

tive for northern New Jersey and northeastern

L. W. Collings, general manager of the company, stated he thought the best interests of the
trade would be served by the general promotion
of the staff. In this manner the company will
be able to continue its past policies with as little

The Pizarro Phonograph Co., with headquarters at 3217 Avondale avenue, Chicago, Ill., has
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy. Liabilities are listed at $2.074.37 and assets are val-

Pennsylvania; Raymond I'. Vause,
shipping and stock departments.

manager

ued at $1,250.

Cash in on the Wireless Demand
Our specially equipped Cabinets, with horn and all apparatus
out of the way, sell themselves. Also in stock as complete
Phonographs or Cabinets for assemblers. Write for Prices

worthy fellow man; others are acquired and
display them unconsciously in our every act a:.
speech. Good breeding, education, honesty and
clean living are some of them.

We are judged, in a great measure, by the
company we keep; like attracts like, birds of
a feather flock together. Worthy friends serve
worthy ends.
"In the same sense are we judged by our characteristic differences of personality, of refine-

ment and by the things of beauty and charm
with which we surround ourselves. The home
is the mirror that reflects, in a hundred different

ways, our good taste through the silent expression of the things it contains that distinguish it as different.

"It may be an old-fashioned but home -like
place that breathes a spirit of sweet simplicity.
or it may be garishly over -furnished and uncomfortably oppressive-the sign of sudden affluence and a pronounced desire to show it. In
any event, these things have a marked tendency
to indicate the character of its occupants. How
often have you been judged thus unknowingly?
"But of all things, our music and our books
are the most important gauges of the true culture of the individual. If my friend has a 100

per cent collection of the latest popular jazz
numbers, and no good music, I am moved to
conclude that he is perhaps a little light-headed
but, withal, a very jolly fellow and endowed
with certain social graces that center mostly

around a pair of nimble feet.

On the other

hand, should he have a well-balanced collection,

comprising the finer music, I very naturally assume that he has an appreciation of the beautiful; that he is not shallow and that there must
be much in his nature that is in harmony with
these finer things. If, also, I notice a volume
of Keats or Longfellow or Shakespeare lying

N.'round

Seaburg Mfg.Co.
Jamestown ,

Y.

No.250T, List Price $195.00

Usual discounts to dealers

48"e28":31" high. Finished all
Gelatine Mabogaay. 11Inot or Oak

The Biggest Value on the Market. A Trial Order Will Convince
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New Gennetts Every Week !
In the Blue Label Gennett Records are released the latest popular songs and dance
hits and standard n hers. Their timeliness, wide range and quality have given them
tremendous popularity.
Gennett Records released under the Green Label represent the highest attainment
in the art of sound recording. The best standard numbers come under this label. win, 1,
assures variety in selection, perfect reprodtwnon and the real musicianship of the artist
"First and Best on Gennetts" is the slogan today. There is an opportunity
in selling Gennetts. Get acquainted with them.

GENNETT RECORDS
AI maul& cueredl b y

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Rod1111100111,

New
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Van & Schenck, the universally popular entertainers,

have come through with two home runs for July.
"California" and "Sweet Indiana Home"-both on
one record. Every Van & Schenck fan will want

Re

0

this one. A-3614.
Columbia Graphophone Co,
NEW YORE

-11t2

A SUGGESTION FOR EDITING AND IMPROVING RECORDS
New Yorker Suggests Method for Inscribing on Records Lines and Indentations Not Actually Recorded, but Which Will Tend to Improve Reproductive. Qualities
Dr. N. Sulzberger makes a rather original suggestion in a recent communication to the New

York Times in which he points out that in order to utilize the talking machine, or rather its
records, creatively, he would inscribe on these
records (which may possibly be modified as to
material and shape of the present ones) lines and

various other indentations by sharp -pointed instrutnents (pencils, etc.) and other mechanical
means, such lines and indentations being similar,
more or less. in their nature to those which are,
up to the present, inscribed on the records by
sound waves only. "By the use of such mechan-

ical means it is readily understood and seen." says
Dr. Sulzberger, "that lines and markings can he
made which have never been heard or in audible form before being inscribed on the records.
The first time these mechanically inscribed in-

dentations and markings on the records will be
transcribed into audible form will be when these
records are placed in touch with the reproducing
needle and sounded into the air.

"In using the records and talking machine in

this 'creative' way one easily sees that entirely
new sound effects, which no known instrument of
to -day (or even of any time) can produce, may
be obtained, depending entirely on the nature of
the mechanically inscribed markings of the records. Of course. careful study of the sound
'.aloe of markin.-. and indentations of records

will be required to produce pleasing and the desired effects. Rut when once these sound values
are and have been ascertained there is practically
no limit to novel and beautiful and artistic effects, and the musical composer, for instance,
may find a new way of expressing his ideas and
inspirations by novel combinations of notes and
chords, and by sounds which no instrument or
other means could produce."
In view of the foregoing it is interesting to
note that a new device has just been completed

by students at the University College in England, whereby vibrations and sounds of a talking
machine record are by special means magnified

ORDERS CUT IN FREIGHT RATES
vcrage Reduction of 10 Per Cent to Be Effective July 1, Under Orders of Interstate Commerce Commission-A Big Saving
W.ISHINGTON, D. C., June 6.-Under a decision
of the Interstate Commerce Commission railroad
freight rates will be reduced on July first by
amounts equal to 10 per cent of the present level.
Practically all classes and commodities of traffic

are affected by the decision concluding the investigation begun last Autumn into the reasonableness of existing freight levels.
\ gricultural products in all section- of th,

Sherburne Automatic Stop
The Stop that Actually Stops

and reproduced on a chart. It is claimed that
by this device inventors arc enabled to improve
records by remedying any existing defects, and
in this way procuring a perfect tone. On the
chart appears an actual imprint of the recording
of the music or voice sufficiently enlarged to enable one to study and analyze the movements of
vibrations. and by the use of expert tools, such
a: arc used in watch making and other minute
high-grade work, to correct any defects which
may exist.
It is asserted by record fans that this magnifying device would be invaluable in the recording laboratory because a great many records of
great voices which may contain minor faults

could he made perfect, and from them could he
made a master or mother record from which others could be pressed, in this way securing the
perfect record creation.

country outside of New England, live stock and
and grain products arc the chief
commodities excluded front the reduction, these
comprising the freight classifications recently reduced. Passenger charges and Pullman fares
ate left unchanged by the decision.
\Vith its decision the Commission announces
also its determination of 5.75 per cent as the reasonable annual return which carriers in the future
will be entitled to earn on their actual capital investment. This compares with 6 per cent fixed
under the Transportation Act for the period expiring March I.
Railroads were required to signify to the Commission before May 31 whether they would volun-

tarily make new schedules or require the Commission to issue its detailed order for the alteration. The full weight of the Commission appeared to be thrown behind the statement made
in the majority and controlling opinion that "general reduction in the rate level as substantial as
the condition of the carriers will permit will tend
to stabilize the conditions under which commerce and industry are carried oil, with consequent fuller assurance to carriers of realizing a
fair return."
On the statement of the Commission that rail
freight revenues in 1921 approximated $4.000,000,000, to day's decision will reduce the national
freight bill by $400,000,000 per year.

AN ADVERTISING YARDSTICK

You Manufacturers who arc having trouble with
your automatic stop - Investigate the Sherburne
Stop.
Sample sent upon request.

SHERBURNE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
948 Penobscot Building

Detroit. Mich.

The four essentials of a good advertisement
are defined by the Wales Advertising Agency.
New York, as follows: First, it must attract attention: second, the first glance must arouse
interest: third, it must he persuasive: fourth, it
must determine action. This is a yardstick for
measuring the worth of advertising, which is
worth considering.

ANDREW McCARTHY A VISITOR
Andrew G. McCarthy. manager of the wholesale Victrola department of Sherman, Clay & Co.,
San Francisco. was a recent visitor to New York
and nearby cities. His many friends were de-

lighted to greet him.
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COLUMBUS
Dealers Tie Up With Concerts-

Ernest L. dram. With Elder Johnson Co.-Trade .Ictivities
CNA'metes, 0.. June 3.-Announcement has just

been made by the Women's Music Club of this
city of the artist concert course to be presented
during the next season and in that course it is
gratifying to note that three \'ictor artists of
the first magnitude have been engaged. They
ate Frances Alda. famous soprano of the Metropolitan Opera Co.: Merle Alcoa. American contralto. and John McCormack. the noted tenor.
It is of interest to show that all three of these
artists have given concerts in this city before,
and, in view of this fact, the general public is
looking forward with pleasure to their appearance.

The local \'ictor dealers are co-operating with
the Women's Music Club for the reason that they
see a distinct advantage in having these great
Victor artists here. Outstanding among the
dealers who arc helping to make this course a
success is Heaton's Music Store, at 168 North
High street. The scat sale is being conducted
in the box office of this firm at the present time.
Otto 13. Heaton, president of the Heaton's Music
Store, is also running large display advertisements of this course in the local newspapers.
Mme. Frances Alda and her concert company
will open the course on Friday evening, October 6. Merle Alcock appears during the second
week in January. The course will be concluded
with the appearance of John McCormack, who
will sing here on the 19th of April.
Ernest L. Arthur, formerly of the Starr Piano
Co., Indianapolis, Ind., has joined the Elder -John-

son Co. at Dayton, 0. Mr. Arthur is an accomplished vocalist, having sung tenor roles at festivals given at Ann Arbor and Evansville, on which
occasions he appeared on the program with
Frieda Hempel. More recently he has been singing in the Jewish Temple in Indianapolis. Because of his thorough knowledge of music Mr.
Arthur is very much interested in his work and
the fact that he is in the Victrola department of
the Elder -Johnson Co. is considered by him a

splendid opportunity to serve his firm through
his service to the public.
Don Johns, of the Johns Music Store, Lima, 0.,
reports a steady increase in the sale of records

to the schools. Practically all the schools are
showing a marked improvement in their record
libraries. according to Mr. Johns.

Through the generosity of the Elite Music
Store, 211 South High street, thc field day exercises in a nuniltcr of the local public schools
were made more attractive. Not only were machines loaned to some of the schools, but membirs in this firm s sales force worked in cooperation with the school teachers in picking out the
appropriate records for the folk dances, dribs
and marches, which records also were loaned to
the schools for these occasions. Perhaps it is
bccau:nc this firm is so rcady and willing to assist
thc teachers in bringing music to the school
rooms that it enjoys a large school trade. Harry
Patton, general manager of the Elite Music
Store, has also arranged the presentation of Victrola concerts in the Knickerbocker Theatre as a
part of this theatre's program.
So well pleased was Frieda Hempel with the
Z

Records
GRANBY PHONOGRAPHS
MASTER -TONE TALKING MACHINES

OUTING PORTABLES

L. \\like's Jenny Lind window display that

(Afore leaving Columbus, following her concert,
she came in person to the talking machine department of this firm and thanked the attaches
of the concern for it. She told members of the
firm that in all the cities that she had visited
she had not seen a window that was more artistically designed or that she liked better than that

NEEDLES

Okeh - Truetone
Tonofone

All the June records released by the Victor
Talking Machine Co. will be offered in concert
before the patrons of thc Z. L. White Co. on
Monday, June 5. A well-known vocal soloist will
also be on the program. This is to be the third
concert that Mr. Connor will have presented to
the patrons of his firm. "Our customers arc in
the habit of looking forward to these concerts
now. They find it a help in their selection of the
new records and we arc glad to let them know
the records that arc released," said Mr. Connor
in commenting on these concerts.

Through the efforts of Phillips & Son, Victrola dealers, Mt. Gilead, 0., approximately seventy rural schools have purchased Victrolas and
records. These machines arc being used in teaching music appreciation and folk dances.
During the past two years the Shakespeare

Club of Kenton, 0., has devoted a great deal
of time to thc study of music. In 1920 a course

on the opera was taken by members of this
following year this club
studied the history of music. In this course the
members used the book entitled "What We Hcar
in Music," which is published by the Victor Co.
ating feature of the club's progress
As a cid

-

Wall Knne
Gilt Edge

Delivery Bags, Accessories, etc.

Complete Stocks-Prompt Service
IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION

of thc Z. L. White Co.

Wholesale Distributors
BUFFALO, N. Y.

210 Franklin St,
rave

in the study of music a music memory contest
will be held at the end of this year. The program for next year will be considerably more
comprehensive than the present year and will
include the study of oratorios and symphonies.
Albert Fink Music Co., of this city, is co-operating with the Shakespeare Club, as well as the
schools in their efforts to learn more about the
broad subject-music.
Mrs. J. F. flowers, Chicago, spent two weeks in
Columbus recently. During her stay here Mrs.
Cowers was entertained by Mrs. Perry B. Whit -

Mrs. Bowers is the wife of J. F. Bowers, of
Lyon & Healy, Chicago.

sit.

Recent visitors to the Perry B. Whitsit Co.
included H. C. Summers, Jackson, O.; F. G.
Mardis. Mt. Vernon, 0., and M. G. Chandler,
Chillicothe, 0. The Perry B. 1Vhitsit Co. is a
wholesale jobber of Victrolas and Victor records.

The

organization.

121 WEST AVENUE

THE PHONOMOTOR
CO.
\V. F. HITCHCOCK, Proprietor
5 years

JUNE 15, 1922

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

of success everywhere

100%

Efficient

ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY HOOVER
David L. Wing Appointed to Take Charge of
Trade Association Activities

WAsitiscrox, D. C., June 6.-David L. Wing,
formerly with the Federal Trade Commission,
has been appointed an assistant to Secretary of
Commerce Hoover, and will be in charge of all
the department's trade association activities. The
announcement recently that the Department of
Commerce was anxious to confer with all trade
associations regarding co-operation in the gathering of statistics, information regarding foreign trade, etc., has resulted in a number of organizations asking for conferences, which the
crowded calendar of the Secretary will not permit him to hold. He has, therefore, designated

Mr. Wing to meet with the representatives of
the associations and to work out with each asso-

ciation individually the method in which the organization and the department can co-operate
with the best possible results.

THE NEED -A -CLIP

THE PHONOSTOP

Two Well-known Phonograph Accessories Needed in Every
Instrument of Class. Satisfaction Guaranteed in Every Case

Because of the different activities of the various associations, no formula can be devised for

working out a program that will apply to

all,

and it will be necessary to do this association by
association.

Once adapted becomes permanent.

A WHOLE PAGE of references if desired.
DON'T DALLY with inferiors, get THE BEST.
PIIONOSTOPS ire universal, STANDARD, and finished in nickel and gold.
NEED -A -CLIPS in nickel only.

Get Our Printed Price List Immediately
S trni)les sent by parcels post C. 0. D.; money back if unsatisfactory, but you'll
want more.

PHONOGRAPH JOBBERS CORP. FORMED
\mong the recent additions to the New York
City talking machine jobbers is the Phonograph
Jobbers Corp., which has been granted a charter of incorporation under the laws of New York
State, with a capital of $50,000. B. and R. K.
Anarnek and B. Abrams arc the incorporators of
the concern.
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Latest Design
Beautiful Tone

Best Quality
Lower Price
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////7/ U. 5 Pat. Off.
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What Makes the Strand Sell NOW
The popular type of talking ma-

chine-the type that today is bringing
the dealer a big volume of business

and good profits-is the moderately

priced, flat -top period console. Strand
Period Consoles are flat -top, have the

correct lines and can be profitably
retailed at common-sense prices.
Our sales to date on the Strand
model illustrated at the left (our
Louis XV $150 Model) show that
the trade recognizes its quality as
well as its sales value.
We also offer models listing at

$125, $175 and $200-all true to

the period.
Every Strand is guaranteed not
only as regards tone, finish, design
and workmanship in every part,
but also in packing. Our packing
and shipping system is trouble proof.

The Strand dealer policy: "The
man who does the selling is enti-

tled to a RE/IL profit."

And-

"Better merchandise, lower list
and fatter discounts."

Strand Louis XV Console
Lists at $150

Protected territory for Strand

dealers.

Write for full information on this fast-moving
line and learn why Strand dealers are the most
enthusiastic in the phonograph trade.

These Direct Strand Representatives are Ready to Serve You:
RICHARD H. ARNAL'LT, 95 Madison Avenue, New
York City

W. 0. CARDELL, Tulsa, Okla.
A. H. DANKNIAN, 327 Adams Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE CO., 227 W.
Washington Street, Chicago, Ill.
A. C. ERISMAN, 174 Tremont Street. Boston, Mass.
W. S. GRAY, 942 Market Street, San Francisco, Cal.

STERLING ROLL & RECORD CO., 137 West Fourth
Street. Cincinnati. Ohio

ARTOPHONE CORPORATION,
St. Louis, NI°.

1103

Olive

.

Street,

G. C. SILZER, 10f9 Walnut Street, Des Moines, Ia.
WALTER L. ECKHARDT, Empire Bldg., Philadelphia,
Pa.

RICKEN, SEEGER & NVIRTS, Globe Bldg., Detroit,
Mich.

\V. F. STANDKE, 1120 Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
MERVIN E. LYLE, 214 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta, Ga.
R. J. JAMIESON, 25 Taylor Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio
H. J. IVEY, General Delivery, Dallas, Texas
OTIS C. DORIAN, 11 Bloor Street, E. Toronto, Ont.
R. L. CHILVERS, 49 Lincoln Avenue, Montreal, Que.

MANUFACTURERS PHONOGRAPH CO., Inc.
New York

95 Madison Avenue
GEO. W. LYLE,

President
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To hear the warm contralto voice of Carmela

Ponselle singing Handel's Largo, "Ombra
mai fu," and "Ave Maria" is to want this
wonderful July record. For all lovers of
good music. A-6215.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

TRADE REVIVING. SAYS HARDING
Speaking Before Chamber of Commerce of the
United States, President Urges Honesty in

I think I tan sad just
C011tilluiltly that :t was
never once forgotten in the negotiation of peace.
It is so inextricably associated with all we do
that commerce is always foremost in the life of

Business as a Vital Necessity to Success

any people.

WAS HINGTON. D. C.. June 3.-President Harding,

"While I ant speaking very briefly I wish to
speak for a commerce with a conscience.

speaking before the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States here recently, declared that
the country "at this very moment is on the
threshold of a new era-; that business is reviving
and the "country is finding itself. The Government. he said. was greatly interested in restoration of normal world business
and economic conditions and he added that there

was no disposition on its part to hold aloof
from other nations. American industry, however, he said. should not be destroyed to build up
the commerce of other lands.
"If there is any one realization," he said.

"which fixes itself more firmly than another in
the mind of one charged with great responsibility
it is the conviction that the business life of the
Republic is the reflex of all its good fortunes. I
think
can venture to say that commerce and
civilization go hand -in -hand, and WCIT to not
for commerce there would be no civilization.
1

"From the viewpoint of one in authority and
having responsibility comes another consideration. Commerce finds its place in all our considerations. Undoubtedly it had much to do
with the bringing about of the NVorld War and

"If

I

were to bring only one admonition to

you I would like to charge you men and women
of influence and responsibility with the task of
eliminating from American commerce those who

do not have conscience, whose conscienceless
practices bring that criticism which sometimes
attends our American activities.
"There is not an agency in American life
which can so quickly put an end to abuses and
offenses in American commerce as those who
are conspicuous in the leadership of that commerce.

"At the very moment we are on the threshold
of a new era. Undoubtedly there is more than
Our country
is finding itself again. \\'e are fundamentally
right and we do not intend ever to be discouraged for a long time.
"Business is reviving and we are soon to resume our onward sway.
"I know you are interested in world restoration. So is your Government. But I beg to remind you we must always he right at home
before we can be very helpful abroad. We do
not mean to hold aloof: we want to play a great

nation's, aye. a great people's part in the world.
1

do not know of anything that

commercial nation with an abiding conscience."

BANNER RECORD DEAI.ERS' SERVICE
New Department Opened to Co-operate With
Retailers in Arranging Window Displays,
Advertising Campaigns, etc.
The Plaza Music Co.. New York City, manufacturer of the

VICTOR ARTISTS
In Concert and Entertainment

Eight Popular Victor
Favorites on One Program

has

opened

The window display service includes free
multi -colored prints

resembling oil paintings.

They are most attractive and have the appearanee and qualities which should make them avail-

able for any dealer's window. Full instructions
are sent with each set and the designs, copy and
titles are changed each month. In connection

with the exploitation of Banner records,
Music

the

Co.

WHIIEMAN PLAYS IN WOONSOCKET
BILLY PIIIKKAY

Noted Orchestra Gives Concert in That City
Under Auspices of LaRoe's Music Store
NVonxsoe-Krr, R. 1., June 1.- Paul Whiteman and

A live attraction for live dealers and jobbers

his famous Palais Royal Orchestra gave a most
successful concert at the Laurier Theatre, this
city. recently under the auspices of LaRoe's
Music Store, exclusive Victor dealer, who emphasizes strongly that the 1Vhiteman Orchestra
made the popular Victor dance records.

Bookings now for season 1922.1923
Sample program and paniculars upon request

P. W. SIMON, Manager
In58 Broadway

records,

has copyrighted the name
"Opera -Trots." This is a special series of dance
records the themes of which arc based upon
famous operas. The arrangements, however, are
most modern. carrying a snappy fox-trot rhythm.
Since their original introduction last month
the "Opera -Trot" records have made notable
progress in the talking machine trade.

EIGHT FAMOUS
Personal Appearance of

Banner

a service department which will co-operate with
retailers in arranging window displays and carrying out advertising campaigns. A series of
advertising mats has just been forwarded to
Banner dealers to he used in local papers and
special dealer circular matter. These mats are,
of various sizes. making them available for either
a small or large advertising appropriation. They
include illustrated matter, publicity on current
hits and general constructive copy. These mats
are sent to the dealer free.

Plaza

ElkIRX BURR.

would help

more than to give the world an example of a

New York City

Earl J. LaRoc, proprietor of LaRoe's Music
ALI3EKT CAMPBELL

F:RED

f..ilP5:11

FRANI< CRPXTOK

Store, has been instrumental in bringing a number of Victor artists to Voonsocket, among them
Reinald Werrenrath, Lambert Murphy. Lucy
Marsh, Charles Harrison, the All -Star Trio, the
Eight Famous Victor Artists, etc.. and as a result has increased the company's business to a
most substantial degree. Naturally, he is among
the optimistic ones regarding Fall trade.

Acting without thinking is like looking into the
business end of a gun and pulling the trigger and

JOK If MEYERS

Famous Etteinbles including

Campbell & Burr - Sterling Trio - Peerless Quartet

FIA10<- bAl(T&

u listing

to

Providence.

The

inquest

follows, both in business and personal life.

usually
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DISCUSSES BRUNSWICK DEVELOPMENT
Interesting Article by D. M. Hubbard in Printers' Ink Tells of the Success of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender

Co.

in

Entering

and

Establishing Itself in the Phonograph Field
One of the feature articles in Printers' Ink for
May 25 was entitled "New Hall of Fame of Music Rises Out of Bar Fixture Ashes." and referred at length to the success of the Brunswick Balks-Collender Co. in the talking machine
field following prohibition and the dropping off in
the demand for billiard equipment. The article
was by D. M. Hubbard. who put the matter well
when he said: "It is a far cry from bar fixtures
to baritones." and who described most interestingly the progress of the Brunswick Co. in building a definite place for itself in the talking machine field and building up a catalog of record
artists of international standing.
One of the most important features of the
article was an interview with A. J. Kendrick, sales
manager of the Phonograph Division of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.. who is quoted as

VAN WICKLE OPENING CELEBRATED
Elaborate and Interesting Concerts Mark Formal Opening of New Washington Store
WAsniNGToN, I). C., June 3.-The formal opening of the elaborate new store of the Van Wickle
Piano Co., al 1222 F street, previously announced
in The World. was celebrated most effectively
during the middle of May with a concert at the
company's store in the afternoon and evening.
followed by an elaborate public concert in the

\Villard Room of the \Villard Hotel, under the
auspices of the Van \Vickie Co., at which a
number of prominent artists appeared, including Blanche DaCosta, soprano; Elizabeth Winston, pianist. and Henri Sokolov. tenor.
Gertrude McRae Nash appeared as accompanist.

A feature of the concert was the presentation
of the A. B. Chase reproducing piano, which reproduced the playing of Gabrilowitsch and other
noted pianists. The instrument made a distinct 1.

43

flags and bunting and on the interior with palms
and baskets of cut flowers. Many floral pieces
were sent by trade and personal friends of Mr.
Van \Vickie.
The concert at the store was given by Meyer
Davis' Ncw \Villard Orchestra, which played
both afternoon and evening.

Selections were also

played by the A. B. Chase reproducing grand.
the Price & Teeple reproducing upright piano
and the Victrola.

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS BOOM TRADE
There are many talking machine dealer, who
make it a point in their advertising to impress the
public with the service they render. In many instances this so-called service is merely a myth,
a, the customer soon discovers to the harm of
the merchant. If a statement of this sort is
made the film should back it up to the limit of its
ability. because the satisfied customer is the best
advertising which a business can receive.

impression.

For the formal opening the. Van \Vickie Building was profusely decorated on the outside with

The Art Music Shop. Chicago, Ill.. has changed
its name to the Brunswick Music Shop, Inc.

saying:

"When we entered the phonograph field we
had a ready made jobbing organization in the
form of a number of branch houses in different
tarts of the country. These had handled our line
of billiard and bowling equipment for years and
they simply added our phonographs and records.
This condition led us to concentrate on the retailer, and let me say that the average retailer need.

help in rolling selling obstacles out of his path.
Fortunately, we have not had to push our line
with the jobber and we have accordingly been
able to give the dealer more time and help than
many manufacturers.
"One of the first things we found out was that

our line would become known by the company
it kept-that is. by the dealers who handled it.
That is a cardinal principle with us now. If we
sign up a dealer who is asleep and unprogressive
to represent us, we know that Brunswick phonographs and records will not get across in his
territory. So we have picked dealers. \Ve have
never drafted them. We have recruited volun
leers and we have always rejected more dealer
applications than we have accepted.

Built h y Engineers

"In working with the dealer we found that
there was an immense field for education. We
have had to sell dealers on advertising. We have
had to teach them effective display methods. We
had to determine what was the kind of booth in
which the customer could best listen to Bruns-

wick records and then get the dealer to install
that kind. Some of our dealers felt that the
phonograph market had about reached the saturation point. We sent out a man to study the
field. The results of his investigations proved
interesting and enlightening. For example, in
and around Columbus, 0., territory, his census
showed that there were phonographs in only 23
per cent of the homes. That convinced us and
the dealer as well that there was business still to

be had for the man willing to supply what the
remaining 77 per cent wanted.

"The Brunswick sales force has always encouraged and helped our dealers to advertise.
And in working with them we have furnished the
copy and cuts and shared their expense. But it
has been our aim to have the retailer put his
advertising on a schedule basis so that it would
tun systematically and regularly instead of sim-

with the highest
Engineering 8k ill.

ESIGNED to stand the shocks of
hard usage.

TgUILT to run smoothly and noiselessly

under varying conditions.

PERATED with uniformity, and
constant in speed.

Write for prices

ply now and then.
"As for the retailer, he has been willing to work
ith us because he has felt that we were doing
our best to help put him on the map. For example, last year when values were changing we
protected dealers when a number of new models

which we were bringing out made old phonographs hard to move. We called in 15,000 old
models, took them to our factories and rebuilt
them, thereby pulling many a dealer out of a haz-

ardous position. You can imagine what that did
for dealer morale."
The person whose activities are not actuated
by the divine discontent will not travel very
far on the road to success.

Sphinx Gramophone Motors Inc.
21 East 40th St.
NEW YORK CITY
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CURTIf N.ANDREWS

STEP by STEP
The growth of the Curtis N. Andrews business has not
been spasmodic or spectacular, but has been steady and consistent, going forward step by step. This is the kind of

progress that reflects the confidence and good -will of the
Victor dealers
For 1922 we have developed several new forms of dealer
co-operation that are meeting with the hearty
approval of our dealers. These plans are practical and result productive-why not investigate
them?

CURTIS N. ANDREWS
Victor Service rebresents the highest
type of Dealer Service

jt,NE IS, 1922
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This record will sell itself to all fun -loving
music lovers. "Mr. Gallagher and Mr.
Shean" and "When Those Finale Hoppers
Start Hopping Around." Tenor and baritone
duet by Furman & Nash. A-3609.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEVV YORK

ADVERTISING AS A TRADE SOLUTION
Wm. H. Rankin, Noted Publicity Specialist, Tells
How Advertising Is More Necessary To -day to
Manufacturers and Dealers Than Ever Before

Discussing the importance of advertising as

have an opportunity to get real substantial orders from the retailers.
"Orders from retailers will help the manu-

facturers make up their minds to help sell their
goods to the consumer through advertising. Such

advertising, provided the price and the quality
of the merchandise is right, will help the retailer
sell the consumer at less cost than through any

one of the great factors in developing and stabilizing business, Wirt. H. Rankin. the well-known other means.
"Consumer buying will help the retailer-when
advertising specialist, made the following re-. the retailers' shelves are cleared. Then the manmarks in the Chicago Journal of Commerce.
will have the opportunity
which are well worthy of the consideration of ufacturer's salesmen

not only to book orders for immediate delivery.
but for future delivery as well. These orders
tion. He said:
"Nearly every business man is asking what will start the smoke in many factories which
will give employment to thousands that arc now
can I do to help business and unemployment.
unemployed-and to get to the seat of thingsHere is the remedy:
advertising
can and will start this wheel of em"Advertising is more necessary to -day to manployment
and
prosperity if it is given the chance.
ufacturers and retailers than ever before. It can
"I know of a half dozen instances where adof
he used to help restore the proper balance
vertising is doing and has done during the last
trade and produce more work through emptysix months just what I have described in this
ing the dealers' shelves. The sooner any busiwill he glad to gives names and
ness-and especially the retail business-is able article, and I
show plans that have worked out successfully.
that
the
pubto price its present inventories so
"When you stop to consider that an adverlic will rush in and buy the sooner salesmen will

those who have not given his viewpoint atten-

Main -Springs

A CLEVER USE OF THE POST CARD
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" Tirol% new style
** Virtor, new or old stsis
" Holnotsan and Path.
" Mal. Silvertone. Brasbort
" Sail. Sileertono. Brunewlek
" Honors. Bronswick. Saal
" Heineman and Path.
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SAPPHIRES-GENUINE
Patti*. isn Mud Ione. sorb 154. 100 lots $11.11.
Shane, Lowl-lone. each IS.; In 100 loll. $11.30.
TONE.ARMS

The very best. loud and clear. throw -back.....
With lame reprodiver. eery loud. 1.7nleersal

With amber mart:eine,. but loud and dear
PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES

Wa ran give you bot pet. on lirtillantene. blasnedo W11 Kano. Tonofon.. I.:obeli:4. Gilt Lig*. Incas and Teiretons
Newt's*

ORDER RIGHT FROM THIS AD
Send for prleo list of othee repair parts and motors
T.rms--F. 0 II Mt. Limit No Send enough to enter
tooMage or goods al.1 be shipped by spress.

The Val's Accessory House
1000-1002 Pine SI.

St. Louts, Mo.

ad valorem.
Mica, unmanufactured, valued at not above 15
cents per pound, 4 cents per pound; valued above

15 cents per pound. 25 per (cilium ad valorem;
mica, cut or trimmed, and mica splittings. 30 per

minim ad valorem; mica plates, and built-up
mica. and all manufactures of mica or of which
mica is
material of chief value.
40 per centum ad valorem; ground mica. 20 per
centum ad valorem.
Felts,

not woven, wholly or

in chief value

valorem; valued at more than 50 cents, but not
more than $1.50 per pound, 30 cents per pound
and 35 per cent
ad valorem; valued at more

"So let us all set about to see what we can
do to help solve this unemployment problem by
getting behind a campaign to help the retailers
clear their shelves through energetic and persistent advertising and salesmanship. and thus
create orders for the manufacturer, which, in
turn, will put the unemployed to work."

.'.0

M'Asnistvrox, D. C., June 5.-The new tariff hill,
as prepared by the Senate Finance Committee,
contains many changes of interest to talking machine and musical instrument dealers. The hill
is now being considered by the Senate. Some of
the provisions of vital interest to our trade arc:
Phonographs. gr
phones. graphophones and
similar articles, and parts thereof, 30 per centum

pound. 20 cents per pound and 30 per centum ad

quickly.

Al

Many

1..tne reached you can understand why news-

used-then automatically the unemployment problem will be solved, and solved

10 feat for all small motors
10
" " Paths. Columba. Heineman
" Columbia
10
" Columbia with hoolu
II
II
" Vidal', old style

Reports

...cign at a cost of one -tenth of a cent for each

properly

% Inch

Committee

Changes in Section Bearing Upon Talking Machines, Records and Supplies for the Trade

of wool, valued at not more than 50 cents per

"If advertising can he used to restore proper
buying by the consumer-and I know it can if

Lech
3 .30

Finance

Senate

tiser may use a national or local newspaper camHiper advertising pays so well.

For any Phonograph Motor
Best Tempered Steel

CHANGES IN NEW TARIFF BILL

June 6.-The Halbach -Schroeder
Co.. Brunswick dealer of this city, has evolved a
lever stunt, which is !proving effective in keeping
OCINCY,

11-1..,

l:is store before the public. At period:cal intervals post -cards containing a picture of the store
al one side are sent to customers. On the other
-ide of the card are listed certain records which
ii is believed will interest the customers.

than $1.50 per pound, 40 cents per pound and 40
per centum ad valorem.
Albums for phonograph records, wholly or
partly manufactured. 35 per centum ad valorem

(House Bill, 23 per centum).
The bill places the following on the free list:
Music for educational purposes; discs of soft
wax, commonly known as master records, or
metal matrices obtained therefrom, for use in
the manufacture of sound records for export purposes admitted free of duty under such regulations as the Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe; cedar. lignum vitae, lancewood, ebony.
box. granadilla, mahogany, rosewood, satinwood.
and cabinet woods, in the log, rough or hewn only.
The rates on graphite fixed by the Senate

Finance Committee have been approved by the
House and the Senate.

The duties recommended

by the Finance Committee consist of a 10 per
cent ad valorem tax on amorphous graphite, 20
per cent on crystalline lump and 2 cents per
pound on crystalline flakes.

The "VICSONIA"
REPRODUCER

For Perfect interpretation of Edison Disc
Records on Victrolas and Grafonolas.
Fitted with permanent jewel point. No loose parts.
Meet the demand -Serve your customers

Sample Model "A" or "B" Vicsonia, nickel plated,
will be sent on receipt of $4.50.

Retail price $7.50.

Note: Model "B" Vicsonia plays both Edson and
ratite records.

IVICSONIA MFG. CO., Inc.
313 E. 134th STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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You Should Sell

Sonora Phonographs
Reason Six--

Son oras Tone
Sonora has never surrendered its leadership
in tone-nor has it ceased to develop and refine
the perfection of tone with which it began.

The Sonora of today is vastly greater than
the Sonora which won highest score for tone at
the Panama -Pacific Exposition. Such an instrument as the new Baby Grand-to mention only
one of the many new models-is a miracle of
clarity and naturalness never before equaled.
Baby Grand
$200

The more the great mass of phonograph
buyers learn about phonographs and music, the
more they believe that ultimate satisfaction lies
in Sonora for its matchless tone.

To the dealer this prestige means less sales
resistance and lower selling costs. And with

Sonora quality taking new strides forward,
Sonora prices are lower than they have ever
been.
THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY /...-..7.,

CLEAR AS A BELL

so

jle
7;0% "4!

'dVitn

sts:S
1170
..............
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The distributor named below who covers the ter-

ritory in which you are located will be glad to answer
all inquiries regarding a Sonora agency on receipt of
a letter from you.
,:71111W r -r)

Syracuse, N. Y.

State of New York with the

605 Broad St., Newark, N. J.
State of New Jersey.

its own, Sono:a is licensed
and opeates under BASIC

PATENTS of the phonograph industry. Sonora's

Salt Lake City, Utah.
Utah, western Wyoming and .,,nth

ern Idaho.

future and the future of
Sonora's dealers' business

! ,

,

1751 California St., Denver, Colo.
Sates of Colorado, New Mexico and
W)oining east of Rock Springs.

BESIDES possessing impo.tant patents of

excep

tion of towns on Hudson River below
Poughkeepsie and excepting Greater
New York.

are secure.
720 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Illinois and Iowa.

Memphis, Tenn.
Arkansas, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mis
sissippi.

Indianapolis, Ind.
State of Indiana.

r
Milwaukee, Wis.

Houston, Texas.
Southeastern part of "texas

isconsin, Upper Michigan.
Cr

Let -

10

))!L.1%.*

in,.

1214 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Omaha, Nebr.
State of Nebraska.

310-314 Marietta St., Atlanta, Ga.
Alabama. Georgia, Florida and North
and South Carolina.

aware. District of Columbia and Vir-

Wichita, Kans.
Southern part of Kansas, Oklahoma
(except 5 N.E. counties) and Texas

Western Pennsylvania and Vest Vir-

Eastern Pennsylvania, Maryland, Del-

ginia

M
Columbus Ave., Boston,
Mass.
Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachu221

setts.

Maine, New Hampshire and

505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh,
ginia

I'anhandle.

Vermont.

I

f".

L.

514 Griswold St., Detroit, Mich.
Michigan, Ohio and Kentucky.

Pa.

Minneapolis, Minn.
of Montana, North Dakota,

one 1,1k.f1(1

Phortot_rraph Co.,

ISO Montague St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
All of Brooklyn and Long Island.

States

South Dakota, Minnesota.

311 Sixth Avenue, New York.

616 Mission St., San Francisco,
Cal.

Washington, California, Oregon. Arizona, Nevada. northern Idaho, Hawaiian Islands.

613 Arcade Bldg ., St. Louis, Mo.
Si. Joseph, Mo.
Missouri, northern and eastern part

of Kansas and
Oklahoma.

S

counties of N.E

Counties of Westchester. Putnam
and Dutchess; all
Hudson River

towns and cities on the west bank of
the river, south of Highland; all territory south of Poughkeepsie, includ-

ing Greater New York. with the exception of Brooklyn and Long Island.
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STARR PIIONOGRAPII PRESENTS ITSELF TO BILLY SUNDAY

NEW VAN VEEN INSTALLATIONS

Over 1.000 Employes of Starr Piano Co. Attend Big Revival in Richmond When Starr Phonograph With Special Records by Rodeheaver Is Presented to Noted Evangelist

Handsome Equipment for Griffith Piano Co. in

RICHMOND, IND.,

June 6.-The evening of Thurs-

day, May 18, was "Starr Night" at the big
tabernacle here where Billy Sunday, the noted
evangelist, was holding one of his successful meet-

ings, and over 1.000 employes of the Starr Piano

Co. marched to the meeting in a body wearing
appropriate ribbons with the Starr trade -mark
thereon and carrying banners bearing inscriptions

such as: "The Starr Piano Co.," "Starr Pianos,"
"Starr Phonographs" and "Gennett Records."
The main event of the evening was the presentation of a Style X Starr phonograph to Billy
Sunday by the factory, the phonograph making
its own presentation speech. A special Gennett
record was made by Homer Rodeheaver, the Sun-

time a phonograph had ever presented itself to
an individual, in commenting upon the manufacture and equipment that made such a feat possible. The reverse side reviewed in well-chosen
words the development of the phonograph, how
it had the magical power of invoking happiness
and joy or sorrow and sadness. Its value in
spreading the Gospel was also dwelt upon and,
hi closing, the record said: "Many a soul would

rejoice and accept religion through my reproduction and many a family could be held together if I were allowed to speak out the truths
of Christianity."
The reproduction of the special record aroused
tremendous and prolonged applause and Mr. Sun-

day choir leader, at the Starr recording laboratories at Richmond for the occasion and caused
a great deal of surprise and comment. A special
spruce horn four feet long was built and connected to the regular horn of the phonograph, so
that the words of the presentation speech could
be heard in the most remote corner of the great
building. The instrument was played by Clar-

day had difficulty in finding words to express his
appreciation of the gift.

ence Gennett, treasurer, and Fred Mayer, super-

piece by Mr. Rodeheaver, much to the delight of
the throng. The stage was decorated with several large baskets of irises presented to Mr.
Sunday by the women of the Starr Piano Co.

intendent of the Starr factory.
The obverse side of the record bore a talk
calling attention to the fact it was the first

BRUNSWICK DEALERS TRY NEW ONE
Sending Out Girl to Find Users of Brunswick
Machines Stimulates Record Sales and Results
in Considerable Publicity and Business

Dealers handling the Brunswick line of phonographs and records throughout the Philadelphia
territory have adopted a new plan which is acting as a considerable stimulant in the sale of records and, in addition, is arousing keen interest in
the Brunswick line.
The plan is to announce in the paper- that he-

Gennett records of the tabernacle songs recently recorded at the Starr factory by Homer Rode -

heaver were then played and enjoyed by the
An interesting feature of this was the

crowd.

playing of one verse and chorus of various selec-

tions alternated with the singing of the same

tween certain hours in the evenings a girl will
call at residences and wherever she finds a Bruns-

wick in use she will present the owner with a
certificate which may be used to pay for a $2
purchase of Brunswick records in the dealer's
store. Among the dealers who have operated this
plan is M. J. Thormnan, of Bangor, Pa., who states

that w'

rs of certificates often purchase more
than the amount called for.

There can be no question but that sentiment
is a great factor in making business. But keep
in mind that advertising makes sentiment.

Newark-Lyons and Schwartz's Establishments Also Fitted Most Artistically
L. Tobias, secretary of Van Veen & Co., Inc..
New York, points to the number of installations
01 wareroom equipment in process and completed by his firm as evidence of the revival of
activity in the talking machine and piano business.
Arrangements have just been completed

by T. M. Griffith, of the Griffith Piano Co., of
Newark. N. J., with Van Veen & Co. for the
complete equipment of its establishment, including booths, record racks, ornamental screen
fronts and other appointments.
The Griffith wareroom will rank without doubt
among the most beautiful piano showrooms in
the Eastern part of the United States. The decorations will be in the Louis XVI period, finished
in ivory and blue. The walls will be laid out in

panel effect and the Griffith Co. is sparing no
expense in making it complete in every detail,
such as rugs, furniture and other appointments.
The Griffith Co. will feature the Steinway piano
in this store and also Sonora phonographs.
Van Veen & Co. have recently completed a
very handsome Sonora establishment for Mrs.
Margaret F. Lyons, 306 Seventh avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., and also will equip a complete Colvan
department for the Schwartz Bros. Furniture
Co., in Norwich, Conn. The Schwartz depart-

ment will consist of four large hearing rooms,
approximately running from 9 by 9 to 9 by IS,
and complete record department.

CAMPAIGNING FOR BUSINESS
BLUEFIELD, W. VA., June I.-The LenictililShepherd Co.. Victor retailer of this city, is using
energetic methods to develop business. A Ford
truck was purchased last week and a house -to house canvass and demonstration in the surrounding country will be made.

Main Wholesale Depot:
741 Missiun Street, San Francisco
Branch Wholesale Depots:
10th and Santee Sts., Los Angeles, California

N.W. Corner 13th and Glison Streets
Portland, Oregon
Oceanic Bldg., Cor. University and Past Sts.
Seattle, Washington
330 W. Sprague Ave., Spokane, Washington

Victor Victrolas- Victor Records Victor Accessories

Sherman

ay Sc, Go.

Pacific Coast Distributors
Five Wholesale Depots for Your Convenience
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DEATH OF JOHN L. SPILLANE
Secretary of Collings & Co., Newark, Passes
Away Suddenly as Result of OperationWidely Known in Talking Machine Industry
The death of John L. Spillane, secretary and
sales manager of Collings & Co., Victor jobbers
of Newark, N. J.. which occurred on Thursday,
May 18, at St. Mary's Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

from blood poisoning following a cut on the
arm incurred while working in the garden at his
home, was a severe shock to his large circle of

It is indeed with regret that the host of friends
which Mr. Spillane had in the trade will learn of
He was a man who
bis unexpected death.
possessed those admirable traits of character that

endeared him to all with whom he had business
or social relations and who admired him for his
broad sympathies and desire to help his fellow
man.

The funeral services were held at the family residence, 376 Madison street, Brooklyn, on
Saturday morning, followed by requiem mass at

the Church of Our Lady of Victory, the interment being in Calvary Cemetery. Among those
from the trade attending were Mr. and Mrs. L.

W. Collings, Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Lamor,
Fred P. Oliver. George E. Than, Mr. Pavie, of
the Chalmers Music Co.; Mr. Millard, of the
Ridgewood Talking Machine Co., Ridgewood,
N. J.; Hugo Traeger, Sr., of Stapleton, Staten
Island, and George Hirtzel, of Elizabeth, N. J.
Mr. Spillane is survived by his widow, three
sons, John, James, Charles, and a daughter,
Catherine.
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SUCCESSFUL EDISON CONCERT TOUR
"Tone Test" Recitals and Mood Change Charts
Stimulate Interest in the Edison Product in the
Southern States Visited by Artists
Edison "tone test" recitals given in a numbet
of Southern cities by Elizabeth Spencer, soprano;

Jacques Glockner, 'cellist, and Emil Berth pianist, were receivtd with enthusiasm by Edison
dealers and the public in Georgia, South Carolina, Florida and Tennessee, the States covered
by the tour. The concerts werc instrumental in
arousing the interest of the public in the Edison,
and the mood change charts, prepared at the
music research department of. the Edison labora
tories, also came in for considerable attention.

BUTELER WITH ROGERS & FISCHER
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 1.-Rogers & Fischer,

Victor wholesalers of this city, have announced
the appointment of Charles S. Buteler to the sales
staff of the organization. He was formerly connected with the Corley Co.

CORLEY ACTIVITIES IN RICHMOND
Special Window for Virginian Historical Pageant
-Schwoebel Reports Business Improvement-

R C. Gentry's New Post in Wholesale
Rim MOND, Va., June 6. -The Virginian Historical
friends in the
Jersey.

John L. Spillane
metropolitan district and New

Pageant held here during the week of May 22
was appropriately marked by many excellent
window displays.

Mr. Spillane was one of the best-known members of the Victor trade. For many years he was
associated with the Blackman Talking Machine

Co., New York, Victor wholesaler, holding the
position of assistant secretary with that important concern.

With the reorganization of Collings & Price.
under the direction of L. \V. Collings, and the
forming of Collings & Co,, Inc., he was induced
to join this organization. He was generally
rccognized as one of the foremost authorities
on Victor distribution, particularly as applied to
records, having specialized on the development
and growth of that tlepartitit nt.

One of the most attractive was that of the
Corky Co.. Victor wholesaler, of this city. The
Corley window represented a cotton field, real
earth and plants being used. This formed the
setting for featuring the Red Seal record of
"Carry Me Back to 01' Virginity," sung by Alma

Mr. Edison Man:Don't

S..y

"KAN'T," say "KENT"
Write for catalog of complete line

The KENT No. I
With "S" Sound Box

Has given complete satisfaction
for years

Gluck.

F. W. Schwoebel, in charge of the Victor
wholesale department, recently completed a trip
through the Southern States. He states that
crops look good and that the Victor retailers expect a marked improvement in business.
The Corky Co. announces the appointment of
R. C. Gentry to the wholesale sales staff. He has
I ad a number of years of retail experience and

i well fitted for his new duties.

H. N. McMenimen

STOP SENDING MAIL TO DEAD ONES

Consulting Engineer

Scme Excellent Advice on Avoiding the Wasting of Supplements Offered by Victor Co.

appointment on
every phase of the phonograph industry, including:

To talking machine dealers who make a practice of developing business through the means of
a live mailing list the Victor Talking Machine Co.

Consultation

by

Recording, Plating and
Pressing
Motor, Tone -Arm and
Reproducer Design

in a recent circular letter offered the following

--r

excellent business advice:

"One of the best ways to stop duplication in
mailing lists is to stop sending the supplements
to the Victrola owner who is not patronizing
your store.
"Your time and effort and our time and effort,
to say nothing of the money involved, are deliberately wasted when you continue to send the
supplement to the customer who does not re-

spond-who fails to come to your store for the

Patent and Model
Development

Sales Promotion and
Advertising Plans

new records.
"The monthly supplement produces business in
direct proportion to the amount of intelligent
effort made to place it in the hands of customers

buying front your store. But the finest piece of
'ales literature ever written will fail to fulfill
its mission if it is distributed in a haphazard
manner."

MAKES EXHIBIT DURING PALMA FESTA
COLUMBIA, S. C., June 1.-J. L. Mimnaugh, Victor

Laboratory:

Scotch Plains, N. J.
T.I. Fanwood 143$

Officer:

2 Rector Street, New York
Tel. Rector

1484

retailer of this city, had a striking exhibit at the
l'alma Festa, held here recently in Exhibition
Hall. In addition to the merchandise well -displayed operatic figures in costume drew much
attention.

Rhodes Bros., Inc., of Tacoma, Wash., recently

opened a phonograph department in which the
Brunswick line is featured.

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F. C.Irvington.
KENT
CO.
N. J.
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TALKING MACHINE MEN I ALK RADIO
Subject Discussed at Length at Monthly Session-M. P. Campbell Makes Address-New
Committees Appointed-Ball and Entertain.
ment to Be Held in October

Ward's Khaki Moving Covers
Distributors
nniti 1;

C.

the

matter with business and ways and means of improving conditions.
The committee empowered to investigate the
radio situation and report back at the June meeting was appointed and was composed of M. Max.

Henry S. Conn and H. Goldfinger. The following were added to the membership of the
Association by unanimous consent: Jack Bliss,
of the United States Music Co.; Cheney Sales

Corp.. Musical Products Distributing Co. and
Schliecher & Sons.
Mark

P.

Campbell,

the

well-known

piano

manufacturer, was the guest of the Association and made an address in which he reviewed

the work of the Music Industries Chamber of
Commerce and its ally, the National Bureau for
the Advancement of Music. His remarks were
well received, and while some members of The
Talking Machine Men, Inc., are already members of the National Association of Music Merchants, there seemed to be an indication of additional members joining, in order, as they ex -

lirl roil, Mirk

Prices of Covers
Net

For table or -mull machines. nilnaul

strap.
Per eithilict or large ineachines. w ithieut

5:1.65

strops:

Grade U, medium .tae
5.35
Grade 0, large size
5.63
tirade- K. Medianu site
tirade K. lance site
7.33
0rade K has double -neigh( padding and each
Uptight curlier Is reinforced with a 10 -inch

strip of quilting of same materials as hod).

The medium cover for any make of machine
etenesoads In sire to the ictrola Nos. 11.1 and
II, Edpison NW.. Ian gm(
columbig Nos.
Z. nod Itld. Sonora. Baby Uraad. liuperint and
Troubadour. 'rile large cover is fur all larger
cabinet inavitittes of ally make.
G. le -13" Csver with

Ne. 3 Strpr

THE
C. E. WARD CO.
(Well -Known Locke R. -stain douse)

101 William Street

New London, Ohio

Also 10.00000 of Rublorfltrd C000rs

and await the further development of that inis

1.I. ( 0., I N('.,

SHERI!! %N. CLAY & CO..
111 Mission st.. Sash Franrl.ro, (al.

well-known New Vork talkin% machine

There was some discussion on what

igg

Owl ate. N. V.

was freely discussed. Max Landay. of Landay
Bros.: M. Max, of Gimbel Bros.. and Sol Laza-

dustry.

ttal ler 1.1Ida.,

INC,

W. If. S C. N. .MS liltl:\1S.

radio and its relationship to the musk dealer
rus.

lilt "I.. N.o

1..

3

The regular monthly meeting of The Talking
Nlachnic Men, Inc.. the organization composed
of progressive talking machine dealers of New
ork, New Jersey and C
cticut. was held at
the CaN Boulevard. New Vork City, on May 17,
and as usual, the meeting proper was preceded
by a luncheon.
An unusually large attendance was on hand
and the important subject of the day relating to

dealer, all of whom have stocked radio apparatus, treated the subject in a way that was most
enlightening to their he
It seemed to be the consensus of opinion that
the present rate of discount given to the dealers
by radio manufacturers did not justify the stocking of such goods, although it was generally admitted that these discounts would be increased
shortly. Most of the dealers seemed to be under
the impression that radio was a permanent proposition and that it behooved the dealer to give it
attention. Some even suggested that the goods
should be stocked even with the low discounts

JUNE 15, 19.:2

and

Du .1

Cohort

for

00 Worensoon

1.:t -ea it, to lit: inure closely related to tile
work of the Chamber.
According to an announcement of the enter-

tainment committee the annual outing of the
Association will be held some time in August,
the committee looking over several sites for the

Ward's Detroit Cater Will. straps Allarlsrd
The only cover ou the maiket with this special feature. It eliminates all possibility of

straps becoming misplaced or lost.
Ntedium site
$6,113
Large size
7.00
Slip -o 1)11%1 tenet's. for warerouto and
home. medium bile $1.10. Large size MAO.
Also complete line of coi..r.; lor l'ousolo
Model Machine.

Prices ou a pl.licat het.

by the quantity and quality of the goods delivered, "I'm not paid for doing that" never made
good goods in (lie way of service. "I'm earning
my salary now, and I'll be blessed if I will do any
more," never brought a raise.

The annual public entertainment inaugurated
last Fall will again be held this year and the date
has been set for October 30. It is understood

The man who is always looking to see how
little service he can render never becomes a
master salesman, and that's what every man in
the commercial world to -day should strive to bea master salesman; for a master salesman is a

that the Pennsylvania Hotel will again be re-

master business builder, and the master business

served for the purpose.
The following committees have been appointed
for 1922: Entertainment Committee, Sol Lazarus, chairman; Max Berlow, Otto Goldsmith, C.
B. Riddle, Albert Galuchie. N. Goldfinger. B. G.
Evans, Henry Conn. Fred Herrman, C. Abelowitz, E. G. Brown and Valentine Faeth. Service Committee. Joseph II. Mayers, chairman; Albert Bersin, Sol Lazarus. Grievance Committee. Theodore Arison, chairman; J Goldberg, II.
Bersin. Membership Committee, Valentine Faeth,
J. C. May. Otto Goldsmith, C. Abelowitz, C. A.

builder is the architect of a nation's commercial

affair.

True, F. Bullenkamp, Harry Davega, J. Friedman and L. Leibowitz. Auditing Committee,

Victor

Milton \Veil, chairman; Joseph H. Mayers, Henry
Conn, Ben Roth. Executive Committee, Irwin

Wholesalers

Bersin, Joseph Tylkoff, Jos'eph H. Mayers, L. J.
Rooney, E. G. Brown and Albert Galuchie. Moth -

greatness.

A NEW PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH
Plaza

Music

Co.

Announccs New

Portable

Model to Be Known as the "Pal"
The Plaza Music Co., 18 West Twentieth
street, New York City, recently placed on the
market a new portable phonograph which carries
the trade name of "Pal" and will retail at a
popular price. The case is delivered finished in
either walnut or mahogany, as desired. It is a
small compact machine, weighing about twenty

(l.'s Day Committee, Max Landay, chairman:

pounds, plays all makes of records and has a
special sounding board.
The sales department of the Plaza Music
Co. looks forward to a heavy demand for portable machines throughout the Summer months;

Milton Weil, Matthew Levin and B. H. Roth.

in fact, they are using the slogan: "This is a

SERVICE AND THE SALES FORCE

portable year," in all their advertising material.
Special literature to assist the dealer in selling
this new portable machine has been issued by

Kurtz, Ernest Leins, Joseph Friedman, Albert

We will have reached the millennium when

the company.

Nerybotly wakes up to the fact that he is a sales-

nan, and that the price he gets for his service
s potentially influenced by one of the same laws
that so largely regulate the sale of merchandise,
namely, that the price is very largely regulated

The House
of

Mellor
in

Pittsburgh
since

1831

The fellow who thinks the world owes him a
living and tries to exist on that basis really
works harder than the chap who works hard
and long for a small weekly stipend.

LIBERTY MOTOR COMPLETE

Price s 6. 00
Double Spring Motor Complete
Suitable for l'ortabie Machine..

Price s3.25
Write for Repair Part Catalog
Jobbing Territories Open

Pleasing Sound Phonograph Co.
Manof.i. I urers

201 East 113th Street

r

sc.. York City
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Only 50 Cents
The Talking Machine World Trade

Directory has filled a long standing want of
the industry. It is kept as a handy reference
volume on the desks of a large number of the

members of the talking machine industry
where, in an instant, it provides detailed
knowledge about this or that company and
the products made by each company.
It gives the kind of information it would

otherwise consume much time to secure.
For instance, it will give you a complete up-to-date list of the manufacturers and

jobbers who comprise the talking machine
industry, including the invaluable data about
each concern, such as location of factories,
names of officers, location of branch offices,
trade names controlled, policy of marketing
product, etc., etc.

HERE IS WHAT SUBSCRIBERS SAY:
"Your 1922 Model Talking Machine
World Trade Director). reached us all
right, and the writer went over it carefully yesterday at his home, and we wish

"We congratulate you on the appearance of The Talking Machine World Trade

Directory and trust that you will make it
a yearly feature of your business.
"We could use two more copies of this

to compliment you. There has never been

a Trade Directory got up that has been

publication in our organization to great

so accurate as regards firms listed and that
has covered the field so thoroughly.

advantage, therefore request that you send
them to us, proper billing.

"There is no question but that this

"Just before closing wish to state that
we consider the move on your part of issuing a directory of the talking machine
industry as being one of the most forward
movements occurring in the industry for

Directory will prove of real, tangible
benefit, not only to its advertisers and those

who are listed in same, but to the general
dealer trade at large, who have needed a
directory of just this nature."

several years."

Only 50 Cents

Only 50 Cents
EDWARD LYNI:Cs: LILL, Inc.,
373 Fourth Ave., New York City.

USE THIS

COUPON NOW
Send Stamps or Check

Gentlemen:

Please send me postage prepaid a copy of the 1922 edition of The Talking

Machine World Trade Directory, in payment for which I enclose $0 cent-.
Name

Firm
Street
and State
City mid
6-22
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COLUMBIA NEWS FROM LOS ANGELES

An Announcement of
Interest to
Manufacturers and Jobbers

Many New Accounts Opened-Percy Grainger
Enthusiastically Received-Dealers Using Extensive Publicity-New Representatives Chosen
Los ANGELES, CAL, June 3.-There has been con-

siderable activity in Columbia circles during the
past few weeks, and among the important events
was the opening of a new exclusive Columbia
store by Samuel Lavatt and John Cooper. This
store, which was opened at 229 West Second
street, is one of the most attractive retail establishments in this city, and the clientele is already
under way of development. Mr. Lavatt has been
in the real estate business for some time past,
and Mr. Cooper is the owner of Cooper's Melody
Shop, exclusive Columbia dealer, at 432-A South
Broadway, in this city. The name of the store
will be the Los Angeles Phonograph & Record
Co., and it will be managed by Mr. Lavatt personally, Mr. Cooper continuing to manage his
other store. Mr. Cooper, in addition to being a
Columbia dealer, is a very well-known songwriter, having to his credit such successes as

CHARLES POLLAK, a member of the firm of

J. WEISS & CO.
BERLIN, GERMANY

has established temporary headquarters

Room 723
PENNSYLVANIA HOTEL
NEW YORK, N. Y.
where he is displaying a complete line of
SINGLE SPRING MOTORS
DOUBLE SPRING MOTORS
TONE ARMS
SOUND BOXES

-Do You Ever Think of Me?", "In Siam," and
"Have You Forgotten?"
The

Norma

Talmadge

picture,

"Smilin'

Also a Complete Line of Machines

Through," which ran recently at the Kinema
Theatre in this city, created quite a sensation,
and the local Columbia dealers tied up very
strongly with it. Nearly every city dealer car-

Quantity Orders Solicited
Immediate Deliveries Guaranteed
PRICES Exceptionally Low

ried a complete window display featuring the
photoplay and the "Smilin' Through" record by

Rferncto-Equitble Trutt Company. New York

Oscar Seagle. An added feature was the broad-

bia dealer, at 620 South Main street, Los An-

casting by wireless from the Kinema Theatre
broadcasting station of the Oscar Seagle record,

geles, has opened with the Selected Dealers' Grafonola Newspaper Campaign, series number one.

and the playing of the record at the Los An-

and from the first advertisement sold forty-two

geles Athletic Club on a special machine which had a screen in the mouth of the tone chamber,
on which a portion of the picture was projected
at the same time that the record was played.
A new Columbia account, the International

instruments. They expect at least 250 sales from
the entire campaign.
A new Columbia dealer, the Inglewood Music

Music Co., located at 229 West Third
opened its door recently. Mr. \'an Grove, the
proprietor, also controls the International Music
Co, 124 West Second street. Columbia Grafonolas will be handled exclusively, together with
a line of pianos at both stores.
Percy Grainger, the famous pianist and exclusive Columbia artist, received a warm welcome

Store, has opened

in

Inglewood. and Arthur

Domaschenz, the proprietor, is also owner of the
San Pedro Furniture
Columbia Grafonolas arc carried exclusively at
both locations.

Sawkins Piano Co. Now Has Most Attractive
Quarters in That City
June 3.-The Sawkins Piano Co.
.
opc
g of its attractive new music store in this city, where talking machines. records and pianos are dealt in.
ALMA,

recently held the formal

The Italian Jewelry Co., 205 North Spring

and in addition to its jewelry and phonograph
business conducts the largest Italian newspaper

recent concert appearance here, particular effort

in this city.
A wireless broadcasting station has been installed at El Monte, Cal., and daily concerts are

in a sales capacity and enters the new store as a
full-fledged partner.
The Eastern Outfitting
exclusive Colum

OPENS NEW STORE IN ALMA, MICH.

street, Los Angeles, has opened with a complete
line of Columbia Grafonolas and records exclusively. This company caters to the Italian trade,

in Southern California on the occasion of his
being made by Elliott's Music Shop, 216 Pint
avenue, Long Beach, Cal. Mr. Grainger appeared personally at this store in the afternoon
of the day of the Concert, autographing all of
his records that were sold during his stay. After
his personal appearance Mr. Elliott entertained
Mr. Grainger, Mr. Mills, local concert manager,
and H. J. Allen, of the Columbia sales staff, at
dinner at the Hotel Virginia at Long Beach.
A new exclusive Columbia dealer opened recently at Huntington Park, Cal., consisting of
the firm of Elliott & Youmans. The latter has
been for some time associated with Mr. Elliott

at

being given at which Columbia records are used
This is an achievement on the part

exclusively.

of A. D. Bassett, proprietor of the El Monte
Music Shop, exclusive Columbia dealer at El
Monte, Cal.
A.

E.

Stuelke, owner of Stuelke-Fullerton

Music Shop, Fullerton, Cal., has opened a new
store at Corona, Cal.. which will be called
Stuelke-Corona Music Shop. The owners arc

Albert E. Stuelke and Wm. H. Haaf, who has
been associated with Mr. Stuelke for some time
in a sales capacity. Columbia records and Grafonolas are carried exclusively at both of these

Interior of Sawkins Piano Co.'s Store
The interior finish of the store and all the decorations are in a rich shade of old ivory. Demonstration booths for talking machines line one side
of the store, while facing them are the record
racks. The piano stock is in the rear. A number of manufacturers and jobbers took occasion
to express their good -will for the success of the
venture through the medium of handsome floral
pieces.

The accompanying photograph affords some

idea of the general arrangement of this new

,

establishment.

Do NOT Delay Ordering the Lea
Phonograph and Talking Machine TRUCK
if you expect to reduce your overhead, as we may

not be able to ship promptly later in the season.
With this truck one man is able to demonstrate the
largest machines in the home, the best place ever
to clinch a sale.

We hare a circular for you.
Also

Ask for it.

Piano Trucks, Hoists, Covers and Straps
Made only by

Self Lifting Piano Truck Co.
FINDLAY, OHIO

PERCY GRAINGER INHERITS ESTATE
Wnrrt PLAINS, N. Y., June 6.-Percy Grainger,
well-known pianist and Columbia artist, whose
mother and constant companion, Mrs. Rose Annie
Grainger, was killed when she fell from a window

in the Aeolian Building, New York, recently, has
been named as sole beneficiary in his mother's
hill, which has been filed in the Surrogate's Court
here. The estate is estimated to reach a total
value of close to $1,000,000.

NEW YORK CONCERN INCORPORATES
The Winslow Talking Machine Shop, of New
York City, has been granted a charter of incor-

poration, under the laws of New York State,
with a capital of $35,000. Incorporators are:
G. S. Wittson, J. M. Edelson and R. Lowenstein.
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Convention of Southern Victor Dealers
Most Successful and Best Attended Convention of This Association Held at Mobile May 16-18-W. H. Reynolds Officiates
as Host-Unusually Effective Sales Talks and Addresses-Governor Harding Guest at Banquet-J. V. Dugan
Elected President for Corning Year-Many Visitors From Far Distant Points
N1OBILE, ALA., June S.-The fourth annual convention of the Southern Victor Dealers' Association, held in this

city on May 16 to 18, was

by tar the most successful held in the history of
this Association. There were almost one hundred official registrations at the Cawthon Hotel,
headquarters of the convention, establishing a
new record for attendance.

to the city." c,ordon E. smith, president of the
Mobile Chamber of Commerce, followed the
Mayor in extending to the Association a most
hearty welcome. Both of these speakers con -

second, when the prospective purchaser wishes to
trade in a small Victrola to apply on the purchase
of a larger -type instrument. William Humes, of

veyed by automobiles through Mobile, visiting the

many points of interest in this famous Southern
city. Arriving at "Minnehaha Farm," Mr. Reynolds' Summer home, the visitors were amazed at

morning in the auditorium of the Cawthon Hotel.
when Mayor Crawford, of Mobile, made an address of welcome. handing the visitors the "key

1111111111

N. C., president of the Association, occupying the
chair. The first paper, entitled the "Voice of the
Victor," was read by J. A. Hofheinz, manager of

the wholesale Victor department of Philip WerLtd., New Orleans, La., who pointed out
in an interesting, practical way just how the
"Voice of the Victor" could be used to splendid
advantage by the Victor dealers.
Under the heading of "The Problem of Tradeins" \V. G. Quinn, of Adam Glass & Co., Mobile,
Ala., furnished the dealers with plenty of food
for thought. Mr. Quinn treated his subject from
two angles: First, when the customer desires to
trade in a machine other than a Victrola and,

he carried out his duties with typical Southern
hospitality and good cheer. On Tuesday morning. May 16, when the convention preliminaries
were scheduled for settlement, the members of
the executive committee were all on hand, together with several out-of-town guests and jobbers' representatives from nearby points. Mr.
Reynolds took charge of the party at noontime
and after luncheon was served they were con-

Wednesday Morning Session
The Convention formally opened on Wednesday

ings were opened with R. G. Brice, Charlotte.

lein,

W. H. Reynolds, Victor jobber of this city.
was the official host for this year's convention and

the beauty and size of his farm, which has over
3.000 orange trees-one of the show places in
this section. At 7 o'clock in the evening the entire party were Mr. Reynolds' guests at a shore
dinner, served at the Alba Hunting and Fishing
Club, on Dog River, one of the famous scenic
spots of Alabama.

Subsequent to the annual report. of the president, secretary and treasurer, the business meet-

Wm. H. Reynolds
gratulated the Association and the talking machine industry upon having such an able and
popular representative in Mobile as Win. H. Reynolds. B. B. Burton. of the Cable -Shelby -Burton
Piano Co.. Birmingham. Ala., responded to the
a !dresses in behalf of the Vssociation.

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

P

the Humes Music Co., Columbus, Ga., followed
Mr. Qumn with a paper entitled "Why I Am an
Exclusive Victor Dealer." The flumes Music
Co. is one of the best-known music houses in
the South and Mr. Humes' paper was followed
carefully by those in attendance.
Martin L. Pierce, research and promotion manager of the Hoover Suction Sweeper Co., Canton, 0., was the principal speaker at the Wednesday morning session, closing the meeting with an
inspiring talk, entitled "If
Were a Victor
Dealer." Mr. Pierce is recognized nationally as
one of the foremost exponents of the most efficient methods of merchandising, and in his im-
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CONVENTION OF SOUTHERN VICTOR DEALERS-(Continued from page 53)
portant capacity as research and promotion manager of the Hoover Suction Sweeper Co. has attained phenomenal results. For many years Mr.
Pierce has been keenly interested in Victor activities and has made a careful study of the Victor industry. particularly in connection with efficient
and productive merchandising. His address was

one of the convention features and at the close

Victor Dealers Ask Reincke-Ellis." "Jimmy," as
he is popularly known in the Victor industry
throughout the country, was in splendid form at
this particular meeting and furnished the dealers
with a series of practical, informative ideas regarding advertising and publicity plans that were
based on his many years' experience in the Victor industry. His talk was enthusiastically ap-

of his talk Mr. Pierce was given a rising vote

plauded and at the close of the meeting Mr. Davin

of thanks for the practical and valuable suggestions that he had given the Association.
Wednesday Afternoon Meeting
The convention assembled at 2 o'clock on
\Vednesday. when the meeting was opened by
J V. Dugan. of the Dugan Piano Co.. New OrIsans. La., on the subject of "Interest Charges."
As one of the leading Victor merchants in the
South Mr. Dugan was well qualified to handle
this interesting topic and at the close of his talk
there was a general discussion by the members,
v hich brought out many important points. J. D.
Moore, manager of the Victor department of the
aison Blanche Co.. New Orleans, La.. fol-

gave an impromptu discussion anent dealer advertising and publicity. in response to the inquiries of many of the dealers.
The Annual Association Banquet
On Wednesday evening the fourth annual banquet of the Association was held in the "Vineyard" on top of the Cawthon Hotel. A delightful dinner was served and a number of informal
addresses were made, the speakers including
\V. G. P. Harding, governor of the Federal Re-

lowed Mr. Dugan with a talk on "Record
Stocks." Mr. Moore divided his subject into five

serve Bank: Wm. H. Armbrecht, a prominent
Mobile attorney: John G. Paine, of the Victor
Talking Machine Co.: M. L. Pierce and J. J.
Lavin. The banquet was entirely informal and
was one of the high spots of the convention

parts: First. systems of ordering and moving

program.
The various addresses were enthusiastically re-

stock in order to get the proper percentage of
turnover; second, advisability of carrying a representative stock: third, value of catalog num-

ceived. particularly the talk by Governor Harding, who is recognized internationally as one of
the world's foremost financial authorities. In his

bers, as compared with supplement records: four,

address. Governor Harding suggested to the talk-

building up Red Seal trade: five, selling records
on the club plan. Mr. Moore's extensive experience in the Victor industry provided him with
facts and figures on this topic that were keenly
appreciated by every one present.
J. B. Gressett, of the A. Gressctt Music House,
Meridian, Miss., read a paper on "Go Out and

ing machine dealers that they take their local

Get 'int." his talk living up to its title in a most
convincing fashion. The main speaker of the
Wednesday afternoon session was J. J. Davin.
secretary of the Reincke-Ellis Co., Chicago. who
gave an excellent discourse. entitled "Questions

bankers into their confidence, and co-operate with
them in every possible way. This is the first

time that Governor Harding has ever attended a
talking machine function. and \V. 11. Reynalds
was congratulated in securing this famous banker as one of the speakers at the dinner.
Thursday Business Session
On Thursday morning the business meetings
were resumed with a talk by E. W. Wilson. Jr., of
the Collins Piano Co.. New Orleans, La.. on
"Closer Co-operat'on Between Competitive Deal -

411111111111111111111111111E

Winning
Confidence
By giving Victor dealers in

this territory helpful, constructive service, we have
won their confidence and
friendship:

an

invaluable

asset for any distribution.
MOM

The fall of 1922 promises to be one

of the greatest seasons in Victor
history,

iM=

and

Southern

Victor

dealers will find our organization
splendidly equipped to give them
the type of service that will produce
tangible results.
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CONVENTION OF SOUTHERN VICTOR DEALERS-( Continued from page 54)
\V. II. Cummings. Cummings
Huntsville, Ala.: executive committee member. R. B. Brice. Parker Gardner Co.,
Charlotte. N. C.

La.: trcasur
Hardware

t

The Sail Down the Bay
On Thursday afternoon thc entire convention
party assembled at the docks, where they boarded

the "Bay Queen," a good-sized steamer, which
had been chartered by "Bill" Reynalds. All the
way down the bay the dancing devotees had
plenty of time to exercise their favorite sport,
while some of the boys tried to prove that
"naturals" were merely incidents and not necessities. The boat landed at "Fair hope," where a
large Victor dog extended a welcome to the convention party. It was announced that dinner
would be served at 5:30 and during the interg hour the sw.
g enthusiasts decided
%

5l

L. Pierce; 2, J. J. Darin in action; 3. J..\. IL/hello,

Reyna11.. W. II. Levu; 4, On the ground. of the
Nlobiln Golf Club; 5, John G Pa air.

to test out the famous waters of Mobile Bay.
y Davin gave a diving -exhibition that was
(Continued cm page 56)

Mr. %%ilson covered this topic thoroughly
and carefully, pointing out that co-operation and
not competition is thc life of business to -dad,
showing the dealers ways and means by which
competing dealers may get' together to their mutual advantage. W. R. Lewis, of thc Elyea Talking Machine Co., Atlanta. Ga., appealed to the
dealers to have maximum faith in the product they
are handling, complete confidence in the factory
making the goods and to work together in every
possible way. Mr. Lewis pointed out the advantages of the new types of horizontal Victrolas,
urging the dealers to give the new product everything possible in the way of co-operation and
stimulation. On the subject of "Resale Selling"
Mr. Pierce again provided the Association with a
powerful and effective address, giving the dealers
important statistics on the trend of business, and
emphasizing how sale.; efficiency could be inteners."

momM

_.2..-

Ora

sively developed.

Wm. H. Reynalds was called upon for a brief
address, and, although he insisted with characteristic modesty that he had not prepared a talk,
he was still able to furnish the dealers with one
of the most inspiring addresses of the convention.
Mr. Reynalds was followed by French Nestor, of

the French Nestor Co., Jacksonville, Fla.. the
newest entrant in the Victor Southern field. Mr.
Nestor, who is widely known throughout the
Victor industry, having been associated with the
Standard Talking Machine Co., of Pittsburgh,
Pa., for a number of years. recently acquired the
Florida Talking Machine Co., Victor jobber. lie
was given an enthusiastic ovation by the conven-

tion visitors and responded with a message of
appreciation of the cordial reception extended.
John G. Paine, of the Victor Talking Machine
Co., was the main speaker at the Thursday morning meeting and in the course of his address gave
the dealers interesting facts, based on the prac-

tical knowledge of every phase of Victor retail
merchandising. Mr. Paine cited as an example
the success attained by one enterprising Victor
dealer who had made a conscientious study of his
business. Incorporated in this part of Mr. Paine's
address were vital, practical sales suggestions
that could be used to advantage by Victor dealers
everywhere. Mr. Paine emphasized the necessity
of all the dealers carrying a representative stock
of records and a representative stock of machines.
He illustrated how record sales had been stimulated by the particular dealer he had in mind and

how the most minute details of this dealer's activities were subject to careful consideration and
thought. Mr. Paine's address was received with
tremendous applause and he was personally congratulated by all of the members of the Associa-

Real Constructive Work
TALIO:NC;
2.

machines

today

are sold not only on their in-

trinsic merits, but also on their

tendency to harmonize with surrounding furniture in homes that

reflect the owners' taste. Mahogany -made machines embody the
discriminating genius of such
master furniture builders as

Chippendale, Sheraton, Hepplewhite and others.
Far - seeing furniture manufacturers have fostered .and cultivated the public's pride in correct
house appointments. Two long

steps in the right direction have
been taken toward placing their
business on a sound, healthy basis.

The National Council of Furni-

ture Associations has published
standards that should govern dealings between Manufacturers and
Dealers in Furniture.

- and the Associated Advertising
Clubs, after conferences with
.Manufacturers and Dealers in

Furniture, has established standards that should govern in the
Retailers'

relations

with

the

Both standards are so much alike
as to indicate a genuine desire to
protect and foster the confidence

upon which all good business

rests, and the Mahogany Association tenders its hearty congratulations upon the results achieved.

MAHOGANY ASSOCIATION, INC.
New York City

tion upon the logic and practical merit of the
suggestions he had offered them.
New Officers Elected
After Mr. Paine's address. Mr. Brice announced that the Association had elected the fol-

lowing officers for the coming year: President.
John V. Dugan, of the Dugan Piano Co., New
Orleans. La.: vice-president. Dan Orndorff,
Knoxville Music Co.. Knoxville, Tenn.: secretary,
E. W. Wilson, Collins Piano Co., New Orleans,

After all

there's nothing like

GAMY
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enthusiastically received. especially as Mr. Davin
is recognized as one of the foremost diving ex-

perts in the Victor industry.
When dinner was served it was noticed that a
jazz orchestra had been provided by Mr. Reynalds. and during the course of the dinner the
latest Victor hits were served as music for the
dancers. The orchestra also provided music subsequent to the close of the dinner and was induced to join the party on the "Bay Queen" for
the trip back to Mobile. It was a tired but happy party of conventioners who reassembled at
the Cawthon Hotel before the final good-byes
were in order. Mr. Reynalds was given three
cheers and a tiger for the tireless effort' he had
made in behalf of the Association. and for the
wonderful entertainment that he had provided for
their stay at Mobile. All of the dealers were
unanimous in stating that this year's convention
had furnished them with a greater number of
practical ideas than they believed could ever be
presented at any convention.
Among Those Present

Among the official registrations at convention
headquarters were the following: Mr. and Mrs.
J. B. Gressett and Mr. and Mrs M \ Taylor,
A. Gressett Music House, Meridian. Nliss.; R. G.
Brice, Parker -Gardner Co.. Charlotte. N. C.: S.
G Wilson. Wilson Furniture Co.. Greenwood.
Miss.: Robt. II. Williams, Williams-Guttenberger Co.. Macon, Ga.: A. D. Peden. Laurel Furniture Co.. Laurel. Miss.; Dan Orndorff. Knoxville
Music House. Knoxville. Tenn.: \V. R. Lewis,
Elyea Talking Machine Co.. Atlanta. Ga.; W. G.
Humes. Humes Music House, Columbus. Ga.:
Julius Dupont. liouma Mercantile Co.. Houma.
La.: Geo. J. Emanuel. Reynalds Music House.
Pensacola, Fla.: French Nestor, French Nestor
Co., Jacksonville. Fla.; A. R. Boone, Irving Bimstein and Roy \Veinberg, Talking Machine Co..
Birmingham. Ala.; C. \V. Troy. St. Claire Drug

Co., Tupulo, Miss.; Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hofbeinz, Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Powell. Mr. and Mrs.
H. W. Clapperton and E. L. Staples. Philip Werlein, Ltd.. New Orleans, La.; E. 3. Lovett, Mathis
& Youmans Co.. Valdosta, Miss.; A. A. Martz
and W. H. Smith. Gressett Music House, Jack-

son. Miss.; C. A. Tyler. Montgomery Talking
Machine Co., Montgomery, Ala.; B. B. Burton
and

E.

J. Silliman.

Cable -Shelby -Burton

Co..

Birmingham, Ala.: A. H. Howard. Howard Drug
Co., Tuskegee, Ala.; J. J. Davin. Reincke-Ellis
Co.. Chicago, Ill.: Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cummings, Cummings Furniture Co., Huntsville,

Ala.; E. E. Mitchell. Montgomery Fair, Montgomery, Ala: R. E. Jones and Miss W. Clark,
Clark & Jones Piano Co.. Birmingham, Ala.;
John G. Paine, D. S. Pruitt and Knight Owen,
Victor Talking :Machine Co.; V. H. Thompson,
Montgomery. Ala.: W. E. Thomas, Johnson
Thomas Hardware Co., Dothan. Ala.: J. D.
Moore, Maison Blanche. New Orleans. La.; Lee
Robinson. Talking Machine World. New York.
Andrews. Andrews
Music
N. V.:
D. C.
store. Charlotte. N. C.: Mr. and Mrs. W. G.
Quinn. Adam Glass Co.. Mobile. Ala.; W'ill P.
Berry. Dwyer Piano Co.. New Orleans. I.a.; A.

H. Williams and T. Williams. \Villiams Piano
Co.. Birmingham. Ala.: Martin L. Pierce. Hoover Suction Sweeper Co.. Canton. 0.: Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. Wilson. Jr.. Collins Piano Co., New
Orleans. La.: Leon Hammond, Foster Jewelry
& Music Co.. Monroe, La.: Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Dumas and W. J. Laflan. Dumas Drug Co.. Foley,

I.a.: Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Rosenbush, M. U. Ulmer. Meridian Chair & Furniture Co.. Meridian.
Miss.; E. A. Bondreaux, Bondreaux Furniture
Co.. Franklin. La ; Miss Holliday. P. E. Daniels
Music Co.. Brewton. Ala.: 3. D. Crane, Crane
Jewelry & Music Co., Pascagoula. Miss.: Mr. and
Mrs. F.

Murphey.

G.

Pincus -Murphey

Music

House, Alexandria. La.: H. \V. Scoffield. Rosier,

Hattiesburg, Miss.; A. C. Dom. Q R S Co., Chicago, Ill.; J. V. Dugan, Dugan Piano Co., New
Orleans. La.; Mr. and Mrs. Adam Glass, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. \V. G. Quinn, Mr. and Mrs. Barton, Mrs. Sancier, Miss Waller and Mr. Keeney,
Adam Glass Co., Mobile, Ala.: W. H. Reynolds,

W. D. Miller, M. H. Wheat and Miss Ruth
Iloerig, \Vm. H. Reynolds, Mobile, Ala.; Robert
S. Fee. J. \V. Scales. Robert B. Davidson, R. G.

Hoyen, A. A. Heldt. W. G. Austin, Sr., \V. G.
Austin. Jr., Albert Drag°. Geo. \V. Adams and
the Misses Flock, Council, Hinote, Anderson,

Crenshaw, Cox, Simons and Jensen, Reynalds
Music House, Mobile. Ala.
Bokaz and Brikbatz
The

pre -convention

ceremonies

were

held

Tuesday night in the park in front of the hotel.
There was a convenient railing around the fountain so that all catastrophes were avoided.
John G. Paine, of the Victor Talking Machine

Co., was with "the boys" at all times.

lie

not

only provided the most important address on the
program, but participated in the aquatic events.
danced with all the fair members of the party
and proved himself an "all-around good fellow."

Where was "Jimmy" Davin when the boat
pulled out? Possibly he was arranging for a
special course in advertising for some of his
friends down South.
"Bob" McDavid, secretary of the Association.
was unable to attend the convention because of
serious illness in his family. He was greatly
missed, as he is one of the most popular members

of the Association.

Governor \V. G. P. Harding, of the Federal
Reserve Bank, recalled the fact that

he

pur-

chased the first Victrola XVI to be sold in the
city of Birmingham, mentioning, incidentally.
that the instrument was still in service.
The Reynolds "dough boys," Judge Miller and
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Showing Reproducer of Jewel Needle Equipment in
Position for Playing Lateral Cut Records on Edison
Phonograph

Shooing Reproducer
Shoving_
Reproducer of Jewel Needle Equipment Turned

Needle; Also Position When Not in Use

Up to

La.; A. T. \Voodruff, Woodruff Furniture Co.,

For The New Edison
kit

/.$)

Just Another Equipment
distinct improvement in
Tone Reproduction as well as
in Mechanical Construction
and Finish.
Send for descriptive circular
a

...ring
Position

Reproducer
for Playing

of

Jewel

Vertical

Needle ;
Cut Records

Phonograph

Plays all types of records.

,

on

Edisr .

Operates the same as

the "EDISON" with the LEVER.
No adjustments necessary when changing front
Stop prevents
lateral to vertical cut records.
swinging to the right.
Needle scratch almost entirely removed.

Turning back of Reproducer permits of easy
access to needle socket and saves records from
unnecessary scratching.

the ONLY equipment that plays vertical cut
records in the proper "EDISON" position with
the Reproducer turned FACE DOWN to the
Is

record, giving it a 11.atinp act on.

which contains "HINTS REGARDING THE CARE OF A
PHONOGRAPH."
If your jobber does not handle,
write us.
Price the same. Liberal discount to dealers.
GUARANTEED IN EVERY
WAY.
IF
NOT
BACK
MONEY
SATISFIED.
We

handle

highest

Jewel Point Needles.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS COMPANY

grade

.o:ng 1;...k View of _Jewel Needle Equipment in Poss.
tice for Playing Lateral Cut Records on Edison Phonograph",

Needle CENTERS on all records.
Straight air -tight construction and absence of
movable joints insure perfect reproduction and
great volume.
Pivoted ball -joint insures perfect reproduction and

freedom of movement both vertically and horizontally.
1Veight

is the lightest that can produce perfect
results, thus saving the record, and permitting a

freedom and sweetness of tone considered impossible.

Indestructible NGM-Y-KA diaphragms do not
blast, crack, split or warp, and are the greatest
development in phonographic sound reproduction
in years,

154 W. Whiting St., Chicago
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"Just A-Wearyin' for You" is one of the most
appealing compositions ever written. Hulda

Lashanska sings it with her pure soprano
voice-a record that people will appreciate
and buy. No. 79856.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

Buck Wheat, missed a few trains, hut their
batting average compared fairly well with that of
Babe Ruth's 1922 figures.

Messrs. Hofhcinz and Clapperton, of Philip
Wedeln, Ltd.. were very quiet during the convention proceedings. but their friends feel sure
that they know the reason.
One of the features of the convention was the
wonderful window display at the Reynolds MuThe "Consecration" scene from
sic House.
"Aida" had been worked out in every detail by
Robert Fee, of the Reynolds staff.

"Bill" Lewis, of the Elyca Talking

Machine

Co., wired home for money. It was forwarded
with the suggestion that hereafter he carry his
own instead of depending on Mobile African
%%onders.

One of the most enthusiastic convention visi-

tors was Mrs. Ned Wilson, of New Orleans.
When she wasn't renewing old acquaintances or
making new friends, she was always to be found
on the dance floor.

J. E. CLOKEY'S NEW POST
Appointed Office Manager of the Sales Department of the Columbia Graphophone Co.

E. Clokcy, who has been connected with
the sales department of the Columbia Graphophone Co., New York, for some time, has just
J.

been appointed office manager of the general sales

department, and is to take up his active duties
there in this capacity immediately. Mr. Clokey

will have charge of the requirements of Columbia branches throughout the country. His promotion to this important post was earned
through his good work, and it is expected that
he will he successful in the management of the
affairs of his new post.

Keep after the old "stand-bys."

them slip away during the night to

let
swell the

Don't

ranks of your competitor's customers.

"BLACK DIAMOND If
GRAPHITE

Spring Lubricant
The Lubricant
Supreme
Guaranteed not

up or
sticky
or rancid; reto dry
become

tains

smooth.

Its

silky

touch indeti

Preultely.
pared In just
the right con.sistenti In 2 sizes. collapsible
tubes; 14. 1. 5. 10, 2.), :in lb. cans.
Manufactured only by

HARTZELL CRUCIBLE CO.
North Bide, Pittsburgh. l's.
Factory Representative

LOUIS A. SCHWARZ, INC.

12a5 Broadway, New York CUy
S.

F. LARRI310KE
St. Louis. Me.

F.aston

FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING JOBBERS

HEMPEL SINUS IN THE CHOIR

E. R. JOHNSON AIDS WAR MEMORIAL

Sings in Christ Church, Brooklyn, N. Y.-Closes
Busy Season and Sails for Europe

Victor Talking Machine Co. President Presents
Money and Site for "War Tribute" House to
Merion, Pa.-Will Be Community Center

Frieda Hempel. exclusive Edison artist, celebrated

Mother's

singing

Christ

MERION, PA., June 7.-At a community mass meet-

Church. Brooklyn. A special service marked the
eighty-seventh anniversary of the church. Miss
Hempel sang an old English vesper hymn, "1

ing recently Merion voted unanimously to accept
the magnificent "war -tribute" house jointly provided for by popular subscription and the donation of land and $250,000 by Eldridge Johnson.

Day

by

in

Know That My Redeemer Liveth," from

the

"Messiah." and joined the surplice choir in the
"Inflammatus" from "Stabat Mater," and the regular hymns. Robert Gaylor, organist and music:.)

director of the church, played Miss Iletnpers
wedding march four years ago. He is also a
phonograph impresario of great renown, being
the Gatti-Cassaza of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
Frieda Hempel closed her season of more than
seventy appearances at the Ann Arbor May Festival, as soloist with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, on May 19. She sailed on the "Aqui-

tania" on Tuesday, May 23, for a five months'
trip abroad.
The prima donna will sing in Albert Hall, London, on June 11.

Later she goes to Copenhagen.

where her debut last year caused such a furore.
for a number of concerts. Later she will go up
in the Engadine, near_ St. Moritz, her favorite
mountain resort, to *follow the trails for a mouth.

In September she will appear in "The Rosenkavalier" at the Royal Opera, Budapest. The
King of Sweden-hii invited,Miss Hempel to sing
in Stockholm on October 6, the 102nd birthday of Jenny Lind.

BRUNSWICK GETS RADIO PUBLICITY
Westinghouse Electric

Co.

Broadcasts

Bruns-

president of the Victor Talking Machine Co., of
Camden. N. J.

Mr. Johnson was the principal donor for the
proposed memorial, which will shortly be erected
here. The cost of erecting the structure, $180,000. will be borne by Mr. Johnson, who has also
signified his intention of adding a fund of $70,000
to the fund of $71,000 already raised by popular
subscription. The ground on which the building will be located was formerly part of the estate

of Mr. Johnson in this city.

SEABROOK PHONO. CORP. CHARTERED
The Seabrook Phonograph Corp., Mishawaka.
111(1., was recently incorporated under the laws
of that State with a capital of $100,000. The firm

will engage in the manufacture of talking machines. Directors of the company arc: M. W.
Mix, \V. \V. Dodge, Kenyon \V. Mix, F. P. Howlett and E. M. Carver.

The Shore Music Shop, formerly located at
Tennessee and Pacific avenues, Atlantic City,
N. J., is now in its handsome new establishment
at 924 Pacific avenue. A complete line of Vic-

trolas. Starr phonographs and Victor and Gen nett records is handled in addition to pianos.

wick Records Exclusively-Springfield Bruns-

--

wick Dealer Co-operates
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., June 7.-Among the many

radio broadcasting stations using Brunswick records in their programs is the Westinghouse Electric Co., according to R. "H. Wilson, publicity
manager, with headquarters in this city. In a letter to the Brunswick Co. Mr. NVilson states that

Brunswick records arc used exclusively in the
radio programs of his company. M. W. Brown,
who has the local Brunswick agency, is co-operating with the broadcasting station.
Other concerns who are broadcasting Brunswick records include 'the Wanamaker and Gimbel Bros. acpartment .s.tpre.s.

in New York City

and the L. Bomberger store, of Newark, N. J.

PREMIER RECORD CO. CHARTERED
A charter of incorporation has been granted to
the Premier Record Co:, of New York, under the
laws of New York ,State, to deal in talking machine records. The concern has an active capital
of $300.000. Incorporators arc: D. Grocse and
F. A. Desilva.

The Globe Wholesale & Distributing Co., i
Wilmington, Del., has been incorporated in that
State with a capital of $100,000, to deal in talking machines and pianos.

QUAL/ry

"'4)

Talking
Machine
Supplies
and

Repair Parts
SAMUEL ESHBORN
65 Fifth Avenue
New York
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Industrial Improvement Helps Talking M achine Trade-II Ow the .1 eroplane Played Its Part-Sherman-Clay Picnic-Live News of the Trade
SAN FRANC! st
CAL.. June S.-Industrial conditions on the Coast have improved materially in
the last month, but the effect of this as yet has

berry Electric Co., on Sutter street, since the

not been klt very much in retail

the management of the talking machine department in place of Mr. McKellers, who resigned
two weeks ago. The department handles the
Sonora line and is enjoying a ready sale on Vocalion records.
Passing of Morley Somers
The death of Morley Somers, manager of the
Phonograph Shop. 109 Stockton street, this city.
recently, while not altogether unexpected in view
of his late illness, nevertheless came as a shock
to his many friends in the music trade. Mr.
Somers was respected alike for his personal
qualities and his business ability. He was one
of those rare souls who make friends, keep them
and at the same time do not neglect the work
of making a success of their business. He was
forty-six years of age and is survived by a widow
and a son. For a number of years Mr. Somers
represented the Victor Co. as a traveling salesman. and before coming to San Francisco was
with Frederick & Nelson, of Seattle. Wash.
While with the Sonora Co. he was active both
in the retail and wholesale departments and
was held in the highest esteem by his late em-

lines.

The

labor unions have been urging their members to
economize on living expenses for a long time.
and the effect of such propaganda is naturally
felt in the music trade more keenly than in many
other lines. but at the same time when the purchasing power of the people increases their desire to spend increases in proportion.
The
Shriner convention to be held in June will bring

in millions of dollars to the city, and this will
also help to stimulate the demand for musical
merchandise. The outlook is anything but discouraging in the talking machine field.

Annual Sherman, Clay & Co. Picnic
The second annual picnic of the Northern

California employes of Sherman. Clay & Co.
was held on May 28 at Kendall -Dell. The picnic

was under the auspices of the company's employes' association, and members cams from this

city. Oakland, Vallejo. Santa Rosa. Stockton.
Sacramento and other places. The barbecue
luncheon was engineered by Billy Morton. manager of the retail talking machine department of
the company in San Francisco. Billy is a famous amateur chef as well as an expert master
of ceremonies. The diversions were dancing,
eating, games and hiking two by two. A large
part of the company was transported to the picnic grounds in the large Sherman. Clay & Co.
piano trucks fitted up with seats. Picnic Com-

mittee-Harry Anderson. Henry Rassmussen,
Charles F. Moore and Miss E. Ireland.
Miss F. Mattern Is Promoted
Miss F. Mattern, who has been with the New-

new store with the talking machine department
was opened several months ago, has succeeded to

ployers.

Emporium Celebrates Birthday
Last week was the twenty-sixth birthday anniversary of The Emporium, and

the

event

was duly celebrated by a special sale in all departments. The talking machine department won
the prize for the largest attendance in proportion
to the size of the department and was given a
dinner of honor by the management. Charles
Mauzy, the manager, was congratulated for his
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work in promoting public interest in talking machine merchandise.

Porter Visits Dealers in Aeroplane
There is nothing slow about the business

methods of P. S. Kantor. the local manager of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., and this fact is
fully appreciated by Robert Porter, field sales
manager of the Columbia Co., who is at present
making a tour of the Coast territory. Mr. Kantor is a professional aviator with a war record,
and he still clings to the aeroplane, making frequent business trips to Cahfornia cities via the
air route. He carried Mr. Porter as a passenger on a trip to visit the Columbia dealers in the
Sacramento Valley. and the much -traveled sales
manager protests that the aeroplane is the most

enjoyable means of transportation he has yet
experienced.

W. Hamilton a Visitor
W. Hamilton. traveling Victor factory man, is
in San Francisco for a stay of several weeks,
during which he will have a series of heart-toheart talks with the dealers on salesmanship
and other topics kindred to business efficiency.

He will also call on the trade throughout the
State.

G. R. Hughes to Attend Convention
George R. Hughes, secretary of the Wiley B.
Allen Co., is in the East on a business trip and
will attend the Piano Merchants' Convention
while in New York. J. J. Black, treasurer of the
company, expects to accompany the Shriners
on their trip to the Hawaiian Islands after the
national Shriner conclave to be held in San Francisco in June.

News Brieflets
Henry Hauschildt, of the Hauschildt Music Co.,
has left for a business and pleasure trip to New

York with his family.
Sherman, Clay & Co. are increasing the facilities of their store at Vallejo, Cal., by adding
some new demonstration rooms for talking machine records.
Sherman, Clay & Co. are featuring radio concerts this month. Concerts are given daily from

in

Flexlume Signs
The Best Advertising
At Smallest Cost
rf costs only a few cents a
day to operate a Flexhtme
Electric Sign. For this you
get the best advertising in the

world-your name and your
sales story in letters of light
right there where your goods
are sold.
Flexlu
arc day signs as
well as night signs.
They
have greatest reading distance.

lowest ttpkeep cost, most artistic designs.

Let us scuff you a sketch
showing a Resiume to meet
the needs of YOUR particular business.

FLEXLUME CORPORATION
36 LAIL STREET

BUFFALO, N.

Fleirlanses-Electric Signs Mad* Only by the
Flealurne Corporation
lompommonmooMMEML
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For your customers who like good dance

music. "Stumbling," a fox-trot played by Ray
Miller and His Orchestra. The coupling is a
fox-trot medley of old-time favorites played
by The Columbians. A-3611.
Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

the station on the roof of the Fairmont Hotel.
Valter King, who conducted a talking machine
business at 78 Ellis street, has discontinued his
enterprise owing to the demands of his position
as an orchestra conductor.
Twenty-five New Vocalion Dealers
The Sonora Co. since it took the distributing
agency for Vocalion records several months ago
has added twenty-five new dealers to the list
selling this line.
Plans Second Columbia Ad. Campaign
So successful was the first advertising cam-

the city. Dealers in the San Francisco territory
who have recently taken on the campaign are
as follows: Steinhouse & Eaton, Vatsonville:
Blue Bird Drug Co.. San Mateo; Martin Musk
Shop, Palo Alto, and the Hartley Hardware Co.,
Mt. View.
Dealers Interested in New Grafonolas
The introduction of the new Columbia portable
is being received with a great deal of interest on
the Coast. and many orders have already been
sent in for a stock of these machines. The new
console type Grafonolas which
Columbia

Eastern Outfitting Co. on

distributors are exhibiting, but which have not

Columbia Grafonolas and records that plans
have been made for a second campaign which
will cover 756 inches of advertising in the local
papers. Mr. Sireoty, of the Eastern Outfitting
Co., reports phenomenal sales. In fact. he advises that he has sold more Grafonolas in the
last two months than he sold during the year
1921. This has started quite a few of the country dealers running the second campaign in order to tic up the campaign that i. twin': run in

been placed on the market as yet, arc also arousing considerable interest among the dealers. who
eagerly await distrib
.

paign run by

the

CO.OPERATION A BIG FACTOR
to -operation

the keynote of success. Cooperate with your sales force and they will work
in harmony with you. It is impossible to get
maxim
results with minimum team work.
is

SELECTS SONORA AS FIRST PRIZE
Winner in School Contest Chooses Sonora-Lancaster Schools Participate in Successful Mem
cry Contest Which Aroused Great Interest
iANCASTER, PA., June 6.-The Examiner -New
Era, one of the leading newspapers in this city.
recently concluded a most successful memory

contest, which was conducted by the entire school

system of Lancaster County.

This contest had

the complete co-operation of both the county
and school officials, phonographs being installed
in nearly every classroom and tests being given

to the school children by their regular teachers
during school hours. Seven phonographs were
among the prizes donated by different companies
to the winners of the contest. The Shippen
School won the first prize and selected a beautiful

baby grand Sonora as its choice.

BARONESS POPPER SINGS FOR VICTOR
First Record by Mme. Maria Jeritza (Baroness
Popper), Metropolitan Opera Soprano, Offered
in the June Victor Record Supplement

The June record supplement of the Victor
Talking Machine Co. marked the formal introduction and addition to the notable Victor lists
of exclusive Victor artists of Mine. Maria Jeritza.
the new dramatic soprano of the Metropolitan
Opera Co.. who in private life is the Baroness
Popper of Austria. NInie. Jeritza's first record
was "Elsa's Dream," from "Loliengrin." and
"Lautenlied der Marietta" (Song of the Lute).
from the opera "Die Tote Stadt," both of which

*REVD
For the Man Who

demonstrate most forcibly the singer's talents.

Doesn't Know It All

JOHN STEEL IN AKRON
ASCRON. 0., June 1.-Earle Poling, member of the

If you will tell us your connection with the

ii

Windsor -Poling Co., was a member of the Akron

music industry, we will explain how and why
we believe you will find The Review a most
valuable and informative business paper. And

merchants' committee. which this week held a
luncheon at the Hotel Portage, in honor of John
Steel, noted tenor singer. Mr. Steel recently
appeared in a concert at the Akron Armory.
tinder the auspices of the Windsor -Poling Co..
which earlier in the year presented three other

along with our letter we will be pleased to
send the latest copy of the oldest and largest

celebrated artists in concerts.

trade journal covering every branch of the
music industry. Full particulars and sample
copies will also he sent to all prospective

HARMONY OF PURPOSE AND ACTION
Harmony untangles, pacifies, regulates, en-

lightens and uplifts-it sweetens the task and

advertisers.
Subscription rr.c.r..

United Sttes and Mester,. 52.00 per rert Cnria 53.50:
Il other countries. $5.00
Adue rr i ;; ne rotes: on request

r.

Edward Lyman Bill, Inc.
373 Fourth Avenue

New York City

t&rxxsunustrsuzvismszzeuuunnuaguYstisg..E1.55.m.

mellows the day's work. Harmony of purpose
and action is essental to highest efficiency in
any organization. If we keep our hands in harmony with our heads and our heads in harmony
with our hearts we will keep in perfect harmony
with ourselves. for the hearts of all men arc
mostly good.
A. E. Landon. manager of the Toronto branch
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., was a visitor
at Columbia headquarters recently, where he
will confer with H. L. Pratt regarding a Summer
campaign among Canadian Columbia dealers.
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The two -fold appeal

of the Widdicomb
builds new business
Successful merchants everywhere can certify to the two-

fold appeal of Widdicomb

Phonographs in

Period

Design.

For the Widdicomb is not
alone a musical instrument
-it is a charming piece of
fine furniture in period design, a fitting complement
to its companion furniture.

Any home, any room-no
matter how tastefully furnished and decorated - is
enhanced in beauty by a
Widdicomb Phonograph.

Merchants with the

Widdicomb franchise have
found that these two qualities-musical perfection and

beauty of design - have a

PHONOGRAPH
ghe Aristocrat of Phonographs

If you are interested in

Widdicomb Console Phonographs in Period Styles
are faithful interpretations of the best designs of the
The
old masters of the art of wood- fashioning.
artistic cabinet designs and finish are the handicraft
of an organization which for three generations has
enjoyed a reputation for leadership as designers of
fine furniture.

Widdicomb franchise offers

Widdicomb Console models have many distinctive
features of design. Chief among these are divided

direct, forceful appeal to
people of refinement and
taste.

building up your business
with this class of trade, the

you a real opportunity to

stimulate sales and increase
prestige.

Write for catalog and

complete information. Convince yourself that the

Widdicomb has unusual
sales possibilities for you.

top, partitions for albums, automatic stop and patented
tone control. The Widdicomb plays all records. All
Widdicomb models arc now selling at pre-war prices.
New prices range from $90.00 to $260.00.

THE WIDDICOMB FURNITURE COMPANY
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Fine Furniture Designers Since 1865
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SALES COURSE FOR VICTOR DEALERS IN WASHINGTON
Most Resultful Gathering of Victor Dealers in the Nation's Capital, All of Whom Enjoy F. A. l)

lano's Constructive Talks as Well u the Hospitality of the Local Jobber.
WASHINGTON. D. C., June 5.-A four days' sales

course for Victor retailers was held at the City
Club here beginning May 22. tinder the direction of F. A. Delano, of thc Victor Talking Machine Co.

This course was the regular Red Seal

course usually given at the factory in Camden,
but in a slightly condensed version.

boro, N. C.; L. E. Rice, Rice's Music Store, Win
chester, Va.; R. A. Sloop, People's Home
nishing Co., Mooreville, N. C.; Robert L.

ley, Storm & Shipley, Frederick, Md.; D.

I

Odom, Bennettsville, S. C. Washington was rel
resented by the Misses Florence and Rcl:.
Gordon, S. Gordon Music Co.; Mrs. Bat i

A good proportion of the dealers in the territory :were present and much interest and enthusiasm was manifested from start to finish.

Jose E. Espinosa, Louis & Co.; Agnes C. Sexton

An added feature of the course which caused con-

Jones,

siderable interest was a buying and selling contest staged by the dealers attending. The contest

Theo Gannon, Ansell, Bishop & Turner, Inc

drew forth many interesting angles on salesmanship and was intensely instructive. The

Jordan Piano Co.

judges consisted of the executives of the various
Victor distributing houses located in Washington:

Mushake, Wm. Musliakc; Miss M. Drury aunt
K. C. Sexton Co.; Harry A. Chick and Basil 1)
S. Kann Sons Co.; R. W. Fuller

Thos. Kavanagh and Mrs. G. Skinner, Artful]
In addition to the executives a number of tin.
members of the staffs of the local distributor,
took advantage of the course. Those preset:

A Needle with
All the
Sonora Prestige
Behind It
\\'hen you display Sonora

Semi -Permanent Needles

Those Who Attended the Four Days' Sales Course Held at City Club, Washington
were: Miss Mildred R. Miller, S. J. Whi-

F. If. Harris, of Cohen & Hughes; Carl Droop.
Of. E. F. Droop & Sons; Robert C. Rodgers and
191in Fischer, of Rogers & Fischer.
The affair ended up with a dinner party at the
Madrillon,z after which the entire party went to

the Belasco Theatre to see Frances Starr

A. A. Brandt, J. Fred Saunders, of E. F. Di
& Sons; Leslie Lore; Walter H. Son, of Co,.
& Hughes; Charles SAlutIcr, Theodore G. Fresh,
of Rogers & Fischer.

Shop, Baltimore, Md.; Mrs. R. M. Dixon and
hiss 'Hazel Diuguid, Roanoke Talking Machine
Corp., Roanoke, Va.; Mrs. Kenneth Hawkins,

f.rkl; Hirtley & Son Co., Fairmount, W. Va.;
Miss Ellen Benfrow. Royall & Borden, Raleigh,
N. C; Miss Pearl'lfam, Royall & Borden. Golds -

INVENTS VIOLIN FOR RADIO WORK

"Magnifying Violin" Has Horn and Can Bc
Used as Recording Instrument

Radio has caused the invention of a specia:
"magnifying violin." It is the product of Harold
Stern, director of a New York hotel orchestra.
Mr. Stern has been lately broadcasting violin
music from the large stations around New York.
using his invention as the instrument. lie says In
made it especially for this purpose.
The "magnifying violin" is similar to other,
except for the body or sounding box. Instead o:
thc body, there is a cylindrical metal box out (.:
which projects a horn. Whin the bow is drawn
over the string a louder sound is produced than
out of the ordinary violin.
Another surprising feature about thinifying violin" is that it can be used as a
.1.1
ing instrument during the radio concerts. Al:
that need be done is separate the cylindrical
sounding box and horn from the rest of the in
strument and attach it to the telephone re-

BASKET

EXCLUSIVE EDISON SHOP OPENS

Filled with Flowers;
each, 75c; per dozen.
$7.50.

Write to -day for my
SPECIAL CATA-

LOGUE No. 35 of

Flowers,
etc.

MAILED FREE

FOR THE ASKING.

FRANK NETSCHERT
61 Barclay Street

RIN'KFORD, lu-, June 6.-The Dahlin Music Store

the name of a new concern which was recently opened at 1202 Fourteenth avenue, this
is

Vines,

up every package of

onor
rAt

Of OVAt1T

I

Clthli A5

1111.1.

Semi - Permanent

NEEDLES
will play almost an indefinite
number of times, and the'

arc so constructed that

tht:

cannot injure or score the
records. Phonograph owners

will appreciate your recommending them. They arc
just the thing for use with
the record -repeater.

ceivers.

No. 35217

Plants,

back

these splendid needles.

in

"Shore Leave." During the dinner Harry A.
Chick, of S. Kann Sons Co., accompanied on the
prod° by Mrs. G. E. Williams, of J. 13. Bell Co.,
Inc., Lynchburg, Va., gave a splendid exhibition
e!f a very fine tenor voice, singing two popular
ballads in an attractive way. Mrs. Williams was
equal to the occasion, her piano accompaniment
being of the highest order.
Among out-of-town dealers present were: R. D.
Thomas and Miss Ruth Oldham, Darnell &
Thodias Co., Raleigh, N. C.; G. E. Williams,
J. P. Bell Co., Inc., Lynchburg, Va.; Charles E.
Keefer, Kranz -Smith Piano Co., Baltimore, Md.;
G. 'Ralph Shoop, Sitnck's Drug Store, Altoona,
Pa.; Harry. M. Shipley, Frederick, Md.; Fred
Reeves, Andrews Music Store, Inc., Charlotte,
N. C.; Andrew J. Oldcwurtel, Talking Machine

Artificial

there is more than merely the
needle advertising to bring
you sales.
\Il the Sonora
advertising and the reputaof "the highcst class
talking machine in the world"

New York, N. Y.

The store has been handsomely decorated
and is equipped with all the latest incrchandi,
city.

devices.

The Edison line of phonograph.

handled exclusively. Pianos, player -pianos and
other music accessories arc also carried.

If. A. Dunham, proprietor of Dunham'. N111.1,
House, Asheville, N. C., returned last week front
Hot Springs, Ark., with renewed energy for the
future development of his business.

Illionograph

Companp, Inc.
GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON
President

279 Broadway

New York

Canadian Distributors:

I. Mcontaines & Co., Toronto

CAUTION!

Beware of similarly

constructed needles

o' inferior quality
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poser of the "Chinese Lullaby" and other popular numbers, and musical director of Vocalion

RECORDS 200 YEAR 01.D TUNE
intereseng Old Melody Incorporated in Vocalion

Record of "Mother Machrec's Lullaby." by
Musical Director Robt. Hood Bowers
A nett art has been developed in connection
with the musical settings used in the phonograph
recordings of to -day. No longer is thc song or
dance number recorded simply "as is." instead.
sical director racks his brains for some
the
novel way of introducing a bar or two of some
other particularly appropriate piece of music or

records.

CANTON
--4-

Business Uneven-Prospects Im-

A PROGRESSIVE TORONTO DEALER

proving-II Satisfactory Summer

The Adams Furniture Co., of Toronto, Can., Enjoys Rapid Growth Through Aggressive Merchandising and Publicity Methods
1'ONON10, C.

JI NE 15, 1922

June 6.-The Adams Furniture

Co.. Col bia dealer, is probably the largest and
best-known furniture house in this city and
The company has been
possibly Canada.

handling the Columbia line almost ten years.
during which the Grafonola department has enTer the management of
joyed a steaiy growth
N. A. Little.
The Adams Co. had its best year in 1921. Tak-

ing the fullest advAntage of the reduction

in

dels of Grafonolas on the first Saturday after the reduction
was announced, and it has been a small day with
them since when they have sold less than thirty
instruments on a Saturday.
The Adams Furniture Co. is the type of con ecru which believes in taking up every reasonable
suggestion for publicity purposes, and the number of stunts it has put over would, if described,
"fill a book."
prices, it sold seventy-eight floor

Business Is Looked For
Section

Talker

for Seitner - The News

CANTON, 0., June 3.-Although reports gleaned

front the music trades the past week indicate
a general slowing up in the trade, no dealer inttniewcd this week appeared discouraged as to
the future, and in every instance declared that
the let -tip was only temporary and that the
Su lllll cr months held much in store for the trade.
Business as a whole has been satisfactory. ac-

cording to the prominent dealers, and talking
machine sales, in some instances, are ahead of
those a year ago.
Industrially Canton continues strong and people appear to have more money than at any time
iii recent months, but the people have many obligations to meet and within a short time will again
turn their thoughts towards musical instruments,
records and player rolls. Collections are improving each week and a large percentage of the
sales, both talking machine and piano, are for
cash.

Judging front a survey made the past week,

I 7.500 RADIO INCORPORATIONS

Robert Hood Bowers
dt ,,,riloive musical scenery. such as chimes, bird

voices or a saxophone that gives "the merry
ha -ha."

An interesting illustration of this is found in
the new July Vocation record of "Mother Ma three's Lullaby" (An Irish Mother's Love Song>.
which introduces in it a quaint old Irish time over

two hundred years old-just such an old folk
melody as Mother Machree might have sung.
To find just the right tunes and other novelties
to introduce involves considerable research work

on the part of the musical director. who in this
instance i. Robert Hood Bowers. noted coin -

FALL

More than 17.500 incorporation, of radio concerns were filed in twenty States sluice January 1,
according to au estimate gathered from various
State capitals. These aggregate a capitalization
of more than $90.000,000.

NEW YORK CONCERN INCORPORATES
The Stettner Phonograph Corp.. of New York
City, has been granted a charter of incorporation
under the laws of New York State. with a capital of $25,000. Incorporators arc M. Stettncr.
D. Silverman and R. Rosenbery

1922

WINTER

Will be a Winner
for

VICTOR

although sales of the latter are holding up well
in the rural district where practically every local
dealer has a crew of men at work canvassing and
placing machines on trial. The $150 machine
appears to be the best seller at this time.

C. M. Alford, of the Alford& Fryar Piano Co..
reports that talking machine sales, the Cheney
and Starr. arc on a par with those of previous
months, but record sales show a falling off. Country trade is holding up well and sales of machines

in the rural district are helping the month's volume to a great extent.
George Wille, head of the music firm by the
same name, reports that talking machine sales
show a slight falling off in May. and can explain
no reason for the let-up.
The removal of the talking machine department
at the Klein-Heffelman-Zollars Co. from the third
floor to thc rear mezzanine has helped business
wonderfully, according to Mr. Shrake, manager
of this section of the big store.

IL T. Hanmer, new manager at the store of
the J. W. Brown Piano Co., which store sells the
Sonora machine. reports talking machine sales

were fewer in May than the previous months.

products

Summer is the time
to stock up and plan
your sales campaign
We Will Gladly Help

Any Victor Retailer

KNICKERBOCKER
Talking Machine Co., Inc.
VICTOR WHOLESALERS
138 West 124th Street

pianos arc far more active than talking machines,

New York City

He says business with the store during the month
of May has been highly satisfactory and declared
considerable merchandise was moved during the
month.

At thc music section of the William R. Zollinger & Co. store. Manager Pyle. head of the music
department, reported business doubled that of
May, 1921. He says talking machines are moving -

fairly good and that record sales are somewhat
off compared to a year ago. Mr. Erdman. field

representative for the Victor Talking Machine
Co.. was a visitor at the store this week.
Mr. Pyle says the store plans to push the sale

of the new Victor portable machine, which is
built especially for use of the camper. autoist
and canoeist.

The Edison machine is moving along fairly
%veil. according to Manager Rutledge at Rhines'
Edison shop. The Massillon. O., store of this
company is doing very well and business at the
local store is very satisfactory.

D. W. Lerch, head of the D. W. Lerch Piano
Co., one of the largest distributors in the Canton district, says that the piano trade, as well as
the talking machine business during the month
of May was quiet.
The Saner Co.. owner of department stores
here and in many Michigan towns, which recently

acquired the W. E. Davis Co.. at Alliance.

plans to add a talking machine department when

the store is enlarged under the expansion program, it was announced by officials of the concern this week.
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A Real Musical
Instrument
for Children

N
DIAMOND

JUVENILE

Cabinet-Durable Diamond construction throughout. Made from selected
veneers and hardwoods. Built with in

FURNITURE

finite care by experienced cabinet makers.
Height. 24 inches; width, 14
inches; length. 28 inches.

installed with the Diamond
Console makes the kind of
booth that exerts a powerful influence on the sale of

Finish-Enameled in French Blue and
Washable

finish.

Motor-Heineman

motor

Ivory.
grille.

Blue

silk

Durably
juvenile records.
made and beautifully enam-

-cut gears-east framefully guaranteed-removable motor board.
T

eled in two finishes, French
grey and ivory. High finish
Also
is easily kept clean.
makes an attractive window

Die

m

cast-nickel

plated-Artois reproducer.

Turntable - Special

9 -inch

faced-plays
record

63

display.

felt
all

10 -inch

or smaller. Particularly adapted

11 children's
records, including
to

Bubble Books.

List Price,
$25.00 each

Six machines
or over,
Less

$15.00 ea.
than six

machines,
$16.50 ea.

DIAMOND JUVENILE CONSOLE
Why has this great little machine

become an overnight success?
lst-because it is the first practical talking machine for
children. Perfect juvenile proportions- substantially constructed- beautifully finished-plays all records up to 10 inch and has exquisite tone. Reasonably priced and sells
without effort.

2nd-because it is the basis for an ideal juvenile boothattracts interest of children and parents-creates a wonderful selling "atmosphere"
children's records.

and

stimulates

sales

of

3rd-because it offers dealers generous returns on their

I

investment. Six machines at $15, cost $90 and sell for $150.
This is $60.00 profit on small outlay and turnover is rapid.
Models on display at New York Show Room
A few good territories still open to JobbersWrite for Particulars

Six

pieces, as

illustrated,
$17.50
F.O.B.

The Diamond Products Corporation
25 West 43rd Street, New York

Factories-Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, N. Y.
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TOLEDO
OptiurisIn in the Trade GrowsGreene Co. Plans Improvements-.1ctivities of the Month
TOLF100, 0, June 6.-Talking machine and record merchants arc decidedly optimistic and visualize the immediate future as holding many opportunities. The recent appearance of John Steel

Victrolas. The total sales volume for 1:022 exceeded that of last year, and the May total for

1921 was reached before the 20th of May, 1922,
according to A. J. Pete, department manager.
During his Toledo stay John Steel autographed

230 records at an afternoon appearance at the
Lion store. These were readily sold. About 500
persons crowded into the department on that occasion to see him. He was also a guest at the
weekly luncheon of the Rotary Club, where he
sang several selections.

An incident in connection with the Steel con-

Mother's Day was observed in a special manner at the Lion Store. Each package of Mother
records contained a beautiful gift card bearing
one of these sentiments: "With love and all
good wishes to my dear mother," or "With best
love to the best mother." Memorial Day was
also commemorated with appropriate selections

ct rt illustrates his popularity. After the performance Chaplain MaeLane, who saw overseas service. presented him with a large bouquet of daisies.
the gift of local American Legion Posts. This
was in recognition of the pleasure given 300

An epidemic of reducing has seized the stout
women of Toledo and vicinity. The Colonel's
Lady and Judy O'Grady arc both victims of the
malady. As a result of the demand for 1Vallace

in concert at the Coliseum and later as a radio
Lroadcasting star did much to stimulate the
ale of his records. Practically every store in
the city benefited from these events.

homeless soldiers last Thanksgiving, when Mr.

Steel sang several songs at a dinner given for
the boys.

The Toledo Talking Machine Co. is experiencing a gratifying volume of May sales. The
demand for the four Victor specials which went
on

on

sale

the

20th,

and

the extra

special.

"Stumbling" and "Georgia," released for the 26th.
is

brisk.

The numbers arc pronounced very

pleasing and have caught the popular fancy, according to Chas. H. \Vomeldorff, general manager.

The J. W. Greene Co., talking machine dealer,
has plans formulating for a complete remodeling
of the record and talking machine section,
says Manager Kopf. The work will start at
an early date in order that it may be completed
in time for Fall trade. It is the intention to con-

vert this division into one of the finest departments of its kind in this section of the State.
The Lyradion line of radio instruments has been
added to the talking machine department and
will be exploited in a big way.
At Grinnell Bros.. Miss Mary Baumann, long
manager of the music roll department, has been
placed in charge of the record section. This
promotion is in line with the policy of the house
to advance workers from those inside rather than
go outside the organization for material. R. C.
Elwell. manager of the Victrola department reports a favorable volume of May sales.
The Lion Store Victrola department is experii.factory tit mand for horizontal
<in nig a very
-

and assortments of records.

ducting an advertising campaign which has for
its main object the assisting of outside salesmen
in closing talking machine sales. The Jewett and
Sonora arc featured. H. G. Pulfrcy, sales man-

ager, reports a considerable betterMent in collections with a corresponding increase in record
sales.

The Whitney, Blaine & \Vildermuth Co. has
purchased the Victrola stock and good -will of
the department of the Wm. B. Duck Co. The
\V. -B. & W. Co. is about to move into its fine
new upstairs store in the heart of the shopping
district on Adams street. The acquiring of this
Victrola agency gives the company a very complete line of high-grade pianos, players.and talking machines and makes it an even greater factor
in the local musical merchandise field than heretofore.

The B. H. Broer Co., South Side, Brunswick
dealer, reports new activity in records and machines. Railroad employes form a large part

enrolled in these and arc daily trying to lose
surplus weight. In order to add zest and wide

of the clientele of this house.
Rae & Maxwell, Columbia, Vocation and Jewett dealers are exploiting portable machines

to the work a prize of $10 will be
awarded to the lady succeeding in losing the
most pounds of flesh. Many prominent members of society and women widely known locally
are enrolled in the classes and arc working earnestly to lose a pound a day for the next three
weeks, which is in accordance with the promise
of the promoters. Miss Adalync Johnson, of the
Wallace Reducing Record Co., and Mrs. Grace
Foster, of the Lion Store, are in charge of the

interest

broaden its usefulness, arrangements have been
completed whereby the News -Bee, an afternoon

under the caption: "Summer Time Is Nature's
Music Time." A. E. Rae. reports good results.
The Columbia portable Grafonola is featured.
Among the records favored arc: "Jimmy, if You
Knew," "Some Sunny Day," "Doo Dad Blues"
and the Bert NVilliams selections "Not Lately"
and "You Can't Trust Nobody."
The Record Shop reopened its :newly decorated and equipped store with much 'splendor
recently. On account of fire the shop was.
obliged to curtail operations some time ago, but
with the shop again functioning in all departments several additions to the sales force will

newspaper, will work in conjunction with the

be made.

work.

Moreover, in order to further this effort and

Lion Store and send out via Radio a Wallace reducing record lesson each week for the next five
weeks.

Madison

The

Music

Shoppc

is

about

to

launch a drive on portable machines for camp
and Summer resort use. Kenneth Rickel states.
The Nfodernola, with complete equipment, will
Another addition to the line of
be featured.
talking machines is the Sonora, and this instrument will be exploited in an early campaign.
Grubbs Music Shoppe is coupling its efforts
with the radiophone. Concerts arc held cart
pool, at 12 o'clock and every evening at 7:30

Model "E" Table Phonograph
The Greatest Value on the Market

IATE

These are so popular that many persons come in
and make a purchase in order that they may more
freely enjoy the concert. It is felt that this device is an excellent advertising medium.
Frank H. Frazelle, Adams street dealer, is con-

reducing records, and the interest in the exercises,
the Victrola department has organized three
afternoon classes. About 300 robust women arc

The General Phonograph Mfg. Co.

M
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Brunswicks are featured.

The Goosman Piano Co. has purchased the
stock of the local Starr Piano Co. factory branch'
store. The lease on the Starr location does not
expire until July 1, and for that reason no definite announcement as to the disposal of that store

is forthcoming at this time. However, much of
the stock will be disposed of through a gigantic
clearance sale, which will start at once.

The new owners will act as Starr agents for
Toledo and vicinity. Gennett talking machines
and records will be widely featured through advertising and promotion work. The Goosman
Piano Co. will be incorporated with Fred N.
Goosman as president.

This Starr change is in line with the new
policy of the factory to dispbse of many branch
It is stated on good authority that a
stores.

similar plan will be followed in other districts.
The Cleveland district, in addition to Toledo,
Akron, Canton and Mansfield is affected. C. E.
Everingliam. manager of the Starr branch, has
joined the Chicago Starr sales organization.
The Da-Lite Electric Display Co.. North Erie
street, announces the following panel releases

for June: "California- and "Rosy Posy," two
dub Royal Orchestra numbers, and "Pick Mc

t'p and Lay Mc Down ill Dear Old Dixieland,"
sung by the Peerless Quartet.
The A. B. Taggart Co.. successors to the Ignaz
Fischer Music House, has inaugurated a record

approval service with a two-day trial pr.vilege.
The plan is being developed through a direct

Moreover, this,..house has become distributor for Toledo and vicinity of the
Radiola, a newly invented and simplified radiophone. It looks like a cabinet phonograph and
is said to be easier to operate than a talking machine. It is sold installed with the Brunswick.
The sales appeal will be directed to the better
class of buyers, and it will be sold for cash. Roy
mail campaign.

New Model "F."

Plays Ali Makes of Records

Superior Tone Quality

Write for our Proposition

The General Phonograph Mfg. Co., Elyria, Ohio

Thorpe is in charge of the development work and
will direct sales promotion efforts.
The LaSalle & Koch Co. Victrola Shop, in

charge of R. 0. Danforth, reports considerable
sales activity in May, efforts being directed towards closing contracts for Victrola combina(Continued on page 66)
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The Lyradion Console

Lyradion dealers and jobbers are "saying it with
orders"-some choice territory still available
The Lyradion radio line offers dealers and jobbers a
wide range of sales opportunities. Every owner of a
Westinghouse set is a logical prospect for a Lyradion
cabinet in one of the attractive models shown on this
page. Every radio enthusiast who has not purchased a

Lyradion cabinets are equipped with the famous Seabrook loud speaker horn and amplifyer, capable of reproducing radio music with the same clarity and purity of tone
that characterized its original broadcasting and in sufficient
volume to enable a whole roomful to listen in at once.

set is a prospect for a Lyradion non -regenerative receiving set and cabinet complete.

To the jobber or dealer the Lyradion line offers opportunities for quick turnover and volume sales. There
is still some choice territory open for allotment-prompt
action is necessary if you are interested in representing
this exclusive and popular line in your locality. Write
or wire for full particulars.

The demand for radio is immediate and world widethe Lyradion line represents radio in its highest state of
development-a complete line of models suitable for the
modest as well as the most pretentious homes and clubs,

The Lyradion Console
Combination Radio and Phonograph
All instruments. baneries, etc.. completely housed
and. out of sight. Wired for Westinghouse "set- or

complete with Lyndon non regenerative receiving
set.

Equipped with Seabrook loud speaker horn and

amphfyer.

The Lyradion Italian Renaissance
Combination Radio and Phonograph
A beautiful hand carved cabinet in polychrome
finish suitable for large homes and clubs. Wired for
Westinghouse "set- or complete with Lyradion non regenerative receiving set. Equipped with Seabrook
loud speaker horn and amplifyer. Limited number
ready for delivery now.

The Lyradion Models A, B & C
Radio only
Equipped with Seabrook loud speaker horn and am Permanently wired to completely house a

player.

Westinghouse "set- or complete with Lyradion non.
regenerative receiving set.

Ready now.

Lyradion Sales & Engineering
Company
Lyradion
Model A, B

C

which is plant No. 5 of Dodge Mfg. Company
KENYON W. MIX.
AWAKA, INDIANA

Director

Lyradion

Ren'ti_)1tico
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HAPPENIN(iS I\ THU -11/1 FIV1 FR

DIRECT FACTORY PRICE-JUST MENTION THE QUANTITY
The appeal is made to persons of the
middle class. The June bride is receiving special attention, also folks moving into new home
!Rms.

The J. \V. Rowlands Co.. of Lima. furniture
dealer, celebrated the opening of its fine e
store on the Public Square with a banquet in
evening to visiting representatives of manilla.
turers and jobbers. For this event J. \V. Row,
lands came front his Hollywood. Cal.. home. Hi,
son. W. D. Rowlands. is general manager of the
enterprise. Coincident with the opening was the
thirtieth anniversary of the house. At the banquet in the Barr Hotel guests and visitors delivered short addresses. The Victrola department. which is among the finest in the city. isituated on the first floor and is easily accessible.

The service counter and demonstration booths
are in close proximity. The decorative scheme
is old ivory throughout. The new building is
three stories and basement and has been espec;ally arranged for the needs of a growing business. Souvenirs were given to the 6,000 persons
visiting the store on the opening day. Music was

also a feature.

R. D. Malcolm. Flint, Mich.. has moved his
general music house to 134 and 136 East Kearsly street, a large three-story structure. This is
a marked improvement over the former location
and a fine increase in sales is looked for at a con 5! quence. The talking machine department is
on the main floor. There arc seven full-length
plate glass demonstration booths 'and excellent
service record racks. The store ranks second
to none in the city. Interior decorations are

French gray and ivory and the wood finish is
The whole presents a very attrac-

mahogany.

tive appearance.

Frank H. Frazelle has returned from a buying
trip to the Chicago market.
Chas. H. Womeldorff will attend the convention of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers, which will he held week of June
11 at the Aunba:,.ador 11 r, 1. \ tlantic City.

t,ASTINGS TURNTABLES

MOTORS

TONE ARMS
REPRODUCERS

MOTOR FRAMES
Grey Iron
TUNE ARMS
and Brass for HORNS end THROATS

Direct Quantity Importations On

Stylus Bars
Screw Machine Parts
Talking Machine Hardware
JEWEL and STEEL (Bulk or Packed)
PHONOGRAPH NEED!. ES

GENUINE RUBY BENGAL MICA

D. R. DOCTOROW

Vanderbilt Are. Bldg.
51 EON .12nd Street, New York

Tel. Vanderbilt sibe
Murray Hill Boo

VICTOR FINANCIAL REPORT IMPRESSES BUSINESS WORLD
Bankers and Financial Men Accept Statement as Indicating the Stability of the Talking Machine
Industry-Figures Quoted Most Favorably in the Newspapers

That the annual balance sheet of the Victor
Talking Machine Co. issued recently and which
emphasized so strongly the enviable position of
that company not only in the matter of production. but in the matter of financing, has made a
great impression in business circles generally, and

particularly in financial circles and among bankers, is indicated by the number of newspapers
that have felt called upon to comment favorably
upon the report and its significance.

There was a time not so many months ago
certain bankers were inclined to look
askance at the talking machine business and its
when

They witnessed a number of the
smaller companies liquidating their business or
possibilities.

going to the wall and found that there were many

concerns that could not be regarded as strong
financially or with prospects that were calculated to invite credit.
The statement of the Victor Co. has unques-

cannot be overestimated in the development of
business.

The statement of Eldridge R. Johnson, president of the Victor Co.. regarding the 1922 prospects for business, backed as it is by the financial report of the company, has had wide circulation and has done much to impress those out-

side the industry with the present and future

possibilities of the talking machine trade.

In commenting upon the excellent progress
made by the Victor Co. in the face of unusual
conditions a number of writers in the financial
and daily papers are taking occasion to call atten-

tion to the manufacturing policies of the Victor
Co. in reducing record prices and improving machines, as %veil as the company's consistency in
the matter of advertising. There is no question

but that this volume of favorable comment will
react directly to the advantage of the industry as
a whole.

t:onably done much to rewin the confidence of the

banking interests in the talking machine industry. It has shown that the talking machine business properly conducted can be maintained on
a sound money -making basis and the effect of
t
d
the trade a- a whole

The E. G. Hays Co.. of Pittsburgh, Pa., has
been incorporated in that State for the manufacture and sale of musical instruments, with a
capital of $50,000. incorporators are E. G. Hays
:mil C. II. Wilt.

A New Model in the Natural
Voice Line
tom,

To the models already manufactured to meet the needs of
the trade we have added this
new style.

The NATURAL VOICE is

STSO

H37W40D23

a high -quality product selling
at a popular price. It is a complete line including several
period models.

Manufactured by ex p er t
cabinet makers it has achieved
a position of prominence as a
sales creator and profit maker.

Also a Full Line of

Cabinets Without
Equipment.

Write for Prices
It will pay you to investigate
our proposition.
STS3
H 37 W4013 23

S T9
H 50 W 2 3 D 2 4
The New Style No. 9 is worth). roltlitton to thi
complete line

Natural Voice Phonograph Co.
ONEIDA, NEW YORK
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QUALITY
Counts More Than Ever

Motor
The Famous Motor of Quality
Noiseless, powerful, steady
and continuous
In these times of keenest competition,
Machines equipped with

HEINEMAN

QUALITY MOTORS
will utt,ariably ue

Life

wumers.

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN, Pres.

25 West 45th Street

HEINEMAN

New York

MEISSELBACH

........
,0
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Bostox. Mass., June 5.-The month of

May

made a much better showing than some in the
trade had looked for. It was an unusual period
so far as good weather went, and that is a factor that must be reckoned with when it comes
to business prospects. Salesmen got on the
track of many desirable prospects and, while
some good sales followed, there are enough ahead

to warrant the trade at large in taking hope that
the late Summer and early Fall are bound to see
Not a few houses were
able to report, and, with a degree of satisfaction,
that the May business was considerably in admuch improved business.

vance of that for April, and there were others.
too. which could honestly say it was better than
the same month a year ago. so that in either case
there was food for encouragement.

Frank S. Horning Puts It Over
No one can doubt Frank S. Morning's ability

to "put over" anything he starts

to do.

The

head of the Frank S. Horning Co., as president
of the New England Music Trade Association,
has already presided over two luncheons at the
Engineers' Club. and at each there was a creditably large attendance. In fact, at the first
one there were so many that the luncheon was
late in getting started. At the first luncheon
Dan Sullivan, of the C. C. Harvey Co., kept the
company entertained during the early part of
the luncheon with piano selections; and at the
second luncheon the pianist was Arthur Morse,
of the Colonial Piano Co. Much credit must be
given to the committee of three which co-

operated with Mr. Horning in getting up the
For the next luncheon, which
has been postponed until after the New York
convention, the committee consists of Jerome
luncheon details.

Murphy, of the M. Steinert Co; Walter uillis.
a Victor dealer, and Leonard M. Wright. The
program mapped out for the New England
Music Trade Association by way of getting the
members together has started off most auspiciously and with good speakers as they have
had at the two luncheons there is no reason why
the organization should not be one of the leaders

among music clubs of the country. President
Horning is urging every member to bring another music man to the next luncheon.
Hallet & Davis Phonograph Grows in Favor
It is now two months since the Hallet &
Davis talking machine has been out and in that
time it is astonishing to those close to this product to note the extent to which it has been given
attention by the trade. That it is going to be
a good seller is now proved to be a fact. No
sooner were the samples out than there was a
call for them from remote sections of the
country, and letters began to pour in to the

of the company have been most successful in
introducing the instrument among its following.
Mapping Out an Organization
R. 0. Ainslie, that indefatigable worker in the
field of music, is now mapping out an organization which will include two special talking machine salesmen for handling this product in New
England. Owing to Mr. Ainslie's increased duties incident to his activities in the new national
advertising and merchandising campaign which
the Hallet & Davis Co. has recently launched, it
has been necessary for him to organize an efficient talking machine department which will be
under his immediate supervision.

The company

arranged for a very complete display of its talking machines at the Hot'el Commodore, New
York, during the big music trade convention, and
there also was a full line of samples at the company's New York offices on the fifth floor, 18 East
Forty-second street.

By way of indicating the tone of the com-

Hallet & Davis offices, all these communications

munications that have been received by the Hal -

of a highly commendatory character, some of
these communications telling of sales that had

let & Davis Co. touching its new product, let
the trade read the following from the Daynes-

been made shortly after the receipt of the
samples. These same dealers immediately wired

Beebe Music Co., at Salt Lake City, Utah. under
date of May 20:

a consignment of goods and there were
urgent calls, too, for the privilege of controlling
exclusive territory for the handling of these
talking machines. The company very naturally
was not in too much haste to allot territory, as
it wanted to get the best representation possible
everywhere. Now, however, there are well established agencies on the Pacific Coast and in
the Western and Middle \Vest Field, all of them
under the management of dealers whose reputation is of the highest. The regular roadmen

"I want to take this occasion to say to you

for

/sop I,-

that we are very much delighted with the three
sample Hallet & Davis phonographs sent us.
They just arrived to -day, and we are all charmed.
The tone seems to be as near perfect as it is
possible for mechanism to make it. I congratu-

late you upon having achieved such signal distinction. Let's hope that the splendid instruments that you have made will quickly become
popular, and that the sales will be in harmony
(Continued on page 68)
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The New England Victor dealer has kept step with the progress of his
community, and in many instances is just a few steps ahead of his
brother merchants in other lines. New England is fast regaining its place
as this country's most prosperous territory, and Victor dealers are sharing
in this prosperity.
As

Cr essey & Allen are

heretofore,

admirably equipped to offer 100% service and
co-operation of the New England Victor dealer.

CRESSEY & ALLEN
PORTLAND, MAINE
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with the standard of the machine.'' This spontaneous tribute was greatly appreciated.
Merging of Thomas and Vocation Stores
No.. 190-192 Boylston street hereafter will be
knovv
as \'ocalion Hall instead of the Vocation
as heretofore. The new house represents
the combination of two well-known music centers, the old Vocation and the Edison Shop, formerly the music department of the F. H. Thomas
which was farther out on Boylston street.
Nth,. instead of the \'ocalion headquarters now
confining itself to the well-known instruments
of that name, the Edison line also will be carried and under the new arrangements one may
find the very best models of both lines, some
being the very latest in console types. Besides
the Edison and \'ocalion talking machines. it is
the plan of the concern operating the New Vocation Hall to carry pianos and reproducing
pianos, and of course, a full line of records. The
quarters are under the management of \V. E.
Birdsall. formerly manager of the Edison Shop
at the Thomas Co., at which place he has had a
long and valuable experience. In the manage.
ment he will be assisted by Charles Foote. who
has been connected with the \'ocalion Co. for
Some time. It is understood that there will be
%cry few changes in the personnel of the new
house, the leading members of the sales force
being retained. E. M. Wheatley. whom Mr.
Birdsall succeeds, has gone back to New York.
where he continues in the employ of the Arol'auVocalion Co. at its New York headquarters.

couraging, better than in some time, in fact, and
as they viewed the situation everything pointed
to greatly improved business in the Fall. A con
signment of the new Queen Anne Sonora models
was received here a short time ago and all the

Makes Survey of New England Field

toward the middle of May was to make a study
of the business situation in New England and
in company with Ilarry Spencer, of Kraft. Bates
& Spencer. New England distributors of the
Brunswick, he visited a number of the leading
places in Maine and other of the adjacent states,
including, of course. the principal cities in. Mas-

'Manager Joe Burke. of the Musical Supply &
Equipment Co., lately entertained President J.
0. Morris, of the company, and the two made a
careful survey of the New England field. which
is now entirely in Mr. Burke's hands. Mr. Morris's visit here followed his return from the Virginia Hot Springs. where he had spent several
weeks.
Both President Morris and Manager

Burke found the local field looking very en-

JUNE 15 1932

An Antidote for
Summer Dullness
IS FOUND IN

"LONG QUALITY" CABINETS
"PEERLESS" ALBUMS

instruments were quickly taken by the large
stores which handle the Sonora, including the

They are both good all -year -'round
sellers. If you do not already carry
these lines. write today to

Jordan Marsh Co., which annually disposes of
a number of them. This new type of Sonora

L. W. HOUGH

has a new style of tone arm and new tone
chamber as special features. The portable So
auras which have proved very popular since introduced are in great demand among the (healers.

New England Representative

20 SUDBURY STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

E. B. Shiddell With General Phonograph Corp.
E. B. Shiddell, head of the company bearing
his name, is no longer associated with the Boston talking machine industry, having accepted
a position as general manager of the distribution
division of the General Phonograph Corp. The
Outing line which Mr. Shiddell has lately been
carrying here for the New England territory has

talking machine dealers, which was different
front what he had found in the Northwest. Hr
thinks the local field is ready for a big t,00m

been taken over by Arthur Erisman, of

June

in talking machines of the best makes, and speak-

ing for his own product, the Brunswick, he said
that by the time December is reached it should
prove in volume of business to be much greater

Mr. Hutchings left Boston on
and carried back with him some optimistic views of the future of business in New
than was 1921.

the

irafonola Co. of New England and will be hanfrom his retail store in Avery street
The Shiddell headquarters in the Pope building
on Columbus avenue will be continued for a few
treks by John Connelly, lately associated with
Shiddell, pending the final transfer of the goods.
A Popular Brunswick Visitor
A welcome visitor in town off and on for several weeks has been \V. C. Hutchings, assistant
general sales manager for the Brunswick line.

England and of the up-to-date manner in which
Harry Spencer is handling the Brunswick in his
territory.
Fred E. Mann Talks in Dartmouth College
Fred E. Mann, wholesale manager of the Columbia Co, during May went to Dartmouth
College and gave one of his interesting talks on
the Columbia's merchandising and distributing
methods. While in Hanover Mr. Mann was the
guest of Harry R. Wellman, professor of marketing in the Amos Tuck School of Business
Administration. Mr. Nlann has lately finished a
successful tour among the Columbia agencies
in Rhode Island and Connecticut territory. Mr.
Mann found all the dealers in a more hop:ful
mood than for some time, and all were imbued
with the belief that the talking machine industry
was on the eve of quite a substantial boom. In
the record line he reports that there has been
a very heavy demand for the Columbia's latest

dled by

His

purpose

sachusetts-

in

coining

here

front

Chicago

Mr. Hutchings' trip was an emi-

nently successful one and he was surprised every-

where he went to note the general attitude of
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KRAFT -BATES ANDS PENCER /NC
NEW ENGLAND DISTRIBUTORS
of

It?
PHONOGRAPHS AND RECORDS.

Brunswick Advantages to the Dealer
Among the business -building helps which belong to the Brunswick dealer the
very day he takes on the line is the Brunswick Dealer's Finance Plan.

We will be glad to explain this Plan to you by mail or in person.
It is radically different from any other arrangement for handling instalment

paper with which you may now be familiar.
While it is a brand-new idea to most phonograph dealers, it has been in operation with Brunswick dealers long enough to have e3tablished its money -making
value.

We will be glad to mail you the full details, in the form of a booklet, upon
request.

KRAFT - BATES

AND

SPENCER, Inc.

1265 Boylston Street
Steel Needles

NFW ENGLAND DISTRIBUTORS
Motrolas
Record Brushes

Boston, Mass.
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THE TRADE IN BOSTON AND NEW ENGLAND ---(Continued from page 68)
numbers, especially in the better class of dance
pieces.

Unico Booths in New Brunswick Shop
The new Brunswick shop at 60 Washington
street. Salem, has closed a contract with the
Unit Construction Co. for the installation of a
series of artistic booths and when these are in,
the store will be. ready for a grand opening
which is to take place on July 20 and 21. Carl
Fenton's orchestra has been secured for these

turned his attention to developing the export
trade and a marked increase has been shown in
this department. The Boston end of the company's new Virtuolo publicity and merchandising campaign rests in the hands of Mr. Cotter.
His numerous friends throughout the trade have

business.

Value of Steinert Service Department
The service department which the M. Steinert
Co. maintains for the benefit of its Victor deal-

two days and concerts will he given each evening.

ers

It is planned to make this shop one of the most
attractive Brunswick headquarters in the East.
Odell Brothers are the managers, and on the
opening day they plan to entertain among
others Harry Spencer, the New England manager of the wholesale Brunswick department,
and other Brunswick representatives hereabouts.
New Posts for Hallet & Davis Co. Executives
The recent announcement by the Hallet &
Davis Piano Co. of the advancement of John
L. Cotter to the office of vice-president and
treasurer of the company, and of R. 0. Ainslie
to the office of secretary, has been received with

much gratification by the many trade friends
of the two men.
In both cases the promotion is well deserved
Mr. Cotter not only has had long experience
with the Flatlet & Davis Co, but in the field of
merchandising his years of service have made
him an invaluable factor in the company's interests, and he is. besides, one of the best-known

piano men in the field.

Never too busy to keep his fingers on the
pulse of business conditions, he has a very keen

insight into the situation from coast to coast.
Up to a few years ago Mr. Cotter spent considerable of his time on the road and developed
the big business of the company in the Middle
\Vest and Pacific Coast, and even now, despite
his busy Boston departments, finds time to take
the long trip occasionally. Recently Mr. Cotter

Mr. Ainslie is hard at work assisting in putting
over the publicity and merchandising end of the
business. A strong believer in quality, with an
enthusiasm to keep things moving, this young
man bids fair to make a name for himself in the
rapid development of the Hallet & Davis

is constantly getting new recognition and

there is not a day that its usefulness is not
proved. There are three salesmen, all of them

competent men who have taken the course at

R. O. Ainslie
not been slow to congratulate Mr. Cotter on the
honor of the new office.
Mr. Ainslie belongs to the younger generation
of piano men, but so rapid has been his progress
that an unusual interest is focused on him. For
the past few years he has acted as treasurer and
his appointment as secretary comes as 110 surprise to those who have come in contact with
his work. Joining the company about seven
years ago, he has devoted his attention largely
to the machine division and he is responsible

the
at

for bringing forth the flatlet & Davis macl
and has received commendation from all quar

rioblems perta

tern for its unusually high quality.
Having established a complete organiiatiom

John L. Cotter

\ i.tor factory. whose services are always
the disposal of the dealers, and they are
regularly approached on all sorts of difficult
g to salesmanship and other
matters which they seem able to unravel to the
(Continued on fay; 70)

H E proof of the pudding

1- is in the eating and the
proof of Steinert service is

to be found in the Victor

TV

retailers using it.

Steinert service consists
of the distribution of Victor
merchandise plus. Covered by the word plus

is the genuine sales co-operation that mere
words cannot describe.

Our unswerving policy is to protect

to

develop-to serve to the limit of our ability
the Victor retailers of New England already
established.

M. STEINERT & SONS
35 Arch Street,i Boston
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der Co.. which big house sponsors the Brunswick talking machine. was in Boston toward
the latter part of May, making his headquarters
at the Hotel Touraine. He was here in regard
to the other interests of the company outside of
the talking machine industry.
Shoemaker Attends Nutting Opening

HORTON-GALLO-CREAMER

Herbert Shoemaker, wholesale manager of the
Eastern Talking Machine Co.. was one of those
to be entertained by Bill Nutting on the occasion
of the big opening of the Nutting retail store at
Nashua, N. H., on May 22. Mr. Shoemaker
returned with a pronounced conviction that
Bill's reputation as an entertainer was well

VKI0115[RVICEMAL1511

earned.

has made its bow to the trade and with 1,000
copies spread broadcast at the New York convention this little house organ of the Hallet &
Davis Co. ought to be pretty well known by the

Our Aim

time the second number is issued. Page three
is devoted entirely to a consideration of the
company's talking machine proposition. In a

"To make two blades of
grass grow where one
grew before."

review of the business for the past six years,
it is noted that during the war many new concerns sprang up because the recognized companies could not supply the demand, and this

We offer the Victor retailer
our specialized services in sell-

NEW HAVEN

Mr. Nutting had a fine display of Vic-

trolas at the opening.
The Hallet & Davis Salesman
"The Hallet & Davis Salesman- of six pages

ing more Victor Merchandise.

comment is made:

"The public seemed to be too busy to care

CONNECTICUT
satisfactIon of all concerned.

it is the Steinert

Co.'s purpose to make this one of its most
valuable departments.

Stone in Charge of Iver Johnson Store
One would not recognize the interior of the
Tremont Talking Machine Co.'s store at 177
Tremont street now that the Iver Johnson
Sporting Goods Co. has taken it over for a
general ripping out of fixtures. It is now under
way preparatory to general remodeling. The
ground floor will be devoted to sporting goods,
but the entire second floor will be reserved for

the Victor product, and this department will
be in charge of Edgar Stone, who has been
with the Iver Johnson Co. for some time and
is familiar with the Victor line.
Great Campaign for Strand Phonograph
Arthur Erisman continues to have phenomenal success with the Strand instrument, which
he

is

introducing throughout New England.

Besides Arthur Chamberlain. who has been devoting his attention outside to this line. Mr.
I risman now has Henry Pdakebrone'

been with him for some tinie; and lie is f...usMg his attention on the Strand in the field.
There are a number of large houses which Mr.
Erisman has signed up with for carrying the
Strand.

Outing Line With Grafonola Co.
The Grafonola Co. of New England. of which
Arthur Erisman is the head, has taken over the
Outing line, for which it now has the exclusive
rights for the New England territory. This

is the line lately handled by the E. B Shiddell
The Grafonola Co. has also taken over the
Cameo records. which comprise a rather large
catalog of numbers.
Attended Convention by Motor
Kenneth Reed, wholesale manager of the Victor department of the M. Steinert Co.. is planCo.

ning to motor over the road on the occasion
of the Victor convention. It is possible Robert
Steinert may also go over by automobile.

Thomas M. McHale a Visitor
Thomas M. McHale. general counsel

and

credit manager for the Brunswick-Balke-Colleq-

whether the tone was right or whether the cabinets looked well in the home. Since the war,
however, people have become more discriminating; they demand quality, yes, the very best, and
at the right price. In the past two years we
have seen hundreds of different phonographs
fall by the wayside and completely disappear;
there was no place for them. When the storm

cleared away there were left only four or five
well-known makes. Why did they survive? Because they were quality instruments and had
been nationally advertised."

There are four cuts of the models of Hallet
& Davis machines and several testimonials are
reprinted. The whole sheet is a credit to the
house in every detail. The editor of the publication ought to be made known. He is J. A.
Mango, who has some rather clever advertising
ideas up his sleeve. lie has lately associated

himself with the Hallet & Davis Co. and is
To Handle Publicity for Retail Stores

John A. Davis. formerly vice-president of the
John J. Morgan Advertising Agency, Inc.. which
has for many years handled the advertising of
the American Felt Co. and the Boston Piano Supply Co.. has embarked in business for himself

Announcing Price Reductions
of
Perfection" Edison Attachments
and

"Perfection" Reproducers
The "Perfection" Flexi-Tone Edison Attachment (No. 4 and No. 7)
as illustrated. attached to all types of Edison Disc Machines, makes the
most perfect attachment available for playing all makes of lateral cut
records requiring steel. tungstone or fibre needles. Only first quality
mica diaphragms used in "Perfection" reproducers, giving clear, natural
tone.
The horizontal balljoint and direct uplift construction give
freedom of movement so that attachment may be used with or without
lever, giving excellent results.
Retail price $9.00 Gold. $8.00 Nickel.
The "Perfection" Pur-l-Tone Edison Attachment (No. 6 Universal)
plays All makes of records on New Edison Disc Machine.
Retail price $10.00 Gold. $9.00 Nickel.
The "Perfection" Edison Attachment (No. 4 and No. 2) plays all makes
lateral cut records on New Edison Disc Machine.
Retail price $7.00 Gold or Nickel.
The "Perfection" Pur-I-Tone Reproducers to play all makes hill and

The "Perfection" Flexi-Tone Reproducers to play all makes
lateral cut records on Victor and Columbia Machines.
Retail Price $6.00 Gold. $5.00 Nickel.

The "Perfection" Pur-I-Tone Reproducers to play all makes
hill and dale records on Columbia Machines.
Retail price $6.50 Gold. $5.00 Nickel.
Retail Price $6.00 Gold. $5.00 Nickel.
NOTE-Special Discounts to Dealers, also Quantity Prices on Request

dale records on Victor Machines.

New England Talking Machine Co.

a

aluable addition to the staff.

16-18 Beach St., Boston, Mass.
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Record Sales
Are an important part of

Victor dealer's

a

business.
We realize the importance of

proper record service to the
retailer and have given
special attention to this
section of our service.

Prompt service, large

stocks,

and

intimate
knowledge of both the New
an

England territory and the
general catalog make

/

Eastern Service well worth
investigating.

eNGLOO

The Eastern Talking Machine Co.
85 Essex Street

Boston, Mass.

Wholesale Exclusively

7///7/// 1

\\\\\\

I

unit offices in the Old South Building. Mr.
Davis will maintain complete publicity service
for retail stores and will also provide service for
advertising agents and publishers in typographical lay -out service. Another important phase
of his service will be editorial and make-up service for house organs.
Attended Plaut-Cadden Co. Opening

H. C. Spain. of the Hallet & Davis forces.
went over to New London, Conn., Friday for
the opening the evening of that day of the PlantCadden Co.'s new store. this being a branch
21

it

Lansing Sales Co.. has become associated di-

at

rectly with the Hallet & Davis Co. and will devote his entire time to the new talking machine
which this company now has on the market.
He will he the traveling representative and will
confine himself to the New England territory.
Mr. Kammler has had a valuable experience in
the music field and has been with Chickering
& Sons, and more recently with the M. Steinert
Co. He has a number of friends in the trade

The store was handsomely decorated

trade.

with flowers and there was a large crowd to give
the interior a careful inspection.
C

E.

Kammler With Hallet & Davis
Kammler, who has been with
7
.
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DITSON
tG

the house which this company operates
Norwich. There was a large and beautiful display of the Hallet & Davis and
Chickcring lines of pianos and of the Hallet
& Davis, Victor and Columbia line of talking machines. The store is managed by Ad lard Morrin, an experienced man in the music

of

VICTOR

SERVICE

who arc glad that he has associated himself with
the

(Continued on page 72)

I

Are Your Record Racks
For Stock or Storage?
By viving the catalog a real chance and not
concentrating on monthly supplements alone
your Victor Record business can be increased
materially. DITSON SERVICE offers worth
while suggestions to that end.

CHARLES H. DITSON & CO.

OLIVER DITSON CO.

NEW YORK

BOSTON
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so well-establi,hed a house, and is to handle a
machine that already is popular in the trade.
Lansing Sales Co. Changes
Some interesting changes have lately taken
place at the Lansing Sales Co.'s establishment.

.\. J. Cullen. she has lately been at the head of
the concern. has been advanced by the Hallct &
Davis Co. and will go to Chicago for the house.
making that his headquarters. As Mr. Cullen
came here originally from that city, he is es
pccially familiar with that field.

Henry Smith. who was originally with the
Lansing Co.. and took over the manufacture of
the khaki covers on his own account about a
year ago. establishing himself close by in Hudson street. has taken over the Lansing Co.'s in-

terests and will remove all his appurtenances
hack into the old quarters at 170 Harrison avenue. where he originally was. and which is the
Lansing store. He will carry all kinds of talking machine accessories and associated with him
as manager will be R. G. Lipp, who since coming

from Chicago about two years ago has been

department is fitted up with a number of booths.
It is estimated that 3,000 persons inspected the
quarters. There was dancing that same evening.

Among those going there from Boston were
Kenneth
Steinert

Reed,

vholcsale

manager

Co., and Mrs. Recd; Herbert

of

the
Shoe-

maker, of the Eastern Co., and Mrs. Shoemaker;
Ted Hersey, of the Eastern Co. staff: James

Frye, of the Victor staff, and Mrs. Frye. There
were several present from New York also.

The Pioneer Moving Cover

The Henry Smith Co., of this city, manufacturer of the Lansing padded covers for talking
machines and pianos, finds business shaping up in
good form. The new cover for console types of
talking machines has proven an exceedingly pop-

ular number of the line.

Grade

Dealer's Prices NOW :

Too

u.

medium
size

43rx20"x23 '

large size

'6 5°
$7,35

49'x23" x24

R. 0. Ainslie a Busy Man
R. 0. Ainslie. of the Hallct & Davis Co., who
had his hands full at the Ncw York Convention,
left Boston on the evening of June
for New
York. going over the road in his car. He was
accompanied by Mrs. Ainslie. Mr. Ainslie had
entire charge of the luncheon arrangements at
the Hotel Commodore on Thursday. June 8.
Decided Betterment in Business
The New England Talking Machine Co., of
this city, manufacturer of Perfection tone arms
and reproducers, finds a gradual betterment in
business conditions. The recent exhibit of the
1

company at the Home Beautiful Exposition drew
large numbers and proved profitable. Comprehensive plans for the further development of
business arc under way.
A. J. Cullen Visits the West
A. J. Cullen. of the Lansing Sales Co.. spent

a fortnight out in Chicago the middle of May.
He came back with a new angle as to business
conditions in the Middle Wcst. \Vbile away he
visited Minneapolis, Minn.; Davenport, Ind., and
Des Moines. la.
A :lightly but steadily increasing demand for
all talking machine products distributed by the
Lansing Sales Co.. of this city. is noticeable,

extra large
52' x22 1

x231

Fitzall Leather or No.3x Strap
$2.50

Piano Moving Covers $18.00
SLIP AND RUBBER COVERS
FOR PHONOGRAPHS AND PIANOS
DISTRIBUTORS

presaging good business ahead.
Brieflets

Kenneth Recd. of the Steinert house, had a
long holiday over the Memorial Day period, and
he with Mrs. Reed went down to Orleans. on
the Cape, where he enjoyed his fill of golf. Mr.
Reed has leased an estate at Orleans for the
Summer and he will motor down each week -end,
Miss Silberstein, who is in charge of the Krey
Music Company, of Boston. which is a Columbia
headquarters, was lately married, her life partner
being T. W. Lloyd. She will continue to boom
the Columbia in the Krcy shop. however.

This is the wedding month for J. J. Kra% it
manager of the talking machine department at
Richardson's, which concern is operated by the
Davis Co.
Clarence \V. Hill. proprietor of Hill's Music
Shop at Meeting House Hill, Dorchester, has

170 Harrison Avenue
BOSTON, 11, MASS.

Mica Diaphragms
WILLIAM BRAND
27 E ast 22nd St., Ncw fork City

The All Star Trio was on hand to furnish music together with an orchestra. The

COVERS

High

Single Spring Motors

ment.

Board Binder for Record Order Books

Government

For

dling of the Okeh records, all the stock having
been turned over to the Bay State Music Corp.,
at 142 Berkeley street, which has been also exploiting this line for several months past.
Attends Outlet Co. Opening
There was quite a party of Boston Victor
people who went to Providence late in May for
the opening of the Outlet Co.'s Victor depart-

The M. Stcincrt & Sons Co.. Victor wholesaler.
is supplying its regular dealers with an attractive board binder in black and gold to serve as a
cover and protect their record order books. Mans
enthusiastic words of appreciation have been reicived from dealers regarding it.
New Cover for Consoles Popular

LANSING KHAKI

HEADQUARTERS

closely associated with Manager
The Lansing Sales Co. has given up the han-

become the father of a bouncing boy and it's a
oungster to be proud of. too.
Jerome H. Remick Co. of Tremont street has
so altered its windows as to allow of a better
display of the Columbia line of goods.

PROOFS OF BUSINESS EXPANSION
SPRINGFIELD, MASS., June 4.-The new music store

of J. G. Ileidner & Son, Inc.. of th:s city, has
been so successful since its opening the first
week in March that it has already increased sales
facilities. To the original Unico equipment in

Victor and musical merchandise departments
the company has now added a new Un:co piano
room, approximately 15x15. The N. W. Brown
Piano Co.. also of this city, through its energetic

manager, N. W. Brown, is well known within
"radio distance" of Springfield. This firm supplies the Brunswick records which arc broadcasted by the Springfield radio broadcasting sta-

Mr. Brown has recently moved to State
street and has found the record business increasing to such proportions that a new Unico
tion.

record department has been added to the store.

THE OUTLOOK IN NEW HAVEN TRADE
NEW HAVEN. CONN., June 1.-The Horton -Gallo -

Creamer Co.. Victor distributor, of this city. reports that Victor retailers in the territory it
covers arc energetically going after business. The
new horizontal models arc increasing steadily in
popularity and exceptionally good Fall demands
arc predicted. The Horton -Gallo -Creamer Co.
is calling attention to the particular seasonal opportunities in the portable model, although it has

been found that the No. 50 has enjoyed an allcar -round demand.

INAUGURATE CHILDREN'S HOUR
The Cline -Vick Drug Co.. operating stores in
various Illinois cities, and handling the Victor

line of talking machines exclusively, has derived
considerable publicity and benefit from the
Children's Hour parties which arc held occasionally. These events, under the management of
Fay Luyster. manager of the talking machine end
of the Cline -Vick business. arc rapidly gaining in
popularity.

FORMAL OPENING IN COLUMBUS
COLUMBUS, 0., May 29.-The formal opening of
the new Goldsmith Music Store at 25 East State

street was held on last Friday with music by
"Saxy" Strahl's Orchestra in the afternoon, and
Donald Abbott's Society Orchestra in the evenAn elaborate display of pianos, talking machines. hand instruments and musical merchandise generally was a feature of the opening, which
was largely attended.

ing.

A man may he on the job many hours each
day and only actually work two or three. Think
this

ACME DIE
-CASTINGS
ALUMLNUM-ZINC:ITN&LEADALIPYS

AcmeDie-CastinCorp.
brertonlicau.ear brookh-n
t!Ct
D,.r
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Model II
Louis XV
Price $115

Real Beauty and Worth
with the added selling Force of a very moderate Price

THE public have accepted these
phonographs. The dealers have

Model J
Queen Anne

endorsed them. "The tone is excellent
and the cabinets excel anything I have
ever seen in the phonograph field,"- an
expression of approval from a prominent dealer, voices the opinion of the

Price $135

trade.
The quality so long linked with the Hallet &

Davis name has been promptly associated
with these instruments. The beautiful styles
and the fine construction have measured up
to the high standard expected: the moderate We offer these four models as the most
prices have done the rest.
popular designs to be found, presenting
the highest type of artistic blending of
a musical instrument into fine furniture.
Furnished in English brown mahogany
Model L
and figured American walnut.
All
models are equipped with automatic stop,
tone modifier and universal tone -arm.

Colonial
Price $185

To Dealers
Our merchandising policy is to
exclusive territories.

assign

Write or wire now for full in-

Model M
Louis XVI
Price $250

formation and merchandising
plans. Territory is being taken
rapidly.

Hallet & Davis Piano Co.
Phonograph Division

146 Boylston Street

Boston, Mass.
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portables are being sold for use at the numerous

Merchants-New J. N. .1ilam
kurtzinaim Store.,-News
PurrAt.o, N. Y., June 8.-Talking machine dealers

from three States met in this city on May 26, to
hear .olos and all address by Orville Harrold.
Victor artist. and tenor of the Metropolitan
Opera Company, who appeared with the Scotti
Opera Company, which was playing an engagement here. There were delegations from Cleveland, Elmira. Waverly. Lockport, the Tonawanda,. Hornell, Oakfield. and other cities in New
York. Pennsylvania and Ohio. Salesmen, as well
as dealers, were present at the meeting.
Mr. Harrold gave a number of his most popular record numbers and then explained the process of making records. which, he said, is a most
exacting andoften a trying one. The great care
which is exercised in the Victor laboratories to
reproduce the human voice was described in a
most interesting manner, Mr. Harrold proving
himself an entertaining talker, as well as an artist of first magnitude. He answered questions
at the close of his address.
The meeting was held in the Hotel Iroquois,
under the auspices of the Talking Machine Dealers' Association of western New York. At the
conclusion of the meeting the dealers present
held an executive committee meeting, at which
plans were made for an outing, to be held late
in June. Acting President B. E. Neal presided
at the meeting.
Mr. Harrold was taken to Niagara Falls on a
sight-seeing trip by Curtis N. Andrews, Victor
jobber, Mrs. Harrold joining her husband here
and being a member of the party.
Small Machines in Demand
The demand for smaller models is the feature
of the talking machine trade just now. Many

C.

Siegesmund Visits Mountains
E. Siegesmund, former president of the

Buffalo Talking Machine Dealers' Association.
who recently retired from active business, selling

his stock to A. Victor & Co., has returned after
a tour of the Adirondack Mountains. Business
with the latter company is expanding.
New C. Kurtzmann & Co. Store
Two new music stores with well equipped
talking machine departments have just been openedhere. The new retail store of C. Kurtzmann

& Co. has been opened in the new Pierce Building on Main street. The talking machine and
record departments occupy most of the first floor

space of the new building, which is one of the
most attractive as well as one of the most efficiently designed and arranged in western New
York. Many talking machine dealers attended
the formal op ' g and complimented Manager
Joseph Owenhouse on the beauty and utility of
the new store.

J. N. Adam & Co. Open Store
The new music store of J. N. Adam & Co.
on Washington street. is now open. It is one
of the largest in New York State. occupying
three floors of the entire building formerly used
by the U. S. Rubber Co.. and having two additional floors available for future expansion. The
talking
hive and record departments are on

these qualities are faithfully reproduced be
Natio-,
the Violin Spruce Diaphragm.
perfect resonating medium-violin sprii,,

Wins Instant Approval

The following excerpts are from letters in
our files:
A famous artist, under trchir're contract with
.

heard.
.

"We have concluded our tests ... it is sit

perior to ar.y we have tested heretofore
we intend to use your tone arm. From household owners:
is the most wonderful I have ever
heard.it has brought out times from my
"
records I neser heard before."
tell my friends it is the perfect
r I
"
reproducer."
From a sales executive, fourteen years in the talk
ing machine business:
I have tried it (the reproducer) on
"
every kind of record imaginable and the re
proriuct;on is excellent."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

New York

the first floor, and are unusually well equipped
and

most

pleasing

in

appearance.

Manager

Stephen J. Butler designed the plans for the

arrangement of the new store.
Presents Two Sonoras
Two fine Sonoras were given away by John
G. Schuler, Inc., distributor of the Sonora. following the Better Homes Exposition, at which
Mr. Schuler's Sonora exhibit was a pronounced
feature.
A Sonora was offered to the person
guessing nearest the number of talking machine
needles in a jar, but when two persons were
found to have guessed the exact number both
were awarded machines of the model which was
to have been given a single winner.
New Furniture and Grafonola Store
Joseph Mangus has opened a new furniture
and music store, at 334 Niagara street. He is
specializing in Columbia Grafonolas and records,
and reports an excellent business in this department.
Mr. Mangus is specializing in Italian
language records, as his store is in the heart of
a section in which reside 40,000 Italian-Americans-all potential buyers.
Song Shop Creditors Meet
At the first meeting of creditors of Daniel R.
Rogers, proprietor of the Song Shop of Jamestown, Attoniey Augustus Nelson, of Jamestown.
was named trustee by the creditors. Fred Danielson, Howard E. Olson and Arthur E. Laudenslager were named appraisers. Schedules show
assets of $2.524, and liabilities of $6.609.

J.

made many friends.
Recent visitors at the Buffalo Columbia branch

maker of phonograph records, says:
that is the most perfect, the most beau.
.
tiful reproduction of my playing I have ever
.

American Mica Works

47 West St.

J.

mediums.

From a builder of special designs only:

placing your order.

J. J. Doherty in New Post
Doherty has been appointed assistant
manager of the Buffalo Columbia branch to succeed H. W. Cardozo. Mr. Doherty was formerly
with the Columbia branch at Philadelphia, and
although in Buffalo but a short time has already

scientifically adapted. is free from all

inherent faults of mica and other vibrating

.

Ask for our quotations and samples before

gaged a trio -of musicians and arrayed the cornet
player in bridal costume, the trombone artist as
bridegroom and the leader as clergyman. A
mock wedding was staged by the trio.

color-all

From a phonograph marrufacturer:
it proves to he first-class and the hest
we have heard on classical records."

facturers.

clever interpretation of Ted Lewis' record.
"Down the Old Church Aisle." Mr. Long en-

Purity, resonance, volume, individuality,

.

We get the best India Mica directly.
We supply the largest Phonograph Manu-

a

par excellence

mellowness, nuance,

A Vtolutely Guaranteed Perfect

A Clever Window Display
Max Long, of Olean, recently had an unusual
merchandising display in his window, presenting

TONE QUALITY
sweetness,

MICA
DIAPHRAGMS

Business Improvement Continues
As a whole, dealers are satisfied that business
is on the up grade, although the improvement is
somewhat spotted. 'There is one very cheering
factor entering into all of the reports as to business conditions, and that is the steadily diminishing number of returned instruments. Those who
buy nowdo so after careful deliberation, dealers
say. and are reasonably certain, before making

purchases, that they will be able to meet payments promptly.

P122

s'

beaches and other resorts in this vicinity. The
demand for records runs to lighter numbers,
especially for dance records, which are usually
most popular at this season of the year.

Orville Harrold .1ddresses the

Ji.NE

Of

Interest to
Manufacturers
%Ve arc prepared to furnish in
any

Special

quantity

the following

items adapted to any make of
phonograph: Tone Arm.
equipped complete with Violin

Spruce Diaphragm Reproducer; Violin Spruce Diaphragm Reproducer; or Violin
Spruce Diaphragm alone to assemblers in 2-9/16" diameter
only.

Violin Spruce Diaphragm Reproduce
illustrated retails for $7.50

es

THE DIAPHRAGM COMPANY
Cleveland

N

included Gust Swanson, of Jamestown; G. L.
Traver, of North Tonawanda; J. \V. Beach, of
Gowanda; J. A. Goldstein, of Niagara Falls, and
W. A. Phillips, of Rochester. Mr. Goldstein is
planning a unique window display, featuring
"Who Tied the Can on the Old Dog's Tail."
News Brieflets
Concerts which were arranged by A. Victor
& Co.. and by J. N. Adam & Co., were received
in their stores, through receiving sets, and were
heard by large audiences. Denton, Cottier &
Daniels also presented an attractive program in
which the Steinway Duo -Art was featured.
T. A. Goold, of Goold Bros., has returned, after

visiting his boyhood home in Great Britain. Mr.
Goold also visited several European countries.
while abroad.

Ile arrived in New York early

this month, sailing front England on .May 26.
Three Buffalo music stores with talking machine departments have recently co-operated with

Violin Spruce Diaphra in

the Federal Telephone & Telegraph Co. in presenting radio -telephone concerts through the new

Federal broadcasting station here.
Ground has been broken at North Tonawanda.
for the new plant of the Artizan Factories, Inc..
a new firm which is contemplating the manufacture of musical instruments.
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EDISON ,DEALERS WORKING FOR TRIP

Ilarris, Ediplione dictating machine distributor
for Harger & Blish, has charge of the distribu-

Winners in Sales Contest Inaugurated by Barger
& Blish, Inc., Edison Distributors, Des Moines,

tion of points.

to Be Conducted on Trip to New York and
Through Edison Laboratory, grange, N. J.
In., June 7.-Harger & Blish, Inc.,
enterprising Edison distributors in this territory,
have evolved a unique contest which is resulting
DES MOINES,

RADIO SONG PROVES SUCCESS
"Kiss Me by Wireless" Being Used by Bands
and Orchestras-Okeh Record Division Cooperatng With Artists in Publicity Work

in energetic sales efforts on the part of Edison
dealers and salesmen throughout the territory.

The General Phonograph Corp. has been cooperating with the publishers of the new radio

The five winners of the competition, which started April 1 and ends Friday, June 30, will he conducted on a trip to New York, accompanied by
Harger Blish. Jr. Stops will be made at interesting points en route, including Chicago and Niag-

song, "Kiss Mc by Wireless," toward making this
selection one of the popular hits of the day. This

number has been played for the Okch record
library by Vincent Lopez and his Hotel Penn-

Gotham, where four days will be spent in seeing
the sights. One of the most interesting phases

ber is being featured by many of the leading instrumental organizations, together with a large
number of vocal stars. At the present time 'Kiss
Nle by \Vireless" is being used by the following
organizations and artists: John Philip Sousa and
his band; Pat Conway and his hand; Philadelphia Police Band; Vincent Lopez and his Hotel
Pennsylvania Orchestra; Ray Miller's Black and
Mike Boys; Joseph Knecht's Waldorf Astoria
Orchestra; Natzy and his orchestra; Sophie
Tucker, Forrest Lamont, J. Neilson and others.

sylvania Orchestra, and the record is being used

ara Falls, and visits will be made from New. by radio broadcasting stations throughout the
York to Atlantic City, Washington. D. C., and country.
The tremendous publicity accorded "Kiss Me
other points of interest.
The headquarters of the visitors will be in by Wireless" is reflected in the fact that the numof the trip will be a visit to the laboratories of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., in Orange, N. J., where
Thomas A. Edison and Charles Edison will welcome the visitors in the famous music room.

Each winner will he presented with an auto-

graphed photograph of the famous inventor.
Following a trip through the Edison plant, dinner and the theatre will be enjoyed.
Harger & Blish, Inc., have mapped out their
territory in four divisions, numbered two, three
four and five, consisting of dealers in towns of
1,000 population: 1,000 to 3,000 population; 3,000
to 10.000 population, and those in towns of
10,000 population and up, respectively.

Each division is provided with a punch board
and the number of punches to which the dealer
is entitled depends upon the style of machine
sold. Numbers on slips of paper punched from the
hoard determine the number of points with which
the contestant will he credited, and the winning dealer or salesman in each division will be
entitled to the trip. Trip number 1 will he given
o the dealer holding a lucky number. Thomas

FREDERICKSON.KR011 ANNIVERSARY
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., June 7.-The Frederickson -Kroh Music Co., of this city, one of the oldest music houses in the State, recently celebrated
the twenty-second anniversary of its existence.
The firm is an aggressive Victor dealer. George
Frederickson, president of the company, is one
of the pioneer music merchants in this territory
and during the celebration he was the recipient
of many letters of congratulation.

Upon the use of brains does the progress of
the world depend.
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CAMPING SCENE PRODUCES SALES
New York Victor Dealer Features Attractive
Display-E. G. Evans Co-operates With Dealer
in Preparing an Exceedingly Artistic Window
William Waldman, progressive Victor dealer at
101 Ninth avenue, Ncw York, has been featuring
in his window a camping scene that has proven
such a powerful attraction to passers-by that it
has been necessary to call the police in order to
clear the sidewalks. This window display, which
features the Victrola portable, was prepared by
Mr. Waldman in co-operation with E G. Evans,
traveling representative for C. Bruno & Son, Inc.,
Victor distributors.

Mr. Evans conceived the general plan of the
camping scene, which consists of a khaki -clad
figure sitting on a real tree stump, facing a Victrola Portable, which is also stationed on a real
tree stump by the side of a. camp fire and real
logs. Incidentally, the tree stumps and the logs
were all furnished by Mr. Evans. who brought
them to New York front his Connecticut home.
To add to the reality of the scene, a good-sized
tent is used with grass scattered on the floor.

The camping scene as a whole is placed against

a back drop showing a marine scene or a lake
with a canoe drawn on the shore and fringed
with a typical lake view. The incidental furnishings to the display consist of a canoe, paddle.
camping dishes, etc., all of which were loaned

to Mr. Waldman by the Winchester Store

following inscription: "The Victrola PortableGives an extra ton of pleasure for a few pounds
extra weight." In addition to attracting the attention of all passers-by, it is gratifying to learn

that this window has produced direct sales of
Victrola portables, and Mr. Evans has been con-

gratulated upon the ingenuity he displayed
the preparation of this timely window.

The Daniels & Fisher Stores

Co..

:111

Denver.

III.

Will Give Your Product Individuality That Will Greatly Strengthen Its Selling Force

Ball -Bearing Tone
Arm and Reproducer
Made in Two Lengths:
8" and 9"

Pivot Base Tone Arm
and Reproducer
Made in Several Lengths.

are low and the quality second to none.
Write or wire us for samples and quo-

tations and give us an outline of your
requirements.

THE EMPIRE PHONO PARTS COMPANY, 1362 East Third Street, Cleveland, 0.
Established in 1914

Manufacturers of High -Grade Tone Arms and Reproducers
W. J. MeNAMARA. President

in

Colo., has enlarged its talking machine depart -

THE EMPIRE UNIVERSAL TONE ARMS

l\re invite a personal lest. There is
nothing more convincing. Order a
sample arm and test it out.. It will
win you on merit only. Our prices

in

New York City.
A card in the middle of the window bears the
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ELECTRIC DISPLAY SERVICE
EXCLUSIVELY FEATURING

Victor Records
No matter how dull the season there is always SOME BUSINESS, and it i. more essential to advertise at that time
than when business is good, as by doing so you obtain more than your share of what business there is.

4111Pr::,

The Pt,

Fox

Trot !ligroin

\The Blushing Bri
VIC TOR RECORD V 1M91
Jo

1111111.

The service costs $6.00 per month and consists of four artistic, hand -colored panels or fronts, featuring Victor Records, selected through information obtained from over fifty wholesale dealers, delivered to you each
month before the records are released.

These panels are used in the "Da-Lite" Electric Display, which we sell to you at $15.00 (the wholesale price).
All of the leading Victor Jobbers have the display installed in their salesroom for your inspection and will
advise you to order the service if you desire to increase your sale of records.
We can furnish new subscribers with panels for most of the leading Victor Records released since September,
1921, which enables them to sell off any accumulated stock they may have on hand. Write for list.

PICK ME UP.,d

%EMU
A BEAUTIFUL WALTZ BALLAD
VICTOR RECORD

ASK TO HEAR IT

N°18882

LAYME
DOWN
IN DEAR OLD DIXIE LAND.
Xin8by tNe PEERLEff fARTETTE
.

4141/41

.)4";

VICTOR RECORD j:113884

t
41.r

Write, for Our Descriptive Circular Which Gives the

Logical Reason Why Our Display Sells Records

"DA-LITE" ELECTRIC DISPLAY COMPANY
11

6 North Erie Street

TOLEDO, OHIO

lust.
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SHERIDAN RECORDS FOR BRUNSWICK

PREDICTS VICTROLA SHORTAGE

THE EDISON BABY CONSOLE

Young American Tenor Signed as Exclusive
Brunswick Artist-Now Studying in Italy-

Howard J. Shartle, Head of Cleveland Talking
Machine Co., Looks for Shortage This Fall-

New Product, Most Artistically Designed, Promises to Make a Strong Appeal

Highly Commended as Talented American

Presents Some Logical and Sound Reasons

James Sheridan. a tenor who has done concert

CL.\-EI.ANIi, CL, June 6.-Howard J. Shartic, head

t ork in and around New York for several years
past. has been secured by the Brunswick-II:likeCoHolder Co. as an exclusive Brunswick artist.
Mr. Sheridan was an employe of the talking machine department of Hahne & Co. Newark, N. J.,
and recently when the Brunswick Co. recognized
him as an artist with a promising future he
realized

a

Last week Mr.

lifetime ambition.

Sheridan was the recipient of a sum of money

of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.. is predicting a shortage of Victor goods in the Fall.
Mr. Shartle said to the World: "I really expect
a serious shortage ill October, November and
December. Jobber stocks arc not as heavy as is
supposed and dealer stocks are very light. They
have been buying on a hand -to -month basis since
the first of the year and. whereas in June of 1921

they had fairly good stocks on hand, they arc
to -day at rock bottom.

.\ new model, known as the Bally Console, has
l'Iently been created by Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
The new instrument. as may be seen from the
illustration, is of a design and character adapt
able for prat tic ally any home. It is made in
brown mahogany wax finish. Its length is 40
inches, height 351/4 inches, depth 201/: inches, and

retails for $175.
Ott either side of the amplification t hamber are
compartments containing the special Edison ftlit

"With these depleted stocks and general business improving a serious shortage is not only
possible, but very probable. I believe the machines retailing front $150 to $200 will he
st
scarce. as it is these types which arc better
suited to the public's purse this year. Records
will not be so seriously affected."

RECORD HELPS TO SELL REAL ESTATE
New York Auctioneers Send Record Bearing
Description of Property Offered at Auction to
Several Thousand Prospects

The talking machine record has been adopted
real estate atictioleers. who
arouse the interest of the public in prospective
sales of tracts of real estate in this city. Joseph
P. Day. Inc., and f. Clarence Davies. hic., the
best-known real estate auctioneers in the metropolitan district, recently advertised the sale of a

by New York's

James Sheridan

rich enabled him to take a two years' course
in the heat schools of Italy. He is now on his

way to Italy and carries with him a fine letter
of commendation written by John McCormack,
tt ell -known

tenor,

to

the

impresario

of

the

famous La Scala Opera in Milan. This young
artist has established for himself an enviable
reputation in this section of the country and
made such an impression with John McCormack

that this great tenor is manifesting a special interest in this young singer's future. The first
records to he released by the Brunswick Co..

according to Wm. A. Brophy, director of the
Brunswick Recording Laboratories, New York,
were sent out to the trade a short time ago, and
they

havaa

been

received

enthusiastically by

Brunswick dealers.

number of lots in the Bronx section. formerly
belonging to the Astor Estate, and announced
that the first 5,000 people responding to the advertisement would receive a phonograph record.
giving a history of the properly. The record

was of the small six-inch sort, and bore a description of the property with emphasis laid
upon the opportunity it presented for securing
a home site or making a profitable investment.
It is understood that several thousand people
took

advantage of the

opportunity to get

a

record for nothing, and the offer itself would
indicate that the real estate men held to the belief that there is a talking machine of some
sort in practically every home.

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS IN CAPITAL

----

PLAN TO FORM RADIO MUSIC CLUB
WAsnismrost, D. C., June 7.-Plans for the formation of a radio music club arc rapidly assuming concrete proportions here. Prominent among
those interested in the movement are a number of music merchants and musicians. The club.
when organized, will devote its efforts to the
development and encouragement of musical activities by radiophone and steps will he taken
to perfect methods for broadcasting and receiving music by this means.

WASHINGTON, D. C., June 8.-7'. P. Coney & Son,
Kimball representatives in this territory. are

making rapid progress in the introduction of the
new Kimball line of phonographs. This instrument is made in both console and upright models.
and. although it has been on sale here but a short
time. a good demand is reported by T. P. Clancy

& Son. who have represented the W. W. Kier
hall Co. nearly a half century.
Clock watchers are wasters and workers arc
ear tiers.

RAYMOND
RADIO

The New Edison Baby Conscle
Mg device for records. A bulletin relating to
this model reads in pail as follows:

"A few years ago Thomas A. Edison. Inc..
offered the public the first Console Period Models ever manufactured in the phonograph industry. These were the higher -priced authentic
Period designs. In late years has come a desire
for finer designs at popular prices and Thomas
A.
that.

Inc.. has met this desire with the

g Baby Console."
Deliveries on the new model are scheduled to
come through in July and. in the meantime, this
model has awakened wide interest on the part of
Edison jobbers and dealers throughout the coun-

try. and according In all indications will be a
model which will enjoy a large turnover.

--

-

OPENS FINE VICTOR DEPARTMENT
Los ANGFI ES, CAL., June 5.-Bullock's, of this
city. has opened an attractive Victrola department. This is one of the largest department
stores on the Pacific Coast and the handling of
talking machines is a new venture for the company. W. V. Ray has been placed in charge of
Victrola sales and Miss R. Johnson, formerly
with Sherman. Clay & Co., is manager of the
record department.

The Munson. Rayner Corp. of Los Angeles.
Cal.. has been made a Cheney distributor in that
territory.

CORPORATION

Manufacturers To The Radio Industries
Apparatus Designed From The User's Standpoint
Crystal Detector Sets
Vacuum Tube Sets, From One To Six Tubes
Sets Of The Talking Machine Type Entirely Self Contained
V. T. Sockets
Rheostats, Plain and Vernier
Audio Frequency Transformers

Variable Condensers
Executive Offices:

309 LAFAYETTE'STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Crystal Detector Units
Control Panel Units
Works:
FARAIINGDALE, L.

I
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VOCALION
PHONOGRAPHS
\'elz
MAY PETERSON

GIULIO CRIMI

ROSA RAISA

Graceful new Queen Anne Period Vocalion, equip-

ped with the great tone -control, The Graduola,
which makes the Vocalion a musical instrument

GIACOMO RIMINI

that all can play.

EXCLUSIVE

VOCALION RECORD
ARTISTS
EVELYN SCOTNEY

VLADIMIR ROSING

NELLIE KOUNS

Known Throughout the World

JOSEF SHLISKY

FRANK BACON

JOHN CHARLES THOMAS

GRACE KERNS

SASHA CULBERTSON

COLIN O'MORE

MARIE SUNDELIUS

MAURICE DAMBOIS

SARA KOUNS
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VOCALION
RED RECORDS

'

THE concert tours of

the famous artists

who are exclusively Vo-

calion, extend over the

entire United States.
Every city and town in
your territory has a mu-

sical center in which

I.

Amok,
Vocation
AI a

,-firAftrA

COMPANY ixl

their Vocalion Records
will have ever-increasing sales value.

Playable on All

Phonographs
THE DISTRIBUTORS OF THE VOCALION
MUSICAL PRODUCTS DIS. CO.
37 E. 18th St., New York City
THE VOCALION CO., 190 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
WOODSIDE VOCALION CO.
154 High St.. Portland, Me.
LINCOLN BUSINESS BUREAU
1011 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
GIBSON SNOW CO.
306 West Willow St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Vocation Record Distributors

CLARK MUSICAL SALES CO.
324 N. Howard St., Baltimore, Md.

SONORA DISTR. CO.
505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
PENN-VOCALION CO.,16 W. King St., Lancaster, Pa.
0. J. DE MOLL & CO.
12th & G. Sts., Washington, D. C.
VOCALION CO. of OHI3
323 W. Superior St., Cleveland, Ohio
VOCALION CO. of OHIO
420 W. 4th St., Cincinnati, Ohio

LIND & MARKS CO., 530 Bates St., Detroit, Mich.
THE AEOLIAN COMPANY
529 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
LOUISVILLE MUSIC CO.
529 S. 4th St., Louisville, Kv.
HESSIG ELLIS DRUG CO.
Memphis, Tenn.
Vocation Record Distributors

THE AEOLIAN CO., 1004 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
GUEST PIANO CO.
Burlington, Iowa
D. 11. HOLMES CO.
New Orleans, La.
STONE PIANO CO.
Fargo, N. D.
STONE PIANO CO.
826 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
CONSOLIDATED MUSIC CO.
Salt Lake City, Utah
COMMERCIAL ASSOCIATES
754 N. Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal.
THE MAGNAVOX CO.
616 Mission St., San Franck :o, Cal.
Vocation Record Distributors

Let Us Get in Touch With You *garding the Complete Vocalion Line
=0:1=11:11:1171=C1

The AEOLIAN COMPANY
NEW YORK

CHICAGO

ST. LOUIS

BOSTON

=ID
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BROOKLYN DEALERS TELL
OF BRIGHTER PROSPECTS
Prepare for Summer Trade-The Radio Situation-Bain Bros. & Friedberg Increase Capital to $150.000-New Sonora Representatives

-Islip Dealer Expands-New Quarters

\

\

'

1"""

THE No. 50

for

Lyons-Pavloff in Concert-News of Month

PORTABLE VICTROLA

Brooklyn and
Long Island during the past month has been
rather quiet, but talking machine dealers, conTalking machine business

1

JUNE 15, 1922

in

Should receive your special
attention at this time

sidering everything, are getting their share. Long
Island, with its many Summer resorts, where a
large influx of visitors come each year, is much
better off than its neighbors in Brooklyn, as regard% sales. Already the demand for small machines, of the portable and table model type, has
been evident and the result is that sales have not

YOU KNOW ITS MERIT
Your knowledge, properly passed on to

your prospects, will make many sales

been far behind those of the previous month.
All the new record releases of the different
manufacturers have been featured intensively by
a great number of dealers and in consequence the

1111M1
IIE 'RICAN
TALKING

revenue from the sales of these records has
helped make the month's total a satisfactory one.
.\s in every other section of the country, there
ha, been considerable radio activity and although

ES R. 0 0 l< L-1/

, N4 :Y.

Co,

VICTOR WINGLIESAI-ERIS

talking machine dealers have not taken on any
appreciable amount of stock of radio equipment
some has been sold. In most cases. however.
talking machine dealers have been moving slow
ly as regards taking on the radio. and those who
have have done so very conservatively. There
is a general feeling among the dealers that there

is a field for radio equipment to be developed

in conjunction with the talking machine and ultimately dealers. it is believed, will carry a repre,entative stock.
Developing the Summer Campaign
The American Talking Machine Co., Victor
wholesaler for Brooklyn and Long Island, is
busy making plans for a Summer campaign
among its dealers designed to promote the sale
of small table Victrolas and the new Victrola
portable. This work is opportune and it is expected that dealers will profit by this timely
ampaign. Charles Offerman. well-known sales
representative of this company, is spending considerable of his time in the long Island section
and reports that dealers are quite optimistic
about Summer business. Mr. Offerman will attend the Victor -Jobbers' Convention. which is
to be held at ktlantic City. beginning June 12.
:Aid will be the representative there of this live
uhule:ale ciincern.
New Consoie Cover Grows in Favor
\. limns \ Son: Co.. manufacturers of the

chines, report

l:runs "Maderite" moving covers for talking mathat the demand for the new

the capital stock of the company from $30,000
to $150.000. this increase in capital to be used

console cover, recently placed on the market, has

in promoting a larger growth of their already

been very gratifying and that dealers are much
pleased with it. They have also perfected a
cover to fit the new Victrola portable model and

thriving business.

are now working on a particular type of this
cover that will enable the user of this small

trade is a modern and up-to-date store, which
at 360 Livingston street.
was opened

machine to play any record without removing the
cover. It is so designed as to allow the lid of
the machine to be lifted and opened without removing the padded cover. It is expected that
this new feature will be received enthusiastically
by the trade.
Increase Capital Stock to $150,000

This new store is to be known as "The Regal."
and will feature several well-known makes of
machines and records. Melvin Richter, who has
had considerable experience in the talking machine field, and who has been connected with

Bros. & Friedberg, well-known Victor

and is well -qualified to insure the success of this
new venture. The store is attractively decorated
in a unique color scheme of black and orange, and
as' this location is a particularly desirable one

Bain

dealers who conduct retail stores at 1655 Pitkin
avenue and 1525 Pitkin avenue, and 1430 St.
John's place, report that business with them has
more than held its own since January. Last
week the Board of Directors voted tc, ;11.r.

WE offer our dealers a Service which is in
keeping with the standards of "the Highest Class Talking Machine in the World."
THE INSTRUMENT OF QUALITY

CLEAR AS A SELL

The bond between us and our dealers is "more
than a business connection." It is said of us
that we are "Suppliers to Satisfied Sonora
Dealers."
Any conzmunication from you will hat?
our prompt and careful attention.

Long Island Phonograph Co., Inc.
Sonora Distributors for Brooklyn and Long Island
Telephone Main 4186
150 Montague Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

"The Regal" Makes Its Debut
The latest addition to the Brooklyn

retail

prominent talking machine shops in Greater New

York. is proprietor of this new establishment,

from the retail talking machine standpoint, this
store should soon become one of the best known
in this section. Mr. !Ziemer is featuring in a

ery attractive window display, this month. a
mall imported table machine made entirely of
wicker. and he reports that he has already sold
a large number. and expects to sell many more
efore the Summer is over.
Death of John L. Spillane Regretted
The death recently of John L. Spillane, who
,vas secretary of Collings & Co.. Newark, N. J..
the well-known Victor jobbers, is greatly reretted by a host of friends in Brooklyn and
Long Island, where he was well known through
his association with the talking machine trade
for many years past. Mr. Spillane's son, James
I.. Spillane, who is following in the footsteps
in the talking machine field, is
.1 his father
the manager of the Park Slope Talking Machine
Co., Victor dealers, at 310 Flatbush avenue. His
many friends in the trade sympathize with him
the untimely death of his beloved father.
New Sonora Dealer in Brooklyn
Among the new Sonora dealers established re, kntly by the Long Island Phonograph Co.. Soora jobbers for Brooklyn and Long Island, is A.
ilielbromi & Sons, who conduct an up-to-date ref.,i1 shop at Fifty-third street and Fifth avenue.
ro properly introduce this new line to the people of their immediate vicinity this company

featured the entire Sonora line in a very attractive window display, .which created much
interest and received favorable comnrent'by past rs-by. During the week that this attractive

indow display was in use sales of machines
increased surprisingly and being followed up by
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advertising in the local papers helped the sales

for the month to show a very fine total figure.

II

This account is considered a very desirable one,
and it is expected will become one of the best
accounts established by this hustling wholesale

I

house.

T. J. Lyons Opens Margaret Music Shop
Thomas J. Lyons, well known in musical
circles in Brooklyn, has just opened an exclusive Sonora shop at 306 Seventh avenue, to
be known as the Margaret Music Shop. Mr.
Lyons is to feature the Sonora line exclusively

friends in Brooklyn are wishing him every suecess in this new venture and his wide musical
acquaintance should qualify him admirably to
conduct
manner.

a

music

shop in

the

best

The Victor Portable

O

Victor portable in your window and
give it a conspicuous place in your

RE

wareroom.

C
O

It

and will carry a complete stock of the wellknown Aeolian-Vocalion records.
His many

A

sl

on

is now time to display the

Many of your record customers,
although owners of Victrolas, are

possible

A Progressive Islip Dealer
H. L. Terry & Suns, Inc., who conduct Victor
retail shops at Sayville and Islip, Long Island
are preparing fur one of the busiest Sunno!
they have yet experienced. In order to take
of the expected Summer business. the shop at
Islip has been entirely renovated, new fixture,
and booths installed and the show window en
larged and redecorated. Everett I.. Terry, one
of the sons, is manager of this store, and is
considered one of the keenest retail managers
in this section of Long Island. He has built up

C

C

prime prospects for the portable.
Refer to it in your sales talks,
whenever appropriate, and you will
get many responses. The season is
now on get your share of the sales.
1

ttr.r.'e.t.;/

11» ha ao.)44,6»

G.TWILLIAMf CO. be
717 DUFFIELD ST.

for this company, through his courteous and efficient service, a thriving Victor business. With
this new equipment lie will be able to serve the

-

BROOKLYN,NY

trade much better than heretofore and, in con
sequence, should show an appreciable increase in

sales at the end of the year.

The Portable a Big Summer Factor
"Many dealers are taking advantage of the
possibilities in the sale of the portable Vic-

trola," said G. T. XVilliams, head of the G. T.
Williams Co., Inc., Victor jobbers. "Those who
have made a special point of displaying and
demonstrating this machine have found a fertile
sales field. Some dealers have called special
attention to the portable through the use of their
mailing lists, holding to the belief, and justly so,
that many owners of Victrolas are logical prospects for the portable."
New Store for C. Ludwig Baumann
C. Ludwig Baumann. who conducts a retail
store at 1449 Broadway. has just opened a new
store at 935 Flatbush avenue, where the Sonora
phonograph will be handled exclusively.. A
splendid new window has been erected with an
attractive sign, which adds materially to the
retail establishments of this particular section
of Brooklyn. The addition of this new store
to his already thriving business is certainly
evidence that he has sufficient confidence in the
future of the talking machine business to warrant this expenditure.
Sonora Jobbers Make Cheery Report
The Long Island Phonograph Ca.. Sonora

jobber for Brooklyn and Long Island, reports
that business for the past month was very fair;
iii fact, officials of the company state that the
totals exceeded those for the previous month.
Considering the quiet condition of the trade.
this statement by these officers is very gratify-

that a closer contact is established and a service
rendered the dealer which he appreciates.

During the month of May four l.ouis XV
Dullarry models, which retail for $650 each.
were placed in the hands of Sonora dealers by
this live wholesaler, and evidences the good
work it has been doing in merchandising Sonora
products in this section of New York.
New and Larger Quarters for J. J. Jones
J. J. Jones, prominent Sonora dealer, who has
conducted a retail establishment at 1426 Nos hand avenue, for some time past, has found it

necessary to look for larger quarters to take
care of his increasing business: consequently,
Mr. Jones has secured a very lute new store on
Church avenue, near Nostrand, which he will
equip in the latest and most approved manner.
When completed it will be one of the very

finest in this section of Brooklyn and will be
admirably equipped to give to the people of
this vicinity a service of the highest calibre.
Abraham & Straus Add Sonora Lire
The Abraham & Straus department store recently added the Sonora line of phonographs to
the lines of well-known makes already handled.
This store, which is one of the largest in Brooklyn. has a fine, spacious talking machine department in which the new line is elaborately displayed.

Congratulations for Joseph Pavloff

The many friends of Joseph Pavloff. genial
representative at the Pease -Bel ' g Co.

sales

talking machine shop. 3&1 Livingston street, are
extending their congratulations to I
for his
successful appearance in a dual concert with

Schratweiser.

Irwin Hassell, held at the Academy of Music

general manager of the company, stated that
every effort was being made to establish with
their dealers a personal contact and that in

two weeks ago. Mr. Pavloff is a baritone singer

ing.

Discussing conditions, J.

J.

every case possible, when a letter might be sent,
a 1)er4.4,nal
call is .nbstituted with the result

$3.25 Sample
With lu inch Turntable
and All Accessories

and has appeared in many local concert events
and is also well known as a church soloist. He
has had a thorough musical education. which has
helped him materially in merchandising talking

MOTORS
2 SPRINGS

$3.25 Sample
With 10 inch Turntable
and All Accessories

We are the Exclusive Manufacturers of

THE MAGIC MOTORS
Parts for These Motors Always on Hand-Also Tone Arms --Sound Boxes
Main Springs, Etc.

MAGIC PHONO SUPPLY CO.,

261-273 Lorimer St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

T,lei.hone Si.,. 1591

machines to a very select musical clientele in
Brooklyn With this distinct qualification as a
musician \I r. Pavloff is considered one of the
best sales representatives in the Brooklyn talking
machine trade and his success as such has been
commented on by dealers throughout metro-

politan New York.

NEW OKEH ST. LOUIS DEALER
Well-known Furniture House Will Handle Okeh
Records Exclusively-Artophone Corp. Closes
Important Deal With Bly-Moos Co.
ST. Louts, Mo., June

Artophone Co., of

this city. distributor of °kelt records, recently
closed

arrangemeats whereby the Bly-Moos
Furniture Co., of St. Louis. will handle the complete line of Okeh records exclusively.
The
Illy -Moos Furniture Co. has opened attractive
quarters at 4115-17 Manchester avenue, and the
music department is one of the important fea-

tures of its new home.. An intensive publicity
campaign will be inaugurated in behalf of Okeh
records and the Artophone Corp. is delighted
to include this prominent furniture house in its
fast growing line of Okeh dealers.

COLUMBIA JOBBER HANDLES RADIO
WASHINGTuN, D. C., June 7.-H. C. Grove. Inc..

1210 G street, distributor in this territory for the
products of the Columbia Graphophone Co., recently announced the addition of a complete
stock of radio outfits and supplies. Since the
company has become interested in the radio line
a good business has been worked up amid the demand is increasing steadily.

UNIQUE HONOR FOR IRENE PAVLOSKI
A unique honor was bestowed upon Irene
Pavloski, Brunswick artist, at the close of the
season of the St. Cecelia Club, of Tacoma.
Vt'ash., when at the final concert of the season
she was presented with the baton and was asked

to lead the chorus and audience in the singing
of America. At the close of the concert she
was tendered a reception by the members of
the club and her work during the season was

given the highest praise by critics in all the
lical papers. She scored a great success and

arrangements have been made fur her to appear

again during the next concert
musical city.

season in

this
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Showing a Good Front
The largest and most successful retail operators in the country place
greater value on their
show window space than.1 on any other part
.
of their store. Their gigantic success can be attributed in great part
11.
.
Getting the public s interest
to the "dress" .of their show windows.
.

is always their plan, for that s more than half the game in selling
merchandise.

Well known

the fact
that people will enthuse over
f
and patronize a store it only on account of the cleanliness and attractiveness of their display windows.
is

Many Victor Dealers have yet to learn the value-the real dollars
and cents earning power-of their show windows. For the Victor
Dealer, they truly have much to do with his success-they are his
introduction to the public.
\Whatever the make-up of the buyer, he will invariably
direct his purchases to the store or establishment that
makes a

favorable and dignified showing-and what

better method is there than through the -eyes of
the store"-the show windows ?, Victor Dealerswho know-are -cashing in" through the agency of
their window displays.
Morning, noon and night they are utilizing this most valuable space

to the fullest extent and with lucrative results. Your show
windows, Mr. Victor Dealer, will do real work for you if you
will but lend a hand.

Capitalize their use !

!

C. BRUNO & SON, Inc.
New York
Victor Wholesalers to the Dealer Only

351.353 Fourth Avenue

a
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National Association of Talking
Machine Jobbers Holds Convention
Sixteenth Annual Gathering at Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City, June 12 to 15, Attracts a Ninety Per Cent 1
Membership Assemblage-Important Subjects Discussed in Reports of Officers and at the Various
Business Sessions A. A. Trostler Elected President Most Successful Reunion

ff

.14i.61.2111a1C1=1115

,ixteentb
CliY, N. I., luta:
annual contention of the National Association

()MIMIC till the 11;411 phut to which

it

your trea,urer. Ma:, 1 auggcst that close attention be given this report, as we are an organization with constant demands being made upon us
and some consideration should be given to our
growing needs.

of Talking Machine Jobbers opened at the Hotel
Ambassador on Monday morning with over 90

entitled.
Executive Committee Meetings
Since our last annual meeting there have been

per cent of the membership represented and
ready to give serious consideration to the trade

two open executive meetings, the first held at
Chicago at the Hotel Drake on Monday, March

problems of the day as they came up in

the

13 and Tuesday, the 14th, and the second in New

course of the program, as well as the suggestions offered by the Association officers and
others looking to the betterment of Victor busi-

York City at the Hotel Commodore, on March

bership in

At these meetings many questions
were discussed vital to our business with which
you are all familiar, either having been in attendance in person or having received a report from
the secretary. As a result of these meetings two
committees were appointed, one to investigate the
desirability of recommending favorably or otherwise the financing of dealers' leases through
finance companies and the other committee to inquire into the desirability.of co-operative buying.
Both of these committees will report to this convention. In addition, your president appointed a

you in detail by the chairman of the Membership

ness.

The first session of the convention was given
over to the reports of the officers and committees of the Association, the first report being
that of Louis Buehn, the president, who reviewed the general situation clearly and at
length as follows:
t

TrIrrt rierNrii ,I'III'll11111.

I
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President Buehn's Report
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15 and 16.

Membership

There have been some changes in our mem-

the past year, which will be given

Committee.

Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
It was my privilege to attend two of the meetings of the board of directors of the Chamber
and I can endorse heartily the value of this
organization to the music trade generally. They
are coming to realize more fully the value of the
phonograph industry and are working exceedingly
hard and efficiently for the good of the music industry in general. They have instituted an excellent system of credit reports, of which I

As your presiding officer it is my duty and I
consider it a privilege to give you a brief résumé
of the activities of the Association since the last
annual convention held in Colorado Springs.
My worthy predecessor at that time made ret
create to the serious problems that confronted us

and suggested that it would be very difficult to
correctly diagnose or offer any infallible remedy
for them.
Some of the problems to which he referred are
still with us and have been augmented by others
to which we must give careful consideration and

to the solving of which we must lend our best
thought and energy.
While 1921 was undoubtedly a very trying year
I believe it is quite safe to say that since January

of this year we havz been experiencing a most
unsatisfactory condition in the sale of our product, and particularly in the sale of records.
This situation has become critical with many
distributors and dealers, and while it may be
difficult to find the precise reason for lack of sale,
unquestionably the records that have been mar-

,

1; 1G

§,;vi

v..4"'

keted at cut prices and the introduction of several
makes of 50 -cent records have contributed very
materially to this condition. In addition, we have
the radio craze, which has taken, and is taking,
considerable money out of phonograph channels,
to contend with.

I

clusions that will permit recommendations or
action that will correct them, if, in our good judgment. we deem it necessary or desirable.
Fundamental Business Conditions Better

Available

reports

indicate

that

fundamental

business conditions throughout the country are
better to -day than they have been for many
months and a striking illustration of this is the
tremendous recovery of the automobile industry,
which goes far to substantiate this statement.
It is my opinion that when our own line shows
a recovery that may be compared to this many
of our present worries will disappear.

.
sao.Alt-,
4
,.. I'

May I call to your attention that the demand
by dealers for an increased discount on Victor
products is becoming more and more generalthe statement being made that at the present discount first-class stores cannot operate profitably
-and comparison being made with the larger discounts being offered by competing lines.
Both of these conditions should have our earnest consideration, so that we may arrive at con-
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Hotel Ambassador, Atlantic City-the Convention Headquarters
special committee to meet with the directors of would recommend every member of our organ%
the Victor Co. early in January, a detailed report zation to take advantage. Their financial reof which meeting was sent each member, under port shows an income of something over $90,000
date of January 12.
for the fiscal year, of which amount the phonoLegislation
Last Fall the chairman of your Legislative

graph industry contributed $17,000. Of this latter amount our organization gave $5,000, and it

Committee, J. N. Blackman, and your president
attended a conference held in Washington with
the Senate Finance Committee. This was also
attended by representatives of many other industries, who were unanimous in recommending a
sales tax to replace the present excess profits

is my recommendation that we continue to give
the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce our
financial as well as moral support.
Committee on Arrangements
Your committee has worked to make this convention not only interesting and enjoyable, but
also profitable, and I wish to take this opportunity of thanking the chairman and his coworkers for the excellent manner in which they
have accomplished their work.
The annual golf tournament will be held at
the Seaview Country Club, under the direction
of the chairman, J. C. Roush, who in due course
will announce the details of the program.

tax.

The new tax law now in effect removes the
excise tax on phonographs. This was accomplished largely through the efforts of the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce, and particu-

It is my hope that at these meetings we will

larly through special work done by Ralph L.

consider wisely the problems directly concerning
us and reach conclusions that will be helpful to
each and every one and make it possible to have

Our financial situation will be fully covered by

Freeman, of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
Finance

(Continued on page 35)
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What
Ground Floor
Service means

to Victor
Dealers.

11 Quicker Deliveries
.21

Easy to Reach Any Office.

Department or Individual

(3) Saves Dealer's Time - No
Elevators, No Stairs to
Climb

( 4) Easy to Sec Samples of Any
Merchandise

(5) Can Park Cars at Curb Indefinitely

111
'OP

(6) Big Saving in Time of Ilandling Shipments, Which,
in Turn. Means Better

-#'1"

Service for Dealer.
zalislansip"morimensumiam
'-araganowt.:

A Ground Floor Victor Jobbing Service
All Daily Operations on Street Floor
One often bears that it is next to impo,:sible to devote a ground floor location in the business section of a large

city to Victor Distribution, because of excessive costs. It does cost more, but -Standard" holds that the additional
accessibility and quick service justifies the added cost.
So our new home, just opened, in the heart of down -town Pittsburgh and convenient to all stations, while kdoprising four floors and basement, each 54 x 135 ft., totaling over 36,000 square feet of floor space. yet provides
ALL PRINCIPAL ITEMS OF SERVICE ON STREET FLOOR
l'drance and Lobby

A...outing Department
Ip..v.irtinelli

President's Office
Manager's Office

Record Playing It

Dealers' Advertiging Room
Service and Mailing Room
1'inpr4.44 Vault

Re. ord Stuck
Aceemory Stock

Alherifslin Slovk

Print Shop
Repair Shop
l'arLiuC

Shipping
Indoor Loading R00111

STANDARD TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
Exclusively Victor-Wholesale Only

305.7-9 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh

You Are Cordially Invited
To drop in any time and inspect what we believe is
absolutely the best plant we could build to serve the
needs of Victor Dealers. Some outstanding features:
(1) Display Room for Dealers' Customers.
(2) Office for Dealers' Use.
(3) Railroad Siding.
(4) Indoor Truck Loading Room.

(5) Gravity Spiral Chute for Quick Handling of Machines and Records.
STANDARD SCPVICC
0
.434

1,,,4ir,a1Con of 10,61. 110111
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TALKING MACHINE JOBBERS HOLDS CONVENTION-(Continued from page 83)
The other standing committees of our organization

will each have a report to make, so

I

need not dwell upon them here.
May I refer at this time to the action taken at

our two open Executive Committee meetings.
the endorsement of the Distributors' Transfer
Bureau and likewise the endorsement of the

horizontal type Victrolas.
If the Transfer Bureau has not functioned to
your entire satisfaction it is not due to any fault
of the Victor Co., but to conditions over which

they have had no control and which they no
doubt will gladly explain.
The Horizontal Victrolas
I sincerely hope that our endorsement of the
horizontal Victrolas has had the hearty support
of each distributor in selling this proposition to
the dealer and I am happy to say that such reports as have come to me indicate an increase
in business on these types which insures its suc-.
cess and again vindicates the wisdom of the Victor Co. in its manufacturing program.
I would be remiss if I did not make special
mention of our secretary, W. F. Davisson. As
you all know, the secretary elected at the last

pared and mailed to the members on January. 24.

The only Executive Committee meetings held
during the year were two open meetings in
March. The first was held in Chicago, March 13,
with a good attendance of Vestern members, and
the second held in New York March 15 and 16,
with an attendance of members which more
nearly resembled an annual convention than an
Executive Committee meeting. Many important
subjects were very thoroughly discussed at these
meetings. The Executive Committee on March
17, immediately following the New York meeting. held a conference at Camden with the directors of the Victor Co. The committee

brought to the attention of the Victor officials
some of the matters discussed at our open meet-

ings and we presented them with a resolution
perta ' g to the exploitation of the new horizonThis resolution was enthusiastically
received. A copy of it was sent to all members
shortly after the meeting.
The Association Roster
tal models.

Our Association roster now consists -of seventy
parent houses and seven branch houses. We
have lost during the past year four parent houses,
owing to their retirement from the talking ma-

will have this week will be the result
this
' ice's work.
I want to exit nil my thanks
to members of this committee, not only for the
good work done here, but for the share they
played in the success of the March open meetings.

also wish to thank each officer and the members for the excellent co-operation extended me.
I have frequently asked for assistance or suggestions and the response has been prompt and
I

helpful.

Treasurer Mairs Tells of Finances
Next in order came the report of the treasA. Mairs, indicating that the
finances of the Association were in good shape,

urer, George

after which J. Newcomb Blackman, chairman
of the legislative committee, presented the folIIM irn

an!

rt11421!

Report of Legislative Committee
lhtnttg tin

\\

II

01A RAI, that

u

legis-

lation was important enough to receive serious
consideration other than that having to do with

chine business.

I am pleased to inform you of the addition to
our organization of two new parent houses, the
French Nestor Co.. of Jacksonville. Fla., and the
Oklahoma Talking Machine Co., of Oklahoma
City, Okla. We therefore have suffered a net
loss of two parent houses during the past year.
There is still one Victor wholesaler who is not a
member, Orton Bros., Butte, Mont.
This organization has been asked by the National Chamber of Commerce during the past year

to vote on three referenda. Nos. 36, 37 and 38.
Due to the splendid work of our national councillor and the co-operation of our Executive Committee all ballots have been cast in an intelligent
manner.

Financial Status

The report of our treasurer at

the last convention showed cash and Liberty bonds, mostly
Liberty bonds, amounting to $1,017.26. During
the past year the secretary's office has collected
and turned over to Treasurer g1airs $7,250 re-

Louis Buehn, the Rctiring President
annual convention, Charles Bennett, had to give
up his duties. Mr. Davisson was the unanimous
choice of the executive committee and the excellent Manner in which he has conducted his office compels me to single him out for special

ceived for dues and $7,150 from the special asse,-

ment voted at Colorado Springs. the total sum
from two sources being $14,400.
I regret the necessity of reporting $350 delin-

George A. Mairs, the New Treasurer
the conduct and winning of the avar. \Vith the

One member is de -

tion of the most important character had to ha:e
first attention. Recent events disclose the fact
that Congress is very busy in an attempt to
pass bills considered by everybody as calling for
immediate solution.
The Stephens -Kelly Bill
The "Stephens -Kelly" bill in its present form
represents many amendments, all of which have
been made to conform with the recommendations

quent dues and asse ntents.

commendation.
In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation of the splendid co-operation of the vari-

ous officers and committees and the hearty support

that has been given me during my term

by all the members.

of the Federal Trade Commission, as well

Report of Secretary Davisson

The American Fair Trade League, to which
we contribute annually, has been constantly active to keep alive this bill and prepare the way
for its passage when those best fitted to know
deter
it is opportune to have it reported and
urge its passage. At a meeting of the Executive
Committee of the League, attended by m:.

Since assuming the duties of the secretaryship
of this Association, which duties I was requested
Ly President Buehn to assume, about December I
last, all matters pertaining to the secretary's office have been attended to in a manner which. I

our long and tireless fight seemed to be ap-

hope. has been satisfactory to all of the mem-

proaching

bership.

the

reports of

the

sel, Joseph E. Davies, were received. Mr. Davies

was formerly chairman of, the Federal Track
Coumtission.

A Friend at Court

Court's decision, in the Beechnut case, to our
members Mr. 'Montague was asked to prepare a

statement as to just how this decision affected
our members. A statement was promptly pre-

every detail in connection with this convention,
and all the good times which I am sure you

Fully realizing the importance of the Supreme

success when

secretary of the League and of its chief coun-

W. F. Davisson, the New Secretary
linqutnt in both dues and assessments, while another member who has one parent and one branch
membership has not paid the assessment.
My work has been greatly lightened by our very
able Arrangement Committee It has handled

this meeting was sent to each of you under date of
January 12.

as

others influential in the Government. Perhaps at
no other time has the outlook been as favorable
for passage of this much -needed legislation.

st ri 'mit w.t- that of
tt lat,.
W. F. Davisson, who has accomplished much
since assuming the office at the first of the
year. His report read:

Early ill January President Buehn appointed a
rpecial committee of five, composed of Messrs
Luehn, Blackman, Rauth. \Viswell and your secretary. to meet with the directors of the Victor
Co. on January 9. The subjects discussed were
horizontal models, record exchange, shortage of
supplements and foreign records. The report of

signing of the Armistice the mass of legisla-

In James M. Beck, the present Solicitor General of the United States, we have a friend for the
reason that his former association as counsel for
the Victor Co. enables hint to know many of our
problems, the abuses from which we have been
suffering and the merits of our recommendations for legislation supplementing .the Sherman
Act.

It is unfortunate and very annoying that the
(Continued on page 86)
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"He Profits Most
Who Serves Best"
YOU profit most in serving your public

through the sale of VICTROLAS and
VICTOR RECORDSWE profit exactly according to the degree of ex-

cellence of our service in supplying you with
Victor Products.
Profits Most Who Serves Best-" an ancient axiom, but
"H Eone
whose truth was never more generally recognized and
heeded than today. More and more is it coming to be understood
that the measure of business success is absolutely determined by
the service the institution renders.

Our aim is to, at All Times, have our

service in keeping with the 100%

service afforded by Victor Products
The leadership of Victrolas and Victor Records continually grows more pro-

nounced; the demand for them ever greater; the esteem in which they are
held, ever higher-We strive to serve that the same may be said of us as
Victor wholesale distributors.

Are you taking advantage of Grinnell service?-of our ever -ready stockof our undeviating rule of filling all orders same day received-of the
superior transportation facilities (train, boat, interurban, auto) at
our command, with the quick delivery this provides-of our
determination to make our service in grea test degree
pleasing to you ---and be a valuable business aid!

Let us, through supplying your next order of
Victor merchandise, prove ourselves justified
in asking and expecting your future business.

rinnell Bros

ty,

Wholesale Distributors

of Victrolas and Records

First and State Streets
DETROIT

fleet

Building .14i -wed above, located at First and Slate
Streets, Detroit, is the headquarters of our wholesale
l'ictrola and Record business
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Victor Co., and we distributors, have been a commodation, he should consider very seriously about that condition he is not in a position to get
target in attacks in the courts and through in- the wisdom of expanding his business beyond that the support of his wholesaler or of his bank.

vestigations on the part of Governmental bodies.
Still, it is my firm belief that the dawn of much
better days is ahead. I think we have seen the
worst and will eventually be successful in having passed some legislation which will give us
the legal right to not only choose our customer,

but to enter into a voluntary contract with him
under terms and conditions that will foster con-

point.

The cost of getting money from financial coin panics is very high when compared with usual
bank rates. It is argued, however, that inasmuch

as the business done on this plan is over and
above the usual volume the overhead is correspondingly lower and it is profitable. Our in -

tinued business relations profitable to the parties
thereof and insuring honesty in merchandising
for the public.
Your Legislative Committee might also he
termed a Legal Committee. Therefore your chairman has kept in close touch with the legal situation, following various decisions of the Supreme
Court, and our counsel, Gilbert II. Montague, ha,
kept us informed of the progress being made or
ground lost through legal action, and particularly
court decisions. In this report it will not only
be quite impossible, but inadvisable, to attempt

A condition resulting in bankruptcy has occurred
in many such cases.
Most financing plans are not needed by the big
dealer with ample capital and credit. Therefore
we find this demand largely among the smaller
dealers who want to increase their volume or
meet the terms of larger competitors. In most
cases this involves the endorsement of the dealers' notes by the distributor. If the distributor
must endorse for the dealer and become a party
to the transaction we believe he should consider

seriously first the need for such financing.- He
should have the courage of refusal and be willing
to suffer the loss of that dealer's business rather
than encourage an unprofitable transaction and
an eventual financial embarrassment.

We suggest that our Association recommend
that all Victor dealers accept credit from financing companies only with the approval and cooperation of their principal Victor distributors
and bank creditor,.

to go into detail regarding the activity of what
may be termed your Legislative and Legal Com-

Report of Traffic Committee

mittee.
So,

I

will conclude with the recommendation

that we continue our activities along the lines
we have pursued and that I be given an opportunity to address our members in convention
covering any details that might be important
enough to discuss, or to answer questions.

The Financing of Dealers
Mr. Blackman also presented a report for the
special committee on financing dealers, of which
he is chairman, which read:
Your special committee appointed to investi-

gate and report upon the desirability of Victor
dealers

financing

their

instalment

accounts

through the medium of so-called financing com-

panies has given the subject very careful consideration and reports as follows:

We do not believe that in normal times there
would be a great demand for supplemental financ-

ing of this kind. This conclusion is arrived at
because when business is normal there is sufficient turnover and cash transactions.
Broadly speaking, all merchants, including Vic-

tor dealers, should be competent to run a business and have, due regard for the philosophy of
business economics. They should have reasonable
capital.
This will entitle them to a liberal
amount of credit on merchandise, as well as banking accommodation, consistent with their financial responsibility and credit reputation.

The Wisdom of Conservatism
There appears to be a natural tendency for the
smaller dealer to compete with the large one.
In doing so he often attempts to do more business than he can handle safely. In other words.
v hen a Victor dealer has reached the point of
having exhausted his own capital, plus bank ac-

'

'

'

r

'

I

Next came the report of the traffic committee
by Chairman E. C. Rauth, who said:
J. Newcomb Blackman
vestigation discloses the fact. however, that when

Since our traffic matters are so ably looked
after by the Victor Talking Machine Co. your

a dealer assigns his instalment leases and it becomes known by his creditors his credit is
weakened and his accommodation reduced.
Dealers Should Consult Distributors
Vc do not feel that we can fairly recommend
our Association either favoring or disapproving of
the use by Victor dealers of financing companies
in connection with their instalment business. It
is apparent to us that every case to be decided is

one having its own situation to meet and that
the Victor dealer should come to his distributor
and frankly seek his advice in the matter. Many
distributors are financially able and will welcome
directly aiding their dealers in the extension of

credit, the acceptance of their notes or in approaching their banks, either to get credit or to
obtain a larger loan. lVe believe it is the proper
function of the Victor distributor to take on

these obligations and not encourage his dealer
going to a financing company until he has first
frankly stated his need for this help to his wholesaler. Furthermore, the banks are more friendly

and will give better support to their borrowing
depositors if they seek advice regarding such
needs.

The Right and the Wrong Way
this plan is followed by the Victor dealer
and he uses a finance plan with the approval of
his Victor distributor and his hank he may be
sure that he is not courting financial embarrassment at some future time. On the other hand.
if he fails to do this and his line of credit is
If

stopped or seriously curtailed by the finance com-

E. C. Rauth
committee has had nothing to occupy its attention during the past year.
The 10 per cent reduction in freight rates, to
take effect July 1, of which all of our members
are no doubt aware, will act as a stimulus to

pany for any of many reasons which may bring

(Continued on page 89)

The

RICHMOMT,VIRGINIA

Victor Service
in the South
Our location in Richmond with its excellent shipping facilities leading in from
the North and radiating to all points in
the South enables us to render exceptionally prompt service to Southern Victor
retailers.

"IN THE HEART
OF THE-

SOUTHLAND"

Furthermore, our intimate knowledge
of conditions peculiar to the Southland
enables us to render to the dealer cooperation of no small value.
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PERMANENCY
WHAT a wonderful meaning the word "Permanency" really has!
WHAT a world of meaning it holds for the talking machine
dealer.

PERMANENCY OF THE QUALITY OF THE INSTRUMENT
PERMANENCY OF THE SERVICE RENDERED
PERMANENCY OF THE MANUFACTURER
PERMANENCY OF THE \VIIOLESALER
The Victrola has always been a quality product. The permanency
of its style and tone and its supremacy of performance make it the mos:
highly desired talking machine in the world today.

The. Victor Talking Machine Company has for a quarter -century
been engaged in the sound -reproducing art-years of brain, heart and
hand, which have produced an instrument without a peer in permanency
of sound -reproduction and satisfaction.

The Eclipse Musical Company has been serving the dealers in
this territory continuously for the past eighteen years. During thi,
period T. II. and P. J. Towell have uninterruptedly controlled and
guided the affairs of this company, and our Manager, E. B. Lyons, ha
been in daily contact with your requirements for the past seven years,
watching conditions, assisting and protecting the interests of the trade
-permanency of service which has held the confidence of hundred. of
Victor dealers throughout the territory.
Through these many years of merchandising we have won a reputation with our customers which is built upon a Gibraltar of faith and
permanency.

Link permanency with durability, dependability and performance
and you have all that can be desired in a talking machine. All are of
such vital importance that each and every one should have equal weight
with you, Mr. Dealer.

We unhesitating:y claim that the VICTROLA has every one of
these qualifications.

Do you know ally other talking machine that has?

If a Leader Truly Leads, He Remains-The Leader.
That Which Deserves to Live-Lives

THE ECLIPSE MUSICAL CO.
Exclusive Victor Wholesalers

CLEVELAND

Just 15, 1922
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business generally. as well as to that of our
industry.
Thanks the Trade Press

The report of the press sent in by Dan Creed,
chairman, reviewed the support given the Asso-

ciation by The Talking Machine World and
other trade publications during the year and
expressed the thanks of the committee for the
advance publicity given the present convention
by these publications.
J. C. Roush on Golf Plans

Joseph C. Roush, as chairman of the Golf
Committee, offered a report in which he reviewed the results of the tournament at Colorado
Springs last year and outlined the arrangements

for this year's tournament, giving a list of the
various prizes offered by Association members

J. C. Roush

and others, including a cup presented by The
Talking Machine World.
The morning session closed with a report by

C. Wiswell on

co-operative advertising
held
plan presented to the jobbers.
L.

a

over for discussion at the afternoon session.

Co-operative Advertising Plan
-

-

report presented by Mr. Wiswell, as chairman, was that of a special committee appointed

to investigate the possibilities of co-operative
buying and advertising methods for the sales
development of dealers' business and, in full, was
as follows:

.Inasmuch as your special committee was instructed to investigate and report at this convention on two separate and distinct subjects,

children, more concerned over their welfare and
growth, just so is the distributor more concerned
and enthusiastic for the success of his own individual ideas as expressed in his dealers' sales.
helps than he would be for the same character

whom a copy of this booklet should be sent,

of material
bureau.

central

mean either an increase in dues or special assess-

Undoubtedly some central agency, like the
Reincke-Ellis Co.. whirh understood the Victor
game, distributors' and dealers' problems, especially the dealers' needs in the way of adver-

As a subject of this kind has not a precedent
in our Association, your committee would rather
offer their findings without specific recommendation, assuming that it would be best that open
discussion be had on the subject with our report
as basis for such discussion.
Report No. 2-"Co-operative Buying"

furnished

through

some

tising assists and sales -helps, with the help of the
Association and the members' traveling representatives. could create such an outlet among the
Victor dealers for these sales -helps. etc., to war-

rant a large run, thus bringing the cost down.
hence lower selling cost and consequent saving
to the dealer. However, viewing it in a larger
sense, would not this slight saving in cost to
the distributor and dealer be inconsequential
%%hen
measured against the loss of distrib.
utors' initiative and enthusiasm for sales promotion ideas?
This is an important as well as big piece of
work, and despite the work done by your committee they are still of the opinion that there is
much unexplored ground to cover and hesitate
to make any definite recommendation, rather
leaving further action to the pleasure of the convention, and if it be the sense of this convention
that workable arrangements could be made, that
a new committee be appointed to carry on investigations to a definite conclusion.
At the time of our meeting with the ReinckeEllis Co. ideas were advanced by Mr. Reincke,
namely, that our Association issue a monthly
trade publication for distribution to every recognized Victor dealer. It was suggested by Mr.
Reincke that the magazine would be issued undisseminate

such

information

to the

studied

this

question

at

considerable

length, also held a meeting with Reincke-Ellis
Co., specialists in Victor dealers' advertising and
sales -helps and who at our last Executive Committee meetings presented an outline of their
ideas on the subject. The findings of our inves-

tigation and conclusions are that while there is
obviously a great wastage of effort on the part
of various distributors and their salesmen in
featuring special advertising and sales -helps to
their clientele of dealers. as well as at times a
seemingly excessive cost for certain advertising
matter (account of lack of quantity output). yet
'ye are apprehensive lest the elimination of this
work on the part of the various distributors. having all the promotional work done through one
central agency, would, in a measure. have a ten-

dency to destroy on the part of the distributor
his initiative and development of competitive

sales methods, thus deadening, so to speak. the
For
enthusiasm for sales promotion work.
example: Parents are more concerned in their

own offspring than they are in their neighbor's

Under date of April 26 your committee sent
out a letter to all Association members requesting certain information as to sizes, cost, quantity used and name of manufacturer of packing
material used in their business, such as packing
boxes and corrugated sheets. A special form
was enclosed for the reporting of this informa-

tion, and we are happy to report that the cooperation given us by the members in returning
the forms promptly was splendid.
Considerable labor was involved in recording

this information, reducing all of the reports to
concrete form in order that the figure could be
properly analyzed. After this work was done
the chairman called a meeting of the committee
at his office in Chicago, at which time the matter was thoroughly gone into.
Your committee was amazed to find from the
reports received the great difference in ideas
as to the proper size of record packing boxes as
shown by the hundreds of different sizes used by

distributors., hardly any two distributors using

and beneficial in their promotion of Victor business.

The .publication, while in a measure similar

to the Victor Co.'s publication, "Voice of the
Victor," would be unlike it in that it would be
the

mouthpiece of every Victor distributor
broadcasting to his dealers not alone interest-

ing facts about the Victrola game and the success of this or that dealer who by some novel
advertising method is putting over a nice sales
campaign, but would by illustrated articles vividly teach the dealer how not only to close

Through the medium of the publication of this
kind the distributor could say much in commen-

Your committee has individually and collec-

ment.

Victor

buying. we will offer our report in two parts,
first report covering the advisability of our As-

tively

forthcoming from our treasury, which would

dealer trade as would be of interest to them

sales in his store but to really go out after the

sociation, through some agency. issuing dealers'
sales -helps, etc.. and, secondly, co-operative buying of such packing supplieS as commonly used
by our members.
Report No. 1

the cost would be $2,000 per month, and on a
twelve months' contract would amount to $24,000.00, which sum, of course, would have to be

der the caption or name "Sound Selling" and
that the object of the publication would be to

namely,

distributors' co-operative advertising,
methods of dealers' sales -helps and co-operative

(Continued from page 87)

business.

dation of the Victor proposition that the Victor Co. would hesitate to say itself: for
illustration, the new horizontal type Victrola.

There is much the Victor Co. could say about
the merits of these instruments but for obvious
reason would not like to express itself. Flow ever, we as distributors, in a monthly publication (not being handicapped by any reserve),
could wave the flag and blow the trumpet, telling Victor dealers everywhere regarding the
merits of these particular instruments, why the
dealer should put the line over, and other instances innumerable could be cited.

Your committee is of the opinion that a publication of this character would mean much to
the Victor trade as a whole. However, as in all
things, the element of cost must be taken into
consideration. The Reincke-Ellis Co. informs
us that it would cost approximately 25 cents
per copy to issue a booklet of the character they

have in mind and of which Mr. Reincke has
samples here at this convention, and I am going

to ask that at the proper time the convention
permit Mr. Reincke to present his ideas, which
will be more concrete and to the point than we
could cover in this report, the cost of 25 cents.
per copy to cover cost of editing, printing, mailing postage. etc. Figuring approximately eight
thousand Victor dealers in the United States to

L. C. Wiswell
the same size packing boxes.

Our members are
using over two hundred different -sized packing
boxes. which means that each member has his
own idea as to what size box to use. In many
instances there is only a variation of a fraction
of an inch, yet it is a different size, and where
material that does not cut into this or that size
does not cut to advantage it means increased
cost of manufacture.
The conclusion of your committee in regard
to packing boxes was that it would be useless

to follow the matter up further in view of the
great discrepancy in size of the boxes used.
and in our estimation and judgment co-operative

buying would not be practical until we, as disttibutors. decide upon and adopt a suitable pack-

ing box of uniform size and quality.

If this is

made possible then prices could be obtained from
manufacturers in such quantity lots that we could
undoubtedly effect considerable saving.

In the matter of corrugated sheets or boards,
I0 -inch and I2 -inch size. information gathered
shows that by co-operative buying a saving could
be effected for practically every distributor.
From figures given the committee, members are
paying for 10 -inch cardboard sheets prices ranging from $3.50 to $10.65 per M. and for 12 -inch
size $3.95 to $11.60 per M. You will, therefore.
(Continued on page 90)
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is ti.at the question of co-opera-

readily appreciate from this range in price that
there should be no question that if we could
get together and pool our business, so to speak,
agreeing to purchase through the organization,
either through the secretary's office or special

complete detail

committee, all our cardboard sheet requirements.
a considerable saving could he effected for us all.
To substantiate our statement we have had quo-

could be worked out our members should be a
unit in the adoption of a uniform packing box
as to size and quality, and it is the sense of your
committee that this report be favorably received
and that the chairman appoint a new committee
to conduct further investigation.

tations submitted by various corrugated paper
manufacturers, based on .009 stock million quantity lots, LCL and CL shipments, f. o. b. desti-

ration, from Hindc-Dauch Co., Sefton Mfg. Co.
and Thompson -Norris Co. Quotations from
Hindc-Dauch Co. are lower in every instance
with just one or two exceptions than that paid
by our members, and it is possible in the cases

of the exceptions that lighter weight stock of
paper is being used, possibly .007 stock, whereas
quotations were asked for on .009 stock.

Your committee recommendation, based on
their hurried investigation and survey-time
would not permit our going into the subject in

tive buying of all packing material commonly
used by all our members, corrugated packinu
boxes and corrugated sheets, is not only feasible
but advisable. However, before such scheme

Plan

Receives Favorable Consideration

The entire afternoon session on Monday was
devoted to the discussion of the matter presented

in the report, and favorable consideration was
given to the plan for getting out a monthly publication. The special committee, consisting of
Mr. Wiswell, H. Goldsmith, C. H. Grinnell. J. N.

Blackman, French Nestor, T. H. Towel! and
H. W. Wcymann, took the matter under discussion again for the purpose of recommending a
plan for financing the project.

Victor Co. Entertains Jobbers
The opening social event of the week was the
dinner and dance tendered to the members of
the National Association of talking machine jobbers and their friends by the Victor Co. at the
Hotel Ambassador on Monday night. It was a
most delightful affair in every particular, being
planned and carried cut in characteristic Victor
Co. style.

During the dinner in the Venetian Room there
was some lively entertainment by the Kentucky
Serenaders, who sang as well as played, followed by a short coin ert by Paul Whiteman and
his celebrated orchestra. Then came the dancing in the Pompeian Room, also to the music of
Whiteman's Orchestra. which kept up until there
was very little time to catch a few winks of
sleep preparatory to the next day's business. It
was a wonderful evening and started the week
off most successfully.

Second Convention
Session Tuesday
1 he

st ',soot of tile Conven-

tion was devoted to the consideration of the report of the committee on the publication plan.
After a discussion participated in by all the members, it was finally agreed to increase the annual

dues of the Association from one hundred to

Victor dealers who thoroughly appreciate the value of intensive merchandis-

ing will find the 1922 fall season the
most productive in their history. There

will be a shortage of Victor product
this fall, and far-sighted Victor dealers
will bear this fact in mind when making their plans.

The C. C. Mellor Co. Victor organization is splendidly equipped to assist
you in developing an intensive
merchandising campaign.

four hundred dollars in order to finance the plan.

The balance of the session was given over to
general discussions regarding machine types and
Llerchandising subjects, nothing of startling sigcficance, however, materializing.

M. P. Campbell Talks on "Better Selling"
The Tuesday afternoon session of the convention opened with an address by Mark P.
Campbell. president of the Brambach Piano Co..

on "Better Selling," a subject that has a special
appeal for the talking machine men. In the
course of his talk Mr. Campbell said:
"What a wonderful industry we have!-it has
no parallel and no competitor. Its appeal is
fundamental and inherent. The lowliest tribe in
darkest Africa has its form of music and rhythm.
The newspapers have had a fine time exploiting
the experiments of music with animals. One
paper, commenting on the fact that cows can
be induced to give more milk when a Victrola is
Flayed near at hand, asks if the bossics would
give a milk shake if a jazz orchestra were
playing.

The Misuse of "Luxury"
"During the past war the word 'luxury' suf-

fered more defining, abuse. contorting and condensing than perhaps any other ever has, as on
its interpretation depended the fate of so many
industries in the war. So far as I am able to
analyze the various activities and occupations
that make up the cycle of human endeavor,
luxury plays an important part in all of them.

The suit of clothes that each of us is wearing
has an average cost, say, of $50.

The material

is worth about $6 or $7. The balance of the
cost represents the style-discrimination and
vanity-all of which is in excess of the primitive
want. If you think I am exaggerating, ask any
friend to shiny you his favorite picture of the
best camping trip he ever took. You will find
him photoed in a two -dollar sweater, a worthless

pair of pants and a happy smile that is absoGo right down the line-take your
house (I don't care whether it is a beautiful
lutely free.

C. C. MELLOR COMPANY
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Park Avenue apartment. a Long Island estate or
a place in the Santa Fe Valley), compare it with
the tent or the shack on the picture I mentioned
a few minutes ago. Isn't it also true of the
things you eat-they, too. are about 90 per cent
luxury and 10 per cent necessity.
"Next on the list of life's necessities is music

-much or little of it could hardly be put in the
extravagance class. To me. if luxury were at-
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Advance announcement of our big

feature number-ROMANY LOVE-the Fox Trot Song that
will prove the sensation predicted for it-Already recorded by many
of the leading companies-Watch for releases and hook up with our big campaign-

Special introductory price to the trade on sheet music edition-NOW READY.
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tempted in this sphere, it would no longer he

'Be

music.

His wife replied:

Selling a Great Art
"The manufacturing of anything is a habitthe selling of it is a great art. It is sometimes said
that the real selling is done at the manufacturing
plant, and an article well made is half sold. And

I will ask you to think of so perfect a thing as
true diamond-it is the very pinnacle of
quality, yet, gentlemen, I know you realize that
before it is placed the finest work in the art of
a

the selling profession must be used.

"Salesmanship has just entered the ranks of
\Ve are still in the very early
stages of its development. It is true that the
professors u ho hold the chair of selling in our
University of Industry have taken enormous
strides in the metaphysics of the art. But, as
Abraham Lincoln would say, it is a long way
from their exalted position to the people who
break their crackers in their soup.
"Hugo Chalmers says 'Salesmanship is
simply a matter of showing your merchandise
to enough people.' This old, stand-by method
has moved many a piece of old stock.
The New School of Selling
"In the floundering around to get a new stand
after the passing of the old school of selling.
i. e., selling only through friendships, everything
has been tried; hunches followed; tips eagerly
sought; advertising used extensively, and many
things that were all out of balance with indusprofessionalism.

that our kid

out by

the

well yonder?'

'Es been watchin' him offand
on for the past two days. Maybe if I get a
chanct I'll catch him, of I can, wash him good
and see.'

When to Change the Bait
"The psychology of the buying public is applicable to the old saying of the fisherman: If
they don't bite, change the bait. How true that
is in selling! You arc all salesmen and know
that the effect of changing the bait has often
been to increase the sales.

The last change was

to the console model, and a dealer told me it
had jumped his sales over 100 per cent over a

For the next few years

surely food for the heart.'

is

The Meaning of Service
"Now, by 'service,' I do not imply any meaning of the word 'servant' for the salesman. That
is quite another thing. The usual meaning of
'service,' as applied to a business, means a large
stock of merchandise on hand with prompt deliveries and records on approval without limit.
The mechanical part of the business is a sub-

trial continuity of action.
"It was but a few short years ago that busi
ness conditions were forecast by quiet whisperings of what the Victor Co. were going to do

ject of which I will say nothing, as it varies so
much with the localities, the customs of the

or what the U. S. Steel Corp. were preparing
Then this epidemic spread and many who
could attach a title to their names sent out
warnings and advice, prognosticating what was
sure to happen in the following six months. This
kind of advice was more common and wearisome than the 'Special Sales' that we now have
to endure. Our own Music Week had for counter attractions in the same week Physical Culture Week and Linoleum Week. The banks began to give out selling aids in the way of mouth I) bulletins, basing their decisions not on oracle like gossips but on cold facts of exports and imports, bank clearing and deposits. One bank
quietly wrote off about $15,000,000 while it was
telling the world how to make money. The professional dopesters have come up like a lot of
mushrooms. If we do as they say, where and
when, selling will he a mere matter of form. Two

pressed consciously.

that is to be the big selling idea.
Reaching the Children With Music
"The Bureau for the Advancement of Music
has made tremendous strides with the children
in the schools-in organizing the Music Memory
contests and through the music teachers. Tremendous credit must he paid to Mr. Childs and
the Victor Co. for what they have done in the
home. It is a positive delight to hear small
children talk of operas and show an appreciation of the composers and their work. If you
will stand on the side streets just off Broadway
in the district of musical publishers you will hear
every other person humming a tune, with music
coming through the windows. I never go
through that section of New York without wanting to sing. That gentlemen, is the atmosphere
that we want to create throughout America.
"It is my opinion, and I say.it advisedly, that
we should give away as many samples of music
as time and opportunity will allow, free concerts,
music in the stores-boost choral societies, promote festivals-do everything within our power
to have music radiate and fill the air. Edgar
Guest says: 'It is pictures for the blind and it

for.

Mark P. Campbell
In department stores clerks are told
when they have completed the sale to recommend an article of an entirely different nature.
The effect is often wonderful-the power of suggestion and the new idea combine to bring
year ago.

neighborhood and the way in which dealers have
educated the people. Let me make myself clear
on this point in a few words: \Ve should

promote service of music, not personal attention.

"Edward Bok puts over a mighty fine text in

"All runners are interested in the condition

book, 'The Americanization of Edward
Bok,' in which he preaches: 'Let each one of us
live so that this world will he a more livable and
happier place in which to dwell.' What a chance

of the track. A good track means better racing,
and that means better prizes to be divided. The
problem before us now is fundamental and underlying. Before we get ready with our crack
selling forces to break selling records we must
get a good track ready. That track is not made

we have with music to carry out this idea!
"Someone has defined a civil engineer as 'a
man without a job.' Reflect on this and you
will readily see how true it is. Twenty-five years
ago our technical schools were turning them out
by the hundreds. The demand for them was

of cinder., but of a natural love of music ex-

(Continued on page 92)

action.

his

I.

firms-one in Chicago and one in New Yorkhave dedicated their business to selling, at high
prices. information that gives the secret of success of other companies.

The Bright Spot of the

"All of this information is good to have-it
charts the sea, but it does not sail the boat. The

latter is what we have to do for ourselves.
Market the First Consideration
"The market is the first consideration, and our
fingers must be kept on its pulse at all times to
know just what the conditions are. The fact
that it has always been strong, healthy and
even vigorous is not proof of its continuing so.
Strong men sometimes die in their prime. The
music box manufacturer was courting a very

Middle West

It

is our aim always to lead in the kind of co-

operative Victor service that xvill steadily increase
the prosperity of Victor dealers located in our
territory.

fickle lady-overnight she turned her fancy to
the talking machine.

The home organ slipped
On the horizon
comes a mystery about which we know little in
a conventional way, but which is causing real

out to the edge of oblivion.

heart -flutters on the part of music dealers. Should

we call it a foreign competitor and see to it that
it does not cross our paths, or should we welcome it with open arms and lend it every possible assistance-develop it and call it one of the
family?

I do not think that it has taken form.

it can't he distinguished yet. Perhaps it is only
a mechanical toy and perhaps the greatest of all
musical instruments. \Ve must watch it carefully
at any rate.
Vhat will he the surname of
Radio? Its present position reminds me of one
of Irving Cobb's stories of the Ozark mountaineers. An old mountaineer said to his wife:

MICKEL
SERVICE -

f'"

DES MOINES
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tremendous: railroads could not get them fast
enough for railroad constructing and for bridge
building: cities wanted them for water systems.
culargements, planned cities. etc. Development
was the order of the day for the country. Efficiency was the watchword of the factory. Taylor and his school were thought of in terms of
admiration because he enabled a man to produce two times as much as he could consume.
That left a large surplus for the luxuries of life.

To me their troubles arc commonplace to those

"Von gentlemen have within your grasp the

of a man or woman who has been given an

most powerful factor with which to do this
work-the Victrola, and Mr. Childs' Victor cata

education he cannot support.

The education of

a person should be to the extent of his or her
ability to satisfy his desires and no more.
"The best wish that I could give a little girl
is that she may have the essentials of life, and
for luxuries-a sense of humor and a working

in "The Mary Gloster" when he said:
"I didn't begin with askings. I took my job
and stuck: I took the chances they wouldn't,
and now they're calling it luck. And they asked
me how I did it, and I gave 'cm the Scripture
text. 'You keep your light so shining a little in
front o' the nex.' They copies all they could
follow but they couldn't copy my mind, and I
left 'cm sweating and stealing a year and a half

ire New York: 'Enable the worker to produce
a surplus over his needs and pay him for it so
that he may have some of the luxuries. One
partaking of the luxuries of life is happy. eve:
if they arc small luxuries.'
"Educat:on k a delicate subject to discuss. unSo I speak advis-

behind."

I do not believe that the educational system of higher education will continue or be the
oluCon r f the future. We have general pity for

edly.

'I ose v !

'

!

pliment to the Victor.
Rudyard Kipling framed the words for the

lips of the director of the destinies of Victor

Secretary Davis. of the President's Cabinet, sa;.-1
in his speech to the music merchants last week

less one lauds it generally.

log of music.
Everywhere I hear comparisons of the Victor
to other talking machines, or rather other machines to the Victrolas-that is the supreme com-

In closing Mr. Campbell declared that talking
prosperity

r;c11, :11(1 have lost them

had

almost

become

a

cult

and

the time had come to stop talking and

that

plan ways and means and go to work.

A. A. Trostler, the New President
knowledge of one of the fine arts: music, painting or literature.
"Pleasure or happiness is to be desired over
keen cffic:ency without love and life, or per
haps I had better say living.

\\'e have
had years of prosperity and have been sowing
and sowing. Now was the time to profit by
that labor and do some reaping.
Following Mr. Campbell's address the regular
business of the meeting was again taken up and

We Live to Work
"On every hand we arc told that the world is
improving. That is just a delusion. For, to -day
we live to work. instead of working to live
Read your ancient history, from the days of
Babylon to Napoleon. See what each succeeding generation has added to the happiness of
mankind. Some generations have added nothing: some have taken away. The majority have
added. Take our own generation. and what is
the one predominating factor? The watchword
is Speed..and more speed. To -day we must surpass yesterday and to -morrow to -day. Morse
connected Baltimore with \Vashington to transmit messages in a moment's time. The world

took it tip and our country alone is entangled

Our Co-operation
Offers the Victor
dealer the benefit of
our twenty years' experience in the Victor
business.

Offers the efficiency
of a wonderful buildespecially designed as a Victor
distributing plant.
filling your orders
better than 90°,
shipping them the
same day as received,
ing

from Columbus, one
oc. the principal rail-

in 9.000.000 miles of wire to speed the thoughts
of man. In twenty-five yearv, our railroads put
a net over our land and through our mountains
so that the people, the products and the merchandise might be delivered sooner. The telephone shoots the human voice 3,000 miles and

back in the twinkling of an eye: the telegram
was too slow. Eighteen hours to Chicago, because a mail contract hung in the balance, regardless of wrecks and lives that were sacriked.
And now, gentlemen. the aeroplane has left the
once magnificent Limited creeping and crawling
on its belly of steel.
"If I thought that the men in my factory were
making production records for the sake of the

discussions

on

problems

Next came the election of officers with
President-Arthur

A.

Trostler,

the

the

Schtnelzer Co., Kansas City.

my five talents. I would stop the factory to -day,
give the workmen my ideas on life and how to
live. and send them on their way.
"The piano, as a console Victrola. has a mission in life, more than just to be a sale for cash.
If that was its only purpose. it would have but
one uniform price and that is thirty pieces of
silver, regardless of the rate of exchange.
"No-to spread happiness, to endear the members of each family to the shrine of the fireside
and to make pictures for the soul-that is Music

Vice-president-Thomas F. Green, Silas
E. Pearsall Co., New York.
Secretary -W. F. Davisson, Perry B.
Whlsit Co.. Columbus. Ohio.
Treasurer-George A. Mairs, W. J. Dyer
& Bro.. St. Paul. Minn.
Executive Committee-Louis Buehn, L.
C. Wiswell, J. N. Blackman. W. H. Reynal(1.;, E. C. Rauth, C. II. Grinnell, G. A.
Dodge, G. E. Mickel, J. C. Roush and
W. T. Haddon.

our

That

The Annual Banquet of the Association

U. S. A.
to

COLUMBUS 01110

were several

with a particular bearing on the Victor business
front the jobbers' angle.
New Officers Elected

records or to return to me me own talent or

road centers of the
Perry B. Whitsit Co.

Thos. F. Green, the New Vice-president
there

I

it

4- 11,!,1 the

tem

(met of the Association. which proved one of the
most enjoyable affairs of the week because the
official program was short and snappy and just
long enough to prove interesting.
During the discussion of the elaborate menu
the guests were entertained by the Kentucky
Serenaders and later by Paul \\ineman and his

0t,
of music.

-There was alz,f)

104110!

the popular "Angel
Chorus" singing the usual songs in the usual
way.

Louis Boehm the retiring president, in intros
clueing James F. Bowers as toastmaster, cited
the fact that the past year has been one of accomplishment for the Association, and took oc-
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casion to thank the officers and committees for
the work that had been done. Mr. Bowers,
whose fame as a toastmaster may be said to be
national, rose to the occasion in his accustomed

brilliant style and left with the diners a num.
her of witticisms that were bright and enterg. He even proposed a toast to the ladies
"To the ladies, God
dress them."
Ralph L. Freeman's Address
The first speaker introduced by Mr. flowers
was Ralph I.. Freeman, director of distribution
s

-something as follows:

of our product.

Our offices arc besieged by
those who have these co tttttt odities to sell. A
rather unusual rule prevails there under which
every caller is received and has an opportunity
to state his proposition. But this obligation of
courtesy being fulfilled, do you suppose that venders who have been even morally delinquent or
unfaithful in past performances have a flying
start in the race to supply our needs in the present buyers' market? Your trade customers occupy the sante position as does the Victor purchasing department and you must coma upon

winning or losing their trade according to the
quality of your service.

"One of the most harmful results of the last
era of boom business was the tendency, highly
developed in some quarters, for sellers to forget their utter dependency on the people who
represent their logical market. It is better for all
when such forgetfulness was
of us that the
practical is past. It will be a good thing for us
all to again learn the value and importance of
the howdy old words 'Please' and 'Thank
In the future business will be more than
ever ransacted on a basis of good will. and it

behooves the Victor trade to he as far ahead of
competition in this respect as Victor products
are in quality. in performance and lasting satisfaction.

"I recently came across a quotation whose
author deserves a better fate,.for he is unknown
Under the heading, 'The Priceless Ingredient,'
it reads as follows: 'In the city of Bagdad lived
Ilakeem, the wise man. Many people went to
him for counsel, which he gave freely to all, asking nothing in return. There came to him a
young man who had spent much and gotten
little and said: "Tell me, wise one, what shall I
do to receive the most for that which I spend?"
" Hakeem answered: "A thing that is bought
or sold has no value unless it contains that which
cannot he bought or sold. Go look for the priceless ingredient."

"'But what is this priceless ingredient?'asked
the young man. Spoke then the wise one: 'fly
son. the priceless ingredient of every product in
the market is the honor of integrity of him who
makes it: consider his name before you buy.'

"It

is

a truth that will bear repetition that
too. 9-0
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of the Victor Talking Machine Co., who delivered the following optimistic message to the

a natural human instinct to desire to
hide our weaknesses and especially from our
friends. We shun a comparison of our efforts
with those of others who arc more expert. \s
is

cordingly, you can perhaps imagine my feclii
as I stand sandwiched in between your tin, nt
chairman, Mr. Bowers, and your guest to-nig:it,
Senator Runyon. who also has and deserves a
great reputation as an orator.

linked, there
could be no excuse for my attempting to say
anything except for the unfailing courtesy of
sour officers in inviting me, the fact that at
Camden we have facilities to observe a v.id
range of facts pertaining to business condition,
in our industry than anyone whose business
within a smaller area could have and that, at
times like the present, it is not right for anyone who has a cheerful outlook on the future to
remain silent.

"The Victor Co.'s message to you is one of
hood cheer. The shock of the inevitable post tsar readjustment has not shaken the solid foundation upon which your business and ours was
blinded. The prospects for the future are much
greater than anything than has been realized.
"New conditions, so large and far-reaching
that it is difficult to visualize or comprehend
them, are developing throughout the world. They
represent greater opportunities for conscientious
workers than have heretofore existed, and it is

plain that we in this country must benefit from

TALKING

00.

1

"There is, however, a condition that we must
fulfill. We must be faithful-unto others as to
ourselves-no less. No mad scramble for busi-

o
0

ness can be allowed to benumb our sense of
obligation and fairness else we shall deserve to
lose and will lose our opportunity.
"This statement is not a mere platitude, refer-

1

ring generally to the public at large, but a
definite fact to be applied to each of us individually who have it in mind to contend within our
sphere for a share in the prosperity in the future.

Ve must work and we must be faithful to the
trust of those whose patronage we desire.
"The Victor Co. is a large consumer of a great
number of commodities used in the manufacture
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Decades of truly
creative work and
steadfast adherence
to the best business

principles
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the Victor Co. at all times makes a very unusual

in, former United States Senator from New

soul were happy and contented people. This was

effort to manufacture products by the quality
and honesty of which we shall be glad to have
our honor and integrity judged. To have the
spirit of faithfulness pervade the entire organi-

Jersey, who offered a brilliant piece of oratory
in the course of which he referred to those en-

an address well worth hearing.
Dance to Whiteman Music
Following the banquet proper, the guests adjourned to the Pompeian Room, where they
danced for several hours to the music of Paul
Whiteman and his orchestra, forgetting heat and
fatigue in response to the enticing strains of the

zation has been the .unceasing effort of the founder of this business and his associates. There is

t.o thought of any change from this policy. and

as the basis of our belief we have no
great misgivings as to the future. In conclusion. let me say on behalf of the Victor Co.:
Thank you for the wonderful business your
v..ith it

gaged in the talking machine business as a com-

pany of Crusaders dealing in romance, music
and poetry, and declared that the distribution
of music and music -producing instruments was
particularly necessary in these parlous times because of the fact that people with music in their

music.

The Session on Wednesday Morning

combined purchases have amounted to and ask

that you will please continue to trust us with
our confidence and your patronage."
President Trostler Speaks
The next speaker was the new president. .Ar-

thur A. Tr-It:der, who confined himself to expressing his appreciation of the honor accorded

him in electing him president of the Association and who promised to put forth his best efforts in behalf of the organization during the
incumbency of his office.

Address of Hon. W. N. Runyon
The final speaker was Hon. William N. Run -

the Wednesday morning session was opened
with a talk by Ralph L. Freeman, director of distribution of the Victor Talking Machine Co., who
spoke on several important subjects which had
been discussed by the jobbers during the prev'ous two days. Mr. Freeman specially emphasized the fact that it is the desire of the Victor
Co. to furnish the jobbers with production sufficient to meet the tequircments of the trade. He
also suggested that the jobbers place their orders with the factory with due thought and consideration as to the best interests and welfare of

eine e

the dealers to whom they are so ably catering.
At the close of Mr. Freeman's talk there was a
general discussion of various important topics
of general interest, in which all of those present participated.
Following Mr. Freeman, George \V. Stitith, of
the engineering department of the Victor Co.,
gave a very interesting and timely address on
the

subject of radio.

Mr. Smith during the

course of his talk pointed out that radio need
not and should not be considered a competitor
of the Victrola, emphasizing various vital points
in connection with radio as applied to the interests of the Victor industry. After Mr. Smith had
finished his talk the jobbers asked various questions which formed the basis for a general dis-

cussion that was one of the most interesting
features of the convention meeting.
Old-fashioned Clambake Greatly Enjoyed
The meeting then adjourned, and the jobbers
took a well -deserved rest for a few hours, leaving at 5 o'clock in specially -chartered buses
for Margate Beach, where the entire convention

party were the guests of the Association at an
old-fashioned clambake. This informal party
was thoroughly enjoyed by all of the visitors,
proving to be one of the most successful and interesting social events that has ever been offered
to the jobbers and their guests. After the clam-

-a byword for

business building
in the

Victor Industry.
SEND

for this

illustrated catalog full of con-

-

structive ideas
for your business. Sent with-

out obligation to
Re/pc,
"Eke&
*

Victor Dealers.

k4s Co

REINCKE-ELLIS CO.
209-215 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago

bake the party returned to the hotel, where the
Arrangements Committee was given a vote of
thanks for the care and consideration that they
had given every detail of the 1923 convention.
Those Present at Convention
The jobbing houses represented at the convention and those representing them were: American

Talking Machine Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y., Charles
Offcrman; C. N. Andrews Co., Buffalo, N. Y., Mr.

and Mrs. C. N. Andrews; \V. D. Andrews Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y., W. D. Andrews; Badger Talking Machine Co.. Milwaukee. \Vis., Harry Goldsmith; Emanuel Blout, New York, Mr. and
Emanuel Blout; Blackman Talking Machine Co.,
New York, Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Blackman, Albert
N. Blackman, Fred P. Oliver and C. L. Johnston;
C. Bruno & Son, Inc., New York, W. F. Haussler; Louis Buehn Co., Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs.

Louis Buehn, C. \V. Miller and F. B. Reineck;
Buffalo Talking NIaltine Co., Buffalo, N. Y., Mr.

and Mrs. 0. L. Neal and H. B. Clark; E.

3.

Chapman Co., Rochester, N. Y., E. J. \Valz:
Chicago Talking Machine Co., Mr. and Mrs. G. P.

Ellis: John Elliott Clark Co., Salt Lake City,
Utah, John Elliott Clark; Cleveland Talking Machine Co., H. J. Shartle; Cohen & Hughes, Baltimore. Md., I. Son Cohen, Charles Jacob and the
Misses Jacob; Cohen & Hughes. NVashington,

D. C., Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Harris; Collings &
Co., Newark, N. J., Mr. and Mrs. L. \V. Collings
and Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Lamor; the Corley Co.,
Richmond. Va., Frank Corky and G. \V. Greener;
Ross P. Curtice, Omaha, Neb., Norman Curtice;
Cresscy & Allen, Portland. Me., C. B. Snow and
David Thomas; C. H. Ditson & Co., New York,

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Carlson; the Oliver Dit-

son Co., Boston, H. A. Winkelman; E. F. Droop
& Sons Co., Washington, D. C., \V. R. Lyman;
E. F. Droop & Sons Co.; Baltimore. W. C. Roberts. W. J. Dyer & Bro.; St. Paul. Minn.. George
A. .Mairs, Eastern Talking Machine Co.. Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Dodge. Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Shoemaker; Eclipse Musical Co., Cleveland. 0.. T. H. and P. J. Towell and E. B. Lyons:
H. R. Eisenbrandt. Baltimore, \1d., \V.:\. Eisen-

brandt; Elmira Arms Co., Elmira, N. Y., Geo.
C. Hamberger; Elyea Talking Machine Co.. At-
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lanta, Ga., C. s. Ely -ea; Frederick Piano Co.,

Pittsburgh, Pa., George A. Rewbridge, Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Frederick and Benj. Boycott; Grin-

nell Bros., Detroit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Grinnell and C. H. Grinnell; C. J. Heppe & Son,
Philadelphia, W. J. Elwell, Florence J. Heppe
and George W. Witney; Horton -Gallo -Creamer

Co., New Haven, Conn., Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Gallo; 0. K. Houck Piano Co., Memphis, Tenn.,
Jesse F. Houck; J. W. Jenkins' Sons Music Co.,
Kansas City, F. B. Jenkins, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. J.
W. Jenkins, 3d. and B. L. Plank; Knickerbocker
Talking Machine Co., New York, Mr. and Mrs.
A. Davega, Jos. Schwetz, Max Berlow, Mrs. I.
Davega and Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Forster; Knight Campbell Music Co., Denver, Col., H. W. Bradford and Clarence G. Campbell; Koerber-Brenner Co., St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Rauth and A. K. Brandenberger; Lyon & Healy,
Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. L. C. \Viswcll, Miss Elizabeth Wiswell and Mr. and Mrs. James F. Bowers;
C. C. Mellor & Co., Pittsburgh. Pa., W. C.
Dierks and T. T. Evans; Mickel Bros., Omaha,
Neb., Mr. and Mrs. George E. Mickel; Musical
Instrument Sales Co., New York, Mr. and Mrs.
C. A. Wagner and C. R. Wagner; French Nestor
Co.. Jacksonville, Fla., French Nestor; New York
Talking Machine Co., A. D. Geissler and C. B.
Mason; Ormes, Inc., New York, Clarence L.

Price; Ohio Talking Machine Co., Cincinnati,
0., Mr. and Mrs. \V. T. Iladdon and Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. North; Oklahoma Talking Machine
Co., Oklahoma City, P. A. Ware; Silas E. l'earsall Co., New York, Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Green
and sons and Lloyd L. Spencer; Penn. Phonograph Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. H. F.

Miller, Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Hipple, Mrs. L. P.
Brown and Mr. and Mrs. T. \V. Barnhill; Putnam Page Co., Peoria, Ill., F. H. Putnam and Mr. and
Mrs. L. F. Putnam; Philips & Crew Co., Atlanta,
Ernest Urchs; Rogers & Fischer, Washington, D.

C., Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs. J.
Fischer and L G. Fischer; Sanger Bros., Dallas,
Tex., Lester Burchfield; Schmelzer Co., Kansas

ing Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., J. C. Roush and

bassador: Arno B. Reinckc, J. J. Davin and L..\.
Graham, of the Reincke-Ellis Co , Chicago, and
H. A. Beach, of the Unit Construction

Wallace Russell; M. Steiner( & Sons, Boston,

Philadelphia.

City, Mo, A. A. Trostler; Sherman, Clay & Co.,
San Francisco, Philip T. Clay; Standard TalkRobert Steiner( and Kenneth Reed; Talking Ma-

chine Co., Houston, Tcx., T. E. Swan; Talking GOLF TOURNAMENT ENDS CONVENTION
Machine Co., Birmingham, Ala., A. R. Boone;
Talking Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Mr. and Talking Machine Jobbers Try Their Skill at the
Ancient Game at Seaview Golf Club
Mrs. Eugene M. Stern and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Ellis; Toledo Talking Machine Co., Toledo, 0.,
Chas. H. \Vomeldorff and J. J. Ryan; W G. Walz
As this form goes to press the third annual
Co., El Paso, F. L. Koons; H. A. Weymann & golf tournament of the National Association of
Son, Philadelphia, I'a., H. W. Weyinanit and Talking Machine Jobbers is being held at the
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Weyetiann; G. 1'. Williams Seaview Golf Club. The participants in the
Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., G. T. Williams; Perry ancient game were warned to be prepared to
B. Whitsit Co., Columbus, 0., Mr. and Mrs. tee off at 9.30, and according to the records on
Perry B. Whitsit and W. F. Davisson.
file with J. C. Roush, chairman, and judging
From the Victor Talking Machine Co.: Mr. fawn the crowded buses which left the Hotel
and Mrs. Ralph L. Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Ambassador at 8.30 a. m., a red-letter day was in
McDonald, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown, Mr. and store for the golf enthusiaits in the trade. ImMrs. E. J. Dingley, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Ald- mediately after theconclusion of the play, which
ridge, G. T. Werlage, Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Bird, meant around sundown, the various trophies
F. Ballard, Mr. and Mrs. D. P. Mitchell, Mr. and were awarded. The World is sure that the best

Mrs. Frank K. Dolbeer, Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
Egner, 0. L. May, Ernest John, Mr. and Mrs.
F. A. Delano, Mr. and Mrs. \V. L. Marshall,

men won on Thursday, June 15

PHONOGRAPH EXPORTS IN APRIL

Mrs. Frances E. Clark, Alfred Clark (managing
director of the Gramophone Co., London) and
Mrs. Clark, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Green, Mr. and
Mrs. C. G. Child, Mr. and Mrs. Louis F. Geissler, E. E. Schumacker, Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Royal,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Staats, E. K. MacEwan,
H. S. Atmore, E. R. Johnson and Mr. and Mrs.
G. W. Smith, Jr.
Other official guests of the Association were:
Hon. W. N. Runyon, former U. S. Senator from
New Jersey, and Mark P. Campbell, of the
Brambach Piano Co., New York, both of whom

just been made public by the Department of Commerce, showing our export trade in April. The
department reports that 4,406 phonographs, valued at $154,891, and 196,750 records, valued at
$101,912, were reported during that month.

spoke at the annual banquet on Tuesday evening.
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra were also numbered among the guests.

A little more punch; a little more pep;
A little more cheer; a little less fear;

Exports of Machines and Records in April Announced by the Department of Commerce

Exports of phonographs and records now
amount to more than a quarter of a million dollars a month, according to figures which have

In addition to the Association members and
Victor Co. officials present at the convention
there were seen about the lobbies of the Ant-

An outlook of courage and grit sublime;
The stopping of leaks and waste of time

Will bring a reward both big and fine.
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ORGANIZATION
Every factor of the Buffalo Talking

Machine Co.'s organization is particularly qualified for the work it is doing.

There are no round pegs in square
holes, but on the contrary, we are for-

tunate in having an experienced, capable
organization that is equipped to serve
Victor dealers efficiently and conscientiously.

Buffalo Talking Machine Co.
VICTOR 11 IIOLLSALP RS

NEW YORK

BUFFALO
I I I

I

I
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Stray Splinters From the Boardwalk
While a number ot Easterntrs enjoyed the
mountain atmosphere and scenery of Colorado
Springs last year there is no question but that
those who live inland favor strongly the seashore
The attendance indicated the fact.

Those who appreciated particularly the ocean
air where the several jobbers who had attended
the conventions of the NIusic Industries Chamber of Commerce and allied organizations in New
York the week before, when the temperature kept
well above the eighty -degree mark.

It begins to seem as though a convention of
jobbers without the attendance of Paul Whiteman and his orchestra would be ranked as a
failure and the Whiteman music never seems to
get stale or tiresome.
Judging from the number of jobbers seen about
the Ambassador Sunday night it would have been

possible to have started the convention off with
full meetings on Sunday and saved the day had
the executives been so inclined.

The Committee of Arrangements denied emphatically that the inclusion of two admission
tickets to the Ambassador bath house on the
regular convention slip was any reflection upon
the bathing proclivities of the delegates.
Although the management of the Ambassador
Hotel made every effort to provide for the com-

fort of the jobbers there were found a number
who missed being in the center of things. as it
were, and who spent most of their time rolling
along the Boardwalk in the direction of the
Inlet and back.

There is no quest:on but that prohibition has
proven a strong factor in bringing to the surface
the inventive gen:us of man, judging from the
variety of clever containers used to carry about
the amber fluid prohib'ted by law.
The officers of the Association were enthusiastic over the selection of the Seaview course
at Absecon for the gaff tournament. as it is recognized as one of the best courses in the East. lying
as it does right at the edge Of the ocean. Even
a plentiful supply of mosquitoes did not serve
to dampen the enthusiasm.

!.ales department or the Victor Co.. was early on
hand for the purpose of welcoming the jobbers
and the famous Dolbeer smile acted as a tonic
for many travel weary talking machine men. E
E. Schumacker, of the Victor Co., was also early
on the ground.

Anyone who places confidence in the reports
bisued by the Government and other agencies to

show that the cost of liv.ng, and particularly of
food, has dropped materially had that confidente

rudely shattered after receiving a check for a
meal at one of the Atlantic City hotels. If any
part of the service breaks down it is not the adding machine.

The genial countenance of Wm. H. Reynolds,
of Mobile, was sadly missed at the convention.
Mr. Reynolds, however, remained home to be
present at the graduation of his daughter from
college. which took place on June 13. It is the
first convention Mr. Reynolds has missed since
the Association was organived.

Over a score of jobbets and the'r friends came
down to the shore on a special car attached to

the 12.10 train over the Pennsylvania road on
Saturday, in order to get well set before the convention sessions opened. 1 he party had hardly

landed here before the click of the galloping
dominoes and the chips had cast their spell over
the sportively inclined.

An interesting feature of the convention was
the presence for the first time of three generations
of the Geissler family, Louis F. Geissler, director
and former general manager of the Victor Co.; his

son, Arthur D. Geissler, president of the New
York and Chicago Talking Machine Cos., and his
grandson. Kenneth D. Geissler, a young man in
Lis teens.

Several of the jobbers went out to the Seavicw
Golf Club for a round or two of golf oil Saturday
morning, but could not withstand the attacks of
the notorious Jersey "skeeters" and had to quit
after playing five holes. As a matter of fact, cit-

ronella was the most popular fluid during the
convention period.

golf tournament expl
g to some of the golf
fans just bow a mashie should he used to get
the best results.

Frank K. Dolbeer, manager of the traveling

The showing of the golf prizes, including the

The popular social center for the men of the

where there was generally something stirring
for those who craved action.

am..

emo.V.411=1;,

York, and also the reunion of the American
Field Service at Plymouth, Mass. lie was a
member of the latter organization in France
during the war.
If Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Green's two sons,
James and George, missed anything that was go-

ing on (luring the week the fault was not theirs.
They saw about everything that was to be seen.

Charles Offerman, of the American Talking
Machine Co., spent a pleasant three hours on the
train. under competent instruction, trying to

match up pictures.
apt pupil.

lie did not prove a very

Fred P. Oliver and Lloyd I.. Spencer, who
looked after the details of the convention arrangements. duplicated last year's success and
everything went through without a single hitch.

It was the first convention attended by Mrs.
L. C. \Viswell and that charming lady quickly
established a popular place for herself among the
delegates.

One of the convention party took great pains
to lock his liquid reserve in his suitcase to forestall pilfering and then lost the key. After being
duly sworn to secrecy and properly "sweetened"
the hotel locksmith prevented a drought.

French Nestor arrived late, but the "baby" of
family was given a hearty handshake by all of his many good friends.
the jobbers'

P. W. Simon and his man "Monty" were kept

the jobbers just how the eight
Famous Victor Artists could win new laurels
busy telling

Someone started the report that Mr. and Mrs.
J.

\V. Jenkins III were on their honeymoon.

but efforts to congratulate the happy couple

brought forth the fact that they had been married for five years.
The various boardwalk cabarets and some on
the side streets soon found out the jobbers Were
(Cone

M

mom.

d on page 98)

,4: -

Loyalty

e

We feel deeply indebted to the Victor dealers in this territory for the
cordiality they have manifested toward this new organization. It
emphasizes a loyalty to Victor ideals and aims that is most gratifying.

-\{REN 01-1

1\Ecf)TOR

In turn, we are trying to perfect an organization that will thoroughly
understand and appreciate the Victor dealer's problems. The preliminary work is finished, and we are now ready to start work.
We will welcome any suggestion you may offer
that will aid us in promoting your interest and
welfare as a Victor dealer.

610P7PAN
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JACKSONVILLE

tl

FLORIDA

FRENCH NESTOR
COMPANY
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
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Norman B. Curtice, general manager of the
firm of Ross P. Curtice, Omaha, Neb., arrived at
the convention Monday noon. He arrived East
a week previous, in order to take in the Jubilee
Convention of the Music Industries at New

in town, for several of them got a strong play,

im Ammo

ii

Secret practice

was not unknown.

on next season's tour.

convention *teas Suite 1016, of the Ambassador,

1

enthusiasts to special efforts.

Louis Buchn spent considerable time before the

The largest single party at the convention was
the Knickerbocker
Talking Machine Co., who brought with him four
members of his family, as well as two members
of his sales organization.

that of Abram Davega, of

cup donated this year by The Talking Machine
\Vorld. served to stimulat-: several of the golfing
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SOME WORLD SNAPSHOTS OF THE CONVENTIONERS AT ATLANTIC CITY
1 -Left to Right: Wallace Russell, J. C. Roush, W. F. Davisson, A. A. Trostler, Geo. A. Mairs, Perry B. Whitsit. 2-T. II. Towel], Mrs.
A. D. Geissler, Kenneth D. Geissler (at His First Convention) and A. D. Geissler. 3-Mr. and Mrs. Paul Carlson. 4-Louis Buchn Before the
Convention, With Presidential Cares. 5-Louis Buchn After the Convention, Carefree. 6-J. B. Jenkins, Jr. and Mr. .tnd Mrs. J. W. Jenkins, 3d.
7 -Abram Davega, Mrs. J. Davega and Mrs. A. Davcga. 8-Frank K. Dolbeer Tells A. A. Trostler a New One. 9 -Thomas F. Green and His
Family. 10-B. R. Forster and Mrs. Forster. 11-A Live Quartet-Robt. Steinert, Fred P. Oliver, Thos. F. Green and Lloyd L. Spencer. 12-W. F.
Davisson Resting From Secretarial Cares. 13-L. C. Wiswell and Mrs. Wiswell. 14-A Sextet Enjoying the Early -morning Sun
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STRAY SPLINTERS FROM BOARDWALK
(Continued from rage 96)

especially in the early morning hours after the
scheduled affairs at the hotel had ended.
C. R. \Vagner, of the Musical Instrument
Sales Co.. motored down from New York, or at
least motored most of the way, though the trip
will long be a nightmare to him.

A jobber who changed a bill to get some
dimes to tuck into the open hands of hotel help
added a new term to his vocabulary when the
hotel cashier referred to the change as "pleasure lozenges."

One of the ladies. commenting upon the inconsistencies of men, called attention to the fact that.

although they came to the seashore ostensibly
to absorb sunshine and fresh air, they spent most
of their spare time crowded in smoke -filled
rooms wooing the Goddess of Chance in one of

JuNE 15,
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AN ATTRACTIVE SERVICE CAR
Richter Music Co., of Casper, Wyo., Speeds Delivery of Talking Machines and Secures Pub
licity by Means of Delivery Car

BRAND NEW

CASPER, \V VO., June 9.-The Richter Music Co.
here has put into service an attractive service
car. which is a little different from the usual run

TAMKING

~MINES
WORLD

of such vehicles. The machine is not only a
continual advertisement of the business, but is
useful in insuring the quick delivery of machines
and records to customers.

rrRANDIF3
DIRECTO

The rear of the machine is taken up with a
model of a talking machine, large enough to hold
a machine for delivery. Attractive notices con-

cerning the lines handled by the company are
painted on the sides of the model, acting as a
constant reminder to the public.
George E. Richter. president of the company.

1922

has been in business here for several years and.
[MARI) MAN 5111.4

Porm.z.sleirOPI.S
373 rounant MIME
N iervv ,IrCE11.7.3(

her many forms.
Among the well-known supply men around the

lobby were H. A. Beach and Geo. A. Lyons,
Unit Construction Co.; B. R. Forster, H. W.
Acton and Louis Unger, of the Brilliantone Steel
Needle Co.; Phil Ravis, Peerless Album Co.;

Louis A. Schwarz; Harry Cuddeback. Da-Lite
Electric Display Co.; Leon Tobias, A. L. Van
Veen & Co.; Mr. Kramer, Martian Display Co.,

Here is the handbook of the talking machine
industry for which you have long been
waiting. It is a directory you can keep
on your desk to give you. in an instant, de-

and others.

The Boston delegation arrived in groups, and
Monday's trains brought the last contingent.
New England was well represented at all the
gatherings, business and social.

Albert N. Blackman, heir to the Blackman fortunes, was busy on the tennis courts, where he
well emphasized
Brightwaters family
the
achievements. In fact, Albert was so engrossed

in his tennis that he forgot his meals, and Mr.
and Mrs. Blackman were always among the last

to enter the dining room.
Mrs. H. A. Lamar made her first convention
trip, and "H. A.," together with L. \V. Collings,
completed a splendid Newark representation.

The convention pet was little Olive K. Gallo.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Gallo. a charming little miss who appeared to enjoy the activities to the utmost.
H. Emerson Yorke, representing M. Witmark
& Sons. the prominent music publishers, happened to be at the Ambassador during the convention and proved a most delightful host at several parties.

A. Conan Doyle. the distinguished author and
lecturer on spiritualism, was a guest at the Am-

bassador during the week, but did not pulla
seance for the benefit of the jobbers.

The Richter Music Co.'s Service Car
starting with a small investment in a stock of
sheet music, he rapidly developed his business
through aggressive merchandising. He now handles complete lines of Victor talking machines
and Brunswick phonographs, records, pianos and
musical instruments of all kinds.

STRONG RECORD CO. CHARTERED
A charter of incorporation has been granted
to the Strong Record Co., of New York City,
under the laws of New York State. with a capital of $500,000. Incorporators arc: J. Strong;
I.. F. Stumpf and G. A. Hopkins.

DEALERS USING SONORA PUBLICITY

pany, which would otherwise consume much

of your time to secure.

ONLY 50 CENTS
For instance, it will give you a complete
up-to-date list of the manufacturers and
jobbers who comprise the talking machine
industry, including invaluable data almut
each concern, such as location of factories,
names of officers, location of branch offices,
trade names controlled, policy of marketing
product, etc., etc.

ONLY 50 CENTS
Also it will give you a full, up-to-date list

of the manufacturers who make any given
class of product, such as talking machines,
records, parts, accessories, store equipment,
etc.

ONLY 50 CENTS

During the past few weeks Sonora dealers in
metropolitan territory have been using goodsized space in the local newspapers featuring the
Sonora line. This publicity has produced excellent results both directly and indirectly. The

advertising used by the dealers has served to
emphasize the fact that the Sonora representatives in Greater New York are making plans for
an active Fall trade. and are optimistic regarding
the future. The very constructive and well -arranged advertisements used by the well-known
Brooklyn department store, Abraham & Straus,
arc typical of this publicity.

`AIN'T SCIENCE WONDERFUL'

NEW POST FOR J. J. DOHERTY

A camera man, working for the educational
department of a film company, met an old farmer coming out of a house in the town where he
was working, and explained his presence in these

ager of the Buffalo branch of the Columbia
Graphophone Co. Mr. Doherty conies to the

words: "I have just been taking some moving

Buffalo branch as assistant manager from the

J. J. Doherty has been appointed assistant man-

pictures of life out on your farm." "Did you catch

Philadelphia branch, where he has been stationed

any of my laborers in motion?" asked the old

for several months past. and takes the place of
H. C. Cardoza, who resigned a few days ago.

man. curiously. "Sure I did." Tice farmer shook
his head reflectively, then said: "Science is a
wonderful thing."

tailed knowledge about this and that com-

This book contains the kind of data about
each concern which cannot be put into the
company's current advertising for lack of
space and which is nevertheless a kind of
data that is valuable from your standpoint.

ONLY 50 CENTS
This volume also contains a number of
pertinent articles on highly important topics
and much other material too extensive to
enumerate here in detail.

ONLY 50 CENTS
It

publishers of The Talking Machine World.

USETHIS

COUPON NOW

Send Cash, Stamps or Check

The Gately -Haire Co.; Inc., Albany, N. Y., has

It may be only a coincidence, but you will

filed an answer in the form of a denial in the
suit brought against it by the Victor Co. to re-

note that the successful houses are those that

cover $43,548, which it is alleged is due for mer-

advertise.

chandise.

PRICES ARE REDUCED ON
COTTON FLOCKS
THE SAME HIGH STANDARD OF QUALITY AND SERVICE MAINTAINED
May We Have Your Inquiry, Mr. Record Manufacturer?

CLAREN1ONT WASTE MFG. CO.

-

-

Claremont, N. H.

the only book of its kind ever pub-

is

lished and is a volume which no enterprising
member of the industry can fairly afford to
do without. It has been produced by the

!Truro

_

EDWARD LYMAN BILL, Inc.,
373 Fourth Ave.. New York City.
Gentlemen:
Please send me postage prepaid

a copy of the
1922 edition of. The Talking Machine World Trade
Directory, in payment for which I enclose 50 cents.

Name
I. iron
St

t

City and State

----

-
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LIMA VICTOR DOG SIGNS
Business Builders for
VICTOR DEALERS

Twelve colors in oil
on
24 -gauge
steel.
Stands 14 feet high

when erected.

An Attractive

sign

comes

Every
complete

ready to erect.

OUTDOOR SIGN
That Catches Every Eye

Aid Links Your Store with Victor Products
DESCRIPTION

This large cut out metal sign of the Famous Fox Terrier

Victor Dog is 12 ft. high and 7 it. wide, when erected it stand,

The Dog is painted in twelve color, in oil on

ft. high.

14

24 gauge non -rust steel, the sign is then varnished with spar
varnish, making it as durable as possible. The back of the
sign is painted with red lead, same as the posts, supports, etc.
1 he posts that are to be placed in the ground ale dipped in
creosote to prevent rotting. Every sign comes complete and
ready to erect --Dealer's name and the name VICTROLAS

painted on the body of the dog in red letters outlined with

white, the base below the (log can be used for any copy that
the dealer may prefer.
The 3 ft. signs are made of 24 gauge non -rust lead and zinc
coated steel and the dog is painted on in four colors in oil.
holes are punched along the edge of sign for wiring to fences
and tacking to buildings. etc. Dealer's name and address and
the name VICTROLAS is all the copy that this sign will
accommodate.

These signs carefully placed on highways, curves in a road
or on the side of a hill catch the eye of every person passing.
It means much to a Victor Dealer to have his name before the
public at all times in a manner such as this. It immediately

connects your store with Victor products and if this can be
done the business will follow.
PRICES TO DEALERS
25 3 -ft. signs
$3.50 each
3.25 each
50 3 -ft. signs

100 3 -ft. signs
150 3 -ft. signs
1

3.00 each
2.90 each
50.00 each
45.00 each
40.00 each

or more 12 ft. sign;

10 or more 12 -ft. signs
25 or more 12 -ft. signs

Less 2'; 10th of month following shipment.
VICTOR WHOLESALERS
Through Whom flow
/MAMA. Ga.. Ely 'a TAU. Math. la.
Noah...
Baltimore. Md..

May B. Ordered
Mobile. Ala.. Win. 11 Ifrinatils
Newark. N
1.. colloids & co
New Orleans,
La.. Philip

Signs

Ii.eo h

Masc. Oilier Dimon Co

Boston

Brooklyn.

Ma, h.

Y..

N.

American

Talking

New York. N. V..

Cia.

Williams Co . Inc.
Chicano. IU.. Lyon is Neale.
Clneinsatl, 0.. Ohio Talk. Mach. Co.
Cleveland. 0.. The Clee. land Talking
T.

Machine Co.
The E. Inn* Musical ('o
Columbus. 0.. The Perry R.
Co.

Dallas,
D

.

%lune I o

Karma, City. MA. J
Music

I,.

W. Jenkins skins

The Sehruelser Cu
Memphis. Toon.. 0. K.
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Rook Plano
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Kiii.kerboriier
I
Ile.

Omaha.

134 W.HIGH ST
L/MA,OH10.
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Koss

Philadelohic Pc. II

Pitt

Whitill

Teo., Sangre Bros.
Colo.. The Knight -Campbell

C.

Inc

so. Inc
.

Mach

co

Pa.,

P.

Machine

curlier

Standard

Talking

Portland, Me.. Cre.wy & Allen
Itiehomod. Va.. The Corky Co
Sall Lake City. Utah. The lel..

holt Clark Co
Inks.. Wale.. sacrum...
St.

Talking

Leah.

Ole..

Co.

A. %Vey:mann &

Inc.
.

i

Koerber home r

flute Co
0.. The Tulolo Talking na
tholar
Washington. D C.. Pole, & liuglo

.11:1.1

attil county.

Solomon - Edwards Company
I I ens
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Photo °I

:hinge

I °Minim., 0.
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Electrically illuminated signs made to order
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Every admirer of Marion Harris will hot -foot

to your store for this record. "Maybe You
Think You're Fooling Baby" and "Malinda
Brown." Both sung by Marion Harris, the
popular comedienne. A-3604.

Columbia Graphophone

Co

NEW YORK

SALT LAKE CITY TRADE IMPROVES

JAll WITH A BRINY FLAVOR

NEW CHINESE LACQUER MODELS

Better Industrial Outlook Has Its Effect in

How Benny Krueger and His Orchestra Enter
tained the Dancers at Starlight Park

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, June 6.-The industrial
outlook is highly satisfactory and considerably

artist, and his orchestra made a decided hit by
a unique performance which he gave at Starlight Park, New York. He and his orchestra

Manufacturers Phonograph Co. Introduces Two
Attractive Models Dealers Report Active Demand for Chinese Lacquer Cabinets-Geo. W.
Lyle on Extended Trip to the Pacific Coast

Stimulating Talking Machine Sales-Local Association Discusses Radio

Recently Benny Krueger, exclusive Brunswick

better than it has been for the past two years.
Not only are the metal mines working once dressed in special waterproof clothes, waded into
more, after having been closed down for twelve the salt water pool at this summer resort and
months, but the State is to have a new industry entertained the bathers with the latest popular
that promises to furnish a substantial payroll.
This industry will have to do with the manufacture of radio equipment and the whole of the
million -dollar stock of the company has been
subscribed.

machine dealers

Talking

two of these instruments are exactly alike

lusiness just now as Improving.
The O'Loughlin and Utah Music Co., Bruns.
wick dealers, have been using full pages for
joint weekly ads in local papers.
The Auerbach talking machine department is
to undergo some physical changes in the near
future, announces manager Ashworth. This department was opened some months ago and is
already very attractive. Mr. Ashworth says he
is figuring on something unique.
The members of the Utah Association of Music
Industries held a lively meeting at the Hotel
Utah a few days ago, when the principal topic
was the possible effect on their business of the
recent developments in wireless. No real con-

the new Queen Anne and Louis XN' Strand

models have been received from the dealers gen-

erally, emphasizing that the popularity of this
cabinet finish is producing sales.

The various other models in the Strand line,
consisting of the Queen Anne, Louis XV, Italian
Renaissance and Louis XVI consoles in mahogany and walnut. are also winning new friends in

recently,

when

a

play.

John Elliot Clark. head of the John Elliot
Clark Co., Victor wholesaler, says he has been
unable to supply the demand for the new horizontal models put out by the Victor Talking Machine Co., and also reports an increasing demand
or records.

WONDER OF THE WORLD
REPEATING PHONOGRAPH
KEEP YOUR

which was clevely caught by the International.

T. M. M. OUTING AT SEA CLIFF

sheepherder

bought one and took it to his camp. Fellow workers came from a great distance to hear it

SEAT,

IT

PLAYS, REPEATS and

Merely set the Dial,
it needs no further attention.
The great convenience and superior tone qualities make this
instrument the most desirable
STOPS.

Outing of Talking Machine Men, Inc., Will Be
Held at Sea Cliff, L. I., July 26

The entertainment committee of the Talking
Machine Men, Inc.. has selected Sea Cliff. L. I..
as the site for the Talking Machine Men's outing
scheduled for July 26. A number of likely places

on the Island were visited before the selection
was made. Karatsonyi's Inn will be the headquarters and in addition to other entertainment
bathing will be enjoyed.

E. G. Evans, of C. Bruno & Son, Inc.; Max
Eerlow, of the Knickerbocker Talking Machine
Co., and Al. Galuchie, treasurer of the organization, were the pilots on the expedition.
Musical entertainment will be supplied by one
of Paul Vhiteman's orchestras. The personnel
of the particular orchestra which will accompany
the

talking machine men has not

been an-

trade discounts, special prices

nounced, but it is understood that some of the
best musicians associated with Mr. Whiteman
will do their part to make the event a success.

BROOKS MFG. CO.
Mich.
Saginaw

Tickets for the outing will soon be mailed to
members or, if desired, they can be obtained
from Secretary E. G. Brown, 719 Broadway,

ever

offered

to

the

trade.

Lower prices than ever, liberal

for thirty days.

of the leading trade centers, and Geo. \V.
Lyle, president of the company, is being congratulated upon the splendid cabinet work of
the Strand instruments and their tone quality.
all

Benny Krueger and His Band in Deep

clusion was arrived at, but most of those who hits. A platform was erected near the pool
spoke felt that the radio music will not take where the bathers enjoyed the music and held
the place of the talking machine any more than an impromptu dance in bathing costume. Mr.
the latter has taken the place of the vocalist and Krueger and his "Salt Water Jazz" certainly
the concert.
The Victor portables are beginning to sell lo- made a hit with this unique bit of entertaining,
demonstrated

in

decoration, as each instrument is distinctive and
individual. During the past few months the
Manufacturers Phonograph Co. has received letters from its dealers throughout the country
stating that the popularity of Chinese lacquer is
growing beyond all expectations. Orders for

report

cally, some of the dealers having sold several of
them. Their value under certain conditions was

The Manufacturers Phonograph Co., manufacturer of Strand phonographs, has felt a sufficiently strong demand for Chinese lacquered
consoles to introduce two models in this finish:
one a Queen Anne, the other a Louis XN'. Both
are flat -top consoles, decorated in a handsome
black lacquer with polychrome Chinese decorations, the relief set offwith mother-of-pearl. No

Karatsonyi's, Bayonne, N. J., at $6 each.

The two consolettes manufactured by the Manufacturers Phonograph Co., to accommodate the
Victor VI and the Victor IX, are proving ready
sellers, as is also the case with the two types
of mirrors which are made especially to be used
with Strand period consoles.
Mr. Lyle left recently for an extended trip to
the Pacific Coast and, according to his present
plans, he will visit Strand representatives and
dealers in all of the leading trade centers. His
first reports indicate that there is a healthy undertone to business which augurs well for Fall
trade. He has appointed several new representatives, and in all probability will close a number of important deals before returning to the
executive offices of the company in New York.

The fellow who thinks he knows it
a great deal to learn.

all
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LAUTER MADE TALKING MACHINES

GOLDEN OAK
FUMED OAK
BROWN MAHOGANY
For Early Delivery

Let us figure today on
your requirements, or
write us for prices,

cuts. etc.

THE H. LAUTER COMPANY
Indianapolis, Indiana
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PHILADELPHIA. PA., June 6.-A distinct feeling
of optimism seems to pervade the talking machine and record trade in this city as the dealers.
almost without exception. say that business during the past month exceeded their expectations.
and moreover that all indications seem to point
to a very active business in the Fall.
The different dealers feel pleased over the
business done during May owing to the fact
that in April they had all resigned themselves
to look forward to a distinct slump such as is
invariably experienced with the beginning of
May and the warm weather. But to their surpnse the anticipated drop in business failed to
materialize, at least not to the extent that had
been expected. The only thing that tended to

mar the satisfact'on of the dealers last week was
the period of frequent showers and rain storms

that followed the Memorial Day holiday and
that naturally resulted in a very quiet week so
far as business was concerned.

Victor Dealers Enjoy Live Picnic
All the members of the Philadelphia Victor
Dealers' Association are unanimous in asserting

that the stag picnic and planked shad dinner
held by the Association last week at the Old ;Mo-

hican Club House, at Morris-on-the-1)claware,
seven miles above Camden. was the most successful outing ever held by their organization.
As one member of the Association expressed it.

"A Rood time was had by all and everybody
semed to have lost a dollar or two at the great
game of 'African golf' except those who won
a dollar or two. Those who lost had their fun
out of the game, and those who won had their
fun, so everybody was happy."
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The dealers assembled promptly at one o'clock
iii Camden, and proceeded by automobiles to the
destination. A baseball game started the activities, giving way later to other scheduled
sports. The first event, a 100 -yard dash, was

won by Frank Hovey. of the Victor Talking
C. E. Greninger, of the Linton
Victor retailers, finished first in the fat
men's race. Mr. Moser, an invited guest of Mr.
Voungjohn. Victor retailer of Norristown, Pa.,
took the honors in the hop race. Mr. Moser and

Machine Co.

Co.,

Mr. Youngjohn also constituted the winning
team in the tennis doubles.
Following the sports all participated in the
fine planked shad dinner which was served, during which music and singing were provided by
a colored jazz band. At the close of the dinner,
G. W. Huver, president of the Association, who
presided, awarded the prizes and commended the

committee on the great success of the affair.
Representatives of the Victor Co. were
present as well as the executives and members of
the staffs of the five Victor distributors located
in Philadelphia and which were guests of the
Association, including F. B. Reineck and Wil-

liam H. Nolan, of the Louis Buehn Co.: T. W.
Barnhill and H. F. Miller, of the Penn Phonograph Co.: H. W. and A. C. Weymann, of H. W.
Weymann & Son; Eugene Stern and Harry A.
Ellis, of the Talking Machine Co., and George
W. Witney, of C. J. Heppe & SOH.
G. W. Huver, the president of the Association.
added a great deal to the jollity of the occasion
by his humorous remarks made during the presentation of the prizes to the winners of various
contests that were conducted. The committee
I

I
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members in charge of the affair were frequently
congratulated upon their efficient management
of the arrangements. The smoothness with
which the outing was conducted added considerably to the enjoyment of the one hundred and
seventeen Victor dealers and their guests who
were present. The members of the committee
were: L. F. Quimby, of the Estey Piano Co..
Homer C. Davis, Robert McCarthy, of Gimbel
Brothers, J. R. Wilson and W. G. l.inton.
Building Boom Helps Sales
"I am more than pleased with the business we
did last month," said H. W. Weymann, head of
H. A. Weymann & Son, in discussing present
conditions in the talking machine world in general and the Victor business in particular. "Our
business has improved rather than dropped off
and our Victor talking machine and records
sales during the past three months have been
considerably larger than for the three previous
months and a decided increase is noted in comparison with the same period of last year. Moreover, I believe that there will be an improve:
ment in the demand for Victrolas and Victor
records this Fall. One cause for this I believe
may be found in the increased activity in the

building trades which are now working at full
force.

"Hundreds of families are now moving into
new homes or are moving from small apartments

into their own residences and many of these
families will he buying Victrolas for their new
living quarters as they have refrained from buying up to the present because they were living
in temporary quarters or. doubling up with other
(Continued on page102)
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GREATER VICTROLA SALES
Trial and experiment with odd makes is a thing of the past with
Dealers whose business is on a sound basis.

Concentration on a product which the great majority of
buyers and sellers absolutely believe in-and are permanently
satisfied with-must mean a still greater and more profitable
Victor business.

We appreciate being the chosen jobber by the many Dealers
of this territory, who, through more concentrated buying, are
putting their business on a profitable basis.

The Louis Buehn Company
The Victor Wholesalers
of Philadelphia

is
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From our large stock of Victor Merchandise we
can "fill 'em" promptly.
But, aside from the actual supplying of goods, our
intimate

knowledge

Victor

of

merchandising

enables us to extend co-operation that will prove
invaluable.

The

Machine Co.
Distributors
p
Philadelhia,
Pa.

1025 Arch Streetl'ictor
.
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This condition is rapidly passing away
with the increase in building. so I feel free to
families.

predict that many of our dealers who share these
views and who are in business in places where
these conditions exist soon will he placing their

advance orders for Fall as their stock on hand
will only answer their immediate requirements."
Local Dealers Expanding
According to F. B. Reineck. of the Louis
Buehn Co.. Victor wholesaler, while business
was rather quiet last week. sales for last month
were most satisfying. He states that Joseph
Heim, whose store is located at 3800 North
Broad street, has acquired the adjoining property and is making extensive alterations to the
tuilding. A number of additional private booths
are being constructed to meet the demands of
his increasing business.
Qualifies as Baseball Captain
Morris C. Rath, one of the Buchn Co. dealers,
whose store is located at 6928 Market street.

Upper .Darby, Pa has recently been elected
captain of the Strawbridge & Clothier baseball

, ...
..

.e.. v.....

"\

"LET PHIL FILL EM"

Mr. Rath is an ardent baseball fan and
has undertaken to guide the destinies of the
Strawbridge team on account of his love for
the sport and his desire to keep in close touch
with the game. He is well fitted for the office
through his years of experience in the Big
League baseball teams. He was formerly on the
Cincinnati team. up to about two years ago when
he went with the Pacific Coast League, leaving
that organization to embark in his own business.
Business Good With the Vocalion
"Business is good, particularly when all
things are considered." asserts B. H. Rogers.
manager of the Lincoln Business Bureau, jobbers of Vocalion talking machines and records,
located at 1011 Race street. "Naturally, there
has been some slight drop from the high peak
team.

of the winter months but that was to be expected and it is foolish for dealers and others
to attribute this to the present popularity of the
radio. The way I view the radio business is
really as an aid rather than a competitor to the
phonograph and record business.

On

people who will hear different selections broadcasted by radio will he led to buy those records.
for then they can play it whenever they desire
and they will not he dependent upon the program of the broadcasting station."
Mr. Rogers is busy at the present time in ar-

ranging for the opening of new territory and
in assigning new dealers to the various sections
controlled by the Lincoln Business Bureau,
which includes Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey and all of Delaware.
Opens New Radio Department
The Talking Machine Co.. whose central city
store is located on Chestnut street, below the
Adelphia Hotel, has just opened a radio departtnent to its business. This department will

occupy a large section of the second floor of
its building and while it will he conducted
under the trade name of Morton Radio Co., the
management is the same as that of the Talking
Machine Co., according to Ilarry Ellis, manager of the company.
Philadelphians at Jobbers' Convention
Practically all of the Victor wholesalers in
Philadelphia had planned to attend the convention of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers to be held in Atlantic City beginning June 12. A large number of dealers
also attended the convention of the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce and allied as!ociations in New York this week. Florence J.
Heppe. head of the famous house bearing his

name, together with Mr. Elwell and Mr. Hille-

Guard

brand, are in New York and at the close of those

meetings both Mr. Heppe and Mr. Elwell will
attend the Atlantic City convention. The display of the new portable model Victrola in the
Heppe show windows is attracting considerable
attention from passers-by. many of whom undoubtedly are planning their vacations at the
present time and are figuring on taking one of

Penn -Victor Dogs are the best watchmen of Victor
Welfare in the Home.

Sold by most Victor Distributors.
Write them or us for prices.

Penn Phonograph Company

913 Arch Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Victor Wholesale Only

[TACO MANIA
Name Plates for Talking
Machines, Pianos, etc.

High Class Workmanship
Write us for further information

National Decalcomania Co.
220.230 N.60lb St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE TRADE IN PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY
these new models along, as the plain finish of
the case together with its compact size and
handsome appearance makes it an ideal instrument for the camp, cottage or auto trip.
Starr Sales Are Keeping Up
Benjamin \V. Witlin, head of the Witlin Musical Instrument Co., whose salesrooms are located at 807 Chestnut street, in the I. Press
Building, reports that business in the Starr
pianos and phonographs and the Gennett records

running along smoothly despite the warm
weather that has prevailed the last month.
is

Expect Record -Breaking Fall Trade
"Business conditions arc good and the pros-

pects for a record -breaking Fall trade are excellent," reports R. M. Nelson, Philadelphia distributor for the Brunswick. This sentiment is
also agreed to by Louis Buehn. the prominent
Victor wholesaler, who has received numerous
fine reports to -day from his salesmen. all of
whom were in from the road for the usual periodical conference.

Now Exclusively Wholesale
The Sayre -Level Radio Co.. Inc., 41 North
Tenth street, has anounced a change in its policy,
effective June 1, whereby the retail end of its business was discontinued and the company became
exclusively wholesale.

Mid -Month Record Suggestion Hanger Popular

H. W. Weymann, of II. A. Weyinann & Son.
Inc., Victor wholesalers, reports that the May
Mid -Month Record Suggestion Hanger, issued by
their sales promotion department, has proved of

ideas created by the sales promotion department
and at the same time it is one of the most successful. Dealers report that it is creating extra
business from many of their customers who

catalog which were listed on this hanger. H. A.
Weymann & Son, Inc., arc putting particular
effort behind their sales promotion department,

realizing the importance of helping the Victir
retailer to keep the volume of his business up
during the Summer period. The Mid -Month
Suggestion Hanger is only one of the many

Creates New Interest in

Records and

Phonographs!

would ordinarily only visit their warerooms at
the first of each month. These hangers have
proven their worth to such an extent that it will

The Phono-Toner

hereafter be a regular feature of \Veymann service-one that is evidently appreciated.

Renders Softer, Sweeter Music
and Reduces Surface Noise
It is a very handy. simple. essential

NEW LOCATION FOR AZPELL MUSIC CO.
June 9.-The Azpell Music Co.
here, which is under the energetic guidance
of Barclay W. Azpell, has opened for business

carded. one dozen assorttvl.

attra,

Retails 35e. in Nickel Finish
50c. Gold Plated
Distributor.' and Dealers' Trade Ditcount-

Samples Upon Request

in a new and better location. The new store is
located in the Ardmore Theatre Building in the
center of activity. The excellent appearance of
the store is in keeping with the location. its

Phono-Toner
Trade -Mark Revi t.rg.i on It. S. Patent OIt,..
The Phono-Toner (or I Mot size)

appointments have already caused much favorable

comment and consist of Unico equipment with
five rooms and ample record department facilities to assure a trade of maximum service in
Victor merchandising.

NEW DEALER IN ALLENTOWN
ALLENTOWN,

PA.,

The Phonotone Co.
310 Lincoln Building
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

June 5.-A new Brunswick

dealer has entered the field in this city awl judging from the energetic manner in which he hat
made his start success seems assured. The new
company of Neverman & Gaunter will conduct
an exclusive music store. A complete installation of Unico equipment in ivory finish has been
made.

exceptionally great advantage to the Victor retailer. This was evidenced by the large amount

of orders for the numbers from the general
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A SURE-FIRE ROAD TO FAILURE
If you don't care to succeed do as little as you

At any rate, do not do one iota
more than your job calls for. This is a surepossibly can.

fire recipe for saving energy and staying progress.
Under these conditions also you can rest assured

that if the boss desires to get rid of any of his
help you will be the one selected for an enforced

HE FOUND OUT Will SALES DROPPED
Inquisitive Executive Analyzing Conditions and
Seeking Their Betterment, Is Enlightened
James B. NIcMalion, the general manager of
the company making Gold Dust. demanded to
know from John Lee Mahin, the noted expert,
xvho was then handling the company's advertis-

ing, "What's the matter with our advertising
in Ohio?" Mr. Mahin replied that nothing was
the matter with it. "There must be." snapped
Mr. McMahon. "The proof is that our sales in
Mr. Mahin
said he would try to locate the reason, but that
he knew the handling of the advertising was not
that State have fallen off badly."

vacation.

(Continued on page104)

VEYMANN
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PLAYER ROLLS

VICTOR WHOLESALERS
One of the outstanding features of Weymann Victor
Service is our Sales Promotion Department which is ever on
the alert with new ideas for increasing our dealers' business.

Our Mid -Month Record Suggestion
Hanger, which is proving so successful,
was evolved in this department.
Personal co-operation in individual problems is also given.
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QUAKER CITY NEWS HAPPENINGS

JUNE OKEII WINDOW DISPLAY

(Continued from page 103)

Latest Display Embodies New Layout and Design Features-Okeh Artists Given Prominence in Display

to blame. And he forthwith proceeded to make
exhaustive investigation of competitive conditions and so forth in Ohio. After gathering, com-

piling and analyzing a mountain of data, Mr.
Mahin notified the general manager that he was
ready to take up the matter with him.
On a day named by Mr. McMahon, Mr. Ma hill arrived with his data. Without examining it
Mr. McMahon said, "Sit here while I call in
our Ohio salesmen." Eight men trooped in. He
asked them what the trouble was, and there was
remarkable unanimity among them as to the
cause. Then, Mr. McMahon began to address
them. Before he got through he had them all
assenting that the cause was something totally

The June window display issued by the General Phonograph Corp., featuring Okeh records
is one of the most artistic that have been issued
in this series. It is somewhat different in character from the previous displays, although fundamentally it embodies the main features of the
series as a whole.
As before, there arc seven units in the June
display, but instead of the illustrations being
devoted to whimsical characters, illustrating different selections, the units are actual reproductions of Markcls' Orchestra. Vincent Lopez and

different from what they had declared-all except one salesman who ventured to disagree with

the boss and insisted that in his opinion the
trouble

was what he had originally outlined.

"That's all!" snapped Mr. McMahon, as he dis-

Ji-Ns 15. 1022

Italian Music Rolls

Lorgext collection of Italian and tither foreign
music rolls In the United States. l'stalogn anti
discounts OD appilention.
UNITED MUSIC STORES
619 Cherry Street
l'ia.
W. Mulberry St.
Baltimore. 31.1.

PLANS FOR TRADE ARBITRATION
United States Chamber of Commerce Proposes
Local and National Machinery for Settling
Commercial Disputes Out of Court
WASIIINGTON, D. C., June 7.-Arbitration as a
means of settling commercial disputes between
business men is advanced by the United States
Chamber of Commerce which, according to an
announcement last week,
intends to use its influence to have American
business adopt the idea.
The plan takes into account the present wide

missed the salesmen.

use of arbitration in this

Turning to Mr. Mahin, he said: "\Ve don't

country and contemplates
making it more general
by extending it among

need to go any farther to find the trouble. Eight
so-called

salesmen and only one man in

the

whole lot."
Are you executives quite sure that a lot of your
pi ople don't think it wisest to "Yes" you? And

are you quite

sure

that you don't encourage

them to agree with you rather than speak straight

up to you when they think you are wrong?
There is a suggestion here, too, says Forbes
Magazine, for those who weakly and meekly
"Yes" the boss. "Yes -mg" pays nobody in the
end.

VICTOR CO. EMPLOYE WINS PRIZE
After Only One Year in United States Solomon
Dabinski Is Awarded Medal for Best Patriotic
Essay in English-An Unusual Record
Solomon Dabinski, employed in the factories of

the Victor Talking Machine Co., Newark, N. J.,
was recently awarded a bronze medal by the Na-

tional Society of Colonial Daughters of Washington for the best patriotic essay in English.
The award is particularly notable in that Dabinski came from Poland about a year ago without
the slightest knowledge of the English language
and so applied himself after his arrival that he
%vas able to write the essay that won the prize,
which represents a remarkable example of perseverance.

Life is like riding a bicycle; we can keep from
falling if we keep moving. Only a few trick -

riders can staid still and not tumble.

business organizations
making up the national
Chamber'-

membership.

.\s sent to all member organizations, the plan carries suggestions for setNovel Window Arrangement for Okeh Dealers
ting up arbitration machinery and a statement of the services which the
his Hotel Pennsylvania Orchestra, etc. The
center panel is devoted to an actual reproduction national Chamber can render to organization
members supplemental to their own efforts, both
of a photograph of Sophie Tucker. popular
vaudeville star and new Okeh artist. The scheme in domestic and foreign commerce.
Arbitration, under the arrangement proposed.
and layout of the display have been somewhat

changed. for the small unit is 22 x 7 inches in
width and in the form of huge exclamation
points with a solid black background and a white
outline border.
It is planned to have each feature displayed
differently each month, not only in color scheme

and art treatment. but in layout and other details
There will be ample opportunity for
changing the displays in view of the fact that
new artists are being added daily to the Okeh
recording organization.

INVENTS COMBINATION MACHINE

would consist of settlement of local controversies by local commercial bodies: of settlement
of disputes with an industry by trade associations, and of the handling by the National Chamber of cases that do not fall within local or trade
jurisdiction. The national Chamber already has
provided machinery for handling disputes that
may come to it.
The plan provides, aside from arbitration, for
the use of good offices by business organizations
as a means of settling differences wherever pos-

sible by conciliation without resort to arbitration.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., June 6.-L. A. Priess, well-

known in local talking machine circles, has invented a combination talking machine and radio
outfit that he is introducing to the trade. This
instrument is made in two models. Colonial and
Jacobean, and embodies a number of distinctive
(ratter.

The Stahl Music Co., of Puyallup, Wash., has
moved to the Green Music House on Meridian
street. Mr. Green has been placed in charge of
the talking machine department and Mr. Stahl
will handle the piano sales. It is planned to carrc
all active a!e. campaii.tn

Victor' quality is internationally known and is
of standardized perfection. Heppe service in
the distribution of Victor merchandise is also

on an appropriate high plane and constantly
striving to uphold the high Victor standards.

C. J. HEPPE & SON
Victor Wholesalers

PHILADELPHIA
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An Open Letter About Radio
To the Music Dealer:
What am I going to do about Radio?
You are not the only dealer who is
asking himself this question.
A new business closely allied to the music trades has suddenly
taken a firm hold of the public. What stand should the music
dealer take toward this business that promises to become one
of the largest industries of the nation? Will he deliberate and
watch the other fellow in an entirely foreign line take from
him a kindred business? The music dealer's position is not
as complex as it appears. Why shouldn't he be the largest
Radio dealer in his locality?

W
MATOD

/-*`
kmpoCorporation
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The investment is small. No increase in selling force is necessary. He need not enlarge his present quarters. No special
technical knowledge is required. It is a huge attraction to his
store. The newspapers are giving radio a tremendous amount
of free publicity, arousing people to become keenly interested
in radio, thereby creating a constant demand.

It seems almost unbelievable that any music dealer should
hesitate about adding radio to his present stock of musical merchandise. A wider scope of business activity is presenting itself

S6

for his immediate participation.

Immediate Delivery of
Aeriola Jrs.
Aeriola Srs.
Aeriola Grands

It is better to leave radio alone than to decide to retail an unknown and inferior product. When you make the decision to
handle radio, consider this.
The Radio Corporation of
America, of world-wide repute, has appointed Landay Bros.
distributors of their radio products manufactured for them by
the Westinghouse, Wireless Specialty and General Electric
Companies. All of these companies enjoy a reputation that is

R. C. Sets

based upon sound business dealings and mechanical excellence.

G.E. AR1300
G.E. AR1400
Wireless Spec.

Landay Bros. are ready at the present time to help you install
adequate radio apparatus in your store and will gladly answer
any questions that may be on your mind. Dealers are now being
appointed and supplies distributed in order of receipt of
inquiries. Now is the time for you to establish your radio department so that you will be prepared to reap the radio harvest

AR1375

Brandes Head Sets
UV 200 Tubes
UV 201 Tubes
and

other Radio

Corporation

this fall.
.

Respectfully yours,

supplies.

LANDAY BROS.

anday

Wholesale Distributors for Radio Corporation of America

BROS.

311 SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK
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INDIANAPOLIS
Business 1111proventrui Groccs-Optimistic Note Sounded-Edison
.letivitiesSeabronk Incorporates-New Stores and Recent Change.,
INDIAN.%iOLIS. IND., June 9.-Steady improvement

in the general business conditions of this city.
arising chiefly from large building activities. is
being reflected in the talking machine business.
Interest in the radio is playing no small part
in the situation. for electrical supply houses, machine shops and various other concerns which
have been doing comparatively little business

for several months now arc working full time
to supply the demand for those things so much
sought by radio fans.
Sound Optimistic Note
George P. Zerkle, manager of the talking machine department of the Carlin Music Co., says:
"Comparing the talking machine sales of recent
months with the sales of the corresponding
months last year shows a healthy increase in
business. This is not indicated in the nunber
of sales. but rather in the amount of business
turned over. This is true both in the rrcord
and machine sales and the condition was brought
about by a demand for the higher -priced machines. A gradual increase can he seen now
in the sales of medium-priced machines, which
is due to the fact that labor conditions have

ing its first chance since then to get back to
normal. Mr. Herdman says.

Circle T. M. Shop Edits House Organ
H. E. Whitman. of the Circle Talking Machine
Shop, reports a May business that was about up
to the average with the console and portable
models running a close race for first place in
volume of sales. Mr. Whitman is editing a small
journal known as Whitman's Magazine of Music,
which includes the monthly Victor record lists
as well as several articles along musical lines
together with a list of special hits.
Sonora Sales Growing
C. H. Becherer. of Chas. Mayer & Co., reports
the sale of Sonora machines during May to have
been greater than during May of last year. This.
he says, was the development for the month despite the fact that the class of trade to which he
caters has begun its annual Summer exodus.
Edison Re -creations Popular

"Conditions in our territory continue to show
a very steady improvement." says H. G. Anderson. general sales manager for the Kipp Phonograph Co.. Edison distributors. "One of the
most noticeable features in the Edison line is the
increase in

experienced a decided improvement.

"At this particular time of year there always
is quite a demand for the portable models which
can he used in canoes. These models arc also
popular with grade school teachers, who use
them extensively hit- class -room work. Our
record business isnot just what we would wish
it to be. but we are planning a direct campaign
by which we expect to increase sales largely
by the use of personal letters sent to a selected
list of prospects."
W. G. Wilson, of the Widener Grafonola

Shop: Charles E. Collins. of the Collins Talking Machine Co.. and T. H. Bracken, of the
Starr Piano Co.. all report that by "plugging
away" they arc developing satisfactory trade.
They voice the opinions of other dealers as well

as their own opinion when they say that they
arc finding no cause for complaint even though
business is not such as to develop elation.
Baldwin Co.'s Redecorating Completed
C. P. Herdman, of the talking machine department of the Baldwin Piano Co.. says that record
_ales have been exceptionally good during the
The interior redecorating made
last month.
necessary by the fire of last November has been
in:deted and h!,ini.ss in hi deparltnent i hay-

the

Edison

Re-creation business.

We arc of the opinion that Edison dealers in
this territory will soon be doing an enormous
record business as the result of the new attach-

ment which makes it possible to play Edison
Re -creations on other phonographs and talking
machines. The new flashes from Broadway are
meeting with a very wonderful reception among
the Edison owners, appealing as they do to
music lovers as well as dancing -fans.

"We have noticed a very encouraging improvement of conditions in the farming districts
of Indiana and Illinois. While the farmers at

this time of the year arc unusually busy and
hard to talk to. their mental attitude is very
much changed from what it was sixty days ago.
Consequently, many of our live dealers arc haying no trouble in getting "Mr. Farmer" interested
in the Edison phonograph.

"The new William and Mary as well as the
Chippendale console models are meeting with
the genuine approval of all our 'dealers and their
customers.

Judging by the orders already
placed for these models, it will he very hard for
us to keep a surplus stock on hand. One of the

eery recent surprises given by Mr. Edison to
Ilk dealers was the introduction
ee Baby
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Console model, and this, at $173, is without
doubt one of the most popular merchandising
values in our territory to -day."
Seabrook Phonograph Corp. Chartered
The Seabrook Phonograph Corp.. of Mishawaka, has been incorporated, with an authorized
capital stock of $100.000. The directors arc M.

W. Mix, W. W. Dodge, Kenyon W. Mix, F. P.
Howlett and E. M. Carver. It has been announced that the number of employes of the
Seabrook plant has practically doubled within
the last two months. This is partly the result
of the manufacture by the company of radio sets
in addition to the concert phonograph which is
being made for the motion picture business.
Brunswick Shop Adds Pianos

The Brunswick Shop

at

Terre Haute has

added the Gulbransen player -piano to its line of
goods. Jensen Brothers, proprietors of the
shop, report increased business in all instruments handled by them.
Edison Shop Docs Record Business
Business for the Edison Shop during May was
the hest of any month for more than a year with
the exception of last December, according to
W. E. Hopkins, manager. The business of the
Shop has been stimulated by devoting particular
attention to the current record hits, which have

been featured with special window and newspaper displays.

First Campbell Gennett Record a Hit
The first Gennett records made by Clara Mae
Campbell. vocalist, of Richmond, for the Starr
Piano Co., are reaching a large sale in Indiana.
Four hundred were sold the first day in Frankfort where Miss Campbell formerly lived. "In
the Garden of My Heart" is on one side of the
record, and "Until" is on the other.
Campbell is at present on tour.

E. L. Mayer in New Post
Edward I.. Mayer has been placed in charge
of the Sonora department of the Kiefer -Stewart
Co. He says that the improved business conditions this Spring have been reflected most favorably in Sonora sales. "There no doubt is a
demand for phonographs," he says, "but dealers
must realize that they are required to put forth
a great deal more effort than during the 19191920 period in order to produce worth while re Stilts: Although we are facing the usual quiet
Summer months, the future appears most encouraging and we are anticipating an exceptionally large Sonora business next Fall."
Hope to Resume Business
Neal Grider, cashier of the People's National
Bank, was appointed receiver of the J. D. Hunt
Manufacturing Co.. earl in May. The action was
a friendly one and it is expected by Mr. Grider
that the company will shortly be in a position to
resume its normal operations.

TONE ARMS for Portable Machines
TONE ARMS for Medium Priced Machines
TONE ARMS for High Grade Machines
Quantity prices from $2 up, including sound box
Let us know your requirements and we will quote you prices

The Phillips Octagon Throw Back Arm No. 5
Equipped with No. 3 or No. 5 reproducer
Special Quantity

Prices on Request

The William Phillips Phono Parts Corp.
145 West Forty-fifth Street

t-

Miss

New York City
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The Gramophone Company
London, Eng.

Birkel Company
Los Angeles, Cal.

1 he Geo.

Service Broadcasting Over a 3000 -Mile Radius
FROM London to Los Angeles is 6000
miles by Radio yet Unico Service functioned simultaneously in both these cities
as well as many intermediate points.

UNICO SERVICE

Broadcasting
Unico Equipment today to every section of
the country.
is

TEN Unico Scrvicc Broadcasting Sta-

tions arc conveniently located in Philadelphia, Ncw York, Chicago, Salt Lakc City,
Denver, San Francisco, Dallas, N c w

Orleans, Atlanta and London, England.

WITH Unico Service within immediate
reach, why consider any other in conncc-

tion with your departmental development?

UNICO Equipment

has

been

instru-

mental in the development of hundreds of
the most successful musical merchandising
establishments thruout the United States.

11=1=
MEIMk.

IMM.E.1111.

THE price of Unico Equipment irrespective of its quality and patented features is
no higher than ordinary equipment and ITS

COST IS QUICKLY DEFRAYED BY

ITS PROFITS FROM INCREASED

.11MMEMNI.

SALES.

NOW is the time to remodel your department-make your store the musical
headquarters of

your community-

.1.=1Mi.

UN ICO SERVICE WI LL DO IT.

Phone, wire or write our nearest service branch.
No requirements too small for Unico Scrvicc.

No requirement too large for Unico Facilities.

Unit Construction Company
RAYBURN CLARK SMITH, President

NEW YORK. N. Y.
299 Madison Ave.

CHICAGO, ILL.
30 N. Michigan Blvd.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
ISO Main St.
DENVER, COLO.

58th Street and Grays Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
DALLAS. TEX.
ATLANTA. GA.
506 Marine Bank Bldg.
209 Dallas Bank Bldg.
49 Auburn Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
912 Nlarlot Nt.
II. A. Nil tOORE k (11_ LTD. tS.elrs Arent1
?manor House. London (W.C.I.), England

1642 Arapahoe St.

.1
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POSSIBILITIES

I EDI Ir./CS NOTE-This is the twentieth of a series of
articles by William Itraid White. devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject

"high -brows" nor anything else of the sort. This
is proved by the sales of the great record -making

2. THE PATHWAY TO KNOWLEDGE

of salesmanship which has been used on them is
an intelligent, fine brand. There is no room for
unintelligent salesmanship in handling fine music.
Well, the basis of all such intelligent salesmanship is knowledge. The basis of knowledge

is one of great interest and we commend these ankles to the
con.ideratein of all %alio are devoting attention to the featuring and (let eloping of the musical possibilities of the
talus.; machine. I

The function of the talking machine is to stimulate musical pleasure exclusively through the
faculty of listening. The salesman who has to
sell talking machines and records must fret get
into his or her mind the underlying principle on
which all such salesmanship rests. That principle is simply expressed by saying that it is
music which is being sold and not machines or
discs. Machines and discs are merely the mate rial media. The buyer wants music and that is
v: by he or she comes into a talking machine store.
The salesman has music to sell. The conjunction
of the want with its supply constitutes the process
of the sale.

Liking What One Sells
Naturally, then, the salesman ought to like the
products he sells. One cannot imagine a butcher
who is a vegetarian and a successful meat salesman at the same time. Yet it seems to he re-

garded as perfectly proper for a talking machine
or record salesman not even to possess a specimen of the goods he or she is selling!
The man or woman who sells music ought to
like music. Now, most men and women do in
reality like music very much. but this latent liking
is oftener than not untrained and ignorant, not
knowing where to begin or how to proceed. Fortunately. the very process of learning to sell talk-

ing machines and records involves

JUNE 15, 1922

a

parallel
Between

process of constant listening to music.
mere hearing and intelligent listening there is a
great gulf fixed, whose width measures the difference between intelligent and unintelligent sales
work in all that concerns musical merchandise.
Popular Is Familiar

When Theodore Thomas said that popular
music is simply familiar musk he uttered a great
truth. It undoubtedly is true that the general
public taste in music is very low, but then, other
things being equal, it is easier from the point of
view of any brain work that may be required, to
follow the mass than to lead it. But when one
follows the mass one follows at the very end of
the procession. In a word, when we "give the
public what the public wants" in musical merchandise we necessarily. in effect. give what the
least intelligent members of the public want, and
nothing elsc.
Now, the people actually will listen to fine
voices and fine instrumental music and actually
11 buy it. even though they be neither musical

But wherever average people arc
buying fine records it is certain that the brand
companies.

from the point of view of such salesmanship is
familiarity with the greatest possible quantity of
fine music through listening.
The Salesman's Kind of Listening
As I showed last month, this intelligent listening ought to be cultivated by every salesman who
expects to sell fine records and fine machines.

But such listening is something quite different
when the salesman does it primarily for his selling purpose, from what it is when it is done
by the owner of a talking machine for the purpose of enjoyment pure and simple. The salesman's listening is to be done in order that lie or
she may learn to know certain special facts about
different kinds of music. These facts, indeed, are
artistic facts and quite as interesting and en-

Orchestra music will be found listed under such
titles as symphony, overture and selections from
this or that opera. "Orchestra" in this sense refers to what is called the "grand orchestra," a
body of instrumentalists containing from fifty up
to one hundred and more instrumentalists, playing
violins. violas. 'cellos, stringed basses, flutes.
oboes, clarinets, bassoons, horns, trumpets, trombones, drums, etc., with the strings forming more
than half of the total. This orchestra, the true
orchestra, must be carefully distinguished from
the dance orchestra of six or ten instruments specially selected for dance purposes. The generic
term for the large organization is "symphony orchestra."

Symphony orchestras have not as yet made a
very large number of records, although the practice. fortunately, is on the increase. American
record makers have found a large foreign market, however, for the finest orchestral records
and so4 of course, have the Italian, French and
German recorders. Although the great American catalogs show only a small number, comparatively speaking, of fine orchestral renditions, yet
those they do carry are almost uniformly .of the

joyable as any others of the kind, but the point
is that among all the lovely and delightful things
which are to be found in list
g to music the

greatest excellence.

salesman must select some special things for his
selling purposes. The others he may also learn

to know the orchestra should study the educational records put out by the Victor Co. One

to recognize and enjoy, yet they are not the
most important for his own special ends.
Finding Artistic Worth
The first point towards which the salesman
should direct his attention is the point of carefully listening to every new record which exhibits any trace of artistic worth. Such a iecord

set of these consists of four double-faced records

is quite likely to be a choice bit of dance orchestra work, or a fine example of musical comedy
singing. On the other hand, of course, it is even

more likely to be found in the violin playing of
the great artists who make records or in the singing of the golden -throated men and women who
adorn the grand opera stage. The first point to
be considered in listening to the interpretation of
ally musician, however, is artistic worth, irrespec-

tive of grade. And if the effort be obviously sincere and the musician be obviously doing the
best that he or she knows how to do, then almost

certainly there will be something worth while to
be discovered by close listening.
Artistic Classification

After artistic worth conies artistic

with the general title, "The Instruments of the
Orchestra." On them are contained specimens of
the tones of every instrument used in the grand

orchestra from violin to trombone and drums.
Each instrument is represented by a musical passage drawn from some famous symphony, overture or grand opera, wherein its voice is set forth
to advantage. By listening to these records the
salesman may learn to distinguish all the vari-

ous instruments of the orchestra and thus to
"hear"-perhaps for the first time in his lifethe inner workings of a piece of great orchestral
music.
Stress is

laid upon preparatory work of this

kind. because it is not only delightful, but highly
useful.

The familiarity which comes hereby in-

spires the salesman with new confidence and fits
him or her to handle and exploit successfully the

finest kinds of high-priced records.
Remember: The money is in the high-priced
records. but it takes knowledge to sell this kind.

classifies -

Instrumental music divides itself naturally
into certain forms. The salesman who will carefully consult the record catalogs will perceive
that instrumental music generally resolves itself
into three great divisions: Orchestra and band
ensemble music and solo music.
Con.

How to Begin
As a starter the salesman who desires to learn

SAUNDERS BUYS WELLS' STORES
KANSAS CITY, Mo., June 3.-William Saunders

of Ottawa. Kan.. recently purchased the music
stores operated by Fred Wells in Ottawa and
Paola. Kan.

Make Your Phonograph a Radio Loud Speaker

PHONOTACH
A New and Better Loud Speaker
at a Very Low Cost
Utilizes the scientifically designed tone amplifier of the talking machine to secure mellm%ness and beauty of tone ; using two receivers to give greater intnsity. Adjusted instantly
without disturbing head set.

IT SELLS ON SIGHT

Attractive Discounts to Jobbers and Dealers

PRICE
LIST
I rnmrdeate
Deliveries

$3 00

W. A. MILLS

103 Park Avenue, New York City
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The Right Instrument and the
Right Financial Plan for You
PHONOGRAPHS

AND RECORDS

"As Good as the Best "

"Better than the Rest"
Secistered.t.t. S. Pat. Mee

TIHE sale and distribution methods of the Brenard Mfg. Co. rest upon recognition
of the fact that the Job is not finished until the product is in the hands of a satisfied
owner. It is a most important factor in the substantial profits of Claxtonola Dealers.
If you want to know the value of the Claxtonola Sales Franchise, ask the merchant
who sold some other "machine" before he took up the Claxtonola line.

We are proud of the fact that many of our dealers, as well as our buyers, chose the
Golden Throated Claxtonola after careful comparison with other makes.

Factors Which Have Prompted Over 4000
Merchants to Become Claxtonola Dealers
1. A thorough appreciation of the selling appeal made by a Phonograph
which is a true musical instrument with unsurpassed musical qualities.

2. A desire to give the customer dollar for dollar value, inside and out.
3. More Service and less bragging back of the Claxtonola Franchise.

4. Real national distribution.
5. Consistent and effective direct advertising which brings the Claxtonola
name and its Golden Throat Famc to the people.
6. A complete line, including Console, five cabinet models, special tea car
model, table model and Portable Phonograph.

7. Dealer Helps which actually "help" to make sales and to increase store
profits without materially adding to dealers' overhead.
8. No middleman. Every Claxtonola Dealer is in every sense a part of
the Brenard organization and gets the direct benefit of his efforts.

9. The Brenard Plan teaches Dealers how to find the hidden buyer and
how to reach him.

Another Aid to our
Dealers' Success lies in

the Triumph of

CLAXTONOLA
RECORDS

10. Financial Co-operation.

L

for Particulars about the many
Advantages of a Claxtonola Selling Franchise
Ask

Hit,

Quick Releases
Play on all Phonographs

BRENARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Established 1892

IOWA CITY, IOWA
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IN PITTSBURGH
Radio a Factor in Trade-Dealers Tie Up With Columbia ,irtists
-Dealers Enjoy Dinner -4 Unico Model Shop-News of Month
has been added to the staff and will learn the

trade of the Steel City is showing more interest
than ever in radio and radio projects, and a

business in a thoroughly practical way.
Dealers' Dinner and Reception
One of the pleasing events of the past month

talking machine
business. Sending music by radio is one of the
most vital elements of the talking machine busit.e:s at present and it augurs well for the trade.
connection with

the

regular

A large number of talking machine dealers
have installed receiving stations in their shops
and daily concerts are featured. The Doubleday -Hill Electric Co., one of the largest in the
State. has a broadcasting station that is in opera-

tion daily and a large number of Victor record
selections arc sent regularly.

Letters received at

the office of the company indicate that Victor
record music has been heard as far as 1.000 miles

distant from Pittsburgh.
There arc some dealers who are hesitant about

any definite plans that provide for radio service.
These dealers are of the opinion that while the
radio has great possibilities, the time is too remote for any talking machine dealer to invest
any large sum of money in the operation of the

was the dinner and reception held at the Fort
Pitt Hotel by a number of music and talking
machine dealers of the Steel City. The dinner
was held Monday evening, May 22, and was attended by more than seventy persons. The

principal speaker was Rev. C. Wallace Petty.
pastor of the First Baptist Church, of Pittsburgh,

who spoke on "The Place of Harmony in the
1VorId." The message he brought home to the
talking machine dealers and their sales staffs
was most timely and was highly appreciated.
The talking machine dealers who attended the
dinner with the sales staffs were Wm. C. Hamilton, of the S. Hamilton Co., Victor dealers;
Jacob Schoenberger, L. J. Schoenberger, Homer
Schoenberger and A. 0. Lechner, of the Lochner
& Schoenberger Co.. Victor, Columbia and Edi-

son dealers; Theodore Hoffmann and Edward
Hoffmann, of the J. M. Hoffmann Co., Brunswick dealers; H. H. Flecr and Thomas T. Evans,

of the C. C. Mellor Co., Victor dealer; W. F.

system.

The past month showed a slight increase in
the sale of talking machines and records. 1Vhat
business was transacted was business that was
"gone after" and gone after in real earnestness.

Victor dealer; D. L
Aaron, of Kaufmann's, Victor dealer; C. L DawFrederick

Piano

Co.,

son and Paul S. Mechling, of Dawson Bros.
dealer.

ing somewhat and as it increases there is bound
to be an increase in all lines of trade, the talking
machine business included.

Merchants Plan Summer Closing
Leading downtown talking machine dealers
will close their places of business during the
Summer period, in accordance with the plans of
past years. The new closing period starts June
17 and ends Saturday. September 2. On Saturdays the closing hour will be I p. m. and on

Artists Aid Columbia Sales
peared in this city the week of May 29 and the
Columbia dealers were not slow to utilize their

appearance as an advertising feature. At Kauf-

mann & Baer Co.'s talking machine department,
Harry Hornhergcr, the well-known manager, arranged for Vast and Schenk to spend several
hours during their stay in the Steel City. There

was a regular Van and Schenk program rendered and the K. 11. radio station sent out the
Van and Schenk songs. All of the Columbia
dealers featured the Van and Schenk records
and sales were reported exceptionally good. The

Star Music Co. on Fifth avenue had a fine display of Van and Schenk advertising material
and the manager stated that sales had more
than surpassed his expectations.
E. G. Hays Co. Chartered

The E. G. Hays Co. has been incorporated
under the laws of Pennsylvania and Horace
Flays has been chosen president and treasurer:
E. G. Hays. vice-president and assistant treasurer. and C. H. Wilt, secretary. The firm handles the Brunswick phonographs and Brunswick
records.

Lloyd Hays, a son of Horace Hays.

The Madison

trade carried. The Lechner & Schoenberger Co.
had a fine array of Victor, Columbia and Edison
records on display, each one typifying some battle song or soldier hymn. At the C. C. Mellor
Co.'s window there was an "In Flanders Fields"

large memorial wreath played a prominent part.
Victor records were featured. At the National
Phonograph Co. American flags surmounted the

display of the Brunswick, Cheney and Ultra phone machines.

Pittsburgh T. M. Co. Handling Radio
The Pittsburgh Talking Machine Co., Pathe
dealer, has taken to the radio demand very
pronouncedly and a large section of the Liberty
avenue shop heretofore given over to Pathe demonstration booths is now utilized for radio
equipment and appliances.

BETTER CONDITIONS IN SOUTH
E. Bowman, Proprietor of C. B. Haynes Co., Ltd.,

Richmond, Optimistic Over the Outlook
E. Bowman, proprietor of C. B. Haynes Co.,
Inc., Edison jobbers of Richmond, Va., was a
visitor at the Edison Laboratories the first of
the month. He reports a decided improvement in
business throughout the region in which his
wholesale business is conducted, and said that
many dealers, who have been comparatively inactive in the wholesale market for some time

past, have again joined the ranks of active buyers. This, Mr. Bowman concludes, is due entire-

Piano Co., Starr phonograph and Gennctt record

The industrial situation in this district is clarify-

Van and Schenk, the celebrated comedians, ap-

in keeping with the spirit of the day and "Lest
We Forget!' was the motto that many of the

spirit shown by a pleasing display in which a

Pirrstn.acit, Pa., June 7.-The talking machine

her of firm: arc featuring radio appliances in
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other business days of the week 5 p. m.

Model Shop Room for Pittsburgh Wholesaler
The Unit Construction Co.. of Philadelphia,
manufacturers of Unico equipment for talking ma-

chine warerooms, has equipped the new headquarters of the Standard Talking Machine Co.,
Victor wholesaler in this city, with a dealer's
service, or model shop room. This room is to
serve as a model for visiting dealers and represents the latest developments in efficient warcroom equipment.

T. B. Niles in New Post
T. B. Niles. formerly assistant manager of the
Pittsburgh branch of the Columbia Graphophonc
Co., is now connected with the executive office.
located in New York City. Mr. Niles will edit
bia's House organ. "Columbia Record." beCol
sides writing other sales and advertising literature for this prominent house.
Fine Memorial Day Windows
Memorial Day window displays in the downtown section by talking machine dealers were

ly to the fact that the public is marching forward to buy in a way which has not been the
case in this part of the country for some time.
Incidentally, he predicts 25 -cent cotton by Fall,
and feels certain that, with cotton at this price,
the phonograph business will prosper all along
the line.

CLAIRE DUX RETURNS FROM EUROPE
William A. Brophy, managing director of the
Brunswick Recording Laboratories, New York,
is busy making arrangements to receive Claire
Dux, exclusive Brunswick artist, who appeared
last season with the Chicago Opera Co., and
who is expected in New York this week front
Europe. Miss Dux has had a very short vacation of a month's duration, and is coming back
at this early date to keep her recording appointments and also to take part in the opera season
at Ravinia Park, Chicago, where she has been
engaged to appear during the entire season.

NEW EDISON RECORDINGS
Ernest L Stevens, the popular pianist, has recently formed the Ernest L Stevens Dance Trio.
consisting of a piano, banjo and saxophone. The
first recordings of this trio have recently been
announced by Thomas A. Edison. Inc. They

are. "StiprIse the Rose Were Yost," and "All
Over Nothing At All."

ACKNOWLEDGED THE BEST VALUE PORTABLE MACHINE IN THE MARKET TODAY
Dealers Delighted with the MADISON. REPEAT ORDERS Prove Its Worth

Special Release of Imported Record
Symphony Concert Record No. 2824

Violin Solo
and many other numbers.
r 1r wide -12" ',,,-7,A" high

10 Inch

Souvenir de Drdla
Kubelik's Serenade

50c.

RETAIL

Write for complete list and dealer prices.

An Attractive Jobbers Proposition-Write for Territories

Madison Music Co., 114 E. 28th St., New York, N. Y.
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The Plant c) the Maptavox Co., Oahlami,
Ca/storm:a-one of the show factories of
the Pacific Coast.

Phonograph Dealers Profit by the
Success of MAGNAVOX RADIO
Type R-2
Magnavox Radio
with 18 -inch Horn
THIS instrument is intended
for those who wish the utmost in amplifying power; for
Arge audiences, dance hal ls, Ste. ,

but requires only.6 of anampere
for the field. Price, $85.00

Type R-3
Magnavox Radio
with 14 -inch Horn
THE same in principle and
construction throughout as
Type R-2, and is ideal for use
in homes, offices, amateur stations, etc.
Price. $45.00

AFEW months ago the Magnavox Radio occupied a relatively
unimportant position in the list of Magnavox products-today
even our greatly increased production facilities are taxed to supply
the demand for Magnavox Radio (the reproducer supreme).
When you sell the Magnavox Radio, you cash in on the wonderful daily programs supplied by central broadcasting stations. The
Magnavox Radio appeals not merely to the expert, but also to the
average family. Push Magnavox Radio and you build new business for all radio supplies.
It is the Magnavox Radio which
gives every receiving set its greatest
enjoyment and use -doing away with
the restrictions and limitations of the
individual headset. The receiving set
only brinv the message, while Magnavox Radio/ells it clearly and in full
volume to all within reach of its voice.

The most striking National Ad-

Magnavox
Power Amplifier
Model C
NSURES getting the largest
I possible power input for the
Magnavox Radio. Can be used

with any "R" battery voltage
which the power tube may re-

quire for best amplification.
lVith either type amplifier it
is necessary to use an amplify.

ing transformer between your
receiving set and Magnavox
Amplifier.

AC.2.C, 2-314g.
AC -3.O. 3 -St..

$80.00

110.00

vertising campaign in the industry is
that now conducted for the Magnavox Radio in the Literary Digest, the

well as in the leading newspapers of
the country.
For every Phonograph Dealer who
handles radio, the success of Magnavox
Radio (the Reproducer Supreme) brings
a real opportunity for profitable bwineis
and for improved service to his customers

- -which calls for immediate action.
1Vrite for name of nearest distributor
and information as to how we help yo.
sell Magnavox Radio.

American Magazine, Popular Science Monthly and a wide range of
weekly and monthly magazines of

THE MAGNAVOX CO.

general and also technical interest: as

New York Office: 370 Seventh Ave.

!Ionic Officc and Factory:
Oakland, California

AGNAVOX
cPadio
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KANSAS CITY
Music Memory Contest Helps Trade-Radio News-Good Crops

Help Trade-Portables in Favor-Business Steadily Bettering
KANSAS CITV, Kea., June 8.-The musical prothe year in the public schools of
Kansas City, Nlo., culminated recently in the
Music Memory Contest at the auditorium, when

gram for

more than twelve hundred public school children contested for prizes. During the whole of
the school year there has been a vigorous cam-

paign carried on under the direction of Miss
Mabelle Glenn. the music supervisor, to stimulate interest and increase the appreciation of
music among the school children. Among other
things, the campaign was connected up with the
programs of the symphony orchestra concerts
that have been given in this city during the Winter. Large numbers of the children have attended these concerts, and in each case the

concerts were preceded by classes in music appreciation. The selections were played on the
talking machine, and the music director would
explain the selection.
At the Music Memory Contest given there were
twenty selections made from the forty-five num-

bers given during the season. and the pupils,
armed with pencil and paper, were given an opportunity to test their memory. It is announced

that there were a great many perfect papers and
that there were many more which were almost
perfect.

The music during the contest was rendered on

the piano instead of the talking machine, as
during the school year. Four of the numbers
were played by Mrs. Eva Faith Rider, and the
others were produced on the Duo -Art, under the
supervision of Walter Ehrnman, of the J. \V.
Jenkins Sons Music Co.
Prizes

were

offered to the

various school

teams by the Kansas City Star, consisting of
sets of talking machine records, and the winning
team was taken to the Saturday matinee on May
27. given by the Kansas City Grand Opera Co.
at the Shubert Theatre. The program for the
matinee consisted of a rendition of "Faust."
The winners of the second prize were given bal-

cony seats, through the courtesy of the J. W.
Jenkins Sons Music Co. In addition to this.
each pupil making a perfect score was presented

with a silver pin from the National Bureau for
the Advancement of Music.

While the direct sales from the records used
in the training of the pupils in the schools ha,

The Portable Victrolas
The Summer Dance Records
The Horizontal Type Victrolas
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been made practically all by the Victor people,
the indirect benefits have been gained by all
music dealers. The interest has by no means
been confined to the children, but has spread to
all classes. The effect on the sales in the past
has been gratifying, and the prediction is freely
made that it will be much larger in the future.
Buys Victrola for Radio Broadcasting
Radio broadcasting is on the increase, and the

trade in all kinds of radio instruments is growing rapidly. One of the largest stations is connected with the Kansas City Star, which has
recently added to its equipment a Victor talking machine and a stock of records to be used
in its concerts.
A school machine was purchased because it is fitted up with a horn, making it especially adapted for
quired.

the

service re-

Chappell Music Co, Moving

The Chappell Music Co., of Salina. Kan., is
moving. It finds that it is not only a desirable
thing to be in the center of the business district,
but also that it is worth while to get on the right
side of the street. While it is about it, it is also
enlarging its quarters and installing Unico
equipment.

Gets Victor Publicity Through Radio
In NVichita, Kansas, the J. 0. Adams Music
Co.

has

joined with

the

Wichita

Beacon

in

broadcasting, and the two have put on some
very attractive programs. Recently, besides Vic-

tor records, a Victor artist of note was heard.
He was Prince Lei Lani, and he took part in
the concert given May 25. The hook-up with
the daily paper has not only increased the interest in music generally in the community, but
has given the music company some very valuable front-page publicity which money alone
,ould not buy.
Practical Talk to Students
For some months Miss Pratt, head of the science department of the Fort Scott high schools,
has been making a practice to take the students
under her care to some local plant or institution
where knowledge of a scientific nature might be
.leaned.
Recently the class decided that it

would like to look into the subject of talking

These Three Can Make Business Good
Now for Every Victor Dealer.
We are ready and anxious to serve you.

machine and record making, and John Synnott, a
Fort Scott Columbia dealer, was approached on
the subject.
Mr. Synnott thought the idea an excellent one

and cordially invited the class to visit his store
text visiting day, and the invitation was politely
accepted. Mr. Synnott told the students, too,
that he would endeavor to have a regular phono-

Sekiieke:4- 16,XCawitiw
"Exclusively Wholesale Distributors of Victor Products"
KANSAS CITY, MO.

.graph man present for the occasion to talk to
them. With this thought in mind Mr. Synnott'
quickly got in touch with E. A. 11cNIurtry, local
branch manager of the Columbia Co. at Kansas
City, and as a result Thomas Devine. one of the
Kansas traveling representatives of the company, was delegated to take care of the matter.
Mr. Devine spoke to some forty or more students at Mr. Synnott's store, May 23. His talk,
..f a little more than an hour's duration, covered
the history of the phonograph from its inception. The part played by Edison, Bell, Tainter.
Smith, McDonald, etc., was touched upon in an

Tr NV
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ATLANTIC JR.
Cry stal Receiver

18.00
Ready for Installation

paign i.y a personal tour of the territory, and
the reports from dealers who have started clubs
arc to the effect that the plan is popular with
the people. Three styles of cabinets arc offered
in this club campaign, with prices ranging

known music (Ivalk: of

accordingly.

Strohber, by Manager Baldwin. The record department is being brought up to the front of the
store and the whole department will be given

Growing Demand for Portable Machines
One of the features of the trade this season is
the large demand for portable machines. The
Victor portable is in such demand even this
early in the season that the jobbers are not able
to secure machines to supply the demand. The
very thought of what it will be when the vacation period begins in earnest brings a broad
smile to the faces of the Victor wholesalers.
A. A. Trostler, secretary of the Schmelzer
Co., is now East attending the Jubilee Convention and Jobbers' Reunion at Atlantic City. He
will also visit the Victor factory at Camden.
N. J.
B. L. Plank. of the Jenkins Music Co.'s field
force, plans to attend the Jobbers' Convention
at Atlantic City.

J. W. Grantham. of Baxter Springs, a well-

AtlanticmenaPottATED
instrument Co.
13-21 PARK ROW

interesting way. Record making was gone into
also, exhaustively, and the various processes

from the wax to the finished product were described in detail, charts being used to illustrate

Among the most attractive advertising that
of page ads which pertain to June brides and
is run over the names of the Brunswick dealers
of this city. This publicity is backed up with
a vigorous selling campaign, and good results in
the way of orders are reported.
Good Crops Create Trade Optimism

Fred Jenkins, manager of the Victor wholesale department of the Jenkins Music Co., was
one of the Trade Trippers who recently went
from Kansas City through Nebraska, Wyoming.
Colorado and Kansas. He reports that he found
a splendid spirit of optimism all along the way.
and that the prospects for good business in these
States is fine. Reports from his field men indi-

cate that in all the agricultural districts of the
territory, except in southwestern Kansas, feeling
is fine, and business is on the increase. There
is some depression in the mining districts, owing to strikes which are in effect there. The
latest estimate of a wheat crop for Kansas. which
is expected to reach 121,000,000 bushels, wAl explain why Kansas is so optimistic.
Takes on the Cheney Line
The Victor -Arnold Music Co., which has done
a good business in the mail order line, has moved
from the Bryant Building to the first floor of the
new Mahoney Building, which is located next
the new Pantages Theatre. The exit from the
theatre is next door to the new music shop. The
company has not only improved its location, but
has added the Cheney line of phonographs and
the Vocalion line of records.
Edison Club Booming Business

"Only $1 will admit you to the Edison Club"
is the attractive announcement that is adorning
the windows of the Edison dealers of this district. Manager Blackman is pushing the cam-

A very decided improvement is being worked

out in the arrangement of the interior of the
local store in Kansas City of Smith, Barnes &

more prominence.

HEMPSTEAD MUSIC SHOP OPENS
HI.MPSTEAD, N. Y., June 3.-The Hempstead
Music Shop is the latest business institution to
open its doors to the public here. It is located

in

the Hempstead Theatre building on Fulton

avenue, and is carrying a complete line of Sonora
phonographs and Vocalion records. The store has
been handsomely fitted up with the most modern
equipment for the handling of this line of goods.

The man who allows the other fellow to express an opinion can often learn somohing to
his advantage.

PAL

where necessary.

has appeared in Kansas City dailies is the series

is attending the

Jubilee Convention in New York.

Announcing
P 0 RTA B L E

NEW YORK

New Edison Dealers
C. J. Keil. a prominent jeweler of Clinton, Mo..
who has been out of the phonograph business
for a time, has stocked up with Edison machines
and records again and is ready to serve his community.
The Blackledge Music Co.. of Coffeyville.
Kan.. H. H. Kahn, manager, has added the Edison to its line, which now includes the Edison,
the Victor and the Brunswick lines. The Black ledge Sales Co., of Caney, Kan , operated by
the same people, has also added the Edison line.
The Nicholson Furniture Co. is also a new Edison dealer.
Co-operate in Brunswick Advertising Campaign
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A $50 portable
to retail at $35
PAL is equal in quality to the finest portable

machines in the field
regardless of price!
You will recognize PAL's value at once! Your
customers will see it!
They will admire its beauty! They will appre-

ciate its tone!

They will be satisfied with its

price.

Show PAL to them, if you want this to be a big
portable year for you.
Write for details today!
Dealer's Price
SPECIFICATIONS

$20
f.

b. New York

Special
Cowhide Case

$25
The same

motor. playing three 10" records with one winding. Extra
fine universal tone arm and
sound

box

playing

all types of records,
with special sounding board. The cabinet is equipped with

PAL

machine in a genu-

ine cowhide case.
cot ners.
to retail at $40.
stitched

Walnut or mahnt;any finish,
12" wide, 18" long and 814"
high.
Weight about 20 lbs.
Equipped with a high-grade

10"

record

album.

Heavy brass, nickel -

plated hardware
with strong handle
for carrying purposes.

PLAZA MUSIC CO.
18 WEST 20th STREET

NEW YORK
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TnERE is a uni,ical instrument manufacturer in the State of Indiana
who has b. ,!. through every panic since 1873. This is the veteran,
Jesse French, Sr., of New Castle, head of the great
A
piano -making house of Jesse French & Sons. The
Cheerful
veteran piano maker knows what a financial depresVeteran
sion is.

He knows by this time just how these

economic phenomena arise. and what their after-effects are sure to
be.

When a man like hint, therefore, says that he is full of con-

fidence, business men, especially in the music industries, will stop
and take notice. For Mr. French is not only a veteran but a successful business man. The business of which he is the head is a large
and successful manufacturing business with a world-wide reputation.
When. therefore, such a man says. as he said the other day to a
traveling representative of The Talking Machine World, that he considers the business outlook encouraging we cannot withhold our attention. When, further, he shows that he means what he says by
preparing to make up a large stock of pianos and player -pianos for
Fall consumption he makes his statement convincing. We cannot
help feeling that he knows what he is talking about. A man who

has seen the ups and downs of American business during forty
years is necessarily a man to whom the ways of panics are familiar.
He knows how they come, how long their effects are felt and how
they go. When such a man declares at a time like the present that he

is getting ready, by putting in his money and his skill, for a good
business this year we feel that he knows what he is doing. His message is a message which all, particularly talking machine men, may
read and from which all may draw practical encouragement.

IT does not seem that even the plainest truths have power to penetrate the human consciousness until they have been driven in by repeated blows. One has to say them over and over
Simple,
again, and even then some. folks never lay hold of
Common
them. Tons of paper have been consumed in talks
Sense

about radio, not to mention gallons of ink. Yet
the most obvious truth about the whole affair seems to have been
almost entirely overlooked.

Music merchants can sell, and sell profitably, radio outfits. But any music merchant who is foolish enough
to suppose that radio is a substitute for the talking machine or for
any other domestic musical instrument simply shows that he does not
understand the essential principle involved. Radio is, in fact, not a
music -in -the -home proposition in the sense in which a piano or a
player -piano or a talking machine may be so described. Radio is
simply a ticket and transportation to a concert. It is a listening -in
proposition. It is limited to whatever the transmitting station may
see fit to send out. The listener has no more choice as to the program than has the seat -holder at a symphony concert. On the other
hand, the talking machine is distinctly a personal possession, shared
not at all by the outer world, and affording to its owner the precious
advantage of choice.

The owner goes to the record cabinet, takes out
the record he wants and plays it. How simple, but how important!
Music that you want, when you want it and as often as you want it!
That is the sign of the talking machine. And it is one which no
listening -in mechanism can take away or replace.
To put it in another way, we shall be the most foolish of people
it we allow ourselves to build an enemy or a cause for fright out of
the popularity of our new friend and assistant, radio. Those who

make this error simply do not understand their own game. The
way to treat radio is to take it up and make use of it. The first thing
is to find the right sort of outfit. This must be self-contained and
reliable.
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The music merchant wants something to sell that looks like
a musical instrument and sells like one. Then, when he has this.
whether as a combination with a talking machine or by itself, let him
set to work to sell it for exactly what it is, that is to say for a new
medium for getting in touch with music. Radio is a listening -in
proposition; the talking machine is a music -maker. One is intermittent, the other continuous. You get radio music when it is sent
out. You get talking machine music when you want it. There is the

w

Neither can substitute for the other. Our job as talking
machine men is to handle both, or rather to handle the newcomer
while we push the old stand-by harder than ever. Nor let us forget
that radio is the best little advertising agent the talking machine record
ever had. No advertising comes in effectiveness anywhere near an
announcement, made through radio, that a certain song or dance, as
recorded on such a record, will now be broadcasted. The listeners
listen. They are pleased. They go to the music store and they buy
that record for their talking machine. It is good stuff and it works.
difference.

A RECENT number of Printer's Ink contains one of the best articles
we have ever read and on a subject, too, which is near to the thought
of every music man in these days. The writer of
Brunswick
the story has been talking with A. J. Kendrick and
Principles
others of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., and
Disclosed
what he has to say is most instructive. He points

out how five years ago, two years before the passage of the
Eighteenth Amendment, the great Brunswick house began to shut
down on the manufacture of fixtures for saloons, seeing clearly the
signs of the time. The great plant must, they then saw, be shut down
or else be kept busy by means of some substitute line of manufacture
suitable to its capacities. Piano case -making was tried, then cabinets
were made for talking machines. Lastly, the heads of the company

came to. the conclusion that the talking machine had a future, and
they went into its manufacture with all the care and all the wisdom
which have always characterized their acts. The result we know. But
the Brunswick policy itself has never been, in our judgment, so well
set forth in a few words as by Mr. Kendrick himself, when he said,
in substance, to the Printer's Ink man that the basis of their success
lies in getting the right sort of dealer, educating him to the Brunswick idea, then backing him up with the most carefully worked out
advertising. One foundation of this advertising is what may be called
the Brunswick "Hall of Fame" principle. According to this principle the meritorious newcomer among instrumental and vocal artists
is taken up by Brunswick, put into its Hall of Fame alongside the
Godowskys and the Hubermans and thus placed before the public
at once in the rank where he or she belongs. Brunswick advertising seems to be of the kind that builds up, and Brunswick dealers
are naturally profiting by it.
SPEAKING of dealers, why is it that so many will always insist upon

taking the line of least resistance? Why is it that we still find dealers
talking about the market for talking machines as if
The 23
that market had already reached the point of comPer Cent
plete saturation? It all reminds us of something
Community
else we once heard this same A. J. Kendrick say;
this time about a census taken by his company in Ohio to discover the

actual condition of talking machine distribution in a certain prosperous community. The local merchants thought the market was
glutted, but the census showed that fewer than one-fourth of the
families in the community possessed talking machines! The figures
will be found to apply to many other communities too if the truth be
told. Nor shall we forget that a market is saturated only if and when
all the families in a community have been sold. Until they have been
sold the community is not saturated. Well, is there any reason why

that community-any community-should not be sold to at least
the extent of 90 per cent? How much does the average dealer really
understand about the attractive power of the talking machine upon
the normal man or woman? How much, indeed? A little more enthusiasm and a little more knowledge are the greatest needs of our
industry on its retail side.
THE difficulty of the small boy in learning to spell because the

teacher changed the words every day is nothing to the difficulty of
becoming a salesman and meeting new arguments every day. But
one way or another the boy generally learns to spell and, there is no
doubt about it, change of argument is what makes the successful
salesman.
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\Go, ILL, June 9.-The Chicago trade, both
wholesale and retail, while showing an improving trend, has been more or less spotty during
the past two or three weeks. The demand this
month has been somewhat similar to that of last
month, namely, for small machines, particularly
portables. Some retail dealers assert that the
record business has picked up materially. In
fact. some of them say that in looking over the
sales lists of records and paying particular attention to the names of the records sold, they find
quite a similarity between them and the musical
numbers which are being broadcasted by the
radio transmitting stations.
The Radio Situation Reviewed
The radio has had quite a large effect on the
talking machine trade in Chicago and has done
great deal to stimulate business in many
instances. Of course, there are numerous pre-

a

dictions as to what is in store for radio for the
future, but front the looks of things most of
these predictions may be regarded as far-fetched.

Chicago people are of the opinion that radio is
still too young for predictions.
One thing that is very striking concerning the
retail radio situation is that great numbers of
retail electrical concerns handling radio apparatus are not quite so enthused with it as they were
a few months ago. The reason, they state, is

EUGENE F. CAREY

sales, but that they have plenty of demand. This
demand they are making themselves. They are
utilizing their canvassing forces and making
house -to -house calls. The canvassing man is not
devoting all of his time to radio, as might be expected, but when he calls on a prospect he talks
talking machine as well as radio. In other words,
he is hitting the prospect from both sides, and if

he does not get him on one he does on the
other, and so stands a likely chance of getting
him on both.
Dealers' Trade Hurt by Building Situation
The building situation in Chicago has been
hampering the work of the dealers to a great
extent. This situation has brought about a sort
of a status which is certainly not due to lack
of employment. There is plenty of employment
to be had in Chicago in the building line and
plenty of men to go around, but the influence of
the building trades unions is holding the men in
Anyone who has been keeping an cye on
the Chicago papers during the last month or two

check.

is well aware of the turmoil that has existed in
labor circles for some time past. Many of the
workers are alleging that it is unsafe to go to
work no matter what side of the fence they are
on. so that one can easily see wherein the trouble
lies.

Cut in Freight Rates Helping Business

The manufacturers and jobbers are jubilant

that they cannot get materials and that people
are not buying at this particular time. However,
froth the regular old-line music merchants who

over the announcement that was let loose a week
or so ago concerning freight rates. They are all

have well -established stores handling talking machines and other musical instruments, one learns
a somewhat different story. This other story is
pr, them iii their
that the shortage of go.

of the opinion that this will have a tremendous
influence on every line of business. For quite a
number of months there has been more or less
of a cry among maiiiiiacturers in all lin., that

,

STERLING

ARTHUR E. HEALY

A. SNYDER

height rates have not kept pace with the gen
eral downward trend of prices, and now that the
move has been made along this line we can look
forward to increased activities in shipping. Then,
again, some say that although this cut in freight
rates will stimulate business to a great extent the
speed of shipping will not be much affected, in
view of the fact that the railroads have not been
keeping up their rolling stock. For this latter
assertion we do not vouch, but if there is an increase in the amount of shipping it will neces-

sarily mean that the rolling stock of the railroads will have to be replenished. When this
condition is taken care of much activity will be
seen in districts devoted to the manufacture of
railroad equipment, and we can then look for a
great spurt in the music business in districts such

as Pullman, Michigan City and other railroad
equipment manufacturing centers.

Frank Westphal Entertains
Frank NVestphal and his orchestra, exclusive
Colombians, were the feature attraction at the
Chicago Piano Club gathering on Monday, May
22. The story pertaining to the event, as related

afterward by one of our bright young men, is
given here verbatim:

"Frank Westphal was playing at the Chicago
Piano Club. He and his orchestra were announced by the chairman, after which they proceeded to settle themselves in their chairs and
make ready to play. There was no particular
enthusiasm shown. It was purely a business
courtesy with them. The Piano Club had requested them to play and the club contains in
its m'embership some influential men in the music
(Continued on page 116)

No. 82 THROW BACK

TONE ARM

A New
Member
of the
Sterling
Family

In response to a demand for

a Throw Back Tone Arm, we

Pe/

have designed the No. 82 which
embodies all the advantages of
Sterling construction with the
addition of the Throw Back fea-

ture. When in its normal operating position the Sterling Reproducer maintains perfect alignment under all conditions.

When in its Throw Back position the reproducer, even
when adjusted for Edison or hill and dale records. "clears

the tone arm.
A new and improved needle holder is another added feature.

Showing how the No.
82 clears when in the
Throw Back position.

)

STERLING DEVICES COMPANY
Manufacturers of the No. 11 Sterling Non -infringing Tone Arm, the Sterling No. 31 Tone

Arm with Non.set Automatic Stop end the Sterling No. Si Non -tapering Tone Arm

534 Lake Shore Drive

Chicago, Illinois
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS-(Continued from page 115)
industry. Generally speaking, the place and time
(musicians, according to Hoyle, are fast asleep at

12.30) were not propitious to inspirational outThe room was low, everybody had
been smoking, and, to cap the climax, everyone
knew it was raining outside. They had come in
front the rain and had to go out in the rain. On
the whole, these were not the best conditions in
thc world for either music or enthusiasm of any
pourings.

kind.

"The boys settled down to their work. One
number was played and everyone clapped. A
second number was given. The boys, looking
around on the smiling faces, knew that the crowd
was with them. Their enthusiasm increased. A
third number was played and it was as plain as
day that considerably more pep was being put
into their work. They had been warmed up by
the crowd and alter the encore that greeted their

third effort they fairly danced into the fourth
number.
Pleasure was written all over their
faces. They were enjoying it as much as the

Two numbers. or, at the most.
three, was all that had been asked for, but when
someone called the name of a fifth selection the
musicians without a moment's hesitation accommodated them. They wanted to. They liked it.
audience itself.

"What a contrast between the start and the
finish! They caught the real Chicago spirit and
something admirable which is always in the hearts
of all Chicagoans had been awakened.
The

Piano Club in return voted Frank Vestphal and
his organization a humdinger crew-a gang of
regular fellows who certainly know how to enterIt was 'some' event."
The Brunswick Dispatch Contest
The editor of the Brunswick Dispatch, a clever
little house organ devoted to the exclusive Bruns-

tain.

wick trade, has just launched a "Question and
Answer" contest for Brunswick sales people.
The contest began with the May issue of the
Brunswick Dispatch and on the 29th of the
month. The day set as the deadline for answers
receivabl, the Dispatch editor's desk was liter

The Best Motor
Money Can Buy

ally groaning under thc wc:ght of numerous replies. The contest is made up of questions
which relate to Brunswick artists and Brunswick
records and the history of music, and this contest will be a monthly affair. For the best set
of answers sent in each month by Brunswick
sales people a cash prize of $25 will be given,
with a second prize of $15, -as well as a third
prize of $10. The contest is open to all persons
actively engaged in selling Brunswick products
and each set of answers submitted must be
countersigned by the store owner. A list of the
ten questions recently asked is as follows:
"I. Name three violinists now recording for
Brunswick.
"2.

Name leading dramatic soprano of

the

Metropolitan Opera Co.
"3. Name leading dramatic tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Co.
"4.

Name leading dramatic baritone of the

Metropolitan Opera Co.
"5. 1Vho has been recognized throughout the
entire world as 'The Master Pianist'?
"6. Name two prominent arias from the
opera 'La Bohemc' released on Brunswick records March 15, naming acts in which they appear.
"7. What two operatic arias were released
on the Brunswick April list as sung by the leading baritone of the Metropolitan Opera Co.?
"8. Is there a story connected with the word
'Tarantella?' What recording have we recently
released bearing this title?
"9. Name the remarkable soprano recording
released on April 15, the theme of which was
used for a most recent popular dance recording.
"10. How many records were released tor
.ale on April 15, naming number of operatic,
piano and violin records included in this list?"
In answering questions relative to Brunswick
recordings the record number, color of label and
artist's name must be mentioned.

Jewett Office Operates

The Jewett Phonograph Co., of Detroit, has
just completed the equipment of its new Chicago office at Room 1624, North American Building. The entire line of Jewett instruments, including the new Jewett radiophone, is now on

Emil F. Sharp, assistant sales manager
of the Jewett Co.. is looking after the firm's activities at its Chicago office.
display.

I.

The wick lubricating system, an exclusive feature of our motor, keeps
every part in the gear box running in a film of oil. Not a mere smear of grease
to dry away and get gummy and hard with exposure to the air, causing noise

and variable speed within a short space of time, but constant circulating

lubrication.
For at least two years after our motors are installed the wick will circulate
pure oil and governor and gears will be perfectly lubs icated. Some of the high

priced motor cars have recently adopted wick lubrication-because it is right
-continuous, automatic, certain.
The enclosed construction makes this lubricating system possible and
also keeps dirt, bits of excelsior, lint and phonograph needles, etc., from get2.

ting into the works.

This prevents those trouble cases that cost the dealer

money and cause his customers annoyance.
3.
The design of our motor lends itself to accurate alignment of bearing
and springs. When our box -like casting is clamped into the holding tools to
be machined it does not distort with pressure as open castings do. The reason
we have almost no spring breakage is that perfect alignment does away with
the side strain which causes crystallization and breakage of springs.

REAL PRICES
We have a modern, complete, specially designed equipment solely
devoted to the production of this motor.
2.
Our plant is spacious, light, modern in every feature and our organi
/.11 ion Is seasoned and imbued with spirit of quality.
W e have the necessary volume of output and can produce efficiently.
Because of these facts we are furnishing a motor of positively unequaled merit,
at unmatched prices.
Let Us Furnish You Samples
I.

United Manufacturing and Distributing Company
536 Lake Shore Drive

CHICAGO

Papineau Manages Fair Department
\V. B. Papineau, who for some time past was
the office manager for the Sam Fox Pub. Co. and
alto for many years besides this was general manager for the well-known chain of retail stores presided over by Col. Goetting throughout the New
England States, has just been made manager of
the musical merchandise department of The Fair.

In conjunction with his managerial duties Mr.
Papineau will buy the musical merchandise.

Davin Wins First Prize
J. J Davin, secretary of the Reincke-Ellis Co..

this city, won first prize in an advertising idea
contest introduced at Northwestern University
recently, in behalf of the Owl Drug Co., one of
the leading retail organizations in this city. Mr.
Davin attends the advertising course at the
Northwestern University, and when it was announced that a prize would be awarded for the
best analysis of the "Owl" advertising and sales
campaign he joined with the other students in
submitting ideas and plans. Needless to say,
Mr. Davin was extraordinarily pleased to learn
that he had been awarded the first prize
of $25, and he received the other day a letter of
congratulation from A. R. Specht, vice-president
of the Owl Drug Co.
Lyon & Healy's Victrola Show Week
Lyon & Healy have created quite a sensation
in talking machine circles in Chicago, by means
of their Victrola show, which lasted a full week.
and was carried out on a most extensive publicity scale. One feature of the show was that
the entire window space fronting Jackson boulevard and Wabash avenue, comprising over 15,000
feet, was entirely devoted to the Victor display.

Concerts were given daily and many popular

Victor artists appeared in person both at

the
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concert hall and in the Victrola department. One
of the big drawing cards was Roy Bargy, director of the Benson -Victor orchestra, Oho, with
his men, played in the retail Victor department
each day from 12 to 2. Besides this well-known
organization, such artists as Pauline Marshall,
Lucille Hayley, Marie Turner, Claire Louise
Thurston and Harold Saxler were on the bill.
On the main floor over one hundred different
models and finishes were on display, with prices
ranging from $25 for the portable model, to the
elaborate period design, it $850. Announcements
of the show were made by means of full -page
display advertising which appeared in all of the
Chicago dailies.
W. H. Wade Patents the "Impresad"

W. H. Wade, of the \Vade-Twichell Co., has
patented and is now manufacturing a clever little device called the "Impresad." This is a small
instrument made of aluminum and consists of
two parts; one part forming a base and spindle.
and the other part consisting of a circular stamp
and hollow handle. wherein the spindle of the
base fits. The record is placed on the spindle,

and the pad, which has a rubber stamp attached
to its tinder surface, is slipped into space and
pressed down. Upon removing the record from
this little instrument there is stamped around
the margin of the record label the name of the
dealer who made the sale.
Another Lyon & Healy Sales Help
Lyon & Healy have just completed two of
the most handsomely decorated demonstration
booths for Victor talking machines that have
ever been seen here. One of the big idea: concerned in the decoration of these booths is to
teach the dealers in a practical way just hem

31 is some record, we claim, and too much credit
cannot be given the boys who put the thing
across. The club now has a total paid membership of 366.
Fletcher -Wickes Co. Expands
The Fletcher -Wickes Co. is now occupying
new headquarters on the same floor of the
building where it has been located since its
organization. The new headquarters, however,

sixteen new members secured. Jack Kapp. of
the Columbia Graphophone Co., was second, with
a total of thirteen. Both these gentlemen worked
hard and late in rivalry to gain the greatest num-

ber of new members, and each deserves great
It was nip and tuck
right up to the finish, with Jack ahead one day
and Sid the next. and if ever there was a successful membership campaign it was that just
closed by the Chicago Piano Club. The winner
will receive a first prize of $23 and second $15.
We must not fail to mention, however, the
important fact that Harry Schocnwald himself
brought in fifty members, more than three times
as many as the winner. Mr. Schoenwald, howcredit for his interest.

arc simply additional space which the constant
growth of this company has necessitated. Most
of this new space is devoted to offices and
assembling department, and, in addition to this
space, the company also occupies the third floor

st as 124. 100 of whom are resident and twentyfour non-resident. One hundred and twenty-

and basement of this building.
Feature Piano Records
One of the most sensational talking, machine
advertisements which have appeared in local
papers for some time was the full page used in
the Chicago dailies recently by the Brunswick
Co. These pages feature Brunswick piano records autl call attention to Brunswick's remark -

four new members between April 10 and May

(Continued on page 118)

ever, eliminated

himself front the contestants

because of the fact that he was conducting the
campaign.

The total number of new members secured

THE GEER REPEATER
Patente,! N-rember

10.

r

!

l'416-1:.fringements

%%PI

be vigorously prosecuted.

fr."

effectively a booth may be finished: and what
results may be obtained from such a finish.

-

lit eisT

The booths as they now stand are equipped with
the most elegant tapestry and furnishings that
big and prominent feature.
money can
which stands out and makes its appeal to women,
is a group of artistically arranged mirrors placed
about the walls.
Another effective piece of Victrola advertising

which Lyon & Healy have carried out is located
at the entrance of their main doorway. It consists of a very handsome Circassian walnut console Victrola placed upon a blue plush pedestal.
which is surrounded by a fence -like arrangement

It is so arranged that the

made of gold cord.

the late afternoon. and
large electric bulb is
cloudy
a
if the day is
placed in the scenery directly over the instrument, which carries out the same effect.
The Nobles Entrain
Very few of the Nobles of Chicago's Medinah
Temple were absent from the big turnout of
that body on the evening of June 8, when 1.075
of them, accompanied by their wives and families, marched from the Temple to the North
western depot. The procession was headed by
the Honorable W. H. \Vade. Potentate of the
Medinah Temple. "Bill" was togged in full
dress regalia and perched artistically upon the
hump of a very large camel. The reader may
rest assured that there were plenty of talking
machine boys along the line of marchers. The

sunlight strikes it

in

You have the best accessory so far
developed in the phonograph field
AFEW days ago one of the best-known phonograph distributors in Chicago.
a man whose name is known from coast to coast, after testing and selling
the GEE_R RECORD REPEATER for several months, said to us: "You

have the best phonograph accessory so far developed in the phonograph
field.- Every month hundreds of phonograph shops are installing window
displays of the GEER REPEATER, and pushing it because it invariably stimulates sales of records and machines.

To assist our dealers in pushing sales through Geer Repeater
Window Displays, we will furnish FREE, with every order of

party was headed for San Francisco, where the

12 Geer Record Repeaters, a Special Demonstrating Record that
plays through in 18 seconds. We also supply sales helps and
beautifully colored window and counter cards. The coupon below is for your convenience.

went to attend the annual session of the lin
perial Council of the Mystic Shrine, June 12.
13, 14 and IS. After the 15th three trainloads of
Shriners and their families will make a trip

through the Grand Canyon; two trainloads will
make the trip North to Portland and the mountains in that section. and several hundred of

them will embark for a trip to Honolulu.

The Piano Club Drive
The far-famed membership drive of the Chicago Piano Club, under the direction of Harry
D. Schoenwald. Chicago representative of the.
Consolidated Talking Machine Co., and chairman
of the membership committee. closed on Wednes-

day, May 31. in a whirlwind of excitement and
We beg to
a blaze of glory for the winner.
introduce, ladies and gentlemen, the jovial, genial
and gentle person of Sidney Sachs, better known

as "Sid," who won the drive with a total of

INNO

IN/MI ,I=MMI

WALBERT MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
New Y.,rk It7Vcr,
20C 1-'4'1, .1% 'nue.
92511 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago. Ill.
Please send by return mail yolsr "Denvmstrati.m Package- containing twelve Geer Repeaters-price to
be 40'1 off list- retail price to he 52.50 each.
"J Check here if sun want Free %%'indou Demonstrating Record and sale. helps.
Name

Address
Jobber

Tern: C. 0. D. to

sista,. nut rated.

DOUBLES THE JOY OF OWNING A PHONOGRAPH
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able feats in recording which have startled the
musical world. Every Brunswick shop in Chicago has its name and address given in the
advertisement,

suggesting

that

all

interested

The artists featured
in this advertisement were Elly Ney and Leopold Godowsky. pianists. exclusive Brunswick
artists. The list of the Ney and Godowsky piano
records were given, together with their numbers.
During the week special piano recitals were
should visit these shops.

given

each

day

and

evening

for

the

entire

week in all Brunswick shops in Chicago.
The Geer Repeater

The Geer Repeater has certainly gone over
big in Chicago. This may be easily seen in
a very short while if one cares to walk through
Chicago's trade barometer, namely. Piano Row.

In every store, without exception, along this
famous Row, you will find the Geer Repeater on

Each store has an electric motor equipment placed in the window with turntable, Geer
repeater and tone arm in action. This situation
sale.

has been maintained for the past two months.
The men along the street claim that anything
moving is always an attractive drawing card
and the Geer Repeater as a moving attraction
has proved wonderfully successful.
Elaborate Window Sign

The Victor Shop of Davidson Bros., located
in Piano Row, has just had a large and elaborate
gold sign lettered on its display window. This
new sign is one of the largest gold lettered window signs in the Loop and announces the firm's
name as well as its monogram, "Davidson's

This show window, by the way, has
gained fame far and wide by virtue of its beautiful Victrola window displays.
New Vitanola Agency
Samuel S. Schiff. of the Vitanola Talking Machine Co., gave out the news this month that
Service."

the company is opening many new agencies and
has at present some of the livest dealers of the

country on its books.

All the talking machine

FE DE-RAC
ELECTRIC $!GP

dealers throughout the country are concentrating
to put over a Vitanola sales campaign in their
respective territories. This campaign is likely
to be the talk of the music business before long.
Each Vitanola dealer is satisfied that he is going

to make his business the most attractive and
popular one in his town. The Vitanola Co. is
now in the process of manufacturing an entirely
new line of uprights and consoles at prices that
will make the dealers happy.

Getting Its Annual Bath
The Steger Building, one of Chicago's large
skyscrapers, and the home of the Steger &
Sons Nlfg. Co., manufacturers of the Steger
phonograph and pianos, located at NVabash ave-

nue and Jackson boulevard, has gone through
the process of having its annual bath recently.
A large contracting company was busily engaged
with some fifteen employes for over a week in
cleaning off the

front of the building. This

building, like all other Chicago buildings which
have a white facing, is indeed a beautiful s.ght
and stands out in all of its whiteness, but Chicago's far-famed smoky atmosphere will cause
this whiteness to last but a few months at the
most.

New Distributor for Wall -Kane
Charles S. Slack, head of the Melody National
Sales Co., has just been appointed Chicago representative for the Wall -Kane needle. This needle
is now being given better representation in this
territory than ever before. and it is Mr. Slack's
intention to keep the Wall -Kane dealers in this
section acquainted with the most up-to-date
helps obtainable. Mr. Slack reports that the
Summer resort territory is creating quite a de-

mand for the Melody portable machine and
there are quite a number of dealers who are
making great numbers of sales on this handsome

little instrument.
Starr Popular in Milwaukee
The Chicago office of The World is in receipt

of a letter from Miss 0. Wachs. manager for
A. G. Kunde. Milwaukee distributor of Starr
phonographs and Gennett records, which states

Let Them Know
You're in Business

that both these well-known lines of goods are
going bigger than ever in Milwaukee. Miss
Wachs further states that they are signing up
numerous dealers to handle Starr phonographs
and Gennett records in this territory.
One of the latest accounts in Milwaukee to
be closed by Kunde for Starr phonographs and
Gennett records is the P. W. Voland Furniture

That is the only way you
can get a big share of it-

N 0 W. You must keep
everlastingly asking the

Co., 3202 North avenue. This concern is the
largest furniture house on the Northwest Side
and has put in a complete line of the above mentioned goods. This firm, through its many
years of experience and its well-known repu-

12 MONTHS
TO PAY

public to trade with you.

And the most forceful,

A small

payment

brings

you

tation, is in a fine position to put over a real

music campaign in it. territory.

wonderful sign-beautiful blue and
white porcelain enameled background
-big snow-white Silveray glass letters.
Costs only a few cents a day for electricity.

economical way to advertise
your business and location

to the hundreds of people

who pass your store is to

Mail coupon for full information and
price and free sketch showing how
your Federal Electric sign will look.

use a Federal Electric sign,
such as shown above.

No obligation.

Do it now.

8700 So. State St.. Chicago. 111.

Please send me fall information. price and free sketch of Federal Electric Porcelain Silveray Sign for in)
business. Explain your Easy l'ayment Plan.

Street and No.
Store

State

City

Name

Frontage

Business

No. of Floors

name of "Chorister." This is a very small model
of an outing talking machine, being 183,i inches
high and l6V.: inches wide; equipped with a
double -spring motor capable of playing two and
one-half ten -inch records on one winding. The
tone -arm equipment is of the universal type, connected to an all -wood amplifier. A compartment
is provided which holds about eighteen records

In the May issue of The Talking Machine
World a story was run about the activities of
the Vitanola Talking Machine Co. itt this story
the word "bankruptcy" was used. This term
was used in error and the company has asked
The Vitanola Co.
us to rectify the mistake.
was not relieved from bankruptcy, for bankruptcy proceedings were not taken. A receiver
in equity was appointed, who has now been
discharged.

T..11. W. No. e

Federal Electric Signs are the cause of a busy street; not the result.

The Lakeside Supply Co. has come out with
a new portable, to which it has given the trade

and when full the total weight of the machine,
plus the records, is around nineteen pounds.
It Was a Proceeding in Equity

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Representing Federal Sign System (Electric)

Lakeside's Portable

this

Beware of Imitations
The Hall M fg. Co., originator of the famous
Hall Fibre Needle, has again found it necessary
to call the attention of the trade to the fact that
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several foreign concerns arc approaching dealers

Snyder publicity is a little rhyme, which reads:

vcntion in Ncw York.

and jobbers throughout the United States and
offering for sale fibre needles, which arc a direct
infringement on the Hall patents and which are
poor imitations. Several times in the past few

"A ring on the phone brings a song to your

companied by his wife. While in New York he
visited the executive offices.

years attempts have been made by foreign com-

panies to unload spurious goods of this character upon the American market. At one time
a few years ago one concern was running over
the market in such a roughshod manlier that
the Hall Mfg. Co. found it necessary to take
the matter up in court. when it was found that
the Hall patents were valid and infringed. It is

now the intention of the Hall Co. to get after
all imitators more strenuously than ever.
That Grand Opening

Ted Snyder himself and one hundred stage
stars were there to greet the public and sing
for them at the grand opening of Ted Snyder's
big song shop on Saturday, June 3. All departments were open for inspection.
The opening announcement was heralded in
the daily papers and called the public's attention
to the fact that Columbia, Victor and Cameo
records were on sale. Machines of all those
makes were on display in twelve beautiful
demonstration rooms. Besides having departments devoted to records, talking machines and
sheet music, there has been established in this
new shop a piano roll department, as well as a
radio department. The slogan carried on all

This Arm
adjustable

home."
Besides his activities at this grand opening,
Mr. Snyder, while here, composed a special
song. which his firm, in conjunction with the

Chicago Evening American, will publish, as a
soldier

bonus

song.

This

song

was

sung

throughout the grand opening of the new shop.
Ill Be There"
Nrhile

arc on the subject of songs and
songwriters. we must not fail to state that Lee
S. Roberts. of the Q R S Co., wrote a special
song for the Jubilee Convention of the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce. The Jubilee
singers of Chicago who pulled out for the convention on Saturday evening, June 3, at 6.30,

surely made the air ring with "I'll Be There."
The first singing of this song was done at the
May 29 meeting of the Piano Club. when Billy
Collins led the assemblage in a rousing chorus.
Columbia Activities
M. G. Peters, dealer service supervisor of the
local branch of the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
returned recently from a successful trip through
Iowa and Illinois. Mr. Peters traveled these
States in the interest of dealer service and was
very much enthused.
John

McKenna,

manager

of

the

Chicago

branch of the Columbia Co., was one of those
present on the Piano Club Special to the Con

Mr. McKenna was ac-

J. W. Dux, formerly with the Westinghouse
Electric Co., has come into the Columbia organization and will travel Iowa.
Chas. Beisel, one of the best-known traveling
men in the Middle West, has also come into the
Columbia Graphophone Co., with the Chicago
branch, and will travel Indiana.
Mr. Stepanek, of Stepanek & Vondracek, of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was recently a visitor to the
Chicago branch. Mr. Stepanek is very much enthused over Grafonola business in Cedar Rapids,
and is enjoying a healthy business at this time.
S. R. Lemberg. our North Side salesman, enjoyed his vacation by taking in St. Louis, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, New York and Boston.
In the latter city Mr. Lemberg visited relatives.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Lemberg.
Magnola at Exhibit

The Magnola Talking Machine Co., of this
city, held an exhibit at Suite 1252, Hotel Commodore, during the big national convention in
New York. The exhibit was in charge of
Messrs. Bassett, Hewitt and Gustafson, of that
company. Besides a full line of Magnola instruments, there was on display a full line of Schulz
player -pianos and small grands, which are the

product of the M. Schulz Co., the parent or (Continued on page 120)

is

in

length from 8
to Ws inches,
and adjustable
in height up to
inch.

Extremely seri
sitive b a 1 I
bearing swing
or arc.

Illustrating t h e angle
throw back improvement.
Permi t s reproducer to

clear tone arm when

thrown back, regardless of
whether it is in position
for playing hill and dale

or lateral cut records. No
marred covers or broken
reproducers with this angle
throw back improvement.
PAT. APPL'D FOR.

A NEW LARGE SIZE ORO-TONE ARM GRACEFULLY PROPORTIONED AND SCIENTIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED.

NOTHING TO
GET OUT OF ORDER. THIS ARIA ON YOUR PHONOGRAPH WILL INSURE CONTINUOUS SERVICE FREE FROM COMPLAINTS.
BUILT LIKE A WATCH WITH THE STRENGTH OF A HERCULES

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 0. G. TONE ARM
No. 16 Base. No. 15 Large Elbow. No. 5 Adjustable Extension. No. 6-9 Floating
Elbow.
M. Height adjustment screw. L. Ball Bearing. S. Fixed Stud in large elbow. E. Stop

screw for swing or arc of arm, also holds base to large elbow. C. Length adjustment
screw. H. Assembly screw for No. 5 extension and No. 6-9 elbow. 1. Hard fibre
washer to insure perfect joint and alignment and prevent shake or rattle. G. Lock
screw to prevent assembling screw 11. from working loose.

Permit us to send you sample of this new Large Arm and the
0-1 Concert Reproducer for your inspection
YOURS FOR THE ASKING

Lower left cut illustrates our Model 0-1 concert reproducer.
powerful, deep, rich tone quality.

A wonderful reproducer with

THE ORO-TONE COMPANY
Model 0.1 Concert Size Reproducer. A v.nnderful
reproducer with a powerful, deep, rich tone quality

1000 to 1010 George Street

Chicago, Illinois
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ganization of the Magnola Co. Mr. Bassett, who
is vice-president of both concerns, reported that
the dealers exhibited much interest in the Magnola line
Changes Company Name
The Art Music Shop has just changed its
company name to the Brunswick Shop. Inc.
i'his store

is

record division of the General Phonograph Corp.,
of Illinois, left Chicago on June 10 for a two
months' business trip and vacation. He was accompanied on the trip by Mrs. Neumeister. Engk nd. Holland. Belgium. France and Germany

will be visited and Mr. Netinteiter expects to

one of the most attractive and

busiest exclusive Brunswick shops in this territory and plans arc now being made to increase
their present holdings within a short time.
Takes on Diamond Juvenile Console Line
E. A. Franc, of the Consolidated Talking Machine Co., reports a very active demand for the
Diamond Juvenile Console line, which his company is representing as jobbers in this territory.
This clever little line is being received with much
favor by dealers in this section. who regard it
as a real musical instrument for children.
Diamond Juvenile furniture is manufactured
by the Diamond Products Corp. and makes an
ideal setting for a children's booth and an attractive display window. The set consists of a table.

l'art of his trip was made in company with

Harry Hahn a Visitor
Harry Hahn was one of the trade's recent visitor. coming in from :Milwaukee to visit the Aeolian headquarters in Chicago.

gratulated in view of the fine work he is

play ten -inch records.
Opens Radio Department
The Bent Music Shop has just opened a new
radio department on its main floor and up to

a

few

of

its

demonstration

rooms

are

being utilized for demonstrating radio in connection with a full line of \'ictrolas and Victor
records.

Another concern to establish a radio department is the Central Piano Co.. formerly conducted by Raymond Healy.
Neumeister to Europe
i-tcr. W, -tern

!h,

Mr. Hahn has

been representing the Aeolian throughout Wisconsin for a number of months and is to be con-

some little console talking machine. which will

and

Frank P. \Vhitmore. secretary of the W. W.
Kimball Co.. has just returned front a very successful six weeks' trip which took I
through
the Pacific Coast territory.
Mr. \Vhitmore
stated that the dealers in that section are anticipating an excellent Summer and Fall business
and are placing good orders.
George T. Bowen, who has just been appointed
to act as general representative for the W. W.
Kimball Co. in its coast territory. Mr. Bowen
is one of the best-known music travelers in that
section of the country and has established his
headquarters in Room 1229, Hearst Examiner
Building. in San Francisco.

four chairs and a clothes rack, as well as a hand-

date has been doing a thriving business with
this line. The shop handles the well-known
Amorid line of receiving sets as well as accessories and parts. One of its Wabash avenue
show rooms is given over for display purposes

Minneapolis and St. Paul. It made quite a hit.
Returns from Western Trip

c. W. Neumeister
tern to Chicago by the end of July, Mrs. Neumeister following by the end of August.
A most successful trip in the interests of
Okeh records has just been completed by Mr.
Neumeister. who in his travels covered nearly
every city of importance in the Central West.

In Minneapolis recently he attended an Okeh
demonstration week. which was put on by Vernon T. Stevens. local manager of Doerr, Andrews

& Doerr. One of the features of this Okeh demonstration was a radio -equipped car and .Mag}!It'h rnat,,l .illtt,
-cIl
;,.11, I,.th r

HrnHied tlw.eA the courtesy of the Apollo
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Manufacturers of

HIGH-GRADE PHONOGRAPHS
Priced to Sell
MODEL 304
35" Height
36" Width
22" Depth

OUR JOBBERS FACTORY PLAN
VALUE

QUALITY

SERVICE

We operate a plan that makes

OUR PLANT
NO INVESTMENT

YOUR FACTORY

NO HANDLING

QUICK AND SURE SERVICE

Build your Business on 147o// Service, a So/id Foundation with a

Future. Save yourself the embarrassment of a false start on models
that will be discontinued.
Phonographs Designed with a Sales Appeal

on Simply Policy of Just a Square Deal

M2A, To THE WOLF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
Sale. Office

123 WEST MADISON STREET
Chicago, III.

Int

'lit,

411 Mt

do-

ing for his company in that section.
The jubilee Convention Special
The local talking machine industry was well
represented on the Jubilee Convention Special
which left Chicago on Saturday. June 3. bound
for New York. More than 130 piano and talking machine dealers, manufacturers 'and representatives were on board the train and their
trip to New York was thoroughly enjoyed front
start to finish.
The Chicago Piano Club and the Piano and
Organ Association were represented in force.
and M. J. Kennedy, who was in charge of the
party, was congratulated on the care and attention he gave to every detail. En route to the
convention the party was entertained by Mme.
Sturkow-Ryder in connection with the Apollo
reproducing grand. The music for the trip was

Factory land General Office

110-126 WEST 3rd STREET
Quincy, III.
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Piano Co., which provided a reproducing grand
and a small upright. Mine Sturkow-Rydcr's
concert was originally given at Elkhart, Ind.,
but proved such a success that she was obliged

to give another one at Albany. N. Y., in order
to satisfy the demands of the travelers.

\Vhcn the train pulled into Harmon, N. Y.,
the visitors were welcomed by a committee from
New York, and when the special reached Grand
Central Terminal, the Westerners were greeted
by three Scotch lassies dressed in native costume who provided music in the way of bagpipes
and drums.

Byrne on the Value of Trade Papers

The value of publicity in trade mediums of
responsibility was well set forth recently by Chas.

Byrne. secretary -treasurer of the Stcgcr &
Sons Piano Mfg. Co., who said: "Though the
E.

powerful Steger publicity addressed to piano and
phonograph merchants includes direct -mail pieces
and other effective forms of advertising, the trade
paper announcements are really the backbone of
the entire campaign. So satisfactory have been

the results from the latter that, where a choice
is to be made between trade journal advertising as against all other forms of publicity, from
the standpoint of interesting dealers. I would
recommend the business papers."

This commendation from a man of wide exis worthy the
attention of those arranging advertising appropriations. It is significant that the persistent
perience in the advertising field

Brown Saxophone Shop," at State and Lake
streets. where he has not only been retailing a
big lot of Buescher saxophones, but has been
tutoring numerous coming saxophonists as well.
Magill Takes Radio Line
AN,'altcr Slagill is determined to keep himself
busy. He has been doing a great amount of
work in the talking machine line, selling mot"' and other parts, hut he is not satisfied with till.
so he has taken on another line and has formed
the Universal Radio Co., Inc. His new firin is
putting out a number of cleverly designed Crystal outfits, which range iii price from $10 to $25
retail. The headquarters of this concern arc in
Room 1200, Con -timers' Building.
Isham Jones Moves
Isham Jones and his orchestra terminated their
engagement at the Winter Palace on May 1 and

began a long Summer engagement, which will
take them to nearly every principal city in the
mid -Central States. Their first engagement was
Cleveland. 0.. where they put on an elaborate

MELODY
CONSOLE
Height :Inuz. WWII)

musical program at the opening of the Brunswick
department at Halle Bros. After the ope g of
this new institution they returned to Chicago and

No. TT Mol.,r. Improse.1 Mom! Tone 1rso anti
llegrodurer. genuine %I 11101013y. List Prb

MELODY NATIONAL SALES CO.

played at the Senate Theatre and then started
"round the wheel." Their travels will take them
to Springfield, Fort Wayne. Indianapolis, Notre
Dame. Kalamazoo. Jackson and then back to
Chicago. to play again at the big movie houses.
Enjoying Their European Visit

190 N. Stole Slrea:l. Cltirogo, 'IL

The Vcstern office of The Talking Machine

users of advertising have the least cause to complain about poor business.

World has just received word from Mr. and Mrs.
A. G. Kundc. of Milwaukee. They are at present

Six Brown Brothers Score
the original Six Brown
Brothers, famous in talking machine circles as
saxophonists, have proven great drawing cards
in all the big movie houses around Chicago.
where they have been showing lately. At the
Riviera and Chicago theatres they had to hang
cut the S. R. 0. sign. Tom Brown has been
devoting quit.. a bit of his time to his "Tom

taking in Germany as part of their tour of Europe. They left the States on April I and, in all
probability, will not return until late in Summer.

Tom Brown and

Badger Moves

The Chicago office of The World is in receipt
of a folder sent out by the Badger Talking Machine Co.. which shows the new home of the
company at 191-193 Fourth street, Milwaukee.
This cbtalilis
k three stories and basement.

1G. Depth

Prit

N..0.00.

Manufacturer

MELODY PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH
fifty feet wide by one hundred feet deep, and is
located half a block from the heart of Milwaukee. The arrangement of this building will be
offices on the first floor, service department, records and repairing shop on the second floor, Victor machines and Victor sample rooms occupying the entire third floor. This company started
as a Victor jobber in 1914 at 183 Fourth street and

in 1916 it moved to 133 Second street, where it
remained until the present move. The announce
ments were sent out by Harry A. Goldsmith, secretary of the Badger Co.. who is one of the livest
enthusiasts in the Central West.
(Continued on page 122)

Let Us Help You!
If you are a Victor dealer doing business in the

mid -Western States, Lyon & Healy stand ready
to give you the utmost in co-operation and sales
Write for samples
of our beautiful Victor

Art Window Cards.
One month's issue of
four cards free.

help.

When you order Victrolas or Victor records
from Lyon & Healy, you get them in a hurry.
That's because our stocks of both Victrolas and
records are always complete. And because we
have an immense wholesale Victor department
with a full personnel of experienced Victor men.

TRY US ONCE-YOU'LL USE US ALWAYS

LYON & HEALY
Distributors
CHICAGO

Victrola

Heineman
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS-(Continued from page 121)
The Vis-Matic Album Being Marketed

A new company known as

the Unyversal

Utylyty Unyts Co.. has just entered the field and
is now marketing a new type of record album,
tc which it has given the trade name "VisMatic." The story of the invention of the VisMatic album. as told by E. A. Banschbach, its
inventor and president of the Unyversal Utylyty
Mr. Bansch-

Unyts Co.. is a very interesting one.

bach was for a long time connected with the
sales force of the Burroughs Adding Machine

cessive years he is given an honorary all-star life
membership.

The prizes that the top-notchers

receive from the Burroughs Co. may be of choice,
and it was one of these choice prizes which was

the thing that got Mr. Banschbach interested in

His choice about five years ago was a highgrade talking machine with an assortment of
albums. He had hardly gotten his prize home
and started to file a number of records which he

filing unit which sells at a very attractive retail
price.

New Cicero Store
K rail's Music Store is a new establishment, lo-

cated at 5819 West 22nd street. which opened

The Vis-Matic Album

recently with a complete line of talking ma-

Co. and it present holds an honorary all-star life
membership in this organization. Every so often
the activities of the sales force arc checked tip
and the names of those with the highest scores
or sales records get certain prizes. and if a -,L--

chines, pianos, player -pianos, rolls and records.
Mr. Krall. the proprietor, is a veteran in the
music business.
The

\

It Stops as a Stop
Should Stop
For Proof of this,
order a Sample

TEMPLAR MFG. CO.

talking machines.

purchased. when. as he says, he became dissatisfied w th albums and started out to tinker around
in order that he might file them in a way which
appealed to him. Ile made quite a number of
filing devices of different kinds and filially. about
a year or so ago, hit upon the idea which he is
now marketing.
Ills first affair was a rather clumsy contrivance
htilt in an all -brass case, whose cost of production could not have. under any conditions. been
brought down to under $5. The latest \isMatic filing device. however, is a light and handy

Artrola Assets Sold at Auction
\rtr,da Player (

a'-' is of II!

,

3225 Lexington Slreel
CHICAGO. 11.1..

at auction, by the Michael Luther Co., on Fri
(lay. May 26, to Fantus Bros., who secured the
property in its entirety. Fantus Bros. now offer
the property for sale, including a small woodworking plant, pianos and players, together with
sundry parts and fixtures, to interested parties
in the music industry.
Exhibited Compact Radio
John F. Fishbach, head of the Compact Radio
Co.. of Indianapolis, Ind.. held a week's ex-

hibit at the Drake Hotel in Chicago during the
Confectioners' Convention. His instrument is a
very elaborate radio hook-up of the non -generative type. The hook-up is patented by Mr. Fishhach and has two states of radio frequency and

tno states of audio frequency. A folding loop
antenna is used. which when not in use doubles
up and fits into the cabinet.
Electric Sign Features Brunswick
One of the largest and most elaborate electric

fUlvti ORO-TONE
CONCERT EDISON EQUIPMENT
No. 2-E. C.

:iglus that have ever graced Chicago's Piano Row
has been erected by the NVade-Twichell Co., located at 311 South Wabash avenue. This sign

carries announcements of all of the goods handled by this company. The largest and most
prominent space is given over to Brunswick.
Tone Arm Business Improving

.. B. Cornell, of the Jewel Phonoparts Co..

MAY

j

SUND
I

SAMPLU

Er

ON

APPROVAL?

bW.,

and Your Customers will be Delighted with the Deep, Powerful Tone Quality
You and
Operated with the raising and lowering lever the same as the regular Edison reproducer

Retail price-Highest grade nickel plate
Retail price-Highest grade gold plate
Usual Discount to Dealers

$7.25
9.25

The above prices include this very
essential and attractive needle cup
case. Substantial and durable mahogany

Templar Autostop

man tops the list for a certain number of suc-

color leatherette.

Fitted

with gun metal finish needle cups
as shown. Just what every Edison
requires for needles
and to hold either reproducer when
the same is not in use. These cases
will be supplied separately at 25c.
each, less the usual discount.

phonograph

Order Your Sample To-day-It Will Be Sent on Approval
Send for Folder Showing Wireless Equipment

THE ORO-TONE CO.
Manufacturers of Highest Grade Phonograph and Wireless Equipment
1000 to 1010 George Street, Chicago, Ills.

reports that from present indications the manuiacturers of talking machines arc making great
headway in their factories. This is evidenced,
according to Mr. Cornell. by the numerous orders
coining in for tone arms. Great interest is being
shown this season by the Jewel mute, one of the
prominent features of their well-known tone arm.
This mute is a little addition to the sound box.
which controls volume just like the human throat.
It is built into the reproducer and the length
and strength of vibrations are minutely regulated
,o that the reproduced tones may be softened
or increased as desired with clearness.
The mute operates by means of a small thumb
screw located on the edge of the sound box, which

gives instant adjustment and perfect regulation.

This sound box, by the way, is made with an
exceedingly long diaphragm and long stylus bar
perfectly balanced with carefully worked ratios.
Instead of using mica for the diaphragm entirely
the Jewel Co. is supplying its famous -Nom1.-Ka- composition.
Unit Construction News
1). 1). Montgomery, district manager of the
Chicago division of the Unit Construction Co.,
gives out the good news this month that during
the Summer season Chicago will sec more
activity in store remodeling and the installation
of new equipment than it has ever seen before.
the trade, as a whole, has come at last to realize
that good appearance makes for better business
and the Unit Construction Co. is acting accordingly "the last month or so," said Mr.

Montgomery, "I have covered a great deal of
Chicago territory calling on dealers and getting
their views. All have the same story to tell.
Business is going to be better because they are
They appreciate the

going to make it better.

(Continued on page 124)
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the finest reproducing
Phonograph in the World
WI IEN you listen to the
Steger Phonograph, you
seem to hear the actual tones of

the piano or violin, band or orchestra

-and the sweet notes of the human
voice come to you as if the singer were
in the room. Clear, resonant, life -like
is all music reproduced by the artistic
Steger.

This supreme achievement of the
Steger is due to the exclusive Steger

features - the patented, adjustable
tone -arm, which plays all disc records
correctly. without change of parts. the
unique Steger tone -reproducer and the
vibrant Steger tone -chamber of even grained spruce.

I NV ESTIGATE THESE SELLING
ADVANTAGES
From a ales standpoint. the artistic
Steger offers great possibilities to the
aggressive merchant. It is backed by
an extensive and profitable merchandising plan. that adds immeasurably
to the value of Steger representation.
Desirable territory is still open. Write
for the Steger proposition today.

Model
¶02
S I ?..5

Model
504

Phonograph Division

STEGER & SONS
Piano Manufacturing Company
Established by John V. Steger, 1x79
CHICAGO, ILL,
.
Steger Building,
Factories: Steger, Illinois, where the "Lincoln"
and "Dixie" Highways meet.

Model
501
at 00

"If it'. a Steger-it's the most Fad stobleNam* i.. the mid."
1111011fill

Model

Model

510

509
Sara

.10.11.4

Tutituntititninitittintittlittiuninprininal

I50

Model
500
$8.5

*.9

1LIutlltt1111111truralli1911'I rniternintmonsoitri
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS-(Continued from page 122)
value of dress as a selling force and that their
customers must he assured of comfortable and
convenient audition rooms."
Lidseen Business Increasing
The fibre needle cutting department of Lidseen

OLYMPIAN rf The Big Summer Seller!
Here's a machine that you can retail from 514.00 to $17.50

and offer your customer the soundest value that has as
been introduced.
This phonograph is selling like
wild Are for use in the ionnmer home, the camp. on
the beach, etc.

yet

Products. of this city, has just taken additional
space in its factory for the production of this
well-known little instrument. The Lidseen cut

.

ter has met with approval on the part of the
trade by virtue of the fact that it is the only fibre
needle cutter which permits the sharpening and
recutting of a fibre needle without its being re-

ting the instrument is placed on top of the record.

with the turntable shaft of the motor inserted
through a slot in the base of the cutter. The
end of the fibre needle is then placed in a groove

of the cutter, the lever of the cutter is pushed
down and the needle is thus sharpened.

Musical Treats of the Movie Houses
The big movie houses of Chicago are starting
out along new lines for Summer entertainment.
Heretofore it has been customary to run long pictures and short musical programs. Now, however. beginning with the Summer season, nearly
every first-class movie theatre in town is just
reversing this program: that is, shortening the
pictures and lengthening the musical programs.

For example, such artists as Isham Jones. Six
Drown Bros.. Benson's Orchestra and other wellorganizations have been making the
rounds of the theatres.
The Stratford Theatre, the largest movie house
in Englewood. instead of trying the modern dance
and popular music oil its audience, has installed a
high-class symphony orchestra for the Summer
Bruno Steindel, world-famous
season, with
'cellist, and Richard Czerwonky. eminent viol)?
1"
-cr. as leaders. It will he inter
known

I

The

machine.

t

Double Sprint; '.1
TrneArm. It is guava.
to give satisfaction in et
The cabinet is 13" ii1r.
respect.
a

Good

'

.75

Pi4et

instrument is built mechanically perfect.

The cutting plate is of the wheel type and the
rotary motion is produced by the mere press:ng
down of a small lever. When in position for cut-

has

9" high and 1535" deep. NIabottany
only.
If you are at all skeptical
order a sample, and you will then be
fury convinced. Order by so. 45 T.

moved front the stylus bar of the reproducer.
This

Substantial Equipment
Plays as loud and clear as Any tv.i4cto

EACH

COLE & DUNAS, 54 W. Lake St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

iiirth twice a year, in July

esting to watch the influence of the various musical organizations on the record business.
The Cheney Resonator
The Cheney Talking Machine Co. is continuing
its publicity campaign with increased vigor. Much
attention has been called to the Cheney by means

This big market

of other propaganda, entitled "The Man With
the Spot Light." and its latest publicity has
to do with the Cheney resonator and its construction. This advertising literature brings out
the points of chief concern in the manufacture
o: the amplifier in that this part of the machine
is actually carved out of seasoned violin wood.
The wood utilized in the construction of the

These headphones, according to Manager Nliess-

Cheney resonator is carved from seasoned spruce

and maple, which resonant woods develop and
bring forth all of the beautiful violin tones in a
rich. sweet manner.

The Cheney publicity further states that

the

wood used in this resonator is not kiln dried, but
is carefully seasoned for a year or more. this sea-

soning being brought about by time and the
Manager A. Harper, of the
Cheney Co., reports that this company is going
through a very active month of Iusiness and that
he is making preparations for the opening of the
semi-annual furniture market at Grand Rapids.
elements.

Sales

and January.

Sterling Devices Co. in Radio
The Sterling Devices Co. is bringing out
supersensitive

radio

a

receiving head -set, which

will be placed on the market in a short time.
ner, of the SterUng Co., arc built along unique
lines and involve many new and original improvements.

Mr. Miessner is an old-time telephone

engineer who thoroughly appreciates the peculiar
requirements of headphones for radio telephony.
lie has been working for many months on these
new ideas. Besides the headphones the Sterling

Co. will probably within the next few months
place on the market quite a number of other accessories for radio work.

Mr. Miessner has at last perfected an electrically driven talking machine motor that embodies a new non -set stop principle and offers
every promise of filling a long -felt want.

Roy Bargy Off to Atlantic City
Roy Bargy, director of the Benson -Victor orchestra. finishes his Chicago engagement on
June 21. On the 25th of June he will be with
his orchestra on Young's "Million Dollar Pier,"
t
\ tlantic City. Tlis engagement will last twin

poRTOPHONE
e

The Biggest Value in the Talking Machine
Industry Today
A Portable Phonograph built into a leatherette Traveling Case. Plays all makes
of disc records with perfect tone.
The PORTOPHONE is the pioneer in the portable phonograph field. and more
than 40,000 have been sold. Equipped with the highest grade, powerful, double -spring
motor, regulator and turntable brake_
An instrument that is pleasing to the eye and the car- a favorite in any home.

The tone of the PORTOPHOXE is equal to any instrument selling. at from 5 to 10
times its price, a fact that is made possible through quantity production and organized
distribution.

The Big Season for instruments of this class is just starting-tourists, campers,
autoists and people with money to buy will soon be looking for a portable phonographand the PORTOPHONE is the answer.

A comparison of the PORTOPHOXE will quickly prove our contention that it
is the biggest value in the talking machine industry today. Made complete
from the motor to the cabinet in one

factory and sold through the legiti-

mate channels of trade at a good mar-

gin of profit to the dealer.
N.Vrite us for full particulars at
once

The CONSOLIDATED

Talking Machine
Company
229

West Washington St.
CHICAGO

Branch, 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Closed

j(NE

IF..
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS-(Continued from page 124)
The orchestra then moves to
New York City for two weeks, where it will

rooms for wholesale in Chicago. Mr. Knittel for
the past few weeks has been calling on the trade

play at the Palace and Riverside theatres.
The New Oro -Tone Amplifier
In last month'. reading columns of The Talking Machine World a short item appeared rela-

business is somewhat spotty dealers everywhere
are confident that ere the Summer season pas..
business will again have conic into its own. 011

September 29.

tive to the new Conchshell amplifier for radio
which the Oro -Tone Co. is placing on the market. No further publicity was given to this during the month of May than appeared in the news
columns of The World. but in spite of this numerous inquiries began coming in to the Oro -Tone
Co. To -day one can hardly go around the Loop
stores of Chicago without running across this
unique and clever amplifying device, and the
dealers in turn arc reporting heavy sales and
placing more orders to back up these reports.
The Oro -Tone conchshell amplifier is made of
a genuine conch shell mounted on a base or sup-.

port and at the bottom of this base is a receving receptacle which is provided with a clamp for
holding the telephone receiver of the headset in

in

time to stay.
Install Complete Unico Equipment
In connection with the opening of the Water son, Berlin & Snyder new establishment referred
to elsewhere in this department it should be mentioned that the equipment covering all
sales

Flexible Point Phonograph Needles

of the

facilities of the company, consisting of

eight demonstration rooms, record racks, record
counter, player roll and sheet music racks and
counters, musical instrument, wall and floor cases.
as well as the ornamental effects and window
back, was installed by the Unit Construction
Co.. of Philadelphia. The entire installation was
carried out in French gray, with a two-tone
French gray for the window- work.
Oro -Tone Introducing Portable

The Oro -Tone Co., of this city, has just in-

Brunswick Family Growing
A. J. Kendrick. sale- manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.. is a firm believer in
the old adage that "Seeing is believing." Therefore, instead of merely giving out a report that
new Brunswick dealers are being taken on he
showed The World representative a long list of
Brunswick dealers who have recently signed up
with this company. Among the most important
of these dealers is the prominent house of Sterchi

Bros., of Knoxville. Tenn. Not only has this
firm taken on this popular line in its home
but

the Central West and reports that although
-

position.

office,

Why Musicians and
Careful People Use

it

has

also

taken

it

on

in

its

branch stores at Cincinnati. Chattanooga. Bristol. Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.: El Paso and San Antonio, Tex. The Bartlett Music Co., of Los Angeles, Cal., one of the oldest -established houses
in that territory: the Music Box. conducted by
Julius Bolarsky, at Charleston, W. \'a.: F. S.

Kelley Furniture Co., of Duluth. Minn.. and San
Francisco's large department store. "The Emporium." are among other newcomers into the
Brunswick family.
Wolf's Mfg. Co.'s Chicago Office
Carl A. Knittel, representative of the Wolf
Mfg. Industries, of Quincy. Ill.. has established
a sales office for his concern at 123 West Madison street, Chicago. Since the establishment of
this office some weeks ago Mr. Knittel has
equipped it with' a full line of Wolf instruments
a id has made it owe of the most attractive show

troduced to the trade a new portable talking
machine. which it is now manufacturing. This

little instrument is complete in every detail and
is so constructed that it embodies many new
talking points appreciable to the trade, among
which is the record filing device located on the
lid of the machine. This device obviates any
tendency on the part of the user to handle the
records when looking for a certain one in particular. Another important feature is the tone
arm, which is the company's new large -sized
concert model, which is adjustable in length and
height. It is of the throwback type, which permits

the reproducer to clear

Because They reproduce accurately Original Tone.

Because-One needle is sufficient for all
Tones, be they "loud,""medium"

the arm when

thrown back, regardless of whether it

Ordinary needle
of
tlaying one

in position to play hill -and -dale or lateral -cut records.
The cases come finished with a waterproof
"leatheroid" covering which may be had in either
black or brown.
Frank Naese's Artistic Store
Frank Naese. 4803 West Lake street, recently
held the formal opening of his new establishis

record.

l'o int

worn Wont. IVill
nI
e record.
,4

or "soft."

Because They are
convenient and economical.-One needle

is sufficient for several evenings.

Because They positively do not scratch
or injure records.

ment. which has been completely Unico equipped.

There are five rooms. record and player roll departments, and window work all finished in ivory
Mr. Naese handles the nrmiswick line.
Joins Wade-Twichell
J. F. Kurzenknabe. for the past sixteen years
with the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.'s Chicago
branch. is now connected with the sale: department tI
Twichell Co

Because-They eliminate metallicand surPoint
tame face noise.
7( Ida; of
hrn
nr:V. Records
Write for samples and
neva., injured.
ono/one needle

after tlayinf 20

I,

50 eeordt.

'

revised price list show-

ing Big Profits to Dealers.
`Tine

amoione, 'Company
Makers

110 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.
View of the Tru-Time Motor with Hood
Removed.
Built Like a Watch. srn1
for Sample.

Price. $30.00

Motors,Tone Arms, Hardware
and Accessories

Built for Service and Priced to Use m
Moderate Priced Machines
Sample. $19.50.

1.11.0 PATENTS FOR JOHN GABEL
A Number of Important Features Embodied in
the Claims of Chicago Inventor
John Gabel, of Chicago, Ill., was last month
granted patents No. 1.414.563 and No. 1,414.364, on an invention relating to automatic talk-

Wireless Equipment

ing

Head Sets

and for shifting the sound box or reproducer.

Lamp Sockets (Not Porcelain)
Panels

Variometer3
Adjustable Jacks
Vario-Couplers

Aerial Wire

Insulators
Knobs
Variable Condensers

LAKESIDE SUPPLY COMPANY
CHICAGO, ILL.

339 SO. WABASH AVENUE

or sound -reproducing

machines

in

which

mechanism is provided for changing the records

The invention seeks to provide improved record

shifting mechanism by which record

discs of

fferent sizes arc automatically shifted into and
out of playing position upon a rotatable record
support or turntable, and to provide improved
means for automatically controlling the movement of the sound box or reproducer so that it
will properly co-operate with record discs of different sizes.

A further object of the invention is to provide improved means for rotating the turntable
or record support and for operating the record
and sound box shifter mechanism.
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ARE PROVING ALL TESTS!

itttrr

There are many Scientific Reasons why you will have

1.11witrigraplp

better music on the STARR PHONOGRAPH and
GENNETT RECORDS, but the actual proof is a
"Hearing"
"The Difference is in the Tone"

AND

6rnurtt iltrrorbti

A. G. KUNDE
WISCONSIN DISTRIBUTOR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

344 E. Water Street

We are also Importers and Distributors of H O M O K O R D RECORDS
TAKES CHARGE AT MICKEL BROS. CO.
Belle Hendrix Smith Now in Charge of Educational

Division of

Mickel

Bros.

Co.,

Des

Moines-Has Had Wide Experience
Belle Hendrix Smith,
IA., June 9.for a number of years has been connected

Drs NlotNrs,

the sa1,c department of Mickel Itros, t o., to this
Miss Smith's entrance into the Victor
work dates back to 1915 and at that time she was
associated ith Chase & \Vest, who were jobbers
for the Victor Co. Later she had charge of the
talking machine department of the Haddorff
Music House of Des Moines. and alter that took
the management of the record department of the
Cable Piano Co. in St. Paul. Her wide experience in educational matters and musical circles
make her especially fitted for service to the Victor dealers in Iowa. Many friends will be
pleased to learn of her connections.
city.

ANNUAL BALI_ GAME OF AEOLIANITES
Members

of Wholesale

Piano

and

BEAM OF W. A. BARKER
President of Barker Bros., Inc., Los Angeles,
Passes Away Suddenly-Chas. H. Barker Succeeds Him as Head of Big Company

Los A NGELLS,

CAL.,

June 5.-\V. A.

Barker.

president of Barker Bros.. Inc., well-known local
dealers in housefurnishing goods and musical instruments. died at his home here recently after
a lengthy illness, which culminated in an attack
of pneumonia. Mr. Barker was 59 years old
and for 30 years had been one of the active merchandisers on the Pacific Coast, having started
to work for his father here in 1883. He was a

Vocalion

Staffs to Cross Bats on June 24
The annual baseball game between the wholesale piano and Vocalion departments

of the

Aeolian Co. will take place on the grounds of
the Hackle). School, Tarrytown. on Saturday,
June 24, and it is rumored that the contest this
year will be an exciting one. After the game the
players and guests will adjourn to the Phillipse
Manor Yacht Club, where the annual dinner will
Charles A. Laurin°, assistant retail
manager, is, as usual, in charge of the details of
the outing.
be served.

Belle Hendrix Smith

tub d e

it t,r indu-try in the State of Iowa,
,t1:1:.:e
diviion
11.t cdt!, Itirsn
l

The first three letters of the word satisfied
-poll "Sat." Get the point?

Just !That Your Trade Has Been Looking For

The VIS-MATIC Record Album
List price, 10 -inch Al-

in numerous public affairs. He is survived by
a widow and one son, C. Lawrence Barker.

bum, $1.25: 12 -inch Album, $1.50. Usual liberal wholesale discounts
to the trade. Special
heavyweight for Edison records. Most durable device.

The VIS-NIATIC is a new type of record album built along scientific lines with a
capacity of twelve records All records are at all times visible in all compartment-.
Made of a most (irable and lasting material. Its construction will command the
instant attention of your most exacting customers. Made in a way that offers both
clinvenience and instant accessibility. Ca he utilized for any size records or a
mixture of sizes. Much more convenient, on the floor, or stool or chair, beside
the machine, than any album on a large table.

Write to -day for a sample.

UNYVERSAL UTYLYTY UNYTS CO.
6111 Winthrop Ave.

W. A. Barker
member of the Chamber of Commerce, a director
in the Merchants' National Bank, and interested

Chicago, U. S. A.

At a meeting of the board of directors of
Barker Bros., Inc., just held, Chas. H. Barker
brother of \V. A. Barker. was elected to the
presidency. C. Lawrence Barker, son of W. A.
Barker, was elected first vice-president. All
other officers were re-elected as follows: Frank
A. Barnes. second vice-president; J. \V. Beam.
treasurer: Frank K. Colby, secretary.
It is announced that following Mr. Barker's
death there will be no change in the executive
personnel of the company other than to fill the
vacant presidency and that the business policy
of the house will he maintained as formerly.

MOTORS
(Swiee)

DOUBLE SPRING
Suitable for Portable Phonographs
Stock On Hand, Ready For !).livery

Sample

$3.75-Write for One

MERMOD & CO.,

874 Broadway
N. Y.
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County; the De Foreest Music Co. has exclusive
rights in Sharon, Pa.; Greenville, Pa.; Warr,

LIMA VICTOR DOG SIGNS POPULAR
New Type of Outdoor Display Sign Meeting
With a Hearty Welcome-Solomon-Edwards

0., and Niles. 0. Among the other well-knov.,,
dealers in Ohio using these new signs arc L.
Meier & Sons. Cleveland; Earle K. Hawkin &
Sons, Springfield; J. C. Welton & Sons, -.Lancaster, and the Home Furnishing Co., Atlici;
There are two types of these signs. one oi

Co. Increases Factory Space to Meet Trade
Demands for This Very Striking Display
LIMA, 0., June 6.-The Solomon -Edwards Co.,

of this city, has just introduced Lima Victor

127
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PORTABLE

which is twelve feet high and snakes a splendid

dog signs, constituting a form of outdoor dis- showing oil highways, curves in the road, on
play for Victor dealers. This new display con- 'the tops of business buildings and other points
sists of the famous Victor dog in a large cut-out

of vantage. The smaller signs, measuring three
feet in height, can be used advantageously on

the roads leading into the city and may also
be easily and quickly fastened to fences, posts,
buildings, etc.
D. John, sales manager of the company, states

that the trade has given the Lima Victor dog
signs a hearty welcome and that it has been
found necessary to increase the factory capacity
in order to give the dealers efficient service. The
signs are sold to only one Victor dealer in each

city and may be used as an important link
the Victor dealer's publicity campaign.

in

SOUND LESSONS TO AID TEACHERS
Frank E. Morton Develops Plan for Making
Music Instruction Easier Through the Medium

Vic

o; the Piano-Details of the Idea
NIII.WAUKEF., WIS., June 3.-A series of project
lessons to be sent to school teachers in nearly
every State in the Union for the teaching of
the stature of so 1 through the medium of the

One of the Lima Victor Dogs
metal sign. The signs are made of twenty -four gauge steel and are mounted on heavy frames
and posts so that they may be used permanently.

The signs are sold outright to Victor dealers
through the Victor jobbers, and at the present
time Victor wholesalers throughout the country
are included in the company's distribution camThe new metal signs are being used extensively

by Victor dealers, and the sales department of
the Solomon -Edwards Co. states that Heaton's
Music Store in Columbus, 0., has secured exclusive rights for Columbus and Franklin

ml for illustrated and descriptive folder

of the biggest value ever offered in

piano is the unique plan of Frank E. Morton
chairman of the board of directors of the J..

quality first portable phonograph.

son -Morton Piano Co., and an acoustical engineer of national repute.
Great steps have been taken within the last
half -century to bring the educational system

A real two -spring motor hung in cast
iron frame.

down to a practical basis, arranged in such a
way as to induce individual thought and the
habit of inquiry in the child rather than the mere
ability to memorize. In connection with till
movement has come the practical demonstrailoi.
of theories through mediums familiar to the child
and encountered by him in the course of everyday life.

In this way, through practical demonstration
with the prism, color charts and other means.
the theory of the division of light into colors has

paign.

AS GOOD AS ITS NAME

been made clear to every graded school student.
l;ut while the development of the sense of sight

has been well taken care of, that of the ear, or
sound. has not, according to Mr. Morton. Few

a

A FEW SIDE LIGHTS
Plays two and one-half 10 -inch records
at one winding.

Oro -Tone concert tone arm and
dneer.

Record compartment holding one dotes
10 or 12 -inch records permits you to
select or tile a record in a moment's time.
Records always where you want them
when you want them.

TONE QUALITY-Play it alongside of

a big machine just for comparison. We
don't say it is as loud as some large machines or that the tone is quite as deep as
some large machines, but-well, you to
it yourself.

The case is covered with substantial
water -proofed black leatheroid.

It Will Retail for S35.00
As Usual

VATMEgEM

Sample on

Approval to Respon

Bible Dealers

Wholesale Distributors

THE ORO-TONE CO.
1000-1010 George Si. Chicago, Ills.

Records
Latest "Hits of the Hour- in dances and popular
songs.

The clear recording will delight you.

Remember you can get the famous Odeon Records
and also Fonotipia Records by celebrated singers.
Rapid turnover will
mew.

Try our Service.

quick profit.

Write for Agency terms.

W. W. KIMBALL CO
Established 1857

306 So. Wabash Ave.,

Kimball Bldg.

CHICAGO.

Manufacturers of Phonneraphs, Piancs, Player Pianos and Pipe Oritans

are familiar with the conm,,,se nature of ton. a knowledge of which increases a thousandfold
the appreciation of music, he says.
Mr. Morton says this theory can be made clear
to the student in a fascinating manner through
the piano better than with the elaborate and unfamiliar apparatus of the physics laboratory. Not
only will the child understand music far better
through these lessons, but he will be a more valuable citizen, since his emotions as well as his in-.

tellect are receiving constructive training.
Although jazz is, to quote Mr. Morton, "the
appeal of one neurotic to another,' he believes it
will continue to maintain a place for some time

to come, and eVen has a beneficial aspect in forming a contrast to higher forms of music and as
an incentive to progress in the artistic. How-

ever, he believes that with the higher education
of the child along musical lines we will no longer
be used by jazz, but will be enabled to use it
to advantage instead.

Mr. Morton will open the course with the be-

g'
g of the Fall term. There will be about
,-:eht lessons, free to any teacher interested.
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of Marvelous Tone
Plays ALL Records - Natural as Life -

News of Importance
We are now opening new agencies, and if YOU are a
live dealer who appreciates merchandise of the highest
quality, carrying a dealer profit, too, that makes it a
line far "above par," please write.

No. 32

We need some new dealers to join the hundreds of old
Vitanola dealers who continue to handle and make a
success of what one of them characterizes as "the one

line we never had a kick on."
When you get our proposition we think you will be

glad you wrote, so at least investigate-and "do it
now."
We now have in process an entire new line of uprights

and consoles, at prices that will make them predominate in the customer's eve and attention. Deliveries
soon, but you may have descriptions and prices
NOW, if you drop us a line.
"It is easier to sell the r itanola than to compete with it."
Send orders and inquiries direct to

VITANOLA TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1920 South 52nd Avenue

I

1114

0460

CICERO, ILLINOIS
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THE TWIN CITI

for the corresponding period. Miss Dorothy Bur-

ling, formerly with the sheet music department
Donaldson's, has been added to the retail
sales force of this establishment.
at

Distributors and Dealers Report Trade Betterment-Resumption
of Mining zictivities and Good Crops Responsible-Month's .yews
MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL, MINN., June 6.distributors and jobbers in
Minneapolis and St. Paul are making preparations

Talking machine

for a spirited revival in trade and the outlook
now is for some real fine business. Crop conditions are reported to be excellent and the farmers
are able to obtain money on very reasonable terms
to carry them along until they can cut their grain
and market their potatoes. The resumption of

work in the mining districts has had a stimulating effect and has been felt by all the cities having connections with the iron range towns.

"We arc all set," declared Sewell D. Andrews, of the Minneapolis Drug Co., distributor
of Sonora phonographs. "As soon as mining
operations are on in earnest, which will be in a
short time, the music jobbers will have an inning
after a long rest. Stocks among the country
dealers are very light and as soon as they see
business in sight they will begin ordering, for
they are well aware that people will begin to
buy again. There has been a rather brisk demand for portable machines of late. but, generally speaking, matters have been somewhat quiet."

W. L. Sprague on Trip
W. L. Sprague, Northwestern manager for the
Columbia Graphophonc Co., is making a tour of
southern Minnesota %%Mt one of his travelers,
W. F. Warren. to obtain first-hand evidence as to
trade and crop conditions. Business is reported
as very satisfactory by Assistant Manager Tanner, as a result of the intensive special advertising campaign conducted by the house.
Cheney Business Gaining

The Cheney is making steady and sure headway in the Northwest. according to L. C. Kearney, of the Edward G. Hoch Co.. Northwestern
distributor. "Every Cheney huger is a pf.rniaFra7.1.'33.7- T.CV 'At Y.T Tur
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tient friend and a constant booster and advertiser

and we can sec most decided progress every
month." Mr. Kearney left last week on an automobile tour to Denver by way of Sioux City and
Nebraska Point. He expects to do considerable
business en route.

Victor Distributors Feel Revival
Victor distributors, particularly \V. J. Dyer &
Bro. and the Beckwith -O'Neill Co., find considerable comfort in the revival of business activities in the cities of the iron ranges through the
resumption of iron mining on a large scale. Eugene F. O'Neill states that the rural districts arc

rather quiet. but everybody is in good spirits.
Collections are much better and business truly

New Columbia Shop

Harry A. Segal and Samuel Erldleson have
opened an exclusive Columbia shop in Duluth.
with several novel features, such as bungalow
rooms, to attract attention.
News Brieflets
Davis & Rubin, Victor retailers in Minneapolis.
have been enjoying the best returns since the war.
possibly on account of the aggressive efforts of
Radford Sabra, manager of the Victrola department.

W. S. Collins, vice-president of the Cable Piano

Co., will forget about X'ictrolas for a tune, while
he is attending the Rotarian Convention in San
Francisco.

George A. Mairs is booked as a visitor to the
Victor Jobbers' Convention.

Will VISIT PACIFIC COAST

is on the up -grade.

Many New Brunswick Accounts
Nev accounts arc being opened right along by
the phonograph department of the Brunswick-

Frank J. Coupe Making Plans for Lengthy Trip
-Sonora Sales Executives Visiting Trade

Balke-Collender Co. Among those recently signed

up are 0. V. Karlberg, of Albert Lea, and the
S. Kelly Furniture Co., Duluth. the latter to become all exclusive Brunswick store. A dealers'
service department has been established with E.
N. Lukas as manager. The latter is a recent arrival front Chicago, but is making himself at home.
New Edison Headquarters
Fine new headquarters for the Edison phonographs have been opened in the Arner Building,
17 South Sixth street. Minneapolis, by Laurence
H. Lucker, Edison distributor. The quarters are
well arranged, with plenty of sunlight on all sides
and about 5,000 square feet more space than the
former place.

Miss D. Burling in New Post
The retail stores of the Minnesota Phonograph

Co. have had excellent results and report that
the volume of sales is ahead of that of last year

Frank J. Coupe, vice-president and director of
sales of the Sonora Phonograph Co.. will leave
shortly for a trip to the Pacific Coast. Mr.
Coupe plans to be away seven weeks, visiting all
of the Sonora jobbers en route from New York
to the Coast and conferring with the jobbers regarding plans for Fall activities.
E. D. Coots and H. J. O'Connor, assistants to
the sales manager of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., have just left New York on extended trips
which will include visits to a number of Sonora
jobbers.

Chas. Arthur Richards. who was recently appointed export manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co., sailed for Europe recently.
Mr.
Richards will spend some time in London and
then proceed to the various European trade
centers.
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"Built by tune pecialists-

IN ITS SEVENTH YEAR

OF STEADY SUCCESS
4 Cabinet Styles:
Mahogany, Walnut and Oak Finishes.

Patented

Tone -Deflecting System:
Unsurpassed Workmanship.

Vertical Record Filing:
Mechanical and Acoustic Equipment Beyond Criticism.
Write for our Revised Wholesale Prices

Magnola Talking Machine Company
OTTO SCHULZ.. President

Magnola Style Louis XVI
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MEET ME NEXT SUNDAY
I'LL WAIT FOR YOU

Jack Snyder's

Unquestionably the Greatest Number of Its Kind Published

OVERNIGHT SENSATIONAL SONG HIT
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SUNG, PLAYED AND DANCED BY MILLIONS

IN MAYTIME
(I LEARNED TO LOVE)

By JACK SNYDER

Pronounced by Critics to Be the Most Beautiful WALTZ -BALLAD
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POPULAR SONGS AGAIN ACTIVE
Several Current Popular Melodies Revive Sales-

Results Will Be Felt in Record Field During
the Summer Month:. When Trade Is Slow
Despite the fact that popular songs have had
very slow sales during the past two months, the
publishers protest against the statement that this
has been caused by the lack of meritorious material. Naturally. any depression in the sales of
popular music is reflected in the lack of demand
for popular records. It is. therefore, gratifying
to know that during the past few weeks there
have been two or three popular numbers which
have been successful enough to be called "hits"

in the fullest meaning of that word.
Particularly is this true of the novelty song
and dance, "Stumbling" (Feist). which almost
overnight has jumped into national popularity.
Seemingly, this is the best sales creator since the
appearance of the now famous "Dardanella."
and all channels of the industry have been quick
to see its great possibilities. Some of the talking

machine record companies have made special
releases of the number and the whole industry
is practically co-operating in exploiting this
issue.

The statement of the publishers that there have

been other numhcrs of much merit issued in
recent months is quite true, hut. with all their
merits, few of them have made any decided
impression-that is to say, gained national prominence and universal recognition.

No one seems to know just what a song or
instrumental number needs to make this universal appeal. We know, of course, that it must
have distinct merit, but there is also an indefinable something that a big hit needs to gain
popularity on a large scale. When such a number does arrive it hardly needs an introduction,
it is so quickly accepted.

It is very fortunate that an exceptional individual number has arrived at this particular
period. It will serve to make sales active in the
sheet music, talking machine record and player
roll field. Not only for "Stumbling." but for
other works of merit. Coming at a time when
sales were none too active makes it welcome,
hut to arrive at what can be termed the opening of the Summer season, makes it doubly important. for invariably a hit of this caliber is
followed by two or three other numbers having
good sales.

There is no reason to doubt but that history
of this sort will be repeated. At any rate, the
popularity of "Stumbling" will extend well into
he Summer and there arc possibilities that it
r
p,
, popular at a mit, h
r

MR. DEALER!
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particularly inasmuch as its present success is
based upon its value as an instrumental number, and while it has yet to be tested for it,
vocal appeal there are those who believe that it
will achieve prominence also from that angle.

MAKES EMPLOYES STOCKHOLDERS
Leo Feist, Inc., Celebrates Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Founding of Business by Distributing
Common Stock to Members of Company Staft

Leo Feist. Inc.. the well-known popular publishing house. announced late last month that in
celebration of its twenty-fifth anniversary arrangements have been made for distributing a
liberal portion of the common stock of the com

I
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Ns?

1
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IN

EVERY CORNER
A

BELWIN, Inc.

pang among those employes who by their loyalty
and earnest efforts have contributed to the corn

Fox -Trot

pany's success.

The following heads of departments have IP
selected to participate in the first distribution
stock: Philip Kornhetser. Rocco \'occo. Theodor
Morse, Lee Ocean Smith and Meyer Jacobs.
The announcement further states that what has
been done is only a beginning. "Further dis
tribution of stock will be made from time to time
to employes selected by the board on the basi,
of merit and period of service. He who wins the
spurs shall wear them."

DAREWSKI RENEWS WITH BERLIN
Returning From Continental
Trip, Reports Herman Darewski Renews Con-

Saul

Bornstein,

ORGANIZING COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE
E. C. Mills, of Music Publishers' Protective Association, Organizing Committee to Interest Itself

in Copyright Matters Which May Arise

cently. returned t, his desk after a short stay in
Europe, announces that Herman Darcwski has
again contracted with Irving Berlin. Inc., to handle the Berlin catalog in England for a period of

E. C. Mills, chairman of the executive board
of the Music Publishers' Protective Association,
is organizing an inter -organization copyright
committee for the purpose of having the committee take an active interest in all copyright
propositions such as the recent resolution in Congress for the entrance of the United States into
the International Copyright Union and similar

years.

propositions.

Mr. Bornstein returned to this country ahead
of schedule, owing to his mother being suddenly stricken ill. However, at last reports Mrs.
Bornstein had shown a decided improvement.

Mr. Mills has asked the following organizations to have one of their members or a representative sit in the committee which lie is forming: Society of American Dramatists and Composers. American Academy of Arts and Letters,
Authors' League of America, Inc., National Association of Book Publishers and the American
Society of Composers. Authors and Publishers,
and other such organizations interested in copyright matters.
When an important copyright situation arises
it is the intention of Mr. Mills to have his committee go into the matter thoroughly and if it
merits such they will endorse the bill, and support it in every %% ay possible.

tract to Handle Berlin Catalog in Europe
Saul Bornstein, general manager of Irving Berlin, Inc.. who, as announced in these columns re-

CHANGES NAME OF SUMMER SONG
Title of "Dear Old Nebraska" Changed to "Meet
Me Next Sunday"
Jack Snyder, 1658 Broadway, New York City,
publisher of "In Nlaytime" and other successes,
announces that a new song. "Dear Old Nebraska,"
has had its title changed to "Meet Me Next Sunday." This is a typical Summer song in point

.,f lyric. and its melody I., a novelty fox-trot.

These Numbers Are Advertised From Coast to Coast

LONESOME MAMA BLUES

SUPPOSE THE ROSE WERE YOU

By the Composer who wrote "Dangerous Blues."
The feature song of the biggest Blues and Jazz
singers, and the orchestra favorite Fox Trot.

By Lucien Denni. He wrote "Starlight Love."
Kitty Gordon's knock out Hit.
Hundreds of other acts using it.

Make Your Profit-Have Them in Stock!
OTHER BIG SELLERS

DANGEROUS BLUES
12TH STREET RAG -Song
MANILA MEMORIES
12TH STREET RAG- -Instrumental
KISS ME DEAR
Kansas City, Mo.
J. W. JENKINS' SONS MUSIC CO.
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The Dance Records of

"STUMBLING"
are Selling like "Hot Cakes"

"Stumbling" is the Fox Trot Hit of the Year.
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The Vocal records of "Stumbling" will
sell just as big as the Dance Records.
The Words to "Stumbling" are as funny
as the tune Is catchy.
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WILL FILM OPERAS AND SONGS

JACK SNYDER NUMBER FEATURED

PLAN LIBRARY MUSIC SECTIONS

Series of Viennese Operettas and Many Popular

McCrory Store in Philadelphia Features "In
Maytime" During Music Week

General Federation of Women's Clubs and National Federation Working for Music Sections

During Music Week the J. G. McCrory store,

PEORIA, ILL, June 3.-A music section in every
public library in the United States is the joint aim
of the General Federation of Women's Clubs and
the National Federa-

Songs Form the Basis o; Film ProductionsIdea Found to Be Mutually Profitable to Both
Dealers and Film Producers

Philadelphia. Pa.. made a special point to
keep its music counters active. Music was given
of

United Plays. Inc.. which last year purchased
the rights to film a series of Viennese operettas,
are to make releases of one of two of these productions

through

the

Famous

tion of Wo m en's
Clubs. Both federations have created a

Players -Lasky

organization during the coming season according to a recent announcement.
In addition to the above, which applies to
works that can be considered more or less classical, there have been produced during the past
year several films based upon popular songs,
including Gus Edwards' "School Days."
It is said that other motion picture interests
are about to film "Sweet Rosy O'Grady," which
is to be followed by "Second-hand Rose," and

department of library
extension, with

section would prove
valuable in making!
available informatSo

on music to those d
siring it.

The committee

working with Mr

Hirsch includes: Mrs.
LaLacey Harper.

two -reeler and, according to the present plans.

J.

is to be followed by a series of twelve others.
When Jane Cowl won unusual success in the
drama "Smilin' Through.- M. Witmark &
Sons dedicated a particularly appropriate song

Yuma.

play of the same name, a considerable part of

fordsville. Ind.; Mrs.
Jacob \'an De Zee.
Iowa City, Ia.; Mrs.

Gordon Kingsbury. St.

Following the success of "Mickey" several
publishers inaugurated special departments for

the release of songs in conjunction with motion

Invariably, they had the promise of
the producer's co-operation. These latter interests naturally grasped any opportunity which
would add to the publicity of their feature film.
However, none of the series of ten or fifteen
pictures.

Mich.;

Clair,

The "Kashmiri Song." from the catalog of

the publicity was the means of making this number quite popular.

Clara

N.

Mrs.

George

Lamke, Clayton, ,Mo
Mrs.
Josephine J.

Window Display of "In Maytime" at McCro ry Philadelphia Store
a conspicuous position throughout the store and Rolfe, Concord. N. II.: Miss Julia E. William,
constant demonstrations of songs all day drew Xlerchantville, N. J.; Miss Marguerite Beard,
large crowds.
Fargo, N. D.: Miss Leonora Lewis, Pierre, S. D.:

A most attractive tviidow display was made

of the Jack Snyder. Inc., number. "In Maytime."

This served to create attention and hundreds
of requests were made at the music counter for
the number. Herewith is shown a reproduction
of the J. G. McCrory window, which gives a good
idea of its attractiveness.

songs issued in that form was much of a success.

A new idea on the subject of songs bearing
film titles seems to have found a place with mo-

tion picture producers, as can be seen by the
co-operation and the exceptional use made of
the song "Smilin' Through."
S. C. Caine. Inc., has released a song entitled

"Isle of Zorda" in conjunction with the Pathe
photoplay of the same name, and this firm, too.
receiving unusual co-operation.
The activities as outlined in the opening paragraphs of this article would seem to mark a new

era for the combination of song and films and
the mutual exploitation of each.

Mrs. Henry Stone, Christiansburg, Va.;

FEIST HIT GAINING FAVOR
One of the important successes of this season
is the waltz song. "Three O'Clock in the Morning," published by Leo Feist. Inc. The number
has had a steady sale since late last Fall, but
commencing with the early Spring' there %vas an
added impetus to its sales. It now ranks among
the leading sellers of the Feist catalog and.
naturally. being a waltz, this will continue over
a lengthy period.

A. J. Stasny, of the A. J. Stasny Music Co.,

returned to New York recently after spending several months in Europe. After a short

visit at the New York offices of his company he
departed for the Middle \Vest. where he will
make

.

nit

of the larger trade centers.

Wise Dealers

of the

are stocking

up now-

show

"CHAUVE-SOURIS

SHEET MUSIC

RECORDS

SPatil% St/nlir do

Mrs.

Anna V. Bassette, Edmonds, Wash.; Miss Edith
Ruddock, Manitowoc, Wis.

PARADE irsIMODEN SOLDIERS

lEttlavd

Mr
Stefflerk.

Brookhaven, Miss. :I

-THE WHOLE WORLD RAVES ABOUT -

$59.2

.

Frank Cowles, Craw-

which was based upon the musical composition.
As a matter of fact, this picture is still running
throughout the country and the manner in which
the song is used as the musical theme as well as
part of the story is unusually effective.

by Daniels & Wilson and later taken, over by
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder. The Griffith film.
"Hearts of the World," closely followed, and

Mrs

Mrs. Iola B is hop.
Savannah. Ga.: Mrs.

recently Norma Talmadge appeared in a photo -

have proved of the hit caliber without any aid

Ariz.;

Franklin W. Cochens.
Salida Co.: Mrs. J. C.
Hancock. Stuart, Fla.;

to Miss Cowl and the play in question. More

other than the usual channels.
Probably the most intensive drive and co-operation on a song in conjunction with a motion
picture of the same name was "Mickey." the
photoplay in which Mabel Normand starred. The
song of the same name was originally published

of

Orlando. Fla., as chairman. Mrs. Hirsch said
the proposed music

"Broadway Rose."
The Selig-Kalem Features. Inc., was recently
organized to film stories based exclusively oi
scr..s.s. Among these is "The Skylark." based
upon "Hark. Hark, the Lark." This is to be a

Boosey & Co. was used as the musical theme in
the photoplay "The Sheik" and several hundred
thousand copies of the number were sold by that
means of exploitation. Simultaneously. Water son. Berlin & Snyder issued a song called "The
Sheik of Araby." This, too, was linked up with
the picture advantageously. Of course, in the
case of "The Sheik of Araby" the number would
have had a large sale in any season. It would

Mrs.

James H. Hirsch.

ROLLS

46 Street near Broadway
NEXT TO THE N. V. A.

(NO STREET NUMBER NECESSARY).
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GRIFFIN EXCLUSIVE OKEH ARTIST
Irish Tenor Will Make Okeh
Records Exclusively-Now Making Extensive
Western Trip-Many Commendatory Letters

Well -Known

The Big New York Hit

Herald Griffin, well-known Irish lyric tenor,
110 recently signed a contract to record exclusively for the Okeh library, is now on a combined business and pleasure trip through the
West. Prior to his departure from New Yorb
Mr. Griffin received many letters from friends
and admirers, congratulating him oil sig g
his new contract with the General Phonograph
Corp. Among the writers of these letters were

'
4
#

Everybody's

..,,

Playing
IT

\V. F. Benedict. assistant secretary to the Mayor

1,s,

Fr.

of San Francisco; \V. F. Hawkins, chief claim
adjuster for Hillman's Store, Chicago. and the

" Shuffle

head of various Irish societies; Wm. Koch, vicepresident of the State Life Insurance Co., Des
Moines, la.; John J. Poulton. well-known Chi-ligo attorney and State senator; Edward W.
Cambridge, Mass.;
composer, and many others.

,jitimm, Mayor of

0

Along"

Jerry

EUBIE

NOB1 E

B'! SISSLE & BLAKE

AILEEN STANLEY ENTERTAINS
Victor Artist Sings in the Van Wickle Piano
Co.'s Warerooms-Listens to Own Records

M. WITMARK & SONS

WAstinecrox, D. C., June 7.-The Van Wickle
Piano Co., one of the most prominent local

New York

music houses which handles the Victor line of
talking machines and records exclusively, was

COVVRIGHT PROTECTION IN GERMANY

NEW CHAPPELL-HARMS ISSUES

American Authors to Get Same Protection as
That Accorded Germans in This Country

Among this season's new issues released by
Chappell -Harms, Inc., and which have shown
favorable indications of becoming quite prominent are "Closer" (L'Adoree Dc Mon Coeur). a
waltz song with words and music by Leon Du

BERLIN, GERMANY, May 22.-American authors
will be awarded the same copyright protection in
Ccrniany as is given Germans in the United
States, the copyright law having been passed in
the Reichstag last week.
The new law accords protection for the works

Parc;

Archibald

Joyce

is

the

composer

of

the waltz known as "Sweet William"; the ballad,
"There's Silver in Your Hair" (But There's Gold
Within Your Heart), is also having a big sale.

of literature, art and photography on the same
basis as is designated in the law of January 15,

DEATH OF ALBERT H. FITZ

1892, and is retroactive in application to the

period between August I. 1914, and July 2. 1922,

although it does not apply to the rights of pub-

Aileen Stanley in Van Wickle Warerooms
recently visited by Aileen Stanley, well-known
Victor artist.
Many friends and admirers of Miss Stanley
were present at the Van %Vickie warerooms to
greet her, and they were delighted when she
sang two of her songs accompanied by Mr. Buttenuth, her manager. \Vhile in the Van \Vickie
store, Miss Stanley had the pleasure of listening
to several of her own records being played on
the new Victrola console, which the comp.o.
featuring.

.

lication, circulation aind duplication of any American product which might have been obtained by
a third party previous to December 18, 1919.
Knowledge is like
knowledge.

(,o Home in the Dark" and "Cheyenne."

Irving Berlin, Inc., has just closed arrangements with B. D. Nice & Co., Inc., whereby the
Berlin organization has taken over the publication of Lee David's new song, "Abie's LuUaby."
It is said this number was written by Mr. David
to commemorate the advent of a first-born,
Charles Lionel David.

LONDON FOLLOWS SUIT
LONDON, ENG., June 3.-Following the example

of the Music Publishers' Protective Association,
the Associated Publishers of Popular Music
have passed a resolution binding themselves not

to pay artists to sing their songs.

more

Medford, Mass., but passed most of his life in
New York City. Ilis mother was a member of
the Peak family of bellringers.

SENSATIONAL SUCCESS
The Season's Biggest and Best Hit

2049
10 Inch

BERLIN GETS "ABIE'S LULLABY"

begets

The Only Record Using Colored Singers and Musicians Exclusively
Sop

Shade of the Old Apple Tree," "I'm Afraid to

It

BLACK SWAN RECORDS

HARRY H. WILLIAMS PASSES AWAY
OAKLAND, CAL., June 5.-Harry 11. Williams.
author of many popular songs, including sonic
old-time favorites, succumbed to tuberculosis here
recently. Mr. NVilliams wrote the lyrics for
many popular hits of the past, including "In the

riches.

Los ANGELES, CAL., June 3.-Albert H. Fitz,
fifty eight years old, author of "The Honeysuckle
and the Bee" and more than 100 other popular
songs, died at his home after a long illness and
was buried in this city. Fitz was born in

He May Be Your Man
(But He Comes to See Me Sometimes)

75c I've Got the Wonder Where He Went
(And When He's Coming Back Blues)
SUNG BY

TRIXIE SMITH
Order now and let this record ring YOUR cash register. Big Sales Assured
Remember- BLACK SWAN RECORDS SELL

Pace Phonograph Corporation

2289 Seventh Avenue

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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CINCINNATI
Trade Betterment Gains Momentum -4. H. Bates' "Flag" SJ'stentJYidener1l'erner Deal-H. L. Chubb's Window Display-The News
CINLINNATI, 0., June 7.-Continuing the trend of

E. B. Follin, general manager of Widener's Graf-

April, trade with Cincinnati dealers in talking

onola Shops, with an office in Boston, was in
Cincinnati for a few days superintending the
taking over of the Werner Industries stock.

machines and auxiliary lines gained still greater
momentum during May and the first few days
in June. Regardless of the fact that "out-of-

door" time always cuts substantially into this
business, progress in Cincinnati indicates that
the back of the slump has been broken. Cash
business is good, as it has been, owing to the
limited class of buyers. Now there is more gross
business than before.

Most dealers, while hardly enthusiastic, still
maintain a feeling of considerable pleasure over
the trade outlook of the present and for the future. Practically everyone believes things to be
on the upgrade.
Energetic efforts are being
made by all houses to stimulate this encouraging
advance, and advertising and hard work are producing results.
A. H. Bates, of the Ohio Talking Machine Co..
one of the largest Victor jobbers in this district.

who worked out an extensive "flag" system of
classifying at least a thousand best standard rec-

ords as an aid to the not infallible memory of

Report Business Betterment
Morris L. Fantel, of Widener's, reported a fine
business during the month of May. Mr. Fantel
said: "Our business has increased every month
since the first of the year. Our May trade was
50 per cent better than the same month last year.
No doubt the tremendous volume of building be-

ing done in the city is one of the main factors
in this increase. One can hardly drive over a
Cincinnati street without seeing homes or larger
structures going up."
Steinway Doing Well With Brunswick
Steinway & Sons, who installed booths, record racks, etc., early this month and contracted
to sell Brunswick products, report a good business, although the talking machine department
was not ready for business as early in the month
as was expected. Mr. Browning, who made a
great success of the If. & S. Pogue Victrola department, has carried his energy into the Stein-

even the best salesman, reports that Cincinnati
dealers are eager to obtain this system as soon
as he has it ready for use. Mr. Bates expressed
appreciation of what assistance the publicity

way store.

given his plan in The Talking Machine World

Chubb -Steinberg Music Shop, East Sixth street,
Las obtained the tattered clothing worn by
Jackie Coogan. juvenile film star, in the popular
picture, "Trouble." This picture was shown at
a local theatre, and the theatre manager contrived to obtain the garments for Mr. Chubb.

brought to the venture.
Record Classifying System in Demand
Mr. Bates reports an encouraging run of busi-

ness. and remarked: "The prospects are very
bright. Our business this month, in spite of
the growing number of usual Summer attractions, was better than business in April. It
looks like a very good year."
Widener's Secures Werner Stock
Widener's Grafonola Shop took over early this
month the stock of the Race street store of the
Werner Industries. This store handled Victor
goods. The Widener concern plans to operate
the Race street store on its present basis until
the end of June, when the lease on that property
expires. The Victor stock then will be removed
to the Widener Shop, \Vest Fourth street. and
will be handled in connection with the Columba
and Granby lines which the shop now handles.

Exhibits Jackie Coogan's Clothes

Carrying further his innovations in the matter of show windows, Howard L. Chubb, of the

This "Huck Finn" apparel-consisting of profusely patched pants, makeshift suspenders, battered cap and much worn -at -the -heel shoesadorn the Chubb -Steinberg window, draped upon

a wax figure.

The background is formed by a

dour barrel, such as Jackie Coogan inhabits in the

picture, and as a chum in penury, there is a Victor dog. The old clothes, because of the popular

interest in them, are to be auctioned off by a
Cincinnati newspaper in an effort to take up a
$5,000 mortgage which encumbers a free day
nursery in this city.
In another recent display, Mr. Chubb had it
his window the gold, silver and bronze trophie_

Most Natural Tone
from your Phonograph
--

Mr. Dealer and Mr. Consumer
both want this.
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to be awarded to the victors in a Y.M.C.A. water
carnival. Alongside of this athletic display, Mr.
Chubb had advertisements calling attention to
Walter Camp's physical culture records.
"Our business," said Mr. Chubb, "is excellentgrowing all the time. W'e are making every
preparation for a real spurt in trade during the
Summer months."
Mr. Golden, of the Superior Phono Parts Co.,
New York, was a visitor at the Chubb -Steinberg
establishment the other day.
Some Dealer Sold Them
A long canoe trip up the Ohio and Great Miami
rivers last week -end revealed the fact that the
Summer campers-who arc just now flocking
to their camps-must be excellent customers of
the talking machine dealers. It seemed that
hardly a cottage, however unpretentious, but had
a talking machine and a selection of records. and
most of them were doing Spartan duty.
New Columbia Console Favored
Much favorable comment is being made at the
Cincinnati branch of the Columb.a Co. regarding
the new console model put out by the Columbia
Co. When information was had that a shipment
of these models was being made, Columbia dealers in this district fairly outdid themselves to
reach the local branch and inspect the machine,
and, incidentally, to gave orders.
M. Polasky, Sr., of Georgetown, 0., visited the
Cincinnati branch of the Columbia Co. recently.
Mr. Polasky recently returned from a nine
months' trip through England, France. Spain.
Italy, Palestine, Turkey, Switzerland. Germany
and Poland.

Jones Drug Co. Secures Columbia Stock
The Jones brothers, of the Jones Drug Co..

\\averl, 0., have taken over the entire stock
and fixtures of E. T. Tetrick, Columbia dealer, in
that city. They will handle the Columbia line.
News Brieflets
The S. Fred Co., Lebanon, 0., celebrated its
thirty-first anniversary recently. This company,
which sells Columbia stock, is an example of
what an energetic concern can do. In the thirtyone years of business the company has grown
to be exactly eighty times its original size.
It is reported that M. Distr:sh, of the Rose City
Pharmacy. New Castle, hid., has acquired a
machine with all of the very latest improvements
and a remarkable tone volume. We refer to the
baby boy which came to boss his home and business the first of May.
According to S. Reis. of Brunswick Products,
Prunswick enjoyed a very good month, doing a
business which eclipsed that of last month and
continued the general increase that has been
noted since the beginning of the year.
Silverstein Bros., Terre Haute, Ind.. agents
for the Columbia Co.. recently sold a machine
to a party in Jerusalem. The Cincinnati branch
of the company is to pack and ship the machine.
E. I. Pauling, of the Starr Piano Co., as well

as Mr. Craig, manager of the Victrola department of the Baldwin Piano Co.. reports an encouraging business for the month.

The Aeolian Co., \Vest Fourth street. which
the Aeolian-Vocalion, reports a good

handles

business for the month of May.

GRAFONOLA AT SCHOOL EXERCISE

Bell Hood reproduces

Pushmobile Grafonola and Magnavox Used at
Delaware Celebration-Teachers Delighted

Most Natural Tone

NEWARK, DEL., June 6.-The school children from

the State of Delaware congregated at this city
a

BELL HOOD NEEDLE COMPANY
183 Church Street, New Haven, Conn., U. S.A.

fortnight ago to conduct their annual May
The Columbia Grafonola Parlors of Wil-

Day.

mington agreed to furnish the music and at the
appointed time a Pushmobile Grafonola and a
Magnavox were placed in an automobile and
the

parade

started

from

the

public

school

grounds to the athletic field of the University of
Delaware. Moving pictures were taken of the
entire affair and the field activities were conducted through the Magnavox. The day proved
very successful and the teachers were delighted
with the way in which the Grafonola served
their purpose.
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A word as to Policy and Price.

For the benefit of the dealers who arc not familiar with the class of merchandise manufactured by us, we wish to announce we have no job lots nor
bankrupt stocks for sale.

We have placed on the market cabinets at prices which the middle class can
pay without feeling they have been overcharged, as well as cabinets of luxury and
utility combined.
Featured on this page is a moderately priced cabinet which will make any living
room more livable, and its deep rich colors and hand decorations will be a source
of happiness to the purchaser for years to come.

May be had in Parchment, Blue or Black ground colors.
Our years of experience acquired through catering exclusively to the decorative
trade enables us to suggest color combinations that will be harmonious.
We gladly place ourselves at your service.

Factory:
Skillman Ave. and Rawson St.
Long Island City, N. Y.
Showroom:

112 West 42nd Street
New York City, N. Y.
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FORMAL OPENING OF THE STANDARD CO.'S NEW BUILDING
Great Gathering of Victor Dealers and Prominent Guests Enjoy Hospitality of Standard Talking
Machine at Dedication of New Home-Speeches by J. S. Macdonald, J. G. Paine and Others
Pirrsnueett, PA., June 5.-The Standard Talking Machine Co.. of this city, Victor wholesaler,
formally opened its new four -story -and -basement

building in the heart of the Pittsburgh business
district with an all -day housewarming on May
24. Everyone of the 150 Victor dealers who
visited the "Standard" plant saw demonstrated
the fact that a ground floor Victor jobbing service is possible even in a city the size of Pittsburgh.

The officers of this enterprising jobbing house
have so planned their building that practically
all the every -day functions are conducted and
all the constantly used equipment is located on
the street floor, including a spacious and beau -

Luncheon was served on the Hotel Chatham

Roof, a few doors away from the Standard
Building, following which the formal addresses
of the day were begun. J. C. Roush, president
of the Standard Talking Machine Co., presided
and introduced the speakers. Dr. J. T. Holds worth, vice-president of the Bank of Pittsburgh,
talked on the business outlook, with particular

JUNE 15, 1922

their Victor jobbers the new building which the
Standard had just opened and the constantly
increasing investment and advertising by the
Victor Co. He assured his audience that an
excellent Fall and Winter business was in store
for Victor dealers.
Martin L. Pierce, of the Hoover Suction
Sweeper Co., Canton, 0 , was the third speaker
on the program. He devoted his address entirely to selling ideas, which he believed a Victor
dealer could use profitably and which had been
worked successfully by his company. His address made an excellent impression on the

present, many of whom made notes

reference to conditions in and around Pittsburgh.
The Address of J. S. Macdonald
J. S. Macdonald, sales manager of the Victor
Talking Machine Co , followed with a very ex-

dealers

cellent talk on the outlook for the coming sea-

was replete with oratory and good common-sense

son's business, viewed from the sales manager's
office. Among the many interesting subjects dis-

during the progress of his talk.
.John G. Paine, of the legal department of the
Victor Co, delivered the closing address, which
advice on subjects connected with Victor merchandise This was the first occasion that Mr.

(I) Main aide of stock and packing room; (') New home of Standard Talking Machine Co.: (31 Standard's sets ice mint shop; (4) View of beautiful lobby (tom street
entrance; (5) Corner of shipping mom of now plant. alum ins; gravity rtillVey01 (6) Antactive display fount in new

tifully decorated lobby, offices, record stocks,
packing, shipping, printing and repairing rooms
all working toward and terminating in the inside loading platform at the rear of the building
and opening on a public alley.

Other interesting features of the Standard
plant include its own railroad siding of the Pennsylvania Railroad, a spiral chute for handling
stock from the second floor to the shipping room,
a display room on the second floor. beautifully
equipped for dealers' customers, and which can
be converted into an assembly room as needed,
and an attractive board room, admirably adapted
to small group meetings of dealers and to other
uses of the trade, all covering 36,000 square feet
of floor space.
The Standard Co.'s housewarming furnished a
busy day for the Victor dealers of western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and \Vest Virginia.
From early morning until a reasonably late hour
at night the friends and customers of Standard
were alternately instructed and entertained to the
best of the company's ability, which any dealer
of that section will tell you goes a long way.
The morning was devoted to an inspection of
the Standard Building with President J. C.
Roush, Manager Wallace Russell. assisted by
J. E. McCormick. H. A. Davies, E. A. Ferguson
and C. E. Willis, of the Standard staff, as guides:

auto trips to Pittsburgh and nearby points of
interest.

cussed by Mr. Macdonald, all of the keenest
interest to his audience, were the record exchanges, which, he stated, would follow the exchange recently announced until all existing
"cut-outs" were returned and many additional
records which had not yet been announced as
"cut-outs." He bespoke the cordial support of
Victor dealers for the new line of horizontal
models, for which there is a rapidly increasing
demand. He pointed out that, while the Victor
Co. had no objection to the flat top talking machine, yet his company would certainly refuse to

build a flat top Victrola, because it had, up to
this time. been found impossible to build a
talking machine with a flat top which at the
same time would develop the musical qualities
on which the Victor Co. must continue to insist
in the construction of its product.
In referring generally to radio lie saw no reason

why dealers should view this with any apprehension, because, while the great volume -of radio

sales (luring the past very unsatisfactory business period undoubtedly affected sales of Victrolas as well as other products, yet the same
sales of radio during a more satisfactory period
would affect the average dealer very little, if
at all.
Mr. Macdonald had some excellent suggestions to offer the trade as to an aggressive campaign for Victor business, and gave as positive
proof of both the sincerity and the optimism of

Paine had spoken in Pittsburgh and the dealers
enjoyed a rare treat in his line address.

Great Time at Bongiovanni Inn
The afternoon meeting adjourned at five
o'clock and the following hour was spent at the
Standard Building. At six o'clock all were

into two large interurban cars, decorated with Victor banners and with toy balloons
loaded

imprinted witll the Victor trade -mark and the
word Standard. A merry crowd it was which
left promptly at six o'clock for, as the program
stated, "parts unknown." A negro orchestra in
costume enlivened this trip with plantation melodies and songs.

The "parts unknown" developed an hour later
into the famous Bongiovanni Inn at Wildwood.
where an evening filled with entertainment and
good -fellowship was spent, including an interesting vaudeville program of twenty acts. One of

the novelties of the evening was a "solo dance
by a pretty little girl of six years, who emerged
from a Victrola to the strains of a new popular
(lance hit. A beautiful miniature Victrola 300.
with a lid which raised, disclosing the Standard
trade -mark and compartments for pins, ink and
paper clips, was found at each place as a desk
souvenir.

The party was returned to the city

in the special cars about 10:30 o'clock.

In addition to the speakers of the day the
guests from a distance included: Leslie Wiswell.

of Lyon & Healy, Chicago, Ill.; Perry B. Whit-
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sit and Frank Davisson, of the Perry B. Whitsit
Co., Columbus. O.; Edward B. Lyons, Eclipse
Musical Co.. Cleveland. 0.; Rayburn C. Smith,
Unit Construction Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Those in Attendance at Standard Opening
Among the visitors at the Standard housewarming were the following: Louis Menzel.,
Mcnzer Music Shop, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Joseph
Matthews and Gco. B. Matthews. Geo. B. Matthews Co.. Barnesville. O.; Clyde Anent. Apollo.
Pa.: \V. S. Holloway, Flushing. O.; \V. T. Bock,

Weirton, W. Va.; Louis

C.

Mather, Mather

Brothers Co., New Castle. Pa.: R. R. Meyer and
B.

Trott. Spear & Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.: How-

ard Riley, Robinson Music Co.. Steubenville. 0.;
F. C. Gebhard. care P. \V. Simon, Uniontown.
Pa.; Geo. Swoger, Wilkinsburg, Pa.; Leo Half.
Half Brothers. Homestead, Pa.; C. L. Hamilton
and T. E. Shortell, S. Hamilton Co., Pittsburgh.
Pa.: Jacob Schoenberger and John Haggerty,
Lechner & Schoenberger. Pittsburgh. Pa.: W. A.
Steadman, Butler, Pa.; F. C. Wampler and W.
P. \Vampler, F. C. Wampler & Sons. McKeesport. Pa.; Chas. A. Ellis, A. I. Ellis & Sons,
Uniontown, Pa.; R. 1). Raush, Aaron Furniture
Co., Greensburg. Pa.; J. Mac Ely, Ely Brothers,
Jeannette, Pa.; John Johns. Bcechview Phar-

macy. Beachview, Pa.; Boyd Hunger, Dayton,
Pa.: Clark Wright. Valley Furniture Co.. East

Co.. Patton, Pa.; M. O'Conner, Brown's Music
Stot'e, Ford City, Pa.; \V. P. Brown, Brown's
Music Store, Kittanning. Pa.; L. R. Collins,
Ileyersdale,
Barkell &
Pdeghardt,
Rosenshein,
and

Harry

Pa.; Geo.

K. Barkell, Geo. K.
Scot tdale,
Co.,
Pa.;
W.
B.
Jr.,
Charleroi,
Pa.;
Samson
Masontown, Pa.; Herman Bigg
Diamondstone. Miller & Bigg.

Latrobe, Pa.; Harry Hornberger, Kaufmann &
Baer. Pittsburgh, Pa.; Henry Wood, Boggs &
Pittsburgh. Pa.; John V. Borgerding, S.
Hamilton Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.: Ray If. Sayre.
S. Hamilton Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.: Leander P.
Kirstein, Kaufmann's Department Store. Pittsburgh, Pa.; Rayburn Smith, Unit Construction
Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.: A. R. Meyer, Joseph

Horne Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.: W. C. Dierks and
Tom Evans. C. C. Mellor Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;
George Raubridge, W. F. Frederick Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.; J. H. Evans, Union Trust Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.: J. S. MacDonald, J. G. Paine and
E. J. Marx. Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. 3.; Dr. J. T. Holdsworth, Bank of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh. Pa ; Martin L. Pierce, Hoover
Suction Sweeper Co., Canton, 0.; J. C. Roush,
Wallace Russell, H. A. Davies, E. A. Ferguson,

J. E. McCormick, C. E. Willis and Stanley L.
Roush, of the Standard Talking Machine Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.: H.

C.

Burchinal, Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh. Pa.: W. A. Kulp, Braddock, Pa.;
Charles H. Schaefer, Schacfer's Drug Co., N. S.
Pittsburgh. Pa.: Chas. Hutson, New Bethlehem.

Hukill, Pittsburgh, Pa.; II. M.
Schaefer. Pittsburgh. Pa.; J. S. Brookes, Pittsburgh. Pa., and II. B. Salked, Oliver Building.

Pa.; D. 0. Jones. Rooth & Flinn, Ltd.. Pitts-

Pittsburgh. l'a.

burgh, Pa.: T. E. Lewis, Lewis Brothers, East
Liverpool. O.; D. Krasik, Moncssen, Pa.; Wm.
Joseph. fleaverdale, Pa.; Harry Diamond, Diamond Pharmacy, Natrona. Pa.; T. B. Windsor,
Windsor's Music Store. Tarcntum, Pa.: Russell
Cooper, \ViII Copper and John Cooper. Cooper
Brothers, New Kensington, Pa.; W. J. Mullen.
Sewickley, Pa.; J. 0. Clawson. Belle Vernon,
Pa.: E. E. Smith. Clearfield Talking Machine
Co., Clearfield, Pa.; C. F. Nlilleman, The Milkman Co., Zelienople, Pa.; H. I. Ellis, A. I. Ellis
& Sons. Uniontown. Pa.: E. J. Dclahoyde. Delahoyde & \Vuller, Oil City. Pa.; Floyd Hipp.
F. A. North Co., Johnstown. Pa.: \V. J. Raush,
Swank

Hardware

Co.,

Johnstown,

Pa.;

Jos.

Amster, Clairton. Pa.; Frank L. Hill, Jr., \V. R.
Reynolds Co.. Canonsburg, Pa.; Russell Burt

and Edwin M. Brannen. The Mellott Co., Bellaire, O.; C. Gould Hyatt, Aaron Furniture &
Carpet Co.. Connellsvillc, Pa.; Geo. S. Hards,
Dormont, Pa.: Walter E. Leedom. I.cedom's

Pa.;

Ralph

W. F. FREDERICK CO. ELECTS
Annual Meeting of Stockholders and Directors
in Uniontown, Pa., Elects Officers

Uxtoxtowx, PA, June 5.-The W. F.

Fred-

erick Piano Co.. which operates a chain of retail piano and talking machine stores in western
Pennsylvan:a. Maryland and West Virginia. re-

LANDAY NEW RADIO DISTRIBUTORS
Well-known Talking Machine House of Landay
Bros., Inc., Becomes Distributor of Radio Products of Radio Corp. of America

Landay Bros., of New York City,

New York and New Jersey, were recently appointed wholesale distributors of radio apparatus
by the Radio Corp. of America.
Landay Bros. have given the wireless telephone and its relationship to the music industry
much attention, and in order to become versed
in the possibilities of radio distribution for the
music dealer they have, for the past several
months, sold such goods in their retail establishments.

Following their success along these lines they
were appointed distributors for the products of
the Radio Corp. of America, by the Westinghouse. General Electric and Wireless Specialty
companies. Thus Landay Bros. have secured
sonic of the very highest class products in the
radio field.

In a recent statement to the press Benjamin
Landay, general manager of the wholesale radio
division of Landay Bros., said: "The present
demand for radio apparatus will be greatly overshadowed during the Fall months. Dependable
merchandise will be persistently in demand and

the consumer will naturally seek out the better
grades of instruments, those with established
reputations and with whose names they are familiar."
While the company received the appointment
some time ago, distribution was held up due to a
shortage of supplies. Landay Bros. arc now in a

position to take care of dealers and arc determined to use every means of pushing the new
line.

ROBERT B. WHEELAN MARRIED

pany in this city.
The election of directors for the ensuing year
resulted as follows: W. F. Frederick, president:
E. B. Heyscr. vice-president: A. V. Williams,
vice-president; William Shafenberg, v icc-president; C. G. Hugus, secretary. and F. Snider.

Robert B. Whcelan, well known throughout
the talking machine industry as the president of
Health Builders, Inc.. was married on June 8
to Miss Dorothy Demarest. Immediately upon

treasurer.

The \V. F. Frederick Co.. in addition to a com-

plete line of pianos, handles the Victor line of
talking machines and records in all of its stores.

Martins Ferry. O.; E. E. Schellhasc, Waynesburg. Pa.: John F. Bork. Aaron Co.. Connellsville, Pa.; J. H. Phillips, N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.:
Paul Gerecter, Aaron Furniture & Carpet Co.,
Brownsville, Pa.; Mr. Dalton. Carnegie, Pa.: W.
F. McLay, Carnegie. Pa.; Chauncey Parsons,
Rosenbaum Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Fred Hatfield,
Aaron Furniture & Carpet Co, Brownsville, Pa.;

allied company, with retail branches in Wheeling
and Clarksburg. \V. Va.; Steubenville. Cambridge
and East Liverpool. 0.. also held its annual meeting here and elected the following officers: \V. F.
Frederick, president; E. B. Heyser, vice-president; N. E. Davis, vice-president and manager;
C. G. Hugus, secretary, and F. Snider, treasurer.
The directorate consists of \V. F. Frederick, F..

Hellman, Yahrling-Rayncr Music Co..
Youngstown. 0.: M. H. Gardner. Tozer Jewelry

Shafenberg and N. E. Davis.

The Davis. Burkhart & Tyler Piano Co.. an

Snider. A. V. Williams, E. B. Heyser. \Valiant

the conclusion of the ceremony Mr. and Mrs.
Wheelan left for an extensive motor trip of
about three weeks' duration. Much of the time
will he spent among the Adirondack Mountains
and other nearby beauty spots.

TELLS OF !IMPROVED BUSINESS
William Phillips. president of the \Vm. Phillips
Phono Parts Corp., New York City, reports
that his company is doing exceptionally good
business. Mr. Phillips stated: "Business is good.
We have just passed through one of the best
months in the history of our organization. This
good business is continuing and I firmly expect
that we will experience satisfactory business
straight through the Fall and Winter seasons."
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Where Service,
to Victor Dealers is Backed by Long, First-hand Experience in the Field of Distribution.

EMANUEL BLOUT
VICTOR EXCLUSIVELY
"40Ustatia.

the well-

known talking machine distributors, who operate
a number of successful retail establishments in

cently held its annual stockholders' and directors'
meeting at the general headquarters of the com-

Drug Store. Hollidaysburg. Pa.; W. J. Benjamin,
Vandergrift, I'a.; D. G. Jones, W. L. Noble,

Gus
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2799 BROADWAY, at 108th STREET
NEW YORK
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Dugan Enthusiastic Over Success of Dealers' Meeting in Mobile
-Business Conditions in City and State Continue to Improve
NEW ORLEANS, LA., June 5.-The New Orleans
delegation to the Southern Victor Dealers' convention. numbering twelve or more, returned
from Mobile filled with enthusiasm and anxious

to put into practice a number of sales plans which
they had learned at the convention. They

brought back with them two new officials of the
Association. J. V. Dugan, of the Dugan Piano
Co.. who xv.as elected president, and E. W. Wilson, Jr.. of the Collins Ptano Co., who was elected

be handled expediently and comfortably. Mr.
Young claims it to be the best in the city.
Horizontal Types in Demand
J. D. Moore, at Maison Blanche, reports that
the horizontal model Victrolas are very popular sellers and that business is ahead of last May.

"In fact." says Mr. Moore, "our business has
kept ahead of last year's business all during 1922."

Manager Wilson, Jr., at the Collins Piano Co.,
reports the horizontal types in demand with an

secretary. To a man the sentiment was that the
convention was the biggest and best ever held
and that everyone who attended profited by his

increasing amount of records besng sold.

attendance.

completed a Spring drive which has about cleaned
him out of the portable model Victrolas. He has
noted a big improvement in trade within the past

President Dugan stated that the spirit that prevailed among the dealers was inspiring. Compet-

itors in the same town who had never met before were brought together and left the best of
The convention seemed to create a sort
of fraternalism among the dealers and there they
friends.

substituted the word co-operation for the old

word competition.

The discussion on the question of "interest
charges on time contracts" served to bring out
the feeling that once existed and that now prevails among the dealers. Two dealers from the
same town were called upon to explain just why
they did not charge interest on time contracts.
They both answered, "Because their competitor
did not." Result. They both charge interest
now.

Talks made by John G. Paine, of the Victor
Talking Machine Co., and by M. L. Pierce, of the
Hoover Suction Sweeper Co., were inspiring as
well as instructive. The attendance totaled about
128 dealers.

Improved Business Reported
Practically every talking machine store

in

town report, an improvement in business during
It is claimed generally that
May has been a better month than April and in a

the past fifteen days.

few instances the improvement has surpassed the
business of May. 1921.
New Demonstration Rooms at Gruenwald's

Robert Young, Victor manager of the Gruenwald Co., reports a wonderful improvement in
record sales. The Gruenwald Co. has just coinpleted the remodeling of its demonstration rooms
and has added five new ones downstairs and two
upstairs.

Particular attention was paid to the

layout of the record department. It is now arranged so that the largest kind of a crowd can
!..'r ?el 17.
M ahecany. Golden
Oak or Finned Oak. 75 -record

f.: e. Emerson music master born.
Exposed

meta:
parts
cold
A
beautiful machine
worth rr any. many dollars more
placed.

than

IN e

ask.

Big Demand for Portables
Manager Powell, of Werlein. Ltd.. has just

fifteen days with increased interest shown particularly by the middle class of people. Both jazz
and Red Seal records are b4 sellers at \\*Mein's.
New Edison Console Model
Manager Billet, at the Edison Co., announces
a new Console model that is just being offered
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i.ect a much bigger business in the Fall than they
have had for some time and they are already put-

ting in their orders for Fall goods.
One of the feats accomplished in the Gulf
district by the Columbia line was obtaining the
services of Ben Martin. known throughout the
Delta country, and around Jackson, Miss., as one

of the biggest phonograph men in that section.
Mr. Martin has accepted the position as manager

of the Columbia department of the Feld Furniture Co. store in Vicksburg. The Feld store was
one

of those

which

accepted

the

Columbia

agency and cent in a big order even while the
flood waters were still in the backyard. This is
the kind of courage that wins.
It is understood that F. E. Mahoney, a Victor
dealer, of Chattanooga, is moving to New Orleans.

His plans are not known.
Recent Visitors
Among the visitors in town during the past
fortnight was J. F. Bennett, assistant manager of
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., of St. Louis.
He visited the Harris -Loeb Piano Co., local
agent for the Brunswick Co.

DISTRIBUTORS OF DE FOREST RADIO
A Number of Important Talking Machine Distributors Arranging for Distribution of De Forest Radio Line in Talking Machine Trade

at prices ranging upward from $295. Though only

on sale a week it has proven very popular and
he has sold all in stock.
New Columbia Ad Campaign
The Columbia Graphophone Co. is now in the
midst of a "Selected Dealers' Advertising Campaign," in which dealers buying new stock are
given a certain amount of advertising in their
community by the Columbia people. This has
proven to be quite an attractive offer and though
only in progress two months has been a big

The DeForest Radio Telephone & Telegraph
Co., which recently moved into greatly enlarged
quarters in Jersey City, N. J., in a building occupying an entire city block, has been enabled
through increased production to make deliveries
in substantial quantities to several music houses
which have been appointed its distributors. The
DeForest products. which are among the bestknown in the wireless field, are recognized as
among the leading products in the world of

success.

radio.

Mr. Sparrow. local district manager, is one of
the leaders in the race among the districts for
the best showing. Though about fifth on the list.
when everything is considered, that is. the size
of the district and the population therein, the percentage is in Mr. Sparrow's favor, ahead of the

Among the firms in the music industry which
have been appointed distributors by the De -

list.
Columbia Dealers Recovering From Flood
In spite of the floods and the heavy rains which

OUR CONGRATULATIONS, MR. UNGER

are delaying and ruining crops, Mr. Sparrow
says that the country business is running better
than the city business throughout the Gulf district. The flood completely wiped out twenty
Columbia dealers, but they have already sent in
their orders for more machines and merchandise
and are planning to come back stronger than before. The city dealers, Mr. Sparrow has found,
are pessimistic but not discouraged. They e -

Forest Co. are: Lyon & Healy, of Chicago;
Owens & Beers, Inc., New York City; S. B.
Davega Co. and the Triangle Radio Supply Co.

The announcement was recently made of the
engagement of L. J. Unger, of the sales staff of
the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. Mr. Unger
has traveled extensively thoughout the trade in
the interest of Brilliantone steel needles and
numbers many friends among the talking machine
dealers in all sections of the country. The announcement of his engagement has already caused

him to receive many expressions of a congratulatory character.

Emerson Phonographs
at startling low prices
WHAT would it mean to you to be able to offer your customers a
beautiful, nationally known, high-grade Emerson Phonograph at
a price so low that it seems ridiculously impossible-And yet be able to
make a fine profit on them? You can do so. \Ve have a number of
Emersons, fine, new machines, which we made up for the Emerson Co..
which we can sell you at a price you will scarcely believe possible. We

want to break even and that's all. You and your customers get the
benefit. You know the Emerson-how really high grade it is-and what
a splendid reputation it has. Cash in on this real buying opportunity?

Write for full information

The UDELL WORKS
28th Street and Barnes Avenue

Indianapolis
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Summertime
Outdoor Sports
and WALTER CAMP'S DAILY DOZEN

On HEALTH BUILDER RECORDS
A warm -weather life-saver for the talking machine
dealer.
Summer is the time when men, women and children
are proudest of their physical fitness.
Any dealer, with little effort, can sell the DAILY
DOZEN to every golf, tennis, baseball and swimming
fan or near -fan in his neighborhood.
The profits are exceedingly liberal.
Feature the Health Builders sets with your portable
machines.
They help sell each other
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Remember!
Health Builder Records
Alone Give You

WALTER CAMP
Football star and rules ex-

pert, physical director of
thousands of men in the A.

E. F., sportsman and gentleman

in all respects,
WALTER CAMP is known to

every red-blooded Amer-

ican of two generations.

Walter Camp's "Daily
Dozen" makes you fit and
builds up good hard flesh
and muscle; eliminates useless and excess flesh without undignified and irk-

some positions or harmful
exercises that injure the

heart, body or health.

It takes a few minutes to
demonstrate a
musical record.

standard

It takes only a few minutes
longer to demonstrate a
Health Builder's set. And
your profits are 20 TIMES

GREATER.

Try a Health Builder Week in Your Windows
Put some of our sets on display.
We will furnish attractive literature, cut-outs and
hangers free.
Stage a demonstration of the exercises at certain hours

each day with the aid of some athletic member of your
sales force, or a young husky from your neighborhood.
Invite the children in for calisthenic drills.
There are hundreds of ways for live merchants to make

money on THE "DAILY DOZEN"-NOW.

ORDER NOW FROM

HEALTH BUILDERS
334 Fifth Avenue

Dept. W6

New York, N. Y.
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dation of Commerce, May 21 to 27. It was the
nineteenth annual trade extension tour and the
twelfth which Mr. Ruez has taken in. While the

New Home-Dealers
Trade Looks for Bu.,v Suminer-Badger
Interested in dssociation-Reeeni Trade Changes and Oiher .Veto
Muss sursrE, Wis.. June 6.-This is not going to
he the usual "quiet Summer" in the Milwaukee
talking machine trade-not if local jobbers and
dealers can help it. While the first five months
of the year were not far behind the average of
former years in volume of business, there has
been enough of an incentive to give every factor
in the local trade the desire to go out and do
some real business at a time when in the average
year nearly everyone was complacent about the

character and scope of trade until the vacation
season and torrid spell were over and out of the
way.

It is really surprising to make the rounds of
the local trade and find the optimistic spirit that
prevails.
It is optimistic in more than one
sense, for it is predicated not alone upon a good
May business following a fairly active April. but
upon the prospects of a relatively brisk trade in
June. July and August. These three months
usually have been slow save in respect to sales
of records, for at the beginning of June there
has been a rush for the lake and resort country
which did not end until the new school term was
in view. This exodus was aggravated in the
last two to three years by the fact that housing
conditions in this city were miserable and the
only alternative for many families was to seek
refuge in the country.
Unemployment Decreases
This year a great many people are going to the
lakes, as usual, but in most instances the feeling
is

far less depressed than it was last year and

two years ago. Most heads of families arc now
employed, while in 1920 and 1921 they were with-

out jobs and without steady income. The stage
has been reached where almost every family has
t.ce
forified avainst necessity and has sonic -

thing left over to spend for the better things in
life-needed pleasures and enjoyments.
Business Stability Returning

Reports from distributors and jobbers in this
city, who as a rule handle .the entire NVisco.isin
and upper Michigan trade, are unanimous that
business has more than sustained the "turn fur
the better" which set in sonic time ago. There
is nothing spectacular about business; 'it fact,
leaders in the trade are rather glad that this is
so, for they have come to learn that the "boom"
is an inflation, and the less there is of this sort
of business the better the industry will be iii the
long IUD.

"We arc gratified with the state of business
and the prospects," said Harry A. Goldsmith,
secretary of the Badger Talking Machine Co..
Victor jobber. "Personally. I would rather have
volume grow slowly but steadily than jump forward like a frightened deer and then drop deal
in
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its tracks from a single bullet.

Our retail

trade is ordering goods with much more eagerness than, usual at this fine of the year. but in

view of the cautious buying which they have
been doing so long we are not surprised. On
the other hand, this is testimony that the public
is buying, for no one knows better than we that
dealers arc adhering to a 'hand-to-mouth' buying
policy, and whenever their orders increase it can
be traced directly back to better consumer demand. We look for an active Summer-in fact.
it looks as if we shall have a better business than
the average hot period has ever produced."

G. F. Rues on Trade Extension Tour
George F. Ruez, president of the Badger Co.
spent a solid week visiting the trade as a member
of the party which went forth under the banner
of the jobbers' Division of the Milwaukee .1 -.so-

territory circumscribed by the route was relatively limited, and mostly in southeastern Wisconsin and northern Illinois, nevertheless Mr.
Ruez was able to get a mighty good slant at
current conditions. He is satisfied that things
arc decidedly on the mend and in the music
line sonic big things arc to be expected.
Demand for New Edison Grows
The New Edison, according to reports emanat-

ing from the Phonograph Co.. of Milwaukee.
State jobber, is showing steady increases in sales,

while the Edison record line is actually establish.
ing sonic new sales records in this territory.
Columbia Record Sales Increasing
Columbia business in the eastern half of Wisconsin has made giant strides against unusual
conditions affecting general business adversely,
according to R. II. Walley representing the line
in this part of the State. Mr. Walley too, speaks
especially of the remarkable advance made in
record sales, although the Grafonola itself is
keeping pace with other of the leading makes.
Sonora Campaign Successful

Fred E. Yahr, president and general manager
c f the Vain & Lange Co., jobber of the Sonora
l' -!e in Wisconsin and northern Michigan, is one

of the real optimists in the musical instrument
business and his views are backed up by a most
satisfactory selling ruult of the last three
months' special campaign.
Dealers Co-operate in Advertising
%%line record trade is active, and perhaps more

so than ever before, probably due to the much
larger number of instruments in use now, local
dealers arc not content with the business that is
coining to them through ordinary sources. For
instance, on the last few Sunday mornings, the
local newspapers have carried joint advertisements of numerous dealers, featuring the favorite
songs of various denominations and creeds. Last

week the Badger Shop, Harry W. Krienitz, Inc.,
and W. E. Vollmar & Co. combined in advertis-

A Small Phonograph Which Will Last
A Success With Dealers Everywhere
-

is-*ib-I

-It has proven its worth
Neat, compact and sturdy, with all the features

of the high priced instrument.
A real motor
silent and durable.

-

In perfect balance-tested by experts to the
thousandth part of an inch.

Fully guaranteed

Equipped with automatic speed regulatorstart and stop device, genuine mica sound box.

Attractive Proposition for Jobbers

-

Write for territories

QUALITIEPHONE SALES CORP.

17 EAST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

.11 NE.

15. 1022
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ing popular Christian Science records of Victor
It v:as quit a success.
Brunswick Records Enjoy Favor

origin.

There, is something about the smile of Thomas
I.

Kidd, manager of the local branch of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.. which is full of
meaning.
Brunswick instruments and Bruns -

and it is daily gaining momentum. Mr. Piasecki
is a prominent South Side Victor dealer.
He
holds the rank of colonel, in which capacity he
served as commander of the 127th Infantry of
the famous Thirty-second Division in France.
A. G. Kunde Pushing Gennett Records
Kunde, formerly one of the best-known
Columbia dealers in
this city, and more
recently engaged in
the foreign record
jobbing business has
turned his attention
to
marketing
the

Gennett record as a
wholesaler

in

this
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South Howland avenue, Kenosha, Wis., by Joseph Cardinal. a furniture dealer and funeral director of that city. The original busine, is be
ing operated at thc original location, while the
newly developed music department has been
made a distinct business and established by itself.

Mr. Cardinal is a Columbia dealer and also rep
resents the Kimball line.
Presents Brunswick to Y. M. C. A.
R. \V. Bailey. a well-known retail jeweler of
Beaver Dam, Wis.. who has worked up a large
talking machine department in recent year.. ha,
presented the local Y. M. C. A. with a console
type of the Brunswick, which has been made thsubject of much favorable continent in thc newspapers of Beaver Dam and vicinity.

territory. Mr. Kunde
is operating from his
old headquarters at
East
Water
street. lie instituted
an active campaign
344

early in June, using
the monthly catalog
of the Starr Piano
Co.'s talking machine
division as the basis.
Excellent results already have been secured.li

Among the newer
industries engaged in

talking machine
industry here is the
Everplay Needle Co.,
with headquarters at
2502 Burleigh street.
The Ever!,lay needle
the

V.

-.Splendid New Home of Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor Distributor
wick records have been leading a merry pace f 3r

many months, and those who believed this was
to he short-lived have been disappointed to find
that there is a great deal.of substance in Brunswick popularity. The records have been going
especially well. while instruments have at least
held their own with the other leading makes.
Dealers Pushing Reducing Records
Special records such as the Wallace reducing
course have been pushed vigorously by all talking machine shops with excellent sales results
in recent weeks. Many of the stores have put
into effect novel means of attracting public attention to the records. Dealers report many
amusing experiences in selling discs to "stylish
stout" women, and some of them have told The
Talking Machine World representative that after

this experience they might be able to qualify
for positions as corset salesmen.
Merchants Active in Association
Talking machine men arc taking an active part
in the rejuvenation of the Milwaukee Association

of Music Industries, and their interest is partly
responsible for the generous attendance Milwaukee furnished the annual conventions in New

York this month. The new president. Frederick
Carberry, is a Brunswick dealer as well as
Chickering representative, and he has manifested
a very broad conception of the needs of the talk-

is something new.
has
and
in tests
played 27.000 times

without replacement. The item sells for $1 each.
New Columbia Shop
music shop has been opened at 234

one of the most important bodies of the organization under its plan of getting into the fold
every person connected with an establishment
that deals in talking machines. records and musical instruments and equipment of any sort.
Badger T. M. Co. in New Quarters
The Badger Talking Machine Co. is now located in its spacious new quarters at 191-193
Fourth street. The new building is centrally
located and offers excellent facilities for the presentation of the Victor line, for which the company acts as distributor.
Boom Victor Dealer for Postmaster
A boom for Peter F. Piasecki for appointuol,t
as postmaster has been started by his friends.

Okeh and Odeon Records by Alfred Piccaver
Proving Popular-Has Attained Success Here
and Abroad-Has Sung in Berlin and Vienna
Alfred Piccaver. whose records arc being produced under the Odeon label by the General
Phonograph Corp.. is a native-born American
who has achieved considerable success abroad.
His records arc mectlng with a wide popular demand, and the General Phonograph Corp.

planning to bring out additional recordings

After several years of study at the School for
Opera at the Metropolitan Opera House. New
York, Mr. Piccaver went to Europe to continue
his musical studies and his European career has
been replete with success. He is now considered

one of the foremost tenors

in

Europe, haV:11::

sung in the Royal Opera Houses at Vienna and
Berlin.

His first record, released by the General Pho

nograph Corp., was the "Flower Song" from
"Carmen" in the Melt catalog. and this has been

followed by "Thou (last Spread Thy Vings;
which will be issued next month under the Odeon
label.

ARE VICTROLAS
An Independent Musical Survey of the City of Mil-

waukee Was Recently Taken by the Milwaukee Journal.

Among Other Interesting Facts Disclosed Was This:

More Than Five Out of Every

Eight Talking Machines Owned

in the City of Milwaukee Are

VICTROLAS
The sorycy shows the following standing among arious
oxvned in Milwaukee:

Victrola
2nd make
3rd make

64.021',
13.263',
3.498',
3.394',
2.193',
1.697',
1.357',

4th make
5th make
6th make
7th make
n 44,551 talking machines owned in Milwaukee 28,51
are
Victrolas: THERE'S A REASON-Badizer Servile. Try it.

Badger Talking Machine Company
Exclusive Victor Jobbers- Wholesale Only

191-193 Fourth Street

i

in

the near future.

64%

ing machine trade in addition to the requirements of piano dealers. Leslie C. Parker, head
of the Badger Vietrola Shop, has been appointed
chairman of the membership committee, which is

PICCAVIlt WELL.KNOWN ARTIST

Milwaukee, Wis.
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SAINT LOUIS
Radiophone Still Interests-Music :1/cruory Contest at HannibalLeading Jobbers and Dealers Conduct Big Campaign for Business
ST.

Louts, Mo., June 7.-The talking machine
this city the past month has been

business in

fair. when adverse conditions arc considered. The
radiophone has continued to encroach, not so
much as an actual business competitor, although

it is becoming that, but in the way of dividing
the interest which has heretofore been enjoyed
by the talking machines exclusively.
Stix. Baer & Fuller Handling Radio
At the Stix, Baer & Fuller store, which was
the first to go into radio in connection with talk-

Manager A. W. Hosier, of the Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney talking machine department,
says that business was better during the second
half of May than in the first half. Wallace reducing records arc doing well, with women as the
principal purchasers.

A Unique Brunswick Ad Campaign
Brunswick dealers here have been co-operating

in an advertising campaign of "A Club for Married Men" whose wedding anniversaries come in
June and for the fathers of girl graduates and
ing machines, the sales last month were actually June brides. It takes the form of the June -day
greater, in money volume, than the sales of talk- Gift Club. The following dealers joined in it:
ing machines. The departtnent has an assort- Arco Furniture Co., Baldwin I'iano Co., Dement of outfits ranging in price from $15 to Mervillc Music Co., Famous -Barr Co., Field $700, but the range of most of the sales is be- Lippman Piano Stores, Tyler B. Hank Music
tween $100 and $200. Manager Ennis expects Store, Home Phonograph Co., Kammerer Music
the radio to hold its own from now on. Most of Shop, Kirkland Piano Co., Lehman Piano Co.,
Mengel Music Co., Meyer Piano Co., Schmittthe sales of phonographs also arc at prices rang.
ing from $100 to $200. There is also quite a Vaker Music Co., Stock-Peterman House Furgood demand for smaller machines. More port- nishing Co. and Trorlicht-Duncker.
Columbia Dealer Gives Concert
ables arc being sold by the dealers than ever.
The Music Shop & Record Exchange, of this
Sounds Cheering Note
William McC. Martin, Federal Reserve agent city. Columbia dealer, gave a concert recently
for the Eighth District, in his monthly report which was quite a success. G. S. Moult, of the
said: "A decided turn for the better during the Music Shop, had the program very nicely arpast thirty days is almost universally indicated ranged, and the demonstration of Columbia goods
v.as given the second place on the program. The
in replies to questionnaires addressed by this
bank to leading business interests throughout the Columbia demonstration was followed by the orEighth Federal Reserve District. The improve- chestra, and then after several other musical numment affects both actual volume of transactions bers Mr. Moult raffled off an E-2 fumed oak Coand sentiment. In all branches of activity notable lumbia, which was won by the No. 13. Following
strides have been made in the direction of normal,
and there seems to be more confidence in values

and the future of business than at any time in
more than eighteen months. This confidence is
being manifested in a disposition to deviate somewhat front the recent practice of purchasing only
enough for immediate requirements on the part
of merchants, and among agriculturists. to enter
with greater enthusiasm upon the tasks incident
to heavier production of crops and live stock.
Addresses Salespeople on Music Tendency

this dancing was enjoyed.
Music Memory Contest at Hannibal
A most successful Music Memory Contest was
put on in Hannibal, Mo., recently. The enthusiasm it aroused was largely due to the Federated

Women's Clubs, assisted by the civic and business organizations, the public schools and the
music merchants of the city. Prominent among
the latter was E. A. Parks. Victor dealer, who
loaned four V ictrolas during the contest. There
were twelve numbers rendered in the junior test

Mr. Durham. who books the artists for the

and eighteen in the senior test. There were twenty-

International Concert Bureau. New York, was in
St. Louis recently and when Manager Ilosier, of
the Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney talking machine department, learned of it he secured Durham for a talk to the sales organization on the
personal characteristics of famous artists. He
showed the salespeople the human side of the
artists. Mr. Hosier declared that from an educational point of view the talk was one of the best
that he ever heard. Mr. Durham had been to
New Orleans and was passing through on his

eight perfect papers in the former and to each
child a sterling silver perfect score pin was presented by the women of Hannibal. The first prize
to the school with the best average was $15 worth

of records, and $7.50 worth of records as the
second prize, given by the P. E. 0. and Study
Club.

In the senior

class there were five perfect

scores for the eighteen numbers played and a
banner donated by the National Association for
the Advancement of Music was won by the Eu-
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the choicest numbers on the first day these records arc released without effort on his part. The
record selection is suited to the taste of the customer.

Gets Standing Record Order From Japan

Miss Fleata Trout, in charge of the talking
machine department of the Taylor Music Co.,
of Columbia, Nfo., reports the sale of a large
bill of records to a Japanese customer, a student at the School of Journalism, and a standing

order since his return to Japan of six records
each month of Miss Trout's own selection.
News Brieflets

Mr. Peabody. one of the four proprietors of
the Emerson Piano blouse, of Decatur, has withdrawn from the company and has identified himself with a dental supply house of Decatur. Mr.
Peabody has been interested in the Victor educational work in Decatur and his loss will be felt.

Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Parker, of the Parker
Music Co., of Harrisburg.. are planning a three
months' vacation in the West.
The T. E. Clark Music Co., Victor dealer, of
Cape Girardeau, Mo., gave the silver loving cup
offered as first prize in. a Music Memory Contest. held in connection with the recent field -day
events at
College.

the

Southwest

Missouri

Teachers'

J. F. Ditzell, manager of the Famous & Barr
is in New

Co.'s talking machine department,

York attending the convention.
J. E. Maunder, manager of the local branch

of the C. D. Smith Drug Co., St. Joseph, Mo.,
Sonora distributor, has returned from a success-

ful trip through Missouri. One of the important
accounts recently opened by Mr. Maunder was
with Paul Whitten, Moberly, Mo.
J.

H.

Bennett,

assistant

manager

of

the

Brunswick Co., has returned from a trip through
the South.

The recent visit of the Isham Jones Orchestra greatly stimulated the demand for the Brunswick records of that organization.

The Silverstone Music Co. reported Edison
business better that) the preceding month. The
radio supplies for which the firm contracted
sense time ago have been shipped and the firm

will soon be distributing them through its territory.
Miss Marion R. Fox, of the Silverstone Music
Co.. broke her record on retail sales last month.
J. L. Moore. of the Hoops Mercantile Co.,
Crocker, Nfo.; A. E. Baldwin, of Kennett, Mo.,

and J. Fiquart, Lincoln, Ill.. Edison dealers, were
recent visitors to St. Louis.
Miss Vivian Dewcs has joined the retail sales
organization of the Silverstone Music Co.

NEEDLE SITUATION SATISFACTORY
B. R. Forster, president of the Brilliantone
Steel Needle Co., New York City, reports that
the needle situation is satisfactory and that the
buying public is continuing to demand good
The quality of the American -made
needles.

way back to New York. He said he was delighted to find that there is a tendency in the
country toward a reversion to a higher class of
music. The better sort of popular music is still
in vogue, he said, but the jazziest kind of jazz
is dying out. He urged the encouragement of

gene Field School.

the tendency toward better music by inculcating
it in children throneli the schools and children's

were being graded, Mr. Parks, of the Parks Music

posal of visiting dealers and distributors and

House, gave a talk on the Music Memory Contest, its origin and development.
T. E. Clark Sells Store

open house was kept.

concerts.

The Most
Dependable and
Inexpensive

Lid Support
on the Market
The new channel
support is construct-

ed of one piece of
metal and it works
automatically perfect. The hinges are made in two styles-flexible
and bent.

Sample' on request.

STAR MACHINE & NOVELTY CO.
81 MILL STREET

BLOOMFIELD. N. J.

The program was given by four of the leading musicians of Hannibal. including two vocalists, a violinist and a pianist. The vocal numbers were hummed.

At the close of the program. while the papers

T. E. Clark, of the T. E. Clark Music Co..
Cape Girardeau. Mo., has disposed of his store
and expects to locate in California. The new
proprietors are Claude R. Judcn and \Valter
Kcmpe. both of whom have been in Mr. Clark's
employ for several years and have gained a reputation for industry and knowledge of the music
business. They expect to continue as exclusive
Victor dealers.
Clever Merchandising Plan
R. L. Berry, Victor dealer, of Springfield, Ill.,
has just issued a folder describing a "New Kind
of Record Service." It offers to send out each
month three of the best sellers of the month,
with the privilege of exchange within forty-eight
hours. The cost is charged to his account. This
gives to the customer the certainty of receiving

needle has earned for it. the highest place. Dur-

ing the Music Convention in New York City the
entire facilities of the offices of the Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. were placed at the dis-

Keep your word. no matter what the cost. The
man known as one who lives up to his promises
is bound to be recognized for his integrity.

HIGH CLASS PHONOGRAPH

RECORDING
FOR THE TRADE AT EXCEEDINGLY LOW PRICES
Estimtes furnished on complete reeorch in any

itiintity

Newark Recording Laboratory
15

West Park St.

Newark, N. J.

JCNE 15, 192,2
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"One handle handles it"

Outing

Patent Pendirw

Size : 8 in. x 14 in.

x 15 in.

Weight: Complete,
including album,
22 lbs.

TALKING MACHINE
Perfection in a Portable
Phonograph

JOBBERS:

The OUTING is the most complete
and up-to-date portable phonograph

GENERAL
PHONOGRAPH CORP.
New York Distributint Division

15 West 18th Street

ever made.

New York. N. Y.

is unique and attractive in design.
Superior tone quality.
Built to give years of satisfactory

CABINET & ACCES-

It

SORIES CO.,

145 East 34th St.,
New York, N. Y.

A. J. HEATH & CO.

service.

27-29 So. Seventh St.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Made in Mahogany and Fumed

IROQUOIS SALES CO.,

Oak finishes.

210 Franklin St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

E. B. SHIDDELL,

221 Columbus Ave.
Boston, Mass.

There are still several good States and large
Cities open. Full details or samples will be
furnished responsible jobbers on application.

WALTER S. GRAY CO.
942 Market St.,
San Francisco, Cal.

DAVENPORT PHONO.
& ACCESS. CO.,
217 Brady St.,
Davenport, la.
UTICA'S GIFT &
JEWELRY SHOP,
Utica, N. Y.

J. R. POLK FURN. CO.,
294 Decatur St.,
Atlanta, Ga.

VOCALION CO.
OF OHIO
Cincinnati, 0.
VOCALION CO.
OF OHIO
Cleveland, 0.
BURNHAM, STOEPEL
& CO.,
101 East Lamed St.,
Detroit, Mich.

WM. ANDERSON
PIANO CO.,
79 Eighth St., South,
Minneapolis, Minn.
GEO. C. ULRICH & CO,
718 Lincoln Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
CANDIOTO PIANO CO.,
120 So. Limestone St.,
Lexington, Ky.

Foreign Export:-CHIPMAN LIMITED

Dealers in Mexico and Cuba should send orders and inquiries to

R. C. ACKERMAN
291 East 162nd Street

8-10 Bridge Street

New York, N. Y.

Nev. York C4ts

Cable Addren, CHIPMUNK, New York

Outing Talking Machine Co., Inc.
A. J. COTE, President

MT. KISCO, N. Y.
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The Last Word
in Electric
Phonograph Motors

Make this your
leading line for

the coming

season

The Electromophone
Absolutely Silent
Adjustable to any voltage. Tone arm equipped
with electrical stopping device, which operates
in

conjunction with the El ectro mop ho ne
Record stops automatically on last note-

Never fails !

!

The Sole Selling Rights of This Unique Mechanism Are in the Hands of

THE STERNO MANUFACTURING CO.
LONDON, E. C., ENGLAND

1) CITY ROAD
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the use of the Paths name in connection with

DAVEGA SPEAKS ON MERCHANDISING

TO ORGANIZE NEW PARR'. CO.

Monthly Meeting of Knickerbocker Talking Ma.

Committee in Charge of Affairs Recommends
New Company to Enter Radio Field Supplemented by Phonographs and Records-Project Favored by Creditors of Old Company

chine Co. Well Attended-Many Interesting
Features on Program-Little Roslyn Louise
Davega Scores as Dancer-Makes Big Hit
The monthly meeting held under the auspices
of the Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co., Inc..
Victor wholesaler, for the benefit of the metropolitan Victor retailers. was held on Friday.
June 2. in the West Ballroom of the Commodore
llotel. The meeting opened promptly at u.30

147

the business of the new company.

A comprehensive report was recently issued
by the temporary committee reporting the bank
creditors of the Patin.", Freres Phonograph Co.,
which k at present operating under receivers in
equity. The report includes a definite plan for
au entirely new company to engage in the business of manufacturing and distributing radio instruments and accessories, supplemented by
p: bnographs and phonograph records. It is re-

ported that the suggested company is in process
acquiring certain promising patents, licenses
a :d devices which it expects to exploit and mar-

o

ket and it is planned to add to the staff of the
r. ganization experienced men now actively en-

From a report of the receivers issued at the
same time it is found that a complete liquidation
of the present company would not yield a large
return to the creditors, whereas the acceptance
of the new plan by the creditors gives a possibility of receiving 1(W) cents on the dollar. The
new plan is being submitted for the approval
of the creditors and calls for the changing over
of the temporary committee into a reorganizing
committee. It is planned to issue to the creditors of the old company, who shall bee

party to this agreement, income bonds in the
new company to the extent of 100 cents on the
dollar. It is stated that the banks who hold the
present mortgage on the property have indicated

their willingness to enter into this new plan an
d:atcly upon receipt of the approval of III
required majority of creditors steps will be takt
for the formation of the new company.

gaged in radio.

Negotiations will also he undertaken with the Paths Co. in Paris with the idea
of arranging, if possible, for the continuance of

The Grafonola F tire. 123 East Main strts
Waterbury. Conn., was recently d.nnaged be fir

PIANO

BOOKS

Roslyn Louise Davega
a.

in. and continued until 4 00 p. in. with inter-

mission for lunch, which was furnished in an adjoining room by the Knickerbocker Talking
Machine Co. The entire list of July Victor

record releases was played and a number of

THE Edward Lyman Bill. Inc.. technical library represen:
the only books written in English for the men who coniti
cute the piano and player -piano industry of the United States

novel events made the meeting interesting from
start to finish. During the playing of the dance
numbers those present were invited to avail
themselves of the opportunities offered by the
clear space of the ballroom floor. There wa
also a waltz dancing contest.
Abram Davega, president of the compair
spoke interestingly on Victor merchandising all
gave many excellent suggestions for increasing
business. Perhaps the most interesting feature

Each book covers its respective subject clearly and completely.
Each volume is the standard work of its particular field. Every
one of these books should be in the hands of every progressive
man who wants to help keep the American piano industry the
world's leader, both from an artistic and commercial standpoint.

Modern Piano Tuning
A very csmprehunsive book covering principles and prac
tices of tuning, regulation of piano action. elementa-y prin
ciples of pneumat cs, general construction of player m:chanisms, repair of old pianos or player mechanisms. 331

of the program was a suggestion contest on
-How to Improve Victor Business." No special
judges teen: appointed, but the general consensus

pages, $2.00.

of opinion of those present was relied upon in
determining the winner. Many excellent sug-

Theory and Practice of Pianoforte Building

gestions were given and the meeting was highly
beneficial to all who attended.
A special entertainment feature and one cal.

An essential book for every manufacturer, scale draftsman
superintendent, dealer or piano salesman. The only work
of its kind in the English language. 160 pages, fully illustrated. tables, diagrams, etc., $2.00.

culated to well demonstrate the importance of
the Victrola in child entertaining was a Ha-

Player -Piano Up to Date

waiian dance in costume given by Roslyn Louise
Davega, young daughter of the president. This
petite young miss gave an excellent performance
and received great applause front those present
Later in the day she danced again to the accompaniment of the Victrola and again scored in th,
applause that followed.

The best available source in English for player-pian..
knowledge. Principles of construction, regulation and us
of pneumatic mechanisms. Descriptions of leading mechanisms. For salesmen, tuners, repairmen. etc. 195 pages.
illustrated, $1.50.

Regulation and Repair of Pianos and Player
Mechanisms

SOPHIE TUCKER SCORES "HIT"
Well-known

Vaudeville

Star

Winning

Indispensable for salesmen and executives in piano factories, two books in one, illustrated, tables, diagrams. 158

New

pages, $1.50.

Friends Abroad-"Okeh" Records Popular
The recording laboratory of the General Ph..
nograph Corp., manufacturer of Okeh records,
has received information from London that Sophie Tucker, well-known vaudeville and musical
comedy star, has attained phenomenal success in
her tour of Great Britain. Miss Tucker has been

appearing in two of the leading theatres in London, and in order to satisfy the demands of her
audiences she has been obliged to deliver numerous songs outside of her repertoire, which incidentally includes over 250 numbers.
The sales department of the General Phon,
graph Corp. states that Sophie Tucker's Okeh
records are meeting with an exceptional sale .ith
Okeh jobbers and dealers everywhere.

Mail 7 his Inspection Coupon
1:tinarti Lyman Mil. Inv.
313

Mark which books you
want to see

I ourtit .Ice., Nrn lurk Illy.

Yeti May send me on lice dnys' tree Inspection the book
hooks I have marked.

or remit

14

I

limier -II Piro.. Fortin!:

%%III return them to you within Ore

in full within ten days.

and

l'ragt 114 r

Pi.stsof "rt.. Itolloliog

110'k:ult.!' ion and 11rpliir

rto I'la,
Aghlres

City
1'1 e% re -pi III.,

I

p
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"Siam Soo," the oriental dancing doll,
makes a wonderfully novel window display. Attracts crowds. H sells "Siam Soo"

and Grafonolas, too. Ask your Dealer Service Man about it.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

----11111111r
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Opening of New Stores Shows nude Betterment-Columbia Dealers

Tie Up With iirtists-Health Records Popular-The News

CLEVELAND, 0., June 8.-Plenty of openings of
new establishments by firms long in business and

others new in the talking machine world of
Cleveland and vicinity have supplied pep for the
industry during the month.
Topping the list may be considered the Halle
Bros. Co., exclusive Brunswick department, which,

greater part of

7.000 persons invited attended the official opening.
H. B. Bruck & Sons in New Location
At the same time the H. B. Bruck & Sons Co
opened its new downtown location, also in the
same locality. Essentially a piano house, this

firm has not overlooked the importance of the

created under the careful guidance of the Cleveland district branch of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co., of which J. L. DuBrcuil is district
manager and E. F. Hughes service director. Norman H. Cook is manager of the new department,

is provided on the mezzanine floor, where Edison and Granby instruments, as well as other
lines, will be featured.
Dreher's Featuring Victor and Vocalion
The B. Dreher's Sons Co. establishment, likewise in the same vicinity, now is an accepted
fact, this being the first of the several to open
during the month. A feature of this event was
the dinner to celebrities and newspaper folk by
Henry Dreher, at which Mayor Fred Kohler
spoke. A mezzanine floor will be used here for
machine displays, and half of the main floor for
record sales and demonstrations. The event

Not only is this one of the largest exclusive
divisions in this section, but also one of the
most elaborate, equipment and decorations in
three machine display rooms mounting to $10,000.

A feature of one room is an imported Italian
Renaissance fireplace and mantel of Carrara
marble, while all rooms have expensive tapestries

and furniture, with rare bronzes for decorative
purposes. Fifteen record demonstration rooms
have been installed. The entire front of the
Halle store, eight windows, was used to display
Brunswick instruments on the opening day, this

being the first thing of its kind ever seen in
Cleveland in the talking machine field, or in the
history of the thirty-one years of Halle activities
here. At the opening were A. J. Kendrick, general sales manager, and A. L. Fran, manager of
the record sales division, of Brunswick. both of
whom came from Chicago.

New Buescher Victor Store
Official opening of the new Buescher Co. Victor
establishment was held June 10. This firm adds
one more music establishment to the Huron road
musical center. Twice as much space is available in the new location. Fifteen record rooms
and three large machine display rooms have been
provided, and a stock of 40.000 records will be
carried. Local orchestra and Cleveland musical
talent entertained through the day, and the

Equally good results arc being obtained by Mr. Friedlander with the new PooIcy
instruments, which seem to appeal because of

L. Meier Gets Publicity Through Truck
Favorable publicity was obtained by the L

the

talking machine, and a large separate department

ment.

manager.

appearance as well as price.

as referred to in The World last month, was

and the selection of Mr. Cook is attested to by
the business already booked in the new depart-

Several orders for these instruments already
have been taken at the Bailey Co., according to
E. A. Friedlander, talking machine department

marks the introduction of the Victor line on a
large scale, which with the Vocalion will be featured by this establishment. William Gordon
Bowie will be manager of the department.
New Vocalion Accounts
Many new accounts for Vocalion have been
opened in and near Cleveland in the last few
weeks, according to T. W. Wade, manager of the
Vocalion Co., of Ohio. Among these are the
Sumac Bros. and the Mintz Piano Co., both new
in the talking machine field.
Dealers Add Sonora
Sonora interests likewise have opened two new

dealers in one week, which is considered quite
a stroke at this time, and two more for early
closing arc in prospect.
Edison Console Models in Demand
New console models by the Edison interests
have arrived at the Phonograph Co., but not in
sufficient quantity to take care of the orders previously booked, according to E. S. Hirschbcrgcr.
advertising manager. The Chippendale and William and Mary models so far arc the most popu-

Meier & Sons Co. in the use of its truck, depicting a mammoth Victrola, the only device of its
kind in this section of the country, when this instrument was used at the outdoor exercises at
Gilbert School. Children drilled and danced to
the music from the truck, while thousands of fond
parents and others looked on.
Orville Harrold Addresses Victor Dealers
The biggest meeting of the year of talking machine factors in the Cleveland district was held
in connection with the appearance here of the
Scotti Grand Opera Company, more than 150
members from Cleveland and nearby cities
ering at the Lattice Room, Hotel Sutler, to hear
his version on record making from Orville Harrold, opera tenor. The affair was arranged joint-

ly by Edward B. Lyons, Eclipse Musical Co.,
and Howard J. Shartle, Cleveland Talking Machine Co., and served to bring home more forcibly than ever the importance of the Red Seal
Victor record as a business getter and holder.
Columbia Dealers Tie Up With Artists

Another plan that was successful in bringing
the artist as a record maker before the public was
achieved by the staff of the local Columbia
branch when Van and Schenck, appearing at the
Hippodrome Theatre, autographed records in the

Hippodrome Music Shoppe for the greater part
of one day, while a Columbia instrument played
their records. Twelve dealers hooked up with
this event, which was arranged by George Kraus lick, Columbia branch service manager. S. S.
Larmon, branch manager, took the vaudevillians
to

William Taylor Son & Co., where

they

met the girls in Manager Davies' talking machine department.
H. C. Cooley, assistant
branch manager, showed them over the Cleveland

Columbia plant.

THE SHELTON

Miss Grazella Puliver Weds
Miss Grazella Puliver, well known in local and
Eastern talking machine circles, announces her
marriage to Arthur Shepherd, assistant director
of the Cleveland Orchestra.
Dealers View New Sonora Display
The Paco Building, West Superior street, has
been the Mecca during the month of dealers from

Electric Motor

all parts of the city and adjoining territory, to

lar, it appears.

"Simplicity- electridi s
Victor, Edison and Columbia
The

phonographs by

simply tak

mg oil winding handle and
placing motor against turn
table.
Automatic switch in
stopped.

volts.

Specify

May Co. Rushing Health Records
Further development of the health records,
which have been featured in the May Co. talking machine department, is being made by Dan
E. Baumbaugh, department manager. Heads of

New York

other departments and sales staffs have been advising customers of the benefits derived from this

table is started

Operating on AC or DC cur
of

110

type of current when order
mg.

SHELTON ELECTRIC CO., 16 East 42nd Street,

Co., wholesaler.

or

motor operated when the turn
rent

view the new display of Sonora instruments, in
which standard and period models arc shown,
this having been arranged by the C. L. Marshall
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system, and in such divisions as corsets and the

NEW BUILDING IN OKLAHOMA CITY

CLEVER TIE=UP WITH ARTIST

Ground Broken for Commodious and Specially
Equipped Structure for the Use of the Oklahoma Talking Machine Co., Victor Jobbers

Ed Patton, Omaha Victor Dealer, Takes Advantage of Galli-Curci's Appearance to Boost Her
Records in a Novel and Successful Way

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., June 5.-Ground was

OMAHA, NEB., June 6.-Ed. Patton, an exclusive
Victor dealer, 1522 Farnam street, this city, recently took advantage of the appearance of
Amelita Galli-Curci, Victor artist, iii a song recital, and by a rather clever plan drew attention
to her Victor records and the fact that he handles them. In the program each song by this
famous Victor artist, which had been recorded
was marked with a star, while at the bottom of
the program a similar star was placed before the

like stout people have been advised to try the
'courses.

Many have, and these have told others,

with the result that much new business in this
and the regular line of records is coming forward. Many of the employes are now regular
devotees of the courses, since they are part of the
recreation in employes' rooms.

Clever Columbia Windows Sell Records
"Smilin' Through," the motion picture that
made a three weeks' stay at a local picture house,

broken this week for a new building on Main
street, Oklahoma City, to house the Oklahoma
Talking Machine Co., Victor distributors, and
which will be one of the few buildings in the
country designed especially for the handling of
Victrola instruments and records at wholesale.
NVork on the side walls of the structure is well
under way and will be pushed to completion so
as to be ready for occupancy in July.

The building will be two stories of modern
brick and concrete construction.

The location

in the 600 block on Main street within a
stone's throw of the retail music district and

The building will have a store front to allow
for arranging demonstration window displays

an announcement consenting the line of machine,.

for the edification of visiting dealers and it will
include an advertising display room in addition
to the usual office arrangement, which will be
in the first floor front. At the rear will be the
record racks and bins, together with a shipping
room arranged for the rapid handling of record

handled.

easily accessible to the hotel district.

releases.

dealers by the Cleveland Columbia branch. The

window created for this purpose was set up in
the Columbia branch model shop and many deal-

.\ modern repair department and parts room
will also be included on the ground floor. The
top story will be given over to instrument
storage space and the arrangements include ade-

quate elevator and freight dock facilities.

This will be the first structure in the Southwest devoted exclusively to the housing and merchandising of Victor goods as the Oklahoma

Talking Machine Co. is the only distributor in
the Southwest handling Victor goods exclusively.
A feature of the arrangements for the con

struction of the building typical of the Southwest was that the corner stone was laid and

"Smilin' Through" a Columbia Window
ers took turns using it through the campaign.
Equally good results were acquired -with the record.
"Ten Little Bottles" was featured, in
which ten "little" bottles were displayed.

Policeman Stops Music, Buys Columbia
Another new firm in the local field is Fleischer
Bros., who will feature the Columbia lines. During the opening event a Magnavox was used, and
this attracted too large a crowd to please a certain policeman, who asked that the device be discontinued, if only for a little while. Otto Fleischer did not let the opportunity pass-he sold
the policeman a Columbia instrument before the
argument was settled.
Analyzes Radio Effect on Trade
Investigation of the effect of radio concerts on
the talking machine industry by S. S. Lannon,
branch manager, the Columbia Graphophone Co.,

brings forth the following conclusions: That the
radio, instead of diminishing interest in the talking machine, increases interest in music, because

the radio concert is not lasting, while the graphophone record remains indefinitely. Likewise the
radio concert brings new music into the home and
increases the desire to possess records of the
music given by the wireless method. In short,
it is the belief of Mr. Lannon that radio will

be a boon rather than a handicap to the music
industry generally and the phonograph division
particularly.

John Steel Helps Sell His Records
The personal appearance of the artist idea had
an adequate demonstration when John Steel, Vic-

tor artist, appeared at the Windsor -Poling Co..
"Akron, and sang and autographed records. Mr.
Steel's appearance was made doubly impressive,

since he was one of the stars at a bazaar conducted by a fraternal organization.

words "Victor Records," which naturally emphasized the fact to those present that Victor
records of these songs could be obtained. On
the back of the program was the firm's advertisement announcing that every Galli-Curti
record could be obtained there. There was also

is

Columbia Window on "Ten Little Bottles"
was the basis for a strong tie-up for Columbia
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work commenced within two hours of the signing of the construction contract.
Notwithstanding this speedy arrangement, E.
L. Gratigny and P. A. Ware, of the company's
board of officers, and Thomas LaRue Husselton.
the Victor Co. representative in Oklahoma,
staged an impromptu corner stone dedication
which was followed by an appropriate affair in
which knives and forks took a prominent part.

Henry Smith Company
2 Hudson Street

Boston, Mass.

Manufacturers of the

Original Lansing

Piano and Phonograph
Moving and Wareroom

COVERS
Announcing the new

CONSOLE

PADDED COVER

DISTRIBUTION RAPIDLY EXPANDING
The Qualitiephone Sales Corp., manufacturer
and distributor for the Qualitiphone small table
talking machine, reports the demand for this
little machine has been country -wide and that
many of these small machines have been shipped
to many points throughout the entire world.

The company has received orders for quantities
of these machines from Australia, Japan, China
and two of the largest cities in South Africa.
Repeat orders have been received from two of
these far-off clients, which have greatly con-

firmed the opinion of the officials of the company as to the merits of this little machine.

One of the most desirable outlets for which
the company recently completed negotiations is
with the chain of Winchester sporting goods

stores, which are featuring the machine in

a

special camp outfit. Considerable numbers have
already been sold by the NVinchester stores and

is expected that during the coming months
the sale of these little machines will be given
an impetus that will more than put it over the
top in sales totals. William V. O'Brien. general
it

manager of the Qualitiephone Co., is keenly en

thusiastic over the reception received by this
machine from the trade.

NOW COMES THE ESKIMO SONG
A few years ago who would have dreamed that

ice cream could be covered by hot chocolate
without melting and served up as Eskimo pie'
Along with the vogue of this concoction, comes
an Eskimo .popular song, "Oogie-Oogie Wa
Wa," just recorded on a new June Vocal:on rec
ord and featur:ng an Eskimo dance played on the
piccolo.

Factory Distributors for the

GREEN MT. VIOLIN CO.
NEW YORK ALBUM & CARD CO.
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Important New 3yencies Established-Console Models Grow in
Favor-Cheney Distributors Open Up-Records for Stammerers
Los ANGELES. CAI...

June 1.-The Music Trades

Association dance which was held last month
proved a great success. so much so that it has
1

ern voted to hold similar ones at least annually.

The weather was not very propitious, but

in

spite of that there was an attendance of about
230 and it is antiepated that at least twice that
number will be present at the next dance. Talking machine departments were well represented.
manager.. salesmen. record salesladies being
there. The music. consisting of eight pieces, was

supplied by Hancock's Vista Del Artoyo Orchestra. Nit-. Hancock owns a Brunswick phonograph
shop in Pasadena.

Broadway Department Store Victor Agents
Ilroattway
1.:ir 'ohm Store has ob-

The
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the New York Convention on May 30 and will
visit the Cheney factories before returning to
Los Angeles. Mr. Darvill is very well known
throughout the territory through his former connections with the Aeolian Vocation Co. in the
distribution of Vocalion records. The Munson Rayner Corp. announces that, in addition to the
Cheney phonograph, it will handle a line of pho-

tained a Victrola agency. which it will handle
exclusively. A. G. Faulkner, general manager
of the music department, reports that the new

nograph accessory supplies.

stock was received in the early part of May and
that the public has readily responded to the advertisements announcing the new department
and he expects that the large clientele which the
Broadway Department Store possesses will soon
show their appreciation and that a large increase
will result.
New Cheney Distributors Open Offices
The Munson -Rayner Corp.. California distributor of the Cheney phonograph, has opened
handsome offices in the Homer I.aughlin Building. E. R. Darvill, who has been appointed
sales manager by Munson -Rayner Corp., left for

department of the \Viley B. Allen Co., states

Console Models in Greater Demand
Harold Jackson, manager of the phonograph
that the demand for console models is showing
a rapid increase and that sales of these types are
exceeding those of the upright models. He is
placing advance orders accordingly, believing

that this choice on the part of the public will
increase in the near future.

Mr. Jackson also

drew attention to the tendency-which will increase-of customers to apply for exchanges of
their upright models; he has, therefore, found it
necessary to make a rule that no exchanges of
this kind will be made unless the price of the
console, which the customer desires, exceeds the

original price of the upright, which the customer
wants to turn in, by at least $100; an allowance
under these circumstances will be made on the

There's a Curious Thing About
BLI1313LE BOOKS
The first Bubble Book sale isn't the
whole story-by a lot. It's only a scratch
on the surface.
That first sale really means that
you've got a prospect lined up for
thirteen other sales, and it's up to you to
make them. For there is one sure thing
about Bubble Book buyers -they always

come back for more. And that's where
your profits lie.

It's easy to make sales, but Bubble
Books do more than that - they make
customers.

basis of the price at which the upright can be
resold less the usual cost for handling and reselling.

Bullock's Victor Department Opens
The new Victrola and record department of
Bullock's was opened on May 1. Mr. Crawford,
merchandise manager of the department, has
appointed NV. V. Ray to be in charge of Victrola sales. Mr. Ray is well known in Los Angeles and was formerly in Canada, where he had
several years' experience both in retail and
wholesale Victor departments. Miss R. Johnson, formerly with Sherman, Clay & Co., is managing the record department.
Series of Records on Stammering

0. H. Ennis, who has made a national reputation in the public schools as a lecturer of a
method for the curing of stammering, has made
three double -sided records on which a complete

course for the cure of stammering has been
recorded. The set, which will be sold to the
public and placed in the public schools, will be
distributed by jobbers to dealers throughout the
country.

Fitzgerald Installs Brunswick'
The Fitzgerald Music Co. has opened a Brunswick phonograph and record department. The
announcement was a great surprise to the trade

in Los Angeles. and the Brunswick Co. is to be
congratulated on securing this well-known music
house as its representative. The Fitzgerald Music
Co. has always been a very large advertiser and

it has already launched a large Brunswick advertising campaign.
Radio Outfits Selling Big

I. Lessor, special representative of the Blue
Bird Talking Machine Co., returned last week
from San Francisco, where he had been working
for some time. lie reports excellent sales both
from the radio supply departments and also
large orders for Blue Birds and special cabinets.
Long Beach Dealer Enthusiastic

George M. Parker, manager of the phonograph department of the Fitzgerald Music Co.,
reports fine business in the Long Beach Edison
department. He states that the Edison has always been a favorite in that section and that the
outlook is most favorable.

IMPORTANT PATHE CHANGES

When you sell one you sell a habit and when
you sell a habit, you're building business.

Several important changes have been made in
the sales staff of the Pathe Freres Phonograph
Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Charles Usher, formerly

of the traveling staff of the Emerson Phonograph Co., has joined the Pathe organization and

HARPER & BROTHERS, BUBBLE BOOK DIVISION
New York, N. Y.
Franklin Square
Established 1817

will occupy an important position on the Pathe
sales staff. S. A. Price, also an ex -Emerson
man, is now on the Pathe sales staff. James
Natters, for many years secretary of the Pathe
Freres Phonograph Co., recently severed his
connections with that company and has not as
yet announced his future plans.
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Western Electric Loud
Speaker

The quality is due to special
of component parts.

design

:Music and speech are reproduced with pe r f e c t fidelity.
All characteristics, inflections

and modulations of speaker's
voice are accurately preserved.
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Disbecker Console
Cabinet

Disbecker D.NI. 2 Tuner
and Amplifier

Contains our complete receiving outfit with Western
Electric Loud Speaking Telephone Outfit. batteries and ac -a
cessories.May be attached to
outdoor or indoor aerial.

Covers full range of broad Comcasting wave lengths.
pletes the Western Electric
Speaking Telephone Outfit.

Prompt Delivery
By placing your order with us you will have the
unusual experience of prompt delivery, not
only of units, but of complete sets in quantity
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Nora Bayes scores again with her new July

record. "All Over Nothing At All" and "Kind-

ness." Nora Bayes' records automatically
sell themselves - and this one is no excep-

tion. Stock it. A-3601.

Columbia Graphophone Co.
New York

BLACKMAN CO. TO INCREASE ITS CAPITAL TO $1,000,000

P. Oliver. C. L. Johnston, secretary and sales
manager; James F. Ashby, Gco. Thau, Frank

Announcement Made at Dinner Marking Twentieth Anniversary of Founding of House-J. N.
Blackman's Interesting Address- Participants in Profit-sharing Bonus-Dance Follows Dinner

Roberts. John Mills, Edgar S. Palmer, Miss May
V. Johnston, Miss Elizabeth Reighton, Miss Mae
Dranow, Miss Lauretta \V. Haggerty, Walter R.
Grew. Arthur C. Herman. Geo. Geisc and A. L.

At the thirteenth annual banquet of the employes of the Blackman Talking Machine Co..
\ ictor wholesaler, held at the Hotel McAlpin,
New York, on Saturday. June 3, J. Newcomb

Alpin chef had been thoroughly appreciated Mr.
Blackman gave an interesting and inspiring address. calling attention to the ideals and attain-

Blackman. president of the company. announced
that arrangements had been made whereby the
company's capital stock would be increased from
$200.000 to .$1.000,000. This announcement was
received with tremendous applause, as it indi-

emphasizing the increased prestige achieved by
Victor products during the past year. He also
spoke briefly of the Blackman Talking Machine
Co.'s activities as a Victor wholesaler during the
past twenty years. giving his employes some idea
of the principles and policies which had served
as a foundation for the business.
For the past thirteen years the employes of the
Illackman Talking Machine Co. have partici-

cated that the Blackman Talking Machine Co.
had made phenomenal progress, and, in fact, had
attained an exceptional degree of success for a
wholesale concern. Mr. Blackman stated that
the company had decided upon this important
move in order to meet the demands of its fastgrowing business and to take care of certain vital
plans which the board of directors had decided
upon recently.
This dinner also marked the twentieth anniversary of the Blackman Talking Machine Co..
which, as announced in last month's Talking Ma-

ments of the Victor Talking Machine Co. and

re:

Davidson.

Subsequent to the close of the dinner a lively
jazz orchestra gave the Blackman forces an opportunity to display their dancing ability. In
addition to those mentioned there were present
at the dinner the following: Mrs. Frank Roberts,
Mrs. C. L. Johnston, Mrs. Jatnes F. Ashby, Mrs.

Clara Per Lee, Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Lundquist,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kay, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Barck, Lee Robinson. Talking Machine World;
Miss Peters, Mrs. Edgar S. Palmer. Glad Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Shectz, Mr. and Mrs.

4

chine World. took place officially on May I of
this year. Prior to the dinner the employes.
officers and guests of the Blackman Talking Ma
chine Co. visited the Palace Theatre, where
top-notch vaudeville show was keenly enjoyed.
ftvr the culinary achievements of the Mc

.Yell Warr Pr Mean OM!"
likAColelAy TALKING MACIMPt ta

rruoustru.. rormr.**.
EMPLOUS
T1ill.1101
Alt NOMA.

BANQUE T

AL

Radio Service to
Talking Machine Dealers
We take pleasure in announcing the opening
of our salesrooms at 122 Fifth Avenue,
Suite 311-12, near 18th Street, New York,
where we are fully equipped to take care
of your radio requirements, selling at wholesale only.

We are distributors for:
Delore.t Itarllu Tel. S Tel. Cu.
4.ertreal

ppm-mirk 1 u.

Eke &&&&& nor Ma nel

etnployes received stock dividends: Fred P.
Oliver. vice-president and general manager;

corp.

In. tagrairl.
I rill Ilea.' I one.
I..

sr.

Itra.h Mfg,

ardelng Ion

g rrorriir ..e

Reveller.
ru Urerrlurl.
.1.

I'. Tube.

II orere Mfr. l'ro.
Parent Eh.. Oiler/ f.,.
ThurrInerron Mfg. ( u.
.112.1 other.

Our organization includes Mr. II. A. Linde.
a f,,rir,,r radio instructor in the U. S. Navy.

Triangle Radio Supply Co., Inc.
LAMBERT FRIEDL, President

_

Thirteenth Annual B mquet of Employes of Blackman Talking Machine Co.
vied in a profit-sharing plan, whereby all emGeo. A. Laker, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Bishop,
!oyes who have been in this company's service 'Mr. and Mrs. C. A. \Vessell, Mrs. John Mills, Miss
,r a fiscal year share in the company's profits.
M. Erhardt, Miss Frances Koehler, Miss Anna
his broadminded movement was instituted by O'Connor, Miss Marion Franks, Miss Lillian
Ir. Blackman as a means of co-operating with Weiss, George Skroblus. Leonard Graham. Ar.01d stimulating the activities of his employes.
thur Harrington, Carlton Schissel and L. E.
and the Blackman profit-sharing plan has un- Fournier.
doubtedly been a vital factor in the success of
the company. In addition a number of employes
REMOVES PLANT TO PLAINFIELD
have become stockholders of the Blackman TalkThe Stephenson Laboratories, manufacturer
ing :Machine Co. and at each annual banquet receive a dividend check besides their profit-sharing of tone arms, sound boxes and the "Stephenson
Precision -made Motor," recently moved its plant
bonus.
At this year's dinner the following officers and from Newark, N. J.. to Plainfield, N. J. In ad-

James F. Ashby, assistant treasurer, and Geo.
Among the other
Than, assistant secretary.
stockholders present were: Mrs. J. Newcomb
Blackman, Mrs. Fred P. Oliver, Mrs. A. A.

dition to continuing its activities in the talking
machine field, the company is also manufacturing
radio apparatus. Agents arc now being ap-

pointed for the distribution of its radio products.

Albert M. Blackman and Frank
Mr. Roberts, who has recently retired,
has the distinction of being the first employe
ilt the Blackman organization. He joined the
Blackman forces twenty-one years ago, at the
time when J. Newcomb Blackman entered thu

The North American, a Philadelphia newspaper.
has inaugurated a music section. which is a departure from the usual musical department conducted by newspapers. Instead of merely listing
the records manufactured by the various record
companies, a paragraph is devoted to an analysis
the quality of the music of each record.

talking machine industry, and until a year ago
was one of the most active employes in the or
ganization. He is beloved by every member so

COTTON FLOCKS

the staff and no Blackman dinner would be corn
plete without his cheery good -fellowship.
Among those who participated in this year',

Record Manufacturing

Houghton,
Roberts.

profit-sharing bonus were the following:

Fred

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO., rgsraLsry
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RED SEAL SCHOOL FOR NEW YORK
Wholesalers in Metropolitan District
Make Preliminary Arrangements for Holding
Red Seal School Here Next Month Under the
Personal Direction of F. A. Delano

Victor

At a meeting of Victor wholesalers of the

Radiophones For Dependability

metropolitan district held at the headquarters

of the Blackman Talking Machine Co., New
on June 1, preliminary arrangements
were made for the holding of a Red Seal School
in this city under the personal direction of F. A.
Delano, head of the Victor Salesmanship School,
and with the co-operation of all the jobbers.
J. Newcomb Blackman. of the Blackman Talking Machine Co.; Lloyd L. Spencer, of Silas E.

York,

Pearsall, and Charles B. Mason, of the Neu
York Talking Machine Co.. were appointed a
committee to look after the details in connection
with the school. It is very probable that the
sessions will be held in the Hotel Pennsylvania,
although definite arrangements toward that end
have not yet been made.

The first class will open on July 10. and will
last four days, to be followed immediately by a
second class covering a similar period. It i-.
believed that a sufficient registration will be
made to warrant the holding of two, and perhaps

three or more, classes, judging from the

in

terest that has been shown in similar Red Seal
Schools conducted in Buffalo, N. Y.; Washington. D. C., and other cities.

HEALTH BUILDERS RECORDS POPULAR
Good All -Year Proposition for Dealers-Important Recognition from Australia-Canadian
Campaign Opens-C. A. True Joins Force
The Health Builders set of records, consisting
of Walter Camp's Daily Dozen set to music, is
proving a good all -year-round sales proposition
for the talking machine dealer. At the head.
quarters of the company in New York City it

Reg. U. S. P.t. Off

De

Forest

pleasure

Radio Telephone and Telegraph Co. has

in announcing

the

following distinguished

music houses as Jobbers of De Forest Radio Products

LYON & HEALY

Chicago, Ill.
New York City
OWENS & BEERS
TRIANGLE RADIO SUPPLY CO New York City
SILVERSTONE MUSIC CO
St Louis, Mo.
ROCHESTER PHONO. CO
Rochester, N. Y.
Other appointments to be announced as rapidly as deliveries permit

The history of the radio telephone
goes back twenty years-to the discovery of the three element vacuum

For twenty years De Forest
Leadership in this field has been
tube.

acknowledged and unquestioned.

Dr. Lee De Forest is the inventor of
the present-day vacuum tube. It was he

was stated that the sales volume of these sets is
continuing in a satisfactory manner and it would
seem that many dealers are planning to feature
them strongly during the Summer months.
Robert B. Wheelan, president of the company.
reports that considerable foreign recognition of
these records is being received. S. P. England.
noted physical culture authority of Australia.

phone. Since 1902 every notable advance, every radical improvement

who was recently in this country, took back
with him several sets of the Health Builders'
As an aftermath of this visit, Mr
course.
Wheelan received a cablegram for a substantial
number of sets to be shipped immediately.
Mr. \Vheelan also makes the important an-

rangement of Apparatus was a De

nouncement that arrangements have been completed with the Berliner Gramophone Co. o:
Canada for the manufacture and distribution of

Walter Camp's Daily Dozen set to music in the
Dominion.

C. A. True, who was for many years manager
of the talking machine department of Bam
berger's store, Newark, N. J., has severed h's

connection with that company and joined the
staff of Health Builders, Inc. It is Mr. True' to immediately thoroughly canvass the
dealers throughout the State of New Jersey an I
actually demonstrate to them not only the best

plan

method of selling Health Builders' records but
how Summer sales can be increased with the
Health Builders' set.

who applied it to the wireless telehas been a De Forest achievement.
The Unit -Panel System was brought
out by De Forest: the Interpanel ArForest creation.

The De Forest Reputation and Prestige is ably upheld during the present
popularity of radio by five well-known

instruments: The Everyman Receiver, the Radiophone Receiver, the
DT -800 Amplifier, the Radiobest Receiver and MR -6, the 150-20.enn meter

A complete line of
parts is also made by De Forest for
those who "build their own."
Receiving Set.

OPENING NEW VICTOR ACCOUNTS
PEORIA. ILL., June 6.-The Putnam -Page Co., of

this city, Victor wholesaler, is opening a new account in East St. Louis, Ill., and another one in
The Jamerson Music
South St. Louis, Mo.
House in East St. Louis promises to be one of
the finest music establishments in this part of the
State, and E. E. Baker, of South St. Louis. who
has bought out the Kleekamp Piano Co.. at South
Grand avenue, is opening a very fine Victor
store there.

Many a man thinks he knows more than he
does.

General Offices:

Factories:

Franklin Street and Central Avenue
Jersey City, N. J.

Jersey City, N. J.
Jackson, Mich.
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Made of High Grade
Hardened Steel
Specially Treated
to Give
Frictionless Surface

Fr: U. S rat. off.
wiitt schu h will
c,wly elqwrJ

Extra Heavy

Sce-It's

7. in

Furniture Footwear
Economy
The necessity of economy is before us every day.

What greater economy can you make than to
use

DOMES tt SILENCE
When this is combined with the many other

important qualities of these slides you have an
ideal furniture footwear device.

To remind you-these other qualities, which

ordinary devices do not possess, are

Simplicity
Silence
Invisibility
Adaptability-Suitable for covered and un-

Service-

covered floors alike.
Long wear.

Protection to furniture, floors and rugs.
The perfect footwear for furniture

DOMES of SILENCE
"Better than Casters"

Henry W. Peabody & Co.

DOMES OF SILENCE DIVISION

17 State Street, New York City
In All Your Talking Machine Orders,

Specify DOMES of SILENCE
What we say above about Furniture applies also
to Phonographs
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ATLANTA
Trade Outlook Brightens"Progress

KIMBALL

Week"-News of the Month
ATLANTA, GA., June 10.-The outstanding feature

at the present time is the strong feeling of optimism, of certainty that business during the

coming months will be good. This feeling was
first apparent in the southern counties of Georgia
and Alabama. This section, because of its earlier
season. began to get returns from early crops
weeks ahead of more northerly districts.
The same feeling that conditions are sound is
now evident in practically all sections; so much
so that the Atlanta Constitution recently referred
to the situation in the following paragraphs:
"Last year and the year before the cotton boll
weevil ruined the farmers of the Southeast; but
during those two years the farmers learned how
to farm successfully in spite of the weevil. The
results of that severe two years' schooling are
becoming manifest now.
"Diversified farming and stock raising obtains
all over the South now, in contrast to all -cotton
a few years ago. At this season in years past
the farmers went to banks and supply stores to
borrow money to carry them through the Summer or until they sold their cotton in the Fall.
"This Spring they have garden truck, fruits,
grain, hogs, cattle, chickens, eggs, etc.. to sell
for cash, and they are selling and getting cash.
Papers of the Southeast teem with news items of
hog sales, cattle sales, the shipping of fruits and
vegetables by carloads, and with the exception of
peaches from Georgia and early vegetables from
Florida, this is an innovation in the South."
The above coincides with the views expressed
to the writer by Westervelt Terhune, manager
of the Columbia Graphophone Co.'s local branch,
who has spent several weeks recently in thoroughly covering a great part of this Southeast
territory. Since Mr. Terhune is of almost twenty
years' experience in the phonograph business

is most encouraging to learn that the
conditions in our line are fully in keeping with
here, it

the general improvement.
Further assurance of betterment is to be found
in the fact that Atlanta felt the time was now ripe
to stage a "Progress and Prosperity Week."

Everything has been carried out on a large and
lavish scale, beginning with a street pageant,

"The Story of the Rose."

THE FINEST PHONOGRAPHS MADE

Bear one of the oldestand best known namesin America's Musical History
The Great
A Beautiful

Prosperity

and

The richly deco-

rated monster floats as used at this year's Mardi
Gras were brought here from New Orleans. The

parade was followed by a ball and carnival at
Lakewood Park; and the general program was
continued with a series of fetes throughout the

KIMBALL
Line is Priced S90 - $95
Many Phonograph
dealers have more

More than a Mil-

lion Homes in
America have had
an instrument

doubled

than

previous

profits

from KIMBALL.

by taking on

t.

proposition, which

erative plan which
contemplates
a
service which

SALES
is a direct co-op-

Better

means

cannot be

Merchandise, Bet-

tained

ter SALES, Bigger, Surer Profits.

amount

of

rain

recently been

transferred

to the

partment.

od.

Equipped with Album,

There will

be

a Kimball dealer

near

you.

See if your tnritory is still
open.

3: In.

111th

40V.2

23% In. Deep

KIMBALL BUILDING
Wabash & Jackson Ave., Chicago. U.S. A.

play during the Southern Victor Dealers' convention at Mobile, May 17 and 18. Many dealers
were intensely interested in this flat -top authentic
period design.

It was unfortunate that the convention of the
Georgia Furniture Dealers was held in Atlanta
on the same days as the Victor Dealers' convention at Mobile. Many furniture dealers carry the
Victor and it was impossible for them to be in
both places

at

once.

Its. Wide

W. W. KIMBALL CO.

The Victor department at Cable's has been
without its leader for the past few weeks. Herbert Brown, the manager, has been ill in the
hospital, but is once more up and about.
M. E. Lyle had a Consolette cabinet on dis-

Walter Wood, of

the

Rhodes -Wood Co. (Pattie dealers), was chosen

president of the Furniture Dealers' Association
for the coming year.

ob-

through

any other meth-

Style R

Write

to -day

for Special
Sixty-day Offer.

musical shopping centers in that part of the city.
A public radio receiving station is another feature. Other features of the store are forty rooms
for demonstrating Victor records and handsome
display cases.

The firm will make a specialty of handling raA broadcasting station has been

diophones.

erected on the roof of the Hampton Building

from which programs will be broadcasted nightly
for a distance of ninety miles for the present, the
distance to be increased later.
The heads of this prosperous concern are Hyman Landau and Harry .Michlosky, who through
their energetic merchandising policies have built
up a large clientele. Branch stores are also operated in Pittston and Hazleton, Pa. Thompson
H. Rowley, well known in the musical circles of
the city, has been placed in charge of the musical
instrument department.

LANDAU'S IN FINE NEW STORE
Quarters in Wilkes-Barre One of the Finest in
the State-Victor Line of Machines and Records Are Featured-Radio Handled
WILKES-BARRE, PA., June 8.-Landau's, Vict rota

gether with its fine appearance and spaciousness.

abnormal

method of

FINANCING

Jacksonville

An

The Kimball

The
KIMBALL

branch, where he is in charge of the Victrola de-

week.

caused the postponement of several events.
*Walter Waldman, of the Cable Piano Co., has

Model to Fit

- S110 - $115 and up Every Purse

and jewelry dealer, and one. of the oldest concerns in this city, is now located in its handsome
new quarters in the firm's own building at 34
South Main street. The new establishment is
without a doubt one of the finest stores of its
kind in the State and its favorable location, to-

entire
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is expected to make it one of the most popular

ISHAM JONES ENTERS TRADE FIELD
Micir., June 8. ---The Isham Jones

SAGINAW,

Brunswick Shop. carrying a complete line of
Brunswick machines and records, will be opened
about July
at 127 South Washington avenue,
this city. Isham Jones. leader of the Chicago
Dance Orchestra and widely known as a Brunswick artist, Thomas Jones. Frank Jones and
Gerald Marks compose the company.
1

HEARN ADVERTISES THE STRAND
James A. Hearn & Son, the well-known de-

Handsome salesmen's portfolios for use by the
rttail dealers when at work outside the store are

partment
store,
of
Fourteenth s t r e e t,

now being distributed by M. E. Lyle, Southern

New York, carried a
very attractive advertisement in last Sunday's papers in which

representative of the Strand consoles. They will
be an invaluable selling aid to those dealers who
realize that the way to do business is to "Go Out

they featured the

and Get It."
P. C. Brockman, who is in charge of the
wholesale phonograph division of the Polk Furniture Co.. has recently spent a couple of weeks

Strand

graph, made by

North visiting the offices and factory of the
General Phonograph Co., and stopping at Philadelphia in connection with his recently organized
accessory supply department.
Beiote leaving

Anne
the

Manufacturers' Phono-

graph Corp. The announcement also con-

tained a very striking
illustration of this in-

Atlanta he finished the rearrangement of his
warerooms, as it was found necessary to add
space to the record stock department. Growing
Okeh record business has made it necessary to
add Charles Ray to the staff. Mr. Ray should
prove of great value as he has had a long experience here with the Southern Sonora, Elyea and
other talking machine firms.

Queen

console model phono-

strument, which. is
greatly in favor.

Celebrating

Opening of New Landau Store in Wilkes-Barre

--

Much of the success
of a business depends
upon the morale of
those engaged in it.

'
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CiRzki Records
The Records of Quality

Will Build Bigger Business
For You!

CONSOLIDATED SERVICE
Enables you to handle the business with
greatest efficiency. Dealers can depend upon

their orders being filled immediately upon
receipt. Newest Records and biggest hits, to

he of value, must be coupled with goods on

hand to meet the demand. That's where
we serve by keeping complete stocks at all
times.

Write Us For Our Dealers' Proposition

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227 W. Washington St.

Chicago, Ill.

Branch: 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

III
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With the financial policy of the company determined, additional confidence has been created through the type of man at the head of the

PRESIDENT WILLSON DISCUSSES COLUMBIA CO. AFFAIRS
With Financial Status of Columbia Co. Now Satisfactorily Arranged an Aggressive Campaign With
New Policies of Production and Dealer Co-operation Has Been Inaugurated

"Six months' work on the part of the creditors
the Columbia Graphophone Co. has culminated in a satisfactory arrangement whereby
the indebtedness of the company, both principal
and interest, at the discretion of a readjustment

of

company.

to the success of efforts to effect a reorganization plan that would fully meet the approval of
all concerned, has been more than satisfactory.
relaImproved products. the rio:.e.t

aggressively with

Peoria Dealer to Give More Prominence to Victor Department-Furnishes Shakespearean Records to English Classes of High School

new

its

policies of production and dealer co-operation."
says H. L. Willson, president of the company.
in his public statement since the readjustment
plan was effected.
"The Columbia Co. is not and never has been
in the hands of a receiver. A petition for such

PEORIA, It.t.., June 5.-1'. A. Bergner & Co., of
this city, are planning to move their Victrola department to a more prominent place in the store.
The balcony is at present being considered, and
it will probably be the home of the department
in the future.
The Victrola department in this establishment
recently loaned the senior English classes of the
Peoria High School all of the Shakespeare Vic-

action was filed by small holders of stock but
the plea was dismissed promptly. The agreement of a majority of note holders against the

company to defer payments both on interest and
principal from April 1. 1922, to August 1. 1925.
after deducting an amount not in excess of aggregate bank deposits on September 15, 1921, is
healthy indication of the faith they have in the

tor records, which were used to entertain the
students through their class period. It is quite
likely that many of these records will find a permanent place in the English department of the
High School for the entire year. The loan re-

earning capacity of the Columbia Co. under
normal conditions. This plan could have been
blocked by objections from 25 per cent of the

sulted in some excellent publicity.

note holders, but not three per cent objected.

WELCOME GEO. W. LYLE ON COAST

"All of this means that the company has
cleared its decks of the unfortunate situation

created by the sudden stoppage of business, the
sudden falling off in sales and the accumulation
of inventories, and the management is in a position to devote its entire energies to carrying
forward the company's business of serving the
public demand for the best that can he produced
in the way of instruments and records, and it
is the earnest intention of the management to
devote itself to carrying out this policy.
"The volume of business in the last month,

considering the season and the uncertainty a.

Mr. Willson has eighteen years of

practical experience in all phases of the business
and is recognized as being fully familiar with
the details of production, dealer policies and
publicity. His record is one of progress tempered with conservatism.

MORE SPACE FOR VICTOR SHOWROOM

committee, is postponed for a period of three
years, leaving the company free from embarrassment through individual actions and in position to proceed
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H. L. Willson
tions with our family of dealer. and strictt
economies in production we are confident will
combine to develop a steadily improving business outlook for the company. Through the
period of depression, we did not let up on experimentation tending to improve our products.
As a result, we can say definitely that discoveries

have been made in our plants that are of significance to all lovers of phonographic music."
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Los ANGELES, Cat.., June 5.-George W. Lyle,
president of the Manufacturers' Phonograph

Co., Inc., arrived in Los Angeles Saturday. Mr.
Lyle, who has a multitude of friends and admirers on the Pacific Coast. reports excellent

sales in all parts of the country of the Strand
line of phonographs. lie expected to meet \V.

S. Gray, of the W. S. Gray Co., Pacific Coast representative of the Strand. but the latter was summoned to San Francisco on account of the death
of a near relative.

...03114444-1-e_
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SUMMER SALES
To keep the sales volume up during the
summer months has two important requisites-a well defined sales campaign and

week. You are selling and making your
profits on a popular number before it has
reached its peak.

merchandise that provides quick turnover.

Dance records enjoy good summer sales.

Puritan records provide quick turnover.
They make this turnover possible because
of our policy of issuing hits while they are

Puritan dance records are good and the
price is right. There are good profits in

hits.

it for you.

Two new releases are made each

Dealers East of the Ohio and North of the Potomac
are invited to investigate the Puritan proposition.
Write NOW, in time for the summer months.
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CABLE

ADDRESS
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REG'D

Send for Samples and Special Quantity Quotations

LONG DI sTANCE 'DIION
B.RING 535

IMICO INDIA RUBY MICA DIAPHRAGMS
INTERNATIONAL MICA COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA PA.
YOKOHAMA, JAPAN
CHICAGO, ILL.
GENERAL OFFICES AND FACTORY: 37th and BRANDYWINE STS., WEST PHILADELPHIA, PA.

DNTROIT
Increased Employment Mils
Trade - Dealers Optimistic
-.1ctivities of the Month
DETROIT, MICR., June 5.-Industrial
in Detroit are probably better than in any other
large city of the country. Everybody is working.
savings are increasing in the banks, and the out-

conditions

look is for a very busy Summer. Talking machine

dealers report that while they have not as yet
noticed much of a difference in sales, as compared with previous summer months. collections
are showing great improvement and people are
paying up their back accounts.
The talking machine dealers of this city have
certainly shown a wonderful spirit of co-operation
in connection with the Music Memory Contest
being conducted by the Detroit News, and which
is attracting widespread interest all over the city
from every class of people. The News is so interested in the success of the contest that it is
now devoting anywhere from two columns to one

page every day and has a staff of three of its
best writers assigned to getting human interest
news. These men visit the music stores every
day and write up anything that is worth while.
Each day this newspaper also announces the concerts or special stunts at the various music stores.

Some of the stores are giving concerts every
night, while others are giving them at least once
a week. As in all affairs, you will find some
dealers going further than others in endeavoring
to create interest. One dealer told The World
representative that it was not with an idea of
securing direct sales that he was spending so
much time in furthering the contest, but rather
because he felt it was his duty to stimulate all
the interest he could in music itself-that ultimately results would certainly come in abundance. He feels that whatever he does is "sowing

KEEP BUSY DURING THE

SUMMER

the seed" and that the harvest will take care of
itself. Among some of the stores which deserve
special mention are the Edison Shop, Grinnell
Bros.. Gardner -White Furniture Co., McCarron
Music Co. and \Vaite & Co.
The Brunswick Shop, on East Grand River
avenue, has been doing things lately. In fact.
this store is forging to the front because of its
wide-awake methods. Several weeks ago it gave

DRESS UP YOUR

daily demonstrations of the Wallace Reducing

WINDOW WITH

Records and a great many people took advantage
of the free concerts or demonstrations, a special
instructor having been engaged for the occasion.

UKULELES
THEY ARE POPULAR SUMMER
VACATION
INSTRUMENTS, AND
SELL QUICKLY, BECAUSE THEY ARE

INEXPENSIVE
EASY TO PLAY
EASY TO CARRY
EASY TO PACK
ADD A FEW MANDOLINS,
GUITARS and BANJO
UKULELES
WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL SUMMER
SUGGESTIONS No. !IS-CONTAINING
THE BEST SELLERS OF THE SEASON

DURRO

VIOLINS
BO

S

STRINGS

Always in demand regardless
of season

BUEGELEISEN

a

JACOBSON

5-7-9 Union Square
NEW YORK

When Margaret Young. who makes Brunswick
records, played a week's engagement at the Capi-

that arranged with the Detroit News for

the

Music Memory Contest.
C. A. Grinnell, president of Grinnell Bros.,
was among those from Detroit who attended the
New York convention of the piano merchants the

week of June 6. He also attended the Victor
Jobbers' Convention at Atlantic City, as also did
A. A. Grinnell and C. H. Grinnell, of the same
firm.

Henry S. Doran, of the Doran Phonograph Co.,
on Michigan avenue, is seeking another location
downtown on account of his lease expiring the
first of August and he having received notice to
vacate, as a twenty -story office building will be
erected on the same site. Mr. Doran admits that
downtown locations arc hard to find at a reasonable rental.
The NVoodward Talking Machine Co.. for-

merly located in Highland Park, near the Ford
Motor Co. plant, is moving this month to its own
building on the same street at the nine -mile road
in the village called Ferndale. Mr. Oppenheim,
proprietor, believes that he can do considerably

better in his new location, while he has cut his
overhead very materially.

The Pier Music Shop, located at Jefferson
and the Belle Isle bridge approach, Detroit, is
doing a very good business, handling the Jewett

line of phonographs and the Vocation line of
Being located in the
heart of a public amusement park, where thousands and thousands of people congregate every
afternoon and evening, the opportunities for business are above the average. Records are kept
playing constantly, which are amplified through
a large horn that can be distinctly heard all over
phonographs and records.

the park.

NEW SONORA PERIOD MODEL
"Marquette" Is Added to Sonora Line -Has
Many Important Constructional Qualities

The Sonora Phonograph Co. announced recently a new Sonora period model which will be
kno\k n as the "Marquette." This instrument.

tol Theatre the Brunswick Shop spared no expense to let everybody in Detroit know about it.
These are the things that make a store talked
about and "live" in the minds of the public. It
brings the crowds and the people to -day like
to go where the crowds go.
Fred Underwood, general manager of the
Jewett Phonograph Co.. reports that business is
exceedingly brick. In fact. so much so that the
factory is way behind in its orders on both uprights and consoles. The latest addition to the
Jewett line is the Jewett radio -phonograph, made
in several models, which is taking the country

"by storm." Mr. Underwood states that sales
are merely a matter of production. "\Ve can
sell the radio -phonograph machines as fast as
we turn them out." he declared. A. A. Fair, sales

manager of the company, has been away considerably of late. visiting different sections of the
country and meeting with great success everywhere. From St. Louis alone he brought back
one order for three carloads of Jewett phonographs. Mr. Underwood believes that this will
be a big year for the phonograph industry, especially for those concerns making a quality product and selling it at lowest possible prices.
A. J. Kendricks, general sales manager of the
Brunswick. was a recent visitor to Detroit.
Sam Lind. of the Lind & Marks Co.. says that
Summer business is better than a year ago and so

far this year sales of Vocation phonographs and
records are more than 100 per cent ahead of a

year ago. Mr. Lind is very optimistic about the
Fall. He has been very active on the committee

Sonora Marquette

which n ill retail at SI25, embodies all of the
tone and cabinet quality which has made the
Sonora one of the popular lines of the industry.
The "Marquette" is finished in walnut, brown
mahogany and mahogany.
It measures 30
inches in width, 33 inches in height and 19 inches

in depth, with all trimmings nickel -plated and
the cabinet design is patented. The mechanical
equipment includes a double -spring motor of
standard construction. tone modifier. automatic
stop and envelope filing system. The adver-

tising department of the Sonora Co. has just
issued an attractive folder featuring this new
model.
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NOTABLE TRADE BETTERMENT IN TORONTO AND VICINITY
Talkers in the Schools-The Radio Situation-Two Bad Fires in the Trade-Montagnes & Co.
Expand in the States-Plan Extensive Handling of the Vocalion-News of Month
TORONTO, ONr., June 6.-At the annual meeting

to be held shortly of the Canadian Bureau for
the Advancement of Music a plan is being arranged whereby it is expected that the sale of
talking machines for use in schools will be greatly
increased. \Vhile all retailers of phonographs
can appreciate the business possibilities in their

respective communities resulting from the installation of talking machines in the schools, the
selling in this market has not offered returns for
the work involved sufficient to cause dealers to
give it as much attention as the more indirect
returns might justify.
That the General Phonograph Corp., Ltd., will
be actively engaged in radio business in Canada
has been definitely decided, said C. J. Potts Canadian manager, to The World, when asked about
its plans in this field. At this date, however, developments were not sufficiently matured to permit of the announcement of particulars that will
appear in the near future.
One of the four biggest sufferers in the fire
which recently visited Elmira,

Ont., was the

Phonola Co., which maintained its offices uptown
in one of the destroyed buildings, where also the
stock of thousands of Phonola-Okeh records was
carried. The World understands that the stock
was adequately insured.

Arrangements made by Mr. Montagnes and Mr.

Van Gelder during recent trips to Europe call
for heavy importations of such merchandise by
the Montagnes interests. and it is their plan to
develop the United States as well as the Canadian
n7arket in these lines.
C. Kavanagh, of Orme, Ltd., Ottawa, recently
conferred with the head of the Scythes-Vocalion
Co., Ltd.. Canadian distributor, Toronto, and the
Aeolian Co. of New York regarding plans for extensive handling of the Aeolian-Vocalion and Vocation records by Orme, Ltd., starting next
Fall.

Orme, Ltd., is already handling this line,
but proposes to push it more vigorously.
The R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., Ottawa,
made special announcements regarding the reductions in the price of the New Edison. Various models of the New Edison were also shown
simultaneously with revised prices in a special

The official figures on import. of phono4raphinto Canada for the month of Ftbruary slim% total
imports valued at $98,680, of winch ..F96.442. came

from the United States, compared with $73,880 in
the same month of 1921. The total imports of
records for February amounted to $10,736, of
which the imports from the United Struts
amounted to $10,466, as compared with $15.8GS for

the same month of 1921.

TRADE CONDITIONS IN MONTREAL

H. S. Berliner Discusses Conditions in EuropeNew Console Types of Victrolas PopularProtest Against Interference With Stores
MONTREAL, QUE., June 8.-H. S. Berliner, presi-

dent of the Compo Co., Ltd., returned from a
visit to England a short time ago. Asked by
The World as to the state of business, he stated
that he found conditions very little improved

over what they. were on the occasion of his
European trip in August last, but the general

This firm proposes to hook up the

feeling he found to be better. The radio craze.
as it is in Canada, had not yet reached England.
The Compo Co., Ltd., of Lachine, Que, which
has been incorporated with a Dominion charter,
as previously announced in The World, recently
held an organization meeting, when the follow-

music of pianos and phonographs with the operation of local broadcasting stations.
Seventy-five per cent of the pianos and 60 per

president; T. Nash, of Toronto, vice-president;
W. J. Olmstead, secretary; J. NIcWilliani, treas-

window display.

Messrs. Leach. Clegg & Leach. one of the
leading piano and phonograph firms in Ottawa,
have opened a radiophone department in their
business.

of the talking machines arc purchased by
The fire does not in any way affect the stock cent
women,
estimates Herbert N. Casson in an article
of Phonola phonographs, as the factory ware- in Marketing.
house, where these instruments are carried, is on
Announcement has been made by the Starr
the outskirts of the town.
Co. of Canada, Ltd., that in future it is the intenThe Scythes-Vocalion Co., Ltd., Toronto, has tion to supply all Gennett dealers with a set of
secured the services of two strong Vocation
record dummies monthly for window display purwholesale representatives, Wesley Mason and
fin
poses.
H. \V. Johnston, who have been assigned to
E.
C.
Scythes,
of
the
Scythes-Vocalion
Co.,
Eastern and -Western Ontario territory.
Ltd., Toronto, in company with R. M. Kempton,
E. H. Van Gelder, of I. Montagnes & Co., head
of the Vocation division of the Aeolian
Canadian Sonora distributors, informs your cor- Co., New York, lately paid a visit
to London,
respondent that the Sonora phonograph equipped Hamilton, Ottawa,
Montreal, Quebec, Boston
with a radio attachment will be available for the
-

Canadian trade shortly.
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and

New

York.

\Vhile

business

conditions

ing directorate was elected:

H. S. Berliner,

urer; Messrs. F. Fridberg, Toronto; Elmer
Avery, and Saint Eve, Lachine, directors.
In addition to other makes, The Compo Co.,
Ltd., manufactures Apex records.

John Burgoyne, manager of the St. John, N.

B., branch of the Starr Co. of Canada, Ltd.,
is finding an improvement in business conditions

in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.
The Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd., recently
announced five new console models of Victrolas,

all of them decided departures from the usual
Victrola line. with these
models, "His Master's Voice" Victor dealers can now secure Victrolis in no less than 198 regular styles and
finishes, not to mention special finishes and
special order period models. As already mentioned in these columns, Victrola 50, a portable
machine, has made quite a hit with the trade.
I'hinney's, Ltd., Halifax, N. S., has the full

haven't been such as to cause complete satisfaction, Mr. Scythes found signs of returning staley adjoining the factory of the Starr Co., of bility
that warrant the hope of better selling conCanada, Ltd., London, that firm lost probably 50 ditions
the coming Fall. One of the pleasing
per cent of the $70,000 to $75,000 stock carried reports Mr. Scythes
received in New York
at the factory. After the management had had a
and exclusive distribution rights for Marconi
was
the
rapid
growth
of
Vocation record sales.
chance to ascertain all the facts it was found
R. G. Ashton, who formerly had charge of the wireless radio receiving sets and equipment for
that the loss through fire was not as heavy as the
phonograph
department of Moutrie & Co.. Shang- the Province of Nova Scotia and Cape Breton.
loss from water. Fortunately a good stock of
New companies recently registering in Monthai,
China,
is
home in Canada on a visit.
Starr phonographs is carried at the London warereal include Standard Phonograph Accessories
A.
E.
Landon,
Canadian
manager
of
the
Cohouse, quite separate from the factory, and in ad& Supply Co., Rod Lamoureux, phonographs,
dition to the stocks at other branch warehouses, lumbia Graphophone Co., was a recent visitor to Montreal Sales Agency, phonographs.
the
New
York
headquarters.
so that their business could proceed without inA delegation of mu is store owners, headed
A public offering of $400.000 capital stock of
terruption. No records at all were stocked at
the Jewett Radio -Phonograph Co., Ltd.. of Wind- by A. A. Gagnier, proprietor of the Canadian
the factory., so that the record end of the busi- sor, was made recently by a syndicate. The coin- Craphophonc & Piano Co. (Columbia dealers),
ness is not concerned. The management of the
has acquired numerous patent claims in con- waited on the city executive recently to protest
company believes that the insurance will take pany
nection
with wireless receiving apparatus used in against the police interfering with gramophones
care of the loss that has been sustained.
combination with phonograph reproduction and that discourse music through windows of the
Claude A. McMurty, sales manager of the amplifying of sound, and will specialize on the stores. Several of these owners have been sumGold Medal Mfg. Co., Ltd., was married recently radio -phonograph.
moned to the Recorders Court.
to Miss Rosamond Denton, of Toronto. R. J.
Purdy, head of the Purdy Phonograph Co., Toronto, has announced that his firm has been
appointed Canadian agent for Constat wireless
equipment, made by the Stevenson Laboratories
in Plainfield, N. J., the home of the well-known
Stevenson Precision phonograph motor.

Due to a fire which started in the bowling al-

Emil H. Van Gelder, of the Toronto music
house of I. Montagnes & Co., Sonora distributors for Canada, was in New York lately on busi-

ness connected with the proposed opening of a
branch of the Montagnes interests in that city.
The plan of the Canadian company is to develop
in the United States a general phonograph supply business, including steel needles, albums, envelopes and a large number of accessories, as
well as small musical instruments and supplies

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts
NONE BETTER IN QUALITY

NONE LOWER IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING CO.
MONTVALE, NEW JERSEY
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Opening of Shore Resorts Will Help Trade-Dealers Enjoy Jobbers' Hospitality-Columbia .letivities-New Stores and Changes
BALT( MORE. Nip.. June 10.-The talking machine
business. generally speaking. is quiet. due to the

in about a
month ahead of time this year. as it has been
"hot.- not warm. here since shortly after the
first of last month. This has had a tendency to
fact that Summer weather started

drive a number of people away from the city, who

usually do not lease until around the end of
Dealers, however are looking forward to
a good trade when all the shore resorts open up
and thousands of city dwellers here take up
their residence on the shores of the numerous
water resorts in the vicinity.
This usually takes place after the close of
schools and already a noticeable increase in the
sales of portable machines is reported.
This
also means a proportionate increase in the sale
of records. especially the dance records.
June.

Great Time at Dinner and Outing
Victor dealers are still talking about the dinner and outing given by the three Victor jobbers.
Eisenbrandt's. Cohen & Hughes and E. F. Droop
& Sons. at the Hotel Bayou in Havre de Grace

on the eighteenth of last month, when about
seventy-five dealers accompanied by their wives,

sweethearts and daughters were the guests of
the above jobbers. The dinner was given as a
wind-up of the ten-day salesmanship school conducted by F. A. Delano. director of the salesmanship school at the Victor factory, in the concert room at the Chickering svarerooms. and

was attended by a very large number of the
local dealers and their salesmen. The outing
was preceded by a dinner on the seventeenth at

the Southern Hotel at which Mr. Delano was
the principal speaker and outlined a number of
plans for going after new business. He gave
a budget of new ideas
in salesmanship and a
number of dealers report excellent results already from the school of instruction.
Columbia Broadcasting

The local Columbia agency has adopted the
plan of broadcasting its latest records through
\\'X. which is the local broadcasting station.
and reports excellent results from the experiment.

Only the other night Record No. 3580-Stars
and Thrills-was sent out and before the next
number on the program could he flashed the
telephone rang and one of the radio fans wanted
to know the name and number of the record and

where it could he bought, which. according to
If Mar -hall salef the Co-

lumbia Co.. is about the limit for quick results.
The Columbia Co. also has on display one of
its "fool -proof" motor period design machines.
which is being thoroughly tested out before being put on the market in this territory. After
it has been given every test at the agency it is
the intention of Manager Parks to put several of
them in the hands of the consumer through certain dealers and have them tested out in the
home before they arc finally placed on sale
through the dealers generally. The machine at
the agency has stood every test that could he
thought of so far, and it is with the idea of
giving it a test along the lines of some things
that a dealer or salesman would never think of
doing that the machines are going to be placed
in several homes.
Aggressive Newspaper Campaign
Under the management of Charles F. Shaw,
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flint Manager Terhune. of the Atlanta branch,

and the latter said business generally was improving in the South.
Sol Freidberg, of the Grafonola Shop of Norfolk, \'a., was a recent visitor who reports business as being very good. He had just completed
an advertising campaign at an outlay of $4,000
which he said had been very profitable, as his
shop had practically been cleaned out of every
machine that he had in stock.
New Stores and Changes
R. H. Fox, who recently opened a Columbia
Shop in Lexington, Va., is one of the live wires
of that section, according to salesmen who have
visited his place. He is conducting an intensive

campaign of country trade solicitation that is
"bringing home the bacon." to quote one of the
salesmen.

Boschen & Smith, who recently opened up in
the old Knahe Building, are going after the highclass trade exclusively and meeting with excellent results, according to the number of machines
that they have placed in Baltimore and vicinity
in the short time that they have been open.
David Weintraub has opened a new music
shop at 603 East Baltimore street, featuring the

Phonolamp. but handling other makes of ma-

the Brunswick is rapidly coining to the front in
this territory. He has adopted an aggressive
line of newspaper advertising and this is sup-

chines as well.

plemented by the efforts of his sales force work-

meeting with big success. It is the only exclusive record shop in this section of the city.
Andrew J. Oldewurtel, of the Talking Machine

ing in connection with the Brunswick dealers.
Since the first of the month he has been featuring the "June Bride" series of advertisements
and the June -Day Gift Club plan, which are attractively displayed in quarter -page advertise-

ments with a list of Brunswick dealers at the
bottom.

The Red Record Music Shop at 2113 North
Fulton avenue is another new

place

that

Shop, 305-307 North Howard street, and C. Edward Keefer, of the Kranz -Smith Co.. Charles
and Fayette streets, who were unable to attend
the Victor salesmanship class here last month,

went over to Washington the first part of the

Looks for Big June Business
month and joined the class which was conducted
W. C. Roberts, of E. F. Droop & Sons while there by Mr. Delano.
reporting business last month as not up to his
Hofferhert Bros., who recently opened up
expectations, says he has very good reasons to an up-to-date music shop at 3133 Greenmount
believe that business this month will run ahead avenue, report business as improving every day.
of that for the same period last year. He reports They are pioneers in this section and save resian increased sale in the portable variety of ma- dents of the neighborhood
trip down
chines and for the first time in several years is town.
now up with his orders on the horizontal types.
The Talking Machine Shop, of Hagerstown,
which are still popular despite the many period had its formal opening last week and according
and other models which have been put on the to H. T. Bosse, sales manager of Cohen &
market since.
Hughes, who attended the opening, it is one of
Albert Eisenhrandt, I. Son Cohen and W. C. the most complete and up-to-date establishments
Roberts were among those who attended the in that section of the State.
Jobbers' Convention in Atlantic City on the
twelfth.

Found Improvement in the South
Manager W. S. Parks, of the Columbia agency.

has just returned from a trip through Virginia
and North Carolina and reports business outlook
as considerably improved. While at the Furniture Dealurs' Convention in N.q-tll Car,dina

S. S. SPIVAK NOW THE OWNER
S. S. Spivak. jeweler and talking machine
dealer of East Hampton. N. V., has purchased.
the N'ictrola business of I. Meyer. Mr. Spivak

will handle the Columbia line

in

addition to

Victrola-

ANNOUNCING THE

Zimmerman -Bitter Construction Co.
Specialists in Store Equipment-Sound-Proof Hearing Rooms
Record Racks-Counters
And All Interior Fixtures and Decorations

We are in a position to Manufacture and Install Complete Store Equipment in the

shortest possible time at the lowest cost
ALL WORK DONE IN OUR OWN PLANT-UNDER PERSONAL SUPERVISION

We Guarantee to Save You Money on Your Needs-Let us show you how
AN INQUIRY WILL BRING YOU FULL PARTICULARS
325-327

is

E.94th St. ZIMMERMAN-BITTER CONSTRUCTION CO. New York City
TELEPHONE: LENOX 296"
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Just compare any record of any make with the needle

cut Pathe Actuelle and then you will know why the
Pathe Actuelle is

The Best Record in the World
For Example, try "Stumbling" Our Record No. 020746
Play on any phonograph with steel needles

Double Disc

Standard

Classical

Selections
also

Records by

famous Artists

RECORDS

First with
the hits

Needle Played

2 for $1.00 - 55c each
(59c in Rocky Mountain States)

Partial List of Famous

ArtistsTito Schipa
Yvonne Gall
Adamo Didur
Margarethe Matzenauer
Rudolph Ganz
Anna Fitziu
Eleonora de Cisneros
Claudia Muzio
Luigi Montesanto
Kathleen Howard
David Bispham
Grace Hoffman
Alexander Debruille
Helen Yorke
Roberto Rotondo

DEALERS-

Write to us at once for
information regarding the Blue
Ribbon Order.

PATHE FRNERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
20 Grand Avenue

Brooklyn, New York
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SIMPLEX

Electric Phonograph Motors
The SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor Represents a New
Phase in the Development of Sound Reproducing Instruments.

I

I

NOISELESS

TROUBLEPROOF

ELIMINATES WINDING

Make This Your
LEADING
Line for the

Sample
Price

Coming Season

$19.50

GUARANTEE
The SIMPLEX Electric

Phonograph Motor

Particulars,
Quantity Prices, etc.,
on Application.

is

guaranteed Trouble -proof

throughout and any parts
or part thereof that should
prove defective at any time,

we will repair or replace
same by a new motor, free

of charge.

TRADE

MARK

The Mission of the SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor is to reproduce music just as it was originally rendered. For its perfect and faithful reproductions of all disc records the SIMPLEX Electric
Phonograph Motor will play any record you wish to hear and play it as it should be played.
It has an absolute constant speed under variations of voltages and frequency and records may be set
at any speed desired-and it is built absolutely without a governor.

BETTER BUILT

BETTER DESIGNED

The SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor has no competition because it is the only electric phonograph motor of its kind in the world. There are many features by which one can determine the
efficiency of the SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor. The essential features are:

No Commutator No Springs
No Gears
No Oiling
No Winding
No Brushes
No Governor
Noiseless
Troubleproof
No Adjustments No Transformer No Belts
Record Stops Automatically on Last Note
It represents the very best of inventions and improvements and we therefore confidently

say that the SIMPLEX Electric Phonograph Motor is combined with the highest
precision of workmanship and select material.

TEST A SIMPLEX ELECTRIC MOTOR ON OUR 30 -DAY TRIAL OFFER
When a Simplex Electric Motor is sent out, it is not sold until the motor has demonstrated in your own
shop, in your own cabinet, during a 30 -day test, that it will do all we claim. An extremely fair proposition
in which the Simplex Motor is judged by its performance in your cabinet under your inspection. No
strings to this offer. Your decision is final.
Manufactured in United States and Canada by the

Simplex Electric Phonograph Motor Co.
104 NEW WILDER BUILDING, 321 13LEURY ST., MONTREAL, CAN.
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A piano constructed by the Bacon
Piano Co. in 1767 aud sold to Jacob Astor, of
New York, founder of the Astor fortune, tvac

RAY MILLER SIGNS M'ITH COLUMBIA

MUSIC WEEK AIDS DENVER TRADE

Music Co.

Popular Dance Orchestra Leader Will Make
Columbia Records Exclusively-Signs Twoyear Contract-First Records Arc Issued

Activities of Merchants During Music Week Productive of Results-Pattison's New Quarters

exhibited.

R. F. Bolton. director of the recording studios
of the Columbia Graphophone Co., announced
this week that arrangements had been completed

whereby Ray Miller and His Black and White
Melody Boys would record exclusively for the
Columbia library. A two-year contract has been

DENVER, COLO., June 5.-The outstanding event of

last month in the Denver talking machine trade
was the Music Week held during the week ending May 27. The energetic efforts of the dealers in the matter of attractive window displays,
advertising, etc.. were noticeably felt in a stimulation of business.
T. P. Pattison, one of the veteran music dealers of the city, recently moved his business into
attractive new quarters at 1540 Glenarm street.
Features of the establishment are a number of
large mirrors on the walls of the booths and the
main display room and sound -proof record demonstration rooms constructed of plate glass. The
Victor line of talking machines and records is
handled exclusively.

A window display which attracted considerable attention among music lovers and the general public recently was staged be the Denver

PHo.N

The Moore -Bird Phonograph Co., distributor
of the Sonora phonograph and Okch records, has
added the line of radio outfits and accessories of

the General Wireless Co., of New York, which
it will distribute in the States of Colorado. Wyoming and New Mexico.
Milton L. Leve, Starr phonograph dealer here,
has added Gcnnett records to his stock.

RADIO PHONO. CO. CHARTERED
The Radio Symphony Phonograph Co., of
Huntington, \V. Va., has been granted a charter

of incorporation under the laws of that State,
with a capital of $51M1,000. The concern will engage in the manufacture and distribution of

talking machines, musical merchandise and radio
Incorporators are
equipment and supplies.

James A. Young, E. W. Ward. J.

11.

REEL

Ray Miller
signed with this well-known organization, an.!
the first recordings under the new contract were
released recently.

Ray Miller and His Black and White Meloc!.
Boys need no introduction to the talking ma
chine trade or to dance enthusiasts throughou!
the country, as this organization is recognize.!
as one of the finest dance orchestras now play
ing.
past Ray Miller has al
peared at the leading dance palaces in the country and in addition has been a headliner at th!

Winter Garden in New York when that hour,
played Shubert vaudeville. Ray Miller and hi band have also appeared in several very suc
cessful musical comedy hits and Mr. Miller ha,
a host of admirers throughout the country wh
proclaim him one of the foremost exponent of modern dance music.

EDISON PHONOGRAPH ImmoRTALizii)
Continues

to

Sing,

Although

Charred

and

Twisted in Big Fire in Wichita Falls, Texas
Crowds of persons gathered around th,
charred remains of an Edison phonograph which

reposed on a box in front of the Phonograph,
Shop, at Wichita Falls, Texas. "The Soul of
Phonograph From the Phonograph With
Soul," read the placard that hung in front of th!
instrument. A big fire had swept a portion c:
Wichita Falls' business section and a store
which the Edison was being demonstrated wa burned to the ground. The toasted phonograph
was removed from the smouldering ruins and
was placed on the sidewalk in front of th,
Phonograph Shop. The Re-creation of "Whet.
You and I Were Young. Maggie," which alsf
survived the blaze, was played. The tones t:
the instrument, which had been a victim of th,
$200,000 conflagration, seemed sweeter becaus.
of the injury. All who congregated around ii

listened intently and all were charmed by 6,
sweet refrains of a song that has never growl.
old with the years that it has lived. Lit
really grown more refreshing.

SHELTON NONSET STOP POPULAR
The Shelton Electric Co., New York City, reports that the Shelton non -set -stop. which wa-

initially introduced during the early part of th!!
year, is proving very popular and that order for this device are being received in substantia
quantities.

Steen-

rcen. F. F. Winters and C. C. Thurmond.

LL'Atc :US GI.U. Ica)

The Phonoreel is a device for reproducing Moving Pictures with appro
priate music at a moderate cost. This device can be used on any phonograph.
The first subjects now ready f or release were made by the famous artists.

M. G. Viafore and Max Fleisch er, creator of "Out of the Inkwell" films:
1001
The Tramp's Adventures
By M. G. Viafore
By Max Fleischer
Dancing Bear
1002
By M. G. Viafore
1003 Jazz Monkey
Other Moving Pictures are now in preparation, such as Mother Goose
Stories, Physical Culture Exercises. Dancing Lessons and other appropriate
features, and will be released in the near future.

List price of Picture Machine
List price of each reel

$3.50
$1.25

This device makes an interesting window or store display,
seller and opens up an avenue for new and repeat business.

is

a ready

Send for our application blank.
Complete outfit-consists of three different reels and one machine.
Dealers wanted.

Dealers' Price, Complete, $4.83
Remit check with order

PHONOREEL CO',

57th St.Nani. Broadway

Fiske Building-Room 1008
Eastern Distributors!

PHONOREEL SALES CO.. 37 East 18th Street, New York
Pennsylvania Distributor!.

FOX PHILADELPHIA CO., 723 North 26th Street. Philadelphia
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Sheraton
2

MAXIMUM

a

SALES VALUE

LONG

CONSOLES

Style 601
Colonial

were the first cabinets introduced to the
trade to accommodate table machines.
They "made good" from the very start

and today are recognized leaders in
their field.

LONG CONSOLES have maximum
sales value for the dealer knows that
the purchaser of a LONG CONSOLE
will be a satisfied customer. They are
quality cabinets produced by a company with years of experience to its

Style 602
Louis XV

credit.

You will find that LONG CONSOLES
are invaluable sales producers, and this

popular line of cabinets coupled with
our regular line of record cabinets will

undoubtedly prove one of the most
profitable departments of your business.

Write for Complete Catalog.

Style 603
Chippendale
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The Geo. A. Long
A

711111111111:1,

Cabinet Company
HANOVER, PA.
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Style 604
Hepplewhite
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trade for popular -priced discs and also through
extensive production economies effected by the

FINE NEW EDISON SHOP OPENS
Wahl & Sons Formally Open Attractive New
Establishment in Paducah. Ky.-Large Num-

165
NEW COLUMBIA CONSOLES

New Line of Console Models Announced by

company.

There will be no other change in the sales

Columbia Graphophone Co.-Moderate Prices

ber of People Attended Opening

plan of these records other than the price. The
same Actuelle wholesalers will distribute these

a Feature-Eight Models Ready for Delivery

PADUCAH, Kv., June 7.-Wahl & Sons, who enjoy

records. In order to provide quicker delivery,
however, it was announced that deliveries will

The Columbia Graphophonc Co., New York,
has announced a new line of Columbia console
period models which, front all indications, will
meet with a ready sale throughout the country.
Columbia dealers who have visited the executive
offices during the past few weeks have evinced
keen enthusiasm regarding the new models, stating that they are well qualified to meet the requirements of the most discriminating pur-

the reputation of having the oldest firm name
in this city, have opened an exclusive Edison
shop at 518 Broadway. This location has been
a music shop for the past twenty years, having
been previously occupied by the Gibson Piano

be made direct from the factory in quantities of
100 records, ten of a number, at the regular retail discount, orders and payments to be received
through Actuelle jobbers as usual. Operatic and
other standard selections will continue to be
available on Actuelle records at the reduced
price.

It was stated that this change of price

has already increased sales of Actuelle records.

The price of the Pathe Sapphire records are
not affected and remain at 75 cents as usual.

chasers.

There are eight models in the new line and
the prices are exceptionally moderate fot console models, ranging from $175 to $225.

VICTOR DEALERS ENJOY OUTING
Three Victor Jobbers of Baltimore Entertain
Retailers of the City at Dinner and Dance at
the Bayou Hotel, Havre de Grace
BALTIMORE, 'MD., June 7.-A most enjoyable outing

Wald & Sons Artistic Warerooms
Co., which sold the Edison line. The picture
above tells the story as to the go-getting stuff
these 1Vahl boys possess. The construction of
booths is

of the

Swiss

cottage

type,

color

was given to the Victor dealers of this city at
the Bayou Hotel, Havre de Grace, recently by

Before

establishing these prices the Columbia Graphiphone Co. made a careful study of merchandising
and trade conditions throughout the country
and finally decided upon this price list as being in
accord with present-day conditions.

The new Columbia console models with their
retail prices are as follows: Queen Anne, spring
motor $185, electric motor, $200; Heppelwhitc.
electric motor $200; Adam, electric motor 4:200:

E. F. Droop & Sons. and H. R. Eisenbrandt &
Sons. The dealers and their wives and sweet-

Louis XV, spring motor $200, Louis XV electric motor $225; William and Mary. spring motor $200; William and Mary. electric motor

hearts were taken to the hotel in machines sup -

$225: Heppe!white, console table. electric Tn,.tor

Victor Jobbers of Baltimore
plied for that purpose by the dealers. One of the
features of the event was a real, honest -to -goodness Maryland style dinner, prepared under the
personal supervision of Manager "Pink" \Vest.
Following dinner the party enjoyed dancing until
the wee sma' hours of the morning, when they
were driven back to Baltimore.

Entertain Dealers at Outing

the three local Victor jobbers, Cohen & Hughes,

scheme of ivory and green. A rest -room with
all conveniences is furnished most exquisitely
with Rced furniture. L. M. Schlude, of the Silverstone Music Co., St. Louis, attended the opening and reports that it was a grand success in
every way. One thousand carnations were given
to the ladies, who were particularly pleased with
the attractiveness of the new Edison shop. Mr.
Schlude says that Wahl & Sons will sure make
things hunt in and around Paducah, also that
they should develop to be one of the best Edison
accounts in the South.

ACTUELLE RECORD PRICES REDUCED
New Price Is Fifty-five Cents Each or Two For
One Dollar-Sales Greatly Stimulated
an important announcement was
On June
issued from the headquarters of the Pathe Freres
Phonograph Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y., relative to
the Actuelle needle -cut records. On this date
1

the price of these records was reduced from 75
cents to 55 cents each, or two for $1.00. It was

$175: Jacobean. console table. electric motor $175.

The cabinet designs of these new period models.

illustrations of which are shown in this isste,
are true to the period styles they represent and!
the cabinets are produced by a well-known
manufacturer of high grade furniture.

announced by Eugene A. Widmann. formerly
president of the company and now one of the
three receivers in equity, that the change in

1. G. Evans, of Lancaster, Pa., has secured a
lease on spacious quarters at 225 \Vest King
avenue, that city, where he will locate a talking

The Standard Music Co., 293 South Main
street. Akron, 0.. has leased attractive new quarters adjoining its present place of business. The
firm is engaged in selling musical instruments and

price was made in response to the demand

machine and piano business.

leather goods.

the

The BLOOD Arm
made exclusively by

Blood Tone Arm Co.

326 River Street
CHICAGO
Notice perfect alignment of Arm and Reproducer
..c.

Observe throwback when In IAtt,

I.

it

rt

This arm is the consummation of all that is sought after in such a device. Beauty, durability and
efficiency are its merits. The high mark of distinction attained by "Blood" products is admirably
upheld by this equipment.
We want every manufacturer to prove our statement. The price is very low compared to its
high quality. We are also ready to supply a radio arm, which is interchangeable, on the base of our
regular arm, designed to meet the demand of the manufacturer who builds combination radio and record
machines. Don't forget that the name "Blood" is a positive guarantee.
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NEW RADIO CABINET SET INTRODUCED

H. P. Disbecker & Co.'s New Outfit Will Be
Known as the Consolette-Handsomely Designed and Possesses Individual Features
Harry P. Disbecker & Co., New York City, are
introducing to the trade a new radio cabinet set
designed for the drawing room of the home.
which will be known as the Consolette and be
manufactured in mahogany and American walnut finishes. The entire radio equipment is concealed within the cabinet and consists of a Western Electric non -regenerative vacuum tube detector, a tuner and one stage of amplification.
This in turn is hooked up with the Western Electric loud -speaking telephone equipment, which
"steps up" the sound enough to fill a good-sized
room. The amplifier is a two -stage vacuum
tube outfit, and is considered in its entirety one
of the very finest receiving sets on the market
to -day. In a chat with Mr. Disbecker, he stated
that this product of Western Electric engineers
is built entirely on sound and tried scientific

Many combinations of amplifying
and receiving stages have been tried, and this
particular set is specially designed to do away
with any foreign noises and to reproduce faithfully. The circuit is compensated in a manner
that will insure the best possible result.
It is the belief of Mr. Disbecker, who conceived this new radio cabinet outfit, that "the
ultimate set to be marketed will be one of this
type and that prospective radio -purchasers will
not be satisfied with the unsightly radio receivprinciples.

ing set unless it is enclosed and a thing of beauty
that can be brought into ally drawing -room

where it will fit in with the home surroundings."
Simplicity of construction is the keynote of this
particular outfit and any amateur after a demonstration can produce desirable results. He also
stated that talking machine dealers had shown
considerable interest so far and were very en-

.

regarding

thusiastic

it.

When

production

reaches the figures expected he will be able to

furnish any number to dealers everywhere.

Par-
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accessories, leases, etc., including the name Regal

ticular stress was laid by Mr. Disbecker on the Record.
fact that it required no expert knowledge to sucAccording to a statement of Benjamin Abrams,
cessfully operate this set and for that reason
the business is to be continued practically along
it has made a hit wherever shown. At the radio the lines that made the Emerson organization
show at the Seventy-first Regiment Armory last successful. Shipments of records are being
month, Mr. Disbecker had a very attractive ex- made daily and these in increasing quantities.
hibit and entertained hundreds of visitors who In a very short time an entirely new and up-towere keenly interested in the possibility of this date record list will be issued and plans for
outfit. In addition to the receiving set they ex- carrying on sales and making deliveries of both
hibited an interior antennae made in the form of 'Emerson and Regal records have been arranged.
a loop that can be placed in a room with the reThe present plans of the new owner call for
ceiving set, designed to replace the antennae the incorporation of two companies, one to carry
wires which usually are strung up on the roof on the sales of Emerson records and the other
of the house or some elevated position. With to continue the activities of the Regal organizathis feature Mr. Disbecker believes that he has tion.
Mr. Abrams also announced that he would be
a combination that must win supporters and
friends under proper merchandising conditions. president of the new organizations and that Rudolph Kanarek would be treasurer, the other
officers
to be selected later.
ABRAMS TELLS OF EMERSON PLANS
The Chicago offices of the Emerson PhonoPurchaser of Assets of Emerson Co. to Conduct graph Co., Inc., have been closed. M. Abrams,
Business Along Progressive Lines Operating brother of Benjamin Abrams, is spending some
time in that city for the purpose of carrythe Regal and Emerson Companies
ing out the details of the discontinuance.
On May 29 there was held a meeting of the
TAKES OVER FOORD VICTOR SHOP
creditors of the Emerson Phonograph Co., Inc.,

New York City, in the United States District
Court in the Southern District of New York.
before Judge John C. Knox for the purpose of
considering an offer for the assets of the above
company, which has been in bankruptcy for
many months. Owing to the small number of
creditors in attendance, however, the Court post-

poned the hearing until Thursday, June 1, at
which time the offer of Benjamin Abrams of
$50,000 for the right, title and interest of the
receivers of the Emerson Phonograph Co., Inc.,

WitstixcroN, DEL., June 8.-W. E. Winslow,
business manager of the 1Vinslow Talking Machine Co., 416 Market street, this city, has taken
over the talking machine department of the
Foord Furniture Co. A complete line of Victrolas and Victor records is handled. The talking machine end of the business will be run as
a separate enterprise, according to an announcement by Mr. 1Vinslow, who is planning to enlarge the business.

was accepted.

The purchase included 'everything with the
exception of the accounts receivable, which the
creditors decided to withhold and collect under
the receivership. Mr. Abrams' purchase includes
all the physical assets, merchandise, furniture,
master records, patents. trade marks, machinery,

CAPITAL NOW $2,500,000
The Starr Piano Co., of Richmond, Ind., manu-

facturer of the Starr line of phonographs and
pianos. has incr,a,,,I its capital stock to
$2.500,000.
,11,111MIM.F

$25$

$25$

SPRAYTONE

A wonderful portable phonograph at this
retail price. Standard trade

and equal in workmanship, finish, equipment to all-surpassing them in

PORTABLE

DISCOUNTS

TONALITY

AN OUTDOOR PHONOGRAPH
WITH INDOOR TONALITY
Made by

(SPRAYTONE

.

PHONOGRAPH CORP.

RIDGEWOOt,N.J.

Represented Exclusively by
Size

16,34

x 7 x 103: inches. Weight
Carried like a grip.

14 Ili,. complete.

C. D. M. Trading Company

FIRST CLASS EQUIPMENT AND FINISH

In playing position. Plays and and all
Records brilliantly.

FOLDING -IN -HORNS ACT AS MODIFIERS

Practically a VIOLIN - BODY construction accounting for

PERFECT REPRODUCTION of

Truly a
Music Master
Jobbers Metropolitan District:
The Cabinet & Accessories Co.,
145 W. 34th Street, New York.

all that's in

a

the
record.

C. D. M. Trading Company
109 LAFAYETTE STREET
NEW YORK CITY
Tel. Franklin 2251

Correspondence invited regarding
jobbing territory
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MUSIC MASTER
BORN AMPLIFIE
This is the only loud speaker
which reproduces and magnifies
sound with a complete absence of
that unpleasant metallic distortion
so common in the usual Amplifier.
It greatly enriches and mellows the
voice of the Radio and is certain to
improve the sound delivery of any
set.

The Music Master Horn

Amplifier is easily attached (in the
same manner as a head phone), re-

quiring no additional batteries or

Furthermore there is
nothing intricate about it, no delicate adjustments to get out of
order.
current.

The Music Master Horn

is

fully covered by basic patents.
It is beautifully designed and
finely made to harmonize with the
finishing of any room. The Horn
proper is made of laminated wood
and is connected to the cast aluminum goose -neck by a nickel -plated
ring of special alloy. The goose-

neck fits lightly into the decorated

which protects the
amplifying device.
It is made in two sizes: 14 metal

base

inch orifice (widest diameter) for

general use in the home and 21

inches for concerts and out of
doors.

14 inches $35.00
complete
21 inches $45.00
Customary discounts to the Trade. dgencies now
being established. Wire for further information.

GENERALWALTER
RADIO
CORPORATION
L. ECKHARDT,
President

624-28 Market Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Also Distributors in Greater Philadelphia Territory forVocaphones and a complete line of Radio

Strand Phonographs for beauty, for tone.
or price. Made by Manufacturers Phon

accessories made by John Firth & Co.,
Inc. The Finest Wireless Telephone instruments in the World.
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WARREN SCHALLER A BENEDICT

ZIMMERMAN-BITTER CO. FORMED

CIIILVERS JOINS STRAND FORCES

Member of Firm of Cool & Schaller, Victor Deal-

New Metropolitan Concern Engaged in Interior

Prominent Canadian Talking Machine Executive
Now Strand Representative

ers

in New York City, Weds Miss Louise

Store Construction and Decoration

Mocrc-Now on Extended Honeymoon

\V.Iritn Schaller. of Cool & Schaller, Victor
,d.dtrz. of 653 West 181st street, New York,
receiving the congratulations of his friends

upon his wedding on June 6. The bride was
Nliss Louise Moore. daughter of William Moore.
a prominent builder and contractor in the Ford ham section. Mr. and Mrs. Schaller left immediately after the ceremony on a honeymoon,
which will be spent in Boston and neighboring
sections of New England, followed by a trip
through the West,
Cool & Schaller opened a Victor store on
'Washington Heights last November, and have
been very successful as a result of adopting progressive business methods. They make excellent
use of two large display windows and have recently been featuring a camping scene in which

a portable Victrola holds the dominating posit

PUSH the PORTABLE
and overcome the summer slump

Portables of Quality at

$35
$30
$25
$15

THE OUTING
THE PLYMOUTH
THE STANDARD

THE ORPHEUS
THE SPRAYTONE

THE STEWART

The Zimmerman -Bitter Construction Co.. with
headquarters in New York City, is the latest concern in the metropolitan district to enter the field
of interior store construction and decoration.

Both Mr. Zimmerman and Mr. Bitter, heads of
the new concern, arc widely known to the talking machine trade, having been engaged in work
of a similar character for a number of years. The
company is planning to cater to the talking machine trade in the construction of booths, service counters. etc.
Modern equipment has already been installed

by this company in the Broad & Market Shop,
which was recently opened in Newark, N. J., and
another contract for interior construction secured is that of the Morris Music Shop, formerly
the Dc Rivas & Harris store, at 130 Fordham
road, this, city. Designs and plans for several
other stores arc being prepared and, although the
concern has been in existence but a short time,
the prospects for the future arc exceedingly
bright.

The

Manufacturers'

Phonograph

New

Co.,

York, manufacturer of Strand phonographs, announced this week that Richard L. Chilvers had
joined the company's organization, and will act as
a Strand direct representative in the territory cast

of Kingston. Ont., with headquarters in Montreal. Mr. Chilvers is one of the veterans of the
Canadian talking machine industry, as he joined
the forces of the Berliner Gramophone Co., Ltd.,
as far back as 1909. In December, 1910, he was
elected to the board of directors of that company,
and appointed general sales manager, in which
position he continued until January of the present year.
Mr. Chilvers is well known to the talking machine trade throughout the Dominion of Canada,
as well as in the United States. Ile has made a
number of coast -to -coast trips and his broad ex-

perience should prove very successful

in

11...rehandising of Strand phonographs

NEW LOCAL SONORA ACCOUNTS
Greater City Phonograph Co. Closes Important
Deals-Liberty Music Shop Has Sonora
Maurice Landay, president of the Greater City

Phonograph Co.. New York. metropolitan distributor for Sonora phonographs, announced recently that arrangements had been completed
whereby the Sonora line would he handled by
Piscr & Co., 2887 Third avenue, New York, and
the Liberty Music Shop, 2369 Broadway. New
York. The first -named concern is one of the
leading furniture houses in Greater New York,
and maintains an attractive talking machine de-

partment that will form a splendid setting for
the Sonora line. The Liberty Music Shop is
owned by N. Goldfinger, who is one of the veterans of the talking machine industry, and whose
store is recognized as a leader in the uptown retail talking machine section. Mr. Goldfinger is
planning to enlarge his establishment in order to
properly accommodate the Sonora line.

Mr. Landay also states that the new Sonora
period models arc meeting with a ready sale and
the company has received good-sized orders from
the dealers for the Marquette. Lafayette, Pon brook and Queen Anne models.

JOINS GENERAL PHONO. CORP.
F. Von Der Wonder Appointed Wireless Consulting Engineer -Prominent in Wireless Field

The Plymouth
Write for our 100.page encyclopedia
containing illustrations and prices of
Radio Apparatus, Jones Motrola,
Recordola, Attachments for Edison, Victor and Columbia, Al-

bums and Album Sets, Bubble

Books, Cabinets, Record and Roll,
Record -carrying Cases, Corrugated Boards. Moving Covers,

The General Phonograph Corp. Ness' Work,
announced this week that F. Von Der Wonder,
wireless telephone and electric expert, formerly
connected with the Tekfunken Co., had been
appointed wireless consulting engineer for the
company. with headquarters at the factories in
Elyria, 0. Mr. Van Dcr Wonder, who is widely
known in the electrical field, will give his invaluable knowledge and experience to the development of the wireless apparatus activities at the
General Phonograph Corp.

Dust Covers, Dancing Toys, Envelopes, Record Delivery Stock

JOHN CHILD RAY PASSES AWAY

and Supplement, Geer Repeaters.
Needles, Steel and Tungsten,

)(dm Child Ray. formerly assistant to tine
,resident of the Columbia Graphophone Co..

Fibre Needle Cutter, Display Fix
tures, Record Lights. Lubricants,
Motors, Nameplates, Piano and

Duet Benches, Playerpiano

Cleaner, Polishes, Record Cleaners, Tonearms and Sound Boxes,
Springs, Strings.

The Cabinet and Accessories Co.
Incorporated
OTTO GOLDSMITII. Pres.

145 East 34th St.

New York

sassed away on Saturday. June 10, in Phoenix.
\ ri/. \Ir. Ray wrts thirty four year.

SPEED EQUALIZER for ELECTRIC
PHONOGRAPH MOTORS
We have United States and r.,reign intent au a device that will maintain the record at
,instant speed, regardless of drop or rise in
oltage of electric current. \Ve believe it i,
.be best in results that has yet been invented
Will sell outright or lease on royalty basi-

NATIONAL PIANO MFG. CO.
Grand Rapids. Michigan

NO, Vs. I N1'ERSI1. st I I -SERVICE
to hold 5
RECOttO DISPIL %IOU
swinging leaves. each leaf ayyouimodat
hug three 10" pockets and one 12' pocket.
Each pocket bolds four records. Total
number of records shown Is 40 records

and holding a reserve stock of Ira rg,

°ris. Height Oft. Width 30 In. w,-iri

125 lbs. Constructed of steel thaw.
out. with heavy cast -Iron base and La
billed In two coats of ebony enamel.
Complete

$35.00

Write for complete catalogue

UNIVERSAL FIXTURE CORP.
133 West 23rd St.

New York

the

Juxt 15. 1922
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SIEGESMUND WITH C. N. ANDREWS

COLLINGS & CO. ENTERTAIN DEALERS

York, following niu.it they attemied
-Go.,d Morning, llearie.
forma !IC

Well known Talking Machine Dealer of 1111falo, N. Y.. Joins Staff of Local Victor Wholesaler-Has Had Wide Experience

Close of Successful Salesmanship Classes Under

The class presented NIT.. Delano v.ith a traeel
ing case in recognition of his interest in the
dealers' problems and his instructions, crhici
inany dealer: enthusiastically staled v.ere

BUFFALO, N. V., June 8. --That Curtis N. Andrews, Victor xvholesaler of this city, has faith in
the future of the talking machine industry is
proven by the addition to his sales force on June
1 of C. E. Siegesmund, a man of recognized ability, with several years of experience in the retail
talking machine Feld. Mr. Siegesmund a few

F. A. Delano Followed by D:nner and Theatre

Party in New York-Marks of Anpreciation
One

of the

most

successful

;

-

salesmanship

The dealers also presented 1- W. (_,,Iling;

classes arranged by Victor distributors was held
in the warerooms of Collings & Co., of Newark.
N. J., June 5 to 8, inclusive. The class was

with a gift in honor of his thoughtfulm ss and
vision in making it possible ilir \Ir. Delaut,

under the instruction of F. A. Delano, director
of the Red Seal School of the Victor Talking

be heard by the trail,. ii) Newark.
The gathering at the l'alais Royal and the

Machine Co.. Camden, N. J.
The course was unusually interesting, embracing all phases of the talking machine business.
not mere theory. but practical pointers on busiA large number of dealers
ness producers.
responded to the Collings & Co. offer and 1.. \V.
Collings and Mr. Delano were particularly
pleased with the results.
On Thursday evening. June 8, Collings & Co

Globe Theatre, for the show, "Good Morning,
Dearie," was quite large and the event was partic
ticularly pleasing in the carlie:-

were hosts and had as their guests all of the
dealers who were in attendance at the salesmanyal, New
ship classes at a dinner at the Pal::

Mug when Paul Whitiman
diners.

L. A. INMAN IN CHARGE
L. A. Inman has been made manager of :It,
\'ictrola department recently acquired by G. \\'.
Halton from the Pemberton Furniture Co.. F.
Worth, Tex.

Study the
SILENT Motor
C. E. Siegesmund
years ago purchased the retail department of the

Its Advantages for Your Line of Talking
Machines Are Self -Evident

Andrews store when Mr. Andrews decided to
wholesale exclusively.

Mr. Siegesmund conducted an exclusively Vic-

tor shop, which he sold to A. Victor & Co.. a
local housefurnishing establishment, at a figure
lw could not afford to overlook. Ile has long

tt

taken an active interest in trade affairs and served

twice as president of the Talking Machine Association of Buffalo. enjoying the friendship of
every member.

Mr. Andrews feels that Mr. Siegesmund's experience in the retail field will prove of great value
to the dealers in his territory in assisting them in
installing successful sales systems.

WILL NOT MAKE 50c RECORDS
Otto Heineman Denies Rumors That Company
Will Make 50 -cent Records-Odeon and Fonotipia Repertoires to Be Enlarged
Otto Ileineman, president of the General
Phonograph Corp.. New York, stated this week
that he wished to deny absolutely the rumors in
existence to the effect that the company was plan-

ning to make records retailing at 50 cents. He

3

The Silent Motor With Spring Barrels Demounted.
Sturdy and Simple Construction.

stated that there was no foundation to this rumor
and that the General Phonograph Corp. would
continue to manufacture Okeh records at the
standard retail price of 75 cents and would do
everything possible to furnish the trade with a
quality product commensurate with the company's standing in the talking machine industry.
In the near future the General Phonograph
Corp. will enlarge materially its Odeon and
Fonotipia repertoires. These new recordings
will not only include records of foreign languages, but also recordings made by a number
of prominent artists who will be identified next
season with the Metropolitan and Chicago opera
companies, and who will record exclusively for
the Odeon and Fonotipia libraries.

An Exclusive

SILENT MOTOR Feature.
Self -aligning governor shaft,
mounted on universal ball-andsocket bearing. Eliminates governor trouble forever.

8

Send for Sample and Prices

INTERESTING THE "TALKER" TRADE
The Radio Buyers' Syndicate. New York City.
is conducting a special campaign to interest the
talking machine dealer in radio. As an inducement the company has stated its intention of
offering free membership in the syndicate to
talking machine retailers.

THE SILENT MOTOR CORPORATION
CHARLES A. O'MALLEY, President

321-323-325 Dean Street,
...t=zoixzwancatixxsJI.)-ou:iwx,-ootawutiraiacatxxamocp4x.orsocctm.,

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

a
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PORTLAND, ORK.

OSLAND, Inc.

side selling force of Weeks & Orr at Medford,
Ore., exclusive Brunswick dealers.

H. L Moore. of Salem, Ore., who formerly
owned the Moore -Dunne music store, has purchased the store of W. W. Moore and consolidated the two firms, which are now known as
Nloore's Music

House. Brunswick and Victor

machines are handled.

E. M. Thompson, of the Thompson Musk Co.,
Bend, Ore., who is an exclusive Columbia dealer,
has returned from an extended trip into New
Mexico and Arizona.
Mr. Porter. field manager of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., spent several days in Portland in company with W. II. Lawton, branch
manager of Oregon :Aid Vashington, with headquarters in Seattle.
The Sonora phonograph was demonstrated for

several weeks in one of the main windows of
the Lipman -Wolfe store. A demonstration of

Alpha Reproducer
Radio products
Variocopulars
Variometers
Variable condensers

partment of the Meier & Frank store for the
past two years, has resigned his position and has

He expects to locate in Los

Angeles.

MANUFACTURED TO SPECIFICATIONS

Ile has been succeeded by Harry Andrews,
formerly manager of the phonograph department

radio manufacturing game w:th the Brant-Reet
the Tull & Gibbs furniture store, of Spokane, Radio Mfg. Co. He has been succeeded in the
and after that assistant manager of the Colum- Victrola department of Sherman. Clay by Harry
bia -Stowers Co., distributor of the Columbia for Johnson, who comes to PortIznd from Los AnSpokane, and later was in business for himself, geles, where lie was with the Berkell Music Co.
being associated with the Baird -Andrews Co., of
Mrs. Carrie Cave has been added to the sales \Valla Walla. Wash., withdrawing from that force of the Columbia Grafono'a department of the
firm to come to Portland.
Remick Song & Gift Shop. Mrs. Cave comes to
Russell Brant, of the Victrola department of Portland from Tacoma, where she was connected
Sherman. Clay & Co. has resigned to go into the with the Melody Shop
47)

OKEll WEEK IN MINNEAPOLIS GREATLY STIMULATES SALES
MINNEAPOLIS. Mtxx., June 5.-"Okeh Week,"
which was recently observed in Minneapolis ter-

ritory by Okeh dealers throughout the State,
proved a decided success. and the dealers in the

small towns as well as the large cities reported
an increased demand for Okeh records directly
traceable to the publicity incidental to Okeh
record week
The accompanying photograph shows the special display prepared by Doerr -Andrews &

the assembling of motor and sound box attracted

-

a great deal of attention.
Richard "Burtrain" Miller, manager of the
San Francisco office of the Wiley B. Allen Co..
spent a week at the Portland store.

The little Queen Anne Brunswick console is
making a big hit in Portland and H. J. Young.
manager of the exclusive Brunswick department
of the Edwards furniture store, is among the department managers to report a big run on this
type of machine.
J. Walter Johnson, window decorator of Powers furniture store, won a handsome silver cup
as grand prize for the best decorated window displays during the Elks Golden Jubilee. May 15 to
20. One of his windows featured a large Victor
dog, an Elk head, Victrolas. records. etc.
Roy Feldenheimer, owner and manager of the
phonograph department in the Lipman -Wolfe
store, has placed Kathryn Campbell in charge of
the record department to fill the place of Fritzi
Jensen. who went to La Grande, Ore.
Taylor C. White, former manager of the Portland Remick Song & Gift Shop, has been made
manager of the Laraway Music House, of Eugene, Ore , Victrola and Brunswick dealer.
George Reaney has been added to the sales
force of the phonograph department of the lViley
B. Alien Co. Mr. Reaney was formerly with the

Pivot stylus with spring tchsion

Bendix Talking Machine Shop, of Walla \\
D. C. Peyton. manager of the phonograph deleft for the South.

Nevi. York City

122 Filth Al.cnne,

Two New Dealers Open Departments and .idd Brunswick LineMany Changes in the Trade During the Month-Dealers iictive
Pokruxn, Oat., June 6.-John R. Leach, owner
of the Phoenix Pharmacy, at 6616 Foster road.
this city, has just completed erecting a handsome new store and has installed a most complete Brunswick department.
"Currius for Drugs" is an attractive little drug
store of Klamath Falls, Ore., which has been appointed exclusive Brunswick dealer by M. Davis,
district manager of the Brunswick Co.
H. G. Launspach has been added to the out-
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through the use of efficient, aggressive

Okeh sales increased more than ten per cent
the first month, and the second month the increase was over twenty per cent.

WHY A. H. CURRY IS OPTIMISTIC
In a recent interview with The World A.
Curry, vice-president of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
in charge of the phonograph
division, stated that the outlook in the phonograph field
at the present time is highly encouraging. Current orders for both instruments
;,nd records are mounting.
in accordance with a very
steady upward curve.

Mr. Curry looks for conimprovement by
Fall and attributes the prosperity which awaits the
phonograph industry to sevand records are mounting
siderable

factors

are

the

favorable

changes in basic conditions
throughout the world and
particularly in the United
States, the passing of radio
as a fad proposition and the
reports which are coming in
daily from wholesalers and
retailers in the phonograph
business
throughout
the

Feature of Okeh Week in Minneapolis
width and breadth of the
V. T.
in Minneapolis.
land, whose contact with the purchasing public
Stevens, manager of the Okeh record department is of a character that cannot be questioned from
of this company, is obtaining splendid results the standpoint of accuracy and significance.

Doerr, Okeh jobbers

NATIONAL METALS DEPOSITING CORPORATION
FACTORY

34 East Sidney Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

LABORATORY
415 Fourth Ave., New York. N Y.

MOUNT VERNON - NEW YORK

Telephone: Oakwood 8845

MANUFACTURERS OF

Tel. Macl;son Seure 6635

OrCHEP
IkOGRAP/y
A PERFECT

NEGATIVE
FROM THE

WAX

sales

methods. When these methods were introduced

WE DEPOSIT THE

OUR

FINEST COPPER

IMPROVEMENT

IN THE WORLD

ALL STAMPERS
HAVE

DURABIUT
PERFECT

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
DELIVER RECORDED WAX
TO OUR LABORATORY

HIGHLY POLISHED

WORKMAN SNIP

»))))

MACHINED BACKS

UALIT
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Proving that It Pays to Handle

WALLACE

REDUCING

RECORDS

For the benefit of those who may have thought Get Thin to Music
a mere novelty, or fleeting fancy, we offer these actual experiences
of the trade with Wallace records:
Famous & Barr Co.
St. Louis, Mo.

Dugan Piano Co.
New Orleans, La.

The Fair
Chicago,

The May Co.

Jones Music Co.

Cleveland. Ohio

Grand Island, Nebr.

say-

say-

say-

say-

say-

"We find a ready

"We are selling six

"We haveover a thou-

records. Our turn-

sets a day with hardly
any effort. Also,Wallace records have sold

"Our Wallace demonstration has made

"Notonlydo weknow
these records to be a
good investment,and
find demand for them
increasing,but we be-

sale for these unusual

over on them has
been as great as any
in the entire department. They continue
to sell well."

for us many small

phonographs in

homes already hav-

ing a big machine.

The window display
you gave us has sold
a lot of the records."

many new friends for
the record dept. From

the quantity of daily

sales we know our

sand women weighing themselves daily,
and the records create
a lot of interest.

lieve they are doing

net is going to be very

purchasers a world of

wish you continued

helped business for us

satisfactory. We
success."

good. They have
in other records, and
in instruments.

A Good Proposition for Good Dealers
--and Good NOW
The Wallace reducing course has been
widely advertised, in more than a quarter
of a million dollars' worth of high grade
magazine space. It is the original course
on records. It is generous value for the

Swing in with this big feature now-Summer weather is ideal for reducing by this

novel and interesting method. Summer

become boosters. Beautifully packed in

business in Wallace reducing records has
not fallen off! Waiting for Fall means just
that much time and money lost. Prices to
trade: 6 sets 40% off or $9 each; 12 sets

compact and complete sets retailing for $15.

at $8.55; 25 sets at $8.10; 100 sets at $7.50.

money. Those who buy it and use it always

NOTE: Wallace is the originator of the music -method of physical exercise. Similar records are
imitations which will all be prosecuted with vigor. Dealers are urged-in their own interest as
well as ours-to decline to handle any of the pitiful substitutes being offered. Wallace reducing
records are scientifically sound. Wallace reducing records reduce. Each bears the signature"'sVallace."

WALLACE INSTITUTE, Dept. 4, 630 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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OTTO HEINEMAN BACK FROM EUROPE
President of General Phonograph Corp. Returns

Nassau Radio Co., Inc.

From Short Trip Abroad-Radio Activities
Purpose of European Visit-Will Soon Announce Radio Sales Plans

Otto

Heineman,

president

announces its Opening as

of the

Brooklyn and Long Island Distributor

General

Phonograph Corp., returned to New York on
June 2 on the steamer "George Washington,"

VOCAPHONE
of the

iter ..pending four necks in Europe. Mr. Heineman made this trip in record -breaking time. as
he

left New York on May 2 and was back

here exactly one month later. The purpose of

Made by

Mr. Heineman's trip abroad was primarily in

JOHN FIRTH & CO., Inc.

connection with the activities of the General
Wireless Corp., which, as announced in last

Manufacturers of
"THE FINEST WIRELESS TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS
IN THE WORLD"

month's issue of The World, is a subsidiary to
the General Phonograph Corp.
The former
company will manufacture wireless receiving
sets, wireless telephone apparatus, etc., under the

A complete merchandising service by experienced

Lorenz patents and models of these various instruments are now in the hands of the factory
executives at Elyria, 0.
Mr. Heineman states that his company had
planned to have these sets ready for the market
within a few weeks after the first announcement,
but he found that in order to maintain the quality and prestige of these instruments it would
be desirable to give detailed thought and consideration to every phase of their technical de-

talking machine men for Brooklyn and Long
Island

PHONOREEL JOBBERS APPOINTED
Important Territories Being Assigned for New
Turntable Novelty-Dealer Distribution Making Rapid Progress Throughout Country
The Phonoreel Co.. New York, has appointed
the Phonoreel Sales Co., 37 East Eighteenth
street, New York, Eastern distributor for the
company, and the Fox Philadelphia Co., 723 North
Twenty-sixth street, Philadelphia. as Pennsylvania distributor. In the course of the next
few weeks the company expects to close several

other important deals whereby jobbers will be
appointed in principal trade centers.
The Phonoreel, which is a device that may be
attached to any turntable and plays rolls of pictures similar to moving picture reproduction. is

ALBERT RUCKGABER, Sec'y-Treas.

60 Court Street
Telephone Triangle 6454

meeting with considerable success and dealer dis-

tribution is making rapid headway. The Phonoreel is furnished with three different sets of pictures, and the simplicity of the device. together
with its sales appeal, is making it a popular favorite with the dealers.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

SIMPLEX MOTOR MAKING PROGRESS
New Electric Motor Well Received by TradeExhibit at Convention Produces Direct Sales
-New Mailing Card Interests Dealers
MONTREAL, CANADA,

DEATH OF MISS ADA JONES
Well-known Record Artist Dies While on Concert Tour-Popular With Talker Owners
Miss Ada Jones, well-known soprano and one

of the most popular artists in the record catalogs, died a few weeks ago while on a concert
tour down South. Miss Jones, who started
recording when the talking machine industry
was in its infancy, was for many years one of
the most popular singers of soubrette songs.
child ballads and ragtime hits in the record
catalogs. She recorded for several of the leading companies, and made many duct records tha
attained signal success.

"Musical Merchandise Sales

Are Keeping Us Going

11

That's what a customer from up -state tells us,
He has found his Small Goods department a life-

The brisk business he's been doing in the
smaller instruments and accessories has kept down
saver.

overhead, brought new customers into his store (every
one of them a phonograph prospect) and paid profits!

And Musical Merchandise can do the same for
YOUR Store.
Send for our new illustrated Catalog and
our Confidential Trade Price List No. 4.

These two FREE books make Musical
Merchandise buying easy-successful.

THE FRED. GRETSCH MFG. CO.
Musical Instrument Makers
60 BROADWAY

WIRELESS 1ELEPHONES

E. RUCKGABER. President

Machinery

Elyria and embodies important new principles.
Within a short tune the General \Vireless Corp.
will issue an official announcement giving the
trade accurate information as to its plans for cooperating with the talking machine industry.

in

NASSAU
RADIO
CO.,
INC.
orro

for the production of
these wireless outfits is now being completed at
velopment.

dealers

Since 1883

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

June 9.-The Simplex Elec-

tric Phonograph Motor Co., of this city, manufacturer of the Simplex electric phonograph motor, has just issued an attractive mailing card
which is being used to splendid advantage in the
company's publicity plans. This mailing card

features a splendid illustration of the Simplex
motor, and furnishes interesting details as to its
construction and specifications. Special emphasis

is made of the fact that the motor has no gears.
commutator,
brush,
transformer,
springs or belts, and requires no adjusting. It is
furnished to the trade with a twelve -inch velvet
turntable, electric automatic stop switch and onepiece nickel -plated frame.
governor,

Doris, Albert and Harry Farmer of the company's executive staff, returned to Montreal yesterday, after attending the Jubilee Convention of
the Music Industries held at the Hotel Commodore, New York. The company maintained a
very attractive exhibit at this convention, and, in

addition to securing valuable publicity for the
motor, closed a number of important deals to be
announced very shortly. The exhibit was visited
by hundreds of interested talking machine manufacturers and dealers, who were keenly interested in the mechanical features of the motor, and
many of whom placed orders for immediate delivery. Plans are now under way for the enlargement of the factory in order to meet the
trade demands and take care of orders on hand.

DEATH OF B. W. GRATIONY
President of Oklahoma Talking Machine Co.
Dies at His Home-Was Well Known and
Highly Esteemed in Western Business Circles
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA., June 5.-B. \V. Gratigny, who a short while ago became president
of the Oklahoma Talking Machine Co., died at
his home here a few days ago. Mr. Gratigny
was well known in business circles in this section of the country and his death is keenly regretted. E. L. Gratigny, his brother, joined the
Oklahoma Talking Machine Co. recently as vice-

president, and it is understood that Mr. Gra-

tigny's death will not interfere with the company's plans. Percy A. Ware, well known in
the talking machine trade, is sales manager of
the company.
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A DEPARTMENT DEVOTED TO PROMOTING RETAIL. SALES

Business -Building Ideas Worth Trying
WHEN vacation time approaches you can sell a lot of portable
models if you go after this business. To suggest the vacation
idea in your window, put a large trunk a little to the left of centernot a new one, but showing marks of travel. You doubtless have
just the right trunk at home in your attic. The lid should be turned
back and the interior packed with clothing. The top layer should be
clothing, but the bottom may he stuffed with newspapers. Bathing
suits, tennis shoes and other Summer apparel arc visible. Pairs of
man's shoes, woman's shoes and little sandals of child's size will give
the suggestion of a family. In the far corner of the trunk a clear
space has been left as if for a portable talking machine. On a small
chair beside the trunk stands the machine, waiting to be packed.
Resting across the corner of the trunk is a full record album. and
on the floor another. Above the talking machine is a sign reading:
This Model (name here)
Fits Into Your Trunk
(and certainly fits into vacation pleasure)
Toward the right is a portable machine of the type with special
shipping case. The sign beside this reads: "This Model

Has a Trunk of Its Own!" On the handle of this little trunk is a
large tag reading "To M. Y. Self, Joytown-by-the-Sea, U. S. A."
On the floor near the window drop a timetable or two, also a Summer resort booklet. The cost of this display is practically nothing.
If you wish to make it more elaborate, your sign expert can make a
large background painted with vacation scenes showing the portable
machine in use for dancing on the beach, canoeing, camping, etc.
*

*

*

IF you gave a present and the recipient took it in silence, without
1 a word of thanks, would you be likely to ever give the same person

another gift? The two words "Thank You." in acknowledgment
of favors, arc so familiar in personal friendships that we ought to
see their enormous importance in business relationships. Customers
who buy from you instead of from your competitors are doing you
a favor. Thank them for it. Nothing so pleases and flatters them

as the thought that you value their business and arc grateful for it.
The proposition of a little printed card, bearing the words "Thank
You," to be wrapped in all packages, mailed with all receipted bills.
etc., has already been tried and found immensely successful. It holds
business and builds good will. Have your printer make up for you
a neat "THANK YOU" card, with your store name and address
at the bottom in caslon type. He can print you several thousand at
a trifling cost. Slip a card into every package of records; enclose
one with every reccipted hill or copy of instalment contract. It's one
of the little things that make a big difference.

EVERYoNE is interested in knowing which hooks are the best
sellers. No reason why people aren't interested in which records
sell best. In the center of the window on a white card. 10x14 inches.

printed in pale green letters, have the message, "These were the best

selling records last week." Have two groups of records in the
window. At the left, the popular; at the right, the classical.
And at right,
Card at left headed,
3 best sellers
3 best sellers
Popular

Classical

Change this bulletin from week to week and to everyone who calls
for a "Best Seller" try to sell other records also.
*

*

*

MAKE it a habit to get several copies of the programs of concerts,
recitals and musical comedies. Cut out the page listing the

musical numbers and paste it on a piece of dark paper, such as is
used in photograph albums. Put a star (*) in red ink after each
song which you have in your record stock.

window and keep other. on your counters or ic ow booths. It ),11
make a practice of this managers and musicians. will gladly mail their
programs regularly and people will get the habit of looking for the
latest "music news" in your windows. Your record sales will show
the results.
MAKE a careful note of every talking machine you sell which is
given as a wedding present. Find out when the ivedding is to

be and try to learn when the newlyweds will return from their
honeymoon. At this time-about a month or six weeks after the
wedding-see to it that a letter is sent informing Mr. and Mrs.

Newlywed that their talking machine was purchased at your store
and that you have in new records which they will wish to add to their
record library. Selling the instrument is only part of your work.
Get the business of the Newlyweds as well as that of their relatives
who sent them the talking machine.
*

JUNE is the month of roses and nothing is more inviting than a
window full of these beautiful flowers. If you can, secure as a
background for your window a latticework of wooden laths spaced
about a foot apart. Paint this green and twine roses and green leaves
in and out on the lattice framework in a decorative fashion. If this
cannot be done. place a talking machine in the center of the window
toward the back. Flank it on each side with a tall cut -glass or silver

vase about twenty-four inches high and fill these vases with varicolored roses. In the front of the window have a card about 24x36

inches on the gilt background on which is painted in rose pink letters
"June-The Month of Roses." Then have heaps of records spread
across the floor, each heap having in front of it a card 6x9 inches
giving in clear. easily read letters the names of the selections, which
can be "Rosy Posy," "Rose of Stamboul." "Georgia Rose," etc.
*

*

*

HERE'S a striking way to feature your best record hit of the
month. Down in the cellar pick out a half dozen small lumps

and little chips of coal. Wash off the dust. Get a 25 -cent bottle of

gilt paint from an art store and gild each bit of coal to look like a
nugget. Now make a sign. using any record title you wish, which
reads:

Worth its weight in gold!
"C U I I E"

I f possible. borrow from a hardware dealer a pair of balances. In
one pan pen your record with a little price tag. In the other pan put
enough "gold nuggets" to balance. Set this display near the front

of your window with a sign alxwe it. If you can't get a pair of
balances set the record on a puff of white crepe paper or silk with
a border of contrasting color.

Beside it. on another puff of the same

size and shape. set the gold nuggets, and the effect of balance is
almost as good.

A"WEIMING WINDOW " can he arranged as follows: Kewpie
dolls dressed as bride, groom and bridesmaids. A card reading.
"Wedding Gifts that Delight Them." In the center of the window
one of your finest upright models with a broad white satin bow
around the middle of the instrument. A package of records done
up in white paper with a big white ribbon how around it. A card
in front of this reading. "The Way \Ve Send the Records You
Choose for Wedding Gifts."
*

*

*

MANY factories arc willing to use pay envelopes which you furnish free with your ad on the back. These envelopes can he
printed monthly and you can use them to announce the latest records.
This is a new plan which has unusual advantages, because this advertising is not immediately thrown away, nor is it overlooked.

Under the program paste

a white strip of paper, on which you have typewritten or lettered:
"We have these songs (*) which John McCormack sang last night
at the Armory." or "Come in and hear these records from 'The Follies,' now playing at Blank's Theatre." Post one of these on your

NOTE all the good charge accounts on your books that have been
closed up. Mail to each one a bill on which you have written.
"You don't owe us a dollar. \Ve wish you did!" Enclose with it
your new record bulletin or some of your circulars.

EDITOR'S NOTE Mr. Gordon will publish on this page any good ideas submitted by you for the benefit of the trade,
and will also answer any questions you ask him concerning merchandising prohlems.
Use this department a, much as you like.
It 19 intended to serve you -to be a forum for the discussion and exchange of ideas of interest.
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Van Veen Equipment for Phonograph Dealers and
the Musical Merchandise Trade
For those who cannot afford to experiment. Efficiency assured at the
lowest consistent cost. Hearing Rooms, Record Racks, Dealers'

Service Counters and general equipment for the sale of musical
merchandise.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY, Inc.
Office, Factory and Warerooms

413-417 East 109th Street
Validity of Geer Patent Recognized-Gold Seal
Co. Will Make Repeaters Under Geer Patent
and

Sales

Plans

An-

n:uric:id by the Walbert Mfg. Co.
CHICAGn.

-

New York City

Mr. Huth. the Walbert Mfg. Co. will make and

REPEATER SUIT IS SETTLED

-New Distribution

-

_lime 12.-W. II. Huth, head of the

market the Geer repeater as heretofore, and will
also act as exclusive sales representative for the
Cold Seal repeater in the territory west of the Alghenies. including Canada, west of TorOnto.
The Gold Seal Co. will make and market Gold
Seal repeaters and will act as sales representa-

tive for the Walbert Mfg. Co. in Eastern terri-

Walbert Mfg. Co.. of this city. manufacturer of

tory. including eastern Canada.

the well-known Geer repeater. announced to -day

will provide for maximum service to the trade,
and enable both companies to make prompt
shipments of the Geer repeater, which retails at
$2.50, and the Gold Seal repeater, retailing at

that the litigation between his company and the
Gold Seal Co.. New York. N. V., had been settled.

The Gold Seal Co. will hereafter make

This sales plan

Gold Seal repeaters under the terms of the Geer
patents. which are owned and controlled by the
Walbert Mfg. Co.
The validity of the Geer patent has been sustained by a decree entered in the U. S. District

have attained
phenomenal success, and the settlement of the
litigation will he welcome news to the trade.
There is a possibility that the Gold Seal Co.

Court. Southern District of New York. Judge
Ear,: making the decision. As a result of this
decree the Gold Seal Co. has admitted and satis-

Mfg.. Co., and activities in this direction together
with other important plans may he announced in
the near future.

fied judgment. and in return has been licensed
t , make and sell Gold Seal repeaters under the
Geer patent. which are basic. These patents
also cover all foreign fields.
According to the sales plan as announced by

The Walbert Mfg. Co. and E. S. Geer were
represented in this legal action by Duell, W-arfield & Duell. New York. N. Y.. and the Gold
Seal Co. was represented by Cooper Kerr &
Dunham, New York, N. Y.

will be absorbed in its entirety by the Walbert

NEW' RECORD PLAYER INTRODUCED
U-PIaM Record Player Has Many Unique Features-Trade Interested in New Novelty
A new device called the U-Pla-M record player
has just been placed on the market by the

U-Pla-M Record Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., and

Brooklyn, N. Y.. enables the owner of the talking machine to play a desired melody by using
a slidrng bar and a master record specially reA musical scale consisting of two octaves is
recorded on the master record, and by using the

slid'ng bar, which crosses the face of the record, the ordinary reproducer of the talking machine may he utilized to reproduce any desired
tone or series of tones, and thereby play the
selection desired. The various notes of the scale
are marked across the sl'ding bar and may easily
be located on the master record. This unique
device has been shown by Mr. Hoag to the local
trade, and many dealers have evinced keen interest in this novelty.

STERLING CO. BUYS GOE
George

Your Needs Can Be Met
If you are in need of a superior playing sound box, a tone arm

which not only looks well but plays better, or any specially
designed and manufactured phonograph accessory, we arc in
a position to meet your requirements.

Our engineering department will design the best for any intended purpose and carry out experimental work in a way of
insuring satisfactory results.

Our large manufacturing facilities, which include complete tool

rooms, modern machine shop and plating department, are
available for quantity production of the highest -grade articles
-reproducers. tone arms and any form of metal specialty.
Several designs of sound boxes, approved and used by leading

phonograph manufacturers, are stocked ready for immediate
shipment.

Presto Phono
Parts
Corp.
124 PEARL STREET
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

is

now being introduced to the trade generally. This
device, which is the invention of Paul Hoag.

U.

& CO.

Tompers. vice-president

of the

Sterling Piano Co.. 51S Fulton street. Brooklyn.
\ V.. has purchased the business of Goetz &
Co.. Inc.. located at the corner of Livingston
and Court streets. Plans are tinder consideration
by Mr. Tompers to consolidate the two instititions by moving the Sterling plant to the present location of Goetz & Co. In addition to pianos
the Sterling Co. handles the N'ictor line of machines and records.

ALTERATIONS AT PISER & CO.
Piser & Co., 2.3;47 Third avenue. New York
City, are remodeling their Victor talking machine department. When the work is completed
the department will be considerably larger than
heretofore. There will be thirteen sound -proof
record demonstration booths and a large space
for the display of Victrolas. The department is
under the management of C. Buckner. who is
assisted by Ernest Janelli. Mr. Selig. president of the company, is in Europe on a brief
vacation at prevent.

Second-hand Magnavoxes Wanted
We pay the best cash prices for secondhand Magnavoxes. Send description of

your machine and we will make offer.
Warnax Mfg. Co., 346 Canal St., New
York, N. Y.
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Repeater Litigation Settled
By the terms of an agreement signed
June 6th, 1922, the GOLD SEAL CO..
New York, N. Y., will hereafter manufacture Gold Seal Repeaters under the
privilege and provisions of the

GEER PATENTS
which are owned and controlled by the

Walbert Mfg. Co.
Geer

Chicago, Ill.

Repeater

The Gold Seal Co. has recognized the
validity of the GEER PATENTS, and
in consideration of this recognition of

Retail
Price

these basic patents, the litigation between
the Walbert Mfg. Co. and the Gold Seal

$2.50
.1

Co. is now settled.

Selling Plan
The Walbert Mfg. Co., Chicago, Ill., will
manufacture and market the GEER RE-

Gold

Seal
Repeater
Retail
Price

$1.00

PEATER, as heretofore, and will also
act as sales representative for the Gold
Seal Repeater in the territory west of
the Alleghenies, including Canada west
of Toronto.

The Gold Seal Co., 105 West 40th
Street, New York, will manufacture and
market the Gold Seal repeater under the
GEER patents, and will act as sales representative for the Walbert Mfg. Co. in
Eastern territory, including Toronto and
Eastern Canada.

Walbert Mfg Co.
925-941 Wrightwood Ave., Chicago, Ill.
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ATTRACTIVE 1VINDOW DISPLAY

JOHN BROWN'S IMPORTANT POST

Reynalds Music House Features "Consecration

Well-known Musical Authority Appointed As-

Scene" From "Aida"-Subject Well Handled
June 6.-During the recent convention of the Southern Victor Dealers' Asso-

ciation held in this city one of the centers of
attraction was the unusual window display presented at the Reynolds Music House, Victor
dealer. The accompanying illustration will give
some idea of the distinctive appearance of this

sistant Director of Columbia Recording Studios

15, 1922

Sharpen the Fibre Needle

-Prominent in Every Phase of Music

Without removing it from the

The Columbia liraphophone Co. announced
this week the appointment of John Brown to the

important position of assistant director of the
recording studios.

.

This appointment is a matter

Tone Arm of the Phonograph
It's 5 years ahead of the times
CONVENIENT

of keen gratification to all who realize the aid
which is being brought to the artistic end of the
talking machine industry by those experienced
in musical fields.
Mr. Brown has been identified with the musical
world since 1909. when he became treasurer and
assistant secretary of the Metropolitan Opera
Co.. New York. later being appointed business
comptroller of the Metropolitan, a position
created for him by Otto H. Kahn. chairman of

For over seven years Mr. Brown
carried out the important duties of this office.
serving as chief aid to General Manager Giulio
the board.

MECHANICALLY RIGHT

installing systems in the
Metropolitan which still exist. During all this
time Mr. Brown also served as assistant secreGatti-Casazza and

Very Simple

L1DSEEN

tary of the New Theatre (now the Century).
During the season of 1914-1915 the Diaghileff
Russian Ballet toured the United States under

FIBRE NEEDLE

CUTTER

Mr. Brown's management, attaining phenomenal

In 1916 Mr. Brown resigned from the
Metropolitan Opera Co. and for three years
thereafter was Eastern manager of the Chicago
Opera Association. Under his direction the Chisuccess.

Reynalds' Artistically Arranged Window
window. but the display as a whole can hardly
be appreciated in black and white.
This display. which featured the "Consecration
Scene" from "Aida." was worked out in every detail from the photograph showing this scene in
the Victrola Book of the Opera. Three months
were consumed in preparing the display, which

was made in its entirety by Robert Fee. of the
Reynalds Music House. All of the work on the
columns was done by hand and even the idol in
the background stage was cast by Mr. Fee.
Visitors to the convention were amazed at the
infinite care represented in this display, and Mr.
Fee was congratulated by the Victor dealers and
jobbers upon the presentation of an exceptionally attractive window.
J. M. JORDAN ON LONG VACATION

J. M. Jordan, who has been assistant manager
of the \\'urlitzer store. New York City. is leaving this organization for a three months' vacation which he expects to spend at his home in
Baltimore and is also planning to spend some
time in the \Vest. Mr. Jordan has been con-

nected with the \Vurlitzer organization for the
past year and is well known in the talking maHis
chine trade in metropolitan New York.
plans for the future are not yet ready to be announced. but he will be located in New York on
his return. in the talking machine trade in some
capacity.

Recognize your weaknesses. but don't meditate
ill, in all the time.

cago Opera Co.'s seasons in New York developed

to the imposing figures which now form the bulwark of each season's New York business.
Early in 1920 Mr. Brown joined the forces of
the Columbia Graphophone Co.. where he first
undertook the direction of its concert department.
which was then being conducted under another
name, and reorganized it as the National Concerts. Inc. In the Fall of 1921 Mr. Brown was
placed in charge of the Columbia Co.'s opera and
concert department, later being appointed manager of the artist department. As assistant director of the recording studios of the Columbia Co.
Mr. Brown will have unlimited opportunities to
exercise his valuable knowledge of every phase of
the musical field.

-

BARBARA MAUREL SAILS FOR EUROPE
Miss Barbara Nlaurel, well-known concert artist, who records exclusively for the Columbia
library, sailed Saturday. June 3, for London.
where she will appear at Wigmore Hall on June
Miss Maurel will also appear at several
other important concerts abroad: this tour having been aranged by the \Volfsohn Musical
Bureau.

H. A. RAYNER IN CHARGE

LIDSEEN PRODUCTS
832-840 So. Central Ave.

CHICAGO

NEW RECORD MAKES as DEBUT
Produced by New Organization With H. T.
Leaning as Sales Manager
A new record has been placed on the market
r.amed the Perfect Record. The new organization, known as the Perfect Record Co.. Brook-

lyn. N. Y.. is under the
Leeming as sales manager.

direction of H. T.

The new record is
Much preliminary work
was spent on the record before its initial offering
and it is predicted that it will be one of the
most popular in the 50 -cent record field. While
popular hits of the day will constitute an important part of the output of the company, it is also
planned to offer a wide variety of operatic selections by artists of note at the same price.
It is stated the merchandising policy of this
organization calls for only one big distributor

to retail for 50 cents.

in a city or town.

In a number of cities the

largest department store has taken on the Perfect line. H. T. Leeming is well known throughout, and has had much experience in, the popular -price record field and is exceptionally well
qualified to direct the destinies of the new
company.

H. A. Rayner, formerly with the Bush & Lane
Co. Portland, Ore., is now in charge of the H.
Capwell Co. Phonograph Studio, Oakland.

James G. Landay, of Landay Bros., Inc., who
had been ill has been enjoying a short vacation
in the Carolinas.

U-PLA-M
RECORDS
FOR EVERY TALKING MACHINE OWNER
-YOU PLAY-

Any Instrument - Any Selection -On One Record
By the use of this ingenious device you can play any

melody and all of your favorite music ON ONE
RECORD.

Sounds impossible-but one demonstration

will

prove every claim.

A chance for dealers or all interested parties to
capitalize on this proven invention-that revolution
izes the present-day methods of recording and re
producing.

Write for full information to

U-PLA-M RECORD CO.
PATENTS PENDING

2 Fairview Place

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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ECORDS
LIST PRICE 50c.
t

N tone quality, durability and artistry, Federal Records

11i_; combine the skill and experience of twenty years of
<-11-2y1 successful record making.

Our catalogue covers a wide range of standard and
popular numbers made by the best-known artists.
New Federal lists are issued monthly and include all the
latest hits.

Federal service is prompt and efficient.
Our plan of distribution protects enterprising merchants
in building up a permanent business.
WIRE OR WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Federal Record Corporation
(Formerly The Indestructible Phonographic Record Co.. Established 1900)

Main Offices and Factory

Albany, N. Y.
New York Office a. -d Recording Laboratory, 108 E. 16th Street

%.
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MUSIC TRADE ASSOCIATIONS HOLD
ANNUAL CONVENTIONS IN NEW YORK
Music Industries Chamber of Commerce and Allied Associations Hold Annual Meetings at Hotel Commodore- Great Gathering of Tradesmen
..;; ;Ail;

There were held at the Hotel Commodore,
New York, during the week of June 5, the annual conventions of the Music Industries Cham-

tor of undergraduate music at Yale University; an
address on "Music Weeks as a Business Asset,"
by Robert Lawrence, well-known community song

ber of Commerce and a number of trade associa-

leader; "Planning the Retail Advertising," by

non in the trade and what was being planned for
the clearing up of that situation.
Benjamin II. Jefferson, of Lyon & Ilealy,
Victor wholesalers and general music merchants

tions affiliated with that central body, including
the National Association of Music Merchants.
With several of the trade bodies in convention
the various factors in the talking machine trade
have direct or indirect connections, the National
Association of Talking Machine Jobbers being
members of the Chamber of Commerce and a
number of individual talking machine wholesalers
and dealers being affiliated with the Music Merchants' Association.
The Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
In the Chamber of Commerce convention vari
ous reports were made regarding the activities of
that organization during the year, particular

stress being laid upon the successful efforts to
have the excise tax removed from pianos, talking machines. etc., and upon the accomplishments

of the National Bureau for the Advancement of
Music, the new Trade Service Bureau for the
assistance
bureaus.

of

dealers

and

other

subsidiary

The Finance Committee of the Chamber offered a budget covering the proposed activities of
the Chamber for the coming year, the amount set
forth being $103,400, as compared with $129,400
for the year just passed. The budget provides
for the raising of specified sums by various divi-

sions of the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce, $20,000 being allotted to the talking machine trade, including the National Association

of Talking Machine Jobbers, which last year
subscribed $5,000 to the work of the Chamber.
The new budget increases the appropriation for
the advancement of music work and the Trade
Service Bureau, and provides for the raising of
$10,000 to meet exigencies.
The business session of the Chamber was held
on Monday, June 5, and the delegates and directors elected by the various associations during the

week met on Friday and elected officers with
Richard \V. Lawrence. of New York, as president of the organization.
National Association of Music Merchants
The annual convention of the National Association of Music 'Merchants was held on June
6 and 7, and the addresses made and papers read
included an interesting paper on "The New Place
of the Player -piano and the Phonograph in Musical Education," 1.- ':arshall Bartholomew, direc-

Robert E. Ramsay, of the Associated Advertising

of Chicago, and who for some time past have

Clubs of the World: "For a Better Understanding of Better Advertising," by J. A. Hall, of the

been conducting

same organization, and others.

chandising Possibilities of the Radiophone," and

Interesting Meeting Devoted to Radio
A number of talking machine wholesalers and

retailers attended the meeting of the Assoc:ation on Wednesday afternoon, when radio came
up for much attention. One of the principal
speakers was Major -General George 0. Squicr,

Chief of the United States Signal Corps, who
talked on "The Future of the Radiophone." Another speaker of prominence was David Sarnoff.
neral manager of the Radio Corp. of America,
who gave an excellent and practical address upon
radio, what it had accomplished and its possibilities from a commercial standpoint.
Mr. Sarnoff declared that although he was an

electrical man, rather than a musical man, he
could nevertheless see a very plausible connection between the radio and the music industry,
not only in the matter of broadcasting, but from

the fact that from its very inception radio had
to borrow from music in order to live at all. He
went on to state that although the radio for
home use is a musical device, yet in its present
shape the radio does not approach or equal all
the nicety of a musical device, but must be made
so by the electric manufacturer and engineer if
radio broadcasting is to survive and be a real
industry. He declared that the ultimate development of the radiophone would most closely approach the phonograph and that the various interests were now moving in the direction of a combination instrument which will include both the
merits of the radiophone and the phonograph.
One of the most interesting statements of Mr.
Sarnoff was the expression of his belief that the
reproduction of the voice through the medium of
the talking machine had about reached its limit
and that any further improvement in the matter
of voice or musical reproduction would come

about through the development by electrical
The success met with in transmitting
the human voice in practically all its purity over
live or ten thousand miles of wire was pointing
the way to further developments along that line.
Mr. Sarnoff also took occasion to make some
pertinent comments regarding the patent situamethods.

EMELOID

RADIO

DIALS

store,

a

radio

department

in their

read an excellent paper on "The Mer-

the Trade Service Bureau of the Music Industries Chamber of Commerce offered a carefully
prepared report on "The Radio Industry," handling the question from the angle of the retailer.
Important Resolution Adopted
One of the important resolutions passed by
the Merchants' Association was that protesting
against "certain indiscriminate sales methods in
vogue in certain sections of the trade." The
resolution protested against the distribution of
talking machines through department stores, automobile concerns and other outside agencies;
against price -cutting methods and unfair advertising.
It urged that the manufacturers endeavor to confine their distribution to exclusive
talking machine and music merchants and that
manufacturers consider allowing a more liberal
discount to retailers.
J. Edwin Butler, of Marion, Ind.. was elected

president of the National Association of Music
Merchants; W. C. Hamilton, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
first vice-president; Robert N. Watkin.
Texas, second vice-president; Carl A. Droop,
Washington, treasurer, and M. J. Kennedy, Chicago, secretary.

National Piano Manufacturers' Association
The National Piano Manufacturers' Association also held its annual convention on June 6
and 7. The chief discussion was concerning the
for a co-operative advertising
campaign in the interests of the player -piano being carried on by that branch of the trade. The
proposed plait

meeting was addressed by Charles C. l'arlin,
manager, Commercial Research Division, Curtis
Publishing Co., who talked on "The Possibilities
of Co-operative Advertising in the Piano Business," and after he had made the piano men feel

good by declaring that musical instrument adertising was next in volume to that of passenger automobiles, threw a damper on the
meeting by explaining that over 70 per cent of
the total advertising of musical instruments was
confined to talking machines and records.
C. C. Chickering, of Chickcring Bros.. Chicago,
was elected president of the National Piano
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The EMELOID RADIO DIAL is unbreakable-has a high lustre and
is well finished-Our DIAL is a price proposition, immediate deliveries

JOBBERS-DEALERS-MANUFACTURERS
Write for Our Wholesale Discounts

THE EMELOID CO., Inc.

536 JUNIUS STREET
BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Now is the time to cash in on the Columbia Dealers'
Summertime Fan, imprinted with your name. Because It is used constantly, the summertime fan is a
perpetual advertisement for your store. Ask your
Dealer Service Man about it.

(

Columbia Graphophone Co.
NEW YORK

MUSIC TRADE ASSOCIATIONS HOLD ANNUAL CONVENTIONS IN NEW YORK-(Continued from page 178)
Manufacturer,,' Association by unanimous vote.
Other associations that held their conventions
at the Commodore during the week were: the
National Musical Merchandise Association; Organ Builders' Association of America; Musical
Supply Association of America, made up of piano
supply houses; the Band Instrument Manufacturers' Association, and the National Piano Tray(lers' Association.
Talking Machine Interests Represented
One of the entertainment features of the week

was the complimentary concert given at Carnegie IlaII on Monday night by the Victor Talking Machine Co. as a tribute to the Music In-

day evening. Paul 1Vhiteman and his famous
orchestra from the Palais Royal appeared and
played a number of popular selections. It is
estimated that over 1.000 members of the music
trade were present at the various convention
sessions, among the representatives of the talking machine trade being Arthur A. Trostler, sec-

retary of the National Association of Talking
Machine Jobbers; L. C. Wiswell, J. Newcomb
Blackman. past -presidents of that organization;
Thomas F. Greene and Lloyd L. Spencer, of the

dustries Chamber of Commerce, a detailed story
of which appears elsewhere. At the annual ban-

Silas E. Pearsall Co.; C. N. Andrews, Buffalo;
\V. D. Andrews. Syracuse; H. A. \Veymann,
Philadelphia; W. C. Dierks, of C. C. Mellor Co.,
Pittsburgh; Max Landay, Landay Bros., New
York; Robert Steinert, M. Steinert -& Sons Co.,

quet of the Merchants' Association on Wednes-

Boston, and a number of others.

ing the week, and the dealers were well pleased
with the new cabinet designs.
In Room 1931, the Eagle Radio Co., Newark,
N. J., displayed radio receiving sets and parts

H. F. Thornell, well known in the talking

ma-

chine industry, was in charge of the exhibit.
The new Fischer phonographs, manufactured
by J. & C. Fischer, Inc.. New York, were displayed in Room 803. The various upright and
console models attracted considerable attention,
and Chas. Schultz. who was in charge of the exhibit, entertained many of his dealer friends who
called at the exhibit.
In Room 1005 the General Phonograph Corp.
showed some of the latest forms of
dow display and dealer service helps

winthat

arc being offered to the trade by the Okeh advertising department. Informal concerts featuring Okeh records were given at frequent inter-

Interesting Exhibits For Talking Machine Trcde

vals, and M. D. Giles, of the traveling sales staff,
the visitors.
Among those who
dropped in during the course of the convention
were Otto Heineman, president of the company;
\V. C. Fuhri, general sales manager of the Okch
record division, and others.
entertained

A convention feature was the diversity of the
talking machine exhibits which were shown on
various floors at the hotel. As indicative of the
excellent outlook for business this Fall in the
talking machine industry, it is interesting to
note that practically all of these exhibits attracted wide attention, and jobbers and dealers

from all parts of the country were keenly interested in the different products on display.
The Brunswick-Balk-e-Collender Co., Chicago,
showed several of its popular console and upright models in Room 1829. Open house was
in order during the entire convention, and
among those who welcomed the trade were A. I
Kendrick, sales manager of the Bruns'...i,
phonograph

division,

Chicago,

Ill.;

Another novelty in Mr. Cox's exhibit was a
combination writing desk, radio and phonograph
which embodied many distinctive features that
were carefully inspected by visitors to the exhibit. Mr. Cox also introduced several combination radio phonographs, and concerts were given
throughout the convention.
The Dual -Tone Phonograph Mfg. Co., Manor,
Pa., displayed several of its latest models in
Room 630. Chas. W. Bowers, well known in the
piano trade. entertained many of his friends dur-

OttO Goldsmith, president of the Cabinet &
Accessories Co., New York. distributor of talking machine accessories, was in charge of the
company's exhibit in Room 867. A wide line of
accessories was displayed together with portable

machines, radio sets and parts and other prod( Coptimied on page 180)

E.

Strauss, manager of the New York branch, and
Chester Abelowitz, metropolitan sales representative.

SETS AND SUPPLIES

Buegeleisen & Jacobson, New York, wholesalers and importers of musical merchandise, ex-

hibited an extensive line of Durro violins, bow and strings, S. S. Stewart banjos, ukuleles and a
general line of musical merchandise in Room 603.

In charge of the exhibit was Chas. T. Kaffenherger, assisted by Felix Baer and Harry Dorfmann.

The

Carola

Phonograph

Co.,

Cleveland.

Ohio, displayed the new Carola phonograph in
Room 556. This instrument, which is one of the
smallest phonographs on the market, attracted
general attention, and N. I. Schwartz, in charge
of the exhibit, welcomed the visitors.
Geo. Clay Cox. Rochester, N. Y., manufacturer

of the Clayola electric motor. Clayola phonographs and other products in the talking machine field, introduced several new products in
Room 1673. One of the features of this exhibit
was the Pianophone, which consists of a new
device that is installed in the piano in order to
permit accompanists to attain perfect results
through intensive training. The Pianophone.
which consists of a regular turntable, tone arm
and sound box, plays the record while the pianist
*Ises the sheet music for accompanying purposes.

FOR

Talking Machine Dealers and Jobbers
DISCOUNTS AVERAGING BETTER THAN 40%
The Radio Buyers' Syndicate is managed by men
experienced in both the radio and talking machine
fields. We realize the necessity of adequate discounts.

Through the medium of syndicated buying we
off list price or

guarantee you an average of 40c,
better.

To introduce our service we will serve you free
for 90 days

Send for our proposition and price list.

Radio Buyers' Syndicate
145 W. 45th St.

New York
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CONVENTIONS OF THE MUSIC TRADE
((Nubtued from mg,- 179)

icts incidental to the talking machine domain.
In Room 941. the Fred Gretsch Mfg. CO.
Irooklyn. N. V.. exhibited an attractive displa
If Vio'aphone needles. together with a varie
ine

of musical merchandise.

which

ention.

A new four -spring motor was displayed by
he Lorimer Mfg. Co.. Troy. Ohio. in Room 662.

Kaiser, from the Troy offices. was in

harge of the exhibit. assisted by W. 0. Bacon.
:astern representative of the company.
The Lyradion Engineering Sales Co. (Dodge
dig. Co.. Mishawaka. Ind.) displayed the new
..yradion in Room 2103. This combination radio
nd phonograph was one of the features of the
(Invention. and radio concerts from all of the
.roadcasting stations in the East were thor-

,tighly enjoyed by the visitors to this exhibit.
*ive Lyradion models were displayed. all of
ehich were equipped with the Seabrook horn, inluding several popular Lyradion consoles.
cenyon W. Mix, director of sales for the
Sales & Engineering Co.. was
harge of the exhibit, assisted by Burton

...yradion

in
E.

.'ollver and H. L. Coombs.
The M. Schulz Co., Chicago. manufacturers of
an atMany out -of -

he Magnola talking machine, carried
ractive exhibit in Room 1234.

own dealers called at the Schulz headquarters
luring the week and were given a cordial recepion by Messrs. Bassett. Hewitt and Gustacfson.
Louis A. Schwarz. New York. factory repreentative for many well-known talking machine
.ccessory houses. showed a fine line of his prodicts in Room 938. Radio sets and parts were
Iso displayed and Mr. Schwarz welcomed many
if his out-of-town friends during the convention
)roceedings.

The Simplex Electric Phonograph Motor Co..
manufacturer of the Simplex
lectric motor, maintained a very attractive exlibit in Suite 726. This new electric motor. which
dontreal, Can.,

s proving a, signal success. was demonstrated to

uthdreds of visitor- during C. flectition week.

We Have It !
A HIGH-CLASS TABLE MACHINE AT
A PRICE THAT SELLS

Long Distance Phone Baring 535

"Talks for Itself"

PARLA' RADIO
APPARATUS
iT"":'11.PA)11N"14-51;4.115::"
RECEIVING
t1.11031IT1.1.I 1t r1.311-31lp.-riPlit)1.511,1...N1(1.1.IV7111)1...:
1*.11:11011:TEI: UNIT P.1NEL SITU.- S411.11)
:Intl 1'01..
ANIPLIFV I N4i 1 NIT PANEL 31110. ACNIE TRANS.. NICKELED SI IC hr.r...
sur
tsx re 1'.1X1:1. Nrrl.. 51111.1)m,
:.1'.%4;1; EII WI PEN D, N ICK ELED I/EA It I NO;
ettUPI.1:1: t NIT 1..%Nr.i. MT I

S"'1(11Al.Vi

I..

include ,1

:retsch American saxophones. Twentieth CeI
ury drums and band instruments. Rex Sprite
nstruments and others. The Gretsch souveni.-.
'Shuffle 'Em." which was distributed during th..
°mention, was a decided hit. Fred and Walter
:retsch attended the exhibit together with E. E
strong and Wm. Brenner.
Landay Bros.. New York. popular talking mabine jobbers. who were recently appointed disributors for the radio product manufactured by
he Radio Corp. of America. carried an extensive
xhihit of wireless apparatus in Room 936.
radio concerts were given throughout the week.
nd the products displayed attracted marked at-

S.

Cable Adirres. F;lasrPhilii.
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Parts and A ccccc ori for Prompt Delivery
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A
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SEND FOR CATALOG 10I -T AND DEALERS' DISCOUNT SHEET
Mk.** 'ales ( 0.
Ilerman.-Grinith ('o.,
It..

Mnrancb.eo

Albany Radio Co.
Albany

PENNSYLVANIA RADIO LABORATORIES
37th & Brandywine Ste.

5% e%t Philadelphia. Pa.

Now Allotting Territories

Write for P

Ilion

and a handsome glass displa) ease :.erred to attract the mechanical features of the motor. The
exhbit was in charge of Doris. Albert and Harry

which accommodates the Victrola IX was the
center of attr.:ct.on. R. H. Arnault, New York
factory representative, was in charge of the ex

Farmer, of Montreal.
One of the most attractive exhib:ts at the
hotel was that of the Starr Pimo Co.. Richmond.

of town visitors favored the exhibit with a call

hibit, as Asted by Walter Brunner, and many out -

during the week.

which occupied Suite 690. A representative

The hotel lobbies were crowded with talking

line of Starr phonographs was on display, together w'th a good-sized library of Gennett rec-

machine men during the week, and among those

Impromptu concerts were given through( Ut the week and keen interest was manifested
in the exhibit. Among those in attendance at
ords.

the Starr display were M. R Martin. A.

E.

Nolder, A. M. Sweetlard and 3k. L. Jewett, from
Richmond headquarters, and A. W. Holdgate,
manager of the New York branch.
Strand phonograph: were attractively disWayed in

Room 1841: where the new model

VICTOR CONCERT GREAT SUCCESS

who were noticed traveling around the hotel
u ere the following: L. C. \Viswell, Lyon &
Hvaly. Chicago, Ill.; Arthur A. Trostler,
Schmelzer Co.. Kansas City, Mo.: W. H. Huth,
\Valbert Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.: \V. J. McNaEmpire Photo Parts Co.. Cleveland.
Oh o; John NIcKenna, Columbia Graphophone
Co.. Chicago. III.; E. A. Fearn, Consolidated
Talking Machine Co, Chicago, Ill., and many
mara.

others.

The next artist on the program was Mme.

Chamber of Commerce Enthusiastically Received-World Famous Victor Artists on
Program-Capacity Audience at Carnegie

Olga Samarofi, famous pianist and exclusive
Victor artist. who played "Liebestraum" (Liszt)
and "Ride of the Valkyries" (Wagner -Hutcheson). Mme. Samaroff's masterly interpretation
of these numbers was received with enthusiastic

One of the most important and successful

chosen

Complimentary Concert to

Music

Industries

events held (luring the Jubilee Convention of
Music Industries was the complimentary concert
given at Carnegie Hail. Monday evening, June 3.

by the Victor Talking Machine Co. to the Music
lidustries Chamber of Commerce. This concert.
which was attended by a capacity audience, was
given through the courtesy of the following
famous Victor artists: Mine. Louise Homer.
Mine. Olga Samaroff. Mme. Schumann-Heink.
Reinald Werrenrath, Josef A. Pasternack.
Rosario Bourdon and the Victor Symphony
Orchestra.

At 8.30 when the first number on the program
ready for presentation there wasn't an
empty seat in Carnegie Hall. and in fact tickets
for this concert had been at a premium for three
days prior to the event. The music industries
recognized the fact that it was most unusual for
such a group of world-famous artists to he assembled on one program and the compliment
tendered the music industries by the \'ictor
Talking Machine Co. was keenly appreciated by
every manufacturer. jobber and dealer present.
The opening number on the program was the
overture, "Leonore No. 3" (Beethoven), played
by the Victor Symphony Orchestra of ninety
pieces under the leadership of Josef A. Pasternack, musical director of the Victor Talking
Machine Co. and one of the country's foremost
as

musicians.

introduction

This number was followed by the
of

Reinald

kVerrenrath,

famous

baritone and exclusive Victor artist, who sang
"Vision Fug:five"
the following selections:
(Fleeting Vision), from "Herodiade" (Massenet).
and "Danny Deevcr" (Kipling-Damrosch). Mr.
\Verrenrath was obliged to render several en-

applause and

she

encores.

responded with two wellThe Victor Symphony Or-

chestra, under Mr. Pasternack's direction, played
"Capriccio haiku" (Tschaikowsky). Following
this selection. Mine. Louise Homer, the famous

contralto and exclusive Victor artist, was intro-

duced and sang the "Largo" from "Xerxes"
(Handel) and "Mon Cur S'Ouvre a Ta Voix"
from "Samson et Delila" (Saint-Saens). She
was accorded an ovation of several minutes'
duration and sang several encores to satisfy the
audience. Mine. Homer was the great favorite
of the concert.
The closing number on the program was "Die
Meistersinger" Prelude (Wagner), played by the
Victor Symphony Orchestra and directed by Mr.
Pasternack, and at the close of the concert there
was enthusiast.c applause for the masterly work
of the orchestra which, under the able direction

of Mr. Pasternack and Mr. Bourdon. had contributed
program.

so

materially to the success of the

GRANBY OFFICES IN NEW YORK
The New York office of the Granby Phonograph Corp., of Norfolk. Va.. has been moved
from its former location at 4 West Thirtyseventh street and is now located at 37 \Vest
Twentieth street. occupying rooms 904 and 903
in that building.
J. P. Durkin. manager of the Cable Company's
Aurora branch, who was at one time connected

with the small goods department of Lyon &
Healy. wa: .s recent visitor to Chicago.

ro.i.o.agmo.o.tut4IMINbliMI/P0.1Mn

cores in response to the demands of the audience.
Mahogany. 16110s10, Double Spring. Universal

'1A. Back Casting and Metal Ilorn

Sample Price le Dealer.. Non-$1!.30
Sand for Sample To -day
Phonographs and Accealkorie*. Repair Parts
for .511 Make..
Bet Steel Needles of American
Yloraufatture al 30e. per M.

FULTON TALKING MACHINE CO.
253-255 Third Ave tiew York City
Between 20th and 21st Streets

Under the direction of Rosario Bourdon, the
Victor Symphony Orchestra played the "Darse
Macabre" (Saint Saens) and after this number
Mme. Schumann-Hcink, the celebrated contralt.,
and exclusive Victor artist was introduced.
NIme. Schumann-lleink, whose fame is international, sang the following selections: "But the

Lord Is Mindful of His Own" (Mendelssohns
and "Leggier° Invisible- Arditi) and after t-ceiving a tremendous ovation favored the audience with a number of encores.

FOR THE TRADE
We have a modern well-equipped

$

I

laboratory with facilities for producing the highest grade record-

I

/

ings.

We Solicit Your Business

Manhattan Recordir g Laboratories
1

48 West 39th St.

I

New York

1.11.00411.0.111=1100 411111.04.1.1.01M11.0111Mq >414
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WORLD'S CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

For Sale

Any member of the trade may forward to this office a "Situation" advertisement
intended for this Department to occupy a space of four lines. agate measure, and it will
be inserted free. Replies will also be forwarded without cost. Additional space will
be at the rate of 25e per line. If bold faced type is desired the cost of same will bi
25c. per line. Rates for all other classes of advertising on application.

POSITION WANTED -Thoroughly experi-

SPRINGS

record -making and laboratory expert,
domestic and foreign, competent to produce highest -quality records of great volume, invites opporenced

VICTOR

ii -x.0:':18' 6" marine ends
I Va.0»s17' marine ends
lirx.022117' bent arbor
I irx.tr.!2:13' bent arbor
1 VI.022K9' bent arbor
I ti-x.02'.!Met bent each end
rx.020x13' b" marine ends
1"a.0.'015' marine ends
i-x.020x15' bent arbor

tunity to qualify for responsible position. Competent executive. technically educated and skilled
mechanically. Can show work and furnish unquestionable references. Address "Box 1152,"

care The Talking Machine World. 373 Fourth
Ave., New York City.
WANTED -Phonograph salesman. One who
has the ability to sell a high-class phonograph.
If you are the man we have the opening. We
are located in the richest valley in California,
with unlimited sales possibilities in the selling of
Victor and Edison phonographs. Ten mllion
population in Califorria in the next ten years.
Opportunity awaits you. Address "Box 1159."

care The Talking Machine World. 373 Fourth
Ave., Ncw work, N. Y.

' Box 1154,- care The Talking Machine
World, 373 Fourth Ave.. New York, N. Y.

dress

POSITION WANTED -Technical

phono-

graph labo:atory man wishes a position.

Can

handle work from recording to finished backed -up

matrix or stamper. Wishes interview with any
company. Address "Box 1155," care The Talking Machine World, 373 Forth Ave., New York.
K. Y.

WANTED -Men

experienced

in

diamond

NNoo.. 3471

Z:..4:4
f141;
N

Noo..ral...3u41.:

.43
.210

cOLUNI111.1

New

No. 29.l

i " x.02/4:10 Universal
t "x.028:11' Universal
l-x.030x11' book ends

No.297.1

.31

.43

HEINEMAN
13/10-:.0'0x19', also Pattie
i"x.02.1x12' motors

No. 33 & 77
No.4

SIElsSE1.11.%(11

..-sllY motors
No, 9 & 10
I -I9' motors
No. 11 & 12
No. 16, 17 & 19
l"s16' motors
SAAL-SILVERTONE
1-x.tr_ix10', rectangular hole
No. H4
1-x.iLlx13', rectangular bole
No. 143
1":.0-7x16', rectangular bole
No.146
BRUNSWICK
1-r.025x12', rect'glar bole, regular...No.201
rect'glar bole, regular...No. 401

.32

.75

.19

.42

.29
.27
.21

.1s

\''ictor Gov. springs, No. 1729
per 100 .95
Victor tior. spring screws. No. 3304 per 100 in
Victor Gov. balls. n/style, No. 3302
each .07
'clew thug, spring screw washer. No. 3090.

colutubla Gor. springs, Univ..

No.

per 100
3:10.
per 100

1 .4Iumloln I ;or. spring screws. No. 439. per IOU

columbla Gem, spring screw wasbera.per

For any amount of talking
machine records.

BARNEY OLSHANSKY
1445 Carroll Avenue

.9.:
!...;

Chicago, Ill.

72

columbia rlov. ball. lead. fiat and spring...
/.1
HI I :ow. ball, steel. new style and
.05
spring
Turntable felts, all wool. green, 10'. round .13
Turntable felts. nil wool, green, 12". round
.1s
Terms 2% cash with order. Free delivery In
New York Vile on all orders of S*.r..
1

WANTED -Salesman who
trade, to handle a side line o! celluloid, tortoiseshell and steel picks for musical instruments to
jcbbing and retal trade. Samples could be put
in any pocket. Goad remuneration and oppor
runity for capable salesman. Address "P. 0. Box
1172," Washington, D. C.

RECORDING ENGINEER

Cash

.72

ItirrV

on

with order. F.O.B. New York.
Favorite Mfg. Co., 105 East
12th St., New York, N. Y.

.45
.65

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO., PARK RIOGE,N.J.

calls

Guaranteed perfect goods. Cash

13/l6". Dome

."x.020:11e. marine ends

of well-

known make to retail at 75c.
Assorted lots of 100 or more.

1-x.025116". rect'glar bole
EDISON DISC
II:1"x 02sx25'. regular slue D. 8. C. motors... IA.
x IC:2:11', Standard

SMALL MOTORS
923x10'. marine ends. Itemn. Col.. etc
.V'a.025allY, marine ends. Dein. Col., etc
,"%.1r20s9', marine ends

Records

10 -in.

..718

polishing. Address "Box
care
The
Talking
Machine World, 373
1158,"
Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

pcint grinding and

Special 22 V2 Cents

.3r1

Noo..11;e1g
N

s.0*Aix1Y marine ends

13/10'x.0 -'0x17'

57'

No, 612.:

No.:W:4

1"x.020x15'. bent each end

POSITION WANTED - Superintendent
wishes position with a phonograph manufacturer.
Have fifteen years' experience in this line. Ad-

No, 3014 $.35

I

Unlimited number of talking
machines, all sizes and finishes,
at low, attractive price. Chicago
Phonograph
Realization, 3l5
Union Park Court, Chicago, III.

SELLING OUT AT ONCE

music

i

Iri

..1,1
(11,004.

"14,X

Fourth

\

I

itlt i.

N. 11th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I,

WANTED

1161Cl ti14i,

7 2 - Car, The Talking )Lachine W
\.I

FOR SALE
Several thousand standard make records, late
numbers, also sacred, instrumental standard
numbers, etc., at thirty-five cents each. Send
for catalog. Central Phonograph Co., 127

Dealers and distributors in every State to
sell the So-ave-tone line of talking machines. The machine with a personality.
The J. K. Mohler Co., Ephrata, Pa.

Nru York. N. Y.

REPAIRS AND PARTS

Factory
Twenty-five
for
engagement.
Manager open
years' experience recording, plating, matrix and

CARVED LEGS
Eight designs in gull, oak and ma-

making, compciFition-making, pressing and superintending. Thoroughly familiar with the latest advances in every branch of the art. Address

"Box 1086," care The Talking Machine World,
373 Fourth Ave., New York C'ty.

SALESMAN -We have certain territories
open for live salesman wishing a good, profitable side line -Selling musical instruments and
Illinois Musical Supply
phonograph supplies.

hogany. Prices reduced. Send for circular. Klise Mfg. Co., Grand Rapids,
$200 style comolcte, for music and soccch
new and in perfect order. l'rice $100 to quick but, r
Al.. two new Edison Ainlierol machines and 600 II
Amber(' records. Well selected stock from the
,10111a141 WW1'S to March, 1922. Who bids.
Mead
Bates. Middletown, N. Y.

Co., 633 South Wabash Ave., Chicago. Ill.

POSITION WANTED -By recording engineer of wide experience. Able to produce records of any tone or quality desired. Can arrange
for demonstration. Familiar also with factory
processes. Address "Box 1125." care The Talking Machine World, 373 Fourth Ave., Ncw York.

-Voting man. hasing three years'
practical emu-rt.-nee as phonograph repairman. *Orel Coo
F.s
chance Err advancement.
holiburt
rerti n uith Frr
perienced on all standard makes. Kindly state particulars
11
56."
care
TIII
TALKING
Address '11.1x
n first letter.

Mrs:Mos wAX1

WoRLD, 373 Fourth Ave. New York, N. Y.

Sp

0

CAS "

We

BUY

Job Lots, Close -Onto
DINCOIllifIt1e3St.sclacetC.

In all Inc.. No guaranty
Irode. Quick Cads for t aresios.

*CND SAM 51.51 AND PULL PARTICULAR*.
t. I to:AIN 11

0f FTIN ttE

BANTUS BROS. ISIS IL Oakley As. Gaiters

FOR SALE

Addl.,It\ 1153," care The Talking Machil,
\\ "rid. 373 Fourth Ave., New York,

WE BUY ANYTHING

1:,1rding machine and tool..
N. V.

FOR SALE
iligh-grade record
wholesale

stock:

shelving for complete
capacity, 90.000 records.

Address "Box 1160," care of The Talking
Machine World. 373 Fourth Ave.. New York,

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

RECORDING ENGINEER - Thoroughly
capable man of high standing will consider offer
from r'ght people. Have own equipment. Address "Box 1091," care The Talking Machine
World, 373 Fourth Ave., New York City.

M ich.

MAGNAVOX -FOR SALE

7s:

WANTED -Salesmen to sell a line of metal nameplates to talking machine dealers and manufacturers.
Big profits. No bulky samples. Commission paid
on receipt of orders. Can be handled in connection
with any line. Write for our Proposition to -day.
Fogarty Manufacturing Co., Dayton, 0.

Y.

FOR SALE
NI

01.1

POSITION \\*ANTI:Is-Young man, expert repairman

sale..mao, inside and outside on all makes. aishes onsilion
anywhere. 33siolcsale or retail. Can a'so take charge. Ad.

Ikut 1157.- care MR TALktriG IIRCOI
373 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.

dress

WoRLD.

York, N.

F.

orrh

'r

Nr...

l:,

Nero
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HEADQUARTER
2 GP-ESHAM L3LDG.,BASINGIIALL ST..E.C. LONDON

W. LIONEL STURDY. MANAGER

'he Business Situation Remains Unsettled but
the Outlook Is Steadily Bettering-Members of
the Industry Have Been Following the Activities of the British Federation of Music Industries With Interest-A Gramophone Invention
Has Attracted Considerable Attention-New
Method of Recording and Reproducing-Death
of Major S. W. Dixon-Details Regarding the
Flamephone-The News of the Month in Detail
LONDON, ENGLAND, June 2.-Business continues

Dmewhat unsettled in the gramophone field, but
sere is unquestionably a sound undercurrent of
ptimism and confidence among manufacturers
lid dealers which should lead to improved busi-

ess the coming Autumn. The educational pos
ibilities of the gramophone are being more
'idely recognized among the masses of the
eople, and it is safe to say that this instrulent is now on a sounder basis than ever in its
istory. It's no longer a toy, but a musical fac)r of prime importance, which is doing its share

bringing into the homes of the people the
est in music, as well as the most popular numers of the day. If the merchants of the country
ill only do their share in stimulating business
y progressive programs that will interest the
ublic much will have been achieved. It is a

me for all of us to work together for the
ommon good of the industry, and this means
!al work.
The Blackpool Convention
During the last few weeks the activities of
le Federation of British Music Industries have

cen directed to organizing and preparing arangements for the Twelfth British Music In-

dustries Convention at Blackpool, of which I
hope to forward a report for publication in the
next issue of this journal. The attendance will
reach quite 250: no less than 238 members having hooked at the date of writing. Everything,
therefore, points to the Convention being the
largest and most successful on record. On the
gramophone side subjects for discussion will be
"The Disposal of Unsalable Records," "The
Limitation of Record Catalogs," and "The Hire
Purchase System as Applied to Gramophone
Sales."

Probably the subject that will create most interest refers to the disposal of unsalable records.
This has already been under discussion between
manufacturers of the Gramophone Dealers' Association. The claims put forward on behalf of
dealers for the establishment of some better
system than a three to one exchange, which

places retailers in a much worse position than

before, has received sympathetic consideration

by record manufacturers, who are coming to
realize that in the long run it is to their own
interest to meet the problem. The introduction
of an equitable scheme for exchange of surplus

or unsalable stock will tend to the creation of
more elasticity in the conduct of retail businesses.

With the present restriction on trade, dealers
find their profits on the shelves in the shape of
bad stock rather than in the bank. They are out
to capitalize this stock in the interests of free
trade and business development. It is only fair
that they should be assisted in this matter.

A Revolutionary Gramophone Invention
Few readers. I imagine, have ever thought it
possible to impress eleven or twelve songs or

instrumental works on a double -sided record of
only twelve inches diameter. But it 'has just
been accomplished by a radically new system,

the result of sonic two years' experiment and
close study of the problem. The invention is to
credit of Pemberton Billing, one time
member of the British Parliament. And what's
more, P. B., as he is popularly known, has made
his record available to the millions of owners
of any kind or class of gramophone by the use
of a simple device for controlling the speed of
the ordinary spring mechanism of present-day
the

instruments.
This invention enables P. B.'s record to run for
fifteen minutes or more, each side. It so regu-

lates the speed of the record as to permit eighteen inches of record surface, or lineal path, to
pass the needle at a constant speed from the
outer edge to the center of the record. By this
economy of speed it is possible to register on one
side

of a twelve -inch disc from three to

"To produce music properly the record surface
should pass the needle at a speed of one foot six
inches per second. In order that this speed shall

be possible at the end of the record where the
circles are smaller. the beginning of an ordinary
record races round much faster than is necessary

-at about

My control

five feet per second.

device insures a uniform time -speed throughout.
The outer track of the record rotates slowly, the
evolutions of the record gradually increasing as

`His Master's Voice'
-the trade -mark that is recognized

throughout the world as the

HALL -MARK OF QUALITY
AUSTRALIA:
Skandlnavlsk GrammophonAkt1DENMARK:
0elskab. Frihnlnen, Copenhagen.

Cl., Francalse do Gramophone. 115
Boulevard Richard Lenoir, I'lace de 1n RespubFRANCE:

"Hit Master': {',1e1"

Copyrtgloi

'blue, Parts.

Compafila del Oramofono. 5858 Batmen,

This intensely human picture stands for all that is
best in music
-it is the "His Master's Voice"
trade -mark, and it brings to you,

no matter where you are, the

Barcelona.

SWEDEN:
Skandlnavlska Grammophon-Aktie
1olaget, Dropping Caton No. 47. Stockholm.

RUSSIA: The Gramophone Co.. Ltd.. 45. Nevsky
No.
(Petersburg);
Prospect,
Petrograd
solyanka. Soles:not Dvor, Moscow; 9, GolovInsky
Nowy-Swlat 30. Warsaw; 11
Prospect, THUG;
1

Mlcballovakayu Mau, Baku.
INDIA:

liaghatta
Bombay.

The Gramophone Co.. Ltd.. 139. BatRoad. Calcutta; 7, Bell Lane, Fort.

very best music of every kind,
sung and played by the world's

greatest artists-the greatest Great Britain:

Concessionarlee

Hoffnung &

S.

Co..

Ltd.. Sole

of The Gramophone Company,

Limited. IC. Pitt Street. Sydney.
NEW ZEALAND: Gramophoninm, Ltd..

118-120

Victoria Street, Wellington.
SOUTH AFRICA, Darter & Sone, Post Box 174.
Capetown; Mackay Bros., Post Box Z51, Johannes.

burg; Mackay Bros. & McMahon. Post Box 419,
Durban; Ivan H. Haarbnrger, Post Box 105.
Bloemfontein; Frans Moeller, Post Box 108. East
London; B. J. /Owing & Co., Post Box 88, Queens
town; Handel Ronne, Kimberley; Laurence &

cope. Post Box 132, Bulawayo; The Argus Co..
Ssilsbary.
EAST
AFRICA:

Bayley

&

Co.,

Lourenzo

Margnee.

HOLLAND: American Import Co., 22a, Amaterd
Veerkade, The Hagne.
ITALY: A. Boast & Co., Via ()read 2. Milan.
EGYPT (Also for the Soodsn. Greets sod the
unmoor. Empire): K. Fr. Vogel, Post Box 414.
A

le x

nd r I a.

singers, pianists, violinists, orchestras and bands -all enshrined

in the unequalled "His
Master's Voice"
records

The Gramophone Company, Ltd.
HAYES

five

times as much speed or music as on an ordinary
record of the same diameter.
"When an ordinary record is playing the outer
edge is traveling faster than the inner," said Mr.
Pemberton Billing in the course of an interview.

MIDDLESEX

-

ENGLAND
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FROM OUR LONDON HEADQUARTERS-(Continued from page 182)
the needle travels inwards towards the center.
This inconstant speed is achieved by the controller vheel traveling on the record surface,
and by a traversing gear operated by a small
friction wheel (rubber) in contact with the edge
of the turn -table, which carries the controller
over the surface of the record in exact relation to
the position of the needle."

Continuing, my informant states. "Thus, the
bother of changing record and needle after three
or four minutes' playing has at last been eliminated, with the result that a twelve -inch record
may contain as many as a dozen songs and play

over a period of a half hour with only one interruption to change over. By the economizing
of speed the energy of the motor is released pro
rata, one winding being sufficient for playing
through these records."
Questioned regarding the wear on the needle,
Mr. Billing avers that the length of track on his
records is no more than on an ordinary standard
record of the same size. The slow, rotating speed
of records under his system offers less resistance
and consequently less friction on the needle
The result is to reduce scratch and wear. In
fact, P. B. assures me that a needle used on one
of his thirty -minute records shows less wear
than one used on an ordinary three -minute
record.

By this new method of recording and reproduction there is said to be no limit to the size of
a record. With discs of, say. twenty -two-inch
diameter it will be possible to record a complete
opera or musical comedy. A full dance program
could be recorded on a twelve -inch record; in
fact, the possibilities in this direction are unI'mited.

It is surprising to learn that the price of the
new records carrying up to a dozen selections
will cost no more than the present type holding
two! Should a person require to play only one
particular item

it

is

not

necessary

to

play

through the whole record to get at it. If, for
example, selection 4 on the record is required
it can be located immediately by the use of a
selector scale which is supplied with each outfit.
Space precludes more extended reference this
month but 1 should just like to add that as far as

I am able to judge at present Mr. Billing's invention offers big possibilities of gramophonic
development. The quality of the records is decidedly good and of a fidelity equal, if not superior, to some of the best standard records.
It is a wonderful invention-in my opinion, the
most revolutionary since the inception of the
science of sound recording. Nevertheless, one
can anticipate difficulties with regard to the selling price, in view of high recording fees and
copyright royalties, and in regard to such a
lengthy recording process. It remains to prove
itself a commercial proposition.

An Amusing Explanation of "H. M. V."

To be "hung"

is

sometimes

a

distinction.

Many portraits have been "hung" at the Royal
idemy this year and among them we observe

a

speaking likeness of

the

director of

"Ili

Master's Voice," Alfred Clark, Esq. This distinction has been the subject of considerable
comment because of the initials "If. M. V." ap.
pended to Mr. Clark's name in the Academy
catalog. Most people are familiar with "Ilis
Master's Voice," but the abbreviation to "If. M.
V." seems to have mystified people. .Some new
order conferred upon Mr. Clark, many thought.

But the most amusing explanation,

says

the

Music Trades Review, was given by an artistic looking damsel who assured her companion that
Mr. Clark was "His Majesty's Vocalist." And
after all who shall say that she was not right?
Cash Composition Offer for Reynolds Creditors

The committee of creditors acting with the
liquidator
(1915),

in the matter of W. fl. Reynolds
Ltd., (in voluntary liquidation) have

circularized the creditors regarding the original
cash offer of 4/- in the pound. They report having succeeded in securing an increased offer of
57-, and strongly recommend its acceptance.
Most of the creditors having already agreed (at
time of writing) to accept, a settlement on this
basis will doubtless be completed forthwith.
It's the best thing that could be done; a forced
sale of assets would have produced little or
nothing to -day.

Messrs. Reynolds, I
stand, will undergo reorganization for

undercon-

a

tinuance of the business.

Still a Market for Cylinder Records
Disc records bearing about twenty different
makers' labels so completely outsell the cylinder

that one might be lulled into believing .that the
latter is non-existent as a commercial proposition. But it is not so. Quite a good business
is still handled by various houses dealing with
the Edison cylinder, and in addition another
make, the Clarion, issues new records from time
to time. The latter concern has just introduced
an exchange scheme on the three to one basis
Of cylinder machines, the Amber°la is now the
only one on the market.
A New Pathe Invention
IVhat is described as an extraordinary invention, styled the Pattie "Difsor," whatever that
may mean, has been announced to the trade by
Messrs. Pattie Freres London house. It is a
contrivance that renders unnecessary the use of
a sound box, tone -arm, trumpet or sound chamber of any kind. To play a record, the only
thing required with a "Difsor" is mechanism for
running the turn -table in the usual way. Imagine an inverted electric lamp shade floating
across a record and you have some idea of the
appearance at any rate of this contrivance. It
appears to be made of vellum, which is kept taut
by means of aluminum rings and center pin.

The top ring is hinged to a back rest and so
floats lightly on the record. At the apex is
fitted a sapphire holder, and, by the way, the
"Difsor" is for playing only sapphire -cut records.

It appears to be quite a good idea, insuring a
and more detailed reproduction
than is attained by the ordinary gramophone.
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New Issues of the "Little Pops"
"Little Pop," a 51A -inch double -side
record, is a miniature edition of the well-known
"Popular" 10 -inch label made by the Sound
Recording Co.. this city. Quite a big demand
is being experienced for this little disc and to
meet all musical requirements its repertory has
The

been considerably augmented, with a promise of
additional issues each month. The present list
comprises a program of over 100 titles of vocal,
solo instrumental, band and orchestral selections

in charming variety and of good quality.
Death of Major S. W. Dixon, O. B. E.
General regret has been felt here over the
death of Sidney IVentworth Dixon, one of the
pioneers of "His Master's Voice." Major Dixon
joined the Gramophone Co. as far back as 1903,
when, under the late Barry Owen, the founder
and first managing director of the company, he
quickly rose to the important position of manager of the British sales department, and within
a few years was appointed joint managing director. No man had a more complete grasp of
gramophone trade requirements than Major
Dixon.
His was an outstanding figure of
strength and his inspiring example of hard work
enthused and earned the co-operation and respect

of all with whom he came in contact. The deceased took an active part in the Boer War and
as Captain Dixon rejoined His Majesty's forces

in 1914, rendering distinguished service with the
R. A. S. C. throughout the great war. Though
broken in health
result of exposure,

Major Dixon could not bring himself to retire

from active participation in the business he loved
so well, and may be said to have died in harness.
suddenly and peacefully, while dressing to proceed to his office.
An Unique Instrument-The Flamephone
The Flamephone is a new gramophone that is
attracting considerable attention here. It represents an attempt at a return to the conditions of

atmosphere prevalent during the recording of
sound. No equipment in the shape of a horn or
sound amplifying chamber is carried by this instrument, excepting a short vertical elbow from
the tone -arm mouth. To the front of this elbow
is fitted a couple of perforated metal tubes or
gas jets, the gas feed being connected up to the
tone arm by a flexible tube. When lit up one
can observe the pulsations of the gas flames as
the sound waves of a record pass through. At
the back a metal sounding board or reflector is
fitted.
The difference in reproduction of a
(Continued on page 184)

AMOR'S PATENT FOLDING GRAMOPHONE
The Portable with the tone of a full-sized instrument
British Patent 175,453, 23 Feb., 1922
American Patent Applied for
The American rights arc for sale, or arrangements can
be made for a license.
Splendid opportunity for enterprising manufacturers
The Folding Gramophone is a big success on the
English market
Full particulars on aPplication to

CRAIES & STAVRIDI

4 BunhIll Row,

London, E. C. 1,, England
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CABLE.
-PHONOK1NO.
LONDON**

EDISON BELL
GRAN'CIP RDOVE

R CORDS

ARE THE GREATEST VALUE FOR MONEY PRODUCED IN GREAT BRITAIN
TEN INCH

DOUBLE SIDED

NEEDLE CUT

PLAY ON ALL GRAMOPHONES

Catalogue contains 4000 Titles by the Premier, Artistes, Instrumentalists, Orchestras and Bands
of the British Empire
DEALERS PREPARED TO DO BUSINESS ARE INVITED TO COMMUNICATE WITH

Proprietors and Manufacturers,

J. E. HOUGH, Ltd., 62 Glengall Road, London, S. E. 15, England

DM OUR LONDON HEADQUARTERS-(Continued item page 183)

from Middle street to 85 City Road, E. C.,

a

fine building of four floors and basement, which,
ord with and without the flame is remarkable.
e heat seems to have the effect of purifying
music and also eliminates much of the harsh s noticeable in records.
lt present the Flamephonc is made as a ports model which easily holds the whole equipot of reflector. tone -arm, gas burners and tube
angcment. Other models arc in course of
paration for marketing within the near

In the build of the instrument great care
I

been exercised to provide a high-class finish
fittings. Of British manufacture, the motor

chanism is the well-known Garrard produce.

Co operate the Flamephone it is necessary to

meet up the gas tube with an ordinary ga:
tact. The amount of gas used per hour
uld be about fifteen feet at an approximate
of one penny.
A Good Zonophone List
tecords to hand this month are generally of
excellent standard of recording. and as always
it

h the Zonophone repertory, by artists well
awn in their particular sphere of musical ac-

The Black Diamond Band on twelve h record A260 provides a brilliant rendering
"La Sonnambula." selections
and 2
ity.

other

1

pleasing

twelve -inch

is

the

vocal

61, "Ah. Now I Feel the Burden" and "Oh,
lermo!". by Geo. Parker.

Ten-inch-on 2217.

firming Miss Olive Fox entertains with two
norous items. "I Don't Think It Matters" and
a!" Sam Mayo is wonderfully good in two
ny songs on 2222-"Bread and Marmalade"
1 "The Trumpet Song." As may he imagined,
n's funniosities arc punctuated by a plentiful
of the trumpet. "The Slippery Slide" and
he Coster's Courtship" (2212) should meet
h a ready demand. The rendition of both is
lly good and %yell up to the "prize" standard
the St. Hilda Colliery Band. On 2219 we
-c "A Moonlight Night in Venice" and "Daffoi." two entrancing morceaux exquisitely ren-

ed by an instrumental quartet-violin. 'cello
no. and organ. It is a record of outstanding
rit. one of the best of its class recorded by
company. Without exception. I think the
ego'ng issues should prove popular sellers in
lost every class of locality.

The "His Master's Voice" News
Umouncement is made by the Gramophole
of the marketing of a new sound -box. No.
and that it will be fitted to certain models
ess otherwise ordered. The company will not
:hangs the new box for exhibition models
x forming part of machines dealers have in
ck.
But the No. 2 box may be wit -chased
.arattly and the old model sold. This offer.
dealers have been informed. ca mot remain
.

rn indefinitely.

lihe company i. new in a position to balletic
lers for -extra loud" Tungstyle needles at a
per packet of four.
le extended credit conditions of easy pay-

mem inaugurated by this company has brought
a larger number of dealers into the scheme,
which should result in favor of increased trade.
R. Gordon Smyth Makes a Change
For over sixteen years the Scottish and Irish
representatives of the Gramophone Co.. Ltd.,
Gordon Smyth advises the severance of his connection with that company. He is now associated with the Symphola Co. as managing director. This is a Belfast firm of gramophone
and musical instrument jobbers.
The many

friends of Mr. Smyth will wish him, as

1

do.

every success in his new sphere.

New Premises for 0. Rohl (1e22) Ltd.
Messrs. 0. Ruhl advise etc of their removal

TO RECORD VOICES OF NOTED MEN
A Special "Voice" Section Has Recently Been
Established by the Prussian State Library
A despatch front Berlin says the news that
eminent men of all nationalities arc prepared to
allow their vo'ccs to be registered in the recently established "voice" section of the Prussian State Library will be warmly welcomed by
the educational authorities here.
Prof. William Docgger. the organizer and director of the "voice" archives which. it is claimed.
form the only state institution of the kind in the
world, outside of Paris, has filed away gramophone plates on which arc registered the voices
of Germany's greatest living men-Von Hindenburg. Ludendorff. Einstein. Hauptmann. among
others-and is now anxious to give the "voice"
museum a more international character.
Leading Berlin chemists state that, thanks to
the special chemical preparation used in their
manufacture, the plates should continue in good
condition for at least 10.000 year.. Military
cadets or students of physics in the year 12000
will, therefore, it is confidently predicted. be able
to hear respectively Hindenburg on military tactics and Einstein on relativity.

-

------

by the way, the firm occupied before the war.
In addition to the representation of Carl Lindstrom,

Beka

record,

and

other

Continental

houses, Messrs. Ruhl plan to market a line of
British pianos of various models. Their trading
policy is wholesale only.
The Brunswick in London
I understand, by the way, that the Brunswick
phonographs and records, which are so highly
thought of in the States, arc now being handled
by Arthur Graham & Co., Crofton Park. London. S. E. The fame of these artistic products
has already reached the phonograph fans here.
and there is certain to be quite a lively intere.st
manifested in these musical entertainers.

smaller manufacturers, no one exhibitor should
With few exceptions, it is
stated, and these where the manufacturer cannot possibly display all his lines in the limited
space. only one booth will be sold to an exhibitor.
Lavish expenditures in decoration will not be encouraged. inasmuch as the spectacular appeal
would be mainly for the public.
monopolize attention.

EXPANSION OF LOESER BUSINESS
The talking machine department of Frederick
Loeser Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y., has had a very successful Xlay business. the sales for this month
being better than ally previous month front January I. reflecting

the amount of work being

done by the sales staff in general to make this
showing. Joseph Flanagan. manager of this
department, reports that the demand of the console type machines has materially influenced this
increase in sale. but upright models have found
their favor also with the trade. Pecord business
has been very satisfactory and the new releases
have been featured in the local papers with the
result that a lively demand existed. Plans arc
now being made to inaugurate one of the most in-

tensive Sunnier campaigns yet inaugurated by
this store. and it is expected that the portable
type machine will meet with a ready demand.

FAIR ONLY FOR BUYERS
Merchandise Show in August Not to Be Open
to the Public
Conferences of a number of resident buyers with

the managers of the National Merchandise Fair
to be held at the Grand Central Palace front
August 7 to 25 took place during the last week.
The object of the meetings WaN to secure active
co-operation among all those interested in tht
fair. which is expected to be attended by the
largest number of buyers ever gathered under
one roof. The resident buyers were urged to
advise their accounts to send representatives.
It has now been decided not to open the fair
to the public at all, but to make it strictly a
buying and selling proposition for the trade Dilly.
The management of the fair has limited the'
space of exhibitors, believing that, in justice to

BUNGALOW GRAFONOLA SHOPPE
DULUTH, MINN.. June 8.-The Bungalow Grafonola Shoppe. recently opened at 101 West First
street. this city, is one of the most handsome talk.
ing machine establishments in this part of the
State. The demonstration rooms of the store.
arc unique in that they arc large enough to coin
fortably hold an cut
family. The Columbii.
Crafonola and records are handled.
Messy.;.
Segal and Edelson, the proprietors arc well known
in lot'al musical circles.

The retail warerooms of the Griffith Piano Co..
which were recently opened, arc situated at 211
North Washington street. Scranton. Pa.. and not
Newark. N. J.. as previously mentioned. The
equipment was installed by Van Veen & Co., Inc..
New York City.
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s.-Reproducer for

produ.t6nt, more especially as to volume. to suit

Phonographs. Harry M. Duncan. Los Angeles,
Cal. Patent No. 1,411,566.

the character of the composition which is kin:
reproduced and the capacity of the room or
apartmei,t in which the reproduction is occurring: and with these objects in view the invention consists in a construction and combination
of parts of which a preferred embodiment is
shown in the accompanying drawings, wherein
is a view of the mute applied in the
Figure
operative position to a sound box, the latter
being shown as viewed from the edge; Fig. 2 is
a face view of the sound box showing the mute
applied thereto: Fig. 3 is an enlarged side view

I

I.

1.. Jun,

185

It is the object of this invention to provide a
sound reproducer having extremely simple, but
efficient means for varying the intensity of the
sound produced.

A reproducer constructed in accordance with
the invention will also eliminate to a great extent

all scratching sounds incident to the employment of usual reproducers. Variations in the
intensity of the sound and the elimination of
scratching are produced by providing a spring
loop in the stylus bar and mounting a clamping member upon said spring loop for adjust-

1

. J.

ment upon the same.
Figure 1 is a front elevation of a reproducer

1

constructed in accordance with the invention;

cutter 1,,,,t of the record -supporting turntable
and to so construct said lid that it will be placed
under resilient tension due to its connection

with said center post so that the parts will not
rattle while being carried or transported and so
that a number of records can be safely carried in
the casing.
In the accompanying drawings Figure 1 is a
side elevation of the improved talking machine
with the operative parts removed front the casing and in the position which they occupy during the operation of the machine; Fig. 2 is a top
plan view of Fig. I; Fig. 3 is a sectional elevation taken on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is a
sectional plan view taken on the line 4-4 of Fig.
3: F g. 5 is a detached elevation showing certain
of the parts in central section and illustrating the
arrangement of the removable parts in the order

7:ZL, 41,

i the mute detached; Fig. 4 is a plan view of the
same; Fig. 5 is a transverse sectional view thereof; Fig. 6 is a sectional view taken on the plane

indicated by the line 6-6 of Figure 3. looking in
the direction indicated by the arrows.

Horn or Amplifier for Phonographs.

A Caviness. Rattle Creek. Mich.

E !win

Patent No.

1,412,772.

Fig. 2

is

a section through the same on the

line 2-2 of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a detail section on

The invention relates to improvements in
horns or amplifiers for phonographs, the main

objects are to provide an improved horn or

the line 3-3 of Fig. 1.
Talking Machine. Mervin E. Lyle. John
Scully and Frank L. Capps. Bridgeport, Conn..

amplifier

same place. Patent No. 1.412.059.
This invention relates to talking machines,
and it has for its object to provide a tone -arm

of this invention is illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

assignors to the Columbia Graphophone Co.,

and mounting therefor that are simple in construction, inexpensive to manufacture, easy to
assemble, and efficient in operation, this appli-

which

produces very

clear

tones,

tones caused by sympathetic vibrations being
very largely eliminated.
A structure which is a preferred embodiment
Figure
is a vertical section from front to
rear of a phonograph cabinet having one of
the improved horns installed therein, the horn
1

being shown in full lines; Fig. 2 is a cross-sec-

tion through the bell portion of the improved
horn on a line 2-2 of Fig. I: Fig. 3 is a simlar
section through a slightly modified embodiment
of the invention, the top glass lining pastel being
omitted; Fig. 4 is an enlarged detail section on
a line coresponding to line 4-4 of Fig. 1, showing structural details; Fig. 5 is an enlarged de-

tail section on a line corresponding to line 5-5
of Fig. 1, showing structural details; Fig. 6 is an
enlarged cross-section through the tube or neck

cation being a division of application Serial No.
37,731, filed

July 2, 1915, entitled "Talking ma-

fragmentary elevation. partly in section. showing

how the tone arm is constructed to permit the
sound box to be stored therein. and Fig. 10 is
a view showing said sound box in its position
within the storing space of the tone arm.
Sound Reproducer. Edmund Kuhn. Brooklyn.
N. Y., assignor to the Remington Phonograph
Corp., Wilmington. Dcl. Patent No. 1.412.560.
This invention relates to phonographs and like

chines. patented February 4, 1919, No. 1,293,489.

The inventive idea is capable of receiving

or position which they occupy when either arranging the machine for operation or for transporting purposes: Fig. 6 is a sectional elevation
showing the parts illustrated in Fig. 5 in their
position when the machine is closed so that all
parts are retained within the casing: Fig. 7 is a
sectional plait view taken on the line 7-7 of F:g.
I and drawn oil a smaller scale;' Fig. 8 is a perspective view of the improved machine as it
appears when the casing is entirely closed with
all of the elements contained therein; Fig. 9 is a

a

variety of mechanical expressions, one of which,
for the purpose of illustrating the invention. is
shown on the accompanying drawing. but it is
to be expressly understood that such drawing is

for the purpose of illustration only and not for
the purpose of defining the limits of the invention. In said drawing Figure 1 is a perspective
view of a talking machine embodying one form
of the invention; Fig. 2 is a vertical sectional
view through the tone -arm support.
Phonograph Mute. Paul Brinkman, Portland,
Ore. Patent No. 1412,672.

The object of the invention is to provide a
simple means in the form of an attachment
which is applicable to the sound or voice rod of
a phonograph sound box as a means for softening
or modifying the tone, eliminating the unnecessary or superfluous mechanical vibration to

eliminate the scratching and other mechanical
sound, and for varying the intensity of the r.-

P.

r

ri

rip

O.

B.

of the horn on a line corresponding to line 6-6
of Fig. 1; Fig. 7 is an enlarged detail section on

a line corresponding to line 7-7 of Fig. 6.
Talking Machine. Francesco Cirelli. Philadelphia, Pa. Patent No. 1.412.166.

One object of this inveneon

is

to provide a

talking machine which can be easily carried and
which will he so constructed that if not desired
for use the parts thereof can be arranged and
held in a compact form within the casing. Another object is to so construct said casing that
it will serve as an exceptionally good resonant
support for the tone reproducing elements when
the machine is in operation. A still further object is to provide said casing with a lid which
will be bound thereto through the medium of the

sound -reproducing devices, and one of the prin-

cipal objects is to provide an improved sound
volume regulating means. A second important
object is the provision of an improved reproducer so arranged that the volume of sound
passing from the reproducer to the tone arm
may be increased or diminished at will.
A third important object is to provide, in such
a device, means to ensure a full volume of sound
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'ATENTS RELATING TO TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS-(Continued from page 185)
ith each change of

such

the needle unless

olume is wilfully reduced.
I t the accompanying drawings Figure 1 is a
:de elevation of a portion of a phonograph
lowing the improved arrangement of the tone
in and reproducer, the latter being shown on
disk record; Fig. 2 is an enlarged detail show 1g the reproducer raised in needle -changing
osition; Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail partly in
action on the line 3-3 of Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is a
action on the line 4-4 of Fig. 3; Fig. 5 is a
etail side view of the reproducer removed from
le tone arm; Fig. 6 shows grouped details
lustrating in side and end elevation the sound
olume regulating valve.

Sound Box for Talking Machines. James F.
m:th, St. LOU:5, Mo. Patent No. 1,412.294.
This invention relates to sound boxes for talk ;g machines and particularly to the connecon between the stylus lever and the sound ox: and the invention is an improvement in
le construction shown in Patent No. 1.302,479,
ated April 29, 1919.
The invention consists principally in means
pivotally connecting the stylus lever to the

son who only has one hand to easily change
the needles and operate the machine.
Figure
is a front elevation of
1

readily

a

portable talking machine constructed in accordance with the present invention. Fig. 2 is a top
plan view of Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a side elevation of
Fig. 1; Fig. 4 is a sectional elevation with the
parts in their operative playing position. Fig. S
is a fragmentary view, partly in section; said

and showing the tone arm in its locked position
in which the sound box has been raised from
the record; Fig. 6 is a fragmentary elevation of
a part of the tone arm construction showing
how the tone arm serves to retain and protect the sound box when not desired for use;
Fig. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view showing the resilient support for the resounding lid;
Fig. R is a perspective view showing the im-
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upport for the stylus lever, the section
tken on the line 3-3 in Fig. 2; Fig. 4 is a horiantal section through the supporting bracket and

tylus lever on the line 4-.4 in Fig. 2; Fig. 5 is
bottom plan view of the sound box and stylus
xer support; Fig. 6 is an enlarged vertical sec on taken through the pivots which support the
tylus lever, and Fig. 7 is an enlarged vertical
.tetion taken through the pivots which support
e collar in which the stylus lever is pivotally
.tpported, the section being taken at right angles
) the section shown in Fig. 6.
Portable Talking Machine. Francesco Cirelli,
'hiladelphia, Pa.

Patent No. 1,412,841.

proved machine in a position partly closed: Fig.
9 is a perspective view of the machine when
entirely closed ready for carrying, and Fig. 10
is

a

fragmentary elevation showing

a

slight

modification of a part of the locking means for
the tone arm.
Automatic Repeater.
Robert G. Brown,
Swarthmore, Pa., and John E. Streitelmeier, Cin-

cinnati, 0. Patent No. 1,413,554.
This invention relates to phonograph repeating mechanism and it aims to effect an improvement on the mechanism disclosed and claimed
Streitelmeier, No. 120,302, filed September 15,
1916, whereby said mechanism is universally applicable to various types and varieties of phonographs without necessitating special element or
fixture adaptable for given machines only.
Figure
is a plan of a conventional phono-

2& Sixth Avenue

New York

TELEPHONE. SPRING 1194

).

Phonograph Balance -weight -cover Support.
Alfred Bcrstcd and Martin Bersted, Chicago,
Ill. Patent No. 1,413,382.

support

for

a

phonograph

cover to permit the cover to be held in any
one of a plurality of open balanced positions
against its own weight. and also to provide a
supporting mechanism of simple and effective
construction adapted for use on a phonograph
cabinet cover, said mechanism being controlled
by a spring which does ordinarily not pass dead
center when the cover is completely closed.
is a front elevation of the upper
Figure
1

portion of a phonograph cabinet the cover of
which is held balanced in an adjusted open position by cover supports embodying the principles of this invention. Fig. 2 is an enlarged
side elevation of the device showing the operation in dotted lines and further disclosing
mentary parts of the phonograph cabinet and
its cover, the right side of the drawing indi-

the trip -lever located in its normal position about

to be tripped by impact of the stylus. Fig. 2
is the side elevation of the same showing the
operating mechanism in section along line 2-2

:

ego

o

eating the front of the phonograph. Fig. 3 is
a sectional top plan view taken on line 3-3 of
Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a sectional view taken on line
4-4 of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary
detail section taken on line 5-5 of Fig. 2, showing the pin in elevation. Fig. 6 is a detail view
taken on line 6-6 of Fig. 2. Fig. 7 is a detail
view taken on line 7-7 of Fig. 2.

HANDICAPPING ONESELF

4

The fellow who starts out in the morning behind time buckles a handicap on himself that
follows him throughout the day. He is wrong
himself-and when a man is wrong and knows it
he is sure to diffuse a feeling of discomfort

eedle to be inserted and removed from the
Dund box by one hand, thus permitting a per -

ANDREW H. DODIN

.

nee

1

so construct and arrange the tone arm or

REPAIR PARTS FOR ALL MACHINES

t

graph having this fixture combined therewith,
and showing the davit in overhanging relation
with the free end of the tone arm, and with

aund-conducting means to which the sound box
attached that it can be moved as a whole into
locked position with the sound box raised
om the record a sufficient distance to permit a

Repaired Promptly and Efficiently

".

Ia.

ance -weight -cover

'at the lid or cover serves as resounding means
)r the reproduced sounds in a manner far supeor to any machine of like character made prior
the present invention. A further object is
)

All Makes of Talking Machines

support with absolute

purpose of holding the cover balanced in any
desired position of adjustment. Important objects of the invention are: To provide a bal-

One object of this invention is to provide an
nproved talking machine of simple construe on which can be made in a compact form and
desired can be used as a readily portable
lachine. Another object is to provide an imroved talking machine of the type including a
inged lid or cover and to so arrange the parts

REPAIRS

spring tension of its
accuracy.

This invention relates more particularly to an

1

11,0

Fig. 2 is a bottom plan view of the same.

Fig. 3 is a detail section on the line 3-3 of Fig.
1.
Fig. 4 is a similar section on the line 4-4

improved supporting mechanism adapted primarily for use on a phonograph cabinet for the

ons at right angles to each other.

"ye

chine.

section being taken on the line 5-5 of Fig. 4

:-und box casing whereby free motion of the
:plus lever is permitted in two vertical direcIn the accompanying drawing Figure
is a
Ice view of a sound box, showing a stylus lever
lounting embodying the invention; Fig. 2 is a
;de view of the same: Fig. 3 is a vertical cross:ction through the supporting bracket and spring

spring tension of its support with accuracy.
Figure 1 is a front elevation of the sound box
and stylus bar for a sound -reproducing ma-

of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a section along line 3-3
of Fig. 1. and Fig. 4 is a section along line 4-4
of Fig. 1.
Stylus -bar Mounting. Howard E. Davis, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Patent No. 1,413,461.

The present invention relates to new and useful improvements in stylus -bar mountings. The
object is to provide an improved mounting for
the stylus of a sound -reproducing machine, said
mounting forming a spring support for the stylus
bar and means for accurately adjusting the po
sition of the stylus bar with relation to the
sound box and diaphragm for adjusting the

wherever he goes and leaves its imprint upon the
product of his hand and brain. People who get
into the habit of being always just a few' min-

utes behind time go through life dragging the
heavy chain of
1

a

disturbed existence behind

h 071.

LESLEY'S PATCHING VARNISH
!antly without showing a lap. For repairing
k,ri., hes. packing marks and anything wrong with a
Complete Outfit, enough for 1,000
patches, and instructions, PRICE $3.S0.
Send for catalogue.
varnished finish.

LESLEY'S CHEMICAL CO.. INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
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qvinicejIZECORD BULLETIN
VICTOR TALKING MACHINE CO.
POPULAR SONGS
18903 Some Sunny Day
Angel Child
18904 High Brown Blues.

American Quartet
Albert Campbe11.11cnry Burr

Billy Murray and American Quartet
American (Mane'
Litt'e Red School House
Peerless Quartet
18905 My Stranee Horne
Criterion Quartet
My Gal Sal
DANCE RECORDS
18896 Hand -Painted Doll-Fox-trot.
All Star Trio and Their Orchestra
Lonesome Land-Fox-trot.
All Star Trio and Their Orchestra
188)8 Coo-Coo-Foxtrot
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra

Kicky-Koo--K.ckyKco-FoxtrOt.
Green Brothers Marimba Orchestra
18900 Kitten on the Keys-Fox trot.

Size
10
10
10
10

10
10

10
10
10
10

Zez Confrey and His Orchestra

10

Club Royal Orchestra
Dixieland-Fox-trot
Chib Royal Orchestra
18902 Lovable Eyes-Fox trot
1 Lee Her- She Loves Ale-Foxtrot,
Zez Confrey and His Orclarstra
18901 Sestet Indiana Home-Fox-trot.
Club Royal Orchestra

10

Pick Me Up and Lay Me Down in Dear Old

You Won't Ile Sorry-Foxtrot,

Paul Whiteman and His Orcbestra
35716 Popular Songs of Yesterday-Medley Waltz No. 3.
International Novelty Orchestra
Popular Songs ofYesterday-Medley Waltz No. 4.
International Novelty Orchestra

VOCAL AND INSTRCNIENTAL RECORDS
45312 Ob Fair, Oh Sweet and lloly...Lambert Murphy
Lambert Murphy
Murmuring Zephyr.
Roya Dadmun
45310 Barbara All.n
Royal Dadmun
O No, John
18897 A Mighty Ft rtress Is Our God,
Trinity Male Choir
Oh G d. Our Help in .N;cs Past.
Trinity Male Choir
Guy Maier Lee l'attison
45311 Rakticzy March.
Scherzo (Arensky)

Guy Mater -Lee Paulson

188e4 Marche Turquei-Patrol ...... U. S. Marine Band
U. S. Marine Band
The Nlesserager-March
RED SEAL RECORDS
FRAECZS ALCM SOPPLIA0

66056 Es -cry Bit of Lov.ng in the World.Furber Novello
Cue szrrz DE LLCA. Baritone-In English
Romilli
66068 Marietta

10
10
10
10

(Piano accompaniment by Sam Chotrinoff)
MozartKreisler

12
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10

12

Losiss Hostile. CoDEIC1120; LOUISE HOSIER STIRES, SOVIRO
Stephenson-Tosti 10
87578 Venet an Sing

FRI72 KREMER, VieliAilt; WOO KILMER. 'Cellist
(with Piano)
87577 Farewell to Cucullain (Londonderry Air).
Transcription by Fritz and Hugo Kreisler
JOHN MCCORMACK. Tenor

Alston Waters

64976 Sem:where

10
10

ICTOR RECORDS BY \VILLEM NIENGEL.
BERG AND NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC

I R ST

ORCHESTILA

NEW YORK Pnisimattoxic ORCHRSTRA

(Under the Direction of AVillem Mengelberg)
Beethoven
74756 Ccriolan Overture-Part
Beethoven
74757 Coriolan Overture --Pan 2...
1

12
12

PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA

(Leopold Stokowski. Conductor)

Boccht r:ni

10

E. Dolmanyi
660:9 Etude in F Nlinor
TITTA Rtr ra. Baritone-In Spanish
Jose Padilla
87341 EI Relicario (The Charm)

10

66058 Minuet

SERGE! RACHMANINOFF, Pi411iSE

10

TITO Sawa. Tenor-In Italian

65045 Pagliacce -Serenata d'Arlecchino (Ilarle loin's
Serenade)

Leoncavallo

The CI owing dance receird. announced May 12.
I yet] in the July, 1922, Supple ment

10

1922. is

188,9 Stumbling-Foxtrot
Paul Whiteman and His Orchestra
(icor:la-Fox-trot.
Paul Whiteman and Ilis Orchestra

A3608-Little Grey Sweetheart of Mine-Tenor Solo,
Grant Stephens
Only a Smile-Tenor Solo....Chatles Harrison
A3599 Achtn' Ilearted Blues-Comedienne and Jazz
hand ....Leona Williams and Mr Dixie Band
Struttin' Blues-Comedienne and Jazz Band.
Leona Williams and Her Dixie Bind
POPULAR SONGS
A3601 All Over Nothing At All-Comedienne.
Nora Hayes
Nora Bars
Kindness --Comedienne
Hart
Sisters
A3606 Honey Lu-Ilarmonizers

Wake Up, Little Girl, You're Just Dreaming-

Shannon Four
Male Quartet
A3605 My Nlacbree's Lullaky-Tenor Solo Edwin Dale
Erin. You're AYearin a Wonderful Smile-Tenor
(-harks Plant
Solo
DANCE MUSIC
A3603 Some Sunny Day-Emit...et,
Ray Miller and His Orchestra
Gs-ore-la-Fox-trot:Ray Miller and His Orchestra
A3602 Bygones-Fox-trot (Under Direction of Eddie
Elkins)
Knickerbocker Of -Antra

Little Me-Fox-trot (Under Direction of

Poor

Eddie Elkins)

Knickerbocker Orchestra

10

10

10

10
10

10

79856 Just Aweary:n' for You-Soprano Solo.
Hulda Lashanaka
79701 Nlattinata-Baritone Solo.... Riccardo Stracc.ari

10

Saseha Jacobsen

10

A3597 Berceuse, from loctlyn"-Violin Solo,

Serenade (TostIli)-Violin Solo.Sascha Jacobsen
A3607 Do Dreams Come True?-11ezzo-Soprano Solo,
Barbara Nlaurel
At Eventime--Nlezzo-Soprano Solo.
Barbara Maurel

10

10
10

10

A3598 Gypsy Love Song, from "The Fortune Teller' Itass Solo

AVilfred G.enn

Eileen Alanna-Tensr Duet-Campbell and Burr
Ain't Coin' to Study War No More-Male
Fisk University Jubilee Singers
Quartet
You Hear the Lambs A-Cryin*-Male Quartet,

A3596 I

A3611 Stumbling.

F.sk University Jubilee Singers
Fox-trot.

Ray Miller and His Orchestra
Who Tied the Can sn the Old Dog's Tai15-Foxtrot

The Colombians

.A3612 Where the Volga Flows-Foxtrot,
Frank Westphal and Ills Rainbo Orchestra
Birdie-Fox-trot.
Frank Westphal and Ills Rainbo Orchestra
A3610 In Blue Bird Land-Foxdred.
Paul Blese's Orchestra
I Want You (From "Marjola:ne"-Fox-trot.
Ray Miller and Ills Orchestra
an and Schenck
A3614 California-Cem. dians
Sweet Indiana Hume-Comedians.
Van and Schenck
A3613 Down On Avenue A --Tenor Solo..Frank Crumit
Mamma Loses Papa. Does Papa Love MammaFrank Crumit
Tenor Solo

A)609 Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean-Tenor and Bari.

I.1701

71.'

14337 I):

(

10

10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10

10

torch.

at

II

o.in;

\ 711,7,..71.

1

771:1

V.,Trttil

"

I I.

1

I

7

-

h, ) (I..

(

14318 K. nttesy 17.0 c i hurl.
In
10

10
10

10

10

10
10

I .ttic (oct,

.

Golden and Hugh,-,

The Boy Scouts of America March (With Boy
Scouts Chorus)
New York Military Baud
80710 Ballet of the Flowers-Suite-Part 1.

American Symphony Orchestra
American Symphony Orchestra
letropolitan Quartet
Thomas Chalmers
Losey's Instrumental Quartet
Losey's Orchestra

80713 L'Ardita-Magnetic Waltz.

Consuelo Escobar de Castro
Morenita
Marguerite Namara
82259 Legende de la Satire (Legend of the Sage -Bush).
Le Jongleur de Notre -Dame
11. Laurenti

In queue trine morbide (In Those Soft Silken

Marie Ra mold
zur Tochter mir
cerebra (Die Judin)
Jacques Urlus
Dies Bildniss ist bezaubemd schon
Jacques Urlus
82261 Concerto, No. 4 in I) Minor-Alegro-Violin
Vasa Prihoda
Solo
Curtains) Nlanon Lescaut
82260 Recha. als Gott dicta einst

and),

I:uck

Crterionl

1:i.c (Miami

o.

Critertan Male 1/aartet
14342 Lazy S. ng ;Dunbar -Lawson,
Ian Orch. Ac........
0 Dalhart
tor:a t.
- Vi
1.111.1i 1...0 l Strickland)-Ac. liar. Orch. Accomp..
Vern- n Dalhart
_

-

INSTRUMENTAL SELEL1 IONS

lerkes' S. S Flan la Orch.
Ac, lian Symphony Dance -11 Trovatore (Anvil
Yerkes' S S. Flo-olla Orch.
Chorus)
SACRED SELECTIONS
14311 Jesus. Loser of My Soul (Wesley 11.-. bra. k,,
')h

\

Ili,

WO). r 1 .mr

Still. Still with Thee (Stowe -Gat:,
1

.-r

1

:one: Orch. Accomp ......
POPULAR SELECTI. IN --

4546 Carry Me Back to Old Aleginny-TranscriptionViolin Solo
Frederick NlacNIurray
4547 Toreador of Mine.

Betsy Lane Shepherd and Charles Hart
4349 Route Marchin!. Harvey Ilindermyer and Male Chorus
Delphtile March
4548 The Slumber Boat
American Symphony Orchestra
4550 Forget Me Not
4551 Good -Bye, Dear Old Bachelor Days,
Josejb A. Phillips and Chorus
AMBEROLA HITS FOR JULY
4572 Do It Again (From "The French Doll)-Fox.
trot
Harry Radernun's Orchestra
4573 Closer
Walter Scanlan
4574 California-Fox-trot
Vincent Lopez Orchestra

4575 Swasing-Waltz-Piano Solo

Finest L. Steeens
4576 By the Sapphire Sea-Waltz. Green Bros. Novelty Band

AEOLIAN CO.

12

10

10

I

10

Sam -Ash

10
12

'Imo!

35010 Actors Equity-An All Star Comedy.

Introductig Richard Larthelmess, Ji s.ph Ca1V.
therm. De Wolf Hopper, Raymond Hatehcock.
Florence Moi

Actors Equity-Songs of Yesterday by Stars of
Today-Fox-trot.
Introducing Joseph Santley. by Sawyer. 0:ga

1

12

Cook. Bertram I eacock. Louise Groody, Oscar
Shaw. Lillian Lorraine, Douglas Stevens. ti;
Aecemp. by Bar Harbor Society Orchestra.

DANCE SELECTIONS

14345 Tcasin' (11.ese-CarletonAaalsh)-Fox.trot,
Bar Harboor Society Orch.

All My Life (Lee David)-I-ox-tit,

10

The Leo F. Reisman Orch.

It Again (From- -The trench Dots") tG.o.
GershwinBud De Sylsay-Fox-mt,
Bar harbor Society Orch.
I'm Just Wild About Harry (From
Shuffle
Along") (SissleBlake)-One.step,

14346 1)o

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
14347 Stumbling (Zez Confrey)-Foxtrot,
lerkee S. S. Flotilla Orch.
Lovable Eyes (Tell Me What's the Matter)
(Schwartz Atteridge)-Foxtrot.

Fox-trot

Rudy NViedoefes Californians
14349 Bamboo Bay (Waiter Donaldsgo.Egan and AVhiting)-Fosetrot
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Buzz. Nlirandy (Dave Franklin -Henry Creamer)Fox-trot
Par harbor Society Orcb.
14334 Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Sbean eGallagher.tinean)Fox.trot. with Vocal Accomp.,

Gus Goldstein -Clara tizid

Mendel Vert a Member-Vocal Duet. in ateareo ;
Oren. Accomp
Gus Goldstein-( lira G .id

14340 Rummel-P..1ms

(Werner-Kerstin)-In

171

G...rmait;

Jos.i h Kalman

10

10

1

10

I1

10

10

lo
In

1;(71111:111;

14341 Lorelei (Sdcber)-

In Germ..:,

i

't

ti
.1

LI.

Lang Lang Isis Iler (Ilaylt

\
It I.

1::. t7
.

,

11

to ii 0,
h
K.. mar. 1-m1;4:Ian

Accomp.

1

It,

OKEH RECORDS
CLASSICAL SELECIIONs
ODEON RECORDS
52901 Lucia Di Lammermoor -1u the a Do
Pali (Thou Hast Spread Thy Wings) iDonizetti)-Tenor, nitb Orch. (Sun in Italian).
Alfred
fred l'iceaver
Recorded in Europe by the International Talk
inig Machine Co.
5310)
Polonaise (Op. 53) (Chopin)-Piano Solo,
Eugene D'Athert
Recorded in Europe by the International Talking Machine Co.
EUROPEAN CONCERT BAND SEI EC Tit :Ns
De
Faust
(Berlicil)-lIung.tt,..,
March. Band
European Concert Band

12

3013 Damnation

Candledance of the Brides of Kashmir (Fromm

12

-Feramers") (Rubinstein)
Euroean Concert Band
DANCE RECAPRpDS
4586 Isle of Tangerine (From Musical Comedy. -Tangerine") (Carlo-Sanders)-1Aaltz,
-

Nlarkels' Orchestra

10

Alarkels' Orchestra

10

You and I Gana Baby) (From Musical Comedy,
"Tangerine") (Carlo-Sanders)-Fox-trot.

OPERATIC SELECTIONS
52034 Carmen-Air de In flew (Flower Song) (Bizet) -

In

10

beet

4543 Cord and Tassel Dance
Reed Orchestra
4544 Just Suppose
Helen Clark and Joseph Plullips
Lewis James
4545 Lodes the May Moon

:

I

Johnson)-Te nor
.Arthur Ilurns
14344 Sime Sunny Day (Irving iler:in),Irving Kaufman
KiKi-Koo (Geo. W. Meyer -Yount; and I.AWIS/-

Das llaben die NrirIchen so gern

4537 Ballet Music-Excelsior
Creatore and Ms Band
45.d8 A Girl I Know
Arthur C. Clough and Chorus
4539 As Once In Happier Days-Violoncello Solo.
Vladimir Dubiosity
4540 The Blacksmith Rag
Premier Quartet
4041 Come. Tbou Fount of Ev'ry Blessing.
Metropolitan Quartet
4542 Faithless Heart (Core'n Grato)..Emory B. Rando ph

10

...i..171*

14343 Just a 1.itue Lose Song (Joe C,. net
.51.d
Lew is )-Te nor
.lharles Ha: risun
Nlother Machree's Lullaby (An Ir.sh Mn her's
i-o.e Long) (Mullane and schuster-liow ard

Aerkes S. S. Flotilla Orch.
Honey Lu (Donaldson.De Sylva)--Fox-trot,
Bar Harbor Society Orch.
FOREIGN SELECTIONS
14335 Yente Fohrt in die Catskill Mounten: Vocal
Duet. in Hebrew; Orch. Accomp.,

Betsy Lane Shepherd and Lewis lames
Lose Her By Radio
Itil v Jones and Chorus
FI.983 Romany Love-Foxtrot-Breadway Dance Orchestra
Suez -Oriental Fox-trot Romance.

10

%Valk with the King (Rowe Ackley)-11aritene;

Natzy's Orchestra

Childhood Dreams).

10

Orch. Accomp
Ilona
'toddle:teen
Life's Railway to Heaven (Abney 11 17113,1e

The Leo F. Reisman Orch.
14348 Sweet Indiana Home (Walter Doualdson)-Foxtrffl
Rudy AViedoeft's Cal,formans
Swanee Bluebird ((lift Friend -Con Conrad)-

RELEASED ON ORDER
50982 London Bridge Is Falling Down (On the Isle el

10

.4r

Concerto. No. 4 in D Minor-Adagio Religiose). Violin Solo
Vasa Prihoda
FLASHES
50973 Sonar Sunny Day-Fox-trot.Atlantie Dance Orchestra
Memories of You-Fox-trot..Atlantic Dance Orchestra
50974 Moon River-Medley Waltz (Intro.: "Colorado
and Yon")
Green Bros. Novelty Band
By the Sapphire Sea-Waltz.Green Bros. Novelty Rand
50984 Suppose the Rose Were You- -Fox-trot.
Ernest L. Stevens' Trio

Idola-Fox-trot (An Oriental Fantasy).

la

li

14330 A. 1 an Symphony Dance- .ni:ra's Dance,

10

The Rageity Man
Ed. ard Meeker
50902 It. St of Virginia
Crescent Trit
Ind an NI
A'ernsn Dalbart
509(13 The lat:le Good for Nothing's Good for something
After .A11
The Harmony Four
Isle of Love
Helen Clark and Joseph Phillips
50904 Yorktown's Centennial March.
('nited States \larine Band

1'01(r, in French; A'oca.ion Orch. Accomp,
Vladimir Rosing
30154 Tosca-E lucevan le stelle (Tbe Stars Were
Shining) (Puccini)-Tenor, in Italian; Vocalien Orch. Accomp
Giulio Crimi
30155 Tosea-Vissi d'arte. Vissi d'amore (Love and
Music) (Puccini)-Soprano, in Italian; Vocalion Orch. Accomp
Rosa Raisa

1.

.,7. 11I:

\.\

M. ha Or

10

EDISON BLUE AMBEROL
12
12

I

h

I

-..!

I:

I

\

Orch. Accomp

10

.

:

.

80712 Afterwards
Fragrant Rose

1.

I

',1

10

0 Si ratio A Ituordo (Accordion. Clarinet and
mar)
The Three Vagrants

80711 Ile Will Hide Me
Draft'

1

h

14310 Sri ng S. ng (lIarrno

10

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.

Charles Hackett

If

Ir

n

10

Broadway Dance Orchestra

SYMPHONY RECORDS
80320 Maryland. My Maryland-Tenor Solo and Male
Quartet...Sands Mackenzie and Mac Quartet
A6215 liandel's Largo ("Ombra Mai Fu") --Contra to
Carmela l'unselle
Solo
Carmela rankle
Ave Mar:a-Contralto Solo
79896 Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes-Tenor Solo.

24,07 Th

It)

50900 Miss rIehnson's Party-Medley (Ilornaipes and
Violin)
Joseph Samuels

Nlinuetto

1.r.

JI

EDISON DISC RECREATIONS

50901 Who Stole the Chickens'

0

STAND/%1(1) SF.L.6(71ONS
30156 \'at( (Farcssc:1) (1J Arcr Roc. II)

14339
12

JAVHA litlIE72. Violinist

74750 Rondo in G Major..

Iientan and Nash
t.ne Duct
When Those Finale hoppers Start Hopping
Around-Tenor and Ilaritorte Duet.
Furman and Nash
A3604 Maybe You Think You're Fooling Ilaby-CoMarion Harris
medienne
Mar:on Ilarris
Malinda Brown-Comedienne

10

July, 1922

4587 Waikiki, I hear You Calling Me (Bert Kalmar Harry Ruby)-Foxtrot. Rega Dance Orchestra
Colonibina (Alfonso Espana Oteo)-Fox-trot,
Reg a Dance orchestra
4591 Kiss Me By W-ireless (Rtng.liager-Breau)Original Radio Foxtrot.
V. Lopez and His Hotel Pennsylvania Orch.
(Continued on page 188)

10
10

10

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

188

ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR JULY-(Continued from page 187)
II. Carleton.J. It. WalshP. Mese Fox-trot.
V. Lopez and His I
Peintsyltania Oral.
n body Knows (Plow NItach I Lorc You)
( Pen.). Sullitan) rox-trot.
Rego Dance Orchestra

%Valrz Me. Sweetie, Waltz Nle 1 Ruby I aylor I -

Novelty Waltz. ...Glantz and Iii. Orchestra
43,7 Idola 41:. Wilkie -W. E. Bradley)-Foxtrot.
Markels' Orctiestra
glt Brown Illues (Jack Yellen -Milton Ager)Yors trot
%larkels Orcaes.ra
4594 PA: Me Up and Lay Me Down in Dear 01,1
Ifixieland (Bert Kalmar -Barry Ruby) -Fox
trot
Glantz and His orchestra
Honey Love (Donald HeywoosTAbe Fricdman)Fox.trot
Glantz and His Orchestra
:5v5 Ain't Got Nothin' Blurs (Ls muel Fowler )Tampa Blue laxz Band
Fs.scrot
The West Texas Blues (('has. II. Ilookor, Jr.).\ Shimmy Fox-trot.. Tampa Blue Jazz Rawl
4596 One Sweet Smile (1. Stanley -C. Jortlan)-Fos
trot Novelty Incidental Saxophone by Nathan

1

Rule )-1:4r done -4 try It .1sc
Arthur Fields
4871 Olt! Sing a Los, illrownAltivhell-Polack)-Eux
10
10

10
10

10
10
10
10

(AA Trio

10

10

on

the

Keys

(Zee Con bey 1 -Fox-trot

Regal Dance Orchestra

I'll Ile Glad to Get Back to My flume Town
(Halsey

Markers' Orchestra

Nlarkels' I Irchecra

Indiana Lullaby (Don Kendall) --Waltz,
Nlarkels Orchestra

INSTRUMENTAL RF:CORD
4601 Schubert's Medley of %Values (Schubert) -In
strumental-Paul Eisler's Instrumental Ouartet
Siring Song Illendelssohn)-Instrumental.
Paul Eisler's Instrumental Quartet
SACRED RECORD
4603 Abide With Me tW. H. Monk) -Contralto -Bari
tone Duet, with Orcb..

4872 Do It Again cliculiwin)-Fox-trot (From "The
Bailey's Lucky Seven
French Doll'
Some Sunny Day (Ilerlin)-Foxtrot,

10

10
10

4876 By the Sapphire Sea iSnyckri-Foxtrot,
I lazey Natzy and His Orah.stra
(hi the Alamo (Jones) -Pox -trot,
Lanin's Famous P.ay..ts

10
10

10

1590 Pick Me Up and lay Me Down in Dear Old
(Beet

10
10

10

10

10

Ruby) -Con-

Kalmar -Harry

Sophie Tucker
tralto, with Orch
Jig Walk (Henry Cleamer-Will Voderv)-Con
tralto. with Orch
Sophie Tucker
4597 Crogie-Wgie %Va-Wa (G. (larke E Leslie.). Golder -I -Contralto with Ora
Elsie Clark
Mavbc You Think You're Fooling Baby (Grant
Clarke-Violinsky)-Contralto. with Orch..
Vaughn De Leath
400 A-Wearin' Away the Blues (R. Turk -J. R. Rob.
insn)-Popular Colored Singer,
Mamie Smith and Iler Jazz Band
There's Only One Man (That Satisfies Me)
(Sam Gold) -Popular Colored Singer.
Mamie Smith and Her Jazz Hounds
.4604 Mr. and Mrs. (From "The Blushing Bride")
(Cyrus WoodSigmund Brothers)- Contralto Baritone Duet, with Orchestra
Virginia Burt.Joseph Phillips
NI coNa Lu
(Louis
Breau )- Baritone C. ntralto
Duet with Orchestra Hawaiian Guitar Imitation by Virginia Burt

10
10
10

10

10

10

Elliott ShawVirrnia Burt

10

8032 State Street Blues (Babe Thompson -Spencer WIT
liams)-Contralto. with Orchestr Lizzie Miles

10

FOR THE COLORED CATALOG

Virginia Blues (Ernie Erdman -Fred Nleinken)Contralto, with Orchestra
Lizzie NIPes
8,133 Roll Them Bones (Excelsior Quarteil-Colored
Quartet
Kitchen Mechanic
Colored
uartet

Fmcelsior Quartet

(Excelsior Quartet) Excelsior Quartet
-IRISH SELFATIONS
21107 Ireland Is Ireland to Me I From "Kilkenny")
(F'. O'Hara -J. Keirn Brennan -E. R. Ball) Tenor, with Orchestra
Gerald Griffin
Irish Eves of Love (Frost 'The Heart of Paddy
%Vhaac") (J. Edward Killalea F.. R. I/al/Tenor. with Orofievri
Gerald Griffin

10

10

Blues

10

10

10

iirrosby Gahriell -Baritone Con-

tralto Duet-Orch. Acc.
Rodeheaver-Asher
When I Look in His Face (Gabriell-Baritone
Contralto Duet-Orch. Acc
Rodeheaver-Asher
481.1 Christ Died (Abernathy)-Baritone-Orch Acc.
I

Rolleheaver

All the Way to Calvary (Ackley) ---Baritone
Homer Rodeheavr r
with Orch. Acc
4862 A Banjo Sone (WentsIlomer)-111aritone--Orch
homer Rodebeaver
Acc.
G. Hen Crown (Cantvoort-G eeeee )-Baritone with
flamer Rodebeaver
(tech. Acc.
1-463 II Canto Del Cardellmo (Mazurka) (Cam flirter')
Banda Sicilians
l'ccelli in Festa (Polka) (Valente)..Banda Sicilian
I 4864 Pupilla (Polka) (Canoro)
Banda Siciliana

Visioni D'Artore tWaltz) (Canoro)-Banda Siciliana
4865 Father O'Flynn (Graves)- Tenor-Orch. Acc..
Felix O'Day
Molly Brannigan-Tenor-f/rch. Acc.... Felix O'Day
4866 Who Tied the Can on the Old Dog's Tail'
Byron Harlan
(Fitzgera'cli-t/rch. Acc.
I Ain't Gm Enough (or to Pass Around Illranen
Arthur Collins
John...41)-0ra. Acc .....
4867 Those Days Are over (Sterling Marna Von TaIlarrison.Clark
xer) Tenor (suet -march. Ace.
You Can Mare Every Lirht on Broadway (Si(hell.
Acc
Sam Ash
mon-1).1ns) Tenor

4868 Carolina Rolling Stone (Young Squires) -Fox-trot.
Bailey's lucky Seven
California (Conrad- Friend ) Fox t rot,
Bailey's I.ucky Seven

4869 Black Eyed I:lues (Jaxon-Kendell-Fox-trot.
NIusc'e Shoals
step Chorus

Blues

(Thomas

Tenor Solo

Theo Karle

5139 Evening Star from Tannhauser tWagner)-VtoWillem Wi.leke
loncello Solo
50013 Ilarbiere

(

aydn)

-% soloncello Sob._
Willem %Villeke

di Siviglia-Largo al factotum (Room

for the Factotum) (Act I, Scene I) (Rossmi)Baritone, in Italian
Giuseppe Dan.se
Ernani-0 de'verd' anni miei (Oh bright and
Finning Shadows) (Act III) (Verdi) -Bari.
tone. in Italian
5140 Gee! But I Hate to Go Home G%lionuleepir iGochln'wine
1/orothy Jardon
ilantey)-Soprano
Wake

('p. Littk Girl, You're Just

Ladd's 'Pack Aces
F'ox trotT- One
Ladd's Black Aces

Hotel Claridge, N. V. City
Just Wild About Harry (Froarr -Shuffle
Alung")-FoxtrocErnest Hussar and His Oreho
Hotel Claridge, N. Y. City
20776 Little Thoughts -Foxtrot
Ernest Hussar and
His Orch., Hotel Claridge. N. Y. City

10

.Don Parker Trio
Like You arid You Like Me -Fox-trot,
Don Parker Trio

10

I'm

Lovable Eyes.
20777 Nola -Fox -1w(
I

PMarie

2255 Sunflowerran Dance (NlacClymonti-Whistler. with
Orchestra
Margaret McKee
Song laird I McKee-Applefield)-Whistler. with
Margaret McKee
Orchestra

2276 Moon River - Waltz (David).

20778 State Street Blues -Fox -Km

Hut Lips-Foxdrot .........

20779 Swann. Bluebird -Fox-trot

Rustic Ann-Foxerot

20760 (Nagle Ilogic Wa WA -Fox-trot,

Casino Dance Orch.

10
10
10
10

10
10

Doodle Doodle Dtx-Fox4rot..Casino Dance Orch. 10
All of these records may be obtained in both Pattie (sapa
and Actuelle liteeseocut). The numbers shown are
lhire)
athe numbers. The Annelle number is the sante as the
Pathe but prefixed with a cipher, as 020749.

NIA' RELEASES
DANCE

Roy Collins Orch.

10

Erdody and His Famous Orch.
1065 On the Alamo- Fox-trot
Selvin's Novelty Orch.

10

It)

II.
12
10
10
10

10
10
10

l0

Hawaiian Novelty Orchestra
Bright and Fair Illandell-SoIrene Williams
ICIrha."ofor the Wings of a Dove Liltndelssohn)- Irene Williams
2270 InS°tihr-an7.ittle Red School (louse -Tenor and
Billy Jones and Ernest Hare
Baritone
Mister loot. as Iwr alt.! al..ster Shean (Gallagher-

10

( oranipton-De

synco Jazz Band
Synco Jazz nand
Wiedoeft's Orcb.
Wiedocfes Orch.

10
10

1064 St umbline-Fox t rot

Hawaiian Novelty Orchestra

Nightingaie - Waltz

Leath)
5135 Angels Ever

Casino Dance Orch.

10

10

Dreaming

Dorothy ludo'.
'Member IturIce)-Soprano
5133 Little Alabama Coon (Starr) -Soprano.
Marie Tiffany and Mixed Tr 0
Such a LiT Fellow (Loweil-Dichinont)-So
Tiffany

10

Mighty I.ak' a Rose -Fox-trot.

Gray Morn -Fox-trot
Selvin's Novelty Orch.
1066 KickyKus--Foxtrot.
Roy Collins Orch.
No Use Crying -Fox-trot
Roy Collins Orch.
1067 old Timer's Fox-trot-Med!ey...Nloulin Rouge Orch.
Oh Sing.a-Loo-Foacrot.
Moulin Rouge Orch.

1068 Lonesome Mamma Illues-Foxirt4,
Original Memihis Five
Original Mem.ihis Five
1.t nging tor You Blues -Fox-trot,
1069 Song of Persia -Fox -trig
Eddie Davis Orch.
Roomy Love -Fox-trot.
Eddie Davis Orch.
1070 At Three O'Ckwk in the Morning -Waltz,
Newport Society Orch.
Sw afire River Moon-Waltz...Newport Society Oreh.
POPULAR VOCAL
1071 Oh You Beautiful Itaby-Tenor Solo-Orch. Ace.
Lee Knight
I Certainly Must Ile in Lover -Tenor Solo-Orch.
Acc.
Billy West

LUCILLE IIEGANIIN RECORD

1072 High BMW,. Bluer,.

Lucille Ilegamin and Her Bite Fame Syncopators
State Street Blues,
Lucille Ili -gamin and Her Blue Fame Syncopators
ACCORDION DUET
Santini Bros.
2044 Dolores %Valtz
Neapolitan Medley
Santini Bros.

10

AKRON MERCHANTS OPTIMISTIC

10

Shean)-Tenor and Baritone,
Billy Jones and Ernest Hare 10
2267 Irish Rub -Medic/ -t lin and Accordon.
roast Ca!roll and Mario Psrry io
%lario Perry 10
Irish Jigs-Nlitrey--Accortlion
2268 Some Sunny Day (Irving lierlin)-Novelty Vo
Prox S.sters with Bennie
Krueger's Orchestra
Schur I House Blues from the "Music Box Revue'

10

Brox SislOs with Krueger's Orchestra
5136 Ilis Lullatn
-Contralto,

10

Portable

Machines in

Demand -F. W. Van

Scoyoc to Open Business -E. E. Peak With
M. O'Neil Co. -George S. Dales on Trip

cahsts

(Irving Perlin) -Novelty

Vocalists.

Last

Elizabeth Lennox

Night (Kjerulf)-Contralto,
Elizabeth Lennox

2266 In the Garden (Miles) With Organ,
Criterion Male Quartet
Just Outside the Door (Ackley).
Criterion Male Quartet
2273 Romany Love --Foxtrot (iamecnik).
Selvin's Orchestra
No (se Cry:Ile-Fox-trot (Mattullath-lbrich),
Seism's Orchestra
2277 Lovey lose Fos -trot from "The Rose of Siamboul" (Atter:dee-Romberg) Carl Fenton's Orch.
V ni Won't lk Sorry- Fox trot I Kerr -liurtnett

10
10

10
10

AKRON, 0., June 8. -Business has been "spotty"
during the past month. but everyone predicts that
June and July will mean added business, due to
the fact that industrial conditions are still improving and money is loosening up to a considerable extent. Many shops are adding radio
accessories and are featuring them side by side

10

with their talking machine lines.
Miss Ethel Baer, manager of the talking ma-

10

chine section of the M. O'Neil Co., told The

10

%%'orld this week that her section showed a good

Carl Fenton's Orchestra

10

gain last month, compared to the same month

Isham Jones' Orchestra

10

'sham Jones' Orchestra

10

'sham Jones' Orchestra
Dan' Bring Me Posies -Fox-trot (McCabe -Jennings -Rose)
(sham Jones' I fichestra

10

Nlarcasier

.

2271 Sun God -Foxtrot (NormanWeber).

High Brown Blues -Fox-trot (Yellen Ager),
2271 Some Sunny Day -Foxtrot (Irving Berlin).

GENNETT LATERAL RECORDS
Thee

Theo Kar.t
If You Would Love Me (lacobs-NlacDerroid)-

10

BANNER RECORDS

(

10

DANCE

10

29775 Do It Again (From "The French 11/011"1 -Fox
trot
Ernest Hussar and His Orches..

5134 Just that One Hour (WidleEville)-Tanor

Ilawaiian

10

Lavinia Turitcr anti
J. P. lohns.n and Ilis Harmony Seven
When the Rain Turns Into Snow,
Las inia Turin r and
J. P. Johnson and His Harmony Seven

BRUNSWICK RECORDS

nt us tt

with Orch
Joseph Phillips
DESCRIPTIVE RECORD
4602 Carnival Night (Ring.(lager)-Tenor.Male Trio,
with Orch
Byron Harlan -Crescent Trio
Under the Mulberry Tree ( Ring- Hager )-Tenor
Male Trio, with Orch..

Vaughn lk Leath
Can't Feel Jolly Blues (Booker T. Brown %Vasil.
ington Lee) -Contralto. with Orch,
Vaughn rk Leath
4589 Waixiki, I Hear You Calling Me (From "Make
It Snappy") (Bert Kalmar harry Ruby) Tenor, with Orch
Billy Jones
Lovesick Blues (Cliff Friend -Irving
lOwith Orch
('.
Elsie Clark

Bailey's lucky Sen.
(Berlin) --Baritone -Orch.
Arthur Fields

Solo

10

Byron Harlan -Crescent Trio
VOCAL. RECORDS
4548 .\'abamy Mammy (Neville FleesonAlbert Von
Tilzer)-Contralto. with (Itch..

I/ay

My Alachree's Lullaby (Johnson -Mullane Schus
ler) -Tenor -Orch. Acc
Sam Ash
4874 Nester Gallagher and Mister Shean ((.allagher
Shean)-Poictrot.Nathais Glantz and His orch.stra
Hortense (Dona dun)---Fox4rocItailey's Lucky Seven
4875 State Strict Blues (ThompsonWidiams)--rox
trot
Nathan (Lantz and Ilis Orchestra
Suez (DeRoseGroferancoat4)-Fox-troc
Nathan Glantz and Ills Orclies.ra

10

Helen Clark..loseph Phillips

Flu as a Bird (Mrs. M. S. It. Dana) -Baritone,

48(U Calling

Mardi Gras Sextette

(Kornberg)-Fox-trot (From "Th.
Blushing Bride")
Mardi Gras Sextette
Posy

Mohr) -Foxtrot,

K.

4599 The Rose of Stamboul (From the Operetta "The
Rose of Stamboul") (Tee PAID -Waltz.

Dixieland

trot

Rosy

4873 Some Sunny
Acc.

(Incidental Piano by Larry (triers Incidental
Banjo by Harry Reser)
Olzeh Trio
4598 M.sts r Gallagher and Mister Shean (Ed. Gal.
lagher-Al. Sheanl-Foxtrot.

Glantz)

Kitts et

4370 Miter Gallagher and Mister Shean (Gallagher
Shean)--Orch. Acc.
Kaufman Bros.
All Over Nothing at All (1:rennanCunningham-

Jusz 15, 1922

2272 Stundrshi: -Fox-trot (Zee Confrey),
Berme Krueger's Orchestra
I'm Just Wild About Ilarry-Foxtrut from
"Shuffle Along" iSissle-Illake).
Bennie Krueger's Orchestra
2275 Sing Song Man -Fox-trot
(Friend-Conrad)Orchtstra Arranged by Walter Ilaenscben,
Rudy Wieloeft's Californians
[Mee Thoughts - Fox-trot
(11111ingsStraight
Itargy) Orchestral Arrangement by Walter
Ilarnschen
Rudy W'inlorfes Californians

10

10
10

it)

is

Ilettry Burr

Vernon Dalhan
Ernest Blare

20754 Minuet in G- oboe Solo

Bruno Lahate
Bruno 1.attate

INSTRUMENTAL

10
10

Irola Parlors, predicts a revival of the talking

10

10
10

10
10

Villane la- (thaw Solo
20755 S tartish 'lance Violin Solo -Ake -nuke Ifibruille
Mexander I/chenille
Lichestreuil- train Solo

10

%I Bernard -Frank Kamplain
20729 Tyrol.
liarktown Quartet RehearSal....The IlarrnowSzers
SACRED

10

NOVELTY

207E6 Toll Mother I'll Be There

Where Is My Itoy Tonight!

Peerless Quartet

reerless t.ttartel
POITI.A14 VOCALS

20771 Oh Sing -a -Loo
Sunshine .Alley

Crescent Trio

Charles Ilan

20773 Who Tird the Can nn the ()Id Dog's Tail'
Al Bernard
II. w Is It by You. by Me It's Fine. Arthur Fields
crti.010".1) VOCALS
20774 Who'll Drive Your Blues Away'

being placed now on exploiting the sale of

the Victor portable talking machine and that the
'tore plans to use its entire June advertising
appropration for pushing sales of this product!
George S. Dales, proprietor of the Dales Vic-

STANDARD VOCAL!:

20753 1 hroueh Al the %Vorld
I Wonder Why

strong and good weather is helping the trade.
This department recently was enlarged to twice
its normal size and the Brunswick line of talking machines and records added. The Cheney
and Victor machines are also handled.
Earle Poling, of the Windsor Poling Co., exelusive Victor distributor. says special emphasis

In

PA THE FRERES PHONOGRAPH CO.
Lewis James
2074v Smile Through Your Tears
Lewis James
Look Down. Dear Eyos
20751 When You and I Were Young. Maggie.
Henry Burr
Little Town in the Oult1 County Down,

a year ago. One week, she said, the improvement
registered 50 per cent, but toward the last of the
month business slowed down. June has opened

10
10

10

Ia
10
10

10
10

machine trade this month and believes that the
people of Akron are about ready to again turn
their attention to music in the home.

F. W. VanScoyoc, for many years with the
A. B. Smith Piano Co.. has left the employ of
this firm and will enter business for himself in
the near future. For some years he was advertising manager of the company.

E. E. Peak, formerly with the J. \V. Brown
Piano Co.. at Canton, 0.. and the A. B. Smith
Piano Co.. is now identified with the salesforce
of the M. O'Neil Co.
George S. Dales, of the George S. Dales Co..
Victor distributor and large piano dealer, leaves
for an extended Eastern trip this week,
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Some Leading Jobbers of Talking Machines in America

TEST IT.*
OUR VICTOR

Record Service

W. J. DYER & BRO.

Mickel Bros. Co.

DYLR B'LD'G. ST. PAUL. MINN.

NORTHWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS
OF THE

has a reputation for efficiency.
Suppose you try it.

Omaha, Nebraska

Des Moines, Iowa

VICTOR

E. F. DROOP & SONS CO.

Victor Distributors

Machines, Records and Supplies

1300 G STREET. WASHINGTON. D.C.
231 N. HOWARD STFLIECT. BALTIMORE. MD

Shipped Pr onptir to all
Points in the Northwest

Sherman. 46 ay & Go.

The

San Francisco. Los Angeles. Portland. Seattle. Spokane
PACIPIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS OF

Toledo Talking Machine Co.

VICTOR PRODUCTS

Where Dealers May Secure

Toledo, Ohio

Wholesale Exclusively

COLUMBIA
Product

Wholesale Victor
Exclusively

EASTERN TALKING MACHINE CO.
85 Essex Street, Boston

VICTOR DISTRIBUTORS

Reedy, Full Stocks, and Prompt Deliveries
from Convenient Shipping Centers
all over the United States.

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD

Distributors

Ready Reference for Salesmen, Dealers and Department Heads

Atlanta. Ga.. Columbia Grophopbon Co.. 581
553 Whitehall St.
Baltimore. Md.. Columbia Oraphophont Co.. II
South Howard St.
itovton. Columbia Graphophon Co., 1000 Washington St.
Buffalo. N. Y.. Columbia Graphopbone Co.. TV
Main St.
Chicago, M., Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 325 W.
Jackson Blvd.
Cincinnati. 0.. Columbia Grapboptione Co.. 317321 East 8th street.
Cleveland, 0.. Columbia Grapbopbon CO., 1812
East 30th St.
Dallas. Tex., Columbia Oraphophose Co.. 316
North Preston St.
Denver. Colo., Columbia Stores Co.. 1608 Glen-

rrn Ave.

Detroit, Mich.. Columbia Oraptiophone Co.. 115
Stahl St.

Knew City, 310.,, Columbia Oraphophone Co..

2008 Wyandotta St.
Loa Angels.. Cal., Columbia Graphopbone Co..
800 8. Los Angeles St.
Minneapolis, Minn., Columbia Orapbopbou Co..
19 N. 3rd St.
New Orleans. La.. Columbia Graphopbone Co..
517-5.13 Canal St.

New York City, Columbia Graphophon Co., 121
West 200 St.
Omaha. Neb.. Columbia Graphopboot CO.. Eighth
and Jackson SM.

Philadelphia. Pa.. Columbia Orapbophone Co.
40 N. 6th St.
Pittsburgh, Columbia Graphopbone Co.. 832-640
Duquesne Way.

salt Lake City, Utah. Columbia Stores Co..
21 South West Temple.
San franriaeo. Cal.. Columbia Orapbopbous Co..
345 Bryant St.
Seattle. Wash.. Columbia Oraphopbont Co.. Ill

Western Ave.
Spokane, Wash., Columbia Stores Co.. 161 Booth

root St.

St. Louis. Mo., Columbia Grapbophonit Co.. 1127
Pine St -

Tampa. Fla., Tampa Hardware Co.
itrailouartera for Canada:
Toronto. Ont.. Columbia Graphophone Co.. 347
West Adelaldo St.
Montreal, tine., Columbia GraphopbOtit CO.. 121
St. Imas St.

the Value 01

Selling

3

How Co-operative Sales Help Trade
An Almost Untouched Record Selling
Field With Millions of Prospective
Customers

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO.
New York

3

Dealers With an Eye to Profits Will
Take Advantage of Summer Sales
6

Possibilities

How Music Memory Contests Help
Trade
Why a Live Trade Promotion Campaign is Needed
Seeking New Fields for Record Sales

Developing Trade

in

8
8

8

the Summer

Months
The Value of Association Activities

9
9

The Records Used in the Demonstration of a Machine Should Be Carefully Selected

Why the Talking Machine Should Be
Sold as an Instrument for the Reproduction of Music
The Need of Vitalizing and Humanizing Advertising and Window Displays
Seeing Ourselves as Others See Us and
a Few Hints on Business Practice

13

15

19

21

Machine Co.'s New Building
138-139
Interesting Address on Merchandising
147
Talking Machines

Blackman Talking Machine Co. Increases Capital Stock to $1.000.000 152
Fed Seal School for New York City
H. L. Willson, President of the Columbia Co., Discusses New Policies.
Interesting Budget of News from the
Dominion of Canada
Robert Gordon's Page of Merchandising Suggestions

Music Trade Associations Ijold An-

26

The Talking Machine Situation

153
157

159
173

nual Conventions in New York . I 78-180
Europe

in

182-184

29

Late Patents of Interest to the Talking
184-185
Machine Trade

33
34

Advance List of July Bulletins of Talk 186-187
ing Machine Records

The Importance and Value of Cheerfulness

Formal Opening of Standard Talking

24

Letter of a Veteran Salesman to a

Working for Truthful Advertising.

131-135

.

Organizations and Clubs Offer the
Dealer the Opportunity of a Live
Prospect List
Constructive Plan for Using Records
in Schools

37

Trade Difficulties
45
Convention of Southern Victor Deal53-55
ers a Great Success
Review of Trade Conditions in New
England Territory
67-72
Convention of the National Association of Talking Machine Jobbers .83-98
Trade Happenings in the Quaker City
101-104
and Pennsylvania
Featuring the Musical Possibilities of
108
the Talking Machine
Mid -West Point of View and Western
Trade News
114-128
Gleanings From the World of
Music

10

The Cleverly Designed Window Display Card Is a Powerful Sales Facfor

Distinction Conferred on the Home by
the Selection and Use of Good Record Music

Advertising as a Solution of Many
4

Friend

Executive Office
Gotham National Bank Building

1 Intel) .ugge-,ttour, tin
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INDEX
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C.116 -

C.

.\cme Die Casting Corp
.1eolian Co.
American Felt Co.

72

14, Od

1'

Greiscb Mfg. Co., Fred
Griffith Piano Co.

74

Grinnell

r?

113

47
182
22
IS
172
47

H
Ilall Islfg. Co

9

Haller & Davis Piano Co
Ilarper & Bros

Inside back civet
136
131

36
165
139

Brenard Mfg. Co.

109

Bridgeport Die & Machine Co
Brilliantone Steel Needle Co

157

Brooks

100

Bruno & Son, Inc., C
Bruns & Sons. A

Heppe & Son C. J
liessig-Ellis Drug Co.
llorton-Gallo.Creamer Co.
Hough. J. F.. 1 id

International Mica Co.
Iroquois Sales Co
Italian Book Co.

Brunswick.Balke.Collender Co. Insert following page
Buegeleisen & Jacobson

Buehn Co.. Louis
Buffalo T. NI. Co

Kiefer -Stewart Co.
Kimball Co.. W. W

Cabinet & Accessories Co.

168

D. M. Trading Co
Cheney Talking Machine Co
Claremont Waste Mfg. Co
Classified Want Ads

166

Cole & Dunas Music Co.

124

C.

28

98
181

35

Co.

Columbia Graphophone Co.....I6, 17. 26. 34, 39, 42,
45, 57. 59, 100, 112. 148. 152, 179
12-1,

6

156

87

25

127

Knickerbocker T. M. Co.
Kraft, Bates & Spencer. Inc
Kunde, A. G

D
Da.Lite Elec. Display Co.
De Forest Radio Telephone & T.legraph Co

76
153

Products Co
Diapbragm Co.
Disbeeker & Co
Ditson & Co., Chas. 11

63

Diamond

74
1S1
71

Ditson Co., Myer

71

Doctorow,

66
65

R

Dodge Mfg. Co
Dodin, Andrew 11.
Droop & Sons Co.. E. F

186
189

Duo -Tone Co.

32

Dyer & Co.. W. J

1A9

125
105

72
100
47
186
176
164
80

Lee-Coit.Andreesen Ildw. Co
Lesley's
I idseen Products
Geo. A.

Long Island Phone. Co
Lyon & Ilealy
I.yradion Sales & Engg. Co.

121

65

Madison

Music

Co.

Magic Phono. Supply Co.
Magnavox Co.
Magnola T. M. Co.
Mahogany Assn.
Manhattan Recording Labs
Manufacturers' Phono. Co

81

In
129
55

180
41
134

Starks Music Co, Edw. B
Marshall Co.. Inc.. C. L.
NleMenimen, II. N.
NIelier Co.. C. C
Melody National Sales Co
Nlermod & Co.
Shekel Bros.

SO

Co.

Nlodernola Co.

NIontagnes, I.. & Co.
Nloore-Bird & Co.
NI.

47
40
90

S. & E

Nassau Radio Co

Eclipse Musical Co.

88

National Decalcomania Co.
National Metals Depositing Corp
National Piano Mfg. Co
National Publishing Co
Natural Voice T. NI. Co

42
178

Empire Phone. Parts Co
Esbborn. Samuel

75
57

Eke. Co.

Nestor.

French

Netschert. Frank
Newark Recording Labs.
New England Talking Machine Co.
New York Album & Card Co

118

Federal Record Co.
Feist. Leo

177

132, 133

Ogden Sectional Cabinet Co., Inc

Fletcher -Wickes Co.
Fletelume Sign Co.

23
58

Fox Pub. Co.. Sam........ ....Insert following page

90

Orsenigo Co.
Osland, Inc.

........

180

......

General Phonograph Corp....Inserts following pages
.34 and 66
64
General Phonograph Mfg. Co.
167
General Radio Corp.

Outing T.

NI

Qualitiepbone Sales Co

142

Radio Buyers' Syndicate
Raymond Engg. Co.

179
77
94
159
183
52

kcincke-Ellis Co.

Rcne Manufacturing Co.
Rcx Gramophone Co
S

Seaburg Mfg. Co.

172
102
170
174
18

66
96
61
144
79
4

21
14

137
170
145

Co

p

Pearsall Co.. Silas E
Peckham Mfg. Co
Peerless Album CO

37
112

Schmclzcr Co.
Self -Lifting Piano Truck Co.
Shelton Elec. Co.
Sherburne Mfg. Co.

Si
148

Smith & Co., Henry

39
48
169
162
47
149

Snyder. Jack
Solomon -Edwards Co.

130
99

Sherman. Clay & Co
Silent Motor Corp.
Simplex Eke. Pbono. Motor Co

Sonora Distr. Co. of Texas

47

47
Sonora Co. of Philadelphia
Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.Inside front cover, 46, 47. 61
47
Sonora Phonograph Co. of Pittsburgh
47
Southern Drug Co.
47
Southern Sonora Co
47
Southwestern Drug Co.
43
Sphinx Gramophone Motors

Standard T. M. Co.
Star Mach. & Nov. Co
Starr Piano Co.
Sieger & Sons Piano Mfg. Co.
Steinert & Sons Co., NI

84
144
38

123
69
115
146
47

Sterling Devices Co.

Steno Manufacturing Co.
Sirevell-Paterson Hardware Co.

54
Talking Machine Co., Birmingham
102
Talking Machine Co., Philadelphia
181
Talking Machine Supply Co
Talking Machine World Trade Directory,
SO
Insert following page
122
Templar Mfg. Co.
92, 189
Toledo Talking Machine Co.
125
Tonofone Co.
152
Triangle Radio Supply Co.

U
Unit Construction Co.
United Mfg. & Distr. Co
United Music Stores
Universal Fixtures Co.
Unyversal Utylyty Unyts Co.
U-Pla-41 Record Player Co

119, 122, 127

Pace Pbono. Co.
PathZ Freres Pbono. Co.
Peabody & Co.. Henry 4V.

33
174

126

0
Ormes, Inc.
Oro -Tone Co.

113
SO

Udell Works

N
71

Co.

27.

121

91
108.,
47
10
47
47
47
24

Mills. W. A.
Minneapolis Drug Co.

Eastern Talking Machine Co.

31. Back cover

Plaza Music Co.
Pleasing Sound Phono. Co.
Plywood Corp.
Presto Pbono. Parts Corp

T
110

Mutual Iliono. Parts Co

70

Phonoreel Co.
Phonotonz Co.

M

E

Fulton T. M. Co

49
47
155
62
68
126

L
I akeside Supply Co
I anday Bros.
I ansing Sales Co
I auter Co., II.

I.ong Cabinet Co

102
180
106
40
163
103

Smith Drug Co., C. D.

C.

183
67

56

K

101

C

131

Jewel Phonoparts
Jewett Phono. Co.

Kent Co. F.

95

3.1

J

26

.8

Penn Phonograph Co
l'cnnsylvania Radio Labs
l'hillips Phones Parts Co.. Wm
l'honomotor Co.

27

158
40

Jenkins' Sons Co.. J. W

158

1,4A01 Y W.9

Reynalds, Wm. 11

I
Ilsley, Doubleday & Co.

26

47
70
184
68

Hough, 1. W.

72

82

19
S7
141
104

Flralth Builders

18

ST

R

73

Hartzell Crucible Co.

20

Co

Edison. Inc., Thos. A
Fight Famous Victor Artists

P

150

Harponola Co.
143

Consolidated Talking Machine Co
Corley Co.
Crates & Stavridi
Cressey & Allen

k

Vf G Dif M sf0

86

44

Blout. Emanuel
Boston Book Co.
Brand, William

Federal

F

.4

Bros.

80

Barnhart Bros. & Spindler
Bell Hood Needle Co
Belwin, Inc.
Blackman Talking Machine
Blood Tone Arm Co

Emeloid

UV

Gramophone Co., Ltd.
Granby Phono. Corp

Greater City Phono. Co

Badger T. M. Co.

D.

14

13

B

&

f-

78, 79

American Mica Works
American Talking Machine Co
Andrews. Curtis N.
Atlantic Instrument Co

Collings

Pa

Gibson -Snow Co.

A

Mfg.

N

ADVER.TISERS

.
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tq 1
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9
'Y
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154
12

152

II

126
176

V
N'al's

45
47
174
45

Accessory House

Van Ilouten, C. J., & Zoon
Van Veen & Co
Vicsonia Mig. Co.
Victor Talking Machine Co..
Front cover. 5. 7. Insert follooing pates
Vitanola

F.

hl. Co

18
128

w
117, 175

Walliert Mfg. Co.

29

Wall Kane Mfg. Co.
Wallace Institute

171

47

Walthall Music Co.
Ward Co., C. F...
Weilem, Ltd.. Philip

SO

53
51

Weiss & Co
A.
Wesmann & Son.
Whiisit Co., Perry B

103
93

4Viddicornb Furniture Co.

60

81
34
135
120

Williams Co., G. T.
Wimpflicimer & Bro.. A
Witmark & Sons. hf
Wolf Mfg. Industries

I3S
161

140
107
116
104
168

Y
47

Yalu & I.ange Drug Co.

z
Zimmerman Bitter Constr. Co

160
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cOhe NEW

...

Scotford Tonearm

Superior
Reproducer

and

IC4 new external shape

STYLE NO. 1 FINISH
A combination of Nickel or Gold Plate and Black Rubber Japan

IofBrace and beauty I without chan8in the
internal design:

Arr.
The

OLD
STYLE NO. 2 FINISH
A different combination of Nickel or Gold Plate and Black Rubber Japan

The

NEW
That same 'angle turn with the solid inclined plane
deflecting the sound waves straight downward into
amplifying chamber. That same famous Scotford

tone-the tone of refinement-genuinely musical.
Now in a tonearm of accepted, conventional, popular design. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

NEW CONSTRUCTION
straight tube is of drawn
The
Yellow Brass. Tonearm Base, Main
Elbow and Connection Elbow and
the Reproducer Frame, Face Ring
and Back Plate are cast of TENSO
White Brass Alloy-an alloy more
than double the tensile strength of

cast iron-much stronger, harder
and lik,h ter in weik,ht than ordinary

white metal alloys. New dies have
been produced for casting all parts.
The new parts are solidly cast, and

are very substantial and durable.
r.c.r6a,Y
C1 CP CP VCP CP VCP CP

rsairerr
©@@

STYLE No. 3 FINISH
All parts Plated in Nickel or Gold
In ordering specify whether Reproducer should have Plain Gilt Plate or -Superior- Name
Plate. To obtain Individual Name Plate, customer must furnish Decalcomania Transfer

Samples Will be Submitted on Approval
Style I Tonearm lonk tube and main
elbow. Reproducer face rink and
ba -k Black Japanned; other ports
Plated.

Style 2 Tonearm lent tube and main elbow Bated, bate Black Japan ned: Reproducer back Black Japanned. the face not and frame
Plated.

Style 3 All pert, of Tonearm and Reproducer are Plated.

No. 1 New Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer . Nickel $7.00 Gold $ 9.00
No. 2 New Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer . Nickel 7.75 Gold 10.00
No. 3 New Scotford Tonearm and Superior Reproducer . Nickel 8.50 Gold 11.00
Samples Prepaid at the Above Prices

Write for Our
Specification Sheet and Quantity Price List

BARNHART BROTHERS
& SPINDLER
Monroe and Throop Streets

0. O. D. D.,.

6.; o3 63

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

:

1

Thomas A. Edison, Inc.
Announces Another Addition to Its
Line of Period Models

A William and Mary Console

See Pages 30 and 31 inside

JOBBERS OF THE NEW EDISON, EDISON RE -CREATIONS, THE NEW EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA
AND BLUE AMBEROL RECORDS
CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles-Edison Phonographs.
Ltd.

San Francisco-Edison Phonographs.
Ltd.
COLORADO

Denver-Denver Dry Goods Co.
GEORGIA
Atlanta-Phonographs Inc.

ILLINOIS
.'!-,eaRD-The

Phonograph.

Co.

Wm. IT. Lyons (Amber -oh only).

INDIANA
Indianapolis-Kipp Phonograph Co.
IOWA
Des Moines--Harger & Wish.

LOUISIANA
New. Orleans-Diamond Music Co..
Inc_

NEW JERSEY
Orange-The Phonograph Corp. of

MASSACHUSETTS
Pritcm-PardeeEllasberger Co.
Ivey

Johnson

Sporting

Goods

Co. (Amberola only).

Manhattan.

NEW YORK

MICHIGAN
Detroit-Phonograph Co. of Detroit

Albany-American Phonograph Co.
Syracuse-Frank E. Solway & Son.
Inc., W. D. Andrews Co.
(Amberola only).

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis-Laurence H. Locker

OHIO
Cincinnati-The Phonograph Co.
Cleveland-The Phonograph Co.

MISSOURI
Kansas City-The Phonograph
of Kansas City.
St. Louis-Silverstone Music Co.

Portland-Edison Phonograph.. Ltd.
PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia--Glrard
Phonograph

MONTANA
Helena-Montana Phonograph Co.
NEBRASKA

0 alba-Shultz Bros.

Williamsport-W. A. Myers.
RHODE ISLAND
Providrnee-J. A. Foster Co.
(Amberola only).

UTAH
Ogden-Proudht Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINIA
Richmond-The C. B. Haynes Co..
WISCONSIN
Milwaukee-The Phonograph Co. of
Milwaukee.

Co.

Pittsburgh-Buchn Phonograph

Phono-

Inc.

OREGON
Co.

TEXAS
Dallas--Texas-Oklahoma
graph Co.

Co.

Montreal-R..
Co.. Ltd.

CANADA
S. Williams & Sons

St. John-W. H. Thorne & Co.. Ltd.
Toronto-R. S. Williams & Sons

Co.. Ltd.
Vancouver-Kent Piano Co.. Ltd.
Winnrpeg-R. S. Williams & Sons
Co..

Ltd.

Babson Bros. (Amberots only).

